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Preface 

The present book has been written as part of the project "Die Position des Agyptischen im 

Sprachraum Nordostafrika/ Siidwestasien: Areale und Genetische Beziehungen" which was 

funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft from :t99fi to 1_999 within the framework of 

the "Schwerpunktprogramm Spraehtypologie". My conceptions about Egyptian phonology 

have profited greatly from intense discussions with Dr. Frank Kammerzell who directed the 

project. Without his help, this book could never have been written. It is frequently impossible to 

determine which one of us first developed a particular view on an issue. Thus readers who find 

useful ideas in this hook should always remember that they are not necessarily based on my 

inspiration alone. On the other hand, I feel fully accountable for any shortcomings of the book 

or any conceptions that may draw criticism. 

I was very fortunate to have had the opportunity of presenting a draft of the manuscript to Prof. 

Dr. Antonio Loprieno (Los Angeles) and Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Schenkel (Tiibingen), two 
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:1 Introduction 

i.:l General remarks 

In several respects, Egyptian is a highly interesting language to work with. A striking 
peculiarity of Egyptian lies in the length of documented language history. With a history 
spanning approximately 4500 years, Egyptian exceeds all other languages in this respect 

and can be of prime importance for historical and diachronic studies of any kind. 
Egyptian belongs to those language stocks in which both an ancestor language and 
several genetic descendents (in this case the Coptic dialects) are attested. It can there

fore serve for testing and refining models of genetic linguistics. 

In addition to the diachronic variation, the linguistic situation in Egypt has been charac

terized by considerable diastratic differentiation during most or all periods. We can 

actually say that multilingualism has played a greater role in Egypt than in many modern 

western societies. In modern Egypt, two distinct varieties of Arabic, which show 

pronounced differences on all linguistic levels, are the main vehicles of spoken and 

written communication respectively. A similar situation existed during all or most of the 

pharaonic era, where even, in certain periods, two or more linguistically distinct vari

eties of Egyptian were in use for different types of written communication. Moreover, two 
or more distinct writing systems were in use throughout the entire pharaonic era. 

In addition to the existence of different linguistic varieties of Egyptian itself, we have to 

consider that Egyptian experienced intense contact with other languages of various 

genetic affiliation. It can be assumed that there have always been a considerable number 

of Egyptians who, besides knowing one or more varieties of Egyptian, were familiar with 
one or several neighhoring languages. As a result of such contacts, mixed languages of 

various types arose, such as Coptic with basically Egyptian grammar but a high and 

sometimes dominating ratio of foreign vocabulary, or Napatan with basically Egyptian 

vocabulary but profound grammatical restructuring due to contact with Mrican lan

guages. Since not only Egyptian but also several of its neighboring languages (Semitic 
languages, Greek, Hittite) are well attested in different diachronic stages, research on 

convergent linguistic developments within this area is generally promising. It is even 
possible that certain linguistic features which emerged in the ancient Eastern 

Mediterranean linguistic area contributed significantly to the development of modern 

European languages. For instance, the development of the definite article, a characteris

tic trait linking modern Mediterranean and Western European languages, may find its 



roots here.1 

The indigenous Egyptian scripts are complex systems in which several graphemic 

subtypes coexist. Furthermore, while most scripts in the world have different styles for 

casual writing on the one hand and for printing or careful inscriptions on the other, few of 

them show deep structural divergences in their writing modes as does Egyptian. In 

general the study of graphemic theory can certainly profit from taking Egyptian into 

consideration. 

Despite all these factors, the popularity of Egyptian among scholars with a general 

linguistic background is quite low. The reasons for this are diverse. For example, the 

complex writing system may seem to many a high barrier to overcome prior to any exami

nation of the language proper, even though the difficulties in interpreting the Egyptian 

script are not in principle different from the difficulties in interpreting written records of 

any extinct languages. Another reason is the fact that Egyptology has developed a rather 

idiosyncratic style in describing the language which is not easily accessible to scholars 

who have not been educated in this discipline. More recently, however, scholars have be

gun to describe Egyptian specifically for a linguistic audience (cf. especially ScHENKEL 

.1.990, LoPRIENO .1.995, and KAMMERZELL .1.998a). 

This book is intended to help readers with a general linguistic background become famili

ar with the basic issues and principal problems of one subdiscipline of the Egyptian lan

guage: its phonology. I presuppose the general notions of structuralist phonology as deve

loped by the Prague circle, but adhere to no specific school of modern phonology. Rather, 

descriptions are frequently presented from a typological perspective. I hope that the book 

will enable linguists and philologists specialized in fields other than Egyptian to access 

and interpret Egyptian evidence and integrate it into their own particular studies. 

1. The notion of definiteness is an important grammatical category in the languages of 
modern Western Europe and the Mediterranean. The languages of this area have 
morphological markers to express the definiteness or indefiniteness of a noun phrase 
(definite vs. indefinite articles). However in most languages throughout the world, 
there is no specific morphological category which corresponds to our definite or 
indefinite article. Instead, definiteness or indefiniteness is either not expressed at 
all, or may interact with various categories as diverse as case, verbal agreement, or 
word order. The idea to consider the presence of a definite article an areal feature is 
due to Martin Haspelmath (lecture in Goettingen, 1.997). The development of a 
definite article can be observed in Egyptian during the �nd millenium Be. Mterwards 
it is attested from Semitic, even later from Greek whence it seems to have spread to 
other parts of Europe in the course of christianization. 
In Egyptian and most languages which once aquired a definite article, the numeral 
"one" was grammaticalized at a later date to develop into an indefinite article. In 
several modern languages of the Middle East and India (e.g. Turkish, Persian, and 
Hindi) the numeral "one" is used in an extended function coming close to an 
indefinite article, whereas a definite article is missing. This is probably another 
areal feature which may or may not be historically connected to Egyptian. 
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My description is somewhat eclectic and does not address all 4500 years of attested 

Egyptian language history in equal depth, nor are all questions which may seem impor

tant treated in detail. I am mainly concerned with the time beginning in the New 

Kingdom (from approximately 1_50osc on) when the first intense contacts of Egyptian 

with neighboring languages become evident and provide extensive data for phonological 

research. The phonology of the earlier periods of Egyptian, which must be reconstructed 

primarily by internal evidence, is treated more briefly. I have largely avoided consider

ing the genetic relations of Egyptian to Mroasiatic or other languages. Even if a 

phonetic correspondence between genetically related languages is assumed to be certain, 

the correspondence is of a principally abstract nature and does not allow for a conclusion 

about the actual pronunciation in one of the compared languages. The situation is 

different if language contact is attested in historical times. Evidence of this kind is 

amply referred to in this book. I hope, however, that this book will help other scholars use 

Egyptian evidence within the framework of genetic reconstruction. 

The reader will note that I do not outline synchronic descriptions of different stages of 

the language in chronological order. Instead, each section is devoted to a particular topic 

which in turn is discussed from a diachronic perspective. It is a peculiarity of Egyptian 

linguistics that there is frequently good reason to assume the operation of a specific 

phonetic process while we cannot establish the exact time at which it took place. 

Therefore, a relative chronology of individual phonetic changes often remains problem

atic. This is due to the existence of "dark ages" for which insight into Egyptian phonol

ogy is considerably more difficult than for other periods. Several factors are responsible 

for this: a large tendency to write in an archaic style (e.g. in the centuries following the 

New Kingdom), the lack of structuralistic investigation into the writing system 

(Demotic), the lack of words preserved in both an Egyptian and a foreign writing system 

(Old Kingdom), the small number of known texts (Late Coptic), the lack of strictly 

synchronic glossaries or grammatical descriptions of several periods, or a lesser acquain

tance on the author's side with certain stages of Egyptian than with others. 

i.2 

1..2 • .1 

Remarks on the transcription and specific terminology 
used throughout this book 

Notation of Egyptian consonants 

In this hook, Egyptian words are not usually given in the original script but in the conven
tional Egyptological transcription. This transcription is always printed in italics, e.g. n{r 
"god". Ha single consonant is cited in transcription, it is put in pointed brackets, e.g. (1}. 
The conventional transcription indicates the consonants of a word by means of conven

tionalized symbols. It is important to note that the conventional consonant symbols must 

not be interpreted phonologically or phonemically. For more details about the conven
tional Egyptological transcription a:E § 2.6. 



1..2.2 Notation of Egyptian vowels 

The conventional transcription, like the indigenous Egyptian scripts, fails to indicate 

vowels. Since vowels can be important for understanding the general phonetic develop

ment of a word, I frequently add vocalized reconstructions of Egyptian words in parenthe

ses ( ). These are not phonological nor phonetic renderings either. Rather, the forms in 

parentheses are combined of consonants cited by the conventional transcription symbols 

on the one hand and vowels reconstructed from Coptic (a late form of Egyptian written in 

an alphabetic script, W §2.7) or from other sources on the other. Word stress is 

indicated by ' preceding the syllable as in the IPA system. If I assume a vowel to have 

been present at a certain position in a word but have no information on the nature of the 

vowel, this is indicated by the symbol V. If it is uncertain whether a vowel was present at 

a certain position or not, this is indicated by [V]. 

L2.3 Understanding Egyptian examples in this book 

Let us consider the example ntr ('natrV) "god". The conventional transcription of the 

Egyptian word is ntr. Note that l is the transcription symbol for a stop which originally 

was /c(h)/ but later developed into /t(h)/ in this word, and r is the symbol for a liquid 

which may actually have been Ill rather than /r/ and which was later lost altogether in 

this word. The consonant symbols are repeated in parentheses supplemented by the 

indication of the stressed vowel a. Although this vowel is not indicated in the Egyptian 

script, it can be deduced from cuneiform transcriptions as well as from the Coptic 

successor of the word. I assume that there was also an additional vowel at the end of the 

word. Since we lack evidence for the quality of this vowel, it is simply indicated by V. 

('natt.Y) is an abstract representation which does not indicate the actual pronunciation of 

this word at any stage of the language. However the approximate pronunciation of this 
word at several stages can be deduced from it by applying the sound development rules 

which are discussed throughout this book. 

In order to indicate a phonetic or phonological rendering of an Egyptian word during a 

specific period, the conventional consonant symbols are replaced by IPA-symbols repre

senting their actual pronunciation, and the word is included in either brackets [ ] or 

slashes I I respectively. 

Notation of Coptic 

Coptic words are always cited in the original script discussed in§ 2.7. I frequently add a 
phonological interpretation in slashes I/. 

Each Coptic word is preceded by a letter in superscript which indicates the dialect from 

which the word is taken. For example, s�NOK /a'n::�k/ refers to the pronoun O..NOK /a'n::�k/ 

"I" of the Sahidic dialect of Coptic. I also frequently give several dialect forms of a word 



side by side (5UNOK /a'n'Jk/, aQ..NO..K /a'nak/). s,hcoN /'s·:m/ "brother" means that the word 
for "brother" is identical in the Sahidic and the Bohairic dialects. 
The dialect abbreviations are explained at the end of § 2.3. 

Further remarks on the citation of Egyptian and Coptic words 

Egyptian-Coptic etymologies are widely used throughout this book. l will not usually cite 
the relevant literature if the etymology is well-established and can easily be found in the 
available Coptic etymological dictionaries (for these � § 2-4-1.). A semantic gloss 
always accompanies cited words, hut I do not always indicate semantic changes which 
may have taken place in a word over time, unless this is vital for my argument. 
Egyptian is an inflecting language. If not specified otherwise, nouns are usually cited in 
the singular form and verbs in the infinitive. Egyptian nouns, infinitives of verbs, and 
prepositions have special forms called s t a t u s  n o  m i n a l i s and s t a t u s  
p r o  n o  m i n a l i s which are frequently referred to in this book. They are used immedi
ately before a noun phrase serving as possessor (in case of nouns), as direct object (in 
case of infinitives of transitive verbs), or as the argument of a preposition respectively. 
Besides the infinitive, which is the most frequently used verbal form of Coptic, verbs may 
also be cited in another form called s t a t  i v e, a form which expresses a state and 
frequently conveys a passive meaning. 

L2.6 Other symbols 

In the Egyptological transcription, the signs (.) and (-) are employed to mark morpheme 
boundaries. For further explanation lGY § 2.6.1.1.. 
The symbols >: and < indicate diachronic relationships. 
The symbol lGY refers the reader to another section or page in this book. 

Periods of Egyptian history 

The following Egyptological terms designating periods of the Egyptian history will be 
used throughout the text: 

Old Kingdom (OK) Dynasties 3-6 ea. 26so-2:150Bc i 
1.st Intermediate Period Dynasties 7-:10 ea. 21._.o;o-2ooosc I 
Middle Kin•dom (MK) Dvnasties H-:t3 ea. 2000-:t700Bc 
2nd Intermediate Period Dynasties 1.4-1.7 ea. :l700-:l5;)0Bc 
New Kingdom (NK) Dynasties 1.8-20 ea. :1:'\:'\0-:l:lOOBC 
Late Period Dvnasties 2:1ff. ea. HOOBC - 3QfiAD 
Ptolemaic Period 33!.!:-30BC I 
Roman Period 3ooc - 3gSAD I 



1..3 Phonemes and phonology 

A phoneme is traditionally defined as the smallest meaning-differentiating phonetic unit 
in a language. A phoneme is distinguished from any other phoneme by one or more 

distinctive phonological features. All phonemes together form the phonological system of 
a language. 
It would, however, be wrong to say that there "is" a phonological system in a language 
and that our task simply is to discover it. The phonOlogical system has no existence on its 
own, but rather is the result of our attempts to put the innumerable data which we 
encounter in a language together to form an organized structure. Frequently, individual 
pieces of evidence suggest contradictory assumptions about the system, and our decision 
will then depend on how much weight opposing pieces of evidence are given. In such 
cases, there may be more than one correct way of constructing a phonological system, 
and each solution may have specific advantages. Different solutions may be preferred 
depending on the purpose for which the phonological analysis is undertaken. 
A notorious problem of phonology arises with regard to "marginal" phonemes. These are 
phonemes which seem necessary to explain rare phenomena in a language, but the 
inclusion of which complicates the phonological system considerably. One of many 

examples of marginal phonemes are nasal vowels in Standard German, which are 

restricted to French loan words, where they are pronounced only by a part of the speakers 
and often inconsistently. Depending on how much weight is given to the opposing goals 
of completeness of the phonological description on the one hand and simplicity on the 
other, different decisions will be made. The choice can be different for a reference 
grammar of German than that for a didactic introductory text. 
Another well-known example for which divergent phonological analyses are possible is 
the Russian 1-sound. Some scholars consider it a distinct phoneme, but others prefer 
analyzing it as an allophone of the phoneme /i/, the selection depending on the nature of 
the preceding consonant. Both analyses are legitimate, and each has its own advantages 
and disadvantages. The first analysis explains certain marginal and foreign words more 
easily and is in agreement with the Russian writing system. By contrast the second 
allows for both the positing of a smaller vowel inventory and for an elegant fonnulation 
of several morphological alternations. From a comparative perspective, the first analysis 
permits a better comparision with Old Church Slavonic, whereas the second analysis 
presents Russian as closer to certain other modern Slavic tongues. 
Another notorious problem is the phonological interpretation of diphthongs in many 
languages, including English. As for the diphthong in words like fine, scholars have 

defended interpretations both as a single phoneme /ai/ and as a diphonemic sequence /a/ 
+ /j/ without having reached a definite conclusion. Criteria from various fields (phonetic, 
distributional, morphological, dialectal, historical, etc.) can be adduced in favor of 
opposing analyses, and there is no simple solution as to how to weigh the different pieces 
of evidence. It should be concluded that both analyses are acceptable. In a description of 



English phonology, it would be legitimate to present both analyses side by side and make 

use of each of them for what they explain best. 

Phonology is not an isolated system but rather interacts with other subsystems of the 

language such as the lexical, the morphological, and even the graphical level. The 

decision is not always straightforward as to which level of analysis a given phenomenon 

should be attributed. For example, marginal phonemes as described above may be 

completely excluded from a phonological description and may simply be discussed as 

peculiarities of single lexical entries. Generative phonologists frequently expand the 

scope of phonology in order to include phenomena that had earlier been explained within 

the framework of morphology (a classical example is the treatment of English phonology 

by CuoMSKY & HALLE :1968). Two or more levels of phonological analysis are assumed 

there, which may considerably complicate the phonological description but which simpli

fies the morphological description of the same language. Some scholars have expanded 

the phonological apparatus in order to explain phonological properties of divergent 

dialects of a language from a single level of representation. 

Thus we see that a phonological analysis is not merely concerned with the "sounds" of a 

language. Rather the linguist is always influenced by the conceptions he or she has of the 

language as a whole, including its morphology, lexicon, diatopic variation, and other 

levels. Within certain limits, it is legitimate and even necessary to fashion the descrip

tion of one subsystem of a language with respect to a simple and economic description of 

the others. 

Although the distinction between the phonological and the graphemic systems is indeed 

important and linguists have been right in emphasizing it for more than a century, I 

therefore argue that it would be wrong to reject the possibility that in certain cases a 

phonological analysis may be given preference to another simply because it allows for an 

easier connection to the writing system. 

L4 Peculiarities of a phonological analysis of Egyptian as an 
extinct language 

Although Ancient Egyptian is essentially attested as a written language, it is useful to 

assume a phonological level of analysis for it, as is indeed done for any other extinct 

tongue. If we had no conceptions whatsoever about Egyptian pronunciation, i.e. if the 

phonetic character of the Egyptian script was not known, we would have immense diffi

culties both in recognizing or interpreting writing variation within the Egyptian script 

itself, and in identifying Egyptian words recorded in other writing systems (Greek

Coptic, cuneiform, Hebrew, etc.). The identification of (earlier) Egyptian with Coptic 

words has always been one of the major techniques of exploring the language. Already the 

first decipherers did not therefore restrict themselves to simply determining the meaning 

of words, but also concerned themselves much with the pronunciation of the words. 



However the types of evidence used to construct a phonological system of Egyptian have 
different relative importance than in modern languages. In Egyptian, the graphic repre
sentation, which - as I argued above - can legitimately have a limited influence on a 
phonological analysis, is given more weight than would be the case with a living lan
guage. Whereas modern languages are often analysed on a strictly synchronic level - al
though even essentially synchronic and generative treatments sometimes include histori
cal considerations -, we also have to pay more attention to the relationship of different 
diachronic stages of the language in the case of Egyptian. Since practically everyone 
who deals with Egyptian is concerned with texts composed during different historical pe
riods, being able to diachronically connect the elements of the language is more impor
tant than knowing the most efficient phonological analysis of a given synchronic stage. 
I hope that although the phonological analyses suggested in this book are necessarily 
deficient and peculiar in many respects, they are still useful in explaining much of the 
available evidence. On the one hand, there is no question that our phonological analysis 
of Egyptian is underdifferentiated in many respects. On the other hand, this defective
ness may lead us to overdifferentiate certain points of a phonological system by failing 
to recognize the presence of conditioning environments. Instead of being interpreted as 
phonemic, any difference found can technically also be described as allophanic if we 
postulate that the conditioning environment has escaped our attention. To take an 
example, if I have decided to assume a phonological distinction between two consonants 
/p/ and /b/, this distinction best conforms with the evidence that is presently available 
(e.g. etymological connections between different stages of Egyptian, borrowing of 
Egyptian words into other languages, evidence of the Egyptian writing system). It is 
possible that, for instance, Egyptian had a hitherto unknown tonal system, which if taken 
into consideration would allow for p and b to be analysed as mere allophones of a single 
phoneme /P/, the choice between both allophones depending on the tone of an accompa
nying vowel. This uncertainty is, however, not a peculiarity of Egyptian alone since, as 
exemplified above, even in well documented modern languages there may be more than 
one acceptable analysis of a given phonological issue. 
If evidence of Egyptian as a spoken language suddenly became available, certain 
analyses would then have to be preferred which cannot be favored with the present 
knowledge, whereas some analyses of today would then appear less preferable. However, 
this discovery would not imply that the traditional analysis and all conclusions based on 
it are simply wrong. For example, the statement that the Coptic successors of p and b 
merge in a certain environment (� § 3.:12.4) could still be maintained in the new 
analysis after some reformulation. Furthermore, even the discovery of a tonal system as 
outlined above would not force us to give up the old phonological distinction of /p/ and 
/h/, if instead the tonal system was analysed as allophonic. 
I conclude that the restricted knowledge of Egyptian still allows for a rudimentary 
phonological analysis, certainly one which is less refined than it can be for a living 
language, though not of a principally different character. 
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:1.5 The Neogrammarian's principles and diachronic phonology 

Any work in etymology involves two linguistic levels. Words are compared both accord

ing to their phonetic and to their semantic properties. Whereas the semantic side of an 

equation still has to he evaluated largely by intuition, it has been possible to formally 
control the phonetic side of etymologizing since the end of the :1.9th century when the 

Neogrammarians developed the famous principle of the regularity of sound change. 

Although historical linguists tend to accept limited deviations from this principle for 
etymologies which seem very convincing in the semantic respect, the Neogrammarian's 

approach has been accepted as essential for any work in historical linguistics and is also 
adopted in this book. 
The principles of historical linguistics allow us to make predictions about a language 
based on evidence from successor languages (which can also be called later stages of the 
same language). This method can be applied if there is only one successor language, but 
it is more efficient if the language has split into several daughter languages. The more 
daughter languages are known, i.e. the more data are available for the input, the more 
detailed the reconstruction will be. 
There is no fundamental difference between what is called a "genetic relationship" on 
the one hand and language contact on the other. It would be normal to make predictions 
about Latin based on the examination of the genetically derived Romance languages, but 
we could also attempt to reconstruct the Latin sound system if the only extant evidence 
consisted of borrowings from Latin into Albanian, Basque, and Berber. Both methods are 
equally acceptable from a methodological point of view, only the amount of data is 
smaller in the latter case. 
The Neogrammarians' principles were formulated when scholars did not yet make a 
difference between phonetics and phonology, and indeed their principles need not 
necessarily be applied to phonemes, but can be applied to units singled out by any 
method of phonetic differentiation. However, if the differentiation on the input side is 
rough, the result will be no better. This question has been adressed by HoLZER (1_996) 
whom I cite in the original here: 

"Die phonologische Klassifizierung - in erster Linie nach dem Kriterium 
der Fiihigkeit hzw. Unfahigkeit eines Lautungsunterschiedes, Bedeutungen 
zu unterscheiden - ist bloB eine MOglichkeit unter anderen, lautliche 
GrOBen als gleich oder verschieden zu betrachten ( ... ) .  Nach welchen 
Kriterien man auch abstrahiert und klassifiziert, mit den unterschiedenen 
lautlichen GrOBen kOnnen immer Lautgesetze fonnuliert werden, wo reiner 
Lautwandel gewirkt hat. Unterscheidet man nruss. [neurussisch, C. PeustJ i 
und y (es sind verschiedene Laute), muB man formulieren: aruss. i z.B. nach 
t > nruss. i; aruss. i z.B. nach S > nruss. y; aruss. y z.B. nach t > nruss. y; 
aruss. y z.B. nach k > nruss. i. Unterscheidet man nruss. i und y hingegen 
nicht (sie gehOren demselben Phonem /i/ an), geniigt einfach: aruss. /i/ und 
/y/ > nruss. /i/." (HoLZER 1996: 88) 



"Man kOnnte auch mykenisch-griechische WOrter, wie sie in Linear B 
geschrieben wurden, also (abgesehen von t vs. d) ohne Unterscheidung 
zwischen Tenues, Mediae und Aspiratae, mit altindischen zusammenstellen 
und so ein giiltiges Rekonstrukt des Urindogermanischen bilden ( ... )" 
(HoLZER <991i: u9f.) 

For comparative research in fields like Indo-European, Dravidian, or Sino-Tibetic, well
founded descriptions of both the phonology and the semantics of living languages are 
available. Speculation is therefore limited to con�tructing the proto-language as the 
other side of comparison. In Egyptian, the situation is both better and worse at the same 
time. 
All stages of Egyptian are evidenced to an imperfect degree, and many aspects of the 
language escape our attention completely or can only be used with reservations due to 
our limitation of knowledge. We can hear Egyptian words and ask speakers about their 
meaning only in a few cases when Egyptian words have been borrowed into other 
languages (especially, but not exclusively, into modern Egyptian Arabic). In principle 
there is no difference between the preservation of an Old Egyptian word as a loan in 
English (tib.t "brick" > adobe) and that of a Latin word in modern Italian. In both cases, 
the words are .. genetically" related and were formally modified by regular sound 
changes. But those fragmented data cannot give us a coherent picture of the language, 
anything that could reasonably be called a system. 
However, there are also advantages specific to Egyptian, namely the fact that this 
language was recorded by native speakers for about four and a half thousand years. 
During this time, very considerable changes on all linguistic levels, including the 
phonological level, took place. We can use evidence from later stages of the language for 
establishing reconstructions of an earlier stage which is also attested in its turn. The 
attested language history is long enough to provide us with numerous interesting 
phonological developments without ever having to refer to a (re)constructed proto
language. This is not to say that we could avoid (re)constructions as such, but everything 
we assume can be compared and cross-checked against data produced by native speakers. 

i.6 Refining a synchronic phonological analysis by diachronic 
evidence 

The methods of historical linguistics are frequently applied in order to reconstruct an 
unattested language, for instance Proto-lndo-European. However we can also apply them 

to an attested language to get more information about it than we would derive from a 
synchronic evaluation of the written sources alone. For example, the Latin orthography 
does not note vowel length, but this feature can be reconstructed for the most part from a 
comparative analysis of the Romance daughter languages (another source is the exami
nation of Latin metrical texts). In the earliest sources of Akkadian (Old-Akkadian) the 



three series of plosives (voiceless, voiced, emphatic) are not distinguished in writing, but 
the difference is inferred from the evidence of later texts when the script had become 
more refined (as well as from Semitic etymology). Old Turkish is written in several 
scripts all of which ignore certain phonological distinctions of this language. Therefore 
the comparison to modern Turkish languages plays an important role in reconstructing 
Old Turkish phonology. The sound values of the signs in Old Chinese are largely recon
structed on the basis of modern Chinese dialects. The same principle is applied through
out this book where the evidence of the hieroglyphic script is supplemented by recon
structions based on the later testimonies of the Coptic dialects. 
Predictions that can already be made from the comparative evidence of Coptic dialects 
are frequently confirmed by evidence attested from the pharaonic language. To take an 
example, there are two graphs (2S., 6) for palatal stops in Coptic. Two dialects known as 
Sahidic and Bohairic behave differendy in writing a given palatal stop in a word, so we 
can establish four sets of correspondence for rendering the palatal stops: 

set 1. set 2 set 3 set 4 
Sahidic 2S. 2S. 6 6 
Bohairic 2S. 6 2S. 6 

The Neogrammarian's principles predict here that, unless a specific environment can be 
found that could have caused a split development, (at least) four different sounds must be 
assumed for some earlier stage of the language. Indeed, the etymological cognates from 
hieroglyphic Egyptian show four graphemes which correspond to the four sets established 
here: j, �, ® ,  and 8C7 •111 This comparison works regardless of the view taken about the 
nature of the Coptic dialects; the possible conclusions may differ, though. For instance, 
if we take the two "dialects" to represent mere alternative ortliographical conventions, 
(at least) four different palatal stops will have to be posited for spoken Coptic as a whole, 
homography being differently applied in each writing convention. If, on the other hand, 
the dialects are perceived in a more traditional sense, it is possible to assume different 
sound mergers in different parts of the country. Whatever scenario is accepted, we can 
reasonably reconstruct four sounds for the earlier language. Furthermore, we can argue 
that there is a common feature linking the sounds represented by sets 1 and 2, as opposed 
to the sounds represented by sets 3 and 4• and another feature linking sets 1 and 3 as 
opposed to sets !:1 and 4· These features common to two sets each would have motivated 
the phonetic merger or the homography respectively. 
If the examination of later stages of Egyptian leads us to postulate distinctions for the 
earlier language, they should in principle be reconstructed even if there is no direct 
confirmation for them from that period. In this case, they serve to refine our picture of the 

2 The presentation is simplified here. Note particularly the fact that in Bohairic the 
opposition of both stops is maintained only before the stressed vowel (� § 3.3.2) 
which renders the Egypto-Coptic relationships somewhat more complex. 
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earlier language and help us to get insight into what is hidden by deficiencies of the 

writing system. For example, vowels are generally not indicated in the hieroglyphic 

script, but we postulate many of them by the evidence of Coptic. In this book, I also 

suggest some consonantal distinctions based on reconstructions from Coptic which fail to 

be indicated in the Egyptian script. 

i. 7 Phonemic versus graphemic representation 

Although phonetic data most naturally provide a major base for researching the phonol

ogy of a language, in the case of Egyptian we have to rely mainly on written sources. Any 

phonographic writing system actually implies a categorization of speech sounds, 

although this may be quite different from what we would call a phonological analysis. 

However, the written evidence can be taken as a starting point for the analysis of the 

sound system. This analysis can he refined if more data, such as renderings of the same 

language in different writing systems, or evidence from other diachronic stages of the 

language, or typological predictions about the structure and development of phonological 

systems in general are included. 

In addition to the straightforward case of an unambiguous correspondence of graphemes 

and phonemes, more complex patterns of correspondence are possible. Let us take a look 

at two fundamental patterns here which often occur in languages: 

A) Two or more graphemes correspond to one phoneme: the graphemic system is more 

differentiated than the phonological system. 

Not all graphemes have a phonetic function whatsoever. Even if a sign is definitely used 

in a phonographic way, its function may include further semantic or grammatical compo

nents (cf. the difference between small and capital letters in the Latin script). What we 

face here is the problem of distinguishing phonographical and semographical sign 

functions. 

Let us assume a set of graphemes which we believe to be phonographs, i.e. for which no 

semographic functions are obvious. Phonographs may express phonetic differences of any 

kind, not necessarily phonological differences. If only an allophanic distinction is 

expressed, we may be able to find specific environments by which the allophones are 

conditioned. In other words, if we observe that a certain grapheme is always used in a 

specific phonetic environment, a possible explanation is that this grapheme denotes an 

allophone rather than a phoneme. However, we can only observe this if the conditioning 

environment itself is expressed in writing. 

Some phonographs may be consistently kept distinct from one another but some may not. 

If a former phonetic distinction is eliminated through language change, the corresponding 

graphemes will become homophones. In this case, we typically observe that the graphical 

distinction is no longer retained with any consequence, especially in texts ranging on a 

low sociohierarchical scale. There is a good chance that in the long run one of these 



graphemes will be eliminated from the writing system, or the difference will be reinter

preted to express another functional distinction. 

B) Two or more phonemes correspond to one grapheme: the graphemic system is less 

differentiated than the phonological system. 

It seems to be a universal that the phonological level is mirrored into the graphemic 

level defectively. For instance, intonational properties are not rendered adequately in 

any writing system. Additionally, the Egyptian scripts dispense with rendering vowels. 

This problem can partly be remedied by correlating two or more graphical systems with 

one another. This can be done from a diachronic perspective (renderings of different 

stages of a language) as discussed in § :1.6, but also from a synchronic perspective 

(renderings of the same language in different writing systems). For example, the hieratic 

and the cuneiform representations of Late Egyptian together tell us more than each of 

them would do alone. 

In some cases distinctions which have been posited by such stipulations can be corrobo

rated by extralinguistic information. For example, in § 3.7 I posit two different Egyptian 

phonemes hidden behind the single grapheme (q>, since the corresponding sounds end up 

as both velar and palatal stops in Coptic, and no different environments are recognizable 

that could have induced allophones or a phonemic split. One of these phonemes occurs in 

borrowings from Semitic languages only. So we can suggest that by language contact a 

new phoneme was imported into Egyptian but no distinct grapheme for its representation 

was created. 

An amount of uncertainty always remains. It is possible and actually to be expected that 

some phonological traits are not reflected in the graphemic represention of any stage of 
the language and will therefore remain obscure forever. On the other hand, failing to 

recognize certain distinctions may lead us to assume phonological differences in other 
parts of the phonemic system which we would better not assume if we had direct access 

to the spoken language. 

I have only discussed here the different representations of small linguistic elements 

(phonemes, graphemes) in spoken and written Egyptian respectively. KAMMERZELL (1.99:1c, 

:1992/93, :tgg8a: 2:1-23) makes it clear that spoken Egyptian ("Phonemsprache") and 

written Egyptian ("Graphemsprache .. ) can actually be considered two distinct linguistic 

systems since they show marked differences on all levels of linguistic description 

including morphology, syntax, and pragmatics. It is a striking fact that spoken Egyptian 
was a highly inflectional language, whereas written Egyptian can he described as a 
basically agglutinative system. 



1.8 A short history of research in Egyptian phonology 

Studies in the Egyptian language have always had a strong diachronic bias. This is under

standable when we consider the immense history of Egyptian. Furthermore, the analysis 
of a given element at a given time can frequently only be stipulated from evidence of 
other periods. This is especially true for the fields of lexicography and phonology. 
Beginning with Jean Frangois Champollion who deciphered the hieroglyphs in 1822. the 
first Egyptologists identified numerous hieroglyphic groups with words of Coptic which 
was already well known at that time, but they were not yet fully aware of the differences 
between Egyptian and Coptic as languages. When the linguistic distance between both 
languages became more and more evident, extensive research on Egyptian phonetics 
began. Much of this early work is no longer acceptable today and will not be discussed in 
this book. 
At the end of the :19th century, the so-called Berlin school, with EaMAN, SETHE, and 
STEINDORFF as its leading figures, made major progresses in distinguishing between the 
diachronic stages of the Egyptian language, which was a crucial precondition for further 

research. What followed were milestones in Egyptian linguistics such as the recognition 
of the principally consonantal nature of the Egyptian writing system (Baucscu & ERMAN 
:t889), the discovery of the syllable structure rules (in 5TEINDORFF :1894), and the monu
mental and still invaluable "Verbum" by SETHE (:t899-t_90!1) in which numerous exact 
definitions of Egyptian phonetic developments by the Neogrammarian's model were 
proposed. The recovery of additional important sources (new Coptic dialects, cuneiform 
transcriptions of Egyptian) led to better insights into the vowel system (SETHE 19!13). (For 
more details on the history of these discoveries see ZuNKE 1997: xvi-xx.) The first 
etymological dictionary of Coptic was published by SPIECELBERC (19!11.). Based on these 
materials, two monographs on Egypto-Coptic sounds appeared in which the knowledge of 
that time was codified (CzERMAK 1.931./34, WoRRELL :1934). 
VERGOTE (1.945) was the first scholar to apply the distinction between phonetics and 
phonology to Egyptian, which increased the clarity and exactitude of the analysis. More 
detailed and more modern phonological investigations into certain domains followed 
(e.g. SATZINCER 1.979, HINTZE 1.980). Other scholars, although based on a more traditional 

methodology, also expanded our knowledge considerably (e.g. EoEL, FECHT, LAcAu, OstNC, 

VYciCHL). In the light of the new developments, the possibilities for estimating Egypto
Coptic etymologies increased greatly. Three new etymological dictionaries of Coptic 
appeared in a quick sequence (WEsTENDORF 1.96sf77, CEnNY 1.976, VYciCHL 1.983). 
Meanwhile, scholars from outside Egyptology had provided essential contributions to 

Egyptian (GREENBERG :1962; HooGE :1966; RossLER 1.971) which only slowly made their way 
into Egyptology. New evidence such as the consonantal compatibility restrictions was 
discovered, and scholars began to question crucial traditional assumptions. Today there 
is vivid research on Egypto-Coptic phonology by several scholars such as DEPUYDT, Ho net, 
KAMMERZELL, KASSER, LoPRIENO, SATZINGER, ScHENKEL, and ZEIDLER, to name only some. 
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2 Basic information about Egyptian 

2.i Diachronic stages of the Egyptian language 

On the history of the Egyptian language in general see JuNGE (1984b), jANSEN-WINKELN 
(1.995), and KAMMERZELL (1�b: 59-78) where further references can be found. 
We can divide the history of the Egyptian language into the following stages: 

2. .1..:1.. Ca. 31.oo-1.3oosc: a single written language 

The first testimonies of script in Egypt are attested from the late 4th millennium Bc.3 The 
earliest documents are usually very short and consist of isolated names and nouns most of 

which technically cannot be clearly attributed to a specific language. Already from 
Dynasty 3 (around 26ooBc), several longer texts are known.4 
Until approximately :13oosc, basically one language was used for all purposes of writing. 
It can be subdivided into two stages: 0 l d E g y p t i a n  (until ea. 200oec) and 
M i d d l e E g y p  t i a n  (from ea. 2.oooec on). It is difficult to estimate how much 
spoken and written language differed from another at that time. From the late 3rd 
millennium on, we know a very limited number of textual sources from infonnal, everyday 
contexts which show grammatical peculiarities reminiscent of Late Egyptian. This 
suggests that by this time a marked diastratic variation already existed . .s 

2.1..2 Ca. 1.3oo-soosc: differentiation into two written languages 

From about :t3oouc on, remarkable linguistic differences can be observed on the 
synchronic level.6 Texts can either be written in a somewhat archaic language based on 
Middle Egyptian, or in a more informal language which probably reflects the contempo
rary spoken tongue. The fanner is called N e o - M  i d d I e E g y p  t i a n ,  the latter 
L a t e  E g y p t i a n .  The gap between (Neo-)Middle Egyptian and Late Egyptian is 
considerable in both the grammatical and the lexical respects so as to justify a classifi
cation as two different languages. Many texts, especially those dating from :L3oo to 
:1ooooc, show various degrees of mixture between both linguistic systems. Mter about 
:tooouc, the two codes tend to be kept apart more strictly. It is possible that the 

3 On the beginning of script in Egypt see DREYER (in print) and ENGEL (:1997). 
4 On the texts from Dynasty 3 see KAuL & KLOTH & ZIMMERMANN (1.995). 
5 E.g. the definite article pJ which is a typical Late Egyptian feature is already found 

a few times in the late Old Kingdom, but only in utterances ascribed to lower class 
people and as parts of proper names (FEcHT 1.96o: § 41.5). 

6 The development of two Egyptian written languages is treated in detail by jANSEN
WtNKELN (1.995)· 



phonological systems of both styles had become differentiated (only) by this time, as 

JANSEN-W INKELN (:1995: :106) suggests. 
Both linguistic varieties appear to have had a different prestige, and their use depended 
on the given text genre to a certain degree. "Classical" Middle Egyptian with its wealth 

of literature and religious tradition continued to be learned in schools, and new texts, 
especially with religious content, were still composed in this language. Late Egyptian, 
on the other hand, was the language of administration, economic transactions, private 
use, and many literary texts were composed in this idiom. 
The official correspondence of New Kingdom Egypt with its Asian provinces was 
recorded in Akkadian, a Semitic language written in cuneiform which some Egyptian 
scribes were taught as a foreign language. 

2.1.3 Ca. soosc - 250Ao: three written languages 

In 525Bc Egypt became part of the Persian empire. From this time forth, the language of 
foreign rulers replaced Egyptian as the means of expression within the higher administra
tion. This was Aramaic under the Persians and Greek under the Ptolemies and Romans. 
The main spoken language of Egypt was called Demotic ("popular [language]") by the 

ancient Greeks, a term still employed today. It was written in a distinct script, likewise 
called Demotic, which is a development from hieratic. Demotic was used as the means of 
writing for a variety of purposes, ranging from private notes to official administrative 
texts. 

In Roman times, the position of Greek became stronger. From about SOAD, most literate 
Egyptians employed Greek as the means of writing in preference to Demotic (BAGNALL 

:t.gg3: !137)· The "classical" Neo-Middle Egyptian language was still in use mainly for 
religious purposes, but its knowledge became more and more restricted to small circles of 
priests. 

Already in Ptolemaic times, attempts began to employ Greek letters for writing texts in 
the Egyptian language. An important early example is the inscription of Hurgonaphor, an 
ephemerous provincial king in Upper Egypt, from !IO!I/1Bc. This text appears to be written 
with Greek letters throughout, but is only partly understandable.7 From the :1st/2nd 
century AD on such texts become more frequent, although most of them are restricted to 
specialized contexts (magical, astrological). Usually, such texts are not exclusively writ
ten with Greek letters, but show various degrees of admixture of Demotic phonographical 
and logographical signs. Texts written this way are called "Old Coptic".8 
The language of most Old Coptic texts seems to be identical to Demotic. However, OsiNG 

(1976c) published a text from the !lnd century AD, written in a mixture of Greek and 

7 The text has been edited by PEsTMAN (1977: no. u). For its date see VANDORPE (1986: 
3oo). For similar texts from this period see QuAEGEBEUR (:199:1b). 

8 For an overview of Old Coptic sources see SATziNGER (:1991b) . 
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Demotic signs, which seems to be composed-basically in a form of Neo-Middle Egyptian. 
This text is very difficult to understand. 

Ca. 250 - <7oo(?)An: two/three written languages 

As a part of the Roman empire, Egypt gradually became a Christian country. Classicistic 
Neo-Middle Egyptian, together with the hieroglyphic script, which had become restricted 
to use within the pagan religion, were forgotten. The last known hieroglyphic text dates 
to 394AD (GRIFFITH 1.93.sf37: vol. 1., u6f. and vol. 2, pl. 69). At approximately the same 
time, the popular language ceased to be written in Demotic script, the last known record
ing dating to 452AD (PEsTMAN 1.967: 1.27). During the late period of hieroglyphic history, 
an increasing number of pseudo-hieroglyphic inscriptions had appeared (on these see 
5n:RNBERC EL-HOTABI 1.994). 

Based on the first attempts to write Egyptian in Greek letters ("'Old Coptic", ll@f' above), 
the so-called Coptic alphabet was developed (on the Coptic alphabet ll@f' § 2.7). Egyptian 
written in this alphabet is conventionally called "Coptic" by modern scholars. Coptic 
came into full use around 3ooAD, when major portions of the Bible were translated into 
this language.9 At this point the native language of Egypt began to flourish again as a 
means of writing during the next couple of centuries, although Greek continued to be 
used as an administrative language far into the Islamic period. Coptic is attested in 

several dialects (on which oar § •. 3). 

In 64oAo, the Arabs occupied Egypt. They imported a new religion, Islam, as well as their 
own language and script. Very slowly, Arabic began to supersede Cop tic as a means of 
writing. The last major newly-composed text in Coptic seems to be the Triadon, a long 
religious poem written in the Sahidic dialect around 1.3:J:2AD.1° Finally, at a date which is 
difficult to determine (ll@f' § 2.2.1.), Coptic became extinct also as a spoken language. 
Some knowledge of Greek was preserved among the remaining Christians alongside with 
the knowledge of Coptic, since many Christian liturgical texts were written and recited 
in Greek. 

Modern time 

Today the Egyptian Arabic dialect is the means of communication among the vast 
majority of the population of Egypt. The sole means of writing is Modern Standard Arabic 
which diverges from the spoken language to a considerable degree. This is a typical case 
of diglossia. Arabic is also in use among the remaining perhaps eight million Christian 
inhabitants. They, however, continue to employ the Coptic and Greek languages for 

9 For the date of the Bible translation cf. KAHLE (1.954: I, 2.69-272). 
1.0 The text was published by voN LEMM (1.903) and translated by NACEL (1.g83). For its 

date see NAcEL (1.983: 22.f.). 
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liturgical purposes, although most of them understand little or nothing of these texts. The 
role of Coptic among modern Christian Egyptians is thus comparable to the role of Latin 
in the Catholic church. 

2.1.6 Synopsis 

preferred spoken written language written language written language 
language preferred for per- preferred for preferred for 

sonal correspon- higher admini- religious texts 
dence and lower stration 
administration 

31.0o-1.300BC probably vari- Old and Middle Old and Middle Old and Middle 
eties close to Egyptian Egyptian Egyptian 
Old and Middle 
E�m>tian 

:�.3oo-soonc probably vari- Late Egyptian basically Late Neo-Middle 
eties close to Egyptian Egyptian 
Late Egyptian 

500BC-50AD Demotic Demotic Aramaic, Greek, Neo-Middle 
Demotic Egyptian 

S0-250AD Demotic Greek Greek Neo-Middle 
�gyptian 

2_'\Q-700AD Coptic Coptic, Greek Greek Coptic, Greek 

700AD-1.400AD Coptic, vernacu- Coptic, standard standard Arabic Coptic, Greek 
I (Christians) lar Arabic Arabic 

:140o- vernacular Ara- standard Arabic standard Arabic Coptic, Greek, 
1.700(?)AD hie, late vari- standard Arabic 

· (Christians) eties of Cootie 
today vernacular standard Arabic standard Arabic Coptic, Greek, 
(Christians) Arabic standard Arabic 
?OOAo-today vernacular standard Arabic standard Arabic standard Arabic 
(Muslims) Arabic 

2.2 Late Coptic 

Coptic finally became extinct as a spoken language but continues to be used as a liturgi
cal language of the Coptic church until the present day. Even when Coptic was no longer 
in productive written use, it still experienced major phonetic developments (� §§ 3.3.8 

and 5.5.6). On the records about late pronunciation traditions R':F appendix 7· 
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2.2.1 The disappearance of Coptic as a spoken language 

Coptic remained in productive written use until about the 14th century AD. It is difficult, 
however, to determine the time at which Coptic became extinct as a spoken language, hut 
it is generally agreed that Coptic was preserved longest in Upper Egypt. O'LEARY (.1934: 
243-249) assumes that Coptic had already ceased to be in spoken use in the d!:a.4th 
centuries AD.u Certain sources which, however, are of questionable reliability suggest 
that Coptic was still spoken in the qth century1j;t. The existence of a trilingual Gacaz 

(Ethiopic) - Arabic - Coptic glossary of everyday vocabulary which is assigned to 
approximately the early :�.8th century AD (I@=' § 2.g.3) seems to indicate that Coptic was 
still useful to know at that time. 
QmBELL (:tgo:�.: 87) states that he had heard that "3o years ago" there were still elderly 
people around Qus and Naqada in Upper Egypt who remembered that they had heard 
Coptic spoken in their youth. This would have been approximately at the beginning of the 
:19th century. It is unclear how trustworthy these testimonies are. 
There were a few elderly inhabitants of the Upper Egyptian village iz-Z�n1ya that also 
bears a Coptic name bi-Sulsal (= *nJ-CO(\C€(\) who claimed that, although they them
selves were no longer fluent in Coptic, they had still heard their parents speak it as a 
living tongue while they were in their youth. When Werner Vycichl was informed of this 
in the mid :�.g3os, he visited these people in order to record what they still had in their 
memories. Unfortunately, he told us nothing about the technique of inquiry by which he 
collected the materials. The results were published in VYciCHL (1.936), WoaRELL (:1937), 
and WoRRELL & VYcicHL (1942). A rather mysterious remark by TILL (:1.954: 156), however, 
has cast doubt on the credibility of Vycichl's recordings.13 Cf. also the comments by 
Jozef Vergote in LEGRAIN (1.945: 1.24-:1.26) on an inhabitant of the same village who was 
shown to have faked that he still had a command of Coptic. 
In modern Egypt, there are a few enthusiasts who are trying to revive Bohairic Coptic as 
a living language.14 For this purpose, booklets are written which attempt to teach spoken 
Coptic for modern everyday use (e.g. lsHAQ :1.972). 

2.2.2 Coptic as a language of liturgy in modern Egypt 

From the 9th century on, the (originally northern) Bohairic dialect became the prevalent 

11 Cf. also SIMON (<936). 
n Cf. VERGOTE (<973/ 83: la, § <). 
1.3 "'Dber die Angelegenheit der «koptisch sprechenden Familien» in Zeniya gibt es an 

massgebender Stelle eine vOllig andere Ansicht. Es ware mit Riicksicht auf die 
Wichtigkeit dieser Frage sehr wiinschenswert, wenn diese einmal geliussert wiirde, 
so class die wissenschaftliche Welt darin nicht einseitig orientiert bleibt." To the 
best of my knowledge, this opinion has not been expressed by now. 

1.4 On this topic cf. IsnAQ (:1.993). 



literary variety of Coptic throughout Egypt because the center of Coptic culture was 
situated in the north-west of the country (Alexandria was the residence of the Coptic 
patriarch, the monasteries of the Wlldi 'n-Natran were major sites of book production). 
Bohairic is the dialect in which all Coptic liturgical texts have been written from 
medieval times until today. Local traditions about the pronunciation have been largely 
superseded by the Bohairic dialect propagated by the Coptic church. Traces of other 
dialects can, however, be found in the onomastic material (see VYCICHL 19J6: 170). For 
example, the modern name of the town nax'mi:m/ in middle Egypt < Egyptian l.Jnty-mnw 
lacks the palatalization �lp /x/ > If/ (cf. Sahidic/ Bohairic Yfli\IN) and can only be 
explained from the Akhmimic dialect of the Coptic language where /x/ was regularly 
pre•erved (I& § 3.8.4)· 
Patriarch Cyrillus IV (:t854-:186t) introduced another change in the way liturgical texts 
are read. He inaugurated a so-called "reformed pronunciation" of the Coptic letters 
which is modelled on the pronunciation the equivalent letters have in Modern Greek. 
This reformed pronunciation is prevalent among Copts in Modern Egypt. 
Coptic loans and place names which were taken over into modern Arabic nowadays fit 
into the phonological system of the Arabic vernacular, and there are no phonological or 
phonetic traits specific to them. However, the case might have been different with older 
habits of pronouncing Coptic liturgical texts. PRINCE (:1902: 291.) emphasizes the phonetic 
peculiarity of the Coptic liturgical pronounciation of his days: 

"In spite of the ignorance of the priesthood, they have for ceremonial 
reasons been at great pains to hand down the traditionally correct pronunci
ation of their religious language. Indeed, so different to the intonation of 
Arabic is the tone of the Coptic as uttered by the priests of to-day that no 
one can reasonably assert that Arabic has had any influence on the pronun
ciation of the church language." 

SoBHY (:1915: :15) makes a somewhat ambiguous statement on the pronunciation of Coptic 
liturgies: 

"I believe that an ordinary uneducated priest [ ... ] has the inherent power of 
forming the sounds of the different characters in the language of his 
forefathers. Indeed he pronounces the Arabic language itself as if it were 
Coptic. Often and often this fact struck me while I was at Church, standing 
at a distance from the officiating priest, when it was impossible for me -
and I believe for many others - to decide whether he was chanting in Arabic 
or in Coptic." 

It is unclear whether what struck these authors was the presence of specifically Coptic 
sounds, or simply the absence of typically Arabic sounds in the Coptic recitations. In 
§ 3.:t2.5 I discuss evidence which seems to indicate that Late Coptic indeed retained a 
specific pronunciation /�/, unfamiliar to Arabic, of the letter B until quite recently. But 
this sound has ultimately been replaced by /w/ in the modern liturgical pronunciation of 
Coptic in Egypt. 
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2.3 Dialects 

When variation within a language is encountered, there are several possibilities of 
interpreting it, e.g. as diachronic variation (different historical stages of one language), 
diastratic variation (variation due to different social milieus), or diatopic variation 

(variation across different geographical regions). The latter type is what is usually 
understood by 'dialectal' variation. H variation is found in texts of an extinct language, it 
is not always immediately clear which interpretation should be preferred. 

Diachronic and diastratic variation of Pre-Coptic Egyptian is well known (u&' § 2.:1). The 
diachronic aspect is particularly easy to verify since many Egyptian texts can be as
signed to an exact date. By contrast, it has been almost impossible to find clear linguis
tic characteristics typical for a specific geographical region, i.e. for dialects proper .l.S 
The only example of a distinct Pre-Coptic dialect the texts of which originate from a 
restricted area is N a p a t  a n  E g y p t  i a n .  This variety is attested by royal inscrip
tions of the Napatan empire, which covered the northern haH of modern Sudan, dating 
from the sth to the 3rd century BC. These texts show marked deviations from contempora
neous texts written in Egypt especially with regards to syntax and morphology. It is, 
however, not clear whether the Napatan idiom was ever used as a spoken language or was 
only used as a medium of writing by speakers of other languages for which no writing 
system had been established. On Napatan Egyptian see PEusT (:1999). 
The situation is quite different with Coptic. Coptic is attested in several varieties which 
cannot be projected on a diacronic line. These varieties, conventionally called 
"dialects", may reflect actual regional linguistic variations, or merely distinct methods 

:15 A few rather limited peculiarities of certain texts were explained as dialectal 
features by Ro<tUET (1979. Old Egyptian), GRoLL (1984 and 1987, Late Egyptian), 
LEXA (:1934 and 1.949: I, §:tS:l-:191.• Demotic), and JouNsoN (1.976, Demotic). 
Some scholars have posited different Egyptian dialects in order to explain certain 
phonetic developments which are supposedly inexplicable by regular sound laws 
(e.g. FECHT :1960: 246, LoPRIENO :1995: J1., VYcrcHL :1990: u:tf.). 
Several scholars have suggested that the attested diachronic stages are additionally 
or essentially diatopic in nature, assuming that the standard variety of the language 
was rooted in different parts of Egypt through the times. The following localizations 
of the standard variety for specific periods have been proposed: Old and Late 
Egyptian in Lower Egypt, Middle Egyptian in Upper Egypt (EncERToN :195:1: :t:tf.); 
Old and Middle Egyptian in Lower Egypt, Late Egyptian in Upper Egypt (GRAPOW 
:1944: :�og, u:tf.; FEcHT :tg6o: :t6:t.f., !lo6-!lo8); earliest Egyptian and Late Egyptian 
in Upper Egypt, [later] Old Egyptian and Middle Egyptian in Lower Egypt (EnEL 
:1955/64: I, §uf.; GREENBERG :1986: 284; ScHENKEL :199J: :148); Old Egyptian and 
Demotic in Middle Egypt, Middle Egyptian in Lower Egypt, Late Egyptian in Upper 
Egypt (DAviS 1973: ooo): Old and Middle Egyptian in Middle Egypt. Earliest 
Egyptian and Late Egyptian in (an)other area(s) of unknown localization (SATZINGER 
1.994a: 202-204)· 
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of rendering the spoken language into a graphical code. Differences similar to those 

known from the Coptic dialects can already be observed in Greek transcriptions of 

Egyptian words from somewhat earlier date (QuAEGEBEUR :1974: 4:18-420). 

It is difficult to assign the Coptic "dialects" to specific geographical areas. This is 

partly due to the fact that most Coptic texts are of unknown geographical origin. But even 

where the origin is certain, it appears that texts belonging to one dialect can be found in 

different parts of Egypt. A summary of the major attempts at localising the Coptic 

dialects is given by KAssER (199:1e). 

Some scholars such as MINK (1972: 187), KAssER (:1973: 7tl.), and BRuNscu (:1978: 69) 

have mentioned the possibility that a graphic divergence between Coptic dialects does 

not necessarily render a difference in pronunciation. HINTZE (1�0) presents a pan-dialec

tal phonological analysis of Coptic which makes use of an abstract underlying phonolog

ical representation. He demonstrates for several words that it is possible to derive the 

surface structures of different dialects from a single underlying representation 

("systematische phonematische Repriisentation". HINTZE 198o: 75) if distinct sets of 

transfonnation rules specific to each dialect are assumed.i6 These underlying representa

tions are often strikingly similar to historically preceding stages of the Egyptian 

language. i7 
Impressed by Hintze's account, LoPRIENO (1982) suggests that what are conventionally 

called Coptic dialects do not actually indicate any linguistic variation but rather mere 

various orthographic traditions for rendering a uniform language. Loprieno deserves the 

merit of having renounced a simplistic identification of graphemics and phonemics which 

many scholars have been applying too easily. Loprieno's account can, however, only 

explain graphic differences among the Coptic dialects. In addition to these, the Coptic 

dialects also provide clear examples of lexical peculiarities. Lexical variety among the 

Coptic dialects has not yet been researched systematically; I have collected some 
examples in appendix :10. Differences on the levels of morphology and syntax are scarcer, 

but do likewise exist. iS 

We can thus conclude that the differences between the Coptic "dialects" may be of 

merely graphical nature to a large part, but at least to a certain degree they witness 

actual linguistic variation which cannot be interpreted as diachronic and is likely to 

have a geographical background. 

1.6 Hintze's essay deals with three dialects. The rules are listed in HINTZE (:1980: ss-
57). illustrations of how they operate follow on the subsequent pages. 

1. 7 This phenomenon is discussed by HINTZE (1.�0: 67f'.) 
18 For morphological differences see TILL (196.1). Note that most, but not all of these 

differences can be reduced to mere graphic differences. For dialectal differences in 
syntax and morphosyntax see PoLOTSKY (196o: 401, no. �o) and SHisHA-HALEVY (198:1). 



The major dialects of Coptic are the following: 
• Sahidic, the dialect in which most known Coptic texts are written. Soon after the 

Bible (or at least major parts of it) had been translated into Sahidic, which is 

assumed to have happened roughly around 3ooAo (cf. LHLE 1_954: I, 269-272), this 

dialect became the most widespread variety of Coptic throughout Egypt. Sahidic 
thus contributed to the marginalization or elimination of most other dialects during 

the following centuries. Beginning in the 9th century, Sahidic was subsequently 

challenged by Bohairic which in turn spread as a literary dialect over Egypt as a 

whole. Sahidic is, however, attested as late as the 1_4th century. Since Sahidic is 

only known from a time when it was of superregional significance, it is difficult to 

assign it to any geographically determined area. 

• 

Whereas the preserved texts of all other Coptic dialects are, with a few exceptions, 

translations of literary texts (mostly religious in content) from the Greek, Sahidic is 

the only dialect which also possesses a considerable corpus of original literature�_9 

and of non-literary texts. The latter frequently show certain deviations from 
"standard" Sahidic. 

Bohairic. Although a few Bohairic manuscripts already appear in the 4th century AD, 

most texts of this well attested dialect date to a relatively late era (from the 9th 

century on). Bohairic is the official liturgical language of today's Coptic church 
(� § 2.2). It is generally believed that Bohairic originated from Northern Egypt. 

Although this is a late dialect, it shows several archaic features in tenns of lexicon, 
phonology, and morphosyntax which are not found elsewhere. 

• Akhmimic. The Akhmimic texts mainly date to back to the 4th and sth centuries AD. 

• 

• 

• 

Subsequently, Akhmimic became extinct, at least as a vehicle of written communi
cation. Akhmimic is believed to have been localized in the southern part of Egypt. 
Its name is derived from the town of Akhmim close to which some texts written in 
this variety were found. The retention of the phoneme /x/ in the toponym "Akhmim" 

itself is a typical Akhmimic characteristic ($' § 2:.2). Akhmimic is considered the 

phonetically most archaic of the Coptic dialects. 

Lycopolitan (also: Subakhmimic, Assiutic). In tenns of time of attestation and local
ization, Lycopolitan is comparable to Akhmimic. Lycopolitan and Akhmimic are 
very similar, and it seems not improbable that the differences between both dialects 
are only graphical in character. 

Fayyumic (Faiyumic). Texts in this dialect are attested from the 3/4th to the wth 

century AD. This dialect is habitually assumed to have been located in the Fayyum, a 
geographically isolated area to the West of the Nile. Fayyumic is one of the lesser 

researched Coptic dialects. 

Mesokemic (also: Oxyrhynchite), a dialect first described by KAHLE (1.954: I, 220-

1.9 The numerous writings of the abbot Shenoute (4th/5th century AD) are the most 
famous specimens of native Sahidic literature. 
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227), is localized in Middle Egypt and shows affinities to Fayyumic. This dialect is 

attested by a few manuscripts from the 4th and sth centuries. Since most Mesokemic 

texts have been found comparatively recently, this dialect has not been adequately 

included in the available Coptic dictionaries. 

The terms "Sahidic,. and "Bohairic" are based on the indigenous tradition. They are 

already found in a Coptic grammar by Athanasius of Qus (u.th century AD) as respectively 

�a,dl and buJ,.ain.� 
Rodolphe Kasser has developed a system of sigla - consisting of letters sometimes 

followed by an additional number - for designating numerous different varieties of 

Coptic. Sahidic is encoded as S, Bohairic as B, certain suhvarieties of Bohairic as B4, Bs 
etc. In KAssER (1.990) he presents a standardized version of these abbreviations. A more 

concise list of dialect sigla is to be found in VYcicHL (1.983: xi-xii). 

In this book I mark the dialectal provenance of Coptic words by a superscript letter to the 

left: s Sahidic, b Bohairic, a Akhmimic, I Lycopolitan, f Fayyumic, m Mesokemic. 

2.4 Major dictionaries and grammars of Egyptian 

The following is a list of some major dictionaries and grammars covering various stages 

of Egyptian. 

Dictionaries 

Dictionaries marked by an asterisk (*) provide each entry with selected references to 

occurrences in the texts. There exists no thesaurus of the Egyptian language to date. 

Dictionaries of several stages of Egyptian 
• *ER MAN & GRAPow (1.9!16-:tg63) (commonly abbreviated Wb) (Egyptian - German): 

• 

Although becoming slightly outdated, this is still the most important Egyptian 

dictionary. Covering hieroglyphic and hieratic texts from all periods (Old Egyptian, 

Middle Egyptian, Neo-Middle Egyptian, Late Egyptian); detailed lexical entries 

which pay notice to diachronic differences, seven volumes (the sixth volume being a 

German-Egyptian index), additional volumes with Belegstellen, ea. :t6ooo entries. 

HANNIG (:1995) (Egyptian - German): A modern dictionary with shorter entries, 

covering texts written until the New Kingdom (Old Egyptian, Middle Egyptian, Late 

Egyptian), ea. :16 aoo entries, with additional glossaries of divine names as well as 

place names. 

20 KAsSER (1.973: 76f.) cites the relevant passage in the Arabic original as well as in 
translation. 
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Dictionaries of Middle Egyptian 
• *FAULKNER (198:1) (Egyptian - English): A concise dictionary of Middle Egyptian, 

ea. 5 ooo entries. 
• *voN DEINES & GaAPow (1959), *voN DEtNES & WEsTENDORF (1961/62) (Egyptian -

German): Dictionaries specialized on Middle Egyptian medical texts, altogether ea. 

2 500 entries. 
• *vAN DER Pus (1996): This is a searchahle glossary of the Coffin Texts on the World 

Wide Web, ea. 6ooo entries. 

Dictionaries of Late Egyptian 
• *LEsKo (1982-1990) (Egyptian - English): Dictionary of Late Egyptian in five vol� 

umes (the fifth volume being an English - Late Egyptian index), ea. sooo entries. 

Dictionaries of Neo-Middle Egyptian 
• *WILSON (1997) (Egyptian - English): Dictionary covering the Neo�Middle Egyptian 

inscriptions of the temple of Edfu (!!37 - 57ec), also containing information about 

the use of the same words in earlier texts, ea. 4 ooo entries. 

Dictionaries of Demotic 
• ERICHSEN (1954) (Demotic - German), Demotic dictionary, ea. 4 000 entries. A 

supplementary volume by Janet H. Johnson et al. (Chicago) is in preparation. 

Dictionaries of Coptic (the Coptic dictionaries cover all dialects at once) 
• *CauM (1.939) (Coptic - English): The most detailed Coptic dictionary and the only 

one to pay any attention to semantic differences among the Coptic dialects, contain

ing an English-Coptic index, ea. 5 000 entries. The numerous Greek borrowings into 

Coptic are excluded. *KAssER (.:1964 and 1966) are complementary volumes to Crum 

and mainly present additional writings and dialectal varieties. 
• 

• 

• 

W ESTENDORF (:tg65/:t977) (Coptic - German): Comprehensive dictionary containing 

several dialect forms and words that were not treated by Crum yet, but entries are 

less detailed. Greek borrowings are excluded. Contains a German-Coptic index. Ca. 

8 ooo entries and a glossary of place names. 

KASSER (.:1967) (Coptic - French): This is the only Coptic dictionary to include 

Greek borrowings. However it has never been finished and contains entries for the 

letter 0.. and parts of 6 only. Ca. 13oo entries. 

A specialized glossary of the Bohairic dialect is found in MALLON (1956: 150-201) 
(Coptic - French). 

Etymological dictionaries 
• Among the Coptic dictionaries, WEsTENDORF (1965/1977) and KASSER (.:1967) contain 

etymologies relating the Coptic words to their Egyptian (or other) predecessors. In 

addition, there are two specialized Coptic etymological dictionaries by CEaNY 

(1976) and VvcrcHL (1983). 
• 

• 

HocH (1994) is a dictionary of Semitic loan words in Late Egyptian . 

There is no complete etymological dictionary of Egyptian. ScHNEIDER (.:1997) lists 
Mroasiatic etymologies of 117 Egyptian words according to the most recent state of 



affairs. VYciCHL (1.983) also proposes numerous Mroasiatic etymologies of Egyptian 

words which are still present in Coptic. 

At present there still exists no dictionary of Old Egyptian, however ALLEN (1.984: 541.-

6o1.) contains a glossary of Old Egyptian verbs with ea. 700 entries. 

Aside from the indices in several of the dictionaries mentioned above, there is no 

dictionary with Egyptian or Coptic as target languages. A German - Egyptian dictionary 

by Rainer Hannig is in preparation. 

Grammars 

Egyptian in general ScuENKEL (1.990), LoPRIENO (1.995). Both are valuable introductions 

into the Egyptian language as a whole and are primarily designed 

for a linguistic audience. These are no grammars in the strict 

sense. 

Old Egyptian 

Middle Egyptian 

EoEL (1955/64). Another Old Egyptian grammar by Frank 

Kammerzell is in preparation. 

GARDINER (1_957) is the most detailed grammar of Middle 

Egyptian. More recent research on Egyptian syntax has brought 

about alternative views in crucial areas, for these cf. e.g. juNGE 
(1_978) and ScuENKEL (1.991.) (defending the so-called "standard 

theory" of Middle Egyptian syntax) and ScuENKEL (1.997a) 

(abandoning the "standard theory"). There is a specialized gram

mar of the medical texts by WEsTENDORF (1.g62). 

Neo-Middle Egyptian jANSEN-WINKELN (1.996) and DER MANUELIAN (1.994) are concerned 

with the grammar of early Neo-Middle Egyptian. Late Neo

Middle Egyptian, a unique language in which a huge proportion of 

the known Egyptian texts is written, has been researched little; 

there is only an outdated grammar by juNKER (1.906). 

Late Egyptian CEaNY & GaoLL (1.993) is the most detailed modern grammar of 

Demotic 

Coptic in general 

Late Egyptian; for many questions the older grammar by ERMAN 

(1.933) is still helpful. WtNAND (1.992) is important for the verbal 

system. juNGE (1.996) and NEVEU (1.996) are modern teaching 

grammars of Late Egyptian. 

SPIEGELBERG (1.925), LEXA (1.949), SrMPSON (1.996). 

STERN (1.88o) treats Bohairic and Sahidic simultaneously with 

occasional references to Fayyumic. For many questions, this is 

still the most detailed Coptic grammar. Tn� (1.961.) is a compara

tive grammar of five Coptic dialects. STEINDORFF (1.951.) and 

VERGOTE (1.973/ 83), while mainly concerned with Sahidic, include 

numerous remarks on the other Coptic dialects. ATIYA (1.991.) 

contains many up to date articles on individual Coptic dialects. 
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Sahidic Coptic 

Bohairic Coptic 

Akhmimic Coptic 

TiLL (1..955). Another Sahidic grammar by Bentley Layton is in 

preparation. There is a specialized grammar of the writings of 

Shenoute by SHrSHA-HALEVY (1..986). LAMBDIN (1..982) and SH!SHA

HALEVY (1.988) are teaching grammars of Sahidic. 

MALLON (1956). 

TILL (1928). 

The indigenous Egyptian scripts 

General observations 

The following discussion is not an exhaustive description of the Egyptian writing system, 

but rather provides a general overview of some of its major peculiarities and theoretical 

problems. 

The problems associated with defining graphemes are essentially the same as the prob

lems encountered in phonology. They affect both the paradigmatical level (i.e . .. Should 

two similar signs be distinguished, or are they the same?") and the syntagmatical level 

(i.e. "Is a given graphical form to be analysed as a single grapheme, or is it only part of a 

grapheme, or does it cover two or more graphemes?"). In my opinion, the same problem 

occurs here as in the domain of phonology, namely that there is not always a definite an

swer to such questions, but several contradictory analyses may be equally acceptable. 

Although there has never been a theoretical discussion on how to define a grapheme in 

Egyptian, Egyptologists have come to establish sign inventories by which the infinite 

variety of actual graphic forms is reduced to a set of approximately woo hieroglyphs 

(increasing to about 7000 if the ornate Ptolemaic temple inscriptions are included), a 

number which is small enough to be learned by the student, to be analyzed by the scholar, 

or to be reproduced in modern typesetting. 

Egyptologists refer to each hieroglyph by a reference code composed of a letter (A to Z 

as well as Aa) and a following number. Sign lists arranged by these codes can be found in 

GARDINER (1957: 438-548), HANNIG (1995: 1025-1182), and ScnENKEL (1983a: 45-83). 

Writing styles 

Two writing styles were used in ancient Egypt, both of which are attested side by side 

from the earliest periods on. One of them is the h i e r o g I y p h i c style which is used 

especially for inscriptions in stone. This type is characterized by detailed sign forms, 

frequently representing objects of the natural world. Modern typesetting such as found in 

this book employs hieroglyphs as the means of rendering Egyptian writing. The second 
form of writing is a handwritten style known as h i  e r  a t i c which is characterized by 
cursive sign forms and by the use of numerous ligatures. Many subvarieties and interme-



diate forms of both styles exist. In the Late Period (from the mid of the 1st millennium ne 
on), a late variety of hieratic called D e m o t i c is clearly distinct from a more conser

vative form of hieratic which by then has become restricted to use in texts of religious 

content (hence the Greek term iEpanKlj hieratic, "holy [script]"). 

In Ancient Egyptian daily life, the handwritten style played a much greater role than the 

hieroglyphic style. It is generally assumed that the scribes were taught the handwritten 

style first, and for many of them this remained the only way of writing. The education of 

modern Egyptologists goes the opposite way. Our academic education begins with hiero

glyphs, only afterwards the hieratic and Demotic scripts may be acquired. The conditions 

for preservation were generally better for hieroglyphic inscriptions than for hieratic 

texts, which were mostly written with ink on papyrus, stone and potsherds, so the known 

hieroglyphic texts are somewhat in the majority nowadays. 

The hieroglyphic and the hieratic styles are not merely calligraphical variants of one 

another; rather, they show pronounced differences on a structural level. For a brief 

overview of structural differences between both Egyptian writing styles see GARDINER 

(1.929); a detailed analysis does not yet exist. Two hieroglyphic signs may be indistin

guishable in hieratic (e.g. l M 6 and b Aa 1.8); on the other hand, there may be two 

distinct hieratic correlates to one hieroglyphic sign (e.g. to iJ.. G 1.7). Moreover, the 

general writing conventions are not the same for both styles; for example, the use of 

"phonetic complements" (redundant phonograms) is more frequent in hieratic than in 

hieroglyphic. To take just one example, the masc. sing. definite article <ph is usually 

written � (phonogram <ph) in hieroglyphic texts, but in hieratic it is written with what 

would be transliterated as ti_ � in hieroglyphs (phonogram <ph + phonogram <h), where 

furthermore the hieratic equivalent of � cannot be distinguished from the hieratic sign 

for 2:[ {phonogram <bn> ) .  In modem text publications, hieratic texts are frequently 

"transliterated" into hieroglyphs although the resulting hieroglyphic text is artificial in 

nature and would never have been written as such by the ancients (for example, the 

hieratic masc. sg. definite article is frequently reproduced as tl..2f ). The late Demotic 

script has become so much removed from the hieroglyphic system that a transcription of 

this kind faces serious difficulties. 

Since the choice of a specific writing style is motivated by similar factors as is the 

choice of a specific diastratic variety of Egyptian, the writing modes are more or less 

associated with separate linguistic systems. In the Late Period, for example, the Demotic 

script is primarily used for recording the popular language (which we likewise call 

"Demotic"), whereas hieroglyphs are normally used for writing Neo-Middle-Egyptian. 

However, this is only a general rule to which there are exceptions. 

Writing direction 

In writing and reading the Latin script, individual signs proceed sequentially from left to 

right (the lines from top to bottom). In Egyptian, signs are also read in a sequence, 
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however their graphical arrangement is somewhat more complex and varies according to 

four binary parameters. Before attempting to read, it is necessary to find out how the 

parameters are set. 

1.) One parameter determines the sequence of two signs which are arranged vertically. 

In Egyptian, the almost invariable rule is that writing and reading proceeds from top 
to bottom; exceptions are rare (see FisCHER 1.977b: 1.1.93). 

2) Another parameter determines the sequence of two signs which are arranged horizon

tally. In the handwritten style signs are always written from right to left, however 

this parameter is variable in the hieroglyphic style where signs can also be written 

from left to right, but they are then mirrored accordingly (hieroglyphs representing 

human beings or animals usually look towards the beginning of the line). 

Under certain conditions a section of text or even a single sign may be turned against 

the general orientation of the text: these signs are "reversed".111 Occasionally signs 

may look towards the end of the line, i.e. their relative horizontal sequence is not as 

expected from their orientation: this is "retrograde" writing. It occurs in certain 

religious contexts (and, by the way, generally in Meroltic hieroglyphs). 

3) A third parameter determines whether a text is written in lines or in columns. This 
parameter is independent from the others since small signs may in any case be 
arranged contrary to the general writing orientation to avoid blank space (if a text is 
written in lines, certain signs will nevertheless be arranged above another, and vice 

versa)llll. In the Old Kingdom columns were preferred, but afterwards writing in lines 

becomes more and more common and in fact obligatory in the handwritten style from 

the New Kingdom on. 
4) The direction in which two lines or columns are arranged typically corresponds to 

the sequence in which two individual signs would be read (parameters 1. and 2). Only 
certain religious texts (especially the manuscripts of the Book of the Dead) are 
written in columns arranged contrary to the horizontal sequence of individual signs. 
This is also traditionally called ''retrograde" writing. 

In this book, hieroglyphs are generally printed in lines from right to left. 

2·5·4 Distinctive features 

The following remarks will mainly be restricted to the hieroglyphic style. Hieroglyphs 
can be incised in a very detailed and complex manner, but in most signs the outline alone 
seems to be of linguistic relevance. For example, in a sign like ££ (G1.7), which as 
printed here seems rather complex and can be much more complex in elaborate 

21. On reversed wr1tmg see FrscHER (1.977a). On the terminology "reversed" and 
"retrograde" see ScuENKEL (1.983b: 1.79) and FISCHER (1.977b: 1.1.92£.). 

22 It has frequently he said that hieroglyphic texts are arranged into "squares" but this 
is incorrect, see ScHENKEL (1.9978: sof.). 



inscriptions, all interior details can he neglected (and, in fact, they are in many texts) 
since no other sign exists from which it is distinguished by mere internal details. Round 
signs such as 0 (Ns), @ (049), ® (Oso), @ (Au) seem to constitute the major exception 
to this rule, however these signs are not always clearly distinguished in hieroglyphic 
inscriptions. Likewise the relative size of signs usually seems to be irrelevant; it may 
vary within certain limits according to the nature of the accompanying sig11s i!!_order to 
minimize the space left in between. For example, ffa' is larger than [ in i£: �� n snh-i 
""may I become healthy", but [l is larger than ·t" in ���-it£"\L bw-nb "everyone". 
Moreover, a few signs may be rotated for calligraphical reasons without change of 
function, such as =- "" � (029) and � "" � (Y .1.). 

Which details of hieroglyphs are graphemically significant and which are not cannot, of 
course, simply be estimated from their graphical appearance but is rather a matter of 
convention. For example, the number of indents in the sign - (N3s) seems to have no 
linguistic function and may at best indicate the meticulousness with which the text was 
written. The variation ranges from a simple straight line (regularly so in hieratic, also in 
simple hieroglyphic inscriptions) up to a colored work of art with much more than twenty 
indents (e.g. in the texts of Sethos' I royal tomb in the Valley of the Kings). The shapes 
r@l (W .1.7) and � (W .1.8) are traditionally recorded as distinct signs, but there is as little 
functional difference between both variants as in the sign just discussed. By contrast, the 
difference between + (M22) and + (M23) which optically is as slight as those mentioned 
before indicates a clear functional distinction. 
As is typical for scripts which are not printed by a fixed set of characters but written 
manually, many differences which in principle are functionally relevant may be blurred 
(neutralized). Depending on the ambiguity of the context and probably other factors, a 
distinction can be pronounced, weak or invisible. This is especially true for the hieratic 
handwriting, in which the correlates of hieroglyphic signs such as c:::> (Du), c::=5 (D46) 
and 0 (X.1.) may be kept distinct, but frequently they are not. Rules for the neutralization 
of graphical contrasts in the Egyptian scripts have not yet been investigated. 

Sign color 

Hieroglyphs were frequently painted in color. Although in most cases the pigments have 
been lost by the present day, there do remain numerous beautifully preserved inscriptions 
with full colors. Sign color is rarely indicated in Egyptological text publications even 
where still recognizable. Little research has been conducted by now regarding the 
question of hieroglyph color (but see STAEHELIN .1.974 and .1.990; SMITH .1.949: 366-382; 
KAHL 1997)· 

The color of a hieroglyph is determined only loosely by the natural color of the object 

which the hieroglyph depicts. That is to say, it is conventionalized to a high degree. To 
take an example, the human eye is usually painted with dark rims, a white eyeball, and a 
dark iris in Egyptian art, thus conforming to the natural circumstances. However the sign 



....-'--"- , which is a picture of a human eye and is also employed in writing the Egyptian word 

ir.t "eye", is usually painted with dark rims, a white eyeball, and a red iris (cf. STAEHELIN 

.1.990: u.1.). A single sign can be painted polychromatically. For example, the sign ° 

(W24) is painted red in the bottom half and blue in the top half. Especially in careful 

inscriptions, a sign may have numerous details in diverse colors which are superimposed 

on its basic color. Ultimately, the background calor can also influence the calor of the 

hieroglyphs. For instance, signs which should be yellow may be painted green if there is a 

yellow background. 

It is not yet known to what degree colors are distinctive and how many distinctive colors 

there are (cf. 5-rAEHELIN .1.990: .1.07). It appears that a formal distinction of hieroglyphs can 
be emphasized or even replaced by the use of different colors. For example, the signs () 

(Ns) and ® (Aa.1.), which are frequently written without interior details and share the 

same form then, are painted in red and green respectively (STAEHELIN .1.974: 52) which 

produces a clear distinction (if calor is used at all). Similarly, tl (G.1.) and A_ (G4), 

which are indistinguishable by form in many inscriptions, may be differentiated by their 

colors (DAVIES .1.958: 27, cf. STAEHELIN .1.990: u3). There is the possibility that color 

serves to express graphemic differences which have yet to be revealed. This might be 
true of a sign such as =- (F32), phonogramm ib>, which shows a great variety in coloring 

(cf. 5TAEHELIN :1.990: :t:t3). 

I have indicated the colors of the monoconsonantal signs in § 2.6.2:. 

Segmentation 

On the syntagmatic level, in the hieroglyphic style at least, a certain segmentation is 

suggested by the spaces which regularly separate the elements of the hieroglyphic script. 
But this preliminary segmentation needs some further qualification. For instance, the 

function of the group ;:: bears no obvious relationship to the function of a single -

and should be considered a grapheme in its own right. Accordingly, both are assigned 

different numbers in the sign lists (N 3s and N 36, respectively). 

Differences on the diachronic level are frequent. To take just one example, the hiero
glyph ==fi (F .1.8) has several functions, one of them being to serve as a complex phono

gram <�W>. Later, the custom develops to add the sign � (Y :t) below ='� wherever the 

reading <�W> is intended. There is no easy way to tell from which time on =:::' should be 
considered a single grapheme. Furthermore, due to phonological change the sound value 
of the phonogram gradually changes from <�W> to ��> .  In Demotic, from =::! a ligature 

develops which can no longer be analysed into its former components. This is a popular 

phonogram for the consonant i� > and is the ultimate source of the letter 2 /h/ of the 

Coptic alphabet. 



•·5·7 Functional classes within the hieroglyphic script 

I assume that in general two basic functions should be distinguished within graphemic 
systems. A sign can have a phonetic I phonological reference (we may call it p h  o n o  -
g r a m ), or a semantic reference (we may call it s e  m o g r a m ). If a grapheme is found 

in contexts which share a common phonetic trait, it can be considered to encode some 
phonetic infonnation. If a grapheme is found in contexts which share a common semantic 
trait, it can be considered to encode semantic information. Of course, a single grapheme 

may fulflll more than one function and be polyfunctional (ambivalent). 

Many Egyptian graphemes are used only or primarily for writing a single lexeme or a 

group of words which are etymologically connected. In this case, the contexts in which 

the grapheme is found share phonetic as well semantic properties, so my definition would 
allow for a classification both as a phonogram and as a semogram. I suggest to use the 
term l o g o  g r a m  in this case.ll;3 
The current scripts of modern Europe are primarily of phonographic nature. However, 

there are a few semographic signs even in English. Examples are ™ (indicating that the 
preceding name is a registered trade mark) or t (indicating that the person mentioned has 

deceased). The opposition between capital and small letters is used to express functions 
which may also be considered semographic in a wider sense (capital letters characterize 
proper names, honorific terms such as "God" or "Lord", or the beginning of a sentence). 

Our number signs (1., 2, 3) should be classified as logograms in the sense outlined above. 
Although the notions of phonogram and semogram may permit an initial classification, it 
becomes apparent that more classes than these should be distinguished in complex 

writing systems such as those of Egyptian. Script-internal criteria such as mutual 

compatibility, distributional properties, relative position in a word, etc., should also play 
a role. I will not delve further into these problems here. There is a traditional Egyptolog

ical way of classifying signs which, however, is quite variable and not always applied 

with consistency. For a modern overview of the Egyptian scripts including proposals 

about the classification of Egyptian graphemes see ScHENKEL (1.994c). 

Subtypes of phonograms in Egyptian 

The Egyptian script has a set of elementary phonograms for denoting single consonants 
( m o n o c o n s o n a n t a l  or a l p h a b e t i c  signs). Moreover, numerous combina

tions of two consonants may be written with specific phonograms ( b i c o n s o n a n t  a I 
s i g n s ) that denote a sequence of two consonants - without regard as to whether or not 

23 My terminology differs from the Egyptological tradition. What I call semogram is 
frequently called determinative, what I call logogram is classified as phonogram or 
as ideogram by Egyptologists. 
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there is an intermediate vowel, and if so which one.�4 It is generally assumed that any 

biconsonantal sign is equivalent to a sequence of two monoconsonantal signs without 

change in phonological infonnation, i.e. the number of consonantal distinctions is the 

same regardless of which phonographic writing method is chosen. The values of most 

biconsonantal signs are well known because alphabetic signs are frequently written 

instead of biconsonantal signs or in addition to them (as so-called .. phonetic comple

ments"). However, in some cases the evidence is more or less uncertain since monocon

sonantal writings are rare, contradictory, or date to periods when certain sound mergers 

had already taken place. For example, the assumed sound values wp of V (F :t3), tp of [ 
(T8), /Jr of !!;, (T28), Jb of i (Uo3)'5, and �m of � (U36) are based on comparatively weak 

evidence. Furthermore it is sometimes difficult to estimate how sound changes affected 

the value of complex phonograms. 

2·5·9 The interaction of phonograms and semograms 

Egyptian words can be written with phonograms, semograms, or a combination of both. 

There are no clear-cut rules for deciding which writing to use, and most words are 

attested in numerous different graphical variants. Nevertheless, the rule seems to he 

observed quite strictly that Egyptian complex phonograms are not used across a 

morpheme boundary (rule by KAarMERZELL 1995: XXXIII and 1.998a: 22; there are a few 

exceptions to this, cf. e.g. FAuLKNER 1.978). 

Fortunately, almost all words are attested in phonographic writing at least occasionally, 

so there remain few words for which the sound structure is completely unknown. 

Different graphemic subsets applied by etymological criteria 

It is a familiar phenomenon in writing systems that etymologically different strata within 

the lexicon are distinguished by the use of different graphemic subsets which are phonet

ically equivalent. In Japanese, for example, signs of the Kanji type can be used for both 

native words and loans from Chinese, the Hiragana type is used preferably in native 

words, and the Katakana type is used mainly for writing words of European origin. In 

older German texts, native words used to be printed in Gothic types but foreign words in 

Latin types within the same text. In Persian and Urdu, there are signs which only appear 
in loan words from Arabic, although they no longer reflect specifically Arabic sounds. 

This phenomenon even occurs in English, although in a somewhat peripheral manner, 

where the letter c (leaving aside the combination eh) is used primarily in words of Ro
mance origin and represents sounds which are written k or s in words of Gennanic origin. 

24 The existence of several triconsonantal signs is usually assumed as well, but most of 
these signs can better be classified as logograms. 

25 Cf. Eo EL (195s/64: I, § 133). 
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The same phenomenon can be observed in Egyptian during two different periods of its 

history. In the New Kingdom, when numerous words were borrowed from Semitic 

languages, there existed a specific set of monoconsonantal signs for writing them ("group 

writing", for details � § 5·4-2). By the time of Demotic, this graphical distinction was 

abandoned after the Semitic words had been fully integrated into the language. 

Again in Coptic, a huge number of loans from Greek were adopted. Here again, it can be 

observed that many Coptic scribes perceived the native vocabulary and Greek borrowings 

as two distinct subsets of their language and tried to distinguish them on the graphical 

level. The letters r /g/, � Id/, and ) /z/ were not normally used in native words because 

Classical Coptic did not have voiced obstruents. However, these letters are frequently 

employed in Greek words, in many texts even where the Greek etymon had a voiceless 

obstruent JC /k/, t /t/, or a Is/ respectively (for details �@" § 3.3.s). My interpretation is 

that most Copts probably did not make a difference in pronunciation between r, �. and ) 

on the one hand and K, T, and C on the other. They merely used the former letters to 

indicate that the word in question was of Greek origin. 

2.6 Transcribing Pre-Coptic Egyptian 

2.6.< On the nature of the conventional transcription 

2.6.1.1 General definition 

There is a - not fully standardized - convention of transcribing Egyptian. This transcrip

tion is widely used in Egyptology and either accompanies citations in the Egyptian script 

or replaces them altogether. Also in this hook, the Egyptological transcription is used 

rather than the original script (except for Coptic). For variation in the transcription 

symbols among different scholars � § 2.6.2. 
KAMMERZELL (.1995: xxxix) describes the conventional Egyptological transcription as "die 

konventionalisierte Repriisentation der konsonantischen Bestandteile derjenigen Mor

pheme der iigyptischen Phonemsprache, die Korrelate in der hieroglyphischen Graphem

sprache besitzen". The transcription thus neglects all semographic information conveyed 

by the Egyptian script. Furthermore, it attempts to achieve consistency in transcribing a 

given word form. The transcription of a specific word does not indicate whether it is 

written phonographically, semographically, or by a combination of both methods. Neither 

does it usually show whether all consonants are explicitly written in the actual case or 

whether some of them are merely supplied by presumably more "complete'' phonograph

ical renderings of the same word form in other texts. The huge graphical variability of 

Egyptian is therefore concealed as soon as words are put into transcription. 

In most scholars' transcriptions, certain morphemes are separated from the lexical stem 

by varying kinds of punctuation marks ("Strukturzeichen"). In this book, most suffixes are 

separated from the stem by a dot (.), including the nominal feminine ending .t, the 



nominal plural ending .w, the adjectival ending . "i, the verbal past tense ending .n, and the 
personal endings of the stative conjugation. Suffix pronouns are separated from the stem 
by a hyphen (-). 
Tr a n  s I  i t e ra t i n g  the Egyptian script, i.e. producing an unequivocal representation, is 
uncommon. The only system of transliteration that has ever been proposed is by ScnENKEL 

(1983a; additions and modifications in ScHENKEL 1.984a, 1984b, 1984c, and 1985), but it 
has not (yet) come into use among Egyptologists. The conversion of hieratic into hiero
glyphs in modern text editions is conventionally called "transliteration" by Egypto
logists!W although this process is not entirely unambiguous. 

2.6.1.2 Problems connected with the transcription of certain words 

Consonants can be left unwritten in specific instances of a word although they are 
supposed to have been pronounced ("defective writing", for details � § 2:.6.4). Thus, 
doubt may arise about the exact nature and number of consonants to be assumed for a 
word, and scholars frequently disagree in this respect. For example, the word � '"town" is 
transcribed variously as nlw.t (GARDINER 1957: 498), nw.t (OsiNG 1976a: 378), or n) .t 
(EDEL 1980: 16-19); the word � "house" as pr (GARDINER 1957: 492:), prj (FECHT 1960: 
§ 150), and prw (OstNG 1976a: note 112:2 on p. 836f.); or the word �* "king" as swtnj 
(SETHE :1.907: 25; this reading is outdated nowadays), nj-sw.t (GARDINER :1.957: 482),jnj-sw.t 
(FEcHT :1.960: §§ 3o-33), nzw (ScHENKEL :1.986, ScHNEIDER :1.993), and several others. Cf. also 
the unconventional readings which HoDGE (:1.991a) adopts for some words. In this book, I 
have tried to indicate uncertainties about the transcription whenever this is vital for my 
argumentation. 

2.6.1.3 Interpreting transcription symbols 

The fact cannot be stressed enough that the transcription is purely conventional. The 
Egyptological transcription must not be interpreted as a phonological and even less as a 
phonetic representation. During the period of hieroglyphic use covering more than 3ooo 
years, the phonetic appearance of Egyptian changed drastically; however the writing of 
many words changed little, and so does the transcription. 
Let us discuss just one example. In the word <r<, "sun" the symbol <n denotes a liquid 
whose exact original pronunciation is disputed. /, is a symbol for an original dental stop 
/d/. The pronunciation during the Middle Kingdom may have been something like /'riddV/ 
or /'liddV/ (V = unknown vowel). By the New Kingdom, several phonetic developments 
including the shift /d/ > ffjJ (ll@f' § 3.6.2:) had taken place. The word was now pronounced 
as /'rec;.-;J; or similarly although its writing did not change. By the Roman period, the word 
had been contracted to /re/ in pronunciation, but the word was still written <r<� as already 
in the beginning of Egyptian history. 

•6 Cf. FisCHER-ELFERT (<997' note 9 on p. VIII) and KAMMERZELL (<995' XXXVIII). 
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2.6.2 The monoconsonantal signs and their transcription 

There is no full agreement about the transcription of the monoconsonantal phonograms of 
Pre-Coptic Egyptian. The following chart shows the transcription symbols used by some 
important scholars. In this book, I adopt the system by LoPRIENO ( 1995) (for the j-signs I@' 
§ 2.6.3). On the alphabetic arrangement I@' § 2.8.1. 
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27 As described in § 2-5·5· hieroglyphs are colored in many inscriptions. The chart indi
cates the predominant sign color I found to occur most frequently. In careful in
scriptions signs may have additional details inserted in other colors. :1_ is poly
chrome, the color of ,�--o is variable. I have not distinguished between black and blue. 

28 This is an example of the older transcription practice comprising vowels for which 
Budge is one of the last influential proponents. Although this kind of transliteration 
is now completely outdated, I cite it here because some works of Budge are still in 
use among a broader public. 

29 Although Loprieno indicates ''jj or y" as the transcription in the chart on p. 15, he 
uses j in the overwhelming majority of cases in his book. The same for _·_; . 

3o See Eo EL (<955/6.: I, § og3). 
3:t No example found in Hodge's data. 



•. 6.3 Thej-signs 

Three signs pose special problems to the transcription, namely ) <h, )) <y>, and .:.: <1> (on 
<j> � § •. 6.4)· 

!J.6.3.i Distribution 

In Old Egyptian 1! is not yet in use. �) looks like a mere sequence of two single .\ 's. It is, 
however, frequently found as an alternative writing of ) under conditions which are not 
yet clear. 
In Middle Egyptian all three signs indicated are in current use and variation among them 
becomes rare. It can he roughly stated that at this time ) is not restricted in distribution, 
whereas �) can appear at a morpheme boundary only, and 11 is even more restricted in 
that it is used only morpheme-finally. 
In Late Egyptian, all three signs fall into a group of graphemes which are employed in a 
very inconsistent manner (besides �. ��. and J1, this also affects especially <h, <W>, and 
<b). It seems that the corresponding sounds had been lost in the spoken language in many 
positions, so these former phonograms were no longer correlated to a feature in the 
contemporary pronunciation (UW § J.14.ll). 

!J.6.3.!J Function 

The sign � can be represented in Coptic as (E)I /j/, or dropped altogether. Three assump
tions about its sound value have been advanced: 
1) � was originally /j/ but it was lost by the time of Coptic in many enviroments. This is 

the view e.g. of DYRoFF (1910), VYciCHL (1940: 84-88), KAMMERZELL (1992: note 3g on 
p. <68f. and <995: XUV and XL VI), and LoPRIENO (<995' 33). 

2) � originally had two sound values, namely /j/ and /1/. This ambiguity was by and 
large preserved until the Coptic period, where I'll is not expressed in writing at all. 
This view is favored by SETHE (1899-190ll: I, §§ 88, :wo-102, 109f.). Sethe assumes 
that while � is a phonogram of ambiguous value, its graphical alternants ;1) and .1: 
are clear indicators of /j/ as opposed to /?/. Sethe's view is adopted e.g. by EoEL 

(<955/64: I, § <37) and GARDINER (<957' § oo). 
Sethe made this proposal because exact conditions for the preservation and the loss 
of <j> cannot always be specified. On this problem � § 3.14.2.2. 

3) ALBRIGHT (1946b: J19) and HoocE (1991b: 383) express the view that the original 
sound value of � is I'll, which implies that Coptic /j/ is a later development. 

In my opinion assumption 1) is the most plausible. As shown in § 3.14.2, � fails to leave 
traces in Coptic primarily in the same environments in which <W> is also lost in Coptic. 
The most plausible conclusion is that both � and <W> originally represented glides which 
were subsequently lost in largely parallel developments. I also argue in § 3.4 that we 
have no indications that glottal stops were spoken in Coptic nor in Egyptian. 
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At least as can be judged from Coptic, there seems to have been no phonetic difference 

between ) , �) . and 11 .  The sounds rendered by all three signs are equally preserved as /j/ 

or lost by the same conditions in Coptic. It is possible that these signs never expressed a 

phonetic distinction but instead their functional difference basically was to indicate 

morphological boundaries or other features. It is also possible that they did originally 

express a phonetic distinction which was lost later. 

ScnENKEL (.1994b: 1.3 and 1997a: 3o) suggests that, unlike � and �� which are always 

consonants, U represents a morpheme- or wordfinal posttonic vowel /i/ at least in many 

cases. Note, however, that some words which are quite regularly written with 1! 'i still 

have consonantal /j/ in Coptic (e.g. Late Egyptian d'i "here" > Tc\.1 /'taj/, r-l]fi "up" > 
€2Jl"l /oh'rajl). 

2.6.3.3 Transcription 

In the .19th century, scholars distinguished all three signs in transcription (e.g. Baucscu & 
ERMAN .1889: � = i, �� = y, dl = 'i). (The symbol i is a compromise between i and ' both of 

which were considered possible sound values at that time.) When examining Old 

Egyptian texts, 5-rEINDORFF (189!:11: 7:13-71.6) came to the conclusion that �� and H were not 

originally used but secondary developments of the Egyptian script. Since Egyptological 

transcription has always attempted to render the most ancient shape of words rather than 

their synchronic reality, this insight led scholars to give up a consistent differentiation of 

these signs (for details � 2.6.2), even though Steindorff himself proposed to keep the 

symbols y and 'i for transcribing later stages of Egyptian (STEINDORFF 1.892: 729). A 

modern exception is Schenkel who in a recent paper (ScnENKEL 1994b) reintroduces the 

symbol 'i for !! as opposed toy for �� . 

I have attempted to distinguish between l, y, and 'i in the transcription within this study. 

If this distinction is not possible for various reasons (e.g. for some polyconsonantal signs 

it is unclear which specificj-variety is to he read), I usej as an unspecified symbol. 

Defective writing 

Even when a word is rendered primarily by phonograms, consonants which we assume to 

have been spoken in this word at the given time may fail to be written. This phenomenon 

is known as "'defective writing" and was first described by ERMAN (1.891). Modem Egypto

logy assumes defective writings very frequently. 

There are basically three reasons to assume defective writing: 

1) A word or morpheme appears in varying writing forms both with and without a 

certain consonant, frequently even within a single text. For example, the pronominal 

suffix 1.st pers. sg. masc. can be a) written logographically, b) written phonetically 

as i, or c) left completely unwritten in Egyptian. It is generally assumed that it was 

pronounced as i in all cases. This seems to be confirmed by Coptic where this suffix 
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is always preserved as /j/ in phonetic environments which regularly preserve /j/ at 

all. Option c) (defective writing) is very common for this morpheme throughout all 
periods of Pre-Coptic Egyptian. The same phenomenon occurs in many other 
Egyptian morphemes and words. 

Although some of these defective writings may be explainable by morphological or 
phonetic rules which have still to be discovered,3:� the assumption can probably not 

be avoided that suppression of spoken consonants in writing actually existed. 

2) A consonant is not (or rarely) written in Egyptian but appears in Coptic. For exam
ple, the noun l],nq.t "beer" is usually written l],q.t, whereas -n- appears only in late 

texts and in Coptic (SZNK€). Since we do not know a linguistic change which could 

have led to the development of -n- in Egyptian, it is generally assumed that -n- had 
always been present in this word but was hidden by defective writing (cf. Eo EL 
:t955/64: § 34)· Defective writings of this type are less frequent than those of type :1). 

3) A consonant is never written in Egyptian nor is it directly visible in Coptic. 
However scholars assume it was there because according to the syllable structure 
rules (I@: § 4.2) the word must have had one more consonant than is written to be 
identifiable with the presumed Coptic successor. This type of defective writing is 
assumed frequently, however these are the most dubious cases of defective writing. 
For discussion � § 4.8.6. 

Defective writing does not apply at random but affects different consonants to a different 
degree. By far the most affected are <j� and <W>, to a lesser degree <D>, <m>, (f> and d>. 
Other consonants are hardly ever written defectively. It has not been possible, however, 
to find exact conditions for defective writing.33 
An explanation of defective writing may be the high degree of sonority of the consonants 
being affected. Bearing in mind the general principle of Egyptian orthography not to 
write vowels, which rank at the top of sonority hierarchy, it might be plausible that 
consonants of high sonority can also be unwritten. 
From the New Kingdom on, it becomes very common for the monosyllabic prepositions 
<m>, <n> and <n to be omitted in writing.34 This might point to a syllabic, i.e. vocalic, 
realization of these consonants. 

32 Certain graphical variations that were formerly interpreted as defective writings 
have recently been reinterpreted as morphologically or phonetically conditioned 
variations (KAMMERZELL :1990 and 199:1a, ScHENKEL 1994a). It is possible that more 
writing variations will be linked with functional differences in the future. 

33 KAHL (:1992: :104) gives as a restriction, valid for the Pyramid Texts only, that defec
tive writing does not affect a consonant which forms the onset of a closed syllable, 
with the exception of syllables containing a morpheme boundary. Note that this rule 
is fonnulated within the framework of the traditional syllable structure rules. 

34 Cf. KaoEBER (:1970: 45-50) and WINAND (1992: 4:t3-423, 504-5:10). The preposition <�r> 
can be omitted likewise from Dynasty :18 on. Here another explanation must 
probably be found. 



Since especially cj> and iW> are often written defectively, it is easy to postulate their 
existence in a word in which they are rarely or never written. Scholars frequently 
disagree in where to assume unwritten j's and w's (ll@f' § 2.6 . .1..2). The hypothetical 
character of such consonants is not usually indicated in the transcription. Only a few 
scholars attempt do differentiate reconstructed <j>/<W> from actually attested <j>/<w>. 
CAI.LENDER (.1.975: 5) introduces the symbols +3s and <'\¥>, ScHENKEL (:1987: 3o, .1.50) + and 
<Y> respectively for this purpose. Both scholars, however, differ widely from each other in 
their use of these signs. 
In this book, I frequently use the symbol <i> in verbs of the so-called tertire infirmre-class 
in which a consonant such as /j/ is hardly ever written but is sometimes present in Coptic 
and is also demanded by the syllable structure rules. 

The Egyptological scholarly pronunciation 

Introduction 

It is true that the vocalization of many Egyptian words can be reconstructed to a certain 
extent - such vocalized fonns are frequently cited in parentheses throughout this book. 
However the fact that vowels are not indicated in Egyptian writing nor in the 
conventional transcription poses a problem to the everyday practice of Egyptologists. In 
scholarly communication and language teaching they need a means of reading Egyptian 
texts or transcriptions aloud without first having to delve into the complexities of vocalic 
reconstructions. For this purpose, Egyptology has developed a set of rules by which the 
transcriptional consonant clusters are transformed into sequences which can be 
pronounced easily. These rules have developed more or less unconsciously and are not 
the result of deliberate planning. The basic principles can be summarized as follows: 
• Each consonant symbol is assigned a conventional pronunciation which is easy to 

produce for speakers of European languages. 
• Certain consonant symbols may be assigned a vocalic realization. 
• Additionally, e-vowels are added which have no equivalent in the Egyptian text nor 

in the transcription. 
• Suprasegmental features are added in pronunciation. 
• The morphological structure of the Egyptian utterance can have implications on the 

pronunciation. 

The pronunciation rules are historically derived from early conceptions about the Egypti
an sound system such as exemplified by BuDGE's (:1920) transcription symbols listed in 
§ 2.6.2. The rules are no longer being changed according to our progressing knowledge of 
Ancient Egyptian phonology; instead all Egyptologists know that their scholarly pronun
ciation is entirely conventionalized and is hardly related to the historical pronunciation 

35 He uses the symbols •i> and <y> for the written glides. 



of Egyptian. Egyptological scholarly pronunciation, although being a remarkable linguis
tic phenomenon, has rarely been a subject of scholarly investigation (but see PEusT 1996). 
The following is a short account of the pronunciation currently in use at universities in 

German speaking countries; the habits may be different in other countries. But even in 
the German speaking area, the pronunciation is subject to huge diatopic, diachronic and 
idiolectal variation. An Egyptologist who visits another university will certainly encoun
ter pronunciation habits different from what he or she has been accustomed to speak. 

Pronunciation of consonants 

The conventional pronunciation of most consonants is equivalent to the transcription 
symbols listed above. Common phonetic habits of German such as the devoicing of 
obstruents or the vocalization of /r/ at the end of a syllable are transferred to the 
Egyptological pronunciation. Some remarks on single consonants follow: 
• Teaching books usually recommend a distinction of 4P and <h> as [x] and [g) respec

tively. Since [x] and [�] are allophones of a single phoneme in German, many 
German Egyptologists confuse this distinction. 

• <h> and <lp are usually pronounced identically as [h]. Since in German h is only 
spoken morpheme-initially, many Egyptologists substitute <h>/<lp by [x] or [g] in 
non-initial position, whereas others try to keep [h] here. 

• Teaching books recommend distinguishing -=- and ij as [z] and [s] respectively, but 
this distinction is rarely maintained by German-speaking Egyptologists. Similarly, 
<q> and <k> are always pronounced identically as [k]. 

• e=:> is pronounced [d]. This is true even at the university of Tiihingen where a 
different transcription symbol ( <t>) is used for transcribing this letter. 

• The most common pronunciation of = is [tJ]. However at certain universities (e.g. 

Vienna) [ts] is spoken instead. f,j' is pronounced (d3]; it seems, though, that many 
Egyptologists tend to confuse it with [tD, which is an effect of (dialectal?) German 
phonology. However where = is spoken [ts] the distinction between = and f.J 
remains clear. The pronunciation [tJ] for = comes close to what is nowadays consi
dered its correct historical pronunciation. The variety [ts] seems to be an archaism36 
and might derive from a time when = was still supposed to represent an interdental 
/3/ (cf. 5TEINDORFF 1.8g2: 728), [ts] being a German approximation to this sound.37 

Vocalic realization of consonant symbols 

The consonant symbols d> and <(> are always realized as [a] (they were considered 

vocalic graphemes in early Egyptology). Some scholars recommend discriminating 

36 I was told that <l> could be heard as [ts] in Gottingen until the 1970s, but [tD is the 
only pronunciation found there today. 

37 Proposed explanation by Frank Kammerzell (GOttingen). 
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between both symbols by employing distinct vowel quantities (e.g. ��> as [a] and <'> as [a:] 

by ScHENKEL :1997a: 3:�., vice versa by DE BucK :1967: !1:9). but most Egyptologists do not 

follow this suggestion. 
Moreover, the consonant symbols <j> and <W> were considered vowel signs in earlier 

times; their original scholarly pronunciation must therefore have been [i] and [u] respec

tively. Today it is common to admit an alternative consonantal pronunciation as {w] ""' 

[v]38 for <W>. Aside from the fact that only [u] occurs in morpheme-final position (hrw 
"day" is ['hEru], not [*'hErEw]), exact distributiQn rules seem difficult or impossible to 

provide. In Gottingen, for example, wd "to command" is most frequently pronounced 

['?u:tJ], but wr "big" is pronounced ['wEr] "' ['vEr] (which may sound like ['wE�]. ['vE�]). 
An analogous pronunciation of <j> as /j/ is found at only a few universities (jnk "I", most 
usually ['?i:nek], can be heard as ['jEnEk] in Heidelberg and Munich). A distinction 

between <h, <y>, and <i> is recommended e.g. by ScHENKEL (:1997a: 3:�.) H> as [i]-[j], <Y> as 
[i:]) but not practised by most Egyptologists. 

The quality of vowels seems to be of little distinctive power in the speech of most 

German Egyptologists. In Gottingen, inserted e is always pronounced as a short [e], but 

the other vowels are usually long: [a:], [i:], [u:]. At other universities, however, e may be 

long (� § o.6.5.6), and a, i, u may be short (wd "to command" [':liitn, heard in Cologne). 

At first sight, it seems striking that the consonantal pronunciation is rarer for <j > than for 

<W> since Germans can speak the sound [j] more easily than [w]. I assume that there is a 
historic reason for this: Whereas the sound value of �W> has been undisputed for a long 
time, many scholars have believed that <j > never or not always corresponded to /j/ in 

Egyptian (� § 2.6.3.!!:). This fact seems to have discouraged them to abandon the older 
pronunciation [i] in favor of [j]. 

e-insertion 

According to a rule widely observed in the Egyptological scolarly pronunciation, no 

syllable can begin or end with a consonant cluster. This rule is curious since it has no 
parallel in the phonological structure of German. 

It has not been recorded how Jean Fran�ois Champollion, the decipherer of the hiero
glyphs, coped with pronouncing difficult consonant clusters. However the fact that his 
mother tongue was French, a language in which [;)] often appears as a subphonological 

sound in consonant clusters, may suggest that he frequently inserted [a] for ease of artic

ulation. There are traditions from the .:19th century which explicitly confirm that [a] was 

used in the Egyptological pronunciation at that time (see Pt:usT .:1996: note .:1 on p. u6f.). 

Today, however, the vowel [e] is inserted which has no equivalent in the Egyptian writing 

nor in the transcription, e.g. ns.t "throne" ['neset]. Syllabic sonorants, although common in 

German, are not usually employed (qsn "difficult" is ['kesen], not *['kesey.j), but 

38 The pronunciation [wJ (or [pJ) seems more frequent although this sound is foreign to 
German. Some persons, however, replace it by [vJ. 
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vocalization of final atonic -r is frequent: nfr "good" ['ncle] besides ['ndeJd or ['nefer]. 

IT I am right in interpreting certain Egyptological written records from the 1.9th century 

as reflecting the scholarly pronunciation of that time, intrasyllabic consonant clusters 

did occur in the pronunciation (cf. transcriptions like sentl<J for snd "to be afraid", today 

spoken ['senEtn). I propose that scholars like Kurt Sethe might have begun to avoid clus

ters in their pronunciation because they assumed a cluster restriction rule for Egyptian 

itself (UW § +3). 
e is not normally added at the beginning or at the end of a word. An exception is posed by 

words consisting of a single consonant, e.g. n "of" ['?en], r "to" ['1er] "" ['?ev], z "person" 

['ze] N rSEJ. 

e-insertion is even found where it is not needed to split up consonant clusters. For 

example, jmnw "Amun (divine name)" is typically pronounced ['?i:menu:] rather than 

[*'1i:mnu:] in GOttingen and probably at most other places. 

The role of morphology 

The morphemic structure of an Egyptian utterance influences its scholarly pronunciation 

(cf. KAMMERZELL 1.995: XLI). For example, a glottal stop can be inserted at certain mor

pheme boundaries (e.g. noun or verb + suffix pronoun, verb + past-tense suffix .n), but not 

at certain others (e.g. noun + feminine gender suffix .t, noun + plural suffix .w). Word ac

cent is phonologically relevant and mainly serves to indicate morphological distinctions. 

For example, some speakers realize sdmj as [sedsem'?ef] if it means "he may hear", but 
as ['sed3em?ef] if it means "to hear him". For a detailed discussion see PEUsT (1.996). 

Exceptions 

Some frequent words have irregular pronunciations which cannot be explained by rules 

like the above mentioned. At least some of these cases seem to be relics of more archaic 

habits of pronunciation. Examples: 
• 'n(!. "to live" is usually pronounced ['?anx] ,... r?anC$] instead of expected [*'?a:nex] 

...., [*'?a:neC$].4° 
• At some universities, including GOttingen, certain pronouns are spoken with initial 

e. An example is nt't (relative pronoun) ['?enti:]. I have, however, heard the expected 

['nEti:] elsewhere. 
• The verb rdj "to give" used to be transcribed rdj which, at least in GOttingen, was 

pronounced ['?erdi:J "' ['1evdi:]. Along with the modern transcription, this irregular 

pronunciation has become obsolete: ['redsi:], not [*1?en:isi:]. 

3g BRucscu (1_867-1.882: IV, 1256). See there also for numerous additional examples of 
this kind. 

40 This archaic pronunciation of (n(!. was probably conserved due to its presence in 
well-known names such as Tut-ankh-amun. 
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• The inserted e is usually pronounced short. This seems generally to be true for all 

German speaking universities, but the noun ntr "god" is spoken with long e: at some 
places (e.g. ['ne:tsB] in Vienna, ['ne:tJB] in Mainz; but ['netJB] in Gottingen). 

• In MUnster I found a pronunciation ['h�Jd or ['hrev]41 instead of the usual ['hej] for the 

frequent Egyptian preposition <�n "on". I suggest that this [!it]-sound may ultimately 
be a substitution of [a] which seems to have been in use in the Egyptological 

pronunciation in the :19th century (lES' § 2.6.5.4). 

The Coptic alphabet 

Introduction 

The Copts adopted their alphabet from the Greek but added a few letters at its end to 

express specific Coptic sounds. With the possible exception of t ,4:;a these additional 
letters were derived from Demotic, their forms having been slightly reshaped in 
appearance to make them fit nicely to the Greek letters. Whereas some Old Coptic texts 

incorporate quite a number of Demotic signs, including even logograms, their number was 

subsequently reduced to 7 in Bohairic and Akhmimic and to 6 in Sahidic. Ultimately, 
there are a few texts from the 8th century AD in which non-Greek letters are avoided 
altogether.43 For a detailed overview about the several varieties of the Coptic alphabet 

that were in use see KAssER (1.99:1b). 
The order of the alphabet as well as the names of single letters are already attested in 
antiquity (this is not true for the letter g employed only in Akhmimic), for details llW" 
§ 2.7.3. The shapes of the characters were originally identical in the Coptic and the 
Greek alphabets. Over time, differences arose and the forms of both are quite distinct in 

modern typesetting. Whereas Classical Greek is printed today in letter fonns adopted 

from Modern Greek, Coptic fonts are mostly modelled on very early manuscripts. A 
distinct series of capital letters is found in a minority of Coptic manuscripts only (lES' 

§ 6.4.3), and I ignore them here. 

With the emergence of Coptic our knowledge on Egyptian phonetics improves dramati
cally. Coptic is of eminent value for two reasons in particular: 

:1) Coptic lacks the semographic components of the older writing systems and thus 

omits certain kinds of information that these offered. Instead the phonetic represen

tation is more elaborate, and the Coptic script systematically notes vowels and even 

attempts to indicate certain suprasegmental features. 

41 Before /r/ (•[�]), tense/ long vowels (such as /o[:]/) and lax/ short vowels (such as 
/re() are not distinguished in the local Westphalian dialect. 

42 The Demotic origin of the letter t is doubted by KAssER (:1g84/8s and :1.989: :11:1f.). 
43 Published by CauM (1.940). KASSER & SarsHA-HALEVY (:199:1) treat them as a distinct 

Coptic dialect: "dialect G". 
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2) The sound system of Later Egyptian becomes more and more difficult to examine 

due to an increasing complexity of grapho-phonemic relations (historical orthogra

phy). The Coptic script, at least in its beginning, is free of historical considerations. 

The letters and their transcription 

There is no standard system of transliterating Coptic letters. The following chart shows 

the transliteration/ transcription symbols used by some important scholars. In this book, 

Coptic words are not transliterated but accompanied by a phonological interpretation 

using lP A-symbols included in slashes I /. 

Greek ffEI•- TILL LAMB DIN V ER COTE V ERN US SHISHA- PoLOTSKY LoPRIENO 
model �ORFF �1m= �rB-= h�?� 

(1988) fu.I.EVY (1�87/ (1395' 
(��51: ���: 9" 25 
11 § 6  

1>. a a a a a, a a a a a 
B b b b b b, v44 b b b 
r y g g g g g g g g 
.1l. & d d d d d d d d 
€ e e ii e e, , e e e e 
1 z z z z z z z z 
H " • ,, • • • • ii ii ii 
6 a th th th th ! th th th 
I t i i, i i 1, i, _; i, 1,i ' ' ' 

K K k k k k k k k k 
" ), l l l l l l l l 
11\ � m m m m m m m m 
N V n n n n n n n n 
J, I; ks ks, X ks ks <S ks ks ks 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
IT n p p p p p p p p 
p p r r r r r r r r 
c (J s s s s s s s s 
T ' t t t t t t t t 
'if u - u, w,y u Y, W Y, a, w w, u  U, Y  u 
'11 • oh oh ph ph ph ph ph 
X X kh kh, eh kh kh kh kh kh 
11! "' PS PS PS ps ps PS PS 

� 
ro " D, a " " " ;; ;; ;; 

s S, sch s s s s s s 
I I I I I I I 

:!) - - h, ch - x, /J X X 
g h, ch x, /J X 

_2 h h h h h h h h 
"' j, Z C, tsch i, ii: c c i i i 
6 c c, kj c, c Ch, c k' c c c 
t ti ti ti tl, ti ti ti ti ti 

44 Vernus seems to choose v when transliterating Greek loan words (cf. vlapte: VERNUS 
1988: 204), 

45 No example found in V emus's data. The same for �. X, W· 
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!> is used only in Bohairic, 2 only in Akhmimic. For this reason they are not found in all 

sources cited. 

The Coptic alphabet includes digraphs representing a sequence of two phonemes. They 

cannot be used across a word boundary and can only be used to a limited extent across a 

morpheme boundary (for details � § 6.4·7·•). :l; /ks/ and 11' /ps/ are adopted from the 

Greek alphabet. The aspirate signs X, &, and � {to which 6 is to be added in Bohairic) 

can render monophonemic aspirate stops or biphonemic sequences stop + /hi (for details 

� §§ 3.3.2 and 3.3.3). 

The exclusively Coptic sign t is largely equivalent to a sequence of letters TJ '"" T€1. t is 

preferred for expressing /ti/ in native words. Tf '"" T€1 is used .1) if word boundaries or 

certain types of morpheme boundaries intervene (� § 6.4·7.1.), 2) mostly in Greek loan 

words. I explain the function of the letter t in greater detail in § 3 . .18. 

The names of the Coptic letters 

Each Coptic letter has a traditional name. The letters adopted from the Greek alphabet 

have names which are likewise borrowed from Greek. The additional letters which have 

been added at the end of the alphabet have names of obscure etymology. 

The letter L, derived from Greek f (digamma), is solely employed as a numeral "6". It 

has no own name but is pronounced COO'if /'s-:Jw/, the Coptic numeral "6". For the letter�. 

only used in the Akhmimic dialect, no traditional name is known. 

The names are cited below according to the following sources: 
• The explicit renderings of the names which have been preserved from late antiquity 

and medieval times according to CnuM (1.939), STERN (1.88a: 7) and KAsSER (.199.1b: 

40). 
• The pronunciation of the names recorded by Bernard de Breydenbach, Relatio 

sanctarum peregrinationum, 1.486, a time when Coptic probably still was a living 

language (cited after CHAINE .1933: 3). The transcriptions appear to be modeled after 

(older) German usage (i and y = [i], eh = [x], sch = m. th = [t], V =  [f], w = [v]). ey is 

possibly to he read [ei] and not [ai] as it would be in modem German. Perhaps s in 

"syma" (6) is to be read [J] as in medieval German. The rendering of final 'if as -ffis 

• 

• 

• 

curiOUS. 

The pronunciation recorded by RocuEMONTEIX (1.892: �f.) in lsna, Upper Egypt. He 

uses a unique transcription which I have attempted to transform into lP A-symbols. 
The pronunciation recorded by PRINCE (.1902: 29tl.) in Aswa:n, Upper Egypt. I 

reproduce Prince's transcription symbols as they are (replacing the length indicator 
A by -), 

An Arabic transcription of the traditional pronunciation made by an inhabitant of 

Luxor, Upper Egypt, at the end of the 1.9th century (cited by STERN 1.88o: 41.8). I give 

a transliteration of the Arabic. Note that /l� may indicate both /?/ and /a:/; •y� may 



indicate /y/, /i:/, and /e:/; <W> may indicate /w/, /u:/, and /o:/. Word-final eh) 
indicates /a/. Other short vowels are indicated only rarely. Consonant length is not 
expressed in the Arabic writing. 

• The pronunciation recorded by Vycichl in Luxor. The list appears in VvcJCHL (:1.990: 

3of.), but the data were obviously collected already in the :L93os, cf. VvciCHL (:1.983: 

:1.54, �43). I reproduce his transcription without change; both J and � mean [?]. 
• The pronunciation recorded by WoRRELL & VvcrcHL (:1.942: 3:1.4-3�7) in the Upper 

Egyptian village Zeniya. I give their transcription without alteration. 
• The so-called "reformed pronunciation" (� § 2.�) used by Copts in modern Egypt. 

Let-
ter 

"' 
B 

r 
2> 
€ 

' 

) 
H 

6 

I 
K 
?-

11>. 
N 

Whereas all preceding name forms are based on the indigenous tradition, this 
modem pronunciation is heavily influenced by the names of the letters in modern 
Greek. My source is IsHAQ (:1.97�: I, 9f., :�.3, :1.6 and Il, :12f.), a small book intended to 
revive Coptic as a living language which has been revised by Pope Shenouda Ill, the 
highest authority of the present day Coptic church. The pronunciation is indicated in 
Arabic script which is partly, but not completely supplied with vocalization marks. I 
indicate my phonetic interpretation of the Arabic in the very right column. My 
transcription of � as o: (rather than u:) in the names of the letters I and 2 is based on 
what I heard from Mul}.ammad Sharif (All (Cairo) and Shirly Sedhom (GOttingen). 
Some other details of the intended pronunciation remain obscure. 
Similar modernized forms are also given by MALLON (:1.956: 9), a Bohairic grammar 
which has been very influential in Egypt. 

Coptic <486 :1.89�. :1.902, Arabic Vyci- :1.942· :1.972 
writing lsna Aswan transcr., chl's Zeniya 

Luxor records, 
Lux or 

<>.?-<!/<>. alpha alfa iilf• 1lfh �alfa alfa liJl ?alfa 
BHT<>., BI� weda peBa vfd• wy<)h Wlq.a boda, t.,; vi:ta 

veda 
rOJ/VIol>. gamma yamma glimmii ymh gamma gamma fj yamrna 
�� delda dalda dolda dl<)h <)al<)a dalda b../:, zilta 
€1 e eiE et ye 1yh > eyya �j€ --r! (?) 
- zso so sO SW - - r suww 

.>r -

)HT<>., )IT<>. sytta dza:da zadA z?dh zida za:da t;., ·  " zi:ta 
H(I)T<>., 2HT<>. heda hada h&d• h?dh hida h•d• I:.;! ?i:ta 
6HT<>., 61T<>. theda ti:Oa "' t1 ttll tth titta tUtte �:.,; si:ta 

t€tta 
IOOT<)r..,f0..1180.. ioda ioda iod• yw<)h yo<)a joda b,>: jo:ta 
K<l-.11(11)<>. cab a kabha kiibb• kbh kabba kabha t;r kahha 
?-<>.'IS�, lauda lola lola lwlh lola lola �;r lulla 
?-<>.'IS'/-<>. 

myh mej 
' . . . 

J\H, 111€, AI men IDI m I m I '{ mlJJ 
nyh ni) . .. 

N€, NI, NNH nyn m ni ni J lllJJ 
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;;'. ;;',I &XI eksi iiksf ?ksy eksi eksi ...,..s! ?iksi 
off ?uww �o< (sic!) " 

?uww 0 mr, o OW oii ow � I  
n "' by bi Vl by bl bej u. PIJJ 
p po, zpo, pw ru ru: r6ii ruww ... row !JJ ruww 
c Cl M, C'O" .1\· syma samma simmA smh ' (,.... samma samrna s1:ma 

M, CH.!U\0. 
T T3.'0" thaff daw da,u q?w 4•w dan (>ic.� ..Jb ta:v 
'0" 2€, '0"€ he he he h-4' he ha, he .:;L,J (?) 

<\> <\>I ffy fi fn fy fl flj J> fijj 
X XI chy XI kl ky kl kij J' kijj 

1\' 1\'1 ebsi eps1 iipsf ?bsy ebsi £bsi I ?ibsi �; 
(I) 00, 0...7f 0 a • ?aww !o o' !) !) I (?) 

!!I !!13.1, !!J€1 schey Jaj MI i?y SAy Saj ._..L: Ja:j 
� �3.1, �(H)€1 vey faj fai f?y f•y f•j ..... � fa:j 
!) !13.1, !l€1 hac hi X8J bei x?y x<y h .. • J ._..(;. xa:J 
2 zop1, zooP£1 hori hori h6r1 hwry hori hori <.SJY' ho:ri 
2< 2<3.NZ<I3. gensa J€IIJ8 dYandYa g?ngh ganga jHnJ8 Jr. (?) 
G GIM syma Jima Sfma iym? Slma Stma !,.:.:;! ?itfi:ma 
t Tl, t€1 ty di dl dy dl dlj, dl, J ti: 

di 

2·7·4 The digraphs €1 and 0'0' 

In Hellenistic Greek, the letter combination et can be used as a mere graphic variety of t 

/i/, and ou serves to express /u/. This use has been adopted into Coptic where €1 can 
express a single phonetic segment /i/ or /j/47, and mr can express /u/ or /w/. 
It is difficult to give exact rules for the use of digraphs. Coptic manuscripts show much 
variation in this respect, and there has been little research on the topic so far (but cf. 

46 One or more following letters irrecognizable due to a printing error. 
47 The assumption that in most Coptic dialects €1 can be used as a digraph with the 

same sound value as I has been asserted by almost all scholars. To the best of my 
knowledge, the single exception is KAsSER (1997: 6) who suggests that €1 always 
renders a kind of diphthong (in Kasser's transcription /�i/, /Cj/ or /�jf) as opposed to I 
denoting /i/ or /j/. H this assumption is true, some phenomena which are considered 
graphical here would have to be reinterpreted as phonological. It would become 
necessary, for example, to assume sound changes such as /j/ > /�j/ (or similarly) in 
word-initial position for Sahidic. Certain graphical phenomena would perhaps 
become somewhat hard to explain, such as the writing lie}. I instead of "nonnal" SO..I€1 
"I came" (see QuECKE 1�4a: 45). While traditionally it would be held that /a'ji/ was 
somewhat imprecisely rendered as /a'i/, Kasser would have to argue that /ai/ varies 
with something like /aiei/. Another question which could be posed would be how to 
explain the writing €€1 which at present is interpreted as /ej/, /�j/. But further 
discussions of Kasser' s proposal are necessary. 
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QuECKE 1984b). Only a few general remarks concerning Sahidic and Bohairic literary 
manuscripts follow: 
• 

• 

• 

• 

The digraph El is not employed in Bohairic (i.e.: El in Bohairic always renders a 
phonemic sequence). 
In Sahidic, I is preferred after consonants, although €1 can occur as well. After 
vowels, both I and €1 are frequent. ERNihEDT (1986: 72) suggests that the amount of 
free space in the line plays a role here. 
In both Sahidic and Bohairic, 0'0' is the only way to express /u/ or /w/ in most envi
ronments. After b.. and € (in Sahidic also after H), however, a single '0' often appears. 
A preceding word or morpheme boundary may favor using a digraph. In Sahidic, for 
example, single I or '0' is never used word-initially. Cf. also § 6.4·7·::t.. 

• Additionally, the choice may be influenced by phonological criteria. In Bohairic, for 
example, 0'0' after 0. and € seems to occur preferably in the onset of a stressed 
syllable, e.g. b..O'O'OO /a'wo/ "pledge", but ./!\€'0'1 /'mewi/ ••to think". In Sahidic, some 
scribes attempt to make a difference between (0)'0'€1 /wi/ and 0'0'1 /uj/: 0'0'€1N€ 

/'win�/ ••to pass by", 0.'0'€1N /a'win/ "cargo", KO'O'f "' KO'if€1 /'kuj/ '"little", TO'O'IO "' 

TO'ifEIO /tu'j:J/ ••to repay". 

2·7·5 The superlinear stroke in Sahidic-Coptic writing 

Coptic texts can contain several types of diacritic signs (on Coptic diacritics in general 
� § 6.4.3). In the following, I discuss the superlinear stroke. This sign is typical for 
Sahidic and is the most frequently used diacritic of this dialect. By contrast, Bohairic has 
no superlinear stroke. Instead it uses the so-called "djinkim", a superposed point or small 
vertikal stroke. The ••djinkim" seems to have a quite different function48 and, according 
to KASSER (197!!), is historically unrelated to the Sahidic stroke. There are also specific 
diacritics in Other dialects.49 
The Sahidic superlinear stroke is a horizontal stroke which is written above the line and 
not clearly attached to a single letter. The stroke may be superposed on one letter, be 
written above the line somewhere between two letters, or may be so long as to cover the 
length of up to four letters. (On the various possibilities for position and length of the 
stroke cf. KAsSER 1965l66: 10af. and PoLOTSKY 1957b: 223£.). Although there has been 
some discussion about this sign, its function is still rather unclear. Research is hindered 
by the fact that Coptic diacritics are often rendered inaccurately in text editions. This 
may be due to a lack of interest in rendering signs whose function is so little known, or 
else typographical obstacles may not allow the text editor to indicate their exact 
position and form. The major Coptic dictionaries do not render diacritics at all. 

48 On the "djinkim" see PoLOTSKY (j_946-47), K.AssER (:1991c and :1994a), DEPUYDT (1993: 
3s9-36o). 

49 Cf. e.g. KAsSER (:1976-78) for diacritics in Mesokemic. 



The Sahidic superlinear stroke marks letters which are employed as numerals (e.g. f ""3") 
and abbreviations of certain religious terms (e.g. � = flNE'lf.-1\b.. ""spirit"). This is not its 
prototypical function and will be excluded from our further discussion. 

In its usual function, the superlinear stroke is found above consonants, particularly those 

in consonant clusters. It is unknown to what degree the stroke is predictable. Many 

manuscripts seem not to use it consistently. There is nothing in Egyptian etymological 
cognates nor in Coptic loans in Arabic which corresponds to the stroke. Let us have a 
look at the main opinions that have been expressed to date: 
• The traditional opinion holds that the superlinear stroke is equivalent or at least 

functionally similar to the letter €. This is still reflected in the modern scholarly 

pronunciation at western universities: .rfC� ''after" is usually spoken [an'sa] "' 
[en'sa] (or similarly), currn "to choose" is spoken ['so:tap] "' {'so:tep]. The same is 

reflected in early grammars such as TATIAM (:1863: 7) who says: '"When the line in 

Copticso C) or the horizontal line in Sah. (-) occurs over consonants, it generally 
expresses the vowel €". 

This view results from the observation that in certain environments supralinear 

diacritics alternate with € throughout the same text, more frequently throughout 

different dialects or diachronic stages of the language. Late Coptic, and thus the 
pronunciation which can be heard from modern Copts, is a variety that most 

frequently has a vowel where in Sahidic a superlinear stroke is (or may be) written. 
• TILL (:1932:) is one of the main proponents of the view that the stroke is a vowel 

indicator. He assumes that it serves to express a specific reduced vowel ("Murmel
vokal") which he transcribes e (in TILL 1.95:1 he changes the transcription to "i). In his 
opinion, a kind of vocalic interpretation is necessary since there are consonantal 

sequences such as afiRNNC:XB€ ''our sins (accusative)" which can only be pronounced 
when split up by vocalic elements, and these are what the superlinear strokes 

indicate. In TrLL (1.951) he adds another argument to support his view: The Coptic 

prefix N (plural article and genitive marker) is assimilated to Jl\ when preceding Jl\ as 

a single consonant, but not when preceding J/1.. in certain graphical consonant clusters 
where superlinear strokes are likely to appear: e.g. s.M.-11\HC€ .. the interests" (for *N
Jt\HC€), but 5N-J/1..7\002 "the fights" (on this assimilation and my interpretation � 

§ 3.J.6 . .1.). He states that the failure of assimilation in the latter case can only be due 

to an intervening vowel, so both groups were pronounced ·im-m£se and "in-·imlOoh, 
respectively. I argue, however, that it is enough to assume a distinction between a 
consonantal and a syllabic sonorant here. These sounds can easily have behaved 
differently with respect to assimilation. 

• WoRRELL (19345.1: u-1.6, 1.29) is the first to clearly have expressed the opinion that 

so '"Coptic" is used here in the sense of '"Bohairic". Tattam is speaking of the djinkim. 

,s:t The first fascicle of his book appeared a few years before 1934, so he antedates 
PoLOTSKY (1933). 
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the superlinear stroke does not represent a vowel. He explains its occurrence above 

consonant clusters by the assumption that the stroke serves to clarify the syllabic 

division of utterances. In his opinion, syllables which have a vocalic nucleus are 

sufficiently marked as such by the vowel letters, but syllables with a consonantal 

nucleus need a specific notational device for their identification, namely the stroke. 

Worrell's hypothesis implies that different stroke positions could produce contrasts 

in graphical groups which allow for more than one syllabic division, but he does not 

provide a minimal pair. 
However, the stroke also appears in cases like COO(\TI "to break", COOilT "to choose", 

no "the portion", or .zs.ol{}l. "to perlect you", where it seems improbable that there 

was a second syllable in addition to the syllable containing the vocalic nucleus. For 

cases like these, WoRRELL (1.934: :1.sf.) considers the possibility that even a stop can 

constitute a syllable on its own in Coptic, but he also admits that the use of the 

stroke might by analogy have been extended to consonant clusters which do not 

actually constitute a syllable on their own. 
• PowTSKY (1g33) supports Worrells point of view. He argues that graphical variation 

of the stroke and €, which had always been an argument in favor of the vocalic inter

pretation of the stroke, is restricted to specific contexts, where it can be interpreted 

as phonetic rather than graphical variation. On the other hand, the existence of con

texts in which a stroke never alternates with € shows that a general interpretation of 

the stroke as a vowel indicator is implausible. Polotsky remarks that in infinitives of 

the type CooCC (the second consonant being an obstruent) with or without suffixes 

the stroke is never replaced by € (coom "to choose", COTf{t.J "to choose him", 
COTnO'lf "to choose them"), whereas in comparable verbs where the second conso

nant is a sonorant the stroke and € may alternate unless a vocalic suffix follows: 

• 

CW:\11 � CW:\HI "to break", CO:\rllj � CO:\Hiq "to break him", CO:\IT01f (but not 
*CO::\EnOtr) "to break them". Therefore € is evoked by the sonorant rather than being 
a general device of the Coptic language to split up consonant clusters. 

In PoLOTSKY (1.957b: 2U-225) he adds another argument. The superlinear stroke is 

distinct in character from all alphabetic signs. It is not arranged into a relative order 

along with other signs but is superposed to varying numbers of letters. According to 

Polotsky, this indicates that the stroke is a prosodical (we would say in modern 

terminology: suprasegmental) element rather than indicating a specific phoneme. 
He argues that the stroke basically indicates syllables, and whether consonant 

clusters were broken up by epenthetic vowels or not, these at least are not what the 
stroke serves to express. PoLOTSKY (1.957h: 224) cites a contrast involving stroke 
length which he found in certain Sahidic manuscripts: .M'RTp€ "witness" - .MNT-
(nominal prefix). In his opinion, this reflects a difference in syllabification. 

KAsSER (196.sf66) tries to reconciliate the opinions of both sides and argues that the 
superlinear stroke, for which he invents the French term surligne, can alternatively 

- especially if it is comparatively long - indicate syllable boundaries, or else -
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• 

• 

especially if it is comparatively short - indicate an intrusive segment which might 
have been vocalic in nature, but might also have came close to a syllabic sonorant 
( .. Murmelkonsonant"). 
NAGEL (1g66) adopts Polotsky's view and refines it by asserting that any consonant 
including obstruents can in principle form the nucleus of a syllable. 
V ERGOTE (1973/83: la, § 68 and Ib, § 40) considers the stroke principally a syllable 
indicator. The syllable can be formed either by adding a weak vowel in pronuncia
tion (a.t in Vergote's transcription) or by using a sonorant as a syllable nucleus (he 
notes the vocalic function of the sonorant by the abstract symbol a2). (Cf. already 
VERGOTE 1954b: .105)-

• HINTZE (tgSo: 73-77) develops an abstract phonological representation of Coptic 
which is supradialectal and serves as a deep structure from which dialectal 
divergences as well as intradialectal morphophonological variation of Coptic can be 
derived. In this deep structure, he does not admit consonant clusters within a 
syllable but posits a phoneme /9/ in many places where in Sahidic the superlinear 
stroke is written. 

• DEPUYDT (.tgSsa: :133£.) follows Worrell's and Polotsky's view and states: 

• 

" ( ... ) the superlinear stroke is a syllabic marker: it is placed over conso
nants that serve in place of a vowel as a sonorous center, and it extends 
backward or forward so as to include in part a preceding or succeeding 
letter belonging to the same syllable". 

He does not clarify which factors determine the exact extension of the stroke. As is 
elaborated in detail in DEPUYDT (.1993: 341., 3s�f.), he sees no difficulty for any 
consonant in Coptic to be potentially a syllable nucleus. Just as Worrell did, he 
considers the superlinear stroke as a means of guiding the reader towards the correct 
syllabification, which is especially needed since Coptic texts lack word division 
(DEPUYDT <993: 3s8f.). 

VYciCHL (1.990: !!o3-2o7) likewise subscribes to the view that the superlinear stroke 
is a syllabic marker, and that any consonant may he a syllable nucleus in Coptic. He 
argues that assimilatory effects as evidenced by renderings like s.M.O'<rNr (.M.0'6'rit) 
(besides s./1\0'CrNK) (on this I@" § 3.3.7) indicate that N was in direct contact with the 
following velar plosive, so the word was pronounced disyllabically as mu:-nk (and 
not ... nak or similarly). This changes, however, in the later stages of Coptic: 

"Souvent une voyelle bri:ve et peut-etre ultrahri:ve s'insi:re devant une con
sonne syllahique [ ... ]. Le timbre des voyelles di:veloppees ultfirieurement 
est mal connu et n'etait certainement pas le meme dans toutes les parties 
du pays." (VYCICHL 1990: 207). 

In sum, we have to state that neither the interpretation of the superlinear stroke as a 
vowel sign nor as a syllabic marker is proven. For some additional evidence against its 
interpretation as a syllabic marker IrE § 6.4·7·!!· The syllable is in principle an 



independent category. Syllable boundaries cannot be automatically determined based on 

a given succession of phonemes, and as long as no independent parameter for determining 

syllable boundaries has been found, any attempt to relate the superlinear stroke to 

syllables must be considered highly hypothetical. At the present stage of knowledge, we 

cannot tell whether the features rendered by the superlinear stroke are phonologically 

relevant or not. The possibility should be kept in mind that the superlinear stroke may 

have no phonetic relevance at all but may rather be a morphological or segmentational 

marker. In many cases, the stroke seems to graphically "connect" clusters of consonants 

belonging to the same word, which makes it an indicator of word boundaries. Detailed 

examinations of Coptic diacritics based on original manuscripts or photographs are still 

necessary. I neglect superlinear strokes in the rest of this book and do not indicate any 

diacritics when rendering Coptic words or phrases. 

2.8 How to use an Egyptian or Coptic dictionary 

2.8.� Egyptian dictionaries 

The ancient Egyptians had a conventional order of arranging the consonants of their 

language. This order is known imperfectly from certain badly preserved didactical papyri 

of the Late Period. Following QuAcK's (1.993: 1.45) reasoning, the Egyptian order is to be 

reconstructed as follows: 

<h>, <1}>, <W>, <S>, <b>, <D>, <b>, <d>, <p>, <(>, <g>, <h, <q> (omitting all consonants for which the 

position is questionable). This sequence seems to be related to the h - 1 - IJ, - ... -alphabet 

known from Old South Arabic, but also from certain archaic North-West Semitic sources 

(TaoPPER 1.996), whereas in the first millennium BC another sequence ) - h - g - ... 
became popular in the North-West Semitic area, on which the order of the Latin alphabet 

is ultimately based. TaoPPER (1.996) therefore assumes that the Egyptians adopted their 

alphabetic sequence from a Semitic script in the late 2nd millennium Bc. KAroiMERZELL 

(1.996: t.3-22 and 1.998c), however, discovers that this sequence is at least partly explain
able from a phonological principle as soon as the sound values of Old or Middle Egyptian 

are applied. He draws the conclusion that the sequence was developed in Egypt and 

subsequently exported into Semitic speaking areas. 

In Egyptian dictionaries, words are arranged by their conventional transcription. 

Egyptologists have developed a specific arrangement of their transcription alphabet 

which is applied in all current dictionaries. This order is shown in § 2.6.2. It is neither 

identical to the arrangement of the Egyptian, the Latin, nor of any other alphabet but has 

been formed by several accidental decisions made during the development of Egyptology 

(on this topic see ScuENKEL :1988). 
The vowels, which are often unknown to us anyway, are disregarded in the arrangement of 

words in the dictionaries. The subarrangement of words sharing the same consonantal 
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pattern does not follow a strict principle; one usually groups together words with a 
common writing and/ or etymology. Most dictionaries (WILSON .1997 being an exception) 
do not consider suffixes such as the feminine ending .t for the arrangement of words. 
Since there is extensive writing variation in Egyptian texts, some general experience and 
knowledge of sound development rules is needed in order to locate an actual word form in 
a dictionary. In dictionaries covering several diachronic periods, words are usually 
recorded by their most ancient form. 

•. s .• Coptic dictionaries 

On the order of the Coptic alphabet tJ1i> § o.p. 
Coptic dictionaries arrange their lemmata primarily with regard to their consonants, just 
as dictionaries of Egyptian and Semitic languages do. Initial vowels are counted like 
consonants, i.e. words beginning with a vowel are arranged by it. The treatment of the 
following letters or letter combinations requires attention: 
• The digraphs € 1  and Ol" are mostly treated like single I and 'ir. These letters or letter 

combinations may be considered in the arrangement of words or not, depending on 
whether they are supposed to render consonants (/j/, /wf) or vowels (/i/, /u/) 
respectively. Note that CRuM (1939) and MALLON (1956) never treat (€)1 as a 
consonant. Examples: €10-A\ /'j�rn/ "sea" is arranged under 1-..¥\, .A\€€'ir€ /'mE:w�/ "to 
think" under ..Y\-'ir, �€IN fmajn/ "sign" under .A\-1-N or .A\�N. 

• Letters that represent a sequence of two phonemes are frequently analyzed. In most 
dictionaries (VYciCHL .1983 being an exception) we have to look up 401rp /'ksur/ 
"ring" under K-C-p, l.VIC /'psis/ ''9" under n-C-C, and t.A'.€ /'tim�/ "village" under 
T-.A\. 

• Aspirate signs are treated the same way in the dialects in which they denote a 
phonemic sequence, e.g. Sahidic eBBIO /thp'j�/ "to humiliate" has to be looked up 
under T --2,-fi-..6-(1). In the Bohairic dialect aspirates are monophonemic; if Bohairic 
words are registered in a dictionary, �. 6, and X may he arranged at their alphabeti
cal position (e.g. CRuM .1939, VYCICHL .1983) or at the position of their Sahidic 
equivalents n, T, and K (e.g. MAUoN .1956, WEsTENDORF .1965h977). 

In the subarrangement of words which share the same consonantal pattern, words are 
primarily ordered according to their syllable structure, e.g. for biconsonantal words, the 
order is C(V)C, CVCV, CCV in CRUM (<939), and CC, CCV, CVC(V) in WEsTENOORF 
(1965/.1977). Words of identical syllable structure are subarranged according to their 
vowels. 
The glossary of LAMBDIN (.198!;11: 209-358) applies a strictly alphabetical order as is 
common for European languages. 
Coptic dictionaries usually cover more than one dialect. The lemmata are traditionally 
arranged by the Sahidic form (if existent). For this reason, some knowledge of the basic 
dialectal sound and writing peculiarities is essential to find words of other dialects (e.g. 
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Bohairic 61!::>1 /'thixi/ "to get drunk" must he looked up under the Sahidic writing t2€ 

/'tih:J/, i.e. unter the consonants T -Q.). In some difficult cases, dictionaries may provide 
cross-references. 
Unfortunately, the immense number of Greek borrowings are not included in any Coptic 
dictionary apart from the incomplete KAsSER (1967). There are only short glossaries of 
Greek borrowings in Boauc (:1954: index volume), LAMBDIN (:1982: 3s9-363), MALLON 
(:1956: 202-2:14), WEsSELY (:1910: !I0-37) and concordances such as LEFORT (1950) and 
BAuER (197s). Greek words usually have to be looked up in Greek dictionaries which 
creates difficulties at times since not only their writing and inflexion is often different 
from the Greek, hut several of them also experienced some semantic change in the 
process of borrowing. 

2.9 Borrowings from Egyptian and rendering Egyptian speech 
in foreign scripts 

Transcriptions of Egyptian words in foreign scripts and vice versa provide one of the 
main clues for investigating Egyptian phonology. On the other hand, Egyptian evidence 
can be valuable for investigating phonological topics in other ancient languages. In the 
following sections, I have attempted to collect some of the most important sources. 

Akkadian and cuneiform texts 

The first foreign texts to transcribe Egyptian words and phrases are cuneiform documents 
in the Akkadian language (for the most part in dialects related to Middle Babylonian) 
from the 2nd millenium BC which had been sent as letters from or to Egypt. They were 
found at two sites, namely Tell el-Amarna (14th century BC, Middle Egypt) and BogazkOy 
(13th century BC, Asia minor). Additionally, the Late Egyptian phrase nl-ms�.w "the 
crocodiles" is rendered in a Middle Babylonian cuneiform text from the :15th century BC 
(LAMBDIN 19s3c). In these early sources, no less than about one hundred different 
Egyptian lexemes have been identified. Whereas most of these words are probably taken 
from Late Egyptian, some of them, especially royal names, are based on (Neo-)Middle 
Egyptian, so they might demand a different phonological interpretation (cf. VERGOTE 

1973/83: lb, §§ 48, so, ss, 62-64). For an illustration of transcriptions from Tell el
Amarna � § 5·5·2 and appendix 3. Following a period of silence, cuneiform sources 
written in the Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian dialects of Akkadian provide extensive 
Egyptian onomastic material again in the mid :1st millennium BC. 
VERGOTE (1973/83: lb, 84-:101.; cf. also his bibliographical notes on p. s3-ss) has assem
bled much of this cuneiform material. For additions see ALBRIGHT (:1937), BoNGENAAR & 
HARING (1994), CocHAVI-RAINEY (1997). EoEL (1975, 1980. 1g89, and 1994b' 11, 36o·37•), 
JoANNEs (1984), WMBDIN (<gs3b), LEAHY (<983 and <993). 0SING (1987), STARKE (198e ••9), 



VmMANN (•'}84), WISEMAN (<966), ZADoK (<977> <'}83, and •99•), and ZEIDLER (•994). 
The Akkadian language and script was also employed by Egyptian scribes for the purpose 
of international communication during the time of the New Kingdom. It is quite natural 
that numerous instances of grammatical influence and loan translations from Egyptian 
can be found in these texts (cf. e.g. CocHAVI-RAINEY .1990 and :1997, KAMMERZELL .1998b: 
··8-·3•). 

-
There is an Egyptian text from the New Kingdom in which the hieroglyphic sign = 
( semogram "water") is replaced by the functionally corresponding cuneiform sign 
(LEGRAIN <908). 

North-West Semitic languages and scripts 

North-West Semitic languages were recorded in alphabetic scripts which fail to express 
vowels, but there are important distinctions in the consonantal inventory absent in most 
other scripts (e.g. /'1/ and !hi cannot clearly be expressed in the cuneiform nor in the 
Greek documents). 
The Hebrew Old Testament contains several Egyptian names, words, and phrases in 
Hebrew transcription. It is difficult to establish the exact time when they were recorded. 
A long time after its composition, the Hebrew text was supplied with vowel marks. It 
seems probable that they are unreliable with respect to foreign words and names, unless 
they were borrowings which lived on in the language. 
Egyptian loan words in Biblical Hebrew and other ancient Semitic languages have been 
collected by LAMBDIN (1.953a); for additions see GURG (1.975, 1.985, and 1.992). VYcicHL 

(1.940) discusses Egyptian place names in the Hebrew Bible. For Hebrew transcriptions 
of Egyptian names see also STRICKER (1.937: 6-1.3). The Egyptian noun zSn (originally 
perhaps zSsnsll;) "lotus-flower" was borrowed into Hebrew as l�Vti, whence a female proper 
name i1���fli was derived which is the etymological source of the English proper name 
''Susan" (GARDINER 1.936: 1.8gf.). 
A large corpus of Aramaic documents written by Jewish settlers in Egypt exists dating 
from the mid .1St millennium se. These documents contain Egyptian words, especially 
proper names, in Aramaic transcription. Many such names can be found in V ITTMANN 

(1.g89a: 226-229) and ZAuzicn (1985). On Egyptian borrowings into Aramaic see CouROYER 
(1.954). For some more Egyptian words in Aramaic transcription see VriTMANN (1993) and 
QuAcK (1992b). The Aramaic texts from Egypt also contain loan translations (calques) 
from Egyptian; they are discussed by LEIBOVITcn (1.935£.). 
There are renderings of Egyptian words in other, less well known Semitic languages and 
scripts such as Ugaritic (late 2nd millennium nc) and Phoenician (1st millennium ne). 

Egyptian loans in Ugaritic have been compiled by W ATSON (1995: 544-546 and 1996: 705-

52 It is not clear whether zSSn is an early form of zSn or whether it is another word. 
OsiNG (1976a: note 1262 on p. 851) opts for the latter possibility. 
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708). On Egyptian proper names in Phoenician transcription see VITTMANN (:1.989b). 

MucHIKI (:1.994) proposes several Egyptian borrowings and identifications of Egyptian 

proper names in Hebrew, Aramaic, and Phoenician. 

South Semitic languages and scripts 

Contacts between Egyptians and speakers of Old South Arabian languages have also been 

found to have existed. A Minaean inscription found in Egypt transcribes four Egyptian 

and Graeco-Egyptian expressions: lj.w.t-lj.rw (> !!Q.().600p) (month name) as IJ,tiJ,r, kf-l],r-kf 

(> 5K01().2K) (month name) as kj�J-k, Jsjr-IJ,p "Serapis (god)" as JlriJ-p, and "Ptolemaios" as 

tlmjl (RYcKMANS :1.935: no. 3427). MtlLLER & VriTMANN (:1.993) discuss a few proper names in 

other Minaean inscriptions which might be Egyptian. There is also a transcription of the 

Egyptian month name pl n Q.nsw (> sno..WONC) as p}J,nSj in a Nabataean inscription 

(SmuGNELL <959: 3o). 

Borrowings from Coptic are found in G:/az, the classical literary language of Ethiopia. 

Manfred Kropp (Mainz) is currently preparing a publication on this topic. 

There are late sources rendering Coptic in c.a<�z script which were published by STaELCYN 

(:1.957). The most important of these documents is a trilingual (Bohairic) Coptic - Arabic 

- Gacaz glossary covering 268 words from approximately the early :1.8th century AD. The 

words of all three languages are rendered in eac�z script. 

2·9·4 Arabic 

After the Arabic language had settled in Egypt, the local Arabic dialect absorbed a 
certain number of Coptic words. These words are often very provincial, and most of them 

are restricted to semantic fields such as agriculture and nature. Since the Egyptian 
Arabic vernacular is usually unwritten and was so in the past, it is impossible to 

determine at which time a specific word was borrowed. Samples of such loans can be 

found in appendices 6 and 8. 

The most important studies to deal with Coptic borrowings into modern Egyptian Arabic 
are VrTTMANN (:1.99:1.) (a recent compilation of Coptic loans cited in the comprehensive 

dictionary of the Cairene dialect by HrNDS & BADAWI :1.986, with critical evaluation of the 
proposed etymologies and references to the relevant literature), BEHNSTEDT (:1.997) (with 
further comments on the material discussed by Vri'TMANN :1.99:1.), BEHNSTEDT (:1.98:1.) (a 

careful collection of Coptic words especially from the agricultural sphere recorded in 

field studies throughout the country; these words often do not figure in the dictionary by 

HtNDs & BADAWI :1.986 since they are not used in Cairo), and BrsHAI 1g64 {additional source 

for Coptic words found in areas other than Cairo; since Bishai does not cite the 

geographical provenance of most words it is sometimes impossible to interpret his 

transcriptions phonologically). 



A few words were borrowed not only into Egyptian Arabic but into Arabic in general, 

which probably implies a very early date of borrowing. Examples: 
• timsaiJ.. "crocodile" < sAC0.2,, hEAC0.2. probably together with the feminine definite 

Article T-, although the word is of masculine gender in Coptic (on this problem see 

VYcrcuL .1.983: u3). 
• �aba "brick" < STOOWB€, hTroBI "brick' .. a word which subsequently entered Spanish 

and English ("adobe"). According to BEHNSTEDT (.1.98.1.: 93), the same Coptic word is 

also the source of the Egyptian Arabic provincialism �lJj "Gemisch a us H.iicksel und 

Nilschlamm zum Ziegel- und Mauerbau". 
• wtJI].a "oasis" < SO'li'b.2,€, ho'ti'�2. (VycrcuL .1.�3: 24.1.); via Greek, the Egyptian word 

was also borrowed into English as "oasis". 

Numerous Coptic toponyms are attested in medieval Arabic sources and are often still 

used in modern Egypt in an Arabified fonn. The most extensive collection of such names 

is by TrMM (.1.984-.1.992). I present a choice in appendix 9· It is not easy to exploit 

toponyms for phonological inquiries since, in theory, each modern place name belongs to 

a different variety of Arabic, namely that of the locality in question, for which the 

phonological system is not always well known. Research on this field would promise 

valuable insights into both the phonetic developments of specific provincial Arabic 

vernaculars and into the sound systems of fanner Egypto-Coptic local dialects. 

It appears that certain grammatical peculiarities of modern Egyptian developed under 

the influence of Coptic, but the issue is disputed (cf. LrTTMANN 1902; BrsHAI .1.960 and 

1962; PALVA .1.969). BisHAI (1961) considers the possibility of a phonological influence of 

Coptic on Egyptian Arabic. He concludes that such an influence seems plausible in two 

areas: 
• According to Bishai, the Cairene dialect has subphonemic aspiration of voiceless 

stops which is lacking in the dialect of Upper Egypt. He relates this to the presence 

of aspirate stops in Bohairic (which, however, were phonemic here!) and their 

absence in Sahidic. There is a rough geographic congruence of Sahidic and Upper 

Egyptian on the one hand and Bohairic and Cairene on the other. 
• Consonants, including /k/, have palatalized allophones before front vowels in the 

Upper Egyptian vernacular, which seems to be unattested elsewhere in Arabic. 

Bishai relates this to the presence of a palatal stop /ki/ in Coptic (but note again 

that this is a phoneme here). 

We can conclude that Coptic influence on Arabic is in the whole rather limited. 

Severus lbn al-Muqaffa, a Christian bishop of the .toth century AD, wrote a book in the 

Arabic language Tllrlx ba�ltrikat al-kan1sah al-qib�iyyah bi-l-7/skandariyyah (History of 

the patriarchs of the Coptic church in Alexandria) which contains quite a number of 

specific Coptic terms and names in Arabic transcription. Furthermore, the syntax of the 

Arabic text shows some influence from Coptic. The Copticisms in this text are discussed 

by fARAG (1976). 



GALTIER (.1906: 91-99) published a portion of a manuscript that renders a religious text in 
the Coptic language but in Arabic script. This manuscript may date to the 18th century 
(cf. KaS-BuRMESTER .1965/66: 52). SonnY (.1940) published a small part of a manuscript 
from .1722AD in which a Coptic text is found alongside with an Arabic transcription. 

0·9·5 Greek 

Greek sources, probably beginning already with the Linear B inscriptions of the 2nd 
millennium se (see HEMMERDINGER 1968: :�38f.), provide an immense number of Egyptian 
names and words in transcription, sometimes even with explicit translation. As far as the 
classical literary texts are concerned, all dating is difficult since they underwent 
repeated reediting and copying until the manuscripts that we have today were written. 
Comparatively late in the process of copying, texts of classical authors were supplied 
with diacritics which. among others, serve to note word accent as well as the phoneme 
/hi. In as far as these diacritics were attached to Egyptian names, they seem to have been 
added by certain mechanical principles and therefore give no clue to the original 
pronunciation. Many Egyptian names are not marked by diacritics at all in the available 
manuscripts; it has nevertheless become tradition for editors in the fields of papyrology 
and classical philology to add accentuation marks based on their own opinion. These 
diacritics have no scientific value whatsoever (see CLARYSSE 1997 on the issue). 
There is no comprehensive collection of Egyptian words in Greek transcription. The 
below-mentioned sources pennit to retrieve only a part of what actually exists. QuAEGE
BEUR (.199.1a) gives a general overview of Greek transcriptions of Egyptian. For Egyptian 
proper names in Greek transcription see BauNscu (.1978 and 1985), CLARYSSE & VAN DER 
VEKEN (.1983), LODDECKENS &TurssEN (198off.), and QuAEGEBEUR (.1974). Egyptian toponyms 
in Greek transcription can be found in TIMM (.1g84-.1992) and RoQUET (.1973c: 3s-38). Sev
eral types of Egyptian words in Greek transcription are cited by VvctcHL (1g83: 483-487). 
Egyptian loans in Greek are discussed by EaNSTEDT (1953), FouRNET (1989), GatFFITH 
(1994), HEMMERDINGER (.1968), McGREADY (1968), and PIERCE (.1971). Some of these words 
were further borrowed into modern European languages including English; some exam
ples which I consider certain are: 
• br "cargo boat" > IJiiP'' > bark (ship) (FouRNET 19&): 57) 
0 hbn"i "ebony" > ejkv"' > ebony (fouRNET 19&): 59) 
• qmy.t "resin" > �eO�flt > gum (FouRNET 1g89: 62) 
• hb'i "ibis" > 1pt<; > ibis (foURNET .1g89: 6o) 
0 md.t "speech, affair'" (> '.1\0'/fT€) > �ii3o, > myth (ERNSTEDT 1953: 55-57) 
• n{rj "natron"' > vitpov > Arabic U-'Y nafran- > natron (FouRNET 1g8g: 64) 
• wl].f.t "oasis" (> S0��2.€) > Oacrt<; > oasis (FouRNET .1989: 67) 
(Egyptian h I  1]. was generally lost in words passing through Greek, see SETHE 1925: stl.). 
Greek texts written in Egypt may contain loan translations from Egyptian (for an 
example see HussoN 198!!). 



Other Mrican languages and scripts 

• It is plausible to assume that many Egyptian words entered the Mrican languages 
further south. The first indigenous language known from here is Meroltic, attested 
from the 2nd century BC until approximately the sth century AD. MeroYtic is written 
in a syllabic script which is attested in two varieties, the sign forms of which were 
adopted from respectively the hieroglyphic and the Demotic scripts of Egypt. The 
Meroi'tic script indicates vowels and word boundaries. Francis Ll. Griffith ingeni
ously deciphered this script at the beginning of the !;!;Oth century (GruFnrn j_gu.).s3 

The language itself is still hardly understood. However, Egyptian etymologies have 
been suggested for about twenty Meroitic words; furthermore some Egyptian divine 
names are attested in Meroltic transcription. For this see MEEKS (:1973: :19f.), HINTZE 
(:1973b), and HoFMANN (:1990). It is curious to note that these borrowings, despite 
their comparatively late date of attestation, show archaic phonetic features known 
elsewhere only from the cuneiform transcriptions of the 2nd millennium BC (lki" 
§ 5·5·4)· So we can stipulate that these words had already spread south during the 
New Kingdom - a time when the area was politically dependent on the Egyptian 
empire - and then failed to undergo sound changes which subsequently took place in 
Egypt. 

• Many Egyptian or Coptic words (and, by intermediation of Coptic, also Greek words) 
are found in medieval Old Nubian and in modern Nubian languages. Much material 
has been collected by KHALIL (:1988: 76-uo, :1990, and .:1996). Cf. also RoQUET (:1972 
and .:1973d) and VvciCHL (:1993: 334-336). Some of these words entered Nubian from 
Coptic, hut others show the same phonetic archaisms as also found in Egyptian 
words in Meroitic, indicating that these borrowings must be remarkably ancient. 

• Egyptian words in other Mrican languages have barely been identified. Since 
regular sound correspondences between Egyptian and possibly genetically related 
languages within Mrica have not yet been established, a differentiation of loan 
words and Mroasiatic cognates is only possible for cultural words for which 
borrowing can be assumed for extralinguistic reasons. To this group belongs the 
Beja54 word haUJy for "horse" which is likely to be a loan from Egyptian �tr > SQ. TO 
"horse" (VvciCHL .:196ob: 26of.; the horse was imported into Mrica from the north). 
Furthermore, the camel along with its name entered Mrica from Asia. Its Semitic 
name *gamal- (Hebrew ',f?�) - whence also the English term - was borrowed into 
Egyptian approximately in the early :1st millennium BC rendering Coptic sGO.AO'ir?l.. 

/kia'mul/ (for the sound shift /'ma/ > !'mu/ � § 5·5·7)· The word subsequently 
entered languages like Old Nubian: KO.#. (BaowNE :1996: 84), Nobiin (modern Nile 

s3 For the modern state of affairs with regards to the Meroi'tic script see HINTZE (:1987). 
54 A little known language spoken in North-East Sudan which some scholars classify 

among the Cushitic languages. 



Nubian): krim (VYclCHL :1956a: 44• the tone of this form from WERNER :1987: 36o), 

Midob (modem Darlur Nubian): kaal (form from WERNER :1993: :104), and Beja: ka:m 
(VYclCHL :1956a: 44), all "camel". In other Mrican languages, we have terms which 
seem to have been formed from the Coptic by metathesis: Hausa rd:k'Uml:, Kabyle 
(Berber) aly"'am ( < *a-lrum) (VYCicuL '99"' <8f.). 

•·9·7 Other European and Asian languages and scripts 

• 

• 

• 

• 

CRAMER (:196:1) published a manuscript of a liturgical text in the Coptic language 
with a secondarily added Latin transcription. She fixes the addition of the transcrip
tion to a time between :153:1 and :17:18Ao (CRAMER :1g6:1: 79). 

RoQUET (:1973a: :19-25) discusses two possible borrowings from Coptic into Old 
French: gainele et var. "kind of ship" < 561NO'ifH(.. and melout "sheepskin" < 
'.11€1\1\(I)T. 

One or two Egyptian names are rendered in Carian script (I<AMMERZELL :1993: 7 and 
9sf-). 
One of the most important known documents of the Hurritic language (2nd 
millennium ne) is a letter written in cuneiform characters which was sent to the 
Egyptian pharaoh Amenophis Ill. This text, which was retrieved in the Tell el
Amama archive in Middle Egypt, contains transcriptions of the pharaoh's name 
which are somewhat different from the transcriptions of the same name in cuneiform 
documents written in the Ak.kadian language. The name forms are supplemented with 
Hurritic case suffixes (cf. VYclCHL :1990: 99). 

2. 1.0 Borrowings into Egyptian and rendering foreign speech in 
Egyptian scripts 

2.10.1. Semitic languages 

Throughout its attested history, Egyptian absorbed words from Semitic languages. It 
appears that borrowings from Semitic were not always fully adapted to the native 
phonological system, but occasionally brought about an expansion of the phonological 
inventory of Egyptian (W §§ 3.7.3, 3.7-7, and 5.6.4.3). 

Late Egyptian had a particularly high proportion of borrowings from Semitic (especially 
North-West Semitic), which have been collected by Hocu (:1994). Some of these words 
survived in Coptic, which allows for important conclusions on the phonetic development 
of Egyptian during the meantime. A list of such words is given in appendix 5· Further 
Semitic words entered Egyptian during the 1st millennium BC and in the Coptic period. 
Semitic loan words in Demotic are discussed by VriTMANN (:1996). On Semitic loans in 
Coptic see SrelcKER (:1937), VYclCHL (:1983: 502-5:10), and WEsTENDORF (:196sf77: 669-677). 



In some late non-literary Coptic texts we find words from Arabic, the language to which 

Coptic finally gave way. Examples are KO��e "pot" (< lh qullat)55, b.�2.b.Tb.. "border" 

(< .UI al-xa�Os6, b..TTb.�K "divorce" ( < �� fl!-falilq)51, b.�(\HCKE "sticking plaster" 

( < .u.-111 al-li�qa1)58. Nouns are frequently borrowed together with the Arabic definite 

article. Altogether, Arabic words are rare in Coptic. Proper names of Arabic origin are 

somewhat more frequent (see HEUSER 19sa9: 111-117; examples: b.�l < <All, b.6.a.E��b. < 

<Abd-Allah, �160 < lfablb[u]). On possible eases of influence of Arabic phraseology in 

Coptic texts see 5-roaK (1989: 1.85). 
Several Hebrew proper names were in use in Coptic Egypt. However, these names were 

not borrowed directly from Hebrew but via the Greek Bible translation (e.g. b...a.b.JA., 
€1(1)b.KIA, AIXb.H�; see HEUSER 1.929: 105-1.11). 
For a word possibly borrowed from Old South Arabic into Ptolemaic Egyptian see BETRO 

(1993). 

Transcriptions identifiable as Semitic proper names are already attested from the Middle 

Kingdom in so-called exseeration texts published by SEmE (1926) and PosENER (1940), as 

well as in a papyrus discussed by ScHNEIDER (1g87). 
Several hundred presumably Semitic proper names found in New Kingdom texts have 

been assembled by ScHNEIDER (1992). Semitic toponyms in Egyptian sources have been 

collected by Aljrruv (1984). 
Aside from borrowings and transcriptions of single words, the Egyptian script was also 

used to write whole phrases or texts in Semitic languages during the New Kingdom. A 

hieratic ostracon of this kind has been published by SHISHA-HALEVY (1.978). One sentence 

within the Late Egyptian literary opus of Papyrus Anastasi I likewise appears to be 

written in a Semitic language (FisCHER-ELFERT 1.986: 1.98f.; HocH 1994: no. 6), as is also 

the case for the much longer final passus of the Magical Papyrus Harris (ScHNEIDER 1.989). 
The London Medical Papyrus (pBM 10059) contains several short and sometimes broken 

passages which seem to be written in one or more foreign languages, probably at least 

partly belonging to the Semitic branch (see 5-rEINER 1.992). 

The Old Testament employs letters of the Hebrew alphabet as numerical signs. However, 

in secular Hebrew texts numbers were commonly written with the numerical signs of 

Egyptian Hieratic (AHARONI 1_966, KAuFMAN j_g67). YEIVIN (1_969) published an ostraeon 

found in Israel which contains not only Egyptian numerals but some additional hieratic 

logograms, along with words written in Hebrew letters. It seems probable that the whole 

text was to be read in Hebrew. 

55 In a medical papyrus from approximately the 1_0th century (CHASSINAT 1_921: 44). 
56 In a letter from the uth century (GREEN j_g83: 77f.). 
57 In a letter from the uth century (WoRRELL & HussELMAN 1942: �107). 
s8 LnTMANN (j_952: 1.72). 
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Papyrus Amherst 63 is a very sizable collection of Aramaic literary texts in Demotic 
script. This papyrus has been published by several scholars in numerous publications 
since the early .198o's.s9 
Adherents of the Mormon faith believe that their holy book, the Book of Mormon, was 
originally composed in Hebrew written in a variety of the Egyptian script ("reformed 
Egyptian")6°. However, the text is only preserved in a (presumed) English translation 
thereof. 
There is a manuscript of more than forty leaves, dating approximately to the :t3th century 
AD (SATZINCER .1972: 42), which contains an Arabic version of the Apophthegmata Patrum 
in Coptic characters. It was published by CAsANOVA (.1911.1), SosHY (.1926), and KHS
BuRMESTER (.1965/66). The phonetic correspondences of this text are discussed by 
SATZINCER (.1972 and .199:1a: 6o-62). Buu (.1979) provides a detailed examination of the 
text from an Arabistic vantage point. The text basically represents an early form of the 
Egyptian Arabic vernacular. 
Another short Arabic text written in Coptic letters was published by CauM (:1902). 

2.i0.2 Greek 

From the time of the New Kingdom, we have a list of Cretan toponyms in Egyptian 
transcription (EnEL .1g66 and .1988). We do not know whether these are Pre-Greek names 
or forms already adapted to the phonological system of (Mykenean) Greek. 
Many Greek words and names are transcribed in Demotic. On renderings of Greek 
personal names in Demotic see CLARYSSE & VAN DER VEKEN (.198l). But also about one 
hundred Greek loan words have been identified in Demotic texts (CLARYSSE :1987). They 
are of course usually transcribed in Demotic script. However, texts have been found in 
which Greek words are written in the original script (from left to right) within the 
Demotic text which goes from right to left (BRESCIANI & PERNIGO'I"''I & BETRO .1983: 70). 
Finally, some Greek texts written in Egypt contain Demotic logograms which are 
obviously to be pronounced in Greek (PEsTMAN .198o: 76-78). 
Greek words were borrowed to a much higher extent into Coptic. For Greek loans in 
Coptic see BLOK (.1927), Boauc (.1954 and :1955), GIRGIS (.1963-.199.1), and W ESSELY (.19.10) 
(also I@' § 2.8.2). Greek loans in Coptic are not fully adapted to the native phonological 
system but show several peculiarities (� §§ 3.3.5, 3.:t8, s.B.:t). Greek influence was so 

59 Cf. e.g. STEINER & NniS (ig8s). 5TEINER (:t99.1), VLEEMINC & WESSELIUS (:tg85). ZEVIT 
(1990), KornnEPER (1997). 

6o This expression is based on Mormon g:32f.: '•And now, behold, we have written this 
record according to our knowledge, in the characters which are called among us the 
reformed Egyptian, being handed down and altered by us, according to our manner of 
speech. And if our plates had been sufficiently large we should have written m 
Hebrew ( ... )". 
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intense that Coptic texts may contain portions in which all lexical roots are of Greek 

origin (KAsSER 1.99:1g: 2.1.7 gives an example), or may integrate whole Greek phrases 

including Greek inflections, e.g. Triadon �9tl. (= voN LEMM :tgo3: 1.8). 
It would seem plausible that Greek also had some structural influence on Coptic. NAGEL 
(1.97:1: 344-348) discusses some expressions which he considers loan translations from the 

Greek. For a possible case of syntactic influence of Greek on Coptic see PoLoTSKY 

(1.987/90: I, 1.58). The fact has to be taken into account that most extant Coptic texts are 

translations from Greek anyway. 

Greek proper names were very common in Coptic Egypt (see HEuSER 1.929: 76-98). 

Additionally, there are numerous examples of indigenous proper names which were used 

in a graecisized form (HEusER 1.929: 43-46). This can mean suffigation of Greek 

morphemes to Coptic roots (e.g. flO.flN0'0'610C from the Coptic name flO.flNO'O'T€) or 

substitution of specifically Coptic phonemes by sounds from Greek (e.g. fliKOOC /pi'kos/ 

as a graecisized by-form of the Coptic name fl€600(Y' /p�=J'IJof/). There were also 

individuals in Late Egypt who had two equivalent names, one of which was Egyptian, the 

other Greek (QuAEGEBEUR 1.992). 

It appears that a similar graecization could also take place in toponyms. The modern 

Arabic form of some originally Coptic place names can only be explained from a 

graecisized pronunciation (liE appendix g). 

2.1.0.3 Other African languages 

We find Mrican proper names in so-called "execration texts" already in the Old6.�. and 

Middle6:a Kingdoms. However, it is impossible to relate them to any known language. 

From later times, many more Mrican proper names are known in Egyptian texts, e.g. the 

names of numerous Nubian kings (voN BEcKERATH 1.984: 269-272, 3o7-3:t4)· For Mrican 

toponyms found in Egyptian sources see ZrBELius (1.972). A Demotic text contains an 

inintellegible phrase which is described as being written in the language of Nubia 

(TuiSSEN 1.991.: 375). 
From the New Kingdom on, certain Mrican words or names in Egyptian texts can be 

specifically identified as Nuhian (HoFMANN & ToMANDL & ZAcH .1.g89: �75, KuALIL 1.988: 
?3f., PRIESE 1.968 and :1974: 31.) or Meroitic (HoFMANN :tg8:t). BEHRENS (1.g84/8s: 1.6o-:t63) 
discusses three presumable Pre-Berber loans in Middle and Late Egyptian. For another 

possible Egyptian borrowing from an Mrican language see HINTZE (1.989). 

61. ABUBAKR & OsJNG (:t973), OsJNG (1.976), WIMMER (1.993). 
62 SETHE (1.926), PosENER (1.940 and 1.987). 



Other European, Asian, and unidentified languages 

• The names of numerous Roman emperors have been preserved in Egyptian transcrip

tion, see voN BECKERATH (i984: 2g6-3o6). Some Latin words and proper names appear 

in Coptic, but it is probable that most or all of them were borrowed via Greek. On 

Coptic words of Latin origin see HoRN (1984), some examples are: KO..N�Hl\0.. 

"candle" < candela, np£TO.. "booty" < praeda, CTO..'If't...ON "stable" < stabulum. For 

proper names of Latin origin see HEUSER (1929: 98-1o5), examples are: o.rpJKOi\O..OC 
< Agricola, K?-0.1fTIOC <ClaudilL<, no1fn;\fOC < PublilL<. 

• There is a glossary from the 13th century AD rendering numerous Old French words 

and phrases in Coptic characters, accompanied by Arabic translations (I cite a few 

examples in § 3.3.8.2). This document has last been discussed by RoQUET (1973a). It 
also contains about twenty words (with translation) of an unidentified language. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Not many borrowings from the Anatolic branch of Indo-European (e.g. Hittite) into 

Egyptian have been identified to date. ScHNEIDER (1996: i?sf·) proposes an Anatolic 

origin of four Late Egyptian words, e.g. pdr "basket (or similarly)", twice attested in 

the NK, < Hittite pattar I Lycian xa't<ipa ''basket". A number of Hittite and other 

Anatolic proper and place names written in Egyptian hieroglyphs are known (cf. e.g. 

EnEL '973, <983, •997; HAIDER <984). 

The Persian Achaemenid kings ruled over Egypt from 525 to 405 and from 342 to 332 

Bc. From this time, several Persian names and titles have been preserved in the 

hieroglyphic and Demotic scripts, of which there is no comprehensive collection 

yet. Some of these materials can be accessed by DEVAUCHELLE (1988), EnEL & 

MAYRHOFER (i97:1), HuYsE (:1992), MAYRHOFER (1972 and .1.979: Ill, 25), PosENER 

(.1.936), ScHMITT (:1985), SMITH (1992), and VI'ITMANN (.1.99.1./92). On an Iranian name 

transcribed in Coptic in the 7fh century AD see HuYSE (.1.990). 

Some Coptic words are assumed to be borrowings from Iranian (WEsTENDORF i96sf77: 

679, VYcrcuL .1.983: 5.1.4). On Coptic proper names of possibly Persian origin see 

HEUsER (.1.929: u8). 
We know approximately a dozen Carian proper names in Egyptian transcription from 

the mid .1.st millennium ec (KAMMERZELL .1.993: 9-.1.4, 2.1.8-229). These transcriptions 
played a major role in deciphering the phonetic values of the Carian characters. 

The Hurrians were an important people of the Near East especially during the 2nd 

millennium ec. The name of this ethnic group (on this name cf. WILHELM .1.982: 2f.) 

became the general Late Egyptian term lj.r for "Asian" and subsequently developed 

into a Coptic appellative noun SQ_O.l\ "servant, slave". Their language, which is of 

disputed genetic affiliation, is the source of a considerable number of loan words in 

the ancient Semitic languages. Hurrian words have also been identified in Egyptian, 

for which both direct borrowing and intermediation by Semitic languages is possi

ble; see WARD (.1.989) and HocH (1994= 555). For Hurrian place names in Egyptian 

transcription see AsToua (.1.98.1.: 2.1. -26). 
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• The hieratic medical papyrus London (pBM 1_0059) from the New Kingdom contains 

two short magical spells which are completely inintelligible. The first of them is 
described in the bytext as written in the language of the people of Crete. This is pos

sibly to be identified with the still undeciphered language of the linear-A tahlets.63 
• QmBELL (:1.907-:1.9:1.3: vol. 3, p. :1.09 and plate 4!1,3) published an ostracon which bears 

an inscription written in Coptic letters but an unknown language. The editor 

believed it was written in an Mrican tongue, but there is actually no evidence as to 

the language of this text. 

63 On the text see VERCOUTIER (:1.956: 82-85) and GoEDICKE (1.�4: :a.oJ-:a.o3). 



3 Consonants 

3.:t Egyptian stops: preliminary remarks 

In most Mroasiatic languages stops have three manners of articulation, namely voice
less, voiced, and emphatic. This is true for Semitic (emphatic stops are lacking in modern 
Hebrew and some peripheral dialects of Modem Arabic), Berher, Chadic, and Cushitic 
(some Cushitic languages do not have emphatic stops). 
In Earlier Egyptian, stops had four places of articulation and likewise appear to have had 
three manners of articulation, which is most evident for the dental stops. While it is 
possible to assign the Egyptian stops to three classes representing manners of articula
tion, let us postpone the question of what these manners of articulation actually were 
until § 3.2. 
We can arrange the stops of Earlier Egyptian as follows: 

labial dental palatal velar 
(<) <P> <I> <l> <k> 

(•) ? <d> <d> <Q>, <g> 

_m <h> <'> �>? ? 

The assignment of single phonemes to one of the articulation classes rests on several 
pieces of evidence. Note particularly: 
• The members of row (1.) are written as aspirates, the members of row (2) as non-

• 

• 

• 

aspirated stops in Bohairic Coptic. 
The fact that <k> was palatalized to <t.> (IJ@f' §§ 3.g.1. and 3.9.2) - and not, for 
example, to <d > - confinns the assumption that <k> and <l> share the same manner of 
articulation. 
The fronting <t> > <l> and <d> > <d> (IJ@f' § 3.g.7) confirms that <l> and <t> share one 
manner of articulation, as do <Q> and <d>. 
All members of row (3) appear as spirants in the later stages of the language, but at 

least for <h> and <(> there is evidence that they were originally stops. The assignment 
of <j> to this class is hypothetical and will not be discussed further in this book.64 

It is disputed at which time stops of class 3 developed into spirants. I argue that both <b> 
and <(> (=/dl) probably remained stops until the Middle Kingdom. Occasionally they are 
preserved as n and T respectively even in Coptic (IJ@f' §§ 3.u.4 and 3.6.2). 

64 For a possible etymological connection of <j> to Afroasiatic /g/ see ScHENKEL (1.990: 
51.) and ScHNErDER (1.997: t.g3). 
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3.2 The opposition between two series of stops in Egyptian: 
various hypotheses 

Mter the stops of class 3 had undergone spirantization, there were only two manners of 

stop articulation left in Egyptian (classes :1 and !:�). These two classes of stops persisted 

as stops throughout all of the history of the language. Let us now consider the nature of 

the phonemic opposition between both classes. 

The first Egyptologists tended to understand the distinction of both classes as a mere 
allographic variation (cf. ScaENKEL :1.990: �9f.). However the consistent differentiation in 

Egyptian writing soon made scholars believe that there must actually have been a 

phonetic distinction between these stops. Consequently, they invented various diacritics 

to distinguish them in their transcriptions. The nature of the opposition, however, 

remained obscure. 

3.o.i Opposition voiceless - voiced 

When BRUGSCH & ERMAN (:188g) established a convention of transcribing Egyptian, they 

decided to render class :1 stops with the letters for tenues, class 2 stops with the letters 

for medire of the Latin alphabet. It was clearly expressed then that this practice served 

nothing but typographical convenience and did not anticipate a decision on the phonetic 

interpretation of these signs, e.g.: 

"Gegen eine Wiedergahe des ® durch g und des � durch d kann man 
einwenden, daB diese Laute dabei eigentlich genauer bezeichnet sind, als 
gut ist; es ware richtiger, sie durch k und t mit angefiigten diakritischen 
Zeichen auszudriicken. Aher da wir ohnehin schon zwei k und zwei t in 
unserem System haben, so wird es gut se in, doch bei g und d zu bleiben ( ... )" 
(ERMAN <896, 5J). 

This transcription system, being propagated by the influential Berlin school, soon 

became firmly established. Subsequently, a number of scholars began to believe in the 

voiced character of the stops of class 2,6s and the suspicion can hardly be avoided that 

the mere transcription convention encouraged them to do so. Based on this assumption, 
dozens of Egyptian-Mroasiatic etymologies were proposed66 which seemed to corrobo

rate the voice hypothesis. Today this hypothesis is prevalent primarily in non-specialized 
literature on Egyptian from other fields than Egyptology. 
Hocu (:1994: 425-427) examines the representation of Semitic borrowings in Late 

Egyptian. He concludes that the opposition between the two classes of Egyptian stops 

65 E.g. SETHE (:191.2: 96£.), GARDINER (:1957: § 1.9). ALBRIGHT (:1934b: 222) even assumes 
that cd> was voiced and •b was half-voiced. 

66 E.g. EMBER (:193a), CALtCE (:�.g36), VERGOTE (:1945: :127-:148), ConEN (:1947), VYCICHL 
(:1958), 0REL & 5-roLBOVA (:1994), EuRET (:199.5). 
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was indeed basically one of voice. However this is not at all evident from his data. Hocu 
(<994' 4•7) states: 

"First, the Egyptians usually transcribed Semitic Id! with d, but sometimes 
also with t.61 The same holds true for Egyptian transcriptions of Semitic /�/. 
This suggests that the closest Egyptian approximation to Semitic Id/ 
(almost certainly [d]) was d, and the closest approximation of Semitic /�/ 
was also Egyptian d. Second, the Egyptian loan or foreign words containing 
Egyptian Id/ are always written with �eth - and never, to my knowledge, 
with daleth - in the Semitic languages". 

Hoch ends up in suggesting that Egyptian <d> may also have been voiced and emphatic at 

once. 

If Semitic /dl is frequently rendered as Egyptian <d>, we can indeed conclude that <d> is 
the closest Egyptian approximation of Semitic /d/. However this does not imply that <d> 
was actually voiced (nor does the fact that Semitic /t/ can be rendered as <d> suggest that 
<d> was emphatic). <d> would likewise be the closest approximation of Semitic /d/ if, say, 
<d> was the only dental stop at all, or if it was a non-aspirate dental stop which contrasted 
with an aspirate in Egyptian, or if it was a non-rounded stop where the only other dental 
stop of Egyptian was pronounced with accompanying lip-rounding. It is evident that there 

must be some Egyptian phoneme which is the closest approximation of Semitic Id/, but 
this fact alone is not even a weak argument that this phoneme i s  /d/ (as opposed to, say, 
a non-aspirate or non-rounded /t/). On the contrary, the inconsistency of the Egyptian 

transcriptions of Semitic stops suggests that the phonological systems of both languages 
were quite different from each other. 

Many scholars have dismissed the voice hypothesis, and so do I. Cf. also the evidence 

cited in § 3.3.4. Only this way, it becomes possible to interpret <<> as /d/, as is favored in 
this book (!lW § 3.6.o). 

3 .•.• Opposition plain - emphatic 

One of several solutions under early consideration was to interpret class !:1 stops as 

emphatic (voiceless) and class 1. stops as plain (voiceless). This idea was first considered 
by HtNcKs (1.848: !;!;00-!:102), and STEINDORFF (1.892: 720) favours it decidedly based on 
transcriptions of foreign words in Egyptian and vice versa. CzERMAK (.t93t134: 57, 64£., 

1.46, 1. ?3f., 254-258) adduces evidence in favor of both the voiced and the emphatic 

character of class 2 stops. He ultimately suggests a voiced articulation for Old Egyptian 
(based mainly on presumed etymologies), but an emphatic articulation for Middle and 

Late Egyptian (based mainly on Egyptian-Semitic mutual transcriptions). 

67 According to HocK (1.994: 431.), out of a total of !:IO words Semitic d is transcribed in 
Egyptian with <d> 1.5 times, with <b 4 times, and once with <r>. 



When the voice hypothesis had become prevalent among Egyptologists, the alternative 

view was still pronounced by some scholars from neighboring fields. Based on evidence 
from mutual transcriptions as well as Hausa-Egyptian etymologies, HoocE (1.966: 42f.) 

argues that �d) must have represented a glottal or emphatic sound. The Semitist RossLER 
(1.g66: 226 and 1.971.) strongly favors the interpretation of class 2 stops as emphatics. His 
evidence includes rules of consonantal incompatibilities (Rossua 1.971.: 275-277) (on 
which I@' § 4.u), transcriptions of Semitic words into Egyptian (RossLER 1.966: 225), and 
alternative Egyptian-Semitic etymologies (Ros&LER 1.966: 227f., 1.971: 28o-32o). 
It took some time until another Egyptologist opted for the emphatic hypothesis (ScHENKEL 
1.g87: 28-3o), but then others quickly followed suit. It should be stated that Egyptian

Semitic mutual transcriptions from the New Kingdom fit ROssler's theory better than the 
traditional one, but the correspondences are still far from perfect.68 More than a hundred 
alternative Mroasiatic etymologies based on ROssler's system have recently been 
proposed by ScHNEIDER (1997). 
As exemplified by the dental series, the two opinions can be summarized as follows: 

transcription symbol <b <d> ... 

traditional interpretation /t/ id/ /�/ 
ROssler's interpretation it/ it! Id! (> !�!) 

In a more recent attempt, Schenkel tries to combine both approaches in order to take 

account of ROssler' s arguments as well as to leave intact the numerous long-established 

etymologies conforming to the traditional system (ScuENKEL 1993). First he accepts 
ROssler's phonetic interpretation of the Egyptian graphemes. He then posits two 
Egyptian dialects which differed with respect to stop articulation. According to 
Schenkel, original Id! developed into lfi./ �c> in a northern dialect (i.e., <<) represents 
Proto-Mroasiatic *ldl which confonns to ROssler's view for Egyptian as a whole). On the 
other hand, a southern dialect experienced the sound shift Id! > fl/ (written <d)). Since 

Schenkel's l!f (<d)) is considered Id/ in the traditional view, this agrees with the earlier 
etymologies. Schenkel' s position implies that the words to be correlated with Afroasiatic 

by ROssler's sound correspondences are indigenous to Northern Egyptian, whereas words 

having a traditional Mroasiatic etymology belong to Southern Egyptian. 
Thus, we would expect to find many Egyptian words in two contrasting orthographies 
ideally attributable to written sources of Northern and Southern provenance respectively. 

This is clearly not the case. Only a small number of words can be noted in alternative 

orthographies /. "' <d•. At first sight this is a diachronic phenomenon and is understood 

as such in this book (u:E § 3.6.2). Schenkel adduces these words in favor of his dialect 

68 For example, I!/ in loans from Semitic is rendered as Egyptian 1b and <d) in about 
equal proportion. To the attestations of Semitic lt/ > Egyptian <b registered by 
HocH (:t994: 433) I wish to add Yf�S "sneezing" (e.g. Arabic vk) > clS attested 
once in Dynasty :t8 > S6..NTO..\!J, bo..Ne�w (cf. WEsTENDORF 1965/77: g). 

a. 



theory arguing that the center of the standard language shifted from Northern to Southern 
Egypt with time. lkW § 2.3 for further discussion. 
Kammerzell adopts the emphatic hypothesis and suggests that one of the possible 
phonetic realizations of "emphasis" may have been retroflexion. He assumes that some 

emphatics originally developed by contact with r in Proto-Egyptian (KAMMERZELL :1994a: 

o3f. and '-995' XLIV f., L f.). 

LoPRIENO (:199.5: 42f.) assumes that an ejective (emphatic) articulation was preserved 

even in Coptic. Wolfgang Schenkel is currently preparing a paper in order to confirm this 
claim based on the treatment of Coptic borrowings in Arabic (ScHENKEL in preparation, cf. 
ScHENKEL 1997b: :1:1-:14). Since this is still work in progress, I do not discuss his ideas 
here. 

3 .•. 3 Opposition aspirate - non-aspirate 

VERGOTE (:1945: 3of.) draws attention to the fact that class 1 stops are rendered by 

aspirate signs and class 2 stops by signs for non-aspirate tenues in the Bohairic dialect of 
Coptic (� § 3.3.2). Since Vergote principally accepts the presumed etymologies 
relating class 1 stops to Proto-Semitic voiceless stops and class 2 stops to Proto-Semitic 
voiced stops, he assumes a diachronic change which "a converti les anciennes occlusives 

sourdes [p, t, k] en mi-occlusives aspirees sourdes [ph, fh, �h] et les occlusives sonores [b 

final apres I' accent, d, g] en sourdes douces [p, f, �]". (VERGOTE :1945: 31). He suggests 

that this sound shift might already have happened before the Old Kingdom (V ERGOTE 
'-945' 33; more decidedly in VERGOTE '-948: 59f. and '-973/83: lb, § <?f.; cf. already 5ETHE 
:19:12: 97), but he keeps the traditional transcription symbols. His view was accepted by 
CALLENDER ('-975' 8f.) and CoNTI (<976). VYciCHL (<990: 44• 54• 57• 64, 2<8) adopts a 

related standpoint in assuming that Egyptian basically had an opposition of ''occlusive 

faible" and "occlusive sourde (aspiree)", already in the early periods. While he adheres 

to the traditional transcription symbols like d vs. t, he remarks that 4 and th would be 
phonetically more exact transcriptions. 

I do not share Hocu's (:1994: 426) criticism of Vergote's analysis "that a major phonemic 

opposition based solely on aspiration I non-aspiration remained stable for millennia 
seems fairly incredible." 

LoPRIENO (:1995: 34) tries to combine all three points of view and suggests that the 
phonological opposition between classes :1 and 2 was basically one of voice, where the 

former could be pronounced with subphonemic aspiration, the latter with subphonemic 
ejective articulation. 
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3.2.4 Conclusion 

While an opposition between stops of classes j. and 2 certainly existed, the available 
data are insufficient to show with certainty on which phonetic feature this opposition was 
based. I suggest that the evidence of Bohairic writing should be given more weight :1) 
than etymological connections to Mroasiatic languages, since there is no reason to 
believe that etymological correspondences between sounds imply they are phonetically 
identical or even similar, !!) than Egyptian-Semitic mutual transcriptions, since their 

inconsistency suggests that the phonological systems were quite different rather than 
identical on both sides. 
I can offer a small piece of positive evidence to argue that the aspiration correlation, 
which is directly attested in Bohairic only, was once present in Egypt as a whole. 
Consider the development of the Late Egyptian phrase p/ hrw "the day, today" into 
Sahidic nomr "today" (with univerhation)� (Bohairic has �o�). Egyptian <h> is missing 
in this Sahidic word for no apparent reason, whereas it is retained in clusters with conso
nants other than stops, such as rhbw "fire" > 5�2,ooB, mhw.t "family" > m..Y\2€�7°, nhr 
"horror"7j_ > hN20�p). I suggest that the absorption of <h> in JT00'6' is most easily 
understandable if <p> was an aspirate, undergoing the development /phhJ > /ph/ > n. 
The same phenomenon is found in the verb S'fE�H�. haE?o.H� "to rejoice". The Bohairic 
form can only be interpreted as /thQ'lel/ with an initial cluster /th-/. This word seems to 
be a borrowing from the well-known Semitic root Vhll "to jubilate, to praise" (Hebrew 
','(.ry "to jubilate", whence English hallelujah; Arabic Ja halla "to jubilate"; cf. CERNY 
1976: 186); I suggest that it is based on a form such as the Arabic verbal noun � 
tahlll- "jubilation". The consonant h is absent in Sahidic which is again most easily 

explained as a simplification process /thh/ > !tJ!! > T. 
This phonemic fusion does not affect the combination stop + <�> in Sahidic, cf. 4/],wty > 
seoorr !'th:lwt/, hscoorr and l],w.t-l],rw > �3..6WP /hat'hor/, ho,aoop (both are originally 
divine names and have developed into month names in Coptic, nE appendix 6). 

3.3 Stops in Later Egyptian (including Coptic) 

3.3.� General remarks 

Both classes of stops were distinguished strictly until about :1oooBc. There is no 

confusion between written <k> and <q>/(g> until the New Kingdom. This also holds true for 

69 To be compared with JT€-200� "the day". Similar univerbations affect the groups t/ 
wnw.t "this hour" > 5T€NOll' "now" and t/ mp.t "this year" > s-rpofo.nE "this year" 
("the hour" and "the year" are 5T€-li'N0ll' and ST€-pofo.JT€ respectively). 

70 GABRA (:1994= 194)· 
71 Attested in Nastasen's stela, line 2, cf. PEUST (1999). 



the palatals <t> - <d� and dentals <h - <d>.711 Only as concerns the distinction of <p> and 
<h), cases of confusion can already be observed in the New {or perhaps even Middle) 
Kingdom (cf. WARD 1975). 
Mter the New Kingdom, confusion between both series of stops becomes very frequent in 
Egyptian writing. A phonetic merger of some kind is certainly the cause of this 
phenomenon. The use of stop signs in Egyptian texts from the Late Period has not yet 
been investigated in detail, and it is not clear whether there are any conditions for 
graphical alternations. 
Classical Greek has three classes of stops: voiceless non-aspirate (1t, t, 1e), voiceless as
pirate (q,, 6, x), and voiced (p, 0, y). The stops of the two latter classes were in the process 
of developing into spirants already in antiquity and are generally pronounced as such in 

Modern Greek. All Coptic dialects make use of all Greek signs for stops, however there is 
a fundamental difference between Bohairic on the one hand and all remaining dialects on 
the other. They will therefore be discussed separately in the following sections. 
B indicates a fricative in Coptic and therefore falls out of our consideration here (� 

§ § 3.1.2.4f. instead) . .2::!.. and r are mainly restricted to Greek loan words; their use is 
discussed in § 3.3.s (for r �!if' also 3.3.7)· 

3.3.2 Stops in Bohairic 

In the Bohairic dialect of Coptic, the stops of classes 1. and 2 are still distinguished from 
one another when directly preceding the stressed vowel. Stops of class 1. are rendered 
with those Coptic letters which represent aspirates in Greek and stops of class 2 with 
those Coptic letters which represent non-aspirate voiceless stops in Greek. The distinc
tion is expressed by native signs at the palatal place of articulation since the Greek 
alphabet provides no means of expressing palatals. 

labial dental I palatal velar EJn"ptian predecessors 
aspirate (,.. class 1.) � 6 6 X l v, t, !, k  
non-aspirate (= class �) n T 2S. K I (bl. <'l. d, 4, ... a 

72 Following KAMMERZELL (1.995: LII), contra JuNGE (1.996: 36), LoPRIENO (1.995: 38), 
WEsTENDORF {1.962: § 78 and 1.981.: 59), and WIN AND (1.99!:1: 47). The only counter
example seems to be the popular verb <dd� "to say" which in Late Egyptian develops 
an allomorph with final /th/ (= <th '"" <tw�) in the status pronominalis of the infinitive 
(i.e. when object clitics follow). Instead of explaining this by a general phonological 
neutralization, I assume a peculiarity of an irregular verb here. In the New Kingdom, 
<dd� had probably lost any reflex of <d> in pronunciation (a:' § 3.1.4.4), so in a syn
chronic view we simply witness the addition of /th/ for the status pronominalis. This 
was common for many other verbs and could easily have been inferred by analogy. 
The picture is complicated by the fact that in the hieratic handwriting the distinc
tion between the monoconsonantal signs c::J <d� and c. •h is frequently neutralized. 
This phenomenon is unknown from contemporary hieroglyphic texts. 



Examples of minimal pairs: 
• beoopJ !'thori/ "willow" < {r.t - Uroopl /'tori/ '"hand" < dr.t (Sahidic has TCOP€ in 

both cases}. 
• b6(1)� /'chomf "garden" < klnw - b2S,(I)� /'corn/ "roll of papyrus, book" < clmc 

(Sahidic has 6Ul.ll fkiom/ and 2S.!IXJ1\\€ fco:mo/ respectively) 
• b�XOO /a'kho/ "magician" < J,kJw - b(Xf<(l) /a'ko/ "destruction" < Jqy.t (Sahidic has 

2�KO and b..KOO respectively} 

While this rule holds true for by far most cases, there are a few irregular developments, 
e.g. glp.t "female gazelle" > b6�2,CJ, c!Sr "to be read" > b&OOPUJ, dl,.r.w "to be bitter" 

(stative) > he02,. On these cf. FEcHT (1.�0: note 505 on p. 1.8of.), OsiNG (1976a: notes 611 

and 6<4 on p. 6<2·6<4), and VEaGOTE (<945: 44·46). 

The distinction is neutralized if no stressed vowel follows. Both signs then occur in 
mutually exclusive environments: 1.) The aspirate sign is used before sonorants (M /m/, N 
/n/, (\ /lJ, p /r/, B /Pf, I /j/, mr /w/). Thus, the aspirate sign may not only be a representative 

of an Egyptian stop of class :1., but also of a stop of class 2 in this position (e.g.: dbc 
":a.oooo" > b&Bb.., 5T6b..; qniw "sheaf' > bXN�'If. sKNb..�'lf). 2) The non-aspirate sign is 

used in all other cases. 

HtNTZE (:1.947b: 20,P.) explains that the aspirate writing indicates a partial desonorization 

of the following sonorant (thus XNb..'lf' would be spoken something like kqnaw). VYciCHL 

(:a.96oa and :a.ggo: u8f.) assumes that the stop was strenghthened since it was felt in the 

syllable offset (assuming that XNb..'lf was spoken something like ak-naw). I prefer Hintze's 
solution. 

The rules outlined above may lead to morphological alternations, e.g.: 
• pl"i (demonstrative pronoun) > b�b..l /'phaj/ in autonomous position but bno..r- /paj-/ 

(proclitic) in attributive position (Sahidic has nb..l and n€1- respectively) 
• p:l (definite article) > b�- before sonorants, but bn- elsewhere (Sahidic has n 

throughout). 

Whereas according to the general rule the stop opposition is only preserved directly 

preceding a stressed vowel, there are cases in which the distinction is also observed in 
other environments: 
• 

• 

• 

The constrast of aspirates and non-aspirates is mostly preserved in Greek loan words 

without regard to word stress. 

In reduplicated verbs, sometimes the expected fonn appears (t!J.t� "to confuse" > 

beO.!:IT€� /'th::-xt�x/), sometimes aspiration is generalized to both syllables by anal

ogy (ptpt "to tread down" > b�oT�€T /'ph::-tph;:,t/ instead of *(QOTn€T), sometimes 

the non-aspirate stop is generalized (w:ldw:ld "to be green" > ho'lf'OTO'If€T /'wJtw�t/ 

instead of *O'If0901f'€T). 
The status nominalis of verbs and nouns almost always retains an etymological 
aspirate (KAsSER 1.994b: note 24 on p. 29:1.), although the mutation of its stressed 

vowel to -E- indicates that it was unstressed. 
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In order to explain this type of exception, KAssER (:1994b: 2g3f., 297) suggests that in 

addition to stressed and unstressed syllables Coptic had syllables with one or 

several intermediate degrees of stress. 

In a few cases, Bohairic aspirate stops do not derive from Egyptian class 1. stops but 
rather from a succession stop + h / /],. The synchronic pronunciation is not quite clear: 
• l!f.t-ltrw > h�xewp /a'�r/ (/at'hor/?) (name of the goddess Hathor) 
• *t-hll > ha€�H� /t•o'leU (/tho'leU?) "to rejoice" (l(lf § 3.o.4) 
• di.t-hbi "cause to be low" > be€BIO Jthaptj:J/ (/thaprj:J/?) "to humiliate" 

This is a good reason to believe that the aspirate signs in Bohairic actually express aspi
ration just as the same signs do in Greek, instead of being mere graphical approximations 

to a specifically Coptic articulation feature (e.g. non-emphatic pronunciation) for which 

the Greek letters would have provided no better way of expressing. 

There is no clear indication that the Bohairic aspirate signs could also be used as 

digraphs, i.e. to render a sequence of two phonemes (/th/ etc.) in addition to rendering 

aspirate stops (/th/ etc.). Bohairic never employs aspirate signs if a stop and !hi meet at a 

morpheme boundary (e.g. T -2H /'the/ "the front" is not written &H as it regularly is in 
Sahidic). Although difficult to prove, I assume that a digraphic function of the aspirate 

signs is nonexistent or at least marginal in Bohairic. 

Greek aspirates are regularly rendered as such in Bohairic, and we can assume that 

Bohairic speakers simply identified aspirate stops of Greek loan words with the aspirate 
stops of their own language. 

3.3.3 Stops in Coptic dialects other than Bohairic 

In all Coptic dialects apart from Bohairic, stops derived from Egyptian stops of both the 
classes 1. and 2 are indiscriminately rendered by K, G, 2S., T, and n ,  i.e. by the Greek 

letters for non-aspirate voiceless stops plus two specifically Coptic letters for palatals. 
(It should be noted that the difference between G and 2S. is one of the place of articulation 

in most dialects, whereas it is one of aspiration in Bohairic). 

The aspirate signs (X, e, �) do occur in the non-Bohairic dialects, but they are exclusive

ly used as digraphs expressing sequences of p/t/k + h. These digraphs occur: 

:t) frequently to render a sequence of a stop and /h/ which meet at a morpheme 

boundary. This concerns, for example, the combination of the femin. sg. definite 

article /t/ + a  noun beginning with /hi: &H /'the/ "the front" (= T + 2H). 

2) more rarely to render a sequence stop + !hi  within a morpheme, e.g. 5fo..?>..X "neck" 
(besides more common 6A\?>..KQ.). 

3) as a substitution of aspirate plosives in Greek foreign words. 

The digraphic nature of the aspirate signs is evident from a morphophonological observa
tion. In Sahidic, the definite article has two allomorphs: a short fonn n- (masc. sg.)/ T

(fem. sg.)/ N- (plural) is used before nouns beginning with a vowel or a single consonant, 



and a long form fl€- I T€- I N€- is used before nouns beginning with a consonant cluster.73 

The long forms are regularly used before aspirate signs, e.g. T€-XOOPO.. "the country". 

Furthermore, the Greek noun 36A.acrcra ••sea" was borrowed into Sahidic and Akhmimic as 

2.�?>.0..CCO.. since ltl- was perceived as the Coptic definite article and underwent 

deglutination.74 

We can thus assume that Sahidic did not have aspirate plosives, and that aspirate stops of 

Greek had to be substituted by a sequence of two phonemes in the process of borrowing. 

Lack of voiced stops in Later Egyptian 

Mter the original voiced stops had developed into spirants (I@' §§ 3.:12.4 and 3.6.2), 

voiced stops were absent in the Egyptian language. This is confirmed by various pieces 

of evidence, e.g.: 
• Semitic /d/ was occasionally transcribed as �r> in Egyptian already in the Middle 

Kingdom {see RossLER 1.966: 221-223 and QuAcK 1.992a: 76f.). This is also true, for 

instance, for the Late Egyptian borrowing crsn "lentils" from Semitic .YIJ'dS (I@' 
appendix s). 

• In cuneiform transcriptions of Egyptian, <b and <d> are usually rendered as /tl and N 
respectively, but both occasionally occur as ldl, see BoNGENAAR & RARING (1.994: 66). 

This seems to indicate that voicing was not a distinctive feature of any of these 

Egyptian stops but may have freely occurred as an allophanic realization. 
• The Aramaic transcriptions of the mid 1.st millennium BC usually transcribe Egyptian 

<l> by �t> and Egyptian <d> by <1> and sometimes vice versa. The Aramaic letter <d> is 

hardly ever used for representing any Egyptian consonant.75 
• The name of the Achremenid king Darius can be written with initial <Dl> (besides 

more frequent <t> ).76 <Db is a plausible substitution for d of the source language (cf. 

"" = Id! in Modern Greek). 
• In Greek borrowings in Coptic, voiced and voiceless stops are not distinguished 

consistently; I@' § 3.3.s. 
• The Demotic word m4/ > Jf\0.0.25.€ (only in Sahidic) (a measure) was borrowed into 

Greek as )l0:nov (FouRNET 1.989: 70). 

73 Before TP- both allomorphs are attested, cf. DEPUYDT (1993: note 6o on p. 363). 

74 G!RGIS (1971.-1973: 49f.). With definite article eo.l\�CCO. in the singular, NQ.O.?>.O.CCO. 
in the plural. In Bohairic this word is rare. The only attestation I know of (see Bonuc 
1954: 382:) has eo.?>.O.CCO. (indefinite) and shows no deglutination oft-. 

75 Perhaps once in the proper name Sdnhyb, if this is a transcription of Egyptian Sd-n/
hbw (ZAUZICH 1985: u6). 

76 All known Egyptian writings of this name were collected by CRuz-UR!BE (.1992/93). 
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3.3.5 The representation of Greek voiced stops (as well as �) in Coptic 

Ancient Greek has a set of voiced plosives:77 p, 0, y, and a voiced sibilant (or affricate?) 
C. which are alien to Coptic. I leave p out of the discussion here since Coptic does employ 

the letter 6 in native words although for a fricative rather than for a stop. Greek fl is nor

mally rendered in Coptic as B which leaves open several possibilities of interpretation. 78 
Coptic texts show four different strategies of dealing with voiced stops in Greek 

borrowings: 

1_) In certain biblical manuscripts and other high quality texts, Greek stops are quite 

consistently rendered as they are in the source language. It is possible that at least 
certain speakers of Coptic or bilingual individuals maintained the Greek phonemic 

difference in foreign words. 

!1) Greek voiced stops may be consistently rendered with the letters for v o i c e  1 e s s  
stops which suggests that they were adapted to the native phonological system. An 

example is a text published by SAINT-PAUL GIRARD (19!17) which replaces &, y, and � in 
Greek words by T, K, and C. 79 

3) Texts are much more common in which the letters for voiced stops r, �. ) are widely 

used in Greek words, albeit without regard to whether Greek has a voiced or a 

voiceless stop in the respective position. So This indicates that the scribes did not 

actually distinguish voiced and voiceless stops in pronunciation, but they employed 

specifically Greek letters for words which they knew were of Greek origin. We can 

say that there is a specific graphical subset for the Greek component of the lexicon 

(� § !1.5.10). Letters for voiceless and for voiced stops are commonly found in free 

variation. I know of no Coptic text in which letters for voiceless stops are 

completely avoided in Greek words. 

4) Primarily in certain early manuscripts, we find that stops of Greek words are 

preceded-by a nasal. Thus NT or N.� may be written for Greek & (and even for -r), or 
Nr "" NK for Greek y (and K).8.1. This seems to indicate an attempt to pronounce the 
voiced stops as such, with cases of hypercorrection. 

77 p, & and y have developed into spirants by Modern Greek. The behavior of Greek 
borrowings into Coptic does not provide clear evidence that this sound shift had 
already taken place. 

78 1) Greek p was a stop !h/ but was substituted by a fricative /Pf in Coptic - 2) Greek p 
was already pronounced as a fricative /Pf as in Modern Greek - 3) Greek p was a 
stop and was retained as such in borrowings into Coptic, native !PI and borrowed /b/ 
not being distinguished in writing. 

79 However, the name Aou1& is written Tt}.'ifl�. 
8o Cf. Bouuo (<954' w6-u<), GIRGIS (<967-68: 57, 6sf.), KAHLE (<954' I, 93-96, "7-

<3<). 
a, c,.o,s <•967-68: 70-76), KAnLE (•954' I, •o•-•o4). 



3.3.6 Substitution of foreign /f)/ by a stop 

The original aspirate stops of Greek were in the process of developing into fricatives 

already in antiquity. This is also reflected in Coptic where ' and X are occasionally 
rendered by specific Coptic letters for labial and velar fricatives respectively, e.g. ox��a 
"fonn" > C2H-'13. and C!!!H-'13. (besides CXH-'13.) (GIRciS <967-1968: 6o). The time of 

borrowing from the Greek is likely to be a crucial factor. 
We should assume that the dental aspirate &, which i1_1 later Greek had likewise become a 
spirant /6/, was also, at least occasionally, heard as a spirant by the Copts. 
H we examine how speakers of languages that lack /8/ realize this sound in foreign words 
(assumed that they do not pronounce it "correctly"), we find three possible 

substitutions:811 
• /t/: most speakers of Dutch, French (in Canada), Slavonic languages, and certain 

varieties of Chinese substitute English /3/ by /t/. Similarly, speakers of Hindi 

replace it by /th/. There are also dialectal varieties of English in which /3/ is 
substituted by /tl (e.g. New York city, Ireland). 

• /s/: most speakers of Gennan, French (in France), Taiwan Chinese, and, last but not 

least, modern Egyptian Arabic use /s/ for substituting English /3/. Classical Arabic 

/&/ and /3/ regularly developed into respectively /t/ and /d/ in Egyptian Arabic; 

however the same phonemes /3/ and /fJ/ are substituted by /s/ and /z/ in recent 

learned borrowings from Classical Arabic in dialectal speech. 
• If/: Greek 3 is regularly rendered as f in Old Church Slavonic. English /3/ is 

frequently substituted by /f/ in Mrikaans, Hongkong Chinese, and in certain English 

dialects (e.g. Cockney, South Louisiana). 

We can observe that Greek /3/ is consistently rendered as 6 /thJ,...,/th/ (more rarely as T2, 
T, or�) even in the latest Coptic documents, and never as C /s/ or q /f/. This indicates 

that Coptic belongs to the group of languages which substitute foreign /3/ by a dental 

stop. Within an adequate theoretical framework, this observation would possibly allow 

for subtle conclusions about the internal structure of the Coptic phonological system. 
Note also that the Iranian sound conventionally transcribed fJ is rendered as �h in 
Demotic transcriptions of Iranian names and titles: *mi8radata is transcribed as mtrtt, 
*mi8raxa as mjtrlj/ (the element mi8ra- in both names is the divine name known in 

Europe as 'Mithras'), *xSa8rapavan as !JStrpn (this is the Persian title known in Europe as 

'satrap'), and *vis(a)pu8ra as wjspwtr (all these words from Vl'rrMANN 199i192). 

82: There has been little research on this question, but cf. SMITH (1997). I have received 
valuable data on the topic from several linguists. My thanks go especially to Karen 
Steffen Chung (Taipei), Joseph F Foster (Cincinnati), Roger Lass (Cape Town), 
Waruno Mahdi (Berlin), Laura Catharine Smith (Madison), Allison Mary Teasdale 
(Calgary), and Alain Theriault (Montreal). 



Final [-q] in Sahidic 

The sequence NK may be replaced by Nr in native Sahidic words (in Greek words, any K 

may interchange with r, BE § 3.3.5)· This seems to happen only at the end of a word (or 
syllable?). The phenomenon is unknown in Bohairic. 

It appears that the rendering Nr expresses an allophanic variety of /nk/. It has been sug

gested that this is [ng]/[I]g] (VERGOTE 1.973/83: la, § �o; EaNhEDT 1.986: :109; LoPRIENO 

'-995' 4<; I<AssER '-997' 7), [qk] (HINTZE 1.98o: •7; similarly WoRRELL <934: 79f., 85), or [q] 
(CARTREAU .1.�). We must take into account that no similar assimilatory phenomenon is 
attested at the other places of articulation (NT does not interchange with *N�). so the 
solution [ng]/[qg] is unlikely (if /n/ causes a following velar stop to become voiced, why 
not a following dental stop?). If Nr rendered [IJk], the restriction to velars would be 
understandable but a complicated graphonemic relation would have to be assumed. [IJ] 

certainly is the most straightforward solution which I favor here. 
• 51:\.Nr /ank/ [aiJ] (rhematic independent personal pronoun :a.st pers. sg.) < ink 
• 5�0'il'Nr /'munk/ ['mul)] (5.¥-.0l'NK also attested) "to fonn" < Demotic mnq 
• S"f{t)()'lf'N -r /'townk/ rtoWIJ] "rise yourself' < dwn-k 
• 5N-r /Qk-/ [IJ-] (prefix 2nd pers. sg. masc. conjunctive) < mtw-k 

but: 5NKOTK /Qkltk/ "to sleep", not *NCOTK 

Similar phenomena are known in several languages worldwide. In German, the sound [ IJ] 
appears :1.) as a combinatory variant of /n/ before /k/, and 2) as the phonetic realization of 

/ng/ which cannot be pronounced "'[IJg] or *[ng] within a morpheme. Sanskrit has a 

specific letter to express the sound [IJ]. This letter is used :a.) to substitute /n/ before 

velars, !2.) to substitute /k/ before nasals, 3) in word-final position to substitute the 

sequence -Ink/ (e.g. prlliJ "being in front [nom. sg.]", stem *prank-). 

The sequence- /mk/ can also appear as �r. however this case is rare (cf. ERNSTEDT :1.986: 
:1.09). I suggest that �r was pronounced [ml)]: 
• SO'lr(t)�r /'womk/ ['womiJ] "to eat you" < w(n)m-k 

3.3.8 The evolution of voiced stops in Late Coptic 

3.3.8.1 Overview 

h appears that Late Coptic (i.e.: Bohairic, IJF § 2.2.2) experienced a major sound shift at 
a comparatively late time (approximately around :�.3oo/:L4aaAo) when it had already 
ceased to be in productive written use: The distinction aspirate - non-aspirate in stops 
was transformed into a distinction voiceless - voiced. This is a specifically Coptic 

development which did not take place in Egyptian Arabic, although its motivation may 

lie in the fact that an opposition based on aspiration is unknown to Arabic. 

The following qualifications have to be made: 
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• Stops in word-final position did not become voiced, so the distinction of both series 
of stops was neutralized here. 

• There is some evidence that voicing did not proceed consistently in Greek borrow
ings into Coptic. The original pronunciation of stops in these words was possibly 
conserved under the influence of contemporary Greek. 

• Late Coptic was under strong pressure by Arabic and was gradually assimilated to 
Arabic in its phonology. Arabic has no /pJ83, and additionally early Egyptian Arabic 
probably lacked /g/ as did Classical Arahic84 . .  These articulations seem to have 
likewise been absent in Late Coptic as far as we can judge from the available 
sources. The sound shift discussed here is therefore obscured in the velar and labial 
places of articulation and only visible in the dental and palatal stops. It is unclear 
whether the contrasts Jh/ - /p/ and /g/ - !k/ did develop in Late Coptic and were 
subsequently eliminated due to pressure from Arabic, or whether the Arabic 
influence did not even let these contrasts arise. 

The development of Late Coptic plosive articulations can be summarized as follows 

(excluding Greek loan words): 

Bohairic original Bohairic hypothetical pronuncia- attested Late Coptic 
character pronunciation tion of earlier Late Bo- pronunciation with 

hairic, still with speci- substitutions of sounds 
ficallv Coptic sounds lacking in Arabic 

B p p w 
B (word-finally) b b b 
n p b b 

� �  P' p b �J 
T t d d 
T (word-finally) t t t 
6 ,. t t 
" c J J (Cairene g) 
6 c• c f 
K k g k 
X k' k k 

83 This is true for the standard language as well as for most modem Arabic dialects 
(the Mesopotamian dialects excluded). Still today, most Egyptians substitute /p/ by 
/b/ in European loan words. 

84 Classical Arabic e .  conventionally transcribed �g., is derived from Proto-Semitic 
/g/ but was probably a palatal in Arabic proper (cf. KAYE .1972: 37f. who argues that 
the sound value was /31 in early Arabic). This phoneme is today realized as /J/ in 
many areas of Egypt, as /d/ in some regions of Upper Egypt, and as /g/ in Cairo. The 
latter is clearly secondary (cf. e.g. the development of Classical Arabic wagh
••face" > Cairene Arabic wiff which requires an intermediate stage such as *wi3h-). 
Classical Arabic "-' was originally a uvular or emphatic sound and is still spoken /q/ 
or /c/ in many varieties of modern Arabic. However in the Egyptian dialects in 
which c has not shifted to /g/, � has filled this position and is spoken /g/ nowadays. 



3.3.8.!:J Details 

A :t3th century Arabic version of the Apophthegmata Patrum written in Coptic letters (on 
this text � § �.:ta.:t-) still requires us to attribute the classical sound-values to the 
Coptic characters. The representations are as follows (based on SATZINGER :197!:11: 49-53): 

Arabic consonant Coptic transcription 

plain voiceless stops t 6, word-finally also T 
k X, word-finallv also K 

emphatic stops8s f T, more rarely e 

q K 

plain voiced stops b IT 
d .1> 

The Arabic dialect transcribed here lacks /p/, /g/, as well as /fJ/. We observe that the 
Arabic opposition plain vs. emphatic is graphically expressed by an opposition aspirate 
vs. non-aspirate. Arabic voiced d is represented as 2:1..; Arabic b is rendered as n because 

Coptic had no letter clearly expressing a voiced bilabial stop (B was usually a spirant). 

The situation is already changing, however, in a manuscript likewise dated to the dth 
century citing Old French words and phrases in Coptic transcription (� § 2.:1.0.4). We 
find here that French voiced stops are transcribed in Coptic not only by characters for 
voiced stops, but also by characters which in classical use denote non-aspirate voiceless 
stops, while French voiceless stops are frequently transcribed by the Coptic signs for 
aspirates: 

French consonant Example of transcription 

b ll€B "bamf' 
lP o.nocs�E "apOtre", cqEP€ "pi:re" 

d �IO'Iftib.l "lundi", TO'IrP.-\\IP "dormir" 

t �O.CT€�€2. "l'etoile", �o.so.nti€2 "la table" 

p; �O.CO.PCO'O".-\\ "le !!:�on", �€.-\\O.tiKO.til002. "le manl!:onneau" 

k KO. TP€2 "quatre", .-\\€X€Pdl "mercredi" 

A similar variation can be observed in the names of the Coptic letters recorded by 
Bernard de Breydenbach in 1_486 (on these � § 2.7.l). Here we find that Coptic 

voiceless stops are recorded as voiceless or voiced stops in free variation: )HTO. "sytta", 
IOOTO. ''ioda", KO.nno. "caba", fll "by". 

There is a manuscript containing Coptic texts written in Arabic letters, perhaps to be 
dated to the :18th century, which was published by GALTIER (:1.906) (G' § 2.9.4). The 

representations of the Coptic stops, according to SATZINGER (:1972: s3-6o) and to my own 
observations, are summarized in the chart below. They are clearly different for native 
words and Greek loans. 

8 5 Arabic ! is voiceless; q can be voiced or voiceless depending on the dialect. 



Bohai- Arabic transcription of Coptic words Arabic transcription of Greek loans 
rtc 
B � /w/, word-finally � !hi � /w/ 
11 y /h/ y /b/ 

I �  � !hi and ...:. /ff86 ...:. /f/ 
2!. - > Id! and J. /�/ 
T > Id! - ._;. !<j/ - J. /�/, .::.. it/ word- .::.. it/ - .1. 1!1, rarely > Id! - ._;. !<j/ 

finally 
6 .::.. it! - J, /t/ .::.. it/ - J, /t/ 
" ,)JI -

6 j/JI -

r - � /y/ before back vowels, �;)JI before 
front vowels 

K .J /kJ .J fkl 
X .J /k/ C:Jxi before back vowels, ._;- IJ/ 

before front vowels 

The difference between both sets of dental and palatal stops is clearly one of voice in 
native words (neutralized word-finally). For the labials and velars this cannot be verified 
for the reasons outlined above. Arabic plain and emphatic consonants are used in free 
variation. 

The same results can be obtained from a Bohairic - Arabic - Ga(;}Z glossary written in 
Ethiopic script from approximately the early :18th century. This text was published by 
5TRELCYN (:1957} (u:F' § !1.9.3). The basic correspondences for stops in this text are the 
following: 

Bohai- G;}';}z transcription of Coptic words G;}\lz transcription of Greek loans 
rtc 
B w, but b word-finally w - b 
11 b b 
� b -J f 
2!. - d 
T d, but t word-finally (and l "" [ "" d 

occasionally in other positions) 
6 t t, t 
" -

z -

6 s -

r - Z before front vowel, g elsewhere 
K k k, q 
X k S before front vowel, k elsewhere 

86 The fact is curious that h1€ "heaven" is rendered as � /'ha:/ but its plural h�HO'irl 
"heavens" as U" fi /'fa:wi/ (GALTIER :1906: :Lo3). 
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The fact that /p/ is not used here may be either due to Arabic influence or due to the fact 
that /p/ is an uncommon phoneme also in G�(�z (where however there is a letter for /p/ 

which is occasionally used in loan words). Nevertheless, the absence of /g/ must be 

assigned to an arabicized pronunciation of Late Coptic. 

Our results are further confinned by a Coptic text with an accompanying Latin transliter

ation which was added at some time between :153:1. and 1.7:18 (� § 2.9.7). The transcrip

tion is less consistent in this manuscript than in the two aforementioned texts, and there 

is no obvious difference in the behavior of native and Greek words. The principal 

correspondences are the following: 

6 ou "' b (especially in word-final position, but also elsewhere) 
n almost always b 
<11 b - f  
2>. most commonly d 
T d "' t (the latter especially in word-final position) 
6 almost always t 
" most commonly g 
6 almost always eh (which is probably meant to represent /rf) 

r most commonly g 
K usually k or c (= fkf), rarely g 
X usually k or c (= fk) 

Latin g is used for rendering the palatal .zs. more frequently than for rendering K. This may 

indicate that g is primarily a rendering of a palatal here (as commonly before e and i in 

English, French, and Italian). It is also possible to assume that this variety of Late Coptic 

was influenced by the pronunciation of Cairene Arabic where g is a secondary substitu

tion of former /j/ or /31 (l@f' note to § 3.3.8.:t). The manuscript contains remarks pointing 

to a Cairene provenance (CRAMER :1g6:1.: 94). 

The voiced pronunciation of stops is also found in the Late Coptic pronunciation of the 

names of the Coptic letters, l@f' § 2.7.3. 

Coptic borrowings into Arabic as well as place names that have entered the Egyptian

Arabic dialect may conform either to the traditional sound values of the Coptic 

characters, or - which is more frequent - to the Late Coptic sound values as outlined in 

this section. This is obviously a criterion for determining the time at which the words 

were taken over into Arabic. 
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A phoneme I'll in Egyptian? 

General considerations 

Languages can be classified into three types with regard to the status of the so-called 
glottal stop I'll. First, there are languages such as French or (standard) English in which 
the glottal stop is not regularly used, although it may sporadically be spoken at the 
beginning or end of a word in expressive utterances. 
Second, there is German in which the glottal stop is frequently heard before a vowel, 
especially in word-initial position.87 Its occurrence is automatic, and the omission of the 
glottal stop does not involve a change in meaning. We can say that the glottal stop is 
widely used in German but does not have the status of a phoneme. Not many languages 
behave like German in this respect; however another good example is Czech. ss 
Third, there are languages in which the glottal stop is a regular consonant that can appear 
anywhere in a word, and its occurrence is not predictable. To this type belongs e.g. 
Arabic (Standard Arabic as well as Cairene Arabic). In languages like these the glottal 
stop can be considered. a phoneme. 

Glottal stops in Coptic? 

Although Coptic has no specific letter to express a glottal stop, most scholars assume 
that the so-called double vowels of Coptic are a graphic device for rendering glottal 
stops (RW § 5.2.3.:1). This would imply that the glottal stop unpredictably appears in 
word-internal position and would therefore be phonemic in Coptic. While some scholars 
reserve positing /1/ in Coptic mainly for the case of double vowels (KAssER :199:1a and 
:199:1f; VERGOTE :1973/83: la, § u and lb, §§ 26-28), others prefer to assume that glottal 
stops also preceded orthographic word-initial vowels. HINTZE (:1980: 3g, 48-54) and 
LoPRIENO (:1995: 4:1, 44) (cf. also DEPUYDT :1993: 345f. and KAMMERZELL :1.998a: 28£.) posit 
numerous glottal stops for the phonological representation of Coptic, even in word-final 
position, which have no direct representation in writing. 
However, I have rejected the presumed glottal stops in word-internal or word-final posi
tion in Coptic (If& § 5.2.3.2 and note in § s.3.4)· If I am right, the possibility seems more 

87 While most actual instances of the glottal stop are found in word-initial positon, the 
rule must be formulated in a somewhat more complex manner. We can say that a 
glottal stop is frequently inserted before a vowel: 1.) either at the beginning of a 
word or morpheme (e.g. Hausaufgabe rhaus'i'aufga:b;}], or 2) even within a morpheme 
between two contiguous vowels (e.g. chaotisch [ka1?o:tiJ], Aorta [1a1'i'::>rta:]). 
However the glottal stop is not obligatory and it may be omitted in any of these 
cases. There is large regional and idiolectal variation. 

88 This is obviously an areal feature. The habit to pronounce a non-phonemic [1] was 
either taken from Gennan into Czech or vice versa. 



remote that graphical word-initial vowels were preceded by a glottal stop in pronuncia

tion. While such is indeed the case in German, we have to consider that German is quite 

unique in this point. The overwhelming majority of languages lacking glottal stops as 

regular phonemes do not use them as a marker of word boundaries either. If my rejection 

of word-internal and word-final glottal stops is agreed upon, it would seem quite natural 

that, for instance, a Coptic word like O..NOK "I" was regularly pronounced [a'n::tk] rather 

than ['la'n::tk] (thus already EocERTON :1.957: :t36f.). I suggest that rare Coptic writing 

variants with superfluous 2 [hJ89 or glides9° before word-initial vowels support the 

assumption that Coptic had a "soft" vowel onset instead of a glottal stop in word-initial 

position. In any case, there is no clear evidence for positing a phoneme I'll in Coptic. 

It is nevertheless possible that glottal stops were introduced secondarily after Coptic had 

come under strong Arabic influence. According to DEPUYDT's (:1.993: 362) analysis of the 

use of the "djinkim" (I@" § 2.7.5) in Late Bohairic, punctuation in manuscripts since 

around :1400AD seems to indicate that words with graphical word-initial vowels were 

spoken with a preceding glottal stop.91 This is evidently true for the modern liturgical 

pronunciation of Coptic, as well as for the modern scholarly pronunciation of Coptic at 

least in Germany. For example, the word JTOJO� "the glory" (n- definite article + 000� 

"glory"), written iHi>o� in Late Bohairic, is commonly pronounced ['lib''l'o:w] by the 

Copts of modern Egypt and [p�''lo:w] or [p�''l'o:'lu:] at German universities, whereas I 

think the original pronunciation was simply /'pow/. 

Glottal stops in Egyptian? 

For Egyptian, the question is even more difficult to judge. While early scholars assumed 

that the elementary phonogram <h was a sign for a glottal stop, this view can now be 

rejected (US' § 3.:t:t.2). Another possible candidate to represent a glottal stop is d>.  I 

support the view that the original sound value of <h was probably /j/ rather than /?/ (for 

discussion US" § 2.6.3.2). Since /j/ was frequently lost in the development of the 

language, d> often came to indicate the presence of a vowel in word-initial position. 

There is no evidence that, after initial /j/ was dropped, its place was automatically filled 

by a glottal stop. While the Egyptian script is strictly consonantal in nature, it is 

89 Occasionally to be found in all dialects, see CauM (:t939: 632a), CauM & WtNLOCK 
(<926: •45), KAHLE (<954' I, <43). 

90 Unetymological 0'0' before OJ/0 and €1 before € is occasionally found in some non� 
standard Sahidic texts, e.g. O�OJBW ['wopJ] instead of 500Bgj /'oPJ/ "to forget" and 
€1€niTp€n€ fjepitrepE (or similarly)] instead of S€JTITp€n€ "to entrust", a borrowing 
from Greek i:xupExetv. See CauM & WINLOCK (1-92.6: 238, 240, 242), WoRRELL (:1.923: 
n<), KAHLE (<954' I, 83 and 9<). 

91. However, Depuydt does not conclude, as I do, that the glottal stop was introduced 
only around :1400AD but rather argues that the rules of placing the djinkim changed at 
that time. 
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nevertheless possible that it had a sign to indicate a mere vocalic word onset without 
necessarily implying a concomitant glottal stop articulation (similarly VERGOTE :1973/83: 
lb: § 27). In modern Urdu, which is likewise written in a principally consonantal script, 
the letter I (alif) is used to indicate a word-initial vowel of any quality, although a glottal 
stop is not regularly spoken in this language. 

Places of articulation 

In Egyptian-Semitic mutual transcriptions, <h) and dp consistently correspond to Semitic 
/h/ and !h/92 respectively (Hocu :1994: 4d, 432, 436). This suggests that the opposition of 
Egyptian <h) and <lp was mainly one of the place of articulation. No dispute about this 
has arisen to date. The pharyngeal articulation of <.lp is also confirmed by its close 
relations to the phoneme /�/ (UW § 3.6.4)· 

Voiceless or voiced? 

It can be observed that the vowel i1owo which normally developed into s,b� (� § 5·5), 
appears as € in Sahidic and Bohairic before 2 < h: 
• nhzi CnihVziV) "to awake" > SJ'i€2.C€, hJi€2Cf93 

Before 2 < 1,, however, we have the regular development: 
• slj,n.t ('sil}VntV) "to command" > SC0.2J'i€, hco.2.NI 
In Bohairic and late Sahidic, the development i1ow > € is regular before sonorants in 
general, € + sonorant probably being a secondary development from a former syllabic 
sonorant (� § 5.:10.2). I therefore suggest that at a certain stage of the language <h) 
might have belonged to the class of sonorants. This would imply that h, as opposed to 1],, 
was voiced. Voiced /h/ (this cannot actually be a fully voiced sound but a sound with 
incomplete vibration of the vocal cords, i.e. with breathy voice) is not uncommon in 
languages of the world. A "voiced" articulation is predominant for /h/ in languages such 
as Czech and Hindi, and a certain degree of voicing can even be found in the English !h/ 
(cf. LADEFOGED & MADDIESON :1.996: 325f.). At some time h would have ceased to be a 
sonofant, and former syllabic h would have been replaced by the sequence €2, thus 
anticipating a development which later affected all remaining syllabic sonorants. 
It is presently impossible to decide whether the primary distinction of /h/ and IQ/ was one 

of voice or one of place of articulation. 

92 IPA symbol for a voiceless pharyngeal spirant, conventionally transcribed as h- by 
Semitists. 

g3 For further examples see OstNG (.:1976: note 84 on p. 400), SATZINGER (:1979: 344 and 
36o), and VYc!CHL (:1990: 22:1). 



The fact is curious that some assimilation processes which usually require the concerned 

sounds to be in direct contact with one another are not hindered by an intervening 2 ( < h 

as well as < h-). This is true for the developments %igh > 0� and iiow (ulow) + w > 0 after 

nasals (l@> § 5.6.3.3) and for the assimilation N > .M. before labials (I&' § 3.1_6.1). For 

another similar phenomenon I@' § 5·7·2· This seems to indicate that a graphic combina

tion such as NZ was not pronounced as a sequence of two segments [nh] but rather as a 

single nasal consonant which may have been spoken half-voiced (with breathy voice). 

In Hindi (and several other Indian languages) the written sequences -nh- and -mh- are 

pronounced as [g] and [tn] with breathy voice, which some analyze as distinct phonemes 

(e.g. Hindi /kufP..ar/, conventional transcription kumhllr ••potter" < Sanskrit kumbhaka
ra},_). On nasals with breathy voice in general cf. L.nEFOGED & MADDIESON (1996: 107-109). 

Merger of <h> and dp in Coptic 

In Roman Demotic and contemporary hieroglyphic texts, graphical confusion anses 

between <h> and <lp,  which indicates that a phonetic merger had taken place by that 

time.94 Both sounds conflate into 2 /h/ in all Coptic dialects. At least by the present 

knowledge, etymological <h> and <lp are not distinguished in Arabic loans from Coptic 

(see HINTZE 1_98o: 68 and appendix 8).95 

Greek /hi is usually rendered as 2 in Coptic. /h/ of Greek loans is, however, often written 

irregularly, i.e. 2. may be omitted as well as added unetymologically. This may be due to 

a somewhat different pronunciation of !h/ in both languages, as well as to the tendency 

for !h/ to be lost in later Greek. In native words, 2 is written consistently in most texts. 

Only in certain, primarily very early manuscripts can 2 be omitted or written where it is 

not justified etymologically (cf. KAHLE 1_954: I, 139-143). This is probably due to the 

influence of Greek orthography where /hi is not regularly written, rather than due to a 

phonetic reason. Furthennore, the Greek phonemic sequence /hi/ is sometimes rendered 

as YJI in Coptic, � § 3.18. 

3.6 The voiced pharyngeal fricative /'i./ ( ,',) 

SuMMARY: A voiced consonant belonging to the dental series, most probably /d/, developed 

into a sound similar to Semitic /fi./ roughly around 2oooBc. This sound was lost around the 
turn of the era, contemporaneously with its presumable voiceless counterpart (�>. 

94 See LAcAU (1965: j_2f.), VERGOTE (1973/83: lb, § 28h). For doubtful earlier cases of 
confusion between h and J, cf. OsiNG (1976a: note 47 on p. 36?£'.). 

95 ScHENKEL (in preparation) is going to argue that the difference is actually preserved 
in Arabic loans in certain phonetic environments. I cannot discuss this here. 
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3.6.< The phoneme /�/ in the ond and <st millennia BC 

In Semitic borrowings into Egyptian in the 2nd and J.st millennia Be, Semitic /'i/ is 
consistently rendered by �', (cf. HocH :t994: 413, 43.1., 435). Vice versa, Egyptian (<) is 
transcribed as l' /'1./ in the Hebrew Old Testament.96 Where this sound still exists in 
modern Semitic languages, it is most commonly described as a voiced pharyngeal spirant. 
LADEFOGED & MADDIESON (:1996: :t68f.) suggest that the preferred realization of this 
phoneme in modern Arabic is more adequately to be described as an epiglottal approxi
mant. For convenience, I will continue speaking of pharyngeals in this book, which does 
not imply a decision on its exact articulation. 
Most scholars assume that Egyptian <'>/'i./ was essentially the same sound as Semitic /)/, 
and so do I. However some suggest that the Egyptian sound might have been somewhat 
different in nature, perhaps based on the consideration that /�/ is, on the whole, a typo
logically rare sound among the world's languages. VERGOTE (:t948: 64-66) assumes that<<> 
was originally a /'i/ proper, but developed into a strong glottal stop I'll already in the Old 
Kingdom, where for a long time it was still kept distinct from <h which according to 
Vergote was a weaker glottal stop (on <h � § 3.:t:t.2). K.AMMERZELL (:t995: L) suggests 
that <<> was an unmarked voiced sonorant of undetennined place of articulation which he 

transcribes /�/. a. also KAMMERZELL (:t998a: 3o); "( ... ) by loss of dinstinctive features an 
original voiced dental stop /d/ became a neutral consonant possessing only one marked 
feature, [+voice]." 

3.6 .• The emergence of /�/ 

When Otto ROssler examined the rules of consonantal root incompatibilities of Egyptian 
(u.:F § 4.:t:t), he concluded that the sound transcribed <<> must originally have belonged to 
the dental series (RossLER :t97:t: 276f. ). He then proposed several etymologies linking 
Egyptian /, to Semitic /d/ and /(J/ (RossLER :t97:t: 285-288). A shift of a dental stop to fi/ 
is attested in Aramaic which clarifies that such a development is possible. ROssler's idea 
was subsequently accepted by most Egyptologists who have expressed their view on the 
topic.97 Let us now discuss the time at which the sound shift /d/ > /)/ took place. 

96 /'i/ cannot be clearly expressed in the Akkadian cuneiform syllabary. This sound is 
either substituted by Q, or omitted altogether (e.g. Egypt. <w<w, "soldier" is 
transcribed as U-e-eQ,, U-e-e, Wl-a etc., see RANKE :t9:to: :t9), as is /)/ in borrowings 
or transcriptions from other Semitic languages into Akkadian. 
EaNSTEDT (:t986: 57-59) argues that Egyptian <

'
> (and <lp) can be represented as /h/, 

before front vowels occasionally as /ha-/, in Greek transcriptions. 
97 However, CoNTI (:t976: 52f.} and OsiNG (:t997) give more weight to the old etymolog

ical connections of Egyptian <<> to Semitic /'i/- which are few in number- than to 
ROssler's evidence. Conti opposes the idea that consonantal compatibility restric
tions can be used for determining places of articulation. 
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The Egyptian word for "one" is wcw > Coptic SO'O"&, ho'O"�f. The loss of final-w indicates 
that the stressed vowel cannot have directly preceded -w (RF § 3.:14.2.3) hut rather must 
have preceded c. However the Coptic stressed vowel� only appears when an odd number 
of consonants follow (� § 4.2), thus wcw > O'lf& is one of the words which contradict 
the syllable structure rules. ScHENKEL (:tggo: ss) proposes to reconstruct the Paleo-Coptic 
form of the word as (wiiccuw) assuming a geminate (cc) to increase the total number of 
consonants by one.!)�! He links the word to the Semitic root VwiJ,d (e.g. Arabic��-' waiJ,id
"one") and assumes that the Egyptian geminate -(«)- arose from an earlier cluster -/}].d/-. 
Semitic /d/ regularly corresponds to Egyptian />, hut the development of Semitic /Q/ to 
<<> is abnormal. One possibility is to assume that /1}./ was assimilated to the following <{>. 
According to Schenkel, this assimilation probably took place at a time when .c, was 
already spoken /'i/ since fh/ and /'i/ share the same place of articulation. As wcw is 
written as such from the Old Kingdom on and no writing *wiJ, cw is ever attested, ScHENKEL 

(1990: ss). and similarly LoPRIENO (:199S= 31), therefore attribute the sound change /d/ > 
/'i/ to a very early time. 
We should note that Schenkel's reasoning does not agree with the syllable theory 
proposed in this book since the structure ('CVCCVC) is not accepted here. It is further to 
he remarked that Semitic 1, can be absent in Egyptian cognates without any indication 
that assimilation took place, cf. the independent personal pronoun 1st pl. Hebrew �Jf:t�� 
'iinaiJ,na- Egyptian inn (ia1nan V) > s,bOJiO/'l. 
Kammerzell expresses another view which I consider more cogent. He has assembled a 
number of lexical doublets which are attested in writings both with <c> and with <d>.99 
Writings with <() occur at all times, whereas <d> is only attested from the New Kingdom 
on. All of these words, if  still present in Coptic, have T in all dialects,ioo Kammerzell 
links the appearance of <d> in these words to the phonetic shift /d/ > /'i/.10i This can be 

98 Whereas EoEL (:19i}:1: :1os) and OsiNG (1976a: note 8oo on p. 697-700) argue in favor 
of a reading w]w. 

99 KAMMERZELL (199w: 9), an unpublished investigation which has recently become 
accessible in SATZINGER (1999). Examples are CJ > d'i > s.!Yf�J "here", cb >db > 
s,lrfo.,n "horn", and m-c > m-dj > s,bNT€- "near, with". 

:100 This is not quite true for cb "horn", since in addition to s,bT�JT "horn" there is a rare 
Bohairic noun za.n - zron ,., 2,roB "horn" which likewise seems to be cognate with 
cb. The development<(>> 2 is not quite regular(� §3.6.4.3). Word-final -b devel
ops into -n in Coptic (RF § 3.u.4), so final -B in 2,W6 must be derived from an ex
tended form, probably the plural 'b.w "horns". I suggest the following scenario. For 
some reason or another, /d/ was preserved only in the singular of 'b, while the plural 
experienced the regular development /d/ > f(j_f. This must have led to a hypothetical 
alternation T�n (sg.) ""Q.OOB (pl.). Q.OOJT and Q.�JT may be contaminations of both fonns. 
Since by the time of Coptic the category of number was largely lost in nouns, all 
forms became interchangeable, and in most varieties of Coptic only T�n survived. 

101 Schenkel gives a diatopic explanation of the shift <c) -<d>, (@=' §3.2.2 for 
discussion. 



understood as follows: Originally <<> expressed the sound Id/. Not too long before the 
New Kingdom most occurrences of Id! shifted to l(jl by a sound change. Nevertheless, the 
writing with <<> was left unchanged, so the primary phonetic value of the grapheme (<> was 
now reinterpreted as lfj,l. However in some words the sound /d/ was exceptionally 
preserved for a reason which is still to be clarified.j_(J� Since <<> was no longer a useful 
letter for rendering Id! by the New Kingdom, there was a need to change the graphical 
expression of Id/ in the minority of the words in which /d/ had been retained. Egyptian 
scribes chose the sign cd> which normally renders the phonetically close sound ltl. It 
seems that the exceptionally preserved ld/-sound soo

'
n merged with ltl also in the spoken 

language. In any case, both are undistinguishable in Coptic. 

Id! (most) Id! (some) it/ 
Earlier �!ian Jdl '<(> Id! "�c> /t/ 'Id> 
Later Egyptian I'll <c> Id/ ,d, /t/ cd> 

At a first glance, this suggests that the sound change took place little earlier than the 
New Kingdom. In the earliest extant transcriptions of Semitic names from the Middle 
Kingdom however, it is not Semitic ldl but already Semitic f(jf which is transcribed by 
Egyptian <<> . .to3 This suggests that the sound change had already begun in the Middle 
Kingdom and <<> could already then be spoken close to ['l] at least in certain words. 
From the Old Egyptian period, however, Kammerzell still found alliterations <<> !dl-<d> 
ltl in poetic textual passages (see KAMMERZELL 1998a: 36 for an example). 

The verb se "to cut" is largely replaced by sed from the New Kingdom on (Sed is attested 
first in the 2nd Intermediate Period). Coptic has sgj(I)(!)T, agJOWO'tS'T. sed seems to be the 
result of a contamination of two coexisting forms with ldl and l(jl respectively. 

3.6.3 The loss of /�/ 

In Roman Demotic<'> suddenly begins to be employed in a very inconsistent manner.104 It 
is often omitted or added without etymological justification. I take this as an indication 
that the phoneme l(jf was lost from the spoken language (thus also VERGOTE 1973183: Ib, 
§ 28e-g, Os!NG 198ob: 947 and, less decidedly, LoPRIENO 1.994: note 57 on p. d1. and 1.995: 

46 and note 55 on p. 248. TiLL 1929 believes, although with reservations, that l'il is still 
preserved in Coptic.). No trace of I'll is left in Arabic borrowings from Coptic. 
A loss of /fi.l can currently be observed in Maltese, a dialect of Arabic. In the Maltese 
standard orthography, <gh> is written where the consonant /fil is to be expected 

102 SATZINGER (1999) remarks that �(> is followed by a voiced consonant in all the words 
concerned. 

i03 Semitic rbd "'servant" as an element of proper names is rendered as Egyptian <'pr> 
several times (RossLER 1966: 222f.). 

1.04 Cf. SP!EGELBERG (1925: ,tf.) and LEXA (1949: I, §68-72, 145-147). 

102 



etymologically. However no consonantal /Cj_f is commonly spoken any longer.i''5 Instead 
the neighboring vowel (or vowels which are contracted) are spoken as a long vowel with 
pharyngeal coarticulation or creaky voice. It is not evident from this pronunciation 
whether fCj_f was originally to the left or to the right of the pharyngealized vowel: fCj_af, 
/afj_/, and Jafj_af all become If!:/. Furthermore, there is a strong tendency in recent Standard 
Maltese for this coarticulation to be abandoned, so the pharyngealized vowels become 
indistinguishable from non-pharyngeal long vowels. For example, xag'har "hair" < 

Classical Arabic Safr- �is spoken /Jf!:r/ (with pharyngeal q:) or /'Ja:r/. In the latter 
case, the word sounds just as xahar /'Ja:r/ "month" < Classical Arabic Sahr- � (PuECH 

:1994: :15). It is possible that the loss of fCj_f in Egyptian proceeded in a similar way. 

Some exceptional sound developments of /CJ./ 

Dissimilation in the neighborhood of </f.> 

Mter <<> adopts the sound value flj_/, there is a tendency for it to undergo dissimilation to 
<j> in the neighborhood of <4>.io6 This <j> is preserved or lost in Coptic like the original <j> 
(for the rules lliJ' § 3.ip). Examples: 
• rq "palace" is also written i4 since the Middle Kingdom; not preserved in Coptic 
• ml,rw "flax" > *ffl4iw (written ffl4w, ml,ri et var.) > S.M.&2€ 
• qrl,.w ••corner of the eye" > qjl]..(w) > 5KiX12 (see C:EaNY :1976: 68 and Os!NG :1976a: 

•44) 

The loss of <<> in the neighborhood of <4> is confirmed by the lack of certain traces which 
<'>normally leaves in Coptic (cf. VERGOTE :1973/83: lb, § 28g and § 36): 
The vowel a1ow is preserved as b. in Sahidic (as opposed to its regular change into 0) when 
directly preceding<<>(� 5.6.2.3). In words which also contain <4> this effect is absent: 
• srl]. r ('sa<VQ.<V) ·�to reprove" > *sil],i > SC002€ 
• i<IJ, "moon"> *iil, (transcribed asja in cuneiform at the time of the New Kingdom, 

ALBRIGHT :1946a: :L3f.) > S002. 
• q<]], "corner" > *qil], > sKOQ2. 
Now consider the phenomenon of vowel lengthening (� § 5·5·:10.2). There is vowel 
lengthening due to the loss of./> from positions in which (j> also causes lengthening, such 
as: 

:105 The loss of fCj_f in Maltese seems to be a recent phenomenon. VANHOVE (199:tf92) still 
met a speaker who was born around 19:10 and lived in an isolate area of Malta who 
pronounced a consonantal ffj_f in certain words. 

106 The phenomenon has not yet been studied in detail but several scholars have noticed 
it (e.g. CzERMAK :193:1!34: 186; l:EaNY 1.942: 335 with note 3; FAIRMAN :1943: 2.5of.; 
JANSEN-WiNKELN :1996: §so; 0SiNG :L976a: note 247 on p. 5:13, note 373 on p. 538£., 
note 679 on p. 654, note go6 on p. 746f. and :1976c: note uS on p. 144; PoLOTSKY 

1931: 7sf.; VERGOTE 1973183: lb, § .Bg; VYCICHL '-959a: ssf. and 1990: •s3f.). 
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• s'IJ,' ('sa<VQ'V) "to reprove" > *sjiJ,j > 5C002,€ /'s3:h';J/ (like bin.t "bad [fern.]" > 
'iloON€ /'�>:no/) 

• wiJ, '.t ('wal}. V'tV) "scorpion" > *wiJ,j.t > 50'll002,€ /'w3:h';J/ (like rri.t .. sow" > 
'PM..P€ /'ra:ro/). 

However examples like 
• 'IJ,' C'ai}.'V) "to stand" > SC02,€ /'oha/ 
• wiJ,' ('wai}.'V) "fisherman"> SO'li'W2,E /'woh';J/ 
indicate that <<> must have been lost early since final.<'> normally lengthens the stressed 
vowel as in 
• db' ('dub'V) "fmger" > 'THHB€ /'te:�o/ 
The example 1J, '-f ('Qa<fV) "his body" > S2,000)t{ /'ho:f/ seems to contradict my statement 
because <j> would not have caused vowel-lengthening in this position. Perhaps the long 
vowel is due to analogy with cases like IJ,'-tn ('Qa'VtnV) "your (pl.) body" (not preserved 
in Coptic). 

Dissimilation in the neighborhood of •!J.' ( •I! ') 
There are several words in which i and ' are confused from the Middle Kingdom on if the 
same word also contains the velar fricative 4-P (perhaps also <b� ), e.g.: 
• m. 'n!J..t "tassel" (since OK) > m.ini.J..t (since MK) 
• it/! "to brew" (OK) > 't!J. (since MK) 
For other relevant examples see OstNG (1.98aa), VYCICHL (1.990: 25,P.), WESTENDORF (:1962: 
§57). All examples show <hI<'> in morpheme-initial position. There are no indications 
that /� in other positions was affected. 

Theoretically two interpretations are possible here. Either the sound expressed by <i> 

changed into the sound expressed by <'�, or the sound expressed by •'• changed into the 
sound expressed by <h in the environment of •h•· The Semitic words ?x ''brother" and ?xt 
"sister" as elements of proper names are found as '.{} and '!J.t respectively in Egyptian 
transcriptions from the Middle Kingdom (ScHNEIDER :1987: 264). Egyptian d> is a normal 
rendering of Semitic 7, but Egyptian <'> is not. This clarifies that the second alternative 
is to be preferred. I therefore propose the following scenario: 
When <'� adopted the value 6./ at about the time of the Middle Kingdom, it could be dis
similated to <i> (probably= /jf) in the neighborhood of •b>, as it was in the neighborhood of 

<lp. From this time on, the graphical opposition between<<) and <h was neutralized in the 
neighborhood of •b), so both writings appeared in free variation. 
This sound change also explains the etymology (!.y "to be high, long" (since NK, > 
"\!]1&1) < '�i "to lift" (since MK, > '€1!!J€). 



Devoicing to (�' 

Egyptian /)/ was occasionally devoiced to /h/ and then retained in Coptic as 2,. This 
development is found primarily in Bohairic, but is by no means regular. The following list 
contains all the examples I am aware of: 
• i(l.w, plural of ic1 "ass" > S£00'lS', b€2€�-€€�, the base form seems to have been 

(l[V]�'lVwV)"7. 
• 'b "horn" > """" �zwn �zCil!l (I& note in § 3.6.•) 
• pn' "to turn" > 5Jl(l){l)N€, btf?WN2 
• m.Sc ('maS)V) "to walk"> (*'maSI;tV) > 5Jr\OC>gJE, bJr\Otyl, a.Jr\0..0..2€. This verb appears 

as ms/f in Napatan Egyptian (cf. Wb 11, .147,1 and PEusT 1999). 
• From the verb nci "to be merciful" there is a Coptic derivation 5NO..HT, bNO..HT "'" 

N0..2,HT '·merciful"ro8 
• nqc.t "pains at birth" > 5NO..O..K€, bNO..K21, aN€K(2)E 
• IJ,'q "to shave"> �OOWK€, h!)(!)K-!:>OOK2 
• if ''fist" > �oozq (from *2(!)tf2 with metathesis)1_09 
• Snc "to repulse" > sgJCOO>N€, hg(ON2- (status pronominalis) 
• glc"to swathe" (since Demotic)> SG(OO)'l\E, b2S.(I){I.-2S.{I)'i\2 
• rJqc "to prick" (since Demotic) > 52S.{I)(I)K€, b2S.O'lS'K2 

These cases have to he distinguished from writings of superfluous 2 in certain early 
Coptic texts which do not reflect a former (<, (� § 3.s.3). 

Interchange with sonorants 

There seem to he a few examples of a variation <<> "'" <ih at the beginning of a word, 
which in phonetic terms would indicate a variation /d/ ..... /r/. An example is the word for 
"cattle". While in most writings the word onset is not clearly indicated phonetically, 
there are phonetic renderings as both cw.t (rarely in the Old and New Kingdoms, cf. LEsKo 
.1982-.1990: I, 7.1) and iJw.t (frequently in the New Kingdom). On this phenomenon see 
further SETHE (1899-190"' I, § 148), CzERMAK (1931/34: 11p., 13sf.), VERGOTE (1948: 6sf.), 
and WESTENDORF (.1962: § 3.1.7). 

An exceptional sound change <f> > <<> is attested in ms4r "ear" (since Old Kingdom). 
This word is attested in a by-form ms4' from the New Kingdom on. ms4c must also be the 

.107 OsiNG (.1976a: 438, 756) suggests (jV''"'LwVw) -which in our notation would be 
(iV''V�VwwV) -adding a fictive -w to the consonantal frame. On this solution cf. 
ScHENKEL (:1.979: 383). For possible Mroasiatic cognates of the ass-word see VERGOTE 
(.1969: 88) and BEHRENS (.1984/85: .175) both of whom transcribe the Egyptian as 'jJ. 

:to8 Bohairic N0..2HT is rare; the development 2 < 'is proposed by VYCICHL (.1983: 2:Jo). 
Another possibility is that the form was influenced by the noun b2HT "heart" (thus 
OsrNc .1976a: note .1362 on p. 865). 

109 See OsiNG (.1976a: note 547 on p. 597) and VYciCHL (.1�3: 32:o). 



base for the Coptic forms (s.Y\b..o...2S.€, bAO..gJ.2S., f.».€€.2S.€),u_o 
There are some words in which <<� following clp developed into <n in the Middle Kingdom 
(rule by Wolfgang Schenkel, personal communication): 
• 'IJ,'.w "treasuries" (since OK) > *liJ,r.wHl. > 5b..2,(J)(l)p, bb..20lP 
• I}.]J"i "Nile" (since OK) is also written IJ.rp (and l].pr with graphical metathesis) in the 

MK (Wb Ill 42 and DE BucK <935-<96.: VII, 346c B3C) (not preserved in Coptic) 
• 41J.' "leather .. (since MK), also written 41J,r since MKu11 (not preserved in Coptic) 
There are a few more words in which <'� is represented as p, ?>., or N in Coptic outside this 
condition, which seems to be due to a later process: 
• 'l.Jmw "' <imw "" '?J.mw "twigs" > b(..jX!)E,M (for the Egyptian word see VON DEINES & 

GRAPOW :1959: w8f.; etymology by VYciCHL :1990: :11.0) 
• sm/'.ti '"to be praised (stative)" > bc.».iXPOlO'!rT (uncertain; for an alternative 

etymology cf. CERNY :1971: 46) 
• 4i.t-<5/ "to multiply" > S'fb..YJO, IYrb..gJO-Tb..NgJO 
• Perhaps: SJC-i.iri._.t-f (end of New Kingdom) '"until he does" > Demotic S't-f"" S'mt-f 

> "!!JO.NT- 9-, "!!JO.T€- 9-, hgjO.T€-9- - (more rarely) hgjO.NT€-9- (conjugational prefix 
terminative 3.sg.masc.). I assume, however, that the forms with N are actually 
derived from Late Egyptian/ Demotic (r)-SfC-m-4r- "since (has been doing)", cf. DE 

CEN<vAL (<984' 22of.) and CERNY & GaoLL (<993' §§3o.6-3o.8). 

3.6.4·5 Interchange with <Z> 

There are rare cases of graphical confusion between <(� and <Z>, e.g.: 
• 'bS "' zbS "to drown" (both Old Kingdom, see ALLEN 1984: 554) 
• qJC "to vomit" (since MK) > 5Kb...- 60(\, attested as q/s in the early New Kingdom and 

again in Ptolemaic Neo-Middle Egyptian (see WEsTENDORF 1962: § 3:1.7) 
See in general KAMMERZELL (1991c: :10, u and :1992/93: 249) where additional examples 
are cited. Kamrnerzell assumes that we have an inherited phoneme lz/"'F3/ (or similar) 
here for which Egyptian had no distinct grapheme. Another possible assumption would he 
that the sound shift /d/ > JCj,f proceeded through an intermediate stage /5/ (or similarly) 
which evoked occasional writing variants with <Z>. 

:1:10 On this word see VYciCHL (1983: 132). VYciCHL (1940: 81) argues that •(> does not 
express a consonant here but merely indicates the feature which surfaces as a 
double vowel in Coptic (vowel length in my interpretation). While this might be a 
possible function of Demotic />, I hesitate to assume that <<> could already express 
mere vowel length in the New Kingdom since we would expect many more writings 
with unetymological <<> in that case. 

1:1:1 Not attested as such, but the phrase m-'h'.w-j "by my treasuries" in the Story of 
Sinuhe is miswritten as m-#r-j "in my face'; in two Ramesside manuscripts, cf. CERNY 
(<94"' 33sf.) aud KocH (199"' s3). 

1:12 See Di:vAUD & SETHE (1910: 163), jANSEN-WiNKELN (1gg6: §so), and the attestations 
in DE BucK (1935-1961: IV ub and V 86a, 88b). 
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Velar plosives 

Overview 

There are four elementary graphemes in Egyptian to render velar plosives. They 
correspond to two letters for velars as well as two letters for palatals in Coptic. The 
functional correlation between the hieroglyphic and the Coptic graphemes is weak. In 
particular, any hieroglyphic grapheme can appear both as a velar and as a palatal in 
Coptic. The following is an overview of the correspondences, accompanied by tentative 
sound values for Late Egyptian: 

velar no. ' • 3 4 5 6 7 

hieroglyphic grapheme !!C_.7 [', m i5 Nm ®"-'D., 
conventional transliteration ·k· •q• <g> <g> <g>""<q• 
of the hieroglyphic grapheme 
Late Egyptian sound value !khf !k,/ /k1W/ fk.l Jk�WJ /q/ 
Bohairic Coptic (before a 6 le'! X !k'! 2S. /cl K fk/ 2S. /cl K /k/ ? 

stressed vowel) 
Sahidic Coptic 6 fkjf K !k/ 6 fkjj K !k/ 6 fkjj K fk/ ? 
General remarks on the opposition <k}- <g>- •q• 

It is evident from Bohairic that "k> denotes an aspirate as opposed to both <g> and <q>. It is 
far more difficult to define the distinction between the sounds noted by <g) and <q>. When 
transcription symbols for m and � had to be selected, scholars chose <g> and <q) 
because they were easy to reproduce typographically and were also used for transcribing 
Semitic languages, although no clear evidence on the actual sound values of these 
Egyptian signs was available (cf. STEJNDORFF 1.892: 71.9). The phonetic interpretations 
thus assigned arbitrarily to both graphemes were confirmed much later by RossLER (1.971.: 
3o4-3o6). Based on etymological considerations, he assumes that <d> and <h are the 
palatalized correlates of <q> and <g> respectively, which would suggest that •q> is a 
voiceless (according to ROssler: emphatic) and <g> a voiced velar. ROssler's view was 
accepted by subsequent scholars such as ScuENKEL (1.990: 51.) and ScHNEIDER (1.995: 1.93). 
Egyptian-Semitic mutual transcriptions are, on the other hand, too variable to clarify the 
question (cf. Hocu 1.994: 428f.). 
I hesitate to make a decision on the phonological distinction between <q) and <g> and 
therefore render them by the unspecific symbols /k1/ and /kJ respectively. 

General remarks on the opposition K/X -2S./6 
There is no indication that any of the above mentioned sounds was a palatal in earlier 
times. It is noteworthy that practically all velars in Semitic loan words which entered 
Late Egyptian appear as palatals in Coptic (ll@f' appendix 5 and below, for possible 
exceptions see discussion on velar no. 6 below). This shows that palatalization applied 



after the New Kingdom (for details � 3.9·4·2). 
Palatalization applies to •g• in most cases, to <k> in roughly half of the cases, and to •q• in 
a minority of cases. 

Velars no. 1/ o: Egyptian /kh/ <b 

Palatalization can probably be predicted by the environment, � § 3.9·4·3. This implies 
that there was not yet a phonological distinction between •k> > X/K and •k> > 6 in Late 
Egyptian. 

Velar no. 3: Egyptian /kj <q> 

This phoneme is absent in Old Egyptian.113 Only from the Middle Kingdom on do a lim
ited number of instances of this phoneme appear, several of which render /q/ in obvious 
loan words from Semitic. Since Semitic /q/ was probably not a palatal (virtually all its 
reflexes in modem languages have velar, uvular, or glottal articulations), it is clear that 
palatalization applied only after these words had entered the Egyptian language. 
The phoneme /ki./ can be assumed for the following words (a judgement is possible only 
for words which have survived in Coptic): 

First attested in the Middle Kingdom 
• Uq.t "leek,, 

> 5HG€, hH.zs.J (from the Semitic root .fwrq "green" which is genetically 
related to Egyptian w]rJ "green", initial j- instead of w- pointing to North-West
Semitic origin, cf. Hebrewp"j� "vegetables") 

• l],lq "to capture", in Coptic still present in the derivation SZb..(!\.)6€, hQ!\.zs.J "snare". 
Perhaps borrowed from the well-known Semitic verb VlqJ, "to take" (e.g. Hebrew 

H3 I reject the accepted etymology qd "character, nature, manner" (attested from OK 
on) > SGOT,liG<\.T "'size, form, sort" (missing in Bohairic). The Coptic word is femi
nine so that a gender change must be assumed. Furthermore, qd ceases to be a pro
ductive noun in Demotic and becomes restricted in use to the complex preposition 
m(i)-qd "like''. (To the best of my knowledge, the early papyrus Vandier is the only 
Demotic text to make use of qd in isolation, see PosENER 1985: 104.) It is difficult to 
see how out of this a productive noun could again have emerged in Coptic. 
I also reject the etymology sqr ""sq "to hit, to strike" (from OK on) > 5!!f00006€, 
ayj"O"''O"''G€ "to smite, to wound" proposed by OsiNG (1976: note 219 on p. 5o6f.). He 
explains the development s > S as an assimilation to G. However, we would not 
expect G < q to provoke assimilation at a distance (�LW § 3.i6.s). The fact is also 
suspicious that the word is consistently written with <S) already in Demotic 
(ERICHSEN 1954: 525). 
I propose that both Coptic words are late borrowings from Semitic (cf. Arabic .l.i 
qadd- "stature, figure, size" and (:f Sagga ''to break, to cleave, to split"). 



n��).u4 The complex metathesis can be compared to the cases cited by VYciCHL 

(•984: 3<j6). 
• qi "form" > SGI-, bzs.f- (nominal prefix) 
• qni "to be strong"> �NO, (stative:) SC3€NNH'Wf. Perhaps cf. Arabic uj9qawiya "to 

be strong" 
• qnd "to be angry" > SGOONT, b.zs.WNT (linked to Middle-Hebrew qn� "to be angry" by 

RossLER 1.966: 228) 
• q�q� "to hammer (metal)" > '60.262 -'2<0.22<2, h;s0.22<€2 

First attested in the New Kingdom 
• Sl].q "dust" > SW2.16, 'w2.12S., cf. Hebrew pDrz} "dust" (Hocu 1994: no. 4u) 
• qml "bull (?)"us > SGM. (missing in Bohairic) 
• qri "to visit" > SG0€1�€, b.zs.OOI�I, with nominal (qri "visitor") and adverbial (r-qri 

"near") derivations, on this word cf. MEEKS (1.997: 49f.). Several Semitic roots have 
been proposed as etyma, and a decision is difficult to make on semantic grounds: 
..fqr:� (HocH 1.994: nos. 430 and 43:t), ..fgwr (Hocu 1994: nos. 428 and 429, KITCHEN 

1993), ..fglw (VYciCHL :t983: 336). For phonetic reasons, I prefer the first alternative. 
• 

• 

qrc "shield"> se:� (missing in Bohairic), cf. Ugaritic qZC "shield", Arabic � qilc 
"sail" (I@? appendix 5) 

qrr.t "burnt-offering" (since Dynasty 2o) > s,�'i\1?\. To be derived from the Semitic 

root ..fql) ••to bum" (e.g. Hebrew ii�j:?. Arabic fo "to bum"). In addition to the 

palatalization of <q), there are two reasons to assume that qrr.t is not directly 

derived from the Egyptian verb qrr "to bum": 1) qrr is attested in the Old and Middle 

Kingdoms only; 2) the earliest attestations of qrr.t from Dynasties 20 and 21 are 

written in group-writing 4( {> /J.. e:, which is typical of loan words (u::F § 5.4.2). The 

verb qrr "to bum" is either inherited from Proto-Afroasiatic or borrowed from 

Semitic Vqz) at a much earlier time. 
• There is a noun gl{ of feminine gender in Demotic whose meaning is given as 

OOJC-ruAto� "ring" by a Greek translation (Canopus decree, SPIEGELBERG 1922: :t98). A 

connection seems possible to the late Egyptian feminine noun qrt (1 � 1%"0 ��) as 
well as to the Sahidic noun G(\ T€ of indeterminable gender. Both these words are 

attested only once, and their semantics cannot be defined precisely by the contexts. 
See WEsTENDORF (1g6s/77: 453) and GRANDET (1994: 11, note 854 on p. 207). 

• qq .. to eat"> SG(!)6, b2$.(!).ZS. "to roast, to hake, to cook (i.e. to prepare food)" 
(etymology by PEusT 1999) 

• qr,l .. safflower or similarly" > SG0'1:i2S., b2S.O'I:i2S. "safflower", cf. Hebrew rip 
"thombush" (� appendix s). 

• qdm (a measure), a hapax legomenon which might be related both to the Semitic root 

:114 Already compared by CouEN (1947: no. 442) who, however, does not assume a 
borrowing but a genetic relationship. 

H5 On this word see GRAND ET {1994: 11, note 526 on p. 134). 



.fqm§ (assuming metathesis) and to 560.25...-1\.H ""handful" (HocH :1.994: no. 446). 
Another possibility is to connect this word to g4 > S612S., b2S.J2S. ••hand", see MEEKs 

(<997' so). 

First attested after the New Kingdom 
• 

• 

Demotic irj_ ljrr,l "to grind one's teeth" > szpo2S.p2S., b!JpMp€25.., cf. Hebrew P"JiJ "to 
'd 't th" gnn one s ee . 

Sahidic 6(...-1\.b..l and variants (type of pottery), from Aramaic qlby (W EsTEN DORF 

<965/77: 45•). 

Velar no. 4: Egyptian /k,wf <q> 

Whereas palatalization of �k• seems to be bound to phonetic conditions, palatalization of 
�q• cannot be predicted. We therefore have to consider velar no. 4 to be a phoneme on its 
own which has always been distinct from velar no. 3. The nature of the opposition is, 
however, not immediately evident. It is only clear that it cannot have originally been one 
of velar vs. palatal places of articulation (nE' discussion on velar no. 3). 
We find that /n/ preceding velar no. 4 can appear as /m/ in Coptic (recognized already by 
SETHE :t.8gg-:t.902: I, § 227a), just as it often does preceding <m>, <p>, or <b> (� § 3.:t.6.:t.): 
• <nq ••to (make) flow or similarly" > s.h(J).M..K /'omk/ ••to swallow" 
0 �Wj.t "beer" > 'Zt!K€ /'hqko/, "z€.11Kl /'hEmki/ 
• snq "to sick" > SCOONK"-'COO.M..K, hcOONK 
• dj-snq ••to suckle" > STCNKO"-'TC.-1\.KO 
• qnqn "to beat" > 5K)\.JU\ et var "to play a musical instrument". 
From this admittedly weak evidence I conclude that velars no. 3 and no. 4 were originally 
distinguished by the absence or presence of the feature [labial]. There is no way of know
ing whether these labialized velars were spoken with lip-rounding (fkwf) or with double 
closure (!kJ>/). Wherever I indicate phonetic interpretations in this book, I will render 
velar no. 4 as /kw/ for convenience, but this is nothing more than an ad-hoc decision. 
In a New Kingdom magical text there appears to be a word play involving nhp "morning" 
and an obscure word nhq (WEsTENDORF :1.962: § 3g). This seems to support the assumption 
that •q• could have had a labial coarticulation. 
EnEL (:t.g88) identifies d"iqlilz, a transcription of a foreign toponym from the New 
Kingdom, with the Greek name flqf}aL; which appears as te-qa- in linear-B texts. The 
correspondence Greek p- linear-B q clearly points to the early Greek phoneme /gwf. If 
Edel's identification is correct, it confirms the labiovelar character of Egyptian <q>. 
While the grapheme •q• most commonly expresses velar no. 4 in native Egyptian words, 
there is no evidence that velar no. 4 ever occurred in loan words from Semitic. 1 have no 
example of a word borrowed with <q> which turned out as non-palatalized Kin Coptic.u6 

:t.:t.6 Cf. VERGOTE's (:t.945= 40) remark: "Le qof des mots d'emprunt semitiques semble 
avoir adoph� de preference I' articulation postpalatale". 
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I therefore assume that wherever �q> appears in (New Kingdom or earlier) Semitic loans, 
it should be interpreted either as a velar no. 3 or a velar no. 7 rather than a velar no. 4· 
This agrees with my phonetic interpretation of velar no. 4: Labiovelars are not known in 
North-Western Semitic languages. 

Velar no. s: Egyptian /k,/ <g> 

This is a common Egyptian phoneme, and most instances of written ® <g> belong here. 
Velar no. 5 can also appear in loan words from Semitic (e.g. cgrt "wagon"> so..60(\T€, 

bo..60'?I..f"'b...2S.0(\f, from Semitic *{agalt-, HocH :1.994: no. :�.oo). 

Velar no. 6: Egyptian /k,•/ <g> 

Frank Kammerzell discovered that the use of the monoconsonantal sign 6 <g•, which 
traditionally has been considered a mere allograph of m <g>, predicts that no palataliza
tion takes place by the time of Coptic.u7 The sign 6 is, however, not obligatory in these 
words but can always he replaced by m, and it becomes more and more obsolete from the 
New Kingdom on. 
The opposition between velars no. 5 and no. 6 cannot have originally been one of palatal 
vs. velar place of articulation (W §3.7.:1.). Instead it is possible that velar no. 6 had an 
additional feature [+labial], just like velar no. 4 . .u8 Frank Kammerzell shows that velar 
no. 6 is found most frequently- though not always- in the neighborhood of the vowel /u/ 
or one of the consonants <b> or <W>; it seems plausible that these sounds have evoked an 
assimilatory lahialization of the velar. Therefore it is possible that velars no. 5 and no. 6 
were not distinctive phonemes but allophones in Egyptian. Consider also a case of 
morphological alternation in the root glw. While the infinitive glw ('ga�wV) "to be 
narrow" develOps into SGWmr (palatalization, velar no. 5), the participle, which is also to 
be vocalized as (ga�wV), develops into sKOWI "narrow" (no palatalization, velar no. 6).u9 

uS 

This study is not yet published. For the time being cf. KAMMERZELL (1998a: 37)· One 
of Kammerzell's examples is the name of the town Coptos ®A�� 6 gbtw > sKH6T. 
I have not found cases of /n/ preceding velar no. 6 to check whether the assimilation 
/n/ > /m/ takes place. 
See OstNG (1.976a: note 602 on p. 6o8f.) and VvciCHL (1.983: 73). 
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No certain example of velar no. 6 is known to occur in a loan from Semitic.uo 

Velar no. 7: Egyptian /q/ 

Several words show a graphic variation of <g> and <q> during the New Kingdom. This 

graphical variation is unknown in earlier periods. I suggest that the variation indicates a 
specific phoneme: velar no. 7· Two such words are already attested in the Old Kingdom, 

both of which have the meaning .. to be weak": 
• gbgb, in NK also qbqb > SGBGooB-(hapax legomenon in Coptic). This is obviously 

related to gbi "to be weak" (attested since MK) > SG6B€ of which, however, there is 
no New Kingdom rendering with q.:1'.J1 

• gnn, in NK also qnn12'.J > s.hGNON 

These roots seem to be native, at least as far as can be concluded from their early attes

tation. However WARD (1986: 81) remarks that gbi and gbgb are frequently found in group 

writing(� § 5.4.2) which seems to suggest that there was some .. foreign'' coloring in 

them. 

Two more such words are attested from the Middle Kingdom on: 
• qfn ·�to hake" ""gf(n?) (cf. jANSSEN .1975: 32-rf.) which is preserved- with metathe

sis - in the Coptic hK€N€�1T€N (kind of bread). A possibly related word exists in 

Berber, cf. Kahyle aknaf"to cook" (VYCicHL 1983: 83£.). 
• dqr ••fruit" > 5tG€, b2S.f2S.f, quite frequently written dgr I dgJ during the New 

Kingdom. There is also a verb dgr "to plant" which is attested from the NK on and is 

120 But cf.: 
• sg "sackcloth'' > s,h(QK et var., a wandering word, cf. Hebrew p� Saq '"sackcloth", 

Greek aciKKa<;, English "sack" (HocH .1994: no. 383). This word is certainly a borrow
ing into Egyptian; it is, however, possible that it was borrowed from a language 
other than Semitic 

• gsr "ring" (a hapax legomenon) > 5J,O'lfp, hgJGO"ifP possibly from the Semitic root 
..fqtr "knot, band, ornament" (Hocu 1994: no. 523; VtiTMANN 1996: 444). The Bohairic 
form as well as the rare Sahidic hy-fonn GCO'lfp indicate that we probably have velar 
no. 5 rather than velar no. 6 here. 

• On the presumed Semitic loan word cgs cited by Hocu (1994: no. 102) see MEEKS 
(1997' 39)· 

121 The roots gbi. and gbgb are discussed by WARo (1986). 
122 Infinitive qn once in Dynasty 20 (Late Ramesside Letter 16,7, see WENTE 1967: 51 

note c on top). The sdm-j-form is attested once each as qnn-f and sqnn-f 
"respectively (Dua-Khety, see HELCK 1970: 47; sgnn "to make weak; to soften" is a 
causative derivation from gnn). Furthermore there is a noun sgnn "ointment" which 
is written sqnn a few times (see LEsKo 1982-1989, 3, 110) > 5COGN, h(Q2S.€N. This 
noun might be a derivation from sgnn "'to soften" or else from qnn "to be fat" (since 
MK) > 5KNN€, bK€til. It was borrowed into Greek as \VO:y&o:v et var. "kind of 
ointment" (FouRNET 1989: 66). 
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regularly written with �g>. The word may be an early loan from the Semitic root Vtkl 

"to plant" (cf. G<l<az takala "to plant", LE:suu i987: 573). 

But the clear majority of words containing velar no. 7 are attested not earlier than the 

New Kingdom, many of which can clearly be identified as loans from Semitic. It appears 

that velar no. 7 is the regular representative of a Semitic uvular fricative /y/, but Semitic 

/q/ can also be rendered as velar no. 7· Semitic /g/ is rarely or never so, nor is /k/. 

Velar no. 7 representing Semitic /y/: See e.g. Hocu (i994: nos. 22.8, 575) and the 

transcription of the town Gaza (Semitic *gazzat-) as gtlt or q4t in Egyptian 

(GARDINER :1947: I, :19:1 *). Somewhat doubtful for phonetic and semantic reasons is 

the connection of Late Egyptian idnrg-idrq > SG"?-..06 f'kjbkjf, b6?-..0ZS. (name of a 
vegetable) with a Semitic root vd!f (cf. Modern Hebrew n1]';>'1 dalaf at "pumpkin"), 

cf. Hocu (<994' no. 43), MEEKS (<997' 36£.), and WARD (<996: •7)· G<\OG is probably 

preserved in the Greek compound ICOA.o!C-Uv&r] "colocynth" (WEsTENDORF :1965f77: 

455)· 

Velar no. 7 representing Semitic /q/: See Hocu (:1.994: nos. :1.2.6 [relationship to 

'€BPHG€, "EBpHc. "lightning" uncertain], •<4, •<7)· 

Two doubtful representations of Semitic /g/ are: qr"'gr "end of a papyrus" from 

Semitic Vgly (Hocu 1_994: no. 427), Sgr-Sqr (an undetermined object) from Semitic 

..fsgr (jANSSEN :1.975, :l00-203 and note H9 on p. i62; Wh IV, 550, :1. and :to). 

To this group also belong some Late Egyptian words of uncertain etymology, such as 

irgs "' irqs ""' iqs "' lrs (name of a commodity; see jANSSEN :1965/66: 446 and :1.975: 

:149f.)- nqr and ngl-ngr "sieve" (jANSSEN i975= i47) -l],mfg.t "" }f,mq (name of a 

mineral; see CAMINOs :1.954: 442)- gf-qf"to be astonished" (FrscHER-ELFERT :1986: 

95, note c)-gmy"' qmy (name of a plant) which CAMINos (:1954: :t6?£.) connects to 

s.bKO...M, "reeds" (some assume that this word was borrowed i n t o Semitic, cf. LAMB

DIN i953a: :1.49) -The name of a Hittite shield bearer in the battle of Qadesh is writ

ten grbws �("-;-;� 0�\L <�' (Ramesseum, twice) and qrbws �( o:-']ci •JlJ,' �--,��[_\, 
(Abu Simbel) (ScHNEIDER :1992: no. N 471.). An identification with a Hittite name has 

not yet been proposed. 

I conclude that the graphical variation g "" q represents a specialized phoneme used only 

or primarily in loan words which I tentatively note as /q/. This phoneme might have been 

characterized by a back and/ or emphatic articulation but was non-distinctive with 

regards to the feature that distinguished �q� and �g>, as can be judged from the graphical 

variation. It is unclear how this phoneme developed after the New Kingdom. The possible 

Coptic etymological cognates, most of which are not certain, are contradictory {SfBPHG€, 
S6B6WB-, SG'?-..06, s,�NON, Sf6E show palatalization; s,bKO.A, bK€N€�1TEN do not). 
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Summary: the system of velar plosives at four different stages of 
Egyptian 

Old Egyptian 

We can only distinguish three phonemes which neatly correspond to the three graphemes: 
·b renders an aspirate fkhj or a phoneme that develops into an aspirate later, •q• and <g> 
render two non-aspirate phonemes the distinction between which cannot yet be deter
mined. The phoneme <q> seems to be labialized; si�ilarly <g> might have a labialized 
allophone. 

Middle and Late Egyptian 

Favored by the increasing number of Semitic loan words, a new non-labialized phoneme 
/kJ appears which comes to constrast with /k1w/, hut both are indiscriminately written as 
<q>. The grapheme <g> also covers two sounds [k,J and [k��;w], however it is not clear 
whether they contrast phonologically with one another. 
Another phoneme is introduced principally for use in Semitic loan words. This phoneme 
might have a back and/ or emphatic articulation and can tentatively be symbolized as /q/. 
It is expressed either as cg• or- more rarely- as cq• in writing. 
So in total we have 5 or 6 phonemes: /k'l, !kJ, fk,w;, /kJ, fk,W/ (or [k,w]), and /q/. They 
are rendered by only three different graphemes (or by four if we consider the marginal 
grapheme 6 ). Labialization is largely ignored in writing, and there is no sign to 
unambiguously indicate /q/. 

Immediately following Dynasty 2;0, much confusion arises in writing velar stops, and it is 
unclear how graphemes and phonemes relate at that time. All we can say is that on the 
way to Coptic five developments must have taken place, the relative chronological order, 
however, is not clear: 
• The principal phonological distinction of cq• and cg> (i.e. the feature that 

distinguishes /k1/ and /k1 w I on the one hand and /k.j and /k11 w I on the other) is lost. 
• With the increasing integration of the Semitic loan words the phoneme /q/ seems to 

fall out of use. 
• 
• 
• 

The feature [+/- labial] is replaced by a distinction velar vs. palatal. 
The aspirate stop develops a back versus front distinction as well. 
The distinction of aspiration comes to be restricted to a single dialect (Bohairic) 
where furthermore it is maintained only immediately before the stressed vowel. 

Bohairic Coptic 

Two velar and two palatal phonemes are distinguished in writing: /k/ K, fkhf X, /cl 2S., JchJ 
G. The palatals have conflated with the original palatals cl> and cQ> (at least in writing). 

Sahidic Coptic 

The opposition of aspiration is lacking (or at least not expressed in writing), leaving two 
phonemes lk/ K and /ki/ G. However the palatal which has developed from the velars (G) 
is still kept distinct from the original palatal.ZS. /c/ < et> I cd>. 



3.8 Velar fricatives 

3.8.1 Summary of diachronic correspondences 

I suggest the following scenario for the development of back fricatives: 

Earliest Egyptian 

Middle and Late Egyptian 

Coptic: Pap. Bodmer 6 

Coptic: text pub!. by LACAu (1946) 

Coptic: Akhmimic 

Coptic: Bohairic 

Coptic: Sahidic 

=!J! 

l!f/f/ 
l!f/f/ 
l!f/f/ 
l!f/f/ 
l!f/f/ 

�/xi 
Q /xi 
Q /xi 
:!:J/x/ 
2/h/ 

<il /x,/ 

Q /�/ 
!lJ /�/ 
Q/x/ 
l!f If/ 
l!f If/ 

Twice in the history of Egyptian we can observe palatalizations of velar fricatives: First, 

in the Old Kingdom many instances of /xJ are palatalized whence a new distinction /xJ 
vs. If/ arises. Another palatalization affects /xJ in the :a.st millenium se, but- at least in 

the long run - this does not create a new phoneme since where /x�/ is not palatalized, it 

merges with /xi/. In most Coptic dialects additional subsequent mergers take place, � 

§ 3.8.3 for details. 

Note the following conventional transcription symbols used throughout the text: @ <lp, 
... � <b>, c:::::J <5>. 

3.8.2 The relationship of <h> and < S> 

In the early days of Egyptology the signs for <\J> and <lP were believed to have had an 

identical sound value and were transcribed indiscriminately as <lJ> or <X•· STEINDORFF 

(1892: 712f. and 727) was the first to observe that the reflexes of � and �-.o are still 

partly differentiated in Coptic and thus he concluded that they were elementary 

graphemes of different phonetic value. He invented the transcription symbol <h> for the 

latter but he had no idea on the nature of the phonetic distinction. 

The elementary grapheme <b• is attested first at the end of Dynasty 3 (26th century se). 

Before this sign came into use, another sign <5> was employed where later <h> would be 

written (see KAHL 1994: 63-6s and 6ts-6tg). The creation of the new letter <b> led to a 

graphemic split. In many words previously written with <5> a graphical shift to <b> took 



place (e.g. <pSr> "to go around" > <phr> ), whereas in other words <S> was preserved in 

writing. The graphical substitution of <S> by <lP in the Old Kingdom can be explained in 

(at least) three ways: 

1) Although the Classical Egyptian grapheme <l.P was not in use in the earliest 

alphabet, the corresponding sound already existed. However this sound was written 

<5> (= !J[) at that time due to the phonetic similarity of both. This implies that there 

must have been a common phonetic trait linking <S> (= !J!) and <b> as opposed to <b>. 

A lot of scholars concluded that <h> was mid-way between <S> and <b> in terms of 

place of articulation (i.e. <5> = /J/, <b> = /g/, <\}> = /x/).1.�3 However this is hard to 

reconcile with the evidence from later periods: <b> and <S> are always distinguished 

until the Coptic period, whereas <b> and 4!> as well as <ih and <b> have often merged. 

Others proposed that <b> as well as <5> were characterized by lip-rounding.1.�4 

!2) In the earliest time there was no phoneme corresponding to <b>. Such a phoneme 

came into existence only after the sound /J/ written <S> had shifted back under 

certain conditions. A new letter <b> was then invented to express the new sound. To 

the best of my knowledge, this opinion has never been expressed to date. 

3) Based on Semitic etymologies and on considerations about the symmetry of the 

Egyptian phonological system, RossLER (:t97.1.: 3oo-3o3) argues that <S> was 

originally a back fricative. IU.uL ( :t994: 6.tf.) considers the possibility of linking this 

observation to the graphical shift <5> > <h>: According to this scenario, the sound /x/ 

corresponding to dh was frequently palatalized to /J/ in the Old Kingdom. The 

grapheme <S> which formerly had expressed a back fricative thus became primarily a 

means of writing a palatal fricative. In the minority of words in which /x/ escaped 

palatalization, the preserved back fricative now had to be expressed by a different 

sign for which <b> was invented. KAMMERZELL (:t995: XLVI and .1.998a: 37f.) decidedly 

opts for this scenario. 
Solution 3) seems the most preferable since it can explain the emergence of the 

grapheme <b> and agrees with the subsequent sound developments on the way to Coptic 

and, as it appears, with Mroasiatic etymologies as well. ScHNEIDER (:t997) proposes sev

eral etymologies relating Egyptian <5> to Semitic d:p such as Egyptian dSr "red, yellow", 

JSr.t '•desert"- Semitic �J,r "red, yellow", Arabic §al,ra/- "desert" which has yielded 

'Sahara' in English (Schneider's no . .1.1.3). 

The conditions for the palatalization of <5> /x/ are not known. There is perhaps a 

connection to the palatalization of back stops discussed in § 3.g.!2. 

u3 This opinion was first expressed by SETHE (:t8g9-:t90!.I: I,§ 262) and was adopted by 
most subsequent scholars, e.g. CzERMAK (:tg3:t/34: 76-78), EoEL (1955/.1.964: § uo), 
V ERGOT£ (:t973!83: lb, § 25), OsiNG (:tg8ob: 945), VYCICHL {:tggo: 51), and LoPRIENO 
(1995: 33, 3s). 

124 WoRRELL (:tg34: 38) considers <b> a voiceless uvular fricative with accompanying 
lip-rounding, a view which is accepted by ALBRTGHT (:tg34b: 222). 
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While the palatalization started in Dynasty 3 and the new sign (lP came into use for 

expressing the non-palatalized sound, some of the words that evaded palatalization could 

still be written with <5> by historical orthography until Dynasty 6. The verb Smm "to be 

warm" retains its original writing with <5> throughout all periods,125 but nevertheless 

seems not to have undergone palatalization. The Coptic equivalent SQ.J/I.OJ/1., h!).M.OJ/1. must 

be derived from a non-attested *!.!mm. We should therefore assume a specific graphical 

archaism in this word (see EoEL .1955/64: I,§ uo; VYcrcHL .1990: S:t). 

3.8.3 The relationship of <l!> and <!J> 

The distinction between <b> and •h> is hard to define. The earlier assumptions which have 

been cited above can no longer be retained now if the new interpretations of •h> and <S> 

are accepted. Based on Semitic etymologies, RossLER (:t97:t: 274 and 296£.) states that 
<b> was originally a voiceless and <b> a voiced fricative. This is accepted by KAMMERZELL 

(:t995: XL vi and .1998a: 37) and ScHNEIDER (.1997: :t92). In the chart in § 3.8.:t, I have 

defined <b> and <b> as merely /xJ and /xJ. 

Coptic shows that }], and {!. did not merge completely, nevertheless both sounds appear to 

have been comparatively similar since occasional variation among both signs can be 

found (cf. e.g. Eo EL :t955/64: I, §:tu; GORe .1979; OsrNc :t976a: note 926 on p. 762; 
VYcrcuL .1990: 52f.; WEsTENDORF :t962: §56). <b> and <b> are not distinguished at all in 

early renderings in other writing systems. At the time of the New Kingdom, both are 

transcribed as{!. in cuneiform (there is however only a single uncertain example for <h>: 
{!.u-ni-ma from the el-Amarna archive for /jnmw "jug with one handle"tll6). The noun h,rd 

"child" is perhaps represented as {!.rd in Ugaritic transcription (WATSON :t995: 545). Both 

sounds are rendered without distinction as 1], in Aramaic transcriptions and as k-1], in 

Phoenician transcriptions of the mid .1st millennium BC (MucurKr :t994). 

Egyptian <lP frequently substitutes Semitic /x/ in New Kingdom loans (Hocu :t994: 4uf., 
432). On the other hand, <b> is never used in rendering any foreign name or word in New 
Kingdom Egyptian texts. 

Late Period palatalization and mergers in Coptic dialects 

In Coptic, •b� is palatalized in some environments and dialects whereas eh> never is. The 

Greek renderings already agree with the Coptic stage and transcribe •b� sometimes as X 

us Along with rare writings <bmm>. The causative formation <sS: mm> is attested once as 
csbmm>. 

126 See LAMBDIN (<gs3b: 36s) and Os1NG (•976a: I, •49). 



"" "• sometimes as o for UJn7, but •h> consistently as X "" IC.j_!/.8 There is not yet a trace of 
palatalization of (b> in the Aramaic (e.g. ml],jr for the name of the 6th Egyptian month, �@=' 

appendix 6) and cuneifonn transcriptions of the mid :tst millennium. 
Palatalization of (b> appears in Coptic as follows: 
• Akhmimic shows no trace of palatalization, at least in writing. (b> always develops 

into �-
• In a few archaic texts, there are specialized letters for palatalized •b> (Q in Papyrus 

Bodmer VI, around 400AD, see KASSER :t96o:. xxi; and ID. this is the letter rn /J/ 
augmented by a diacritic sign, in a fragmentary early text published by LAcAU 1.946). 

• In most Coptic dialects, palatalized •b> fuses with -:S> and is written rn. Perhaps this 
is only a graphical merger, though. 

•h> and non-palatalized •b> merge in all varieties of Coptic. 

Egyptian hli G.t I.J,r ''street" I.J,t "wood" Sm.t number of 
"to fall" "manner" (non-pala- (palatal- "to go" graphical 

talized !!) ized !!) contrasts 
Akhmimic 2€€1€ �€ �lP �€ W€ 3 
pBodmer VI 2€€ �€ �1p Q€€ (-'10.)!!1€ 4 
Bohairic 2€1 !J€ !liP W€ W€ 3 
Sahidic 2€ 2€ 21P !!f€ !!f€ 2 

Conditions for the palatalization of •b> are not known, � § 3.9·5· 

3.8.5 The development <Q> > K 

In rare cases <b> develops into Coptic 5K, h);:. Consider the following etymologies, not all 
of which are certain: 
• mni.J, "to chisel" (see WILSON 1.997: 435) > 5/t\O'l!'tiK "to produce, to form" which 

however may also derive from mnq "to fulfill". 
• Demotic ndi.J "to sprinkle" > 5NO'i!'2S.K, hrtO'i!'2S.� with variants. This is a loan from 

Semitic, cf. Arabic ruf,l], "" (more rarely:) n41J, Ga(az nzlj "" nz!J, "to sprinkle". 
• I.J,JC "to put" > 5KCO, b)coo. This is the most certain example. 
• IJ:np "to steal"> b,IK(Ol\.IT. For doubts about this etymology see WEsTENDORF 

(1.965/77: 508£.). It should be noted that the representation of IJ as K in Bohairic does 
not agree with the example Q.f > b)cw. 

1.27 The name of king Kheops, Egyptian IJwiJ-wj, appears in Greek transcription e.g. as 
Xw\fl (Xeott-) (Herodotos; hence the form current in English) and Iou�( t�) 
(Manethon), cf. LLOYD (1975-><188: Ill, 6of.). The proper name niJt-nb-fis transcribed 
in Greek e.g. as vex3evt�(t�). ve�e9vt�(t�). VEIC'Ml�(t�). and vw3vt]�(t�). cf. LODDECKENS 
& THissEN (198off.: I, 6s•). 

1:1:8 Cf. the following Greek transcriptions of proper names: pl-i.r.Ji-/Jnmw as 1te't"exvou
�(t�) (LoonECKENS & THisSEN 1.98off.: I, 33g); pJ-i.r.li-i}r-pl-}_Jrd as 1t€'tEap1toxpa't"(TJ�) "" 
1t€'t"eap1toKpa't"(TJ�) (LonDECKENS & THissEN 198off.: I, 328). 
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• Q,bn9 (name of a town in Upper Egypt) > '-;-'Is:./ I al-Kab , not attested in Coptic. 
• tQ. "fat", a hapax legomenon from the late temple texts of Edfu > sTOOK, htHOK "fat". 

The Demotic writings of f!.J' show no trace of a stop; rather <b> is written, but very often a 
synchronically unanalyzable ligature appears in this word. Graeco-Roman hieroglyphic 

texts always have <b>, but alliterations with <q> and (k> seem to indicate that there was 

already a stop in pronunciation (VYcrcHL .1.958: 38-rf. and .1.g83: 7.1.). 
If EoEL's (.1.98o: 2.¥.) identification of the Neo-Babylonian cuneiform transcription qa-alj.
sa-mu-nu with the Egyptian proper name Q.J'-s.t-imn is correct, the sound change would 

already have taken place by the 6th century BC. 

3.9 Palatalization of back stops and fricatives 

Palatalizations of velar consonants are attested in the history of many languages. This 

phenomenon can also be observed several times in the long history of Egyptian. I discuss 

the different palatalizations in chronological order. The first palatalization to be 
discussed seems to have taken place before the first documents of Egyptian were written. 
This is one of the few occasions where I include considerations about Mroasiatic 

etymologies in this book. 

Prehistoric palatalization before /i/ 

Palatal stops such as those represented by (1> and <d> are not usually reconstructed for 

Mroasiatic. It has long been assumed that they were the result of palatalization of earlier 

velars (cf. RossLER :1.97:1.: 3oo-3a6). The etymological identifications of certain pronomi
nal suffixes indeed suggest that <t> could arise from original /k/ before /i/: 

Proto-Semitic reconstruction (the 
same forms still in Akkadia�) 

Old Egyptian Sahidic Coptic 

.1.st sg. stative /-ku/ <-b I {not preserved) 

2nd sa:. masc. /-ka/ <-k> -K 
2nd sg. fern. /-ki/ <-1> -0 - -£ - -T€ 

Based on other Mroasiatic etymologies, VYCICHL (.1.935-38: 3go; :1.953b: 376£.; :1.958: 382:, 

404; 1.959b: 28f.; :1.990: .1.09, :1:1.4, :1.u-u6) suggests that k was also palatalized before /u/. 
Since from a typological perspective palatalization is far less common before /u/ than it 
is before /i/, we would expect better evidence for this claim to consider it seriously, 
especially since the evidence of the suffix -ku (see above) contradicts this. Vycichl 

suspects that what we describe as /u/ may sometimes have had a fronted articulation (for 
details � § 5·5·5)· Other scholars assume palatalization only before /i/ (KAMMERZELL 

:1.99.1.b: 190; LoPRIENo .1.995: 3:a.). 

129 Reading by Frank Kammerzell; conventionally transcribed ni.Jb. 



Palatalization caused by labials in the Old Kingdom 

<k> and <q> are incompatible with •p> and <W> within an Egyptian root (I@" § 4·u.3). It 
may thus be expected that these velars developed into palatals in the presence of these 
(and perhaps other) lahials. There are two words containing labials in which <k> is indeed 
attested in a few very archaic texts where 4> is normally written: 
• -kw, normally -.Jw, dependent pronoun !ind pers. sg. masc., cf. the related pronominal 

suffixes mentioned above. 
• khw, normally tbw, "sandals" 
I suggest that palatals in some other Egyptian words which contain a labial may also go 
back to an original velar where this can only be recognized by etymological considera
tions, such as: 
• lW "to load, to carry", cf. Semitic Vrkb "to mount, to ride" (etymology by ScHNEIDER 

1997' 194) 
• wlti "green, yellow", cf. Semitic .fwrq "green, yellow" (Akkadian warqu "green, 

yellow", Arabic waraq- "leaves'', Hebrew jaraq'-3o "to be green, to he yellow") and 
Berber ..fwry/q "green, yellow" (Siwi awray "green", Kabyle awr:ar "yellow", 
Tamazight awray "yellow", Tuareg tii-rw(i.q "yellow calor") 

This phenomenon has traditionally been subsumed under the palatalization described in 

§ 3.9.L It was Frank Kammerzell who first distinguished both processes. 
The palatal stops which arose by the processes described in the preceding sections could 
be shifted further to dentals (§ 3.g.7) or be preserved as 2S. /cl "' 6 fchf until the Coptic 
period. Since Greek had no palatals, the Egyptian palatal stops were varyingly 
substituted by dentals (-r, "), velars (K, x). or by the sibilant (a) in Greek transcriptions 
(see QuAEGEBEUR 1973). 

Palatalization of /x/ in the Old Kingdom 

At approximately the same time, the palatalization /x/ > If/ which is discussed in detail 
in § 3.8. 2 took place. 

Late palatalization of velar plosives 

General remarks 

Velar plosives experienced another palatalization which is evident from Coptic: 

t3u The Hebrew word shows the well-known Northwest-Semitic change of initial w- into 
j-. Such a form seems to have been borrowed into Egyptian as ilq.t "leek" (since 
MK) > 'H6€, bH><I, lki' § 3.7.3. 



Egyptian Bohairic (before Sahidic P. Bodmer 6 l@f' section ! 
grapheme a stressed vowel) ... above 

' 
; 

<k> 6 /eh/ 6 /ki/ K 3.7.2 
<q> " /c/ G /ki/ K 3.7.3 I 
••• " /c/ G {kj/ K 3.7.< ' 

The stops which developed by this palatalization merged with the old palatals <1> and "d> 
in Bohairic but were kept distinct from them in Sahidic (I& §§ 3.3.2 and 3.3.3). 
All three Egyptian velars can also be preserved as velars in Coptic (K, X). Most Coptic 
texts write the velars with letters adopted from the Greek alphabet, whereas the letters 
for palatals are taken from Egyptian: 6 is ultimately derived from the elementary 
grapheme oe7 < b  and 2S. from the group writing grapheme :iJ <dU)•. However the 
archaic papyrus Bodmer 6 renders the palatal by K and the velar by a sign }_ which is 
derived from the hieroglyph � <q> (KAssER t_g6a: XIX). 

Date 

Loan words from Semitic which were adopted with velar stops during the New Kingdom 

usually appear with palatals in Coptic (� appendix 5). Even some more recent loan 

words are affected, e.g.: 
• Semitic *gamal- '4camel" > SG"D...h\0� /lda1mul/, h.c.O..Jr\0� /ca1mul/ "' 6!}...fr\O'lf(\ 
• Greek c'iy1rupa "anchor" > �O..'lfGO..(\, hO..'lf2S.O..(\oLh (stress position uncertain) 
• Greek K.e.pdnov "fruit of the carob-tree" > SGO..PO..T€ (missing in Bohairic) 

The transcriptions into Semitic scripts from the :1st millennium BC (as well as earlier) do 
not show any sign of palatalization. Cf. 5€600Y.f /a'kioJ/ "Nubian" (< kJS.j) with jkjf 
whereas the corresponding toponym k!S "Nubia" is attested as ku-si in Neo-Assyrian 
cuneiform transcription and as td�::> kaS in Biblical Hebrew.t31J with !k/. The first indica
tions of palatalization are found in Greek transcriptions, cf. the Greek transcriptions 
KlOJ..lOUA.(t) "" KlJ..lOUA.u;; (but also KOJ!OtlA., PREISIGKE 1_922: 1_73) of the proper name 
SC30..Jr\O'lf:\, lit. "camel". Therefore ALBRIGHT (1_946b: 3t_7) is probably right in attributing 
this palatalization to a time not prior to the 4th century BC. 

Conditions 

Any of the Egyptian graphemes �h, �q>, and �g> may appear as a palatal or as a velar in 
Coptic. I have argued in§ 3.7 that �q• and <g• covered two phonemes each, one of which 
was finally palatalized, the other not. 
However the situation seems to be different for �k>. CzERMAK (t_g3t_/34: §§ 43, :125, :143) 
suggests here as well that the Egyptian grapheme <k> represented two distinct phonemes, 
lk! and /k'/, which later appeared as Coptic K and 6 (2S.) respectively. Most scholars (e.g. 

,3, WEsTENooaF (<96sJ77: 4o5), F•cn• (<985: 93£.). 
<32 0SING (<976a: note <3•4 on P· 8s6f.), VYCICHL (<983: so). 



WoRRELL :1.934: 26-3o) do not share Czennak's view but assume that the palatalization of 
<k• was actually a phonemic split, although the conditions are not quite clear. VYCICHL 
(:1.93s-38: 386) suggests that the sound written <b was palatalized only before a, but not 
before i and u (thus still VYciCHL :1.990: :�.:�.3-:1.:1.9 and :1.92f. where, however, the develop
ment before i is left out of discussion).133 
In Coptic sometimes the palatalized and sometimes the non-palatalized variety was 
generalized to all derivations of a lexeme with different patterns of vocalization. If 
vowels once played a decisive role for the development of <h, this has thus become 
obscured in Coptic, and it is difficult to discover coD.ditions for the palatalization of <b. 
We can only say that palatalization affected roughly half of all instances of <k>. There 
are near-minimal pairs such as the following: 
• /dp1.l4 "to hide" > sKoon /'kop/, hxoon 
• ldm "garden" > s,bc3CIU\ /'ldom/ 

• bik "falcon" > '!IH6 /'jleki/, hfiH2'> 
• (r)-wbl-k "against you" > s,bQ'li'SH-K /u'jlek/ 

I can adduce two possible relics of morphophonological alternations. Together with the 
fact that even late loans were affected by this palatalization, this makes me believe that 
there was indeed only one phoneme corresponding to &, in Earlier Egyptian: 
• As the plural of SGOO.M. "vineyard" < kim either a form SGOOH. is used, or the form 

GOON. can appear as singular and plural alike. But another plural form Kb..O...M. is 
attested once in an early Sahidic text (ScHMIDT & MAcDERMOT :1.978: 40, line :�.3). If 

this writing is to be taken seriously, we can perhaps conclude that the specific 
vocalization of this plural form favored the retention of <b as a velar. Sahidic 0.. can 
go back both to *i and to *u (� § 5·5), however there is some reason to assume that 
nominal plural forms were often vocalized with -u- (cf. PEusT :1.995: 74). It would 
seem plausible that the palatalization was suppressed before a back vowel such as u. 

• The noun ky "another, the other" can be used as an independent noun phrase or as an 
attribute in Egyptian. In Sahidic both forms are phonologically distinct, SG€ being 
the noun phrase fonn, SK€ the attributive form. It is probable that G€ is fully stressed 
and K€ is proclitic. This would indicate that the position of word stress had an 
influence on the palatalization. It is true that many examples of G < <b in Coptic 
are found in the onset of a stressed syllable. 

133 According to Vycichls view ka must be by far the most common case since the 
combinations ki and ku would regularly have been lost by the earlier palatalization 
discussed in § 3.9.:1.. 

134 The transcription of this word is somewhat doubtful. 



Late palatalization of a velar fricative 

The velar fricative 4P seems to have been palatalised at approximately the same time as 

the velar stops. However this palatalization did not affect all Coptic dialects, at least as 

far as we can judge from the writing (for details and date U'W § 3.8.4)· In those dialects in 

which the palatalization was active, it affected a clear majority of all instances of <lp, 

hut no exact conditions are known. Analogical levelling has probably obscured the 

picture. Note the following minimal pairs: 
• IJ.nd "'to tread" > �WNT /'hont/, h!)(ONT /'xont/ "to approach" 
• lj,nd "to plait" (since NK) > s,twWNT /'Jontl (CERNY 1.976: 246) 

• slJ.t "'to weave" > SC002€ /'soha/ (more rarely also SCCilllJ€), hcOO!>J /soxi/ 
• slJ.t "field" > SCOOW€ /'soJa/ 

• !Jnr (!JI) "to be hoarse" > '2Cll<\ /'hoV, h::XU?. /'xoV 
• !Jnr (.{}l) "to scatter" > s,byf(t)� /J ol/ "to flow" 

Again we have some relics of morphophonological alternation: 
• llJ "what?" > s,bO,_UJ /aJ/ 
• il.J r-k "what is to you?; why do you ( ... )?" > so.zpo-K /ah'nk/, hO,.!)O-K (with 

irregular loss of -r-) 

• !Jmnw "eight", rendered as !Ja-ma-an in cuneiform transcription in the New Kingdom 

(,.., appendix 3) > '!!!.IIO'IfN /'Jmun/, bgf.IIHN 
• !Jmn.t "eighty" > ��EN€ /hma'ne/, b!>o..A\N£ 

• cnf! "to live" > s,h(!)N2, /onh/ 
• scn.f! "to cause to live, to nourish" > SCMNI!J /'sa:nJ/, bg(O.NI!J 

• sljt "to weave" > SCOOZ€ /'soha/ - COOI!J€, bcro!>l 
• sljt.tj "weaver" > SWtT /'Jtit/ ( < */'sJtitl) 

Other cases of palatalization 

There are slight indications that Bohairic may have had palatal sonorants (e.g. [ni], [�]). 
,.., §§ 3.•7·3 and 3.•7+ 
For the palatalization of the original liquid <h > /j/ � § 3.1.4.2.1.. 
For the palatalization of Is/ > [J] in the Napatan dialect of Egyptian � §3.10. 

Palatal fronting 

Around the end of the Old Kingdom, <1) and <d) frequently merged with <b and <d>, a 

process which I call palatal fronting. Many of the palatal stops which originally seem to 

have developed from velars were again eliminated from the language by this process. The 

conditions for palatal fronting are unknown. We can say that palatal fronting took place 
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more frequently than not; palatals were affected almost throughout when they were the 
last consonant in a word. As with palatalization, our main problem in determining exact 

rules lies in the generalization of one stop articulation to all derivations of a lexematic 

group. Furthermore, no traces of morphophonological alternation seem to be left in 
Coptic. 

STEINDORFF (1.89�: 7�o) considers it possible that <t� and <d) originally represented two 

sounds each, one of which later merged with the dentals while the other did not: 

"Es ist nun nicht unwahrscheinlich, dass die Zeichen 1r"= und �l urspriing
lich je zwei verschiedene Laute zum Ausdruck gebracht haben und class sich 
hieraus ihre verschiedene Behandlung im Aegyptischen erkHirt; doch ist es 
auch mOglich, class sich die Spaltung der &==:� und ""1 aus je einem Laute 
vollzogen hat." 

The first assumption was accepted by SETHE (1899-:1.902: I, § 3o6) and still by C zERMAK 

(193:1./34: §§ 34, 43) whereas Sethe had abandoned it in the meantime (SETHE 1912). 

VYcrcnL (:1.93s-38: 39o) tries to find a phonetic cause and suggests that palatals were 

fronted before a and u but preserved before i, which indeed seems plausible from a 

typological point of view. Since the pronominal suffix (�. sg. fern.) -!, which is assumed to 

have developed from *ki (u;j=' § 3.9.:1.), was likewise fronted, this rule had to be modified: 

"Das gilt natiirlich nur ftir die betonte Silbe von Substantiven mit fester Vokalisation" 

(VYciCHL 1953b: 376). Vycichl seems to have always stuck to his theory (VYciCHL :1.990: 

207, but cf. ibidem p. 120). 

Os!NG (198ob: 946£.) gives the following rule which completely avoids involving the 
vocalic environment: 

"d > d und t > t immer, sofem d/t letzter starker und nicht zugleich erster 
Radikal [footnote: Ausnahme: bei Reduplikation kann 1 erhalten bleiben]; d 
> d auBerdem immer vor [Osing implies: without regard to whether a vowel 
intervenes or not] b und h, jedoch nie vor �. ', f; auBerhalh dieser 
Bedingungen d > d und 1 > t anscheinend fakultativ." 

This rule seems to cover most of the observable cases, cf. for instance the following 

words in -d1 and -14 respectively: 
• w41 (w[V)'diW) "to he safe" > s,b()��l /'wcaj/ 
• 'd1 (''adW) "guilty" > Old Coptic 02S. 

• w1d ('wa�dV) "to he green" > s,hQ'!i{I)T /'wot/ 
• '14 ('[VnvdV) .. end" > '>Eo.T /�'at/ 

but: wdJ ('wid�V) "to go away" > SO'Cf€1T€ /'wit�/ 

Osing's rule seems somewhat complicated and unnatural and does not make predictions 

for all environments. However, I cannot make a better proposal. The alternative proposal 

by Steindorff should still be considered a serious possibility, although it does not explain 

why -4 I -l were fronted almost without exception as the last consonant in a word. 



Palatal fronting is reflected in writing in two ways: .t) Fronted palatals are very fre
quently written as dentals from the Middle Kingdom on. 2) On the other hand, (original) 
dentals can be written as palatals by hypercorrection. Such hypercorrect writings are 
comparatively rare in Middle and Late Egyptian but become very frequent in Neo-Middle 
Egyptian (cf. JANSEN-WINKELN <996: § 59-6<). 

From the end of the Old Kingdom, the sign � <t� is attested in an alternative form with 
a diacritic stroke: = .  The latter is believed (Eo EL .195.sf64: I, § .tu; GARDINER .1957: 

523) to have been used only for those instances of et� which did not undergo fronting. 
However the distinction between � and = is not maintained very consistently 
throughout the texts; a detailed examination of this problem would be welcome. 

Compared with palatalization, palatal fronting is far less attested in languages. 
Nevertheless, a case of unconditioned palatal fronting is found in modern Egyptian 
Arabic. The phoneme corresponding to the Arabic letter c which is derived from Proto
Semitic /g/ is now pronounced /g/ (Cairo and surrounding areas) or ltl "' !:) (parts of the 
Delta, parts of Middle Egypt, widely also in Upper Egypt as a prestige pronunciation) 
and frequently realized as /dl in Upper Egypt where it has merged with original /d/ (..)).135 

3.g.8 Palatals as a product of conflation 

In very rare cases, a sequence of two consonants can conflate into a single palatal sound. 
In the transition from Old to Middle Egyptian, the sequence cb + <ih merged to <t� in the 
divine name Seth (!IF § 4.8.3). 

The Egyptian syntagm r,l(i.t) (> t when in isolation) + Sm (> \!f€) "to cause to go" 
develops into the Coptic verb 52S.O, i>Go "to send". It is noteworthy that Bohairic chooses 
the aspirate palatal stop in preference to the non-aspirate one. 
The syntagm d(i.t) + lj.pr "to cause to become" develops into 52S.nO, h25.�0 (but 8TQ.nO) ••to 
produce". 
In addition to these regular examples of merger, the sequence T + Yf is sometimes 
replaced by 2S. in certain non-standard Coptic texts, and we also encounter converse 
writings iW for expected .2S. (cf. CRuM .1939: 745; K.AHLE .1954: I, 132, .146). 

3.1.0 Sibilants 

We leave aside Egypiian /J/ dh here which has arisen from /x/ by palatalization, � 

§ 3.9.3. 

Egyptian has two elementary graphemes for rendering sibilants. There are somewhat con
fusing usages for transcribing them. Some scholars render q as cS� and ---- as <S>, others 

.t35 BEHNSTEDT & Wornrcu (.t985ff.: I, 70 and II, maps nos . .10-15). � also note in 
§ 3.3.8.<. 



render q as <S> and -'<>-- as <Z> (I@" § 2.6.2). I have adopted the latter usage in this book. 

The signs <S> and <Z> become allographs in Egyptian texts from the Middle Kingdom on, 

their choice primarily depending on calligraphic considerations. In Coptic, both of them 

are represented uniformly as C /s/. As HoMMEL (:1892) first recognized, the choice of <S> or 

<Z> is, however, very consistent for a given lexeme in Old Egyptian, which caused him to 

conclude that both signs must have noted two different sounds at that stage. 

Due to the early date of their phonetic merger, namely at a time from which no transcrip

tion of an Egyptian word into any other writing system is known, it is very difficult to 

determine what the difference between <S> and <Z> vias. I will not make a decision on this 

issue but will merely cite the assumptions that have been advanced to date: 
• HoMMEL (:1�2: 9) suggests that q etymologically corresponds to Hebrew tJi and _ _,.� 

to Hebrew C. This is represented in the transcription symbols <5> and <s>. 
• Based on alternative etymologies, DYROFF (:19:10: note 2 on p. 3o) (cf. SETHE :19:12: 

g8) suggests that � was voiceless and - was voiced. This has become probably the 

most wide-spread opinion on the topic and is reflected in the transcription symbols 

<S> versus <Z>. 
• CALLENDER (:1975: 8f.) describes q as an aspirate and - as a non-aspirate continu

ant. This exotic interpretation has not been adopted by any subsequent scholar. 
• Based on the rules of compatibility restriction (I@' § 4.:1:1), BAER (:1985) argues in an 

unpublished paper that <Z> was originally a stop or an affricate rather than a spirant. 

His arguments are confirmed by ScHENKEL (:1986: 7of.) who assumes that """"'""' is an 

affricate as opposed to the fricative q. 
• :ICAMMERZELL (:1995: XLiv, XLvi, XLix and :1998a: 3p.) suggests that q was a palatal and 

-=- a dental fricative and that - ultimately is a development from /t/. In his view, 

the merger of both sibilant phonemes into /s/ at the end of the Old Kingdom is a 

consequence of the palatalization of /x/ (=<8>) to /S/ which seems to have happened 

only a little earlier (lEO' § 3.8.•). 
• LoPRIENO (:1995: 34) suggests that q is a voiceless palatal and --=- a voiced ejective 

dental fricative. 

In the Napatan dialect of Egyptian (I@' § 2.3.), <S> and <S> frequently interchange in 

writing. This interchange is only attested where, judging from the evidence of Coptic, a 

stressed front vowel followed, sometimes also where an unstressed (front?) vowel 

followed. I assume that /s/ was palatalized in this environment and merged with /J/, so <S> 

and <J > could be written without distinction here. This is discussed in detail in PEusT 

(1999). Examples: 
• Egyptian sbj "enemy" ('subjV) > Old Coptic CHB /'se�/ (WESTENDORF :1965/77: s36), 

but Napatan sbj "' Sbj, possibly pronounced ['Je�]. 
• 

• 

Egyptian Sm > Sj "to go" > s,b,SWE /'Jc/, but Napatan sj ....., Sj, possibly pronounced 

I'J•J. 

Egyptian m:sc ('maS'i'V) "to walk" > 5.M00YfE /'m:J:J;�/, b.MOQ!I /'m:JJi/, (> *'maS�V) > 

a.o\\0.0.2€ /'ma:h;�/, but Napatan m'Sc "" msl], (on the devoicing c > 1], I@" §  3.6.4.3). 



3.1.:1 Liquids 

3.U.1 Overview 

I assume that Earlier Egyptian had three liquid phonemes - whose exact phonetic nature 
is difficult to determine - rendered by two graphemes. Most instances of the phoneme 
written as �h merged with /j/ after the Middle Kingdom (� § 3 . .1.4.2 • .1.), and it thus lost 
its liquid character. The remaining two phonemes were retained as /r/ and /1/ until 
Coptic, but /r/ often developed into Ill in the Fayyumic dialect of Coptic under still 
unknown conditions. Furthermore, in a minority of words �h was not palatalized but 
preserved as /r/ or f)j in Coptic. 
For the slight possibility that Late Egyptian additionally had velarized Jrw/ and flwj �@=' 

§ 5·6·4·3. 
The principal developments of Egyptian liquids can be summarized as follows: 

liquid Old and Middle Late Egyptian Demotic Cop tic (other i 
no. Egyptian than Fayyumic) 
i) d> = /rJ - - -

•) m = lrJ m = /r/ <r> = /r/ P = /r/ 
3) <r> = fl! <r> "' <Ill'l "" <n> = 11/ <f> - <h = nl " = Ill 

3.H.2 The liquid character of d> 

Since the sound written d> had already merged with <j' by the New Kingdom and was 
completely lost in Coptic in most positions (I@'> § 3 . .14.2.1), early Egyptologists had a 
hard time interpreting it. Based on pure guesswork, it was provisionally assigned the 
sound value nl (cf. STEINDORFF 1892: 72sf., CzERMAK .1931/34: 104-108). An unspecific 
transliteration symbol <h was invented which is somewhat reminiscent of <> '• the Semi
tistic transliteration symbol for the glottal stop (l/. Subsequently, a few etymological 
connections with Semitic languages were found which seemed to support this interpreta
tion (cf. OstNG 1997); however, contradicting etymologies can also be found (�@'> below). 

An etymological relationship between <h and Semitic /r/ was already suspected by ER MAN 
(.1892: u3, u6f.). However, even if accepted, this fact alone would not prove that d, still 
had the value /r/ in historical Egyptian. When Egyptian transcriptions of Semitic names 
from a time as early a� the Middle Kingdom were discovered, better founded insights into 
the value of d> became possible. It can be clearly seen here that both <r> and <h can 
render both Semitic /r/ and !11 alike (e.g. lwSimm "Jerusalem", SETHE .1926: s3), whereas 
<h never corresponds to a Semitic glottal stop. This shows clearly that <h, like <r>, was 
indeed some kind of liquid at least by the time of the Middle Kingdom. It took, however, 
several decades until the first scholars actually pronounced this evident conclusion (first 
LoRET 1945 still with weak arguments; more convincingly HooGE 1966: 43-47). 



At present there are basically two opinions on the Pre-Late Egyptian values of �n and d>: 
t) The traditional view holds that �r> is a liquid (usually assumed to be /r/) and d> a 

glottal stop m (e.g. VERGOTE '945' ?6. 109-H4 and 1973/83: lb. § o6; En EL '95.sf64: 
I, § <3<; OsiNG 1997) 

2) The more recent view holds that both �r> and d> are liquids: 

<f> = /r/, <!> = /lJ (LoRET 1945) 

�r• = /r/, <�> = Ill or Id (HouGE 1977: 932-934, 1991b: 383, and 1.992) 

<r> = /1/, eh = /r/ (ScuENKEL 1990: 34, 36, 44) 

•r• = Ill, <h = /r/ � I•/ (KAMMERZELL 1995: XLVIi, XUX) 
m = /c/, d> = /B) (LoPRIENO 1995: 33). 

SATZINGER (1994a: 202-205) occupies an intermediate position. Accepting that eh 
etymologically corresponds to /r/ or Jl/, he assumes that in some dialects of Egyptian this 
sound value was preserved until a comparatively late period, but that in other dialects 
the liquid had already shifted to nt by the time of the invention of writing. 

In Mroasiatic etymological cognates, en seems easier to relate to Semitic !If than to /r/, 
whereas for d> both correspondences seem to he frequent (RossLER 1971: 314, ScHNEIDER 

1997: 193). On the other hand, <h is comparatively rare in word anlaut (� appendix 1 
and see KAMMERZELL 1998a: 33), which is a typologically well-known characteristic of /r/ 
(word-initial r- in unknown or restricted to loan words e.g. in Ancient Greek, Armenian, 
Basque, Mongolian, and Turkish). For this reason, I prefer Schenkel's/ Kammerzell's 
solution, although this does not imply a judgement about the exact phonetic realization. 

3.u.3 The opposition of /r,/ and /1/ 

Earlier �r> corresponds to p /r/ in most Coptic words, but in quite a number of cases it 
appears as (\ n/. Since no phonetic condition for a split development is evident, I suggest 
that the grapheme <r> represented two distinct phonemes /rJ and !1/ in Earlier Egyptian, 
as long as no better explanation is proposed.:L36 Consider the following minimal pairs (all 
these Egyptian words are attested since OK or MK): 

! �r• = /r,j <P = nf 
! •r> "mouth" > spo, f?..o. <rwh "to go away" > s(\o, f(\o_ ; 
' <(rQ> ''to swear" > SffiPK, foo(\K /rq> "to bent" > Sffi(\K 
' 

•hr• "_lgod)Horus" > -zrop <<r• '"to ascend" > 51(1)(\ ' 
•hri> "to he content" > �€PI, SZPP€ •bry.t> "fear" > ilQEi\1 

<Ptn ""to see" > 5rTOOOOP€ <W<n '"to run" > s,fQ1f(OO)(\€ 

t36 VYctcHL ( 1990: .111f.) assumes that the words exhibiting the development <r• > (\ 
originate from a '"Heliopolitan" dialect. Similarly LoPRJENO (1995: 3t). 
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One rule is apparent, though, namely that <r> is always reflected as Coptic � in a word 
which also contains <h.i37 Examples: 
• Jri C�ariV) "bandage" (since NK) > Iroz.. 
• Uno ('iV�VrwV) (a kind of grass) (since OK), also written ilnr in Late Egyptian > 

hb._?\1, Old Coptic �(\J .. fenugreek"138 
• ilrr.t "grape" (since OK) > SE(\00�€ 
• f.J,ltrw (bV�'tarwV) "ichneumon" (since MK) > hg!b..eoo�1l9 
• S/rw ('saWrwV) "bundle" (since MK) > '!!JO:\ 
• tlrw (tVfruwV) a toponym (since NK), zi-lu-u in New Kingdom time cuneiform tran-

scription > SC€1-..H (GARDINER 1.947= n. 202*; FECHT 1.958: u8) 
• 4/r.t (dVfrVtV) "scorpion" (since OK), also written 4nryt in Late Egyptian > �(\H 

This is most easily explained as a compatibility restriction (on this topic I@'" § 4.1.1) 

against <h /r1/ and <r> /r.) within a word, while <h /r1./ and m /l/ can eo-occur. 

There seem to he two exceptions to this rule: 
• /Sr {'1aSrV) .. to roast" > OOPYI (with metathesis). Perhaps -r is a secondary develop

ment here, IIF § 3.<3.s. 
• dlr.t (d[V]'�VrtV) "fruit of the carob-tree" > 5AI€1P€, b2S.Jipl ,.,. 2S.INIPI14°, but cf. 

also the uniden'tified plant name 5.2S.I€1(\€ (CauM 1.939: 766). 

3.H.4 Developments in Later Egyptian 

/r1/ (<h) merged with <j> /j/ by the New Kingdom (I@'" § 3.1.4.2.1.). From this time on, the 
sign <h was employed very inconsistently and became interchangeable with <j> in many 
words. 
If /r2/ and !l/ are indeed distinct phonemes in Earlier Egyptian, as I suggest above, we 
must accept the fact that they were not distinguished in writing. The script of the Late 
Kingdom still had only one grapheme <r> for expressing both /r/ and /1/ in native words, 
whereas in the specialized sub-system of writing which was employed for borrowed words -
("group writing", � § 5.4.2) a distinct grapheme De:>� B h which can be transliterated 
<nn, served to express !l/. This grapheme was applied to native words only occasionally 
(cf. 4/r.t .. scorpion" above). Curiously, <nr> is never found word-initially. Besides, /lJ 
occasionally seems to be written as �m.J.41. 

:t37 This rule is already stated by OstNG (1976a: note 755 on p. 676-678): "( ... ) ist in einer 
iigypt. Konsonantenfolge -�r- das r auch sonst recht hiiufig in l iibergegangen" and 
similarly by SATZINGER (1994a: 197). I have no examples of <r> preceding <h. 

138 OstNG (1976a: note 1063 on p. 814), the Old Coptic form from OstNG (1.998: I, 106, v). 
:t39 Perhaps borrowed as ?inry "cat" into Hebrew, cf. VYciCHL (:t�3: 258). 
1.40 For meaning and etymology cf. AuFRERE (1983). 
141. Cf. dnm "furrow", Dynasty u, from Semitic film, > Coptic sno�"-'TN0...¥1, haZ..ro.M. 

HocH (•994' no. s64)· 



The group-writing element mr> was not taken over into Demotic. Instead a new grapheme 

•h was created from <r> by means of a diacritic stroke.-42 

The so-called lambdacism in F ayyurnic 

One of the most salient features of the Fayyumic dialect of Coptic IS its so-called 

"lambdacism": In Fayyumic � !l/ appears in many, but not all cases in which the other 

Coptic dialects have p /r/. Thus we have three sets of sound correspondences:143 

1.) p throughout, e.g. 5pH, fp€ "sun"; Sf:polT€, �PWf "milk" 

2} � in Fayyumic, p in the other dialects, e.g. spo.N, f?>.EN "name"; 5YJHp€, fYJH?>.I 
"child" 

3) ?>. throughout, e.g. s�o.c, �EC "tongue"; so.�€. ��H "to ascend". 

Although no phonetic conditions have been proposed to date for the development of these 

three subsets, I hesitate to assume that they are reflexes of three distinct original liquid 

phonemes since split developments from a single etymological source can he found: 
• The ancient word pr "house" is preserved in sppo, !fppo. "king, pharaoh" ( < pr-c; 

"great house"; n- was reinterpreted as a definite article and deglutinated}, but also 

in s.2S.€N€-fl00P, f2S.€�€-fl0� "roof (lit.: top of house)". The liquid belongs to class :L) 
in the former compound but to class 2) in the latter. 

• irj,.t "to do" > Sflp€, fJ�I (= class 2), but dj,.t irj, "to cause to do" > BTP€-, fTp€-(stat. 
pron.} (= class :L)--44 

• In the archaic Fayyumic Papyrus Hamb. Bil. I the verb for "to be strong" (Egyptian 

drJ) is written .2S.�O. in the infinitive but .2S.O.P in the stative {see ScHENKE 1.991_: 93). 

In all other Fayyumic texts this morphophonological alternation has been elimi

nated: They have p throughout as do the other Coptic dialects. 

Throughout the other Coptic dialects, variation of?>. and P is uncommon, the only clear 

example being SGOO�n, htsoopn "to uncover", a word of unclear etymology. 

The integration of Greek liquids in borrowings into Coptic has not yet been explored 

systematically. In most cases, at least as far as literary texts are concerned, A. and p are 

retained as in the source language.145 This seems to be true even of many Fayyumic texts. 

:142 See CLARYSSE & VAN DER VEKEN {:L983: 1_42f.). The first examples of Demotic <1) are 
found around 265nc; by the 2nd century BC the use of <h had become quite regular 
although occasional writings of m for /1/ can still be found in the Roman period. 

:L43 Group 2) is the most numerous. A list of words belonging to group :L} is given by 
ScHENKE (1991_: 92). 

144 This is not true for all Fayyumic texts since some have TE-. The existence of another 
variety T?>.€- is doubtful; T�€- is, however, attested as the status nominalis, cf. 
DIEBNER & KAsSER (1989: 36o). 

145 In SZ0.'6'GO.(\, ho.'lf.zs.O.'i\., f20.'1i'GH� "anchor", which is considered an early loan from 
Greek Oyx:upa (WESTENDORF 1.965/77: 405; FEcHT 1_985: 93f.), Greek p is irregularly 
represented as ?>.. 



I am unable to say whether any Greek liquid could be adopted as liquid no. 2: in the 

process of borrowing. However, earlier loans frequently rendered liquid no. 2: as the 
following examples show: 
• 5KO'linp, hXO'ifnEp, fKO'ifflEi\ "henna", a wandering word, cf. Hebrew i@.!l, Greek 

K1mpoc; "" Kinq>l<;, modern Nubian koftl� .146 
• s,b..-1\opT, f..-1\0..(\T "beard", attested in the Roman period as mrt once each in hieratic 

(SAUNERON :1.952:: :1.2:, line :t.3) and in Demotic (ERlCHSEN 1.954: 1.69) script, probably 

borrowed from a predecessor of modern Berber147 
• 5Cip, fcEii\ "leaven" from Semitic, cf. Hebrew ik� "leaven" 
• 5Tpfp, baprp, fTpli\-nfi\ "oven" < Late Egyptian trr "oven", from Semitic Vinr 

(� appendix 5) 
• syJ8Hp, bgjct-Hp, fWBHi\ "friend" < Late Egyptian {Dynasty 2::1.) !Jbr ••associate" from 

the Semitic root V!Jbr "to associate" (Hocu 1.994: no. 333) 

3.u.6 Exceptional preservation of Earlier Egyptian /rJ (<l>) 

There seem to be several cases in which written <h of Middle Egyptian corresponds to Ill 
or /r/ in later stages of the language. If these etymologies are correct, we have to 

conclude that Middle Egyptian /r1/ in some cases escaped being weakened to /j/. 

Examples of <h > i\: 
• fb!J "to bum" (MK, rare and uncertain) > '·"Mlll!!f (VycrcuL <983: 95) 
• fhw "sorrow" (since MK) > '"E2 (CERNY <976: 75) 
• w/s "to fall into ruins" (since OK) > s,hO'ifOOi\C "to be bent, to be confounded" 

(VYCICHL <983: o3o) 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

b// "eyeball" (OK, rare) > Late Egyptian bnr > Demotic bl > Coptic Bb..i\ "eye" 

(WILSON '997' 3ort.) 

1,./g "to be happy" (since MK) > Late Egyptian l,.nrg > Demotic l,.lg > Coptic 

SZi\06, bzi\o� "to be pleasant" 

lj.J (exclamation of desire) (since OK) > Late Egyptian lf,nr148 (the writing mn 

probably indicating !If) 
bp/ "navel" (since OK) > SZi\flE, b�(\f(f (metathesis has to be assumed) 

klk/ "blister" (NK) > 8KE:\KO'lri\E "pocks" 

dlgy "bat" (since MK); in Coptic this word appears in manifold variants such as 

"GING'I-00, "600'1.6£<',(1), bz;.£'1.2S.01r, f6£p600 etc. 

Examples of <h > P: 
• m/w "to be new" (since OK) > Demotic mly > f..-1\0'6'( "new"; additionally, from 

Demotic on we find bry > Coptic SSppE, h.fBEpl "new". Cf. also Old Nubian �fPI- et 
var., modern Nobiin mlr�i "new" (BaowNE .tgg6: u8, WERNER 1.997: 368). 

1.46 VYclCHL (1.983: 84f.). The Nubian form is taken from KHALIL (1.996: 65). 
1.47 BEHRENS (:t.g84f8s: .t6o and 1.63), VYclcHL (1.983: no). 

<48 Wb lll, uf.; cf. MEEI<S (<997' 4' and 4.sf.). 
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• f!,lt .. to rage'' (NK) > SUJWPT, b!JopT (verb in stative form), but also > Demotic !Jyt 
> sg]O€JT (adjective) 

• q/J .. hill" (since OK) > Demotic qr > Coptic 8Kpo, hxpo "shore" (VYciCHL :t.983: 

Ss) 
Some more possible examples are cited by SATZINGER (:t.994a: :1.99). 

3.H.7 Egyptian <n) corresponding to Demotic-Coptic !l/ 

There are a few words in which older n seems to be represented as l from Demotic on149, 

e.g.: 
• nw.t "yarn, cord" (since MK) > s,b:\�:'ij'Q "sail" 
• nn (NK) "bed" > "1-0?, (see 0SINc <976a: <7<) 
• ns "tongue" (since OK)1so > Demotic ls > s,b(\O.C (compare Arabic U � lisan

"tongue") 
• nqc.wt "sycamore figs" (since OK) > Demotic llqw > 8€:\Kffi, b€:\KO'lr (OsrNG 

:1.976a: note g3o on p. 765-768) 
• �fnn.t (a reptile) (OK) > Demotic lifll.t > '2<l-q<\E€<\€ "lizard"" 

Three alternative explanations are possible: 

:t.) There was a sound change n > l under unknown conditions. 

2} l is  original in these words and was merely written as <n> in the older periods. Seve

ral scholars (e.g. EnEL :1.95s/64: I, § :t.3o; VYciCHL :1.990: uof.) prefer this assumption 

because of supposed Mroasiatic etymologies with l. This scenario is, however, hard 

to reconcile with the view that the grapheme <r> is the regular means of expressing 

Ill (mi" § 3.u . .:t.). For further considerations see WEsTENDORF (:1.962: §§ 5of.). 
3) The correspondence Egyptian n - Demotic-Coptic l is actually the notation of a 

third sound different from the primary phonetic correlates of both <n• and <h (thus 

l<AMMERZELL '995= XLIII f.). 

The development n > l by sonorant shift is discussed in § 3.:t.6+ 

3.u.8 Other exceptional developments 

There is slight evidence for an occasional sound change <h > n, cf. OsiNG (:t.976a: note 
964 on P· 777-78o). 
For similar sound changes as a result of sonorant shift triY § 3.:16·4· 

:1.49 On less certain evidence for the development In/ > Ill from Pre-Demotic times cf. 
OsrNc (:t.976a: note 884 on p. 732£.). 

:150 From the Old Kingdom, I know of writings with the biconsonantal sign <DS) only for 
which theoretically an alternative reading, like <rs), could be postulated. However, 
from the Middle Kingdom on there are explicit writings containing the monoconso
nantal sign <n> (see Wb 11, 320,:12, Belegstellen) . 

• 3. 



3.:12 Lahials 

Overview 

I assume the following inventories of labial phonemes for three stages of the language: 

Egyptian <P> fphf .b. !hi(> /Pil ,f, If! <W� /w/ <m> /m/ 

Bohairic Clll!!ic <I! !o•f (- IT) <b> /6/ - [bl q if/ (OW /w/ "' /m/ 

Sahidic Coptic n /o/ •h• !PI q if/ (0)1f /w/ "' /m/ 

There are five Egyptian graphemes for labial consonants: <f>, <h>, <p>, <ID>, and <W>. For the 

latter three, all available evidence points to the sound values /p(h)f (on the question of 

aspiration � § 3.!2), /m/, and /w/ (see discussion on glides in § 5·9), respectively. The 

nature of <f> and <h> is somewhat less clear. 

Systematic considerations have led RossLER (:1971: 2:8o) to assume that the sound written 

<f> was originally an emphatic bilabial plosive /p/. However, in lexical roots of Earlier 

Egyptian, <f> does not pattern with <h> (� § 4.u.l) which supports the interpretation of 

<f) as a fricative (IU.MMERZELL 1_995: XLviii, 1_998a: 38). This latter assumption can also be 

supported etymologically, cf. KAMMERZELL (1_991_b: 1_90f.). 

The regular Coptic equivalent of Egyptian <f, is the sound written q, which is one of the 

specific Coptic signs added to the Greek alphabet. The sign q is ultimately derived from 

the hieroglyphic monoconsonantal sign � <f�. q represents a labiodental (OF § 3.1_2:.5) 

voiceless fricative /f/ which is how it is regularly rendered in Arabic. 

<f, is rarely employed for rendering Semitic loan words in Late Egyptian,-151 which agrees 

with its interpretation as /f/ (there was no If! in Proto-Semitic). 

There is graphical variation <P' "" <f> in the verb "to cook" psi "'fsi > SJTI(€ and perhaps 

in a few more words (cf. EDEL 1_95.sf64: I, § u4; VERNUS 1_987). For a possible explanation 

cf. KAMMERZELL (1_992:: 1_7.tf. and 1_998a: 37)· 

3.u.3 •p• 

At the dental, palatal, and velar places of articulation, there were two voiceless stops 
each which appear to have been distinguished by the presence or absence of aspiration 

(� § 3.2). The labial set of consonants is defective in this respect, and no contrast of 

this kind can be found here. Bohairic Coptic shows that the only voiceless labial stop 

belonged to the aspirate class: It is preserved as an aspirate � /ph/ when directly preced

ing the stressed vowel within a morpheme, as well as when directly preceding sonorants; 
in the remaining cases it is written n /p/, similarly to the other aspirate stops. 

15:1 Aside from a few cases where it renders Semitic /p/, see Hocu (1994: 401, 43o). 



However, a marginal opposition between aspirate � /ph/ and non-aspirate JT /p/ has begun 

to develop by Bohairic. First, the stop is written JT even before a stressed vowel if a 
morpheme boundary intervenes. Thus, virtual phonological contrasts arise such as JT-HI 
"the house" - �HI "leap", or JT-(1)()1r "the glory" - �(1)()'6' "theirs". Furthermore, the 

stop is written JT before the stressed vowel if a consonant once intervened which was lost 

in Bohairic. I know only two such cases: hJTHpf /peri/ "quail" < Egyptian pcr.t 
{p[V]'curtV) and bfJTHJT /�'pep/ (month name) < Egyptian ipip (i[V]p'iupV). This n can in 

theory contrast with � (I can only offer a near-minimal pair hnHpl /'peril "quail" � �IPI 
J'phiri/ ''to come forth"). Based on these examples, one could posit a phonological 

contrast n /p/ - � /ph/ for Bohairic, which would however be of a very marginal 

nature,J.5� If we take Greek loans into consideration, where 1t and � are usually preserved 
as in the source language, the contrast will be much more evident. 

•p> is often not tolerated in direct contact with a dental stop and shifts to Coptic B /P/ or 
01r /w/, or is lost completely.:�.s3 This sound shift is almost obligatory for •p• preceding T: 
• Jpd ''bird" > S006T /opt/ 
• Jw "to load" > swrn /'otp/ but in Bohairic WBT /'opt/ with metathesis (attested only 

once) 
• ptr-s "look at it!" > Demotic ts (djs) (presentative particle) {etymology by SursHA

HALEVY '98j): 4•7) 
• *sptw.t > SCT(I) /'sto/ "river bank" (FECHT 1!)6o: note 227 on p. 76) 
• spd.t "Sirius (star)" > 5(T�JT)COTE /tap's-:Jt�/ et var.; aro{h<; in Greek transcription 

(CERNY :1.976: 1.92) 
• spd4 "to prepare" > 'COliT€ fso�to/, hco&t 
• tp-dbn (place name) > T01rTOlN /tu'ton/, T£fhuvtc; in Greek transcription (OsrNG 

.1976a: note 8!19 on p. 7.13) 

But: pt� (divine name) > fDa in Greek transcription, snr�z /'ptah! 

This sound shift is attested but not obligatory for •P• following T: 
• stp "to choose" > SC(I)Tfl /'sotp/ 
• tp-n-Uw.t "animal" > S"ffiNH /tP'ne/ 

While Greek loan words are left unaffected by this development for the most part (cf. 
Bi\.O..JTT€1 "to harm", BOHLIG :1.954: 47), there is a Bohairic rendering i\€BTON for i\€JTTON 

(a coin) < h:nOv (CauM :1.939: 27). 

We can place this development into a wider context. According to the rules of consonant 
incompatibilities (� § 4.u), (P' could not eo-occur with (k• and •q• in Earlier Egyptian. 

So there were already some restrictions for (P' to be part of a cluster of stops within a 

1.52 Another solution would be to assume that a reflex of Egyptian (h and /, is still pre-
sent in Bohairic although not expressed in writing. This is HrNTZE's (1.980: 59) solu
tion who interprets hJTHPI as /p?.e:�/ and b€JTHn as /'bp?.e:p/. On this � § 3.4.2. 

1.53 This rule was first formulated by STEtNDORFF (.1894: .10), albeit in a somewhat more 
restricted fonn. 



morpheme. This tendency is greatly expanded by the Coptic restriction to combine n with 
T, the latter being the primary successor of no less than four Egyptian stops (<b, <d>, <1> ,  

<d>). 

For rare cases of a development p > b outside this condition see OsrNG (1.976a: note 461. 

on p. S73) and WARD (<975). 

<h> in E gyptian 

In mutual Egypto-Semitic transcriptions, Egyptian <b> corresponds well to Semitic /b/ (cf. 
Hocu 1.994: 40.1f., 431., 435). In Coptic, its principle representative is B which seems to 
render [p], more rarely [h] (� below). However, <b> regularly develops into n /p/ in all 
Coptic dialects if it is the last consonant in a word and does not fonn part of a cluster in 
the Paleo-Coptic reconstruction: 
• �lb (l)M'lahV) "feast" > '-"QOIT /'hop/ 
• web (w[V]'<abV) "to he pure" (infinitive) > SO'lfOn /'w3p/ 
but: 
• hJb ('halb V) "to send" > '·"zoo6 !hoW 
• w(b.w ('wa<VbwV) "to be pure', (stative) > SO'lf��8 /'wa:Pf, ho'lf�8 

This is probably a case of word-final desonorization. We can assume that at a time subse
quent to the Paleo-Coptic stage the final vowels postulated for Paleo-Coptic disappeared 
after single consonants but were retained after consonant clusters. Any /b/ which 
happened to be word-final at that stage lost its sonority. When more word-final vowels 
were dropped later, the desonorization rule was no longer at work: 

Traces of the sound shift /b/ > /p/ can be found in writing from the New Kingdom on (cf. 
WARD 1.975: 6,P.). Apart from these regular cases, there are a few additional examples of 
a shift <h> > n for which it is difficult to give rules. 154 

The fact that <b> could develop into /p/ is a good indication that <b> indeed originally 
noted a stop rather than a fricative as Coptic 8 is. 

Exceptionally, <b> can develop into /w/: 
• sbJ "star" > s,h(:JO'lf /'siw/ 
• sbkw (divine name) > cro-uxoc; in Greek transcription (VYcrcuL :1983: 86) 

:154 See CRUM (:1939: 27), FECHT (:1985: note 8 on p. 88), OsrNG (:1976a: note 6:t4 on p. 
6<3f. and note 677 on p. 653), WARD (<975). 
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B in Coptic 

The primary phonetic value of the Coptic letter 6 was [p], a voiced bilabial fricative. In 
Coptic, B patterns together with the sonorants in that it can form a syllable nucleus (11'$' 

§ 5.:t.o) and triggers an epenthetic vowel in Akhmimic in words such as O'lfl€16€ "priest" 
< w'b (�IF § s.8.•). 
Bohairic seems to have had the peculiarity that B was realized as a stop [b] in word-final 
position (this affects word-final b's which had not �.lready become /p/ by the desonoriza
tion rule discussed in the preceding section). The [b]-pronunciation is suggested by the 
fact that there is graphical alternation with n in this position: 
• db' "seal" > 'TC!X!l6€ /'to,�a/, hTCOO-TOOn ftopt ['tob] 
• qlb "to double" > •KCOO /'kopt, hKCOO-Koon /'kop/ rkob] 
• mchf "thirty" > s��. bJ��.O..n (* .-\\0£ accidently not attested). 
• dbc ••finger" > STHHBE, lrrHB (*THn accidently not attested) 
I assume that Bohairic {b] is a phonetic archaism: fh/ usually shifted to !W but was 
preserved in Bohairic in word-final position. 

In the modern Late Coptic pronunciation, 6 is spoken /w/ in the beginning or middle of a 
word and !h/ at the end (SoBHY :1.9:1.5: q, VYCICHL :1.990: 3:�.). In borrowings into Arabic, 6 is 
most commonly rendered as /b/ or as /f/, sometimes also as /w/. (Arabic has /b/, /f/, /w/, 
but neither !PI nor /p/; /v/ is absent in Classical Arabic, but some educated speakers use 
it in European borrowings into Egyptian Arabic.) 
However, some records about Late Coptic pronunciation traditions suggest that non-final 
6 may have continued to be spoken as /Pf until a comparatively recent time. The Late 
Coptic transcriptions by RocnEMONTErx (:1.892) (on these I@' appendix 7), though being 
somewhat imprecise, are quite consistent in indicating a difference between four labial 
consonants: b (= /b/, for n,  �. and word-final 6), b' (probably = !PI, for word-initial and 
word-internal B), ou (= /w/, for (0)11'), and/(= /f/, for 'f). 
This seems to be confinned by Worrell's remarks about what he heard when, together with 
Vycichl, he recorded the traditional pronunciation of Coptic in the Upper-Egyptian 
village iz-Z-en1ya (IGY' § 2.!.1.:1.) (WoaRELL & VvctcHL :1.942: 324.): 

"The letter 6 is called Mda or veda { .. .  ]. The most common pronunciation is 
w, instead of which I think I have heard p, though Vycichl thinks not. [ ... ] v 
undoubtedly occurs, e.g. in ekvok, K600K. Bilabial fricatives are as foreign 
to Arabic as the dentilabial v. Arabic influence would change p to w and not 
to v, Though the v remains unexplained, it is more probably derived from p 
than from w, and p is probably the original sound. [ ... ] The letter q is called 
fa.j ( ... ], and is pronounced f, not t. though at times I have thought I heard t·" 

The bilabial nature of 6 seems to be confinned by a sound rule of Sahidic according to 
which original (f> usually develops into 6 before 01!' /u/.155 I suggest that the normally 

:1.55 I have no example to show how �f> developed before consonantal 01!' /w/. 



labiodental phoneme /f/ was pronounced as a bilabial (41] before the rounded vowel /u/, 
and this allophone [q,] was written with the letter for the bilabial /PI since both shared the 
same place of articulation. Although examples for this phenomenon are scarce since /u/ 
is a somewhat marginal phoneme in Coptic (I& § 5.3.2.), I consider it certain because 
morphological alternations both in nouns and in verbs can be found: 
• The regular plural form of '209 /'hof/ ( < lfftw) "snake" is '280'1'1 (probably /'hfuj/ 

pronounced as ['h41uj])j_s6. However, SZ06 for the singular and SZlJO'lfl for the plural are 
also encountered as rare by-fonns due to analogical confusion. 

• When the verb sooq€ /'of�/ "to press" is expanded by the suffix pronoun -O'lf /u/ 
"them", the result is 80BO'lf (/':Jfu/ = [':wj�u]) "to press them" (attested in DRESCHER 

:1970: uo, line :t3). 

In addition to the development just described, the graphical opposition between B and q is 
neutmlized to a considerable degree in many Coptic texts, especially Fayyumic and non
literary Sahidic.157 A detailed investigation into this phenomenon would be desirable. 

3.13 Early consonant losses and related phenomena affecting 
) . d <,>, <J>, <W>, an <r> 

General remarks 

Within the history of the Egyptian language, consonants were often lost completely. 
However this may be difficult to detennine based on the Egyptian writings. On the one 
hand, the non-representation of consonants in writing is a legitimate phenomenon of the 
Egyptian scripts and need not necessarily indicate its loss in the spoken language 
("defective writing", � § 2..6.4). On the other hand, historical orthography can easily 
hide a loss that has actually taken place on the phonological level. Ha  phoneme was lost 
in Egyptian, this did not typically lead to the simple omission of the corresponding 
phonogram in writing. Rather, the phonogram was retained although it no longer had a 
clear phonetic correlate, and its use may in fact have been extended. The various 
possible relations between phonemes and graphemes make this topic difficult to analyse 
for the earlier periods from which no transcriptions of Egyptian into other writing systems 
are extant. 

The orthographic shift <i> > <W> in word-final position 

Old Egyptian has numerous words terminating in -i. Most of these words underwent 
graphic changes by the time of Middle Egyptian so that word-final i became rare then. In 

:156 Not /-wi/, see OsiNG (:1976a: note :159 on p. 4:87-490). 
1.57 See e.g. CauM & WINLOCK (:19�6: 2.42.), KAHLE (:1.954: I, g3f. and :t36f.), KAsSER (:1.989: 

76-?8). 



a number of cases, word-final -i shifted to the newly fashioned letter -1 (ll@f' § �a.6.3), 
which should probably be regarded as a mere graphical change. In other cases, -i shifted 
to -w which at first glance looks like a sound change and is interpreted as such e.g. by 
EDEL (1959). To take an example, the Old Egyptian adjectival derivative suffix -i shifts 
to -·i, whereas the suffix of the stative -i shifts to -w. In the cases in which the graphical 
shift -i > -w takes place, there is no trace of a consonant left in the later transcriptions 
of Egyptian into other writing systems or in Coptic.:�.s8 For this reason I suggest that there 
was not really a sound change /j/ > /w/ but that both i and w were lost in certain 
environments so that both graphemes became functionally exchangeable in these 
positions. To take an example, the 3rd pers. sg. masc. stative form IJ,bs.i "(he) is covered" 
('}_tabVsiV) is generally written IJ,bs.w from the Middle Kingdom on. I assume that the fonn 
had not changed into *(t}.abVswV/ (or similarly) but was simply pronounced /'l].abVsV/ at 
that stage, the writing -w appearing only due to the fact that earlier spoken -w was 
regularly lost in the same position. The Coptic equivalent is s,btto&c /'h:>ps/. 
I am unable to explain why Old Egyptian -£ could appear both as -·i and as -w in Middle 
Egyptian. 

Word-final <h was retained in Middle Egyptian writing in two cases only: 
• The biconsonantal sign � (th (also written with additional phonetic complement d> 

as n) was sometimes preserved as such in Middle Egyptian, which certainly is a 
mere graphical phenomenon. The result was a virtual morphophonological variation 
in the personal endings of the Middle Egyptian stative -kw, -ti, -w as opposed to the 
"regular" fonns -Id, -ti, -i of Old Egyptian. :1.59 
Note, however, that some cases of Old Egyptian -ti could also be replaced by (-tw>, 
e.g. the passive marker (Old Egyptian) -ti > (Middle Egyptian) -tw. 

• If (h directly followed a stressed vowel, it could not he replaced by (W>. It was obvi
ously preserved in pronunciation here, sometimes even until Coptic: ht "husband" > 

�b.l, *mi (usually written im, graphical metathesis?) "give! (imperative)" > h.-'1\0I. 

158 1) The 3rd person masculine of the stative conjugation has a suffix Old Egyptian 
<0> "' (h > Middle Egyptian <0> "' <W> in the singular, and Old Egyptian (w(i)> > 
Middle Egyptian <W> in the plural (cf. Au.EN 1984: 385£. and I<AMMERZELL 1990: 187). 
The difference in number is neutralized from Late Egyptian on. While most statives 
have no suffix at all in Coptic (and may be derived from the old singular form), a few 
verbs have -(0)"0'" /w/ (e.g. SQH1r /'hew/ from SQ.€ /'he/ "to fall"). If my reasoning is 
true, -/w/ must reflect the original plural ending in these verbs. 
2) In the New Kingdom, a new suffix pronoun of the 3rd person plural -w appears 
which survives as -(0)11" in Coptic. There are two proposals for its etymology: 
VYciCHL (1953a: 387 and 1994: 249£.) connects it to the nominal plural ending -w, 
whereas EDEL (1959) derives it from the Old Egyptian adverbial ending -i. If my 
interpretation of the graphical shift d> > <W> is correct, then Edel's etymology 
would be phonetically impossible . 

.159 If my view is correct, it is unneccessary to posit different vocalization patterns to 
account for the alternation in Middle Egyptian as KAMMERZELL (1991a: 19of.) does. 



3.i3.3 Graphical change <W> > <y> between stressed vowel and 
consonant 

ScHENKEL (:1..962: 47-61) found a rule that <W> was usually written <Y' from the .1st Interme
diate Period on in the succession stressed vowel - <W • - consonant. j.6o It is possible to 
assume that there was indeed a phonetic change /w/ > /j/, hut we may also assume that 
both /w/ and /j/ were lost in this position, which led to an undifferentiated writing <y>. The 
latter hypothesis would account for the fact that, instead of <y>, there is frequently no 
consonant written here at all, unless this is assumed to be a case of defective writing. 

This sound shift seems to have led to morphophonological variation, which is, however, 
no longer visible in Coptic: 
• 

• 

• 

The infinitive of the frequent verb "to come" is written iw.t ('iiwtV) in the Old King
dom but iy.t (perhaps for 'iitV) from the Middle Kingdom on. Coptic has S€1 /i/, hJ.161 

In the ijeqanakhte letters from the early Middle Kingdom we find the writing l],bsy.t 
(originally I)[V]b'sVwtV, ?>  I)[V]b'sVtV) "concubine(?)" besides "bsw.t-j 
(Q[V]b'sVwVtjV or Q[V]bs[V]'wVtjV) "my concubine(?)" (example from ScHENKEL 

'-997a: 3u). 
In a literary text from the Middle Kingdom we find dp.t "boat" (originally 
*d[V]'pVwtV'6', ?> dM'pVtV) besides dpw.t-k "your boat"' (d[V]'pVwVtkV or 
dMp'wVtkV) (example from 5cHENKEL '-997a: 3i2). 

• The noun kJ.t (which should accordingly be vocalized k[V]'�V[w]tV) "work" renders 
an adjectival derivation klw.t"i (k[V]'�VwVtjV or k[VJ�'wVtjV) "worker" (attested 
since MK) (example from Vvcrcnt 1938). 

lkiY also § 3.'-4·•·5· 

Variation <W> fV <h in word-initial position 

A few words have variant writings w- "" i- in word-initial position in Earlier Egyptian, 
e.g.: 
• it - wt "barley'• (EoEL '-95sf64: § 144) > '€1CllT /'jot/, bf(l)T 
• ilf:!y "" wlf:!y "to be flooded", not preserved in Coptic 
• The complex phonogram V seems to have two sound values dp) and 1wp>. 
For further possible examples see Eo EL (1955/64: I, § 144). The nature of this 
phenomenon is not cle.ar. 

1.60 Schenkel formulates this rule in the framework of the traditional syllable structure 
rules: ("Intervokalisches w nach dem Tonvokal wird zu j", p. 51). For additional 
remarks see ScaENKEL (1979: note 39 on p. 38sf.). 

t6t Cf. WINAND (1.991.: 37-r£.) who, however, questions the etymological identity of iw.t 
and iy.t. Cf. further ALLEN (.1984: note .124 on page 52:1.). 

162 This word is accidently not attested with written -w- in the Old Kingdom, hut note 
the related noun dpw "boat" (Wb V 446f.) of masculine gender. 
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Variation <n "" <i> 

There is a group of words that show a variation it> "" <h "" 0 in Old Egyptian, most 

frequently in word-final position; the distribution of these writing variants seems so far 
unpredictahle.Wl Some examples are: 
• iwr "" iwi "" iw "to conceive" > sroro 
• mrz.t (form from RoQ.UET 1.979: 437) "" miz.t "" mz.t "liver" > Old Coptic .M.b..O'ij'C€ 
• zwr "" zwi ""' zw "to drink" > s,hcro 
• zr.t "' zi.t "sheep" > Old Coptic cpo, in Greek· transcription apm164 

• cllr - ell "to be red" > 'TOOPl!J, beoop!!f (with metathesis) (Au.EN 1!J34' 615) 
• The Old Egyptian verb dJ "to control, to subdue" (Au.tN :1984: 566) is written dJr "" 

dlir "" dJl from the Middle Kingdom on from which time it is frequently confused in 
writing with dr "to remove" (ALLEN :1984: 547). The Coptic s,bt /'ti/ "to fight" is 
possibly related (WESTENDORF ir/Js/77: !1:1.9)• 

Middle Egyptian frequently has a contaminated writing -<rh which probably indicates 
that the alternation had been eliminated one way or another. We do not know what the 
spoken language had at this stage. The most common opinion holds that m represents the 

more ancient state and eh was added later in writing to indicate the newly developed 

sound value (first SETaE :1�9-:1902: I, § 241.; accepted e.g. by EntL :195s/66: I, § :1.28, 

GARDINER :1957: § 279 and end of § 20, HoncE 1.977: 932, KAMMERZELL :1995: L, 
WtsTENDORF 1.,P2: § 49). However this view is hard to reconcile with Coptic forms in 
which -r is preserved (cpo, TOOp!!f). The loss of r in COO, 0000, etc. might be of a later date. 
MOLLER (1.909) adduces Mroasiatic etymologies to show that i is original in these words. 

His argumentation is not compelling, either. 

Consider the fact that in the well-known root bnr "" bni "' bn "to be sweet" the first 
variety does not conform to the rules of root compatibility for Earlier Egyptian ( � 

§ 4.1.:1). This indicates that r cannot be original at least in this word; r is either a later 
development or a hypercorrect writing. This root was studied by ScaENKEL (1.965) who 
states that the first writings as bnr appear as late as Dynasty 12 (cf. further VYciCHL :1990: 

59f., 21.7 on a possible etymological connection of this root to Berber). 

3.13.6 Early loss of <h? 

For a possible early loss of d) O:W § 4·8·7· 

163 On this phenomenon in general see EoEL (:1955/1964: I, § 128), RoQ.UET (1979: 444-
454), ALLEN (1984' •9)· 

164 See VYciCHL (1983: 195). On this word cf. also BEHRENS (:1984/85: 167). 



3.i4 Consonant losses by the time of Coptic 

General remarks 

As was explained in § 3.1.3.1, consonantal losses are often difficult to detect based on the 

Egyptian writing alone. The most trustworthy sources for consonantal loss are representa

tions in foreigri writing systems, including Coptic. In this section, I give a summary 

description indicating which Egyptian consonants were lost by the time of Coptic without 

discussing the exact chronological order of the particular sound developments. It is quite 

probable that the individual losses took place at different stages of the language. 

We observe that in the cuneiform attestations from the time of the New Kingdom, i.e. by 

the 14th and :t3th centuries BC, many consonants of the older language had already been 

lost although they were still written frequently (though no longer regularly) in contempo

rary Egyptian texts. The consonants are likewise missing in the Coptic equivalents of 

these words. Some examples: 

lost con- word in older Egyptian word in cuneiform word in Sahidic 
sonant writing transcription Coptic 

<l> ph.fi "mi�ht" I (mi-in-)pa-ah-ta(-re-a)•'s Old Coptic fli>.2T€ 

•Y• TTJ,y.t "north wind" j (ni-im-)ma-he-e166 1-"2H 
d> h/.t "front" I (pa-re-a-ma-)h��ru•"r '•b<J.H 

<W> i(w)nw "Heliopolis (city)" a-nai68 s,h(I)N 

<!"> nt.r "good" (pa-ha-am-)na-ta - '1101>"T€, bN01!"t 
I /Pa-ha-)na-teW. 

<!> ip.t "Luxor" (a-ma-an-)ap-pa - in the month name 
I ia-ma-an·l�-pt'7" •(ni>.)Ofl€, b(ni>.)Olfll 

Judging from evidence like this, it seems an appropriate generalization that most 

consonants that are found lost in Coptic were already absent in Egyptian at the time of 

the New Kingdom. However, the limited number of early transcriptions does not allow us 

to establish the rules in detail. Due to the graphical problems indicated, it is difficult to 

determine how long before the New Kingdom the losses took place. It will suffice to 

mention that, e.g. as far as the date of the loss of the phonological equivalent of <h is 

concerned, opinions vary from the New Kingdom (CzERMAK .193:1!34: 202) to the time of 

the invention of hieroglyphs (LAcAu :197oh: 63). 

:165 ALBRIGHT (.1946a: :16). 
166 EnEL (1954: 3o) 

1.67 EDEL (1.98o: 20-22). 
168 EnEL (1994a: 11, 371). 
169 ALBRIGHT (1946: 1-rf.). 
1.70 ALBRIGHT (1.946a: 9). 



Some scholars assume that the consonants were not lost immediately but rather passed 
through an intermediate glottalic articulation, or even that they were never lost but were 
always retained as glottalic sounds which however failed to be written in Egyptian, 
Coptic, or in any other writing system into which Egyptian was transcribed (thus e.g. 
OstNG .198ob: 947; LoPRIENO .1995: 38, 44-46, 49f. and note 38 on p. 247). On this � 

§ § 3.4·• and p.3.<. 

Unless indicated differently, all Egyptian words mentioned in the following sections are 

attested from the Old Kingdom on. 

Loss of the glides <h, �j>, and <W> 

General remarks 

I assume that the original sound value of all three ej>-signs (eh, ey>, e'i>) was /j/ (� 

§ 2:.6.3.2:). All of these consonants are preserved as /j/ or lost under apparently identical 
conditions. Furthermore, eh is reflected in Coptic exactly as <j> is. This suggests that <h, 
originally a liquid /r/ (I!W' § 3.u.2), had completely conflated with <j> by the New 
Kingdom at the latest (cf. WEsTENDORF 1.962: § 22). Therefore ej> and eh will usually he 
treated together in the following sections. The conditions for the preservation of ej>/ eh as 
/j/ in Coptic are similar (although not identical) to the conditions under which eW> was 
preserved as /w/. 

MK late MK I early NK Cop tic 

d· /r/ 

� � 
/j/ 

/j/ 

� � ej> /j/ 0 

From the New Kingdom on, eh d> and ew> are frequently either omitted in writing or else 
written where they are unexpected etymologically (this is not true for <j>, •h, eW> in word
initial position). This not only affects the monoconsonantal signs tli_ eh, � •i>, �� •Y> • H 

<i>, and l£ "' 5 ew>, but also complex phonograms. Signs such as 1] <tj>, a± <rw>, · ,('' eph 
and � ew�d> change their sound values and can be simply emloyed as •b, m, cp>, and ewd• 
(but not •d•!) respectively from the New Kingdom on. 
To a much lesser degree, some of these effects can be observed as early as in the Old 

Kingdom (Eon <955/64' I, §§ 43-45). 

The fact that •j•/ •h could be lost or preserved depending on their position has led to 

morphophonological alternations in a few Coptic words: 
• ym "sea" (since NK), a borrowing from Semitic *yamm- (HocH 1_994: no. 52) > 

bffO.M /'j:1m/ (j precedes stressed vowel}, but ym.jw "seas (plural)" > bo...MO..IO'if 
/a'maju/ (j precedes unstressed vowel) 



• mi (?) '"give! (imperative)" > hAOJ, but in proclitic position s,hAO..- (on the proclitic 
nature of Sahidic fo.l>..- cf. PotOTSKY :1950: 76-79) 

• nhi-n '"some" (since NK)> szoEJNE /'hJjn�/ '"some", but in proclitic position > 
SZEN- /h�n/ pluralic indefinite article 

• qrj "to visit" (since NK) > S00€1�€ /'kbjl�/, but with following suffix pronoun > 
'60-:\(1)(0- /kia'lo,f. 

We can observe that morphophonological alternation is found only in late words which 
are first attested in the New Kingdom. The explanation seems to be that morphophono
logical alternation in more ancient words was eliminated early by analogical levelling. 

Glide preceding the stressed vowel 

Glides which directly precede the stressed vowel are normally preserved in Coptic: 
• lbw ('lubwV) "Elephantine (toponym)" > 'IHB /'jef!l 
• l�.t ('la4tV) "field" > '€1(1)2€ /'joho/, bl<>zl 
• ilb.t'i GM'lVbVtjV) "east" > '€1(€)BT /o'j�t/ - /'j�t/, b(£)1€BT 
• ym "sea" (since New Kingdom, a borrowing from Semitic) > SfJOA /'j:lm/, hJO.o\\ 
• ir.t ('jVrtV) "eye" > lJ€1p€ /ji�/ 
• itrw CjatVrwV) "river" > S£100p /'jJr/, hJOp 
• di.t-msi.- "to bring to birth" > ST AECIO /tm�s'jJ/, he.o\\€CJO 

• iwn (ia'winV) "color" (since MK) > 50..'lfO..N /a'wan/, ho._mr�tt 
• wld ('wa�dV) "green, blue" > s,b()'(S'(l)T /'wot/ 
• wn ('wan V) '"to open" > 5•ho'O'OON /'won/ 
• wn.t ('wintV) "to hurry" > SO'liEIN€ /'win�/ 
• w!J,I.t "oasis" > SO'lf0..2.€ /'wah�/. howo..z, whence Greek Oaatc;, English oasis. 
• w!J,m "to repeat" > SO'li(l)2,A /'wohl{l/, hO'a"002,€A 
• twtw "image" > 5TO'iJOOT /'twot/, heO'lfOOT 

But <j>/d> can also be lost. This concerns the following cases: 

:1) In most v e rbs <j> I d> is lost even before the stressed vowel: 
• Jtp C�at.p V) "to load" > sroTn /'otp/, h�T 
• iw(r) "to get pregnant" > SOOOO /'o:/ 
• ip "to count" > s,hoon /'op/ 
• ir.t "to do" > SffP€ /'i�/, htpl 
An exception is i�.t "to .wash" > 5£100 /'jo/, bJ(I)f 
The importance of the morphological category suggests that analogical levelling has 
taken place here. FEcHT (:tg6o: XIVf.) provides a plausible explanation that many verbal 
forms of the suffix conjugation, which was very familiar to the older language before it 
became almost extinct in Coptic, had suffixal stress. /j/ would thus have been lost 
regularly here in pretonic position, whence the /j/-less variety was extended by analogy 
to forms bearing initial stress such as the infinitive. 



�) <j• is usually lost before H (rule by VYciCHL 1.940: 87): 
• iJw.t (i[V]'�uwtV) "cattle" conserved in l!'fBN-H /tP'ne/, hr€6tf-H "animal" 
• lp.t ('iuptV) "number" > sHnE /'ep'<�/, bHm 
• irp ('iurpV)"wine" > s,bHpn /'erp/ 
An exception is Jbw "Elephantine (name of a town)" > 5IHB /'jePf. Note also rmy.t .. tear" 
(since Middle Kingdom) > 5pJi\€1H /rrp'je/ (or /rm'je/?, fr'mje/?), but bep.-1'\H /'ilr'me/. 

3) There are a few more cases for which I cannot offer an explanation,i71 e.g.: 
• lpd "bird" > '<ll\T /'opt/ 
• lfJ.� "flesh" > s,b().q /'af/ 
• inr "stone" > SOON€ fona/, booN I 

Note with divergence among the Coptic dialects: 
• iclj "moon" > 8002. /'-:J:h/, bf02 /'j:lh/ 
<W) is never lost before the stressed voweJ.:I-73 

1.71. Based on such cases, Kurt Sethe proposed that already in Earlier Egyptian <h had 
two different sound values /j/ and /?/ which are still distinguished in Coptic stressed 
syllables. On this � § !1.6.3.�. Sethe's solution fails to take into account the fact 
that d• undergoes the same irregular development. 

1.7� Reading after Frank Kammerzell (conventionally iwf). 
q3 Several examples for the loss of w have been cited, but I do not consider them 

convincing: 
• i(w}f "flesh" > s,bb..q. While lwf is the conventional transcription, it seems 

certain now that the Egyptian word is to be transcribed lf (Frank Kammerzell, 
publication being prepared). 

• i(w)nw ''Heliopolis", a-na in cuneiform transcription of the New Kingdom 
(EDEL 1.994a: 11, l71.) > <ON. Here the conventional transcription might be 
questioned as well. 

• iwr.ti (i[V]'wVrVtiV) "to become pregnant (stative)" > Sf€T; the loss of -w- is 
probably by analogy with the infinitive of the same verb: iwr ('iawrV) > S(OO). 

• wiS.t "urine" (since MK) > 5fgJ. The semantic correspondence is good but the 
sound development is difficult in more than one respect (unexpected vowel 
class, no final -€). 

• rwi "to depart" > �0. The vowel class seems to demand that -w- preceded the 
stressed vowel. But in a verb like this, there is a good probability that the 
sound shape was modified by analogy to other verbal forms. On this verb cf. 
also § 3.1-4-11-4-

• b.zs.(I)T as compared with 92S.O'lfOOT "twenty". Unfortunately the reading of the 
Egyptian numeral for "11a" is unknown, so we do not know whether or not -w- is 
original in this word. 

• At a time when the subjunctive and the prospective tense had not yet been 
recognized as different verbal categories (for the recent state of affairs cf. 
ScHENKEL 1.997a: i.Ssf.), WESTENDORF (1.963) had to postulate that -w- disap
peared in certain verbal forms when directly preceding the stressed vowel. 
This assumption is no longer necessary now. 
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lntervocalic glide following the stressed vowel 

A glide is usually retained if it directly follows the stressed vowel and another vowel 

follows: 
• w4i (w[V]'di!V) "to he healthy" > •ho1f>;<).J /u'caj/ 
• mr-jl],.w (mM'ra-jul;lwV) "overseer of cattle" > S€�012 /a'bjh! 
• n-i "to me" > 5NO.J /'naj/, hHJil 
• hl "husband" > '·"20.1 !'haj/ 
• l].rw > IJ,r"i "above" > SZPO..I l'hraj/, h�pHJ 
• zwnw > zjnw ('zVjVnwV) "physician" > SC0..€1N /'sajn/, bcHINI 
• si "back" > s,h(QJ l'sJj/ 
• s{i "smell" > SCTOI /'st:Jj/, hC&OI 

• b/w "hill" (b[V]'!awV) (since MK) > B001f /'�>w/'74 
• fdw "four" (f[V]'dawV) > '·"'fT001f /'flow/ 
• mw "water" ('mawV) > s.lt\omr /m-:Jw/, b.lt\000'6' 
• nw �'time" > s,hNO..'O" /na:w/ 
• lj.rw "voice" > SQ.POO'll' /'hr:Jw/, b!>pooo-a-
• sw}J,.t ('sawVQtV) "egg" > SC00�2€ /s3wha/, bcOOO'lf2,1 

However, for d)/ cj) there are several cases of loss which remain unexplained:.t75 
• cl "big" ('ca�V) > s,h_o /J/ (in Coptic found in compounds only) 
• mJC.t ('mu�V<tV) "truth" :> s}lt.€ /'me/, h;I\HI /mei/3-76, a}lt.H€ /'me�/. 
• sbi (s[V]'bi!V) "door" > •,b(ll£ !'s�/ 
• tf "land" > 5TO !'t-:>/, heO 
• tp'i �'what is above" > STIT€ /'tpE/ 

But also <W> can be lost after € (cf. OsiNG 1976a: notes go, 92 on p. 411.-4.1.8): 
• mtrn; (mVt'rVwV) "witness" > •ANTp€ /IJl[n]t'r£/, b,11€6P€ 

Each of the adverbs 'i (''V!V) and mini (m[V]i[V]'n V!V), both of which are attested from 

the early Middle Kingdom on (jAMEs .1.962: J.Gg-1-U), can mean "here" as well as "there". 

Coptic has two successors each so that both functions are phonetically distinguished: 

s,hTC:XI "here", h}lt.N3...1 "here", but �H "there", h)\NH "there" (for <c> > T � § 3.6.2). It is 

not clear how this difference developed. 

174 On this word see Os1NG (1-976a: note 749 on p. 676) and VYciCHL {:tg83: 33). It is 
preserved in the modern place name -' t. Faw, Upper Egypt. 

175 For more examples cf. Os1NG (1976a: notes ?34f. on p. 667-669). 
:t 76 This is the reading suggested by comparison to Akhmimic, although the Bohairic 

writing alone would equally allow for a monosyllabic interpretation /mej/ (cf. OstNc 
:1976a: note 1.02 on p. 439f. and LoPRIENO 1994: 129). 
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Cluster of glides following the stressed vowel 

If a cluster of two glides directly follows the stressed vowel, only one of them is 
preserved in Coptic. Two different developments are possible for a cluster of two glides 
one of which is <W•. There appears to he no rule to predict which development applied,177 
and the Coptic dialects may show different developments. 

1) The first possibility is that Coptic has /w/, no matter whether <W> appears in the first 

or in the second position of the cluster in Egyptian. A good explanation would be 
that assimilation took place at some stage of the language:178 

• ir'i.w GM'rujwV) "fellows" (?> iM'ruwwV) > "€pH'I!" /o'rew/, "EpHO'I!" 
• glw Cga�wV) "narrow"(?> 'gawwV) > 11(3(00'6' /'Jdow/ 

177 OsiNG (:1.976a: 28-3o) assumes that the development is conditioned by the quality of 
vowels which he assumes to have intervened between both glides. His rules can be 
summarized as follows: :a.) if one of the glides was -w-, then it was preserved if the 
intervening vowel was -a-, 2) as an exception to this rule, the sequence -dwaw 
renders -O'ifl (€) "" -(l}f in Coptic; 3) if the intervening vowel was -i-, then j was 
preserved unless the stressed vowel of the word was i ;  4) in all remaining cases 
(including the cases of intervening -u-), none of the consonants was preserved. 
ScHENKEL (:1.979) discusses Osing's rules in detail and proposes some modifications 
(ScHENKEL :1.979: 38g). However, evidence for determining these intermediate vowels 
is weak; according to our reconstruction there were no such vowels at all. 

:1.78 It should be noted that the frequent development of -lw and -jw > -(O)'if is hard to 
explain according to the traditional syllable structure rules. It is difficult to see 
here why word-final -IVw or -jVw was preserved as -O'if whereas word-final -Vw was 
generally lost. 
SETHE (:1.�-:1.902: I, § :a.6:a.a) assumes that first the segments -IV- I -jV- were lost and 
then w came to directly follow the stressed vowel where it was regularly preserved. 
This, however, would be hard to reconcile with the relative chronology since :1.) the 
loss of -IV- implies that d> had already merged with �j> which must have been after 
the Middle Kingdom (KW" § 3.:1.:1..2), and 2) the loss of w in unstressed word-final 
syllables already seems to have taken place between the Old and the Middle 
Kingdoms (lW § 3.13.•). 
OsrNG (:1.98ob: 947) states the somewhat counterintuitive rule that there was a 
''Schwund von Alef, j, w im Auslaut einer Nachtonsilbe, sofem diese nicht auch mit 
Alef, j, w anlautet". 
In an attempt to explain the plural form POOO'if "mouths" < rl.w, VYCHJCHL (:1.955: 
26,tf.) tries another solution in assuming that the Egyptian plural ending was not -Vw 
but -a {as known in Semitic), so it was in direct contact with I and could trigger 
assimilation to w. LMBDIN (:1.958: :a.88) follows his suggestion. However this does not 
explain the same phenomenon in non-plural forms such as TH'if, GOOO'if, and to 'if. 
VERGOTE (:1.g69: 89) suggests that proO'if goes hack to *ralawu, thus placing the 
stressed vowel directly before -w. This form is not in agreement with the syllable 
structure rules. 



• gw/ ('gaw�V) "to push off'179 (?> 'gawwV) > SGCOO'O" f'kjow/, ha.COO'IrN 
• t/w ('!u�wV) "wind" (?> 'tuwwV) > STH'Ir /'tew/, heHO'Ir 
• t./.w ('tu�wV) '"to be taken" (stative) > 5.2S.H'Ir /'cew/, heHO'Ir 
• djw ('dijwV) "five" > Sf0'6' /'tiw/, hriO'O" 

2) Another possibility is that the f i r s t  consonant survives in Coptic. Thus, if <W> is 
the first consonant, it is preserved: 
• nw/ "to see" ('niwW) (since Middle Kingdom)18o (?> 'niwV) > s,hNCX'Ir /'nawf.t8.t 
• IJ,w/ ('�aw�V) "to be rotten" (?> '�awV) > SQ.OO'O" /'h-:Jw/, �000'0" 

H �h is the first consonant, it can be preserved or lost in Coptic, as is true for word-final 
d>: 
• l!klw (�M'kalwV) "magician" (? > �M'kalV) > '20-KO /ha'b/, •o.xoo 
• /Jfiy.w (�Mf[V]'laywV) "snakes" > '·"zB011'1 /'h�uj/ 
• sb/.w "disciple" > s,h(BO'O"I /'spuj/ 
• zJw ('za�wV) "beam of wood" (since Middle Kingdom) (? > 'za�V) > s,h(Qf /'s-:Jj/ 
• z/w ('zV�wV) "Sais (town)" > SCCXI /'saj/, hccx /sa/, attested as sa-a-a (probably to be 

interpreted [saja] or similarly) in Neo-Assyrian cuneiform transcription (see BoncER 
<996: oo) 

It can be noted that in several of these cases the type of the stressed vowel contradicts 
what is expected from the syllable structure rules. The stressed vowel seems to have 
f o 1 1  o w e  d the second consonant, judging from its vowel type, but it p r e  c e d e  s the 
reflex of the second consonant in Coptic. This can be interpreted as a very early loss of 
the second component of the cluster which would have taken place before the syllable 
structure rules were at work (� § 4.8.7): ('niw�V) > ('niwV) > NCX'O"; ('za�wV) > ('za�V) 
> COl. 

.179 For this word see OstNG (.1976a: 778). 
180 For reading and early attestations see OsiNG (.1976a: note 200 on p. 503f.) and 

HAeAcat (.1985: 36, line 6). 
18.1 There is a transcription of a New Kingdom Egyptian proper name into Akkadian 

cuneiform from BogazkOy in the following variants: pa-ri-ilj.-na-Pl, pa-ri-iiJ.-na-a-Pl, 
Bl·ri-iiJ.-na-PI, Bl-ri-iiJ.-na-a-Pl, Pl-ri-ilJ·na-Pl (see EnEL <994a: 11, 364)· The sign PI 
is usually read wa in BogazkOy texts (ROsTER & NEu .1989: no. 3.17), but the last 
variety of this name proves that a reading pi is also possible here. H. Schiifer (men
tioned by RANKE 1923: .133f.) identified his supposed reading pa/iriiJ.nawa with the 
rare Egyptian name pl-riJ.-nw/ (lit.: "he who knows to see"), which was accepted by 
all subsequent scholars (e.g. ALBRlGHT 1946a: .18; EnEL 1948: 16; VERGOTE 1973/83: 
lb, g3). H this be true, then we have an early cuneifonn transcription of the infinitive 
of the verb nw1 > 5NO.'Ir "to see". na-(a)-wa is, however, difficult to reconcile with 
Coptic 5NCX'O" (Coptic CX points to older *i rather than to *a, � § 5·5)· I suggest that 
the sign PI can also be interpreted as pi in the renderings of this name. This would 
yield pa/i-ri-iiJ.-na-(a)-pi which could be identified with *pl-riJ-nfr ("he who knows 
well"), a name, however, which I have not yet found attested in Egyptian texts. 



3) Some words are attested with both developments which may be distributed over 

different dialects: 
• SmJ.w "'aliens" (S[V]'ma�wV) "aliens" (?> S[V]'maW) > sgj'AA0€1 /JJll':>j/, but (?> 

S[V]'mawwV) > hgJE.M.H.C001f.t82 
• glw ('ga�wV), the infinitive of the verb "to be narrow", develops into SG0001r !'kiow/, 

whereas its participle (also to be vocalized as 'ga�wV) develops into 8K01rl /'kuj/ 
''narrow". 183 

The pluralic adjective cl.w ('(a�wV) "great" is preserved as the final component of certain 
compounds as follows: 
• 'PP-CJl01!" /r'ow/, ho'l!'p-{001!' /u'row/, 'PP-.>1 /r'aj/, "'€p-{)1!'1 /o'ruji"'• "kings" 
• "2_��-Q€1 /h,l':>j/, b��-ol, BQ.���I "old men" 
• S€1€P-(1)()1r /je'row/, hfb..p-coow, a1€p-coo1r "rivers" 

4) We have an irregular development in 
• rwi18S ••to depart" > s�o /'b/. It is unclear whether stress was originally on the first 

syllable ('rawiV) or on the second (r[V]'waiV). The vowel class can be explained in 

both cases, but the loss of <w• is irregular in any case. 

5) H the cluster contains only <h or <h then Coptic has /j/: 
• mJi ('maljV) "lion" > ,b_.O'Irl fmuj/ 
• �l.t'i-i (� Vl'tujjV) "my heart" > "lTHI /'htej/, bz&HI 

The following example is similar, hut /j/ is lost in Sahidic: 
• di,.i "(he) is given (3rd pers. sg. masc. stative)" > di,.w ( <W• is only graphical, IJ::S' 

§ 3.J.3.2): STO ft:>/, hTOJ /'t:>j/, lTOI€ /'bje/, aT€1€ /'teje/ 

3.14-"·5 Preconsonantal glide following the stressed vowel 

Glides preceding other glides have been discussed in the preceding section. 

It was discussed in § 3.:13.3 that in the succession stressed vowel - <W• - consonant, <W> 

was usually written <y> from the :1st lntennediate Period on. This explains why <W> in this 
position is not usually preserved in Coptic. But <h including <j> < d), is not preserved in 

Coptic either, So the general rule is that by the time of Coptic all glides were lost when 

directly following the stressed vowel and preceding a consonant. It is difficult to say 

whether the loss of all glides was contemporaneous or not. Some examples: 
• w11, ('wa�� V) "to put" > S01rC02. fwoh/, bo'(f02, 
• bin ('bainV) "bad" > s&o.xoN /'jlo:n/, bfiOON 
• fl.t ('filtV) "to carry" > •.bql /'fi/ 

:182 But h-(l)()'(f may also be a secondary development according to § s.6.6.3. 
:�.83 See OsrNc (:1976a: note 6o2 on p. 6o8f.) and VvcrcuL (:1983: 73). For the divergent 

developments of <g> � § 3.7.6. 
184 The Mesokemic form from MINK (:1995: 65). 
:185 On this word see OsrNc (:1976a: note 246 on p. 5:13). 
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• m!J,w.t (mM'4uwtV) "north wind" (Old Kingdom) > (since Middle Egyptian) m/J,y.t 

> '-"2H /'mhe/ (or /fll'he/) 
• zwr ('zawrV) "to drink" > *zyr186 > s,h(:oo /'so/ 
• sn</,w.t (sVn'dawtV) "loincloth" (Old Kingdom) > (since Middle Egyptian) sn</,y.t > 

sy]NTOO /fq'to/, byr€NTOO. This word is transcribed in an Aramaic text from Elephan
tine (southern Egypt) as �OJ!D <Snff\ (CouaoYER :1954: 559) and also seems to have 
been borrowed into Greek as owOolv "linen; fine cloth" (cf. FouRNET :1989: 73f.). 

There are exceptional cases in which <W> is retained, probably by analogical levelling: 
• �w.t ('l}iwtV) "to strike" > SZIO�€, h2,JO'I:il (probably influenced by other verbal 

forms with a different stress pattern) 
• bw.t ('buwtV) "abomination" > l&H'IS'. This is probably a nominal derivation (passive 

participle?) of the verb bwi, "to abominate" (cf. ALLEN :1984: s69) 

Glide at a distance from the stressed vowel: pretonic 

<j> I <h is always lost in pretonic position: 
• ink (ia'nakV) independent personal pronoun :tst pers. sg. > s,bb._NOK /a'n3k/ 
• inm "skin" > bb._NOJ\ /a'n3m/ 
• Jb</,w "Ahydos (a town)" > '€1lWT /o'iJot/ 
Exception: If in late compounds a stressed syllable loses stress secondarily, /j/ can move 
into an atonic syllable: itrw-'J "big river" > S€1€PO /ja'r3/, hJb..PO "Nile", a compound of 
:t) itrw "river, Nile" > S€100p /'j3:r/, hfOp "canal" and 2) 'J "big" > s,b_o /3/. 

<W> can be preserved or lost in pretonic position. The conditions are not clear. Sometimes 
there is dialectal variation in Coptic. Cf. also § 5·8+ Examples: 
• wmt (wM'matV) ''to be thick" > s,b()� MOT /wm3t/ 
• wnw.t (w[V]'nawtV) "hour" > s,ho'IJN0'/5' /'wnu/ 
• t/-wnw.t (tV�V-w[V]'nawtV) "this hour = now" > 5T€NOtr, htNO� 
• wdlf (w[V]'t\'4 V) "fruit" (late only) > ,,bQ1fT<l-2, 'ET<l-2 (on this word DW also 

§ 5·9-3) 
• 

• 

• 

• 

r-iwd- "between" (since NK) > s,ll()�(l)-
4i,.t-w41- "to rescue" (with following pronominal suffix) > 5Tmf2S.O- /tu'c3/, b-rO'I5'2S.0-

4i,.t-w'b- "to cleanse" (with following pronominal suffix) > 5T&Bo- /t�'3/, hTOtrBO
/tu'�o/ 
di,.t-w(n)m- "to feed" (with following pronominal suffix) > 5TMMO- /trp'3/, hT€J\AO-

Until the New Kingdom, this verb is never written with a monoconsonantal sign <W> 
or <y>; rather a biconsonantal sign <Wr> is employed which was not abandoned to 
match the new pronunciation. The writing with <Wr) is maintained even in Demotic. 
In Late Period hieroglyphic texts, writings with monoconsonantal signs such as <Z)
<h or <z)-<h-<W> are attested, but none with <y> (Wn.soN :1997: 8:1:1). 



Glide at a distance from the stressed vowel: posttonic 

Glides separated from the stressed vowel by another glide are not discussed here but 
rather in § 3.i4.!1·4· 

If a glide is in posttonic position and has no contact with the stressed vowel, then the syl
lable structure rules predict that it must always be a component of a consonant cluster. 
1.) H the glide is the s e c o n d  component of the cluster, it is always lost: 
• p/}J ('pablV) "to break" (since MK) > 'Hitl'l /'poh/, � 
• �/.t'i (4[V]'utjV) "heart" > •'"2HT fhet/ 
• sn.fi ('sinVtjV) ••two (fern.)" > SCNT€ fs�ta/, hcNO'O"t 

• lJ,nzw ('banVzwV) divine name > s.h(na.)WONC /paT;)ns/ (month name) 
• smw ('simwV) "grass" > 8.hci.M. fsim/ 
• Smw ('SamwV) "summer" > s.byf(I).M. /'Jom/ 

Late Egyptian had a suffiX pronoun -w for the 3rd person plural. According to the regular 
sound developments, this pronoun should have been preserved only when directly 
following the stressed vowel or when separated from it by a mere glide, as in 
• n-w ('nVwV) "to them" > 5N(X1f' /'naw/, bN(t)()'if' 
• �l.t"i-w (I) Vl'tujwV) "their heart" > "lTH1f fhtew/, "2&H01f 
but not in cases like 
• m-w ('rinwV) "their name". 
However the suffix pronoun -w was preserved in unstressed position by analogy (5PINO'O" 
.. their name" instead of expected *piN). 

2) H the glide is the f i r s t  component of the cluster, then <W� is always preserved and 
<j� is frequently so. There is a difference according to whether the preceding conso
nant was lost by the time of Coptic or not. 

If the preceding consonant was lost, the glide comes in direct contact with the stressed 
vowel. Therefore it preserves its consonantal nature in Coptic, however <j) is lost in the 
Sahidic dialect (on the phonological interpretation of the Bohairic forms llF § 5.8.6.4):18-r 
• iri,.i > iri,.w ('jarVjjV) "(he) is done (3rd pers. sg. masc. stative)" > SO /':1/, b,lof /':Jj/, 

f<>.t /'aj/ 
• mri,.t ••to love" ('mirVjtV) > 5A€ /'me/, bA€1 /'mej/ (or /'mei/?), aA€1€ /'meja/ (or 

fmEjo/?) 
• Mj.t ('hilVjtV) "to fall" > "l€ /'hE/, "2€1 /hej/ (or fhEi/?), "'<€€1€ /'hEOjo/ 
• r-prj.t "temple" > spn€ /r'p£/, hf:p�€1 hn'phej/ (or 1'-;)r'pheiJ?), apn€€1€ fr'pe:j;}/. This 

word was borrowed into Egyptian Arabic as �--(. 'birba (probably from Sahidic nE-pm: 
"the temple" with definite article) and is preserved in the name W€.4\EP�€1 > 
0�� Sabir'bily of a village in the Nile delta (probably from Bohairic)188. The word 

1.87 For more examples of this kind see Os!NC (1976a: note 98 on p. 432£.). 
1.88 See T!MM (1984-1992: vol. 5· p. 2262£.) and VYcicHL (i983: 1. 76). 



has likewise been borrowed into Old Nubian as o..pno..€- "' 0..�0..€- "temple".1� 

• mlwt. ('mi�VwtV) "to think" (since MK) > 5•8.-1\EE'lr€ /'me:w�/, b;��..€'()1 
• tbw.t ('tabVwtV) "sandals" > 5•8TOO'"O'E /'b:we/, bsromrl (with irregular loss of <h), 

.,., § 3.;6.6) 

If the preceding consonant was not lost, then it directly precedes the glide in Coptic. 
There is thus a tendency for the glide to be vocalized. <W) is preserved as a consonant in 
some dialects of Coptic, and vocalized to /u/ in others. <j) is always vocalized; however 
in most varieties of Coptic it does not develop into /i/ - as might be expected -, but it 
merges with /a/. Only in certain varieties of Lycopolitan is it indeed written I and thus 
kept distinct from the final vowel /a/ that is written € here (� §§ s.B.s, 5.8.6.7): 
• rsw.t ('rVsVwtV) "dream" > spo..CO'"O' /rasu/, 8p€CO'"O', hpo..CO'IJI /'raswi/, f(\ECBI 
• mtw.t "poison" > 5Jt\O..TO'"O' fmatu/, 8.-1\ETO'lr, hJt\0...60'"0'1 /'matwi/, f;��..ETBI 
• p".w"i "back"' > •.arro.zo"i!" fpahu/, �201!" 
• Snw.t "granary" > �E'"O'NI fJewni/ (with metathesis) 

• t.zi..i > tzi.w (<w> is only graphical, KW' § 3.1.3.2) .. to be exalted (stative)" > l2S.O..CI 
/'casi/, 52S.OC€ /'c-:Js�/ 

• mniw ('mVnViwV) "herdsman" > 5.-1\0..tt€ /'man�/, should be *Ab..NI in Lycopolitan 
which is accidently not attested 

As is true for <j) I <h in contact with the stressed vowel, the glide may be missing without 
appearant rule: 
• l!flw "Schlange" ('4afV!wV) > '·bzOq /'bf/ 
• SsJw ''Antilope" > s.bgfow /'J::�J/ (borrowed as sasu into Neo-Assyrian) 
• nci..i > nci..w "to go (stative)" > s,htto.. /'na/ 

Loss of <t> and <r> 

The conditions for the loss of <t> and <r> are basically identical. Instances of <t) which 
merged with <h by palatal fronting (BF § 3.9.7) are treated like original <b with respect 
to loss. 

<t > / <T > preceding the stressed vowel 

<b I <r> were preserved when a stressed vowel followed directly: 
• ntk (n[V]'takV) "you" > sttTOK /l).'t::�k/, htt&OK 
• tfp ('tibtV) "to be drunk" > 't2€ ftihe/, h&J!>J 
• 

• 

• 

tni ('tanjV) "where?" > sroott /'ton/, herott 

rmt. ('ramtV) "man" > spoo.-\\€ !'rom�/. bpO>..M.I 
br.t (bM'ritV) "need" > '2Jl€ /'hre/, b!Jp€ 

189 See BRoWNE (1.996: 20) and RoQUET (1.972: :1o6-.to8). 



I ntervocalic <t > I <T > 

All cases discussed in this section concern t or r following the stressed vowel. It is 
possible that the rules are true for t and r preceding the stressed vowel as well. But the 

syllable structure rules do not allow us to reconstruct the syllahification of the pretonic 
section of any word, so I cannot adduce any evidence in favor of this claim or against it. 

<b I m were lost in intervocalic position. This applies regardless to whether they are the 
last consonant in a word: 
• p.t ('pVtV) "sky" > sn€ /'p£/, � 
• n-l. ('nit V) "to you (fern.)" > s,bN€ fn£/ 
• ar.t (bM'ritVJ "need" > '2P€ fhrel. b!JP€ 
• zw.t (zM'watV) "wheat" > s,b(:Q"!rO /'sw-:J/ 

• l!r {'l}.arV) "face" > 5•bz0 fb! 
• lujr (�M'qarV) "to be hungry" > "'zKO fhb/ 

or not:190 
• itrw ('jatVrwV) "river, Nile" > irw (alternative writing since Dynasty :t8, LACAU 

<97oc: 73) > '€lOOp fj>:r/, hJop 
• itrw "mile" (since MK: CT spell 466 = DE BucK :1935-:t96:1: V, 3s3f.) > ir (Late 

Period and Demotic, ERICHSEN :1954: 6), not attested in Coptic 
• ptr (NK) > pr (NK and later) "bandages", not attested in Demotic and Coptic191 
• mtr.t ('mVtVrtV) "noon" (since early NK) > 5A\€€P€ /'me:ra/, bA\€PI 

• ir.t-f(]VrVtN) "his eye" > '€lb.T<f /'jatf/ � '€Jb.b.Tq /'ja:tf/, bJ<).T<j 
• mrf..t ('mirVjtV) "to love" > SA\€ /'me/, bA\€1 /'mej/ (or /'mei/), 8A\€1€ fmej�/ 

<b is irregularly preserved in mtw.t ('mVtVwtV) "poison" > �MTOW, b.JM>.eOWI (perhaps 
by analogy to a status pronominalis like *mVt'wVt-, which, however, cannot be confirmed 
from Coptic). 

<t> I <r> in consonant clusters 

•t• I <r• were preserved as the first component of a consonant cluster: 
• ir.t-f('jVrVtfV) "his eye" > '€1b.Tq /'jatf/, hJb.Tq 

:190 According to the traditional syllable structure rules, <t> I <r> were believed to have 
been syllable-final in all these cases. It was then difficult to explain why <l> was 
lost here whereas it was preserved in cases like mtrw "witness" > .MNTp€, where it 
was also considered syllable-final in the traditional theory and still is so in mine. 
LAcAu (:197oc) suggested an additional condition that t within the cluster -tr- was lost 
only when following a stressed vowel. 

1.9:1 For attestations see CAMINOS (:1954: :t36) and WEsTENDORF (:198:t). The word seems to 
be a loan from a Semitic root Vpel "to twist; string, cord", cf. CAMINOs (1954: :t36), 
HocH (1994: no. :t58), MEEKS (:1997: 4:1). 



• mtrw (mVt'rVwV) "witness" > 5Jr\NTP€ /JTl[n]t're/, b.M.€6P€ 
• l].tp ('�atpV) "to be content" (since MK) > s,bz_ooTn !'hotp/ 

• lr.t ('jirtV) "to do" > Sflp€ /'iF.J/, bJpl 
• itrw ('jatVrwV) "river, Nile" > S€100p /'j"J:r/, bJop 

They were lost, however, as the second component of a cluster: 
• lr.t CjirtV) "to do" > Sflp€ /'iF.J/, hJpl 
• mwt ('mawtV) "to die .. > s,h.M.O'If /'mu/ 
• rm! ('ramtV) "man" > rmt > 5pctl.M.€ /'rom�/, bpwJr\J 
• zbt ('zabtV) "to laugh" > zbt > '1:006£ /'sojla/, "<:0061 
• sl],n.t ('sal]. VntV) "to command" (since MK) > SC�2N€ /'sahn<J/, bc0..2NI 

• nfr ('nafrV) "good" > 'li01f<j£ /'nufo/, h1f01f91 
• sntr ('san V trY) "incense" > SCONT€ /'s"Jnt�/. bcONt 

A possible explanation for this loss would be that at a certain stage of the language 
progressive assimilation took place in consonant clusters, e.g.: ('jirtV) = /'jirt(h)V/ > 
/jirrV/ > /'irn/. 

<t> I <r> in unstressed word-initial position 

4> is always preserved in unstressed word-initial position: 
• twtw (t[VrwatwV) "image" > 5TO'IfWT !'twot/, heO'IfWT 
• tmJy.t (tVm'�VytV) "mat" (since MK) > 5TJr\H /'tme/, h&Jr\H 

The same is also true for <r> in most words: 
• r-prj.t (r[V]-'pVrVjtV) "temple" > 'Pfl£ /r'pe/, hfp<(>£1 
• nny.t "tear" (since MK) > 'P.II£1H /rm'je/ (or /riJI'je/?), bfp.IIH 

But in three very common words <r> was lost: 
• r (r[V]-, proclitic) "to, from, than" > s,bf:_ fgf- (some scholars assume that the prepo

sition should be read ir rather than r, e.g. EDEL 1955l64: §760) 
• r/! (r[V]b[V]-,proclitic) "can" > •·"m- If/-
• rr,li,.t "to give" > s,ht /'ti/ 

Morphophonological altematwns and analogical levelling 

Conditioned phonetic developments as described in the preceding sections could lead to 
morphophonological alternations if a consonant was lost in some forms of the verb and 
preserved in other forms of the same verb. Cf.: 
• l!qr (4[VJ'qarV) "to become hungry" > "'tKO /'hb/ 
• /iqr.w ('4aqVrwV) (stative of the same verb) > "'tOK£P /'hokor/ 

However, alternations like these were eliminated by analogical levelling in most verbs. 
<b and �n were either irregularly conserved in all forms: 



• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

wmt (w[V]'matV) '"to become thick" '# s,hotr.-\\OT /'wm-:>t/ 

wme.w ('wamVtwV) (stative of the same verb) > SOtrO�(N)T /w-:Jmt/, ho"!fOJH 

mr ('mVrV) "to bind" i- s,hfo.Otrp /mur/ 

mr.w ('murwV) (stative of the same verb) > s,b..-1\HP /'mer/ 

Snt ('SantV) (> Snt) "to quarrel" i- 5•hg}OONT /'font/ 
Snt.w ('SanVtwV) (> Snt.w) (stative oftke same verb) > 5·twONT /'f-:Jnt/ 

!'sr OaSrV) "to roast" # S(t)pYJ /'orJ/ "to he scorched; to be cold" (with metathesis) 
JSr.w nsvrwV) (stative of the same verb) > SOPYJ /Jrf/ (with metathesis) 

or they were irregularly eliminated in all fonns: 
• �pr ('baprV) "to become" > "!!fCJln€ /'Jopo/, hgfoom 
• �pr.w ('bapVrwV) (stative of the same verb) • "!!fOOn /'Jo:p/, hgfon 

• zwr ('zawrV} "to drink" > s.h(oo /'so/ 
• zwr·f('zawVrfV) "to drink it" i- scooq /'s-:1:f/, hcoq 

The Coptic dialects sometimes disagree in their choice of development: 
• sf!t ('sab-tV) "to weave" > bcOOtlJ, SC002,€ (regular) vs. SCC02,T (by analogy) 
• si.Jt.w CsabVtwV) (stative of the same verb) > bcH.!>I (by analogy) vs. SC0..2T {regular) 

In the verb mwt "to die, (late also:) to kill", both alternatives came to split into two 
distinct Coptic verbs: 
i) Sfo.O'lf' /'mu/ "to die", and 2) Sfo.O'lf'011"T /'mu:t/ "to kill". 

This is easy to understand: Transitive verbs frequently make use of the status pronomi

nalis of the infinitive (infinitive before pronominal object suffixes) in which final -t had 
to be retained regularly, and thus analogy favored the preservation of -t in the base form 
of the infinitive as well where it should have been otherwise lost. This analogy is less 
evident for an intransitive verb.1JP 

Similarly, the verb r?Jt "to wash, to mill textiles" (since MK) split into two verbs 5P002€ 
(stative spo.z€) "to wash" vs. spoozT (stative spo.zr) ''to pound". The regular phonetic 
developments should have produced a verb * 8JX02€ (stative 5P0.2T). 

Just as for verbs, there can be morphophonological alternation in nouns, e.g.: 
• dr.t ('dart V) "hand" > 'TCJlp€ /'toro/, "roopt 
• qr.t:f('darVtfV) "his hand" > 'TOOTq /botf/, bm-rq 

• ntr {'natrV) "god" > 5H011"T€ /'nut�/, httO'lf't 
• n{r.w (n[VJ'turwV) "gods" > S€HTHP /r/ter/ 

or analogical levelling as in: 
• Sr.t "'nose" 1- sy(O. /'Ja/, bytO.J 
• Sr.t-f"his nose" > 5•hy(O.NTlj !'Jantf/ (with irregular intrusive -N-) 

192 On the development of mwt see TILL (1937: 133£.) and VYciCHL (1957b: uf.). 



Possible cases of an irregular preservation of <t) 

As we saw, t was usually lost in Coptic when it was the last consonant in a word. This loss 

is already evidenced by Egyptian transcriptions into cuneiform of the New Kingdom. In 

Egyptian texts from the same time, word-final <b is not strictly omitted in all of these 

cases. Rather <t> may he freely written or omitted at the end of almost any word and has 

thus ceazed to be a reliable phonogram at that time. However, new graphical means 

developed to clearly express t that was still spoken (group writing, lk§' § S-4-!!:). WARD 

(:1985: 333-33s) cites a few nouns in which Late Egyptian shows "unambiguous" writings 

of this type for word-final -t in native words in which this sound probably should have 

disappeared. If his interpretation is correct, this would indicate that these words had 

irregularly preserved -t. 

There is evidence for this phenomenon from later periods only in the names of two god

desses, if the Greek transcriptions can be trusted: mw.t > Greek Mou6-, also preserved in 

the Coptic place name n€T€-A0'1rT (VvciCHL :1�3: :165), and n.t > Greek N11t6-. It must be 

taken into consideration that the Egyptian writings of both goddesses are somewhat diffi
cult to interpret, so perhaps -t was not actually the last consonant in these words. 

If -t was indeed irregularly preserved here, this might be the result of an archaizing 

"book-pronunciation" of these divine names; they would then be comparable to the mots 

savants of the Romance languages. 

Possible cases of an irregular loss or preservation of <r) 

The word hrw "day" > SQOO'O' /hJ:w/, b€2.00'0' /�1hJw/, �00'0'€ /hJ:wa/ presents difficul

ties. In the Egyptian fonn, r may have either preceded the stressed vowel (h[V]1rawV) or 

followed it CharMwV). SETHE (:t899-:1902: I, §§ :t6oa and :�:3g) chooses the first solution 

which agrees with the q u a l  i t y of the Coptic stressed vowel according to the syllable 

structure rules. This might also explain why Bohairic has a prosthetic €-. However, both 

the q u a n t i t y of the Coptic stressed vowel193 and the loss of <n can only be explained 
by the second solution which was preferred by L.cAU (.1.902: 20.1.-206) and all subsequent 

scholars (e.g. FEcHT :1960: :177; VvciCHL :1983: 3.1.?£.). 

There are two more expressions in which -r- is lost irregularly: 
• ii.J. r-k "what is to you?; why do you ( ... )?" (since NK) > h�!X)-K /a'xJk/, but 5�Q.PO-K 

/ah1nk/ with regular preservation of -r-. 
• /Jr-f"so says he" > Izo.'l /'haf/ (OSINC <976•: note 496 on P· 583f.) 

It is difficult to assume that the reason for this loss is the neighborhood of 2.1 :tJ as F ECHT 

(:tg6o: 29) argues. As VvciCHL (:tg83: :�:3) rightly remarks. there are a large number of 
Coptic words in which p is preserved in contact with 2/ �. 

:193 The vowel must be long as is evidenced by the epenthetic final -€ in Akhmimic, lk§' 
§ 5.8 .•. 
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Many verbal tense formations of Coptic are etymologically derived from a combination 
of a form of the verb ir.t ('jirtV) "to do" - which in isolation becomes S€1p€ /'irn/, hfpJ -
and the infinitive of the main verb. When the forms of ir.t became proclitic tense prefixes 
by the time of Coptic, -r- was preserved or lost under unknown conditions. The picture has 
been obscured by analogical levelling, and interdialectal as well as intradialectal 
variation is frequent. Cf.: 
Loss of -r-: 
• iri-i "I did" > s.a.ho..J- (:1st pers. sg. perfect I p:efix) 

Retention of -r-: 
• lJ.r iri "use(s) to do'' > 5•hfJJO..P€-, ag.O..P€- (prenominal aorist prefix) 
• i.iri-! "you (fern.) do" > Sfp€-, a.hb._p€- (2nd pers. sg. fern. present 11 prefix) 

Variation: 
• i.iri, "do(es)" > B€P€-, ho_pe-, Bb.Pf- "' 0..-:1.94 (prenominal present 11 prefix) 
• irj,-l "you [fern.] did" > 80..- "" o..p- "" O..P€-, ho_pe-, SO..- "" O..p-:t95 (2nd pers. sg. fern. 

perfect I prefiX) 
• lJ.r iri-i "I use to do" > s.bgjo..J-, &gb..pl- (:tst pers. sg. aorist prefix) 
• 4i,.t iri,-i "to cause that I do" > s-rpo..-, h&pJ-, 8TO..- "that I do" (:1st pers. sg. causative 

infinitive prefix) 

There are rare, uncertain cases in which m may have been replaced by /j/ instead of 
having been lost completely: 
• l],qr.ti "to be hungry (stative)" > SZK0€1T /'hbjt/. This may however be a secondary 

creation based on the infinitive of this verb, s,t.zKo, which had lost m regularly. 
• qrs.t "burial" > 8K0..(€)1C€ /'kajsa/ (but this should perhaps rather be read /k:a'isa/, 

�& § s.6.6.o). 

Loss of <d> 

As a rule, <d> and •d> are not lost: 
• 

• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

Jbd "month" > Sf60T /a'P:>t/, ho..&QT 

Jpd "bird" > SUl6T /'oPt! 

1!4 "silver" > s,t.zo_ T /'hat/ 

J.:nd "to tread'' > SZOONT /'hont/, h!l(OtH "to approach" 
sd "tail" > s,bco.. T /'sat/ 
dm4 "to join" > s,JrrCtllfi.T /'tornt/ 

The only exception to this rule is the very common verb dd (dadV) "to say" > s,h.zs.m fco/ 

and its derivation sdd.t ('sidVdtV) "to tell" (attested since Middle Kingdom) > syJ0..2S.€ 

/'Jaca/. These examples are not enough for us to assume a conditioned sound loss of <d>; 

194 On the forms see PowTSKY (:tC)lia: 419). 
195 On the forms see PoLOTSKY (1960: 414f.). 
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rather they must simply be regarded as irregular verbs. It is interesting to see that the 
verb dd has an allomorph dt (written <ddb and similarly) in Late Egyptian (WINAND j_992: 
47)-

3.'+5 Loss of <n> 

In a few cases <D> is lost, sometimes with compensatory lengthening of the preceding 
vowel. The examples are comparatively few, and a rule is not evident. Some examples are 
the following:i96 
• tn!n "way" > s.M.0€1T /'m:ljt/, b.M.(I)JT 
• nh"i-n "some" (since NK)> SQOEJN.€ /'h:ljn�/ "some", in proclitic position > SQ,EN.-

!h�n/ pluralic indefinite article 
• nt"i relative pronoun > s,h£T ..... €TE 
• dnj.t "portion" (since NK) > STOE /'b�/. lrroJ 
• The status pronominalis of zni "to pass" (> SCJNE, bciN.J) is SCO..� T -""CN.T-, beEN.-
• The verb qni "to become fat" (> 9KNN.E, hKE:NI) forms a stative KJOOO'If in Sahidic 

(but K€NH001l'T in Bohairic). 

Certain Egyptian writingsi97 suggest that the loss of -n could already have taken place by 
the New Kingdom, as was the case for most other consonantal losses. However, the place 
name ]J,w.t-nn-nzw (written lj.i-ni-in-Si in Neo-Assyrian transcription, 7th century Bc) lost 
its second n as late as the mid of the j_St millennium BC (written avtlats; by Herodotos, 
Coptic "2NHC) (cf. PEusT <990: u3f.). 
The word itn "sun" forms part of the Queen's name mry.t-itn which is attested in 
cuneiform transcriptions of the time of the New Kingdom as ma-ja-tu "" ma-ja-a-ti. ig8 It is 
unclear whether -n was actually lost in this noun, or whether the final vowel is an attempt 
to transcribe a syllabic sonorant /r,/ of Egyptian. 

The possessive prefix pJ-n "belonging to" (attested since NK) loses its -n by the time of 
Coptic: 9ITO.., �0... However this seems to be a late generalization of a loss which was not 
originally appropriate in all environments. Consider the proper name pJ-n-Js.t, lit. "who 
belongs to lsis", which can still be written pJ-n-Js.t (beside pl-Js.t) in Demotic and is 
transcribed as ttaV-T)O"t<; beside tta-T)O"t<; into Greek. The Coptic form of this name is 
Jl�HCE. (On this name see LoooECKENS & TurssEN j_g8off.: 354·) I assume that -n- was reg
ularly preserved here preceding the noun ls.t > HC€ which had a vocalic onset in Later 
Egyptian, whereas the -n-less form ITO.. was introduced into this name only by analogy. 

The 3rd pers. pl. pronominal suffix -sn was confused with the 3rd pers. sg. fern. suffix -s 

196 For more examples see OsrNc (1976: note s34 on p. 592f.) and VYclCHL (1990: 22of.). 
j_97 See CAP ART & GARDlNER & VAN DE W ALLE (19J6: j_So), ERMAN (j_933: § 47), WEsTENDORF 

(•966: '47f.). 
198 ALBRIGHT (1937: 19j_), voN SooEN (1952: 43:�:). 
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especially in Late Egyptian, and sometimes already in the Middle Kingdom.i99 This 

confusion was perhaps due to a phonetically conditioned loss of -n. Ultimately, -sn was 

replaced by a new suffix pronoun -w (Coptic -0�). However traces of -sn seem to have 

been preserved in -C€ "" -CO'ir, a rare allomorph of -O'ir in Sahidic (cf. TILL :1.926: :1.27-:t.Jo 

and VYciCHL :�.1)83: :t.83). 

On a late weakening or loss of In! in certain varieties of Coptic � § 5·7·2· 

Loss of <m> 

Loss of �m> is rare, conditions for it are unknown. Examples: 
• mr-il]..w "overseer (of) cattle" > S€�012 /;:,'bjW "shepherd" 
• Sm.t "to go" > s.byf€ /'Je/ 
• l].m "rudder" > SZ1€""21NI€, bz_l€ 
• The word nnlm "spleen" > 5J'l0€11!J /'miJ/, hNOOII!J shows loss of both n and m. 

For more possible cases cf. OsiNG (:1.976a: 472 and note 785 on p. 688-690). 

3.14·7 Loss of <h, and <1}.> 

h is generally preserved in Coptic. However h (not 1].) is lost in Sahidic when directly 

following an (original) aspirate stop, whereas it is always preserved in Bohairic (� 

§ 3.•.4)· 

There are several examples of a loss of 1]. under other conditions. The basic rule seems to 

be that 1]. is lost in word onset position before unstressed 0. in Bohairic.1100 It is possible 

that 1]. was first voiced to < and then took part in the regular loss of this sound in Coptic. 

However Egyptian writings with < < � are not attested. It should be noted that the vowel 

quality of 0. itself ultimately results from the former neighborhood of 1]. (� § 5.8.4). 

Examples: 
• �tr "span of horses; couple" > �O.Tp€ vs. ho.ef)€ 
• �w.t-�r "Hathor (divine name)" > szo.erop vs. ho.eoop (name of the 3rd month of the 

Coptic year, 11'E appendix 6) 

In a few more words, � is lost irregularly especially in Akhmimic and Sahidic: 
• 

• 
• 

'99 
000 

00< 

nl],d.t (since OK) "" ndl]..t (since MK) "tooth" (on this word see BARDINET :1.990: 27-48) 

> 5N0..2S.2.€ "' NO.o..2S.€, 8N€€.2S.€, hNM2.1 
so. woo, llO.O'ir, ho'irQ2 "and", a derivation from the verb w/� "to put; to add" 

S0€1.�€. ll0.€1.».€, h(2)0li.MI "hook", a derivation from 1]./m "to catch fish"110i 

cr. KnoesER (:t.97o: 3�-35). 
See FECHT (:t.!}Ss: 9�f.). VERGOTE (:1.973/83: lb, § 28i), SETHE (:1.925: s3), and VYCICHL 
(<990' <36). 
See 0SJNG (:t.976a: note ss3 on p. 598) and VYCICHL (:t.983: :155)· 
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Development of compounds 

We saw that t and r are always lost as the last consonant in a word. However, this loss 
may be suppressed in certain compounds: 
• nb.t-1,-w.t "Nephthys (divine name)" > is attested as VE'� in Greek transcription 

and as tt€�000 in Old Coptic 
• nfr.t-jfi "the most beautiful" (female proper name) is attested as na-ap-te-ra').o'). in 

cuneiform transcription of the NK 
• nfr-l],r "with beautiful face (male proper name)" is attested as ve4'eprot; in Greek 

transcription and as NEBEP20 in Coptic {LtloDECKENs & THissEN 198off.: 64:1). 
• l],w.t-l],rw "Hathor (divine name)" > SQO.GWp, ho._ewp (name of the 3rd month of the 

Coptic year, � appendix 6) 

I assume that in these compounds the final vowel of the first component was elided at an 
early time (for this elision � § 5.8.6, 6.2.2.4), so that t I r was followed by a consonant 
and consequently retained accordiOg to the rule discussed in § 3.:14.3.3. 

The noun pr "house'' is found in numerous compounds, especially place names. The -r is 
sometimes lost and sometimes retained in these compounds, no clear rule being visible. 
-r lost: 
• pr-Mst.t "house of Bastet (goddess)", a place name > hnotr�Ct 
• pr-nb "house of gold", a place name > niNOtrB 

-r retained: 
• pr-cJ "great house" > sn-ppo, bn-mrpo "Pharaoh, the king" (n reinterpreted as 

definite article) 
• *pr-pl-n{r "house of the god", a place name > flEPflNO"li'T€ 

For these and more examples see REDFORD (:1�3) and GARDINER (1947: ll, *2o6f.). RED
FORD (1963: i22) remarks that some of the names which retain the r are late formations 
from a time when the general loss of word-final -r had already taken place. He therefore 
suggests that the forms without -r reflect the normal development while the retention of -r 

is caused by an archaizing book-pronunciation of the same word pr. It is difficult to judge 
whether such a scenario is possible. The noun pr preceded by the definite article (pl-pr) is 
transcribed as pi-pa-ru in an Egyptian-cuneiform glossary of the New Kingdom (EoEL 

:1975: :15). H Redford's suggestion is correct, then pi-pa-ru must likewise have been an 
archaizing book-pronunciation (mot savant). This is difficult to accept since the definite 
article is a feature of the modem, non-archaizing language of the New Kingdom. Another 
proposal is made by FECHT (:1960: 83f.). He assumes that there was not only a single word 
pr, but that different derivations from one root were hidden behind a uniform writing. 
According to Fecht, one of these forms lost -r, while another (prj?, prw?) retained it. 

202 EoEL (1994a: 11, 363). -r- in nfr.t is missing in the transcription and was perhaps 
pronounced as a syllabic r which could not be rendered in the cuneiform script. 
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3.:1.5 Long consonants 

In Semitic languages such as Arabic, Biblical Hebrew, and G<J<az, long consonants 

(traditionally called geminate consonants) occur but are not normally indicated in writ

ing. They are expressed by a single consonant letter.1103 By analogy, scholars generally 

assume that geminates might have existed in Egyptian hut are nevertheless not recogniz

able in the Egyptian script (cf. e.g. VYCICHL :�.g83: x, xxvii). Some scholars have tried to 

prove the existence of geminate consonants based on Coptic vocalism (nE' § 4.8.6). Note 

also the fact that one of two identical consonants 
'
can he omitted in writing if they meet 

at a morpheme boundary (occasionally even at a word boundary), e.g. n!Jt "to be strong" + 

.ti (stative ending !:tnd pers. sg.) > nbtti "' nbti) (see ERMAN :1920; GARDINER .1.957: § 62 
and p. 422). 

At the present state of knowledge, it is impossible to decide whether or not phonologi

cally long consonants should be assumed for Pre-Coptic Egyptian. 

In Coptic, there is no indication that long consonants existed within a morpheme. 

Original sequences of two identical consonants were frequently simplified: 
• inn "we" > s,bo_rtoN /a'n,:m/ in stressed position, but O..N /an/204 in unstressed 

position (nn > n). 
• nfi tw-i (relative particle + conjugational prefix :a.st pers. sg.) > s,bf:t- /ati/- (tt > t) 
• psS.t "half' > sno.ruE /'pafa/, h1'o..rur (sS > *Ss > S) 
• sti,.t-f"to sow it" > s,h(_o_ T -q /'satf/ (!t > *tt > t) 
• S,2S.Q'!fT- /cut-/ ":w" + 5-TH /'te/ "s" > 9.2S,O'!fTH /cu'te/ "��:s" 

Long consonants from Semitic loan words have usually been simplified as well ( ®=' ap

pendix 5). However, an original long consonant could occasionally be substituted by a se

quence nasal + consonant (cf. HrNTZE :a.gs3: 29£.); e.g. Semitic *tVppV� "apple" (Arabic 

el>:. tu.ffa�) > Late Egyptian dp� > Coptic '>UI0€2 N Z.H0€2. bz.€.11<1,>€2 "apple". 

Syllabic sonorants preceding a vowel are written double in Coptic. This phenomenon 

should not however be confused with long consonants ( I@' §  5·:Lo.3). 

Coptic does admit two identical consonants at a (synchronic) morpheme boundary, cf.: 
• sn-nOOI!J /'ppoJ/ ••the division" 
• 5T-TO- /'ttl/ {besides TO-) "to demand (status pronominalis)", from T- (causative 

prefix) + t "to give" 

203 In Hebrew or Arabic texts provided with punctuation marks, consonant length can be 
indicated by a specific diacritic (called dageS in Hebrew, ta'Sd1d in Arabic). 

204 Aside from O..NN which is sporadically found in old manuscripts, cf. FuNK (:1.99:1.: :1.4). 
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3.16 Assimilation and dissimilation of consonants 

Assimilations of consonants are on the whole not very frequent in Egyptian, or at least 

they are not frequently reflected in writing. Egyptian is an inflecting language, so if two 

consonants were in direct contact within a certain verbal or nominal form, they could 

very well be separated by a vowel in other forms of the paradigm. If there was a reason for 

assimilation in the first case, it would have been disfavored by the existence of related 

forms in which assimilation could not take place. 

n > m before labials 

Original n develops into m in direct contact before labials. The assimilation seems to be 

regular within a morpheme, but examples are scarce: 
• inbl "dumb" > 5./r\flO /rp'p-:J/ (Bohairic has €60) 
• nhl "spindle'' > '.llllol.l ifll'paj/, h�f (OsiNG <976a: note 980 on p. 782·786) 
• mp.t "year" > spo.MIT€ /'-nmpQ/, bpo.-\\nl 

As a result, the sequences tm and t()l\ are uncommon in Coptic unless a morpheme 

boundary intervenes. 

This assimilation is not regular across a morpheme boundary. However the final -N of 

some proclitic elements may develop into -.M. before a labiaJ.!ao5 

Assimilation is common (obligatory at least in Sahidic) for instance with: 
• the definite plural article 5N-
• the preposition 5N- "in, to, from; (attributive marker)" 
• the preposition SZN- "in" 
• the negation 5N- "not" 
• the verb SGN- "to find (status nominalis)" 

However it is·absent for instance in: 
• the indefinite plural article SZEN-
• the preposition 52S.IN- "from" 
• the negation 5.\\N- "there is not" 

There is variation with the conjugational prefix 1st pers. pl. 5Tt{- "we": 5TN-.M€ "" T .M--M€ 
"we love", 5TN-nJCT€'0"€ "" TJ,\-niCT€'0"€ "we believe". 

The labials that cause assimilation are n ,  .M� in Bohairic also B; but not lf ,  0'0". No 

assimilation takes place before .M filling the syllable nucleus: 5.M-.MHC€ /rp'mesa/ '"the 

interests" (for *N·.IIHC€), but 'li-.11'-002 /nfll'b:h! "the fights" (cf. TILL '95" 65-67). 

There are also indications that �q) could provoke an assimilation n > m at a Pre-Coptic 

stage. I have concluded from this that <q> frequently expressed a labiovelar stop /kw/ (or 
similarly), 11? § 3.7+ 

205 The topic has not yet been researched in detail. Cf. the remarks by ERNSTEDT (1986: 
<o6·w8), SHISHA-HALEVY (<986: <6o with note 27), TILL (<955: § 35 and <96.: § <4). 
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Intervening 2 does not necessarily block the assimilation, cf. aRr.-2Rr.€ (for *N-Q,Rr.€) "in 
forty" (see VYciCHL :1934: 733). I have suggested in § 3.5.2 that the graphical clusters NZ 
and Rr.2 may have been realized as single nasals with breathy voice ([u.], [IIJ.]) rather than 

as sequences of nasal + (h]. 

The change m > n by analogy 

While n frequently assimilates to a following laJ>ial, m is not normally affected by a 

following consonant in its place of articulation11o6, cf.: 
• SJii.TO /rp't':J/, hA�.oo "presence" < mtr 
• SO'If'OJii.T€ /'w:Jmt�/ "fortification tower" < wmt.t. 
• s,hruOA�-P07 /'J ':Jmt/ "three" < ljmtw 
The Egyptian preposition m "in" (in the status nominalis) seems to he a counterexample. 
It frequently alternates in writing with the preposition n "to" from the New Kingdom on 
(cf. ERMAN :Lg33: §§ 47, 205, 599, 6o3), and both prepositions have merged into a single 
preposition N (A\ before labials) in Coptic. I assume however that this merger was 
phonetically justified only before labials, which was a common environment since 
prepositions often preceded the masculine definite article pi (IT in Coptic). When both 
prepositions became indistinguishable here, this morphological merger was generalized 
to all other environments. So the change m > n is not a phonetic process (as is held e.g. 
by VERGOTE J.945: .w3) but a development by analogy. 
The shift m > n also affected some compounds formed with the preposition m, e.g. m-c 
"in the arm of = near, at, with", written mdj "' ndj in Late Egyptian > s,bNT€-. 

There are several fossilized proper names in which the preposition m was preserved as 

/m/ into the Late Period: 
• iyi-m-1]-tp "coming in peace", rendered as ym�wt- ?ml],wt in Aramaic (VrrrMANN 

:198ga: 226), as ym�t in Phoenician (VnTMANN :198gb: 94), and as tJlOu6(T)c;) in Greek 
(LVDDECKENS & THISSEN :198off.: I, 55) 

• 

• 

• 

• 

imn-m-I].J.t "Amun (god) is in front", rendered as 01!11£VE.Jl"l(S) in Greek (OsrNc :1976a: 
344) 
w]�-ib-r'-m.-1/j.t "Apries (king} is in the horizon", rendered as wl].pr'mJ,y "" wl].prym}],y 

in Aramaic (VITI'MANN :1g89a: 226) 

mn&.w-m-�J.t "Month (god) is in front", rendered as flOV'tOI!t'l(<;) in Greek (LVDDECKENS 

& THISSEN <98off.o I, 597) 
IJ,r-m.-li.J.t "Horns (god} is in the horizon", rendered as I.Jar-ma-ki, I.Ja-ar-ma-I.Ji-i' et 
var. in Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian cuneifonn (EDEL :1980: 37-40), as l].rm�y in 

Aramaic (VnTMANN J.989a: !lt�:8), and as apl!aXt(c;) in Greek (VYciCHL .t_983: 3o7) 

206 However rare writing variants with -NT- instead of -Jii.T- can be found in Coptic, see 
ERNSn:DT (1.986: 1.08). 

207 On the writing WOfti.NT which is more common in Sahidic IrF § 3.:17.:1. .. 
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• 

• 

l],r-m-IJ,b "Horus (god) is in the feast", rendered as apJ.La(v;) in Greek (LVDDECKENS & 

TuiSSEN .1.98off.: I, 812) 
l,{i.-m-wls.t "who has risen in Thebes", rendered as !Ja-a-ma-aS-Si "" !Ja-a-ma.S-Si in 
cuneiform of the time of the New Kingdom (ALBRIGHT .1.946a: .1.0),!.1o8 as xal!ot<; "" 

XOJWt<; "' XUJ.lJlOH<; "' XOflJ.lOUt<; in Greek (ALBRIGHT :1946a: w, VYciCHL 1983: 519). 

3.i6.3 Merger nw > m by dental dissimilation 

In some words, the sequence /nw/ conflated into /m/. Such cases have been collected by 
L.CAu (1.970a)209; some examples are: 
• n-wn (nM-'wan) (since OK) ''there is not" > mn (since NK) > s,b.M.fo.ON /rp'·:m/ 
• mn-wt.t (r[V]n[V]n-'wattV) (name of a goddess) > Greek transcription epf!OUtt<;, 

preserved in the Coptic month name srr�-p.M.0'6"T€ /par'mut:;./, b�O.-PJr\0'6"61 .  An 
exceptional by-form flO..-pNO'l:iTE in which the merger did not apply is attested once 
(WESTENDORF <96sf77: <5<). 

• hJnw•:u.o ('ha�VnwV) "wave" (since NK) > SQOEJ.M. /'h:.jm/, lx[OOJ.M.J "wave" 
• Q.nnws:�:u ('banVnwV-sV) (early New Kingdom) "mosquito" > Q.nms (since New 

Kingdom) > s,bgJO'i\.M.EC /'J :.lmQs/. This word seems to have been borrowed into 
Ancient Greek as KIDV(I)'V "gnat, mosquito" (< *'kJnJms), cf. PIERCE (1-971_: w4). 

• Mnw (kM'�anwV) (Old Kingdom) "garden" > klm (since NK) > s,bec.tl.h\ /'kiom/. In 
Semitic there is a wide-spread root krm "vineyard" (e.g. Hebrew c::l"J� "vineyard", 
Arabic .r5 karm- "vineyard, grapes"). The Egyptian word could not have been 
borrowed from Semitic, nor could both be inherited from Proto-Afroasiatic, as is 
generally assumed (e.g. by VYCICHL :tg83: 34of.). Rather the Semitic word must have 
been borrowed from Egyptian at a time when the sound change nw > m had already 
taken place but d> still had the value /r/. Ak.kadian karltnu "wine", however, may be 
genetically related to Egyptian klnw. 

• 4/n.w (dV'lanwV) (OK) "young people" > 4/m (since MK) > 'l>(I)A\ /'com/ 
"generation" (Bohairic has li.OOO'(f /'cow/ with irregular -0�; perhaps -n- was lost 
early here) 

The following observations can be made: 
1) Writings with m first appear in the Middle Kingdom and more regularly in the New 

208 Cuneiform m renders both [m] and [w]; here we have to assume that it renders a 
sequence -mw-. 

209 Cf. also OSING (<976a: note 678 on p. 6s3f.) .  
2w Also written without <h. But d� must be part of the phonological structure of the 

word since it left a trace as (E}I both in the singular ,SZOEI.M., lx[OOI.M.I and in the plural 
SZI..-\\H of the noun (differently OsiNG 1976a: note .2.025 on pp. 8o3f.). 

211 LACAU (.2.970a: 52) argues rightly that the reading Q.nws preferred by Wb Ill 290,2f. 
fails to explain?\.. The syllable structure of this word is, however, abnormal; perhaps 
-s is to be regarded as a suffix (Lacau ibid.) which is metrically irrelevant. 



Kingdom. We conclude that the sound change took place approximately at the time 

of the Middle Kingdom, hut historical orthography conserved the older writing <nw' 

for a while, especially in the divine name mn-wt.t. 
2) The sound change took place before w was lost according to the rules discussed in 

§ 3.<4·•·7· 

3) In addition to the group /nw/, one of the consonants n or I was present in the word. 

If neither n or I was present, the merger did not apply, cf. words like the following 

(all attested from the OK on): iwnw "Heliopolis (city)" > SOON; }Jmnw "eight" > 

SW.M.O�N, byr.M.HN; I.J,nw "interior" > SZO'ifN, b!)O�N; zwnw "Arzt" > SC�€1N, bcHINI ; 
Snw.t "granary" > (with metathesis) byr€�NI. 

4) The consonants n and w were in direct contact. Otherwise the merger did not apply, 

cf. nwl ''to see" (since Middle Kingdom)�n > s,bN��. It should be noted that our 

explanation only works if the new syllable structure rules are accepted. Based on 

the traditional rules, /n/ and /w/ would not be in direct contact in hlnw, !Jnnws, k/nw, 
and tb'n.w.llt3 

We conclude that around the time of the Middle Kingdom /nw/ merged into /m/ if another 

In/ or d, /r/ was present in the same word. This process is a mutual assimilation (/nw/ > 

/m/) and a dissimilation (/n/ changes its place of articulation due to the presence of 

another dental sonorant) at the same time. 

Two difficult words remain in which a development nw > m has been proposed: 
• IJ,n.t (reading somewhat ambiguous) "pelican" > Coptic b2.M.H-2H.M.H ""2�.M.H 

"pelican". The semantic similarity seems striking. However the change nw > m 
assumed here by LACAu (.1_97oa: sof.) makes it necessary to suppose a consonant w 
which is not clearly obvious from the Egyptian writing. Furthermore, final -H of 

Coptic seems to presuppose a second unwritten consonant (VYCICHL :1983: 299 

transcribes the word as IJ.nww.e). 
• IJ.nw.t "bowl" (since OK) > SQ.Oft\€ (etymology by OsiNG :1976a: note 822 on p. 7:10). 

There is no additional n or 1 in this word to cause dissimilation, nor are n and w in 

direct contact (according to my syllable structure rules). If the etymology is valid, I 
have to assume a spontaneous sound change n > m which is not related to the cases 

discussed in this section. 

SETHE (:1899/1_902: I, § 228) suggests a graphical explanation for the phenomenon. He 

assumes that the grapheme <m had an alternative phonographic value /m/ in addition to 

In/. This solution, which was accepted by CzERMAK (:193:1/34: 25) and ALBRIGHT (:1946b: 

32o), raises serious difficulties: :1) Not only one but several n-graphemes would then have 

2:12 For reading and early attestations see Os!NC (1976a: note 200 on p. so3f.) and 
HABACHI (:1985: 36, line 6). 

213 In discussing the development of Mnw, LACAU (:1970a: s3f.) feels that n and w ought 
to he in direct contact and admits that this is problematic based on the traditional 
syllable structure rules. 



to he considered polyphonic (- , 0 , ++ ). 2) As I have shown, m only develops in a 
well-defined phonetic environment. 3) The negation n is not affected in isolation (> N) 
hut only in composition with following wn (> .-1\.-1\0N). Sethe's approach was rejected by 
V ERGOT£ (:1.945: :1.04) and can no longer be accepted nowadays. 

Sonorant shift 

General remarks 

A sonorant is not infrequently shifted when there is another sonorant in the same word. 
Sonorants in this sense are <m�, <n�, <r> (/r/ and /1/), <b> lW, but not /j/ and /w/. In the 
following sections, I cite some illustrative examples. More examples can be found in 
LACAU (:1.922), OsiNG (1.976a: note 4:1.9 on p. 549f. and note 556 on p. 598£.), and Vvc!CHL 

(<99"' uo). 
Exact rules are hard to provide. The developments sometimes go in opposite directions, 
e.g. in the neighborhood of m, n may develop into r but r may also develop into n. The first 
process can be called nasal dissimilation, the second one nasal assimilation. The only 
strict rule, basically recognized already by LAcAu (:1922), seems to he that the nasal 
sequence /nm/ was never preserved as such when these segments were in direct contact 
with one another. 
For possible examples of a shift n > l without the presence of another sonorant � 
§ 3.U.7. 

However, most sonorants are left unchanged in the presence of other sonorants, e.g.: 
• ibnw "alum" > SOBN /'JPn/, hc00€N. 
• in-m "who?" > s,hN.JJr\ /'nim/ 
• mi-nJ "here" > hJr\NC\.1 /'mnaj/ 
• mnd "breast" > hJViOT /'rnnJt/ 
• mry.t "harbor" > '.llfl<Jl /'mro/, "E.II(B)poo 
• mtr.t "noon" > 5Jr\€€P€ /'me:rn/, hA€pl 
• nbw "gold" > s,hNO'O'B /'nuPf 
• nmt.t "step" > 5NOJt\T€ /'mmta/, hJ'(OAt "strength" 
• rml "man" > spCIU\€ /'roma/, bproJr\1 

• 

• 

• 

n > r in the neighborhood of m 

iwn·i-mnt.w (place name) > spJr\ONT /r'mJnt/ et var. (� appendix 9) 
inhmn (a fruit) >(?) "lP.II&ti /hr'man/, b(2)€p.ll&ti "pomegranate". The words for 
"pomegranate" in Semitic languages (e.g. Arabic u !....., rumman-, Akkadian lurmU) 

likewise seem close to the Coptic form, so 2.P.MO..N may be directly borrowed from 
Semitic or at least influenced by it. Cf. Hocu (:1994: no. u). 

The late proper name pl�i.di,�iwn�mw.tj is transcribed in Greek as rt£teapf!ouftou 



• 
• 
• 
• 

(Greek genitive case) (LODDECKENS & TuiSSEN :198off.: I, 324). iwn-mw.t-f itself is a 

divine name attested from the OK on. 

pl-n-imn-I]Jp.w (month name) > sno.p.M.Q.OTfl /panp'h:>tp/ (lrZ' appendix 6) 

mnS.t "yellow calor", cf. s,bJI\HP!:Y !'merJ/ "red, yellow" 

nmiJ.w "poor" > Demotic nml}. "free" > 5P..¥1.2.€ /rrp.'he/, hp€.11\2,€, f?..€.M.2H "free" 

rmny.t (a square measure) > 5p€p.M.H /tQr'me/ (with metathesis) 

r > n in the neighborhood of m 

• Egyptian *rm {Dynasty :18) "with" > Late Egyptian irm "with" > vo11 (= /nam/ or 

similarly) in a Greek transcription from 202/nc; Coptic hNEA /nam/JU4 

n > l in the neighborhood of m 

• mnl]. "wax" > SJti.O'if(\2. fmulh!, bJr\O'if(\2. 
• nhm "to shout" > s(\2,HA !)'hem/, bf?..2,a 
• IJ.nk.t ••braided lock of hair", cf. s.bzro�K /'holk/ "to plait" 
• !Jnm "to smell" > sq(OO?\.M. /'Johp/, hyJW?\EJI\ 
• knm "to wrap", cf. 5K?\O.h\ /'kbm/, h)::"?-.O.M. "crown" (OsiNG :1976a: note 686 on p. 655) 

Note that •n• can also be a rendering of /l/, at least in Later Egyptian (o:F § 3.u.7)· 

n > l in the neighborhood of n 
• m'nn "a kind of cord" > 5..M..NJN "" .MO.'i:\(\IN "" M'o\l'i:\ 
• nnw .. primeval water" is preserved in Coptic as s,hNO'li'N /'nun/ .. abyss". VYCICHL 

(:197!!) suggests that the modern name of the river Nile is also related to this root. 

This is the common name of the river in Greek sources (NElA.oc;, first attested in 

Hesiod, 8th century se), which then spread into the other European languages and 

into Arabic (nll). However in Egyptian and Coptic the usual name of the Nile was 

not nnw but itrw or itrw 'J (> S€1€PO /j:/n/), at least in the written language. 

m > p in the neighborhood of n 
• mn.t '"swallow" > s&HNE /'jlena/, h&HNI-61PI 
• mn.t ••crucible" > h&JNI /'�ini/ 

2:14 This preposition is discussed by EDEL (:1967: 67-73). In Dynasty :18 only the extended 
form rm-n is attested which, according to Edel, is still preserved in Coptic as 8AN 
with loss of the first consonant. The other cited forms are derived from the shorter 
variant rm. In Sahidic both ;1\N (?< rm-n) and N.rl\ (< rm) are attested. On VO}l see 
PESTMAN ( :1977: no. :1:1, lines 3 and 6); for the date of the text see V ANDORPE (:1986: 
3oo). 
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• IJ,w.t-nm(') "to sleep" > SZINHB /hi1nePJ, but bziNI.M /hi1nim/1115 

p > m in the neighborhood of n 

• nb "any, every" > 5NI.M /nirn/, but hNJB€N with obscure suffix -€N 
• t.h-ntr (place name), transcribed as §lzab-nu-U-ti in Neo-Assyrian (BoRCER 1996: !H) 

and as Iepevvmo� in Greek, > 52S.€.MNO'IT /c<lm1nut/, hzs.€.MNO'lrt. The modern Arabic 
name is ,;.� Samannud. 

n > l I r in the neighborhood of p 

• inb "to include (by a wall)" > Demotic irb (OsiNG 1976a: note 63o on p. 6!u.f.) 
• bnw "to disappear" > Demotic bl, s,hftffi� /'�1/ "to loosen" (OstNc 1976a: note 637 

on p. 624) 
• bnd (kind of garment) > SSO..�OT /Pa1bt/ (OsiNC :1976a: note 831 on p. 713, WILSON 

"997' 321) 
• nb1 "spindle" > a�B€1 /).1j3ej/; but without dissimilation h.MBO..I and, with irregular n, 

5.Mn�l (OsiNC :1976a: note g8o on p. 782-786) 
• nbi, ••to burn" (since OK) > Demotic lbj > 5i\lB€ /lipa/ "to rage" (etymology by 

KAMMERZELL 1994a: 33) 
• nsb "to lick" (since OK) > h(..�nCI /'lapsi/ "to bite" (cf. also Arabic � lasaba '"to 

sting, to bite", lasiba "to lick'') 

r > n in the neighborhood of r 

• In Bohairic, the prefix of the negative imperative .Mn€p- Ill) par-/ ( < m jri.w) is 
replaced by Jr\n€N- when preceding the prefix ep€- /'tra-/ of the "causative 
infinitive" (MALLON 1956: 125, for exceptions see PoLOTSKY 1934: 63). 

J.16.4.10 m > p and p > m  in the neighborhood ofr I l 

• mrkbt "chariot" (from Semitic, I@' appendix 5) > 5B€p€6WO'lrT "" Bp600lfT, 
hfiEpE60J01fTC 

• Semitic *mVnSar- > *mVSSar- (e.g. Hebrew 1iit.l� "saw") > s,hft�UJOlfp /Pa1Jur/ 
"saw" 

• Semitic *b�al "onion" > Demotic mdl > s,b.Mzs.(!)(.. /rp.1col/ "onion" 

215 It is disputed whether the second element should be read nm or nmc in Egyptian (cf. 
Hocu 1994: no. 249 and QuAcK 1996: 510). If the reading without c is correct, which 
is also supported by the absence of vowel doubling in Sahidic, the word may well be 
a loan from the Semitic root Vnwm "(to) sleep". For the vowel difference in the 
Coptic dialect forms � § s.6.3 . .t. 



J.16.4.11 Variant developments 

Different varieties of Egyptian occasionally show different sonorant shifts in the same 
word: 
• mn.t "swallow" develops to BHN€ /fk'na/ in Sahidic but to BIPI /'Piri/ (besides BHNI) 

in Bohairic 
• /.Jnm.t "well (of water)" > SQ.ONB€ /'h::mpa/, but lQ.b..'l-..¥1.€ /'halma/ 
• The verb l:!nm ''to unite" is attested in Late Period writings which suggest that it 

could be pronounced }jnb on the one hand and lJ,r(m) on the other.u6 This verb is not 
preserved in Coptic. 

Palatal assimilation 

Former s (including <z>) frequently develops into a palatal sibilant YJ /J/ in Coptic by 
assimilation to another palatal in the word. The phenomenon is discussed in detail by 
SETHE (.1899-.1902: I, § 27!:!:). The principal rules are the following: 

s usually becomes YJ if there is another YJ ( < S) somewhere in the same word: 
• iSn (originally perhaps zSsn�u7) "lotos" > hru"CIXJJ€N /'JoJ�m/ 
• sSd "window" > s.hUf0'6YJT /JuJt/, agj'C!XJJT 
• Smsi, "to serve" > s,agj.¥-.ty€ /'JrpJ�/, hyf€.¥-.U!'I 
• Sslw "antelope" > s,hruoru /'J::�J/ (borrowed as sasu into Neo-Assyrian) 
An unexplained exception is Sls "nomad" > s,aruwc /'Jos/ "herdsman" 

A palatal sibilant YJ which is derived from IJ causes assimilation in Bohairic only: 
• Gif"to repulse" > SC<OYflf /'soJf/ (with metathesis), SQ_(I)(lf, hru"WW'-1 "to despise" 
• scniJ "to nourish" > SCQANYJ /'sa:nJ/, acO..o..Ng fsa:nx/, hru"O.NYJ /'JanJ/ 
• sfiJw "seven" > SCO.tylf /'saJf/, aco.gq, hru"O.Yflf (metathesis in all dialects) 
• si:Jw "gall" > SCIYJ€ /'siJ';)/, actg€, byJO..!!JI 
There is no assimilation in wsiJ ••to be large" > s,bQ'!r(J)tyC /'wofs/ (with metathesis), 
'01>0X:�. 

If an original palatal stop (i.e. 6 I .2S. < d I l) follows somewhere in the same word, s is 
assimilated, though not always in all dialects: 
• msdr "ear" > h.h\O..Uf.ZS. /'maJc/, l.h\EYf.ZS.€ (8M�€, 8.h\€€.2S.€ have lost s) 
• 

• 

• 

Demotic sd "locust" > s,hru.zs.E /'fee/, ac.zs.€ 
sdd '"to talk" > sy}b.2S.€ /'Jac�/, auf€25.€, hcb.lS.I 
stni "to distinguish" > sy!O.ZS.N€ /'J::�cn�/. auJO...ZS.N€, hcoGNI "to consider" 

If it precedes, there is no assimilation: 
• tzi "to lift" > s,a.zs.JCE /'cis:J/, �ICI 

216 See VrrrMANN (1980, especially note 3 on p. 76) and ZAUZICH (1975). 
217 It is not clear whether zSSn is an early form of zSn or whether it is another word. 

OsiNG (1976a: note 1262 on p. 851) opts for the latter possibility. 
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A palatal stop derived from g I k (� § 3.9·4) has an even less palatalizing effect. It can 
only affect s in direct contact: 
• sg "stupid" > SC06 /'sJk.j/, hc02S., 8(€6€ 
• sgb "cry" > '•"!!JGO.n /'Jldap/, "!!ft�o.n 
• Demotic sgr "to sail" > 8(6HP /'skier/, SC6HP "' g]6Hp, hgjGHP 
• gsr "ring" > s?,o'O'p "' 6CO'<fp, bg]GO'<rp (with metathesis) (for the etymology see 

HocH .1994: no. 523; VITIMANN .1996: 444) 

The palatalization of s can occasionally already be observed in Demotic (cf. SETHE .1899-
1.90::1: I, § 272; OsiNG j_976a: note su on P· s86-588). 

In some words, s/z and S are fully assimilated and render a single !!J in Coptic: 
• psS ('pasSV) "to divide" > snooru /'poJ/, bct>OJYJ 
• sSp.t (s[V]'SaptV) "cucumber" > sgj(l)fl€ /'Jopa/, bgfoom 
• s!Sr.t (s[V]�'SurtV) "bread" > bg]'Hpl /'Jeri/ 
• • " . " lv"'"n /'J I szp to receive > s,_�w op 
In words of this type, palatal assimilation can be observed even earlier (cf. e.g. 
WEsTENDORF .1962: § 6.1). The noun sisr.t "bread" is attested in the writing SJSr.t already 
by the early Middle Kingdom (JAMES •<J6•: 6o). 

3.16.6 Other cases of assimilation and dissimilation 

A few more examples of assimilation or dissimilation exist which cannot be explained by 
one of the above-mentioned rules: 
• psd, "g" renders lf!IT /'psit/ in Bohairic as expected, whereas Akhmimic and mostly 

also Sahidic have WIC /'psis/ (t > s by assimilation at a distance). 
• The Egyptian verb "to see" has three allomorphs mlJ, mi, and mln, later > mn (SMITH 

1_984). Traditionally mJJ is considered the base form, which would suggest that JJ was 
dissimilated to Jn in certain forms of this verb. It is equally possible to assume that 
mln is the base form and mH is the result of assimilation. The verb is attested from 
Old Egyptian to Demotic but has not survived in Coptic. 

• 

• 

• 

The noun mflk.t "turquoise" appears as njk and in similar writings in Later Egyptian 
(cf. OsiNG 1.976a: note HH on p. 829 and VYcicHL j_g83: H?f.). n probably developed 
from m by dissimilation against f 
kf§.£ "Nubian" develops into €Gcorn /�'kioJ/ as expected in Sahidic, whereas 
Bohairic has €EHI)rn /a'thoJ/. The expected Bohairic form would have been *€GWW 

where 6 would be /eh/. This seems to be a case of palatal dissimilation against /J/. 
thw.t ('tab VwtV) "sandal", also written tw since the New Kingdom > s,aTOO'O'€ 

/'tJ:w�/. ha(I)O'O'I /'thowi/. The preservation of -w- is regular in this position (n:F 
§ 3 . .1_4.2.7). The Sahidic writing is ambiguous but the Akhmimic form indicates that 
the stressed vowel was indeed long in Coptic (� § s.3.3). The long vowel is to be 
explained by the loss of -b- according to the rules given in § 5·5·1.0-2. b seems to 



have undergone a dissimilatory loss due to the presence of another labial in the 

same word. 
• dqr "" dgr "fruit" renders Sf6€ /'tik.i<J/ in Sahidic whereas Bohairic has b2S.I.2S.I /'cici/ 

with irregular assimilation at a distance. 

For a possible assimilation of t and r to directly preceding consonants which may have 

taken place at some time prior to the New Kingdom l):i;f" §§ 3.:1.4.3.3 and 4.8.5 and cf. note 

in § 5·5·:l.o.�. 

3.i7 Epenthesis 

Intrusive N in Sahidic 

In Sahidic, the sequence /mt/ is usually written .M.NT if T is syllable-final. N is clearly 

secondary from an etymological point of view. The phenomenon is unknown in Bohairic. 
• mtr.w "witness" > 5.M.NTP€ /rp[n]t'r£/ (or /m[r;t]t're:/), b.M.f6P€ /m�t're:/ 
• {pntw "three" > '!!JO.I\NT /'J>m[n]t/, "!!JO.I\T fJ>mtl 

I assume that a non-phonemic transitional [n] was articulated between .M. /m/ and T /t/. 
VERGOTE (1945: :l.o3) however suggests that in the sequence /mt/ the dental stop was 

spoken as a voiced allophone [d] which was written NT. If this were true, we should 

expect that /t/ was voiced and written NT also after other sonorants such as 'i\ Ill and p /r/, 

but this is not the case. 

In verbs, the writing may be inconsistent because of influence from other forms within the 

paradigm: 
• wmt.w "to be thick (stative)" > SO'ifO.M.T "" O'ifO.M.NT, bo'lfO.M.T (infinitive s.bo1f.MOT) 
• dm4 "to meet" > S"f0l..¥1T "" TOO.M.NT, lrf(l)...I\T 

No N is inserted if T is syllable-initial: 
• mtr "presence" > 5.M.TO /rp'b/, b»,eo /rp't?-3/ 
• !Jmt.t "three (fern.)" > syJO.M.Tf /'J3mt<J/, byjo.Mt (but also sg(O.M.NT€ by analogy with 

the masc. YfO.M.NT) 

Intrusive n and B 

Between .M. and a following syllable-initial consonant an epenthetic labial stop is 

facultatively inserted in Coptic. Attestations are rare in Sahidic, somewhat more frequent 

in Bohairic. I do not discuss the other dialects here. Cf.:ll.l8 

�1.8 This topic was discussed by HINTZE (1949). Epenthesis can also take place before a 
syllable-initial consonant cluster: sT ./1\.TP€- "' T .M.nTp€M /tJTl[p)trg-/ (prefix of negated 
causative infinitive). 



• mry.t "harbor" > '.NIPW /rp'ro/ - (once:) E.>�npw [•m'bro], h€.>1BpW - €.Nip(l). 

The epenthetic labial stop is written as follows: 

.M + voiced sonorant .M + voiceless obstruent 
(ll, 1..) (T, C, W) 

labial stop inserted in Sahidic n n 
labial stop inserted in Bohairic B n 

HtNTZE (1.949: 47-49) explains convincingly that an epenthetic non-phonemic voiced 
(before voiced sonorants) or voiceless (in the other cases) stop could be spoken in these 
words. Since B in Sahidic is always a writing of a fricative /W, n had to be written in both 
cases. In Bohairic, where B is also basically a fricative but has a regular allophone [b] 
(C::W § 3.:12.5), the voiced stop was consequently expressed as B. 
RoQUET (1_995), while presenting several good examples of Jl-epenthesis, is certainly 
wrong in interpreting Jr\fl as an expression of a voiceless nasal [q;t]. This neither explains 
the epenthesis of n before voiced sonorants in Sahidic nor the B-writings of Bohairic. 

Epenthesis of I / 01r before a sonorant in Bohairic 

If the vowel /i/ follows a sonorant (B, C.., Jh., N,  p) in Bohairic, the same vowel is also 
frequently written before that sonorant whereas it is absent in the other dialects and 
cannot be explained etymologically. This I can be called epenthetic:ll19 
• b.h\0..1-NIBEN ,...., (rarely:) J/1.0..-NIBEH, but 8.¥..0..-NI.h\ "everywhere", composed of s,b.M.O.. 

.. place" < me and 5NI.¥.., hNJBEN "every" < nb 

1-epenthesis is also evoked by posttonic /i/ corresponding to Sahidic € /a/ (these are 
actually most of the examples): 
• hb..Jh.Hipl, but SfAHP€ '�inundation", borrowed into Egyptian Arabic as /di'mi:ra/ "' 

/di'me:ra/ "time of flood" (HINDS & BADAWt 1986: 3o4, Vn-rMANN 1991: 209) 
• bo_�ollpl ,...., b..?)oopf "viper" (absent in Sahidic) 
• bwO.IPI - WO.PI, but '\!!O.O.p€ "to hit" < IJ'r 
• bzHIBI - ZHBI, but 'ZHB€ "grief' < /ib 

The phonetic interpretation of this phenomenon is doubtful. The writing may indicate that 
a glide-like element was spoken before the sonorant (e.g. O..M.HIPI [a'melri]). It is also 
possible that the sonorant was palatalized (0.../1\HIPI [a'merji]). In any case, it is probably a 
subphonological phenomenon. 
Several languages indicate a palatal consonant by an adjacent palatal vowel sign in 
writing. In Old French, <i) is frequently added to the right and/ or to the left of a palatal 
consonant. For example, the word for �·to bath" ( < Latin balneare) is found as bagner, 

219 Thus already PoLoTSKY (1g3o: note 3 on p. 876). I reject OstNc's (1976a: 388f. and 
note 1.3::� on p. 468-475) assumption that -1- is original in these words and was 
secondarily absorbed in Sahidic, lfi" § 5·5·9· 



baigner, bagnier, baignier, bainier etc. (modern French baigner /ben.ie/). lt is a fundamen
tal rule of modern Irish orthography that no vowel sign but e or i can he written in contact 
with a palatal consonant or consonant cluster. For example, /bo:rjaJ "streets" is written 
bOithre where an intrusive graphical -i- is inserted between the non-palatal vowel 0 and 
the following palatal cluster -thr- (the singular fonn is bOthar /bo:r/ "street"). 

Epenthesis of I I 011 after a sonorant in Bohairic 

Words which, according to their etymology and to the forms of other dialects, should 
terminate in a glide (/j/, /w/) + a nasal (.»., N), frequently show an additional I or O'l!' 

respectively at the end of the word in Bohairic (cf. LAcAU 1.97oa: 54). The phenomenon 
might in principle apply to sequences glide + sonorant in general, but I have no examples 
for sonorants other than nasals. This epenthesis is less regular for O'i!' than for f. Cf.: 
• hcHJNf, hut SC�€1N "physician" < zjnw 
• bo'l!'OOINI "" (rarely:) O'i!'OOIN, but SO'l!'0€1N "light", a derivation from wn > s,ho'l!'OON 

"to open" (VYCICHL .1_983: 23.t_) 
• 
• 
• 

hQOOI.»-1, hut �OEIA "wave" < him < hlnw 

hc(OO'l!'N ,._, C(OO'l!"NO'l!", but SCOO'i!'N "to know" < swn 

iYr(OO'l!'N "" T(OO'l!"NO'l!", but s·noo'l!'N "to rise" < dwn 

It seems that either an additional subphonemic vowel was spoken at the end of such 
words (e.g. CHINJ rsejnl], COOO'l!"NO'i!' ['sownii]), or sonorants had both palatalized and 
velarized/ rounded allophones {CHINI rsejn.i], C{I)()'II'NO'Ir ['sownw]). 

This -1/ -0'l!'-epenthesis has a superficial similarity to the epenthesis of -€ after word
final sonorants in Akhmimic (� § 5.8.2:). However it should rather be compared to the 1-

epenthesis before sonorants described in the preceding section. 

On subphonemic palatalization of consonants before front 
vowels 

It is quite natural for consonants to have a somewhat palatalized articulation when 
preceding front vowels. A suhphonemic palatalization of consonants before front vowels 
is especially likely to be encountered in a language where there is no phonological 
opposition of palatal vs. non-palatal consonants. 

In Coptic the dental stop T /t/ contrasts with the palatal stop 2S. le/, whereas Greek has no 
palatal stop. It is therefore reasonable to assume that in Greek subphonemic palataliza
tion of t /t/ before /i/ was stronger than in Coptic. This hypothesis is confirmed by the 
observation that tt /ti/ of Greek loans could be adopted as 2S.I /ci/ in Coptic: 0A.oK:0'tttvo� 



/holo'kottinos/ (name of a coin) is rendered as l\O'G'K02S.f /lu'bci/ et var. in Bohairic.220 

This phenomenon probably also explains why Coptic created a specific letter t for 
expressing the phonemic sequence /ti/. The exclusively Coptic sign t is preferred for 
expressing /ti/ in native words, whereas the letter sequence Tl ""' T€1 is used :1) if word 
boundaries or certain types of morpheme boundaries intervene (� § 6.4·7·:1), and 2) 
mostly in Greek loan words. VYClCHL (:1990: 3o) plausibly suggests that the strong palatal
ization of /t/ in the sequence -n- in Greek led to the creation of a distinct letter t for 
indicating a sequence /ti/ spoken with non-palatalized t. We can therefore reinterpret the 
graphical rule as follows: :t.} Educated Copts tried to retain a specifically Greek accent 
in the pronunciation of Greek loan words. They distinguished Coptic /ti/ [ti] as t from 
Greek /ti/ [tii] T(€}1 even in writing. 2) If two different words are involved, this question 
cannot play a role. So one way of rendering /ti/ was enough at a word boundary and t was 
not needed here. 

In some Coptic texts (especially Lycopolitan), the Greek sequence i- or ei- {!hi-/) is 
substituted by YJI- at the beginning of a word, e.g. iatopia "history" > !!JICTOPI� (KAsSER 
:1g8o). This indicates that the Copts perceived Greek /h/ in a palatal environment as 
being closer to their palatal fricative !!I /J/ than to their native 2. /h/. (Note that Greek 
had no /J/.) 

The great Demotic Magical Papyrus (edited by GRIFFITH & TuoMPSON .:1904-09) contains 
numerous magical words which cannot be attributed to any specific language and are 
written simultaneously in Demotic as well as Greek script. Where the Greek transcrip
tion shows stops preceding the vowel i, the Demotic transcription frequently has 
additional indications of a palatalized pronunciation, e.g. (Greek) Otou!flta = (Demotic) 
ntsywpSyc, probable intended pronunciation [diiuphHa] (GruFFITH & TuoMPSoN :1904-09: Ill, 
:1.:17; cf. also JouNSON :1976: .:123). This again seems to indicate that, in the view of the 
author(s) of the text, automatic palatalization before /i/ was more prominent in the Greek 
than in the Demotic language. 

2�o Sahidic mostly has 2,0l\OKOTCI et var. (GIRGIS :1967/68: 67). 
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4 Syllable structure and phonotactics 

4.1. Three vowel classes in Coptic 

As was recognized early, Coptic stressed vowels (on unstressed vowels n:F § 5.8) can be 
arranged into three classes each of which has two members frequently showing morpho
logical alternations with one another. In the following chart, the vowels are arranged by 
their place and manner of articulation. My assumptions about the articulation of Coptic 
vowels are discussed in § 5.2. The following is valid for Sahidic and Bohairic, whereas 
the other dialects have somewhat different representations (� § s-3). 

high low Paleo-Coptic vowel 
quality (W § ·'·5) 

class 1.: back (!) 0 a 

class 2: front (<) I 0- ' 

class 3: front (•) H € (?) u 

High and low vowels of the same place of articulation are frequently found m 

morphophonological alternations. 
Examples of aJ-D4J,lternation 
• B€100T !'jot/ "father" - B€10T€ /'jJta/ "fathers" 
• SCOON€ /'sona/ "sister" - SCON /'sJn/ "brother" 
• sz��(l) /hfo/ "old woman" - sz��o /hJ.'J/ "old man" 
• spooq !'rof/ "his mouth" - spo /'rJ/ "mouth'' 
• 5K(!)T€ /'kota/ "to turn" - 5KOTq !'kJtf/ "to turn him" 

Examples of 1-0..-alternation 
• '2011"€1T /'hwit/ "first (sg.)" - '2011"0-T€ /'hwato/ "first (pl.)" 
• S€BJT /a'Pit/ "honey dealer" - S€BIC..T€ /;;.p'jata/ "honey dealers, 
• sto'lr /'tiw/ "five" - STC..€10� /'taju/ "fifty" 
• 5.-\\IC€ !'mis.,.f "to give birth" - 5./r\C..CTt{ /'mast£/ "to give birth to him" 
• 5piK€ /'rika/ "to bend" - sp�KTC /'rakts/ "inclination" 

The H-€-class is less well established, W § 5·5·5· 

4.2 Predicting the Coptic vowel class by the number of 
following consonants 

These morphological alternations, comparable to the phenomenon of apophony in Indo
European languages, are unmotivated on the synchronic level. Vowel height cannot be 
predicted by the phonetic environment in Coptic. From a diachronic perspective, 
however, an interesting relationship becomes obvious between the height of the stressed 
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vowel on the one hand and the number of consonants which followed this vowel at an 
earlier stage of Egyptian on the other. This rule is the following: 

THE STRESSED VOWEL IS HIGH WHENEVER EXACTLY TWO CONSONANTS FOLLOWED IT AT 
A PRE-(OPTIC STAGE; THE STRESSED VOWEL IS LOW WHEN ONE OR THREE (I.E. AN 
ODD NUMBER OF) CONSONANTS FOLLOWED. 

For example, .Mi)..CTt{ "to give birth to him" goes back to ms.t�/which indicates that three 

consonants already followed the stressed vowel in Egyptian. In .A\ICE "to give birth", the 
stressed vowel seems to he followed by one consonant. However the Egyptian predeces
sor ms.t shows a second consonant -t which was lost only later. 
The rule presupposes the consonantal skeleton of a stage of the language at which the 
consonantal losses discussed in § 3 . .14 had not yet taken place, i.e. approximately Middle 
or Old Egyptian. It is further necessary to count those consonants (mostly glides and 

sonorants) which can he omitted in writing C'defective writing", !kW §  2.6.4). This leads 
to two important conclusions: .1) glides are actually consonants, the graphemes in ques

tion must not be interpreted as vowel indicators; !a) glides may be graphically suppressed 
but are nevertheless present on the phonological level of Egyptian. 

This principle was first observed by STEINDORFF (.1.894) although he gave it a quite 
different formulation (� 4.3.2), and it has been a crucial premise of all research into 
Egyptian phonology since. I have undertaken an examination to determine the degree to 
which it actually holds true. Appendix 4 contains a list of all words found in a Middle 

Kingdom manuscript of the story of Sinuhe that were preserved in Coptic. My conclusion 
is that there is indeed a strong correlation between vowel height in Coptic and the 

number of formerly following consonants, although there are some exceptions. Thus I 
assume that the rule is basically valid, however further qualifications of the rule should 

be expected in the future and have actually been proposed (nE' § 4.8.6). 

The "standard theory" of Egyptian syllabification 

Basic principles 

The observation presented in the preceding section calls for a phonetically plausible 
interpretation. It is difficult to see how the mere number of consonants following a vowel 
should affect its development. Rather, the number of consonants following the stressed 

vowel must somehow be related to a phonological feature of the stressed syllable itself. 
STEJNDORFF (.1894) first suggested that this feature is the o p e n n e s s  vs. c I o s  e 

n e  s s of the stressed syllable, an assumption which has basically been accepted until 

the present day. The stressed syllable is assumed to be open if an even number of 
consonants follow and closed if an odd number of consonants follow. 
In order to predict the openness vs. closeness from the number of consonants following 
the stressed vowel, a set of syllabification rules and related assumptions need to be 



agreed upon. More than one such set of rules would theoretically be possible. However, 

Egyptology has chosen one solution which has essentially remained unchanged since 

then. According to this scenario, it is assumed that (ignoring all segments left of the 

stressed syllable) all words originally had one of the following structures ( I  = syllable 

boundary): 

one consonant following the stressed vowel 'CVC 

two consonants followins: the stressed vowel 'CV: [ CVC 

three consonants following the stressed vowel ·cvc l cvc 
This can also be expressed by the following principles: 

1) The stressed syllable may end in one consonant (closed syllable) or in a vowel (open 

syllable) but not in a consonant cluster. 

2;) A posttonic syllable always ends in exactly one consonant, i.e. it must be closed. 

3) A posttonic syllable always begins with exactly one consonant, i.e. a consonant 

cluster is always separated by a syllable boundary. 

4) There were no shifts of stress during the history of the language, at least from the 

time at which these rules were valid until the Coptic period. 

As we can see, it is necessary to assume restrictions on syllable structure only for the 

segments following the stressed vowel. However the first inquirers to deal with Pre

Coptic syllable structure assumed an even more rigid principle: They suggested that 

a l l  unstressed syllables were closed (SETHE 1899-1902;: § .16) which increased the 

coherence and symplicity of the theory. This implied that an even number of consonants 

cannot precede the stressed vowel in an Egyptian word. Where this did seem to be the 

case, Sethe posited the existence of a so-called prosthetic element 'e (i.e. 'a)�!a1 for the 

original state of the language in order to increase the number of initial consonants by 

one. However Sethe's attempts to find traces of the presumed prosthetic element in the 

Egyptian writing turned out to he unconvincing in many cases. So later scholars (e.g. 

STURM 1934: 49-58, FEcHT 1960: 4) abandoned the restriction against open syllables in 

pretonic position to bring reconstructed Pre-Coptic closer to the actual attested Egyptian 

writings, but they kept the restriction for posttonic syllables in order not to damage the 

system of syllable structure rules as a whole which had in the meantime become firmly 

established within Egyptological tradition. 

Classical formulations of the syllable structure rules 

Let us now have a look at some "classical" formulations of these principles. It should be 

noted that what I describe as high and low vowels is traditionally described as long and 

short vowels respectively (on this question � § 5.2.2). 



In the formulation by 5TEINDORFF (1894), the basic principle, namely that the type of the 

stressed vowel is predictable from the number of following consonants, is very implicit, 

although this must have been the initial observation which led him to developing his 

rules. Steindorfr s explanations are somewhat obscured by the fact that diachronic and 

synchronic interpretations are not clearly distinguished. 

"Man unterscheidet im Agyptischen und Koptischen: :1. o f f  e n  e S i  1 -
b e  n ,  d. h. aufeinen Vokal ausgehende ( ... ) -�. g e  s c h l  o s  s e  n e  S i  l 
b e  n ,  d. h. konsonantisch endende ( ... ). D o  p p e  l t g e  s c h i  o s  s e  n e  
S i  l b e n ,  d .  h. mit zwei Konsonanten schlieBende kommen im 
Sah[idischen] nicht vor ( ... ). Viele Silben, die in dem vorliegenden Zustande 
des Koptischen offen sind, waren urspriinglich geschlossen und werden auch 
im Vokalismus noch als geschlossene Silhen behandelt ( ... ). - Umgekehrt 
waren viele Silben, die jetzt geschlossen sind, urspriinglich offen ( ... ). 
Offene Silben haben einen langen, geschlossene Silben einen kurzen Vokal 
( ... ). Man beachte ( ... ), daB diese Gesetze in dem vorliegenden Zustande des 
Koptischen nicht mehr streng durchgefti.hrt sind und daB vielfach der 
Ausfall von alten Endungen und die Verschleifung von Konsonanten ( ... ), 
die oft nicbt mebr nachweisbar sind, sowie Analogiebildungen eine 
(vielfach nur scheinbare) Durchbrechung dieser Regeln veranlaBt haben." 
(5TEINDORFF .1.�4: :J3-:JS) 

"Jedes koptiscbe (und wohl auch iigyptische} Wort hat nur einen Bildungs
vokal, der in der letzten oder vorletzten Silbe steht. Der Ton des Wortes rubt 
auf dem Bildungsvokal." (STEtNDORFF 1894: 3o) 

SETHE (18gg-190:J, I: XV) states the following, quite similar fonnulation: 

"Nach dem Koptischen duldete das Aegyptische ebensowenig wie die semi
tiscben Spracben eine Doppelkonsonanz weder im Anlaut noch im Auslaut 
der Silbe. A n I a u t e n kann eine Silbe vielmehr nur mit einem e i n f a  -
c h e n  Konsonanten ( ... ). Worte, die im Koptischen mit zwei Konsonanten 
anzulauten scheinen, wurden mit einem Vorschlagshiilfsvokal ausgespro-
chen ( ... ); diesem ging nach aegyptischer Auffassung ein Aleph voran ( ... ). 
Hinsichtlich des A u s  l a  u t  e s kann im Aegyptischen eine Silbe offen ( ... ) 
oder e i n f a c h  geschlossen sein ( .. . ). J e d e s  W a r t  h a t  nach dem 
Koptischen n u r  e i n e n  v o l l e n  V o k a l  ( ... ),aufdemderTonruht ( ... ); 
er kann nur in der vorletzten und letzten Silbe stehen ( ... ). In offener Silbe 
war er lang, in geschlossener kurz ( ... ). Alle iibrigen Silben des Wortes sind 
N e  b e n s  i l b e n  ( ... ); wie es scheint, waren sie stets geschlossen ( ... )." 

EncERTON (1947: 1f.) draws a strict distinction between (Sahidic-}Coptic and Egyptian 

which makes his formulation much clearer: 

"If the main-stressed vowel of any Sahidic word derived from a simple (not 
compound} Old or Middle Egyptian word is placed within the complete con
sonantal skeleton of its OEg [Old Egyptian, C. Peust] or MEg ancestor in 
the same relative position which it occupies in S, one of the two following 
statements will be found to be true in the overwhelming majority of cases: 



a) If the stressed vowel is long in S, it will be followed by exactly two 
consonants in OEg or MEg. 
b) If the stressed vowel is short in S, it will be followed in OEg or MEg 
either by one consonant or by three consonants ( ... )." 

FECHT (1960: 2) states the principles as follows: 
"1. V on ( ... ) Ausnahmen abgesehen, steht der Hauptton eines betonten kopti
schen Wortes auf der letzten oder vorletzten Silbe, wenn man den aus einer 
i:ilteren Sprachstufe zu erschlieBenden Konsonantenbestand des betreffen
den Wortes wiederherstellt. - 2. In jedem so in seinem i:ilteren Konsonan
tenbestand restituierten koptischen Wort ist der Tonvokal lang, wenn er in 
offener Silbe steht, dagegen kurz, wenn er in geschlossener Silbe steht. - 3. 
Ein auf die beschriebene W eise wiederhergestelltes koptisches W ort hat 
keine doppelt geschlossenen und keine mit Doppelkonsonanz anlautenden 
Silben. Der absolute Auslaut und Anlaut kann nur konsonantisch sein ( .... )." 

4·4 The historic reality of the reconstructed Pre-Coptic stage, 
"Paleo-Coptic" 

Coptic apophony can be reduced to a predictable phenomenon as soon as a stage of the 

language is considered when the principal consonantal losses had not yet taken place. It 

has been suggested that this stage is to be dated to the Old Kingdom (VYCICHL 1935-38: 

388, 1955: 269, and 1990: 17sf.), or even before the appearance of the first written 

Egyptian sources (SETHE 1923: 196f.; similarly GARDINER 1.957: 432).222 EncERTON (1.947: 

3f.) recognizes the difficulties of identifying this stage with a specific historical period 

of Egyptian. Thus he introduces a distinct term "Paleo-Coptic" for the stage which has 

been in wide use since then (ScuENKEL 1g83a: XII translates it into German as 

"Urkoptisch"). FECHT (1.960: 4) explains one reason why Paleo-Coptic is a theoretical 

construct which does not necessarily have a historic reality: 

�'Es ist schlieBlich noch zu beachten, daB die aufgestellten Akzentregeln 
nicht unbedingt als Ganzes einem historisch jemals so wirklich gewesenen 
Sprachzustand entsprechen miissen. Das Gesetz des konsonantischen 
Auslauts kann hereits auBer Kraft gewesen sein, als das Gesetz der Langung 
bzw. Kiirzung von offenen bzw. geschlossenen Tonsilben seine Wirksamkeit 
erlangte." 

222 ALBRIGHT (1946a: 24f.) notices that Egyptian as known from the New Kingdom 
cuneiform documents does not conform to the expected stage. While this has led all 
other scholars to fix this stage at a time prior to the New Kingdom, Albright posits it 
afterwards. The difficulty is that many of the consonants which predict the syllable 
structure were already lost by the New Kingdom, a fact Albright does admit. 
Albright's presentation has remained a short sketch. No detailed construction of a 
new syllabification theory to clarify his ideas has ever appeared. 
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ScHENKEL (1�3a: XII) defines .. Urkoptisch" as follows: 

"Soweit sich die iigyptische Sprache gesetzmiiBig zum Zustand der 
koptischen Zeit hin entwickelt hat und sofern man die Entwieklungsgesetze 
aus mehr oder minder disparaten lndizien erschlossen hat, kann man aus den 
in koptischer Zeit belegten spraehliehen Elementen Vorformen dieser 
sprachlichen Elemente erschlieBen, die in vorkoptischer Zeit einmal im 
Agyptischen existiert haben soli ten." 

4·5 The supposed prehistory of Paleo-Coptic 

Several attempts have been made to reconstruct a stage of Egyptian preceding the Paleo
Coptic stage. Since this would likely represent a very early stage of Egyptian - if at all -
from which none or scarce written material would be available, doing this needs either 
comparative etymology or internal reconstruction. The fact must be kept in mind that the 
Paleo-Coptic stage is already a theoretical construct rather than an attested language. 

4·5·'- Reconstructions based on comparative Afroasiatic etymology 

Many scholars assume that there was a period prior to the Paleo-Coptic stage at which 
Egyptian had open posttonic vowels (e.g. SETHE 1.923: 1.99-207; VYciCHL 1.953a and :1955: 
1164-2�; LAMBDIN :1958: :181.-1.85; VERcoTE :1969: 82-92 and VERGOTE :1973/83: Ib, §§ 65-
86; KAMMERZELL 1.99:1a: .19of.; RoccATI .t.g88; ZEIDLER .1992: 2:14-22.1). This is based on 
Egypto-Semitic comparison in most cases.223 Cf. also § 5·5·7· 

223 The identification of the Egyptian stative conjugation with the Semitic perfective 
conjugation is one of the cases which led SETHE (.1923: 2o3) and LAMBDIN (.1958: 
:182£.) to posit open unstressed syllables at a Pre-Paleo-Coptic stage. This is one of 
the more certain identifications in the field of Mroasiatic etymology. 
The Old Egyptian stative form JtpJ "(while) he is laden" together with its Coptic 
equivalent OTn .. is laden" leads to the traditional Paleo-Coptic reconstruction 
OatpVj) (note that �h was probably /r/ and <t> was /c(h)J which may go back to an 
earlier *fk(h)J, ltW § 3.1.1..2 and 3.9.2; -j is a suffix, see KAMMERZELL :1990). There is a 
vowel between the second and the third consonants in all presumable Semitic corre
lates (on the etymology see ScHNEIDER .1997: :194): Akkadian rakib "he has mounted 
= he rides", Biblical Hebrew rilkafl "he mounted", Egyptian dialectal Arabic rikib 
''he mounted", (with additional final vowel:) Classical Arabic rakiba "he mounted". 
This vowel is obviously lacking in the Paleo-Coptic reconstruction. If Egyptian and 
Semitic are genetically related, the assumption cannot be avoided that there was 
once a Pre-Paleo-Coptic stage at which this vowel was present: (*'�atVp-). 
According to the alternative syllable structure rules proposed in this book the Paleo
Coptic reconstruction would already have the medial vowel: (*'�atVpjV). 



Internal reconstruction by Fecht 

The most detailed reconstruction of a Pre-Paleo-Coptic stage of Egyptian is by FECHT 

(196o). Remember that syllable structure can be predicted in Paleo-Coptic if the stress 
position and the number of subsequent consonants are given. Paleo-Coptic adheres to 
what Fecht calls the "Zweisilbengesetz", i.e. word stress falls on one of the last two 
syllables in a word. Fecht now proposes another reconstruction which is likewise 
predictable from the stress position and the number of following consonants. This 
reconstruction allows only open syllables. Mter the loss of all word-final vowels, which 
FECHT (1960: 1_94) assumes to have been the first development subsequent to this stage, 
the so-called "Dreisilbengesetz" came into force: Word stress fell on one of the last 
three syllables of the word. The following chart shows how both representations can be 
transformed into one another: 

Paleo-Coptic .. _("Zweisilben�setz") Pre-Paleo-Coptic ("Dreisilbengesetz") I 

'CVC 'CVC(V) 
'CV:CVC 'CVCVC(V) 
'CVCCVC 'CVCVCVC(V) ' 

It would be possible to consider both representations as merely alternative reconstruc
tions or notational variants, but F echt does not do so. He suspects a historical succession 
of both systems and argues that Paleo-Coptic developed from Pre-Paleo-Coptic by the 
loss of some of the unstressed vowels (FECHT 1960: 16gf., 195-201). 

The typological unnaturalness of traditional Paleo-Coptic 

Paleo-Coptic_ is a reconstruction of an early stage of Egyptian based on 1) vowel writings 
of Coptic, 2) consonant writings of Earlier Egyptian, and 3) several additional assump
tions, e.g. of syllabification rules (� § 4.3.1). If the assumptions about syllabification 
rules were changed, Paleo-Coptic would look different. 
Paleo-Coptic as reconstructed at present seems quite typologically unnatural for a 
language. It is assumed that all words (and all posttonic unstressed syllables in general) 
terminate in a consonant. However, open syllables are generally very frequent in the 
world's languages, especially in word-final position. In fact, a number of languages have 
only words which end in a vowel (e.g. Japanese, Swahili). In many other languages, words 
ending in a vowel are predominant by far (e.g. Italian, Chinese, Classical Arabic, Hausa). 
Many more languages easily allow both vowels and consonants at the end of a word (e.g. 
most European languages). However, it is difficult to find languages in which all words 
end in a consonant. 
A few languages which lack vowel-final words have been reported to exist in Australia 
(cf. D1xoN 1980: 210-2n). In Oykangand (Cape York, Australia) all native words are 



consonant-final and vowel-initial (!) (Philip Hamilton, Toronto, personal communication; 

cf. also DtxoN t_98o: 11o8). Old Chinese as reconstructed according to the system by Li 

Fanggui has exclusively consonantal syllable codas, but this approach has not gained 

wide acceptance (on this question see BAXTER 1_992: 333-336). 
Fecht's reconstruction of Pre-Paleo-Coptic is particularly problematic in that it not only 

continues to presuppose the existence of a typologically unnatural language like Paleo

Coptic, but derives it from another pre-fonn with phonological characteristics which are 

likewise excentric: Languages in which all syllables invariably have the structure CV 

are rare, and unknown within the Mroasiatic frame. 

We can thus conclude that the traditional syllable structure rules lead to a reconstruction 

of Paleo-Coptic which is highly improbable for a natural language. In the following sec

tion, I propose an alternative reconstruction of Paleo-Coptic which is more natural. We 

will see that, in addition to its increased naturalness, the revised reconstruction will al

low for better explanations of a number of individual phonological problems in Egyptian. 

4· 7 A revised reconstruction of Paleo-Coptic 

When the first scholars defined the syllable structure rules, they alluded to the fact that 

the presumed etymological background for the Coptic vowel alternations is often still 

present in Coptic. For example, the stressed syllable is closed in CON .. brother" whereas 

it is open in the morphologically related COON€ .. sister", so the presumed reason for the 

apophony 0 - CO  is still apparent (SETHE t_899-1_902: I, § 4�). It must however be empha

sized that counterexamples are easy to find in Coptic which show exactly the opposite 

distribution (� § 4.1_). Thus Coptic does not prevent us from developing a contradicting 

theory according to which low vowels arise in open, high vowels in closed syllables. This 

is what I suggest here. Let us assume that the choice of high (traditionally: long) vs. low 

(traditionally: short) vowels depends on whether the syllable is open or closed in Paleo

Coptic, however in an opposite way than has been assumed by now: 

Coptic vowels 

00, I, H (high) 

0, IX, E (low) 

traditional explanation alternative explanation 

developed in open svllahle developed in closed syllable 

develooed in closed svllable developed in open syllable 

This allows for a reconstruction according to which all words end in a vowel. Any 

traditional Paleo-Coptic reconstruction can be unambiguously transformed into the 

alternative one as follows: 

traditional model new model 

- (� § 4.8.2) 'CV 

'CVC 'CVCV 

•cv,cvc 'CVCCV 

'CVCCVC 'CVCVCCV 



The alternative reconstruction leads to different formulations of numerous synchronic 

and diachronic phonological rules of Egyptian. To take one simple example, I argue that 

word stress falls on the penult or on the antepenult in Paleo-Coptic (monosyllahics 

disregarded), whereas it is traditionally assumed to fall on the ultima or on the penult of 

a word. In many sections of this book rules are therefore presented quite differently from 

the way they have been formerly described. 

Additional evidence concerning the revised syllable 
strncture rules and related matters 

Epenthetic € in Coptic 

Consonant clusters are common in Coptic. We cannot, however, posit these very clusters 

already for Paleo-Coptic but must rather assume a strictly limited set of syllable types 

for that stage. A more liberal reconstruction would no longer allow us to predict the 
choice of the Coptic vowel type from the number of fonnerly following consonants. For 

this reason, scholars were right in suggesting that many Coptic consonant clusters are 

secondary and developed through the loss of Paleo-Coptic vowels. For example, a word 

like Coptic COJTfl !'sotp/ "to choose" is derived from Paleo-Coptic (*'sa:tVp) (traditional 

model) or (*'satpV) (new model) (V = vowel of indetermined quality). 

Coptic often has €-vowels in the neighborhood of sonorants which seem to be largely 

predictable (on this issue � § s.8.�). These subphonemic vowels need not be derived 

from vowels of the earlier language. On the other hand, it is not a priori impossible to 

consider them relics of Paleo-Coptic vowels. If the latter was true, the position of € 

would give us a hint as to which reconstruction of Paleo-Coptic should be preferred. Let 

us check the evidence: 

Egyptian Coptic new model traditional Which theory 
model is favored? 

s4m "to hear" hcWT€.11 ' sadmV ' sa:dVm traditional 

sdm "to hear" 'CWT.II€ 'sadmV ' sa:dVm new 

sdm-f"to hear him" hcOT.II€9 ' sadVmfV ' sadmVf traditional 

tms-f"to � him" 'TO.II€C9"'4 'tamVsN 'tamsVf new 

We can see that the evidence is ambiguous. I suggest that intrusive €'s in Coptic are not 
inherited from Paleo-Coptic and cannot favor any Paleo-Coptic reconstruction. 

224 Beside 5TO.-\\ClJ which is the more "regular" form presented by the grammars. 
PotOTSKY (1933: u.6-128) cites around 50 examples he found of the TO.-\\€Ct{-type. Cf. 
also the fact that the Greek loan aap� "flesh" can be written C�PEl (GIRGIS 1967-
>968: So). 



The noun r "mouth" 

The traditional reconstruction of Paleo-Coptic assumes that all independent words begin 
and end in a consonant. This makes it difficult to account for words that have only one 

consonant in Egyptian. One example is the word for "mouth": Egyptian r, Coptic s,hpo 
/n/. Since, according to the traditional rules, 0 developed in a closed syllable, and r is 
clearly at the beginning of the word, another consonant must be assumed although it was 
never expressed in writing (US' § !1.6.4). GARDINER (:1957: 4!19f.), for instance, transcribes 

this word as rl. 

The explanation is much simpler in the framework of the alternative system. I reconstruct 
('ra) for Paleo-Coptic from which the Egyptian writing as well as Coptic po can be 
explained easily. 

The divine name Seth 

The name of the god Seth appears in several writings: 
• (st!h since the Old Kingdom 
• �stj• probably since the Middle Kingdom1111115, rendered as Su-U-ta "" su-u-ta (EnEL 

:1948: :19f.) and perhaps also Su-ut-ti {VERGOTE .:1.973/83: lb. 99; ALBRIGHT :1946a: !1:1) 
in cuneiform transcriptions at the time of the New Kingdom 

• �stb> since the Middle Kingdom 
• (stb• since the New Kingdom (Dynasty .:19) 
• Finally, we have the late forms CHT (Old Coptic) and <f11& (Greek transcription). 

Based on both the cuneiform transcriptions and the Coptic and Greek writings, we must 
assume a Paleo-Coptic reconstruction (*'sutCV) (new) or (*'su:tVC) (traditional). If we 
insert the third consonant given by the Old Egyptian writing �stS>, we have (*'sutSV) 

(new) or (*'su:tVS) (traditional). The development S > }j can easily be explained as 

discussed in § 3.8.!1. 
But what about the forms �stj> and �stb•? It is well known that palatals frequently shifted 
to dentals in the transition from the Old to the Middle Kingdom (®" § 3.9·7)· I suggest 
that the phoneme sequence /t(h)J / could he reinterpreted as a monophonemic /c(h)/ which 
then took part in the shift /c(h)/ > /t(h)/. This explains the writing stj (j without etymolog

ical justification as an indication of a wordfinal vowel, � § 3.:13.2) and agrees with the 
cuneiform renderings. However, for t and S to be in direct contact we must reconstruct the 

syllable structure as /'sutJV/ rather than as /'su:tVJ/. 
Thus, I suggest that the final consonant of stS (which in the Old Kingdom would be 

something like /'sut(h)xV/) was palatalized in some instances: /'sut(h)JV/ > /'suc(h)V/ > 

225 This writing is frequent from the NK on. In the Middle Kingdom, a god (zth is men
tioned in the Coffin Texts (DE BucK 1.935-:196:1: V 336b and 337a). An identification 
of this god with Seth is likely from the context but not absolutely certain. 



/'sut(h)V/, whereas others remained /'sut(b)xV/ which then evoked the writing with h,. 
The late stlj. is more difficult to explain. The god Seth was especially propagated by the 

Hyksos, a foreign people of not yet determined provenance who ruled parts of Egypt 

during the 2nd Intermediate Period. Perhaps 1.J, was pronounced like IJ in their imperfect 

pronunciation of Egyptian, and this deviant pronunciation of the divine name 

subsequently spread to native Egyptian speakers.llll6 This would conform to RoEDER's 

(191.2: 84) observation that, with few exceptions, the form stlj is restricted to secular 
texts and the other varieties to religious texts. 

The development of ptr "to see" 

An etymological connection of ptr "to see" (since Old Kingdom) and sn(l)(l)p€, b�oop "to 

dream" is widely accepted today (e.g. WEsTENDORF 1¥>5h7: 1.51., VYciCHL 1.983: 1.63). 

Indeed, it seems practically certain since intermediate forms exist which still mean "to 

see" hut have already lost the -t- {WILSON 1.997: 38o; see also the evidence cited by 

FECHT 1960: § 206). This etymology is phonetically difficult to reconcile with the 

traditionally reconstructed form ('pa:tVr) (emergence of a final vowel in Sahidic, 

unmotivated loss of -t-). 

The derivation is easier from the reconstruction ('patrV). The cluster -tr- favored the 

retention of the final vowel. Although -tr- should regularly have been simplified to -t

rather than to -r- (I@' § 3.1.4.3), it developed to -r- in this verb. Analogy to other forms of 

the same verb in which -r- was regularly retained may have played a role. 

Other evidence supporting the revised syllable structure rules 

There are several more phenomena which become explicable only after our revision of 
the syllable structure rules and are discussed in other sections of this book: � 
§ § 3.<0.4, 3.<4·•·4· 3.<4.3 .• , 3.<6.3, s.6.7, and 6 .... ·4· 

In the present book, I do not attempt a detailed discussion of the cuneiform transcriptions 
of Egyptian words because of their peculiar problems. Even the earliest transcriptions 
show syllable structures which are already rather similar to the Coptic forms because the 
principal consonantal losses have already taken place. The fact is also problematic that 

syllable types other than V, VC, CV, and CVC cannot be adequately expressed in the 
cuneiform writing system. Nevertheless, I wish to mention the fact that cuneiform 
transcriptions sometimes show a double consonant where two consonants would have 
been in direct contact according to the revised reconstruction of Paleo-Coptic (and where 
Coptic only retains a single consonant). The only early (New Kingdom) example known 

to me are the transcriptions (a-ma-an-)ap-pa and (a-ma-an-)ap-pi of the toponym ip.t 

226 A similar explanation is envisaged by GuNN & GARDINER (191.8: 44) (ibidem note 1 is 
misleading, however). 



"Luxor" > Wfl€ /'opal (ALBRIGHT :1946a: 9). ap-pa/l is clearly easier to reconcile with my 
reconstruction ('iaptV) than with the traditional {'ia:pVt). Several more examples of this 
kind appear in cuneiform transcriptions from the :1st millennium se; some of them were 
collected by EoEL (:1980: 46) who suspects "graphisch iiberfliissige Silhen". 

Single words not matching the syllable structure rules 

Although most words do confonn to the syllable �tructure rules, some do not: Their Coptic 

reflex has a high stressed vowel although the number of consonants that followed in 
Earlier Egyptian is odd (e.g. re '4sun" > s,hpH), or there is a low stressed vowel with two 
following consonants (wl.t "way" > S0�0€1, ho�OI). There have been four ways of coping 
with words like these: 
• SruaM (:1934: 49-sS) rejects the syllable structure rules altogether. 
• SETHE (:�.Sgg-:190:1: I, passim) assumes additional consonants for the original form of 

these words, mostly in word-final position, which by accident were never expressed 
in Egyptian writing. The phenomenon of defective writing (n;F § 2.6.4) encouraged 
him to do so. This has been by far the favorite way of coping with the problem (cf. 
e.g. EDEL :195.s/64: § :106£.); quite a number of lexical entries in Egyptian dictionar
ies and grammars contain such virtual consonants which are actually never .written 
in the original sources. 

• Much more rarely, SETHE (:1899-:190:1: I, § 344) supposes that an intervocalic 
consonant was geminated (long). In his opinion, a long consonant was written once 
but was counted double in tenns of syllable structure. This method is adopted e.g. by 
VYCICHL (:19S7b) and ScHENKEL (:1990: ss). 

• Although in principle sticking to the traditional rules which allow only syllables of 
the type -CVC in word-final position, ScuENKEL (:1983a: .:1.97-20.:1 and :1990: 77) 

admits new syllable types (word-final -CV:C, -CVCC) for Paleo-Coptic where they 
seem unavoidable. This approach is accepted by LoPRIENO (:1994: :L3o and :199s: 36f.) 

who additionally accepts word-final -CV. 

A complete rejection of the syllable structure rules (STURM) is unacceptable since this 
does not explain why the correlation of Coptic vowel type and Egyptian consonantism 
holds true for the majority of cases. We would also lose the elegant explanation of Coptic 
apophony which is provided by both the traditional and the alternative syllable structure 
rules. 

The other approaches are not much better. As argued in § 4.8.:1, a free use of additional 
syllable types would make any Paleo-Coptic reconstruction impossible. 
Most words which are left unexplained within the traditional system will likewise he 

exceptions in the alternative system proposed in this hook. In principle, all means which 
have been sought to remedy the exceptions in the older system also work in the new one, 
but they nevertheless remain problematic. 



Both reconstructions of Paleo-Coptic are comparatively straightfonvard and explain most 
of the available evidence, though not all. A more elaborate theory of syllable structure 
rules which reduces the number of exceptions would be welcome. However it is not 
enough to simply loosen the restrictions which scholars have rightly imposed upon 
themselves to limit the arbitrariness of Paleo-Coptic reconstruction. 

•h to be skipped in applying the syllable structure rules? 

SETHE (1.899-1.902: I, § 24 and 1.9::.3: 1.96) cites cases where he assumes that the presence 
of <h is irrelevant for the development of the stressed vowel in Coptic if it is the third 
consonant counted from the end in a word. These are words in which he assumes that the 
stressed vowel preceded <h (and thus preceded three consonants) but ended up as a high 
vowel (traditionally = long vowel) instead of an expected low (short) vowel. An example 
IS 
• 4!41 "head" > s.b2S.002S. 
which according to Sethe is to be reconstructed as Cda�dV�) whereas the Coptic form has 
to be derived from ('da:dV�). He explains this as a loss of <h prior to the time at which the 
syllable structure rules became valid (i.e. prior to Paleo-Coptic). If this is true, this 
would be a serious exception to the syllable structure rules. Sethe's theory is adopted by 
OsrNG (1.976a: note 48 on p. 368f., note 1.u on p. 458, and note 1.1.4 on p. 460) and - for a 
few lexical items only - by VERCOTE (•n3/83: lb, § o8d) and VYCICHL (>!J83: 22>, 334)· 
Whereas in Sethe's wording the early loss affects <h at the end of a syllable, we would 
assume in the framework of the alternative reconstruction that <h is lost in intervocalic 
position and a vowel contraction results: ('daWd�V) > Cdad�V) > 2S.002S.. 

There is, however, actually no evidence for Sethe's rule. Since <h is no longer present in 
these words iP Coptic, it is not evident whether the stressed vowel originally preceded or 
followed it. The only way of deciding this question is to consult the syllable structure 
rules. In a word like 414! > 2S.002S. the syllable structure rules predict that the stressed 
vowel was followed by two consonants. This means that the stressed vowel should have 
followed d, instead of preceded it. I therefore propose the Paleo-Coptic reconstruction 
(dM'�ad�V). There is in fact no need to assume an irregular sound development.2!:t7 
As Sethe already admits, there are examples in which <h as the third consonant counted 
from the end in a word is indeed relevant for the syllable structure rules. E.g.: 
• 
• 

mlwt ('mi�VwtV) "to think" > 5•8A€€'0'€ /'me;w-;J/ 
wf4.t ('wa�VdtV) "vegetables" > SO'O'OOT€ /'w":J:t-;J/ 

227 The question is relevant here as to whether an initial pretonic (d[V]H would 
necessarily have formed a cluster (dH to have evoked a prosthetic vowel in Coptic 
(*€2S.W2S.). At our present state of knowledge, this is not necessarily so. For 
discussion n:i"' § 4·9+ 



However there are other difficult words involving <h which do present difficulties for the 
syllable structure rules hut are not explained by Sethe's account. These are cases in 
which the position of(�) is known either because it is still preserved in Coptic (as /j/), or 
because it is separated from the stressed vowel by another consonant which is still 
preserved in Coptic. These cases are discussed in § 3.:14.2-4-

4·9 Consonant clusters and syllable structure in Sahidic Coptic 

The development of consonant clusters from Egyptian to Sahidic 
Coptic: General remarks 

According to the principles of Paleo-Coptic reconstruction, we have to assume that 
Earlier Egyptian lacked syllable-internal consonant clusters following the stressed 
vowel (� § 4.3.:1). To put it differently: There were no consonant clusters in the offglide 

of the stressed syllable nor of any subsequent syllable (including the end of a word), and 
there were no consonant clusters in the onset of posttonic syllables. 
The generalization has usually been made that Earlier Egyptian did not admit consonant 
clusters in the onset or offglide of a n y  syllable. However, aside from sys�ematic 
simplicity, there is no clear evidence which excludes the possibility that Egyptian words 
began with consonant clusters. ZEIDLER (:1995, notably page !.134) discusses evidence from 
cuneiform transcriptions indicating that there were word-initial clusters of two 

consonants at least at the time of the New Kingdom. He tries to prove that these clusters 
are restricted to specific phonetic environments and thus are not original but developed 
as sandhi-fonns through the loss of vowels in pretonic syllables. VYCICHL (:1990: :194) 
expresses a similar view. I will not discuss these problems further. 
The following considerations will be limited to Sahidic Coptic. I only consider 
.. standard" Sahidic and ignore atypical alternative writings. Furthermore, I do not discuss 
Greek loan words. 

It is not easy to establish a complete inventory of possible syllable types even for Coptic. 
In many cases, it is difficult to decide whether a sonorant fonns a syllable nucleus or not 

(� § 5.:10.4). Furthennore, the question is disputed whether graphical consonant clusters 
may have been split by an unwritten reduced vowel [�] on the phonetic surface (� 

§ !.1·7·5)· Inventories of Sahidic syllable types have been proposed by KA.ss:t:R (:199rl: 2:1.:1) 
and LoPRIENO (1-995: 49). In the following, I discuss the issue which consonant clusters are 

possible at the beginning and at the end of Sahidic morphemes (i.e.: of words which are 
not morphologically complex from a synchronic point of view). I assume that all of these 

morphemes can in principle stand in isolation. 



Clusters at a morpheme boundary 

Morpheme-initial two-comonantal clusters composed of obstruents 

Stops (n /p/, T /t/, .1S. /c/, 6 /ki/, K /k/) and spirants ('I If/, C /s/, !!f /f/, 2 /h/) can be 

combined quite freely with one another, e.g.: 

5KTO !'kt:J/ "to turn", 8'l0"i!'P /'ksur/ "ring", SCJTOTO'lr /'sp3tu/ "lip", 5CGHP f'skjer/ "to 

sail", !!Tfl€ Ptpe/ "top". �2.1G /'Jhiki/ "dust", szqro /'hfo/ "female snake"' 9.2S.KO /'cb/ "to 
sell", 11(52,0C /'JdhJS/ "gazelle". 
I have observed the following restrictions: 
• The labials Jl /p/ and q /f/ rarely occur in the first position. The only examples 

known two me are the two numerals s<j'TOO'li ffbw/ "four" and SWIC /'psis/ "nine" as 

well as the ancient divine name 9JlTb.2. /'ptah/. 
• The palatals W If/ and .2S. /cl are not attested in the second position. However the 

sequence g{2S.- is possible, e.g. SW.2S.€ !'Jce/ "grasshopper", syJ2S.Hti /'Jcen/ "garlic". 

4·9·"·" Morpheme-initial two-consonantal clusters containing a sonorant 

Sonorants (6 !PI, A /m/, N /n/, <\ {1/, p /r/, [E]I /j/, [0]11' /w/) are frequent in the second 

position after an obstruent, e.g.: 

5K.M.OJ\ /'km:nn/ "to become black", snpoo /'pro/ "winter", SCNb..'lf /'snaw/ "two", 5TO'If(I)T 
/'twot/ "image", sy(IH /'Jje/ "length", SZ�0€11-.€ /'hbjla/ "to swim", 56BO'Ifp /'k.ipur/ "left 
side". 

Sonorants are also frequent in the first position before an obstruent, hut there is a good 

possibility that they were spoken syllabic in this case (U:W § 5 . .1_0.4), e.g. spn€ /r'pe/ 

(l'rp£/?) "temple". 
It is likewise difficult to estimate in which way initial clusters of two sonorants were 

realized. They are really common only with .M. or O'lf as the first element, e.g. 5.M.IOK 

/'mj:>k/ (or /Jll'j:>k/?) (a greeting), 5.M.?\.0.2 "battle", 5.M.PIC "new wine", SO'IfBO.ty "to become 

white", SO'If.M.OT "to become fat", SO'IfNO'lf "hour". The other sonorants occur mainly as 
deviant writing variants, e.g. sN.M-0-t{ "in him" instead of the more common 5.M..M.O-lf, s&po. 
"seed" instead of the more common SEBpO.. 

4·9·"·3 Morpheme-initial three-consonantal clusters 

Three-consonantal clusters are rare in morpheme-initial position but nevertheless seem 

to occur. It is frequently difficult to decide in these cases whether or not a morpheme 

boundary was still synchronically recognizable in Coptic. 

Coptic has many causative verbs beginning with T -. Although this formation is uo longer 

productive, T- can probably still be considered a separate morpheme from a synchronic 
perspective. Cf.: 



• 5T -KTO /'tkt:J/ (rare, usually KTO by cluster simplification in Sahidic and T<XKTO in 

Bohairic) "to turn", cf. 8KOOT€ fkota/ "to turn"2:�8 

• 8T -(€10 /tsj-:J/ "to satiate", cf. SC€1 !'si/ "to become satiated" 
• ST -(TO /tst-:J/ "to return (trans.)", cf. SCOOT /'sot/ "to return (intrans.)" 
• ST -210 /'thj-:J/ "to let fall", cf. SZE /'hE/ "to fall" 

These cases are not therefore likely to be good examples of morpheme-initial consonant 

clusters. The situation is more doubtful for s.zs.mo /'cpj-:J/ "to blame" (cf. sgjlfl€ /'Jip::»/ "to 

be ashamed") where 2S. is written instead of *"TW· 
There is a more ancient causative formation with C- of which there are only a few 

examples left in Coptic which are probably no longer synchronically analysahle as such: 
• SC-20"lf0PT /'shw-:Jrt/ "to curse (stative)" (simplex not preserved in Coptic) 
• 'C-6Pb.2T /'skirahtl "to be quiet (stative)" (cf. '6PCJl2 "to lack") 
• Also SC-210.¥..€ /'shj-:Jm::»/, plural of SC-21.-Y�.€ /'shim::»/ "woman", is a fanner compound 

the synchronic status of which is dubitable. 

Finally, there remain a few words in which the complex initial cluster never contained a 

morpheme boundary to the hest of my knowledge: 
• sncT<XIO'lf /'pstaju/ "90" 

• sqgq€ /'sJfe/ (but more corwnonly written Wtf€) "70" 
• '!!ffliHT tfpjet/ "humble" 
• '!!fn:\b.K tfplak/ (a measure) 

4·9·�·4 Morpheme-final two-consonantal clusters composed of obstruents 

Stops and fricatives can be combined with each other, e.g.: 

sf:ltJT /'ift/ "nail", *'OOKYJ /'lokJ/ "to he weak", �C02S.2, /'loch/ "to crush", 8NKOTK /r,t'btk/ 

"to sleep", SO'lf(l)6fi fwokjpJ "to break", SOX:G /'osld/ "to smear". 

I have observed the following restrictions: 
• 2S. is not attested in the second position. 
• n and K cannot precede other stops. 
• Two fricatives can only be combined in the order 2 !hi - W /J/ - C /s/ - q /f/, i.e. the 

spirant which has a more backwards place of articulation comes first in a cluster. 

Compared to the corresponding Egyptian forms, metathesis has frequently taken 

place here. This rule is less strict in Ak.hmimic where the original sequence has 

sometimes been preserved. Examples: 

s.fiJw "seven" > 'Cb.!!!q /'saJf/ (instead of *<Aq!!!), 'Cb.2q fsaxf./ (instead of *Cb.qR), 
wsfl. "large" > SO"lS"WflfC fwoJs/ (Akhmimic still has O"lS"COCg /'wosxf), lzlj "to reap" > 

'CJl2C /'ohs/ (Akhmimic still has OJC2 /'osx!). 

228 I discuss the relationship of KCOT€, KTO, and TKTO in more detail in PEUST (:1999). 
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4·9·�·5 Morpheme-final two-consonantal clusters containing a sonorant 

Sonorants (B /W, I< /m/, N In/, :\ !l/, P /r/, [€]1 /j/, (0]'0' /w/) are frequent before obstruents, 
e.g.: 
5AO'lS"?\2, l'mulh/ "wax", SC0€1� fs:>jf/ '"crazy", SCOONT /'soot/ "to create", Sf!!OOpn /'Jorp/ "to 
be early", szCOOc /'hojls/ "to cover", Slf_OA3. /'h:>mc/ "sour (stative)", 5(5(1)0�6 /'ldowld/ "to 
be twisted". 

All sonorants apart from El /j/ and ?\. Ill can appear in the second position. After an 
obstruent, however, there is a good probability that sonorants were spoken syllabic (IJ:M' 
§ 5·'"·4), e.g. '200Tp /'hotr/ (/'hotr/ ?) "to join". 
The phonetic interpretation is likewise unclear for sequences of two sonorants, e.g. SOBN 
"alum" (f:>Pt;t/?, /'::�Pn/?), SCOO'O"N "to know", 5T0..€101r "so", 5TCONO'tr "certainly" (l'tonu/?, 
/'tonw/?), SOOM "to embrace", szoop6 "to break". On this problem I@=' §  5·9· 

4·9·"·6 Morpheme:final three-consonantal clusters 

Clusters of three consonants do not seem to be permitted at the end of a morpheme. There 
are a few words involving final -Ttt in which no morpheme boundary is known to have 
been present. But it is probable that N. was pronounced syllabic here so these are not 
consonant clusters in the strict sense: 
• stt-.2S.Ot{Ttt /r,..'c3ftr,/ "headlong" < m iftn 
• SCOO'!fTN /'s-:JwtQ/ "to straighten" < sdwn 
• SO'lS'OCTN /w':JstQ/ "to broaden" < wstn 

Clusters at a word boundary 

The possibilities for consonant clusters are much more extended at a word boundary than 
at a morpheme boundary. For example, the personal pronominal clitics K- /k/, C- /s/, q
/f/, and TN- /tn/ (/tl).f), as well as the morpheme YJ- /J/ ("can") can precede any verbal 
stem in Sahidic. The definite articles n- /p/ (masc. sg.) and T- /t/ (fern. sg.) can precede 
any single consonant, but normally no consonant cluster in Sahidic. In Bohairic and 
Akhmimic, they can even precede any consonant cluster. In many compounds, all vowels 
are elided from the first component which frequently creates word-initial clusters of 
three or four consonants, e.g. SfJJJl-2,..-\\0T /'Jphm:>t/ "to give thanks" (from sgJWn /'Jop/ '"to 
receive" + �AOT /'hm:>t/ "grace"). 

Similarly, final clusters can increase when consonantal suffixes are added. The pronomi
nal clitics -T /t/, -K /k/, -q /f/, -C /s/, -N /n/ (/r,./) and -TN /tr,./ occur after verbal stems and 
after some nouns. -q /f/ and -C /s/ are used as nominal suffixes. Many verbs have a 
reduplicated structure in which a vowel is elided from the second component. Final 
consonant clusters can then appear which violate the restrictions valid for morpheme
final clusters, e.g.: 



• 52S.OK2S.K /'cJkck/ "to prick" (K precedes stop) 
• snoTnT /'pJtpt/ "to fall away" (n precedes stop) 
• srnoqrnq /'J:lfJf/ "to excavate" (front spirant q precedes back spirant YJ) 
MACNUS (:t969: 28f.) states that the sequences -CC, -CCC, and -CCV are allowed at the 
end of a Sahidic word, whereas -CCCC and -CCCV are not (V being an unstressed vowel). 

4·9·4 Word-initial epenthetic vowel 

If <h is the second consonant in an Egyptian word and precedes the stressed vowel, the 
Coptic equivalent frequently has a secondary E- 1�1- before the first consonant. 5ETHE 
(:t�9-1902: I, § 9) gave the explanation that both consonants formed a CJ- cluster during 
a certain period of the history of the Egyptian language, and later a prosthetic vowel was 
added at the beginning of the word to avoid the initial consonant cluster. However €
does not occur in all words of this structure. 
Ali has been discussed in § 3.:t4.2, the consonant <h can be either retained as /j/ or lost in 
Coptic. In the latter case, the motivation for the epenthetic vowel is no longer synchroni
cally visible. Consequently, four different developments are logically possible for words 
with d> as the second consonant, and all of these are actually attested: 
:t) d> retained as /j/, with epenthetic vowel: 

bJk.w "servants" > befii�IK /�P'jajk/ 
2) <h retained as /j/, no epenthetic vowel 

1?-ld "pit" (since NK) > "21€1T /'hjit/, "liT 

3) <h lost, with epenthetic vowel 
k!Sj "Nubian" > S£600Yf /�'ldoJ/, hfewru 

zlt.w "ground" > 5·"ECHT /�'set/ 
4) <h lost, no epenthetic vowel 

dldJ "head" > s,h2S.C02S. fcoc/ 
mlq.t "ladder" > bJII..Ol'KI fmuki/ 
tfS "border" > STOYJ /'t:JJ/, heoyt 

The Coptic dialects occasionally show divergent developments. For instance, the equiva
lent of 1,./.t ••front" is 2.H in Bohairic, 2.H (most frequently) "" 2.1H "' €2.H in Sahidic, and 
€2.H (most frequently) "" 2.H in Lycopolitan. 
VERGOTE (1959: :t6f.; cf. also 1.973/83: lb, § 28c) suggests that €- only appears if the vowel 
of the pretonic syllable differs from the stressed vowel, assuming that <h was lost earlier 
between equal vowels than between different vowels: 

Sli.t .. sow" (according to Vergote:) /SBa:yat/ > ls�a:yatl > s,bernro 
qlb.t "breast" (according to Vergote:) /qa�i:bat/ > /qli:bat/ > S£Kf6€ (however 
5KI6€ exists as well) 

but: Mk.t "female servant" (according to Vergote:) /haJa:kat/ > /ba:kat/ > "&COKI 
Unfortunately, it is very difficult to verify whether VERGOTE's assumptions about the 
quality of these pretonic vowels are correct. 



For clusters other than d)-second, prosthetic vowels are rare. A few examples can be 
found in OsiNG (t.976a: note 949 on p. n3f.). Some words beginning with .M, N, or (\ show 
an initial b..- in certain dialects or textual variants in Coptic which cannot be explained 
etymologically, e.g. mini "to land" > 5.-1\00N€, h(b..)Jt\ONI; on this cf. OsiNG (:t976a: note 
'4" on p. 48of. and note 490 on p. s8•). 

Metatheses 

It is a general observation in historical linguistics that consistent rules can be less easily 
established for metatheses than for most other phonetic changes. Metatheses are assumed 
in the development of numerous Egyptian words, but being irregular sound changes, they 
frequently leave some doubt about the etymology. Some scholars have assumed numerous 
metatheses during prehistoric periods of the language in order to increase the number of 
Egyptian - Mroasiatic etymologies (such as Egyptian <sdm) "to hear" = Semitic ...fsmc 

"to hear"). I do not discuss metatheses of this type here. 
To the best of my knowledge, only two proposals for generalizations about metatheses in 
Egyptian have been advanced. Both of these generalizations do not apply consistently, 
and both of them explain only a minority of all metatheses that can be found. HINTZE 
(:t947a: 23f.) suggests that a metathesis sometimes occurs to bring consonants and vowels 
of similar places of articulation closer together, e.g. stp "to choose" > SCUmT (besides 
more frequent COOTJT) because both 00 and JT share a labial place of articulation. Accord
ing to LoPRIENO (1994: u?f.), a metathesis can serve to produce a more optimal syllable 
structure in terms of the sonority hierarchy (elements with high sonority move towards 
the syllable nucleus). 
I wish to add another rule which only explains a small proportion of all metatheses but 
applies in a remarkably consistent manner. H two spirants form a cluster in morpheme
final position, these spirants are rearranged in Sahidic so that the places of articulation 
proceed from back to front. This is why, for instance, Egyptian sfl!: "7" developed into 
SCO.UflJ /'saJf/ by metathesis instead of *CO.t)YJ (for more details lki"' § 4·9·2·4·)· 
A detailed examination of methatheses in Egyptian, which I am not going to present here, 
would have to take into account the issue of relative chronology. For example, the 
metathesis in f(€'if2.1 /'sEwhi/ as opposed to 5Cb..2.0� /'sahu/ (or !'sahw/) < sl!-wr 

CsaQ VwrV)IJIJ9 "to curse" must have been so late that the Fayyumic change alow > € 
before 1,. (� § 5.6.2.1.) could still take place (OsiNG 1.976a: note 4:1. on p. 363£._). 
Similarly, in hgf€�NI /'JEwni/ (not attested in Sahidic) < Snw.t the metathesis must have 
taken place after the syllabic q. had been reanalyzed into €N in Bohairic (� § 5.w.2:), 
because an earlier metathesis would have given rise to a form *!!JO.�NI (OsrNc .1976a: 
note 7' on p. 383-386). 

229 'CaCVCCV is a common formation of causative verbs in Egyptian. 



Consonantal compatibility restrictions in Earlier Egyptian 

General remarks 

Most Egyptian lexical roots contain two or three consonants. If we consider all 

theoretically possible hi- or triconsonantal roots which can be formed by systematically 

combining all available consonants, we will find that not all of these roots are actually 

attested. Pure accident or the deficiency of our knowledge of Egyptian are, of course, 

possible reasons for such lexical gaps. Some roots which would be phonetically well 

formed may simply not happen to have existed or may be unknown to us. However, a 

closer examination reveals that there are certain general restrictions on the formation of 

Egyptian roots which are related to the places and manners of consonantal articulation. 

This phenomenon is known under the term c o n s o n a n t a l  c o m p a t i b i l i t y  

r e s t r i c t i o n s .  

Consonantal compatibility restrictions are well known from the Semitic languages (espe

cially from reconstructed Proto-Semitic) where two consonants that share the same place 

of articulation cannot usually eo-occur within a root (cf. GREENBERG 1950, VoiGT 1981). 

Another type of consonantal compatibility restriction is found in reconstructed Proto

lndo-European where certain manners of articulation cannot coexist within a root. But 

the phenomenon is more prominent in Egyptian than in any of the above mentioned 

language stocks, and in addition, consonantal incompatibility is still a vivid and 

productive phenomenon at least in the earlier attested stages of the Egyptian language. 

Previous research on consonantal incompatibility in Egyptian 

There has been comparatively little research on root incompatibilities in Egyptian. The 

previous investigators who dealt with the topic did not give details on how they counted 

their data and, with the exception of Roquet, they did not restrict their examinations to a 

specific period of the language. 
• CzERMAK (1931/34: 27-30) remarks that no two different consonants of the labial 

series (b, p, m,j) ever follow one another (with or without intervening vowel) within 

the boundaries of a morpheme. 
• GREENBERG (1.950: 1. 79-1.81.) explains the basic principle of eo-occurrence restric

tions in Semitic as a restriction of homorganic consonants in a root, and he finds this 

principle valid for Egyptian as well. Based on their eo-occurrence behavior, he 

concludes that :t) the consonants written •t• and <d> pattern together with the velars, 

and 2) <h and <<> cannot in all cases have originally been laryngeals. 
• 
• 

PETRACEK (19�) remarks that <h> is incompatible with <lp and <<> in Egyptian . 

R6sSLER (1971: 275-277) also examines eo-occurrence restrictions in Egyptian. He 

discovers that .C. is incompatible with the dentals <b, <d>, and <Z> and becomes 

incompatible with <IJ) from the Middle Kingdom on. 



• 

• 

RoQUET (.1973b) provides a somewhat more detailed account of root incompatibili
ties in Egyptian. Based on the language of the Old Kingdom, he lists pairs of 
consonants for which there exists "incompatibilitC totale" (never attested together 
within one root) and "incompatibilitC relative" (rarely attested together within one 
root) respectively. He also makes a distinction based on the relative order of the two 
consonants concerned, which I have not attempted to do below. 
W ATSON (.1979) counts the eo-occurrence of consonants in Egyptian verbal roots. His 
principle results are that <h patterns as a liquid, and that <t>, <d>. and <S> pattern as 
velars. 

4.11.3 A reexamination 

Together with Frank Kammerzell, I have reexamined the issue in more detail. In the 
following, the core data are presented, but I do not discuss the general principles which 
lie behind consonantal incompatibility in Egyptian. Frank Kammerzell has discussed the 
background of Egyptian consonantal incompatibility in KAMMERZELL (1.998b: 11.9-1.49) 
(which has not yet been published; for the time being see I<AMMERZELL 1998a: 31.£.). 
Our examination is based on the computerized corpus of the Coffix Text Word Index by 
VAN DER PLAs (19�) (for a detailed description of this corpus and our processing strategies 
� appendices 1 and 2). This text corpus dates from the Middle Kingdom, but we have 
attempted to distinguish between three pairs of sounds which largely merged already in 
the transition from the Old to the Middle Kingdom (s vs. z, t vs. I., d vs. d). It is therefore 
to be assumed that the chart actually represents the consonantal incompatibilities as 
they were valid around the time of the late Old Kingdom. In the early Old Kingdom, not 
all of these incompatibility rules were already valid (u:F § 3.9.2). From the Middle 
Kingdom on, Egyptian integrated a considerable number of loan words which did not 
conform with these rules, and consequently the system of compatibility restrictions was 
obscured. 
The following chart indicates all pairs of consonants for which there appears to be a 
strong compatibility restriction (marked as "*"). "Strong restriction" is to say that the 
combination is clearly disfavored, although it may occur occasionally, e.g. in a single 
lexical root or in a few rare or doubtful words. The decision as to whether or not a compa
tibility restriction exists is primarily based on token frequency. Our results will mostly, 
but not always be understandable to the reader from the data presented in appendix 2. In 
addition to these data, the following considerations have also been taken into account: 
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• All individual words were checked to look for doubtful enlries.2lo 
• Words in the CoCTin Texts indeJl other than those of three characters• length were 

also checked although they have not been documented in the chart in appendix �. 

• The dictionary by ERIUN & GRAPOW (1.926-196l) was scanned for additional words 

from the Old and Middle Kins<foms which happen to be missing from the Coffin 

Texts (problem: we cannot determine the token frequency in this case). 
Three consonants (•I•, <j•, en•) were not found to be subject to any strong restriction (but 
for •h W § J.u..J) and have consequently been omitted from the following chart. The 

consonants as listed in the chart are rendered with the conventional transcription 
symbols and must not therefore be interpreted as phonetic renderings. 

b d h 
.., 

h h r s '- k c d t z s 

r X 

b * X 

f * X 

m * * 
X 

p 
* * * X 

tlJ X 

IJ, • X 

q 
• • ? X 

g ? • 
X 

d • • • X 

!J * • * • X 

.., • • • • • 
s X 

h X 

� .. • • • 
X 

'- * • * • * • * • X 

k • • • • • • • 

c * * • X 

d X 

t * • * • * * X 

z • • • • ? • • • X 

s 
* X 

!l3o To give an example, the appearance of 1.54 attested combinations of w and le as 
compared to 555 expected combinations would not normally have led us to assume a 
"strong restriction". However a closer examination of the attestations reveals that w 

is the last consonant of nouns in 1.53 of these cases. Thus ·W is likely to be explained 
as the nominal suffix -w, i.e. as a different morpheme. For ll + '· ap�ndix !l actually 
lists more attestations (51) than the J, statistically expected, however 48 of these 
51 attestations pertain to the particle grt which is likely to be composed with the 
nominal suffix -t. 



Our results differ from RoQUET's (:1973b) in several points. Different decisions were 
sometimes made in drawing the borderline between a significant and an accidental 
underrepresentation concerning a specific pair of consonants. This problem cannot be 
simply overcome by mathematically determining the statistical level of significance, 
since the major problem is posed by the uncertainty of many of the input data (deciding 
on how to transcribe a word, or where to assume morphological boundaries, etc.). Note 
also that we examined token frequency whereas Roquet probably considered type 
frequency. Last but not least, our corpus was different from his. The most salient 
differences between Roquet's and our results are the following: 
• Roquet does not list any incompatibilities involving w since he left this consonant 

out of consideration (cf. RoQUET :1973: :tu). 
• We allow for the combination of ' +  s which RoQUET (:1973b: :108, uo) considers 

totally incompatible.113,_ 
• Numerous of Roquet's '"relative incompatibilities" are not covered by what we term 

• 

.. . . " strong restnct10n . 
Some of our "strong restrictions" do not even appear among Roquet's "relative 
incompatibilities" (b + }J., b + t, h + 4, h + !, h + k, h + z, 1]. + &.). 

Roots with complete or incomplete reduplication 

Since two consonants that share the same place of articulation do not normally eo-occur 
in an Egyptian root, we should expect that two identical consonants do not eo-occur 
either. However this is not true. One of the reasons for this is the fact that a root can be 
reduplicated. There are many reduplicated verbs in Egyptian such as b'b' "to bubble", 
ptpt "to trample", nmnm "to move", gmgm "to smash", snsn "to associate". 
There are also several Egyptian triconsonantal roots in which the first and the third 
consonant are identical. A possible explanation would be that these are incomplete 
reduplications (cf. GaEENBERG :1950: :t8:t). Examples: 
• 

• 

• 

'1' "to ejaculate .. (note that <<> = Id!. <h = /r/) 
'1,' "to stand" 
MIJ "to be speedy" 

• grg "to establish" 
It can be remarked that the second consonant in words of the type ABA is preferably a 
sonorant. These words were perhaps originally reduplications of the type ABAB, and 

23:t There is a common root s'J, ''dignity" which is well attested from the Old Kingdom 
on. Other words containing s and ' are sm' "pole" (from the Old Kingdom on), scb "to 
castrate" (from the Middle Kingdom on), smc "vegetable fibre (MEEKS 1977/79: 11, 
326; from the Middle Kingdom on) and sb,c.t "rabbit" (from the Middle Kingdom on); 
for the latter three, a reading with z would likewise be possible, hut the combination 
' +  z is excluded according to our as well as to Roquct's minds. 



word-final B might have been lost when it was a sonorant whereas it was preserved when 

it was not. 

Other major exceptions to the consonantal compatibility restrictions belong to a similar 

root type in which the first and the third consonants are not identical but in a way related. 

In all of the following roots, the first and the third consonants should not nonnally eo-

occur within a root: 
• bnf "gall" • plq "thin" 
• pnq '"to bale out" • IJ.p'S '-'foreleg" 
• IJ.I4w "dough" • acq "to shave" 
• lJ/k-ib "disaffected person" • Snt "to oppose" 
• Snd.wt "loincloth" • kip "to bum incense" 
• gn/]..t "star" 

It is possible that at least some of these were originally (incomplete) reduplications. This 

would mean that the first and the third consonants were originally identical but 

underwent different developments with time. 



5 Vowels 

5.1 Sources of information about Egyptian vowels 

The Egyptian scripts do not indicate any vowels. This is also a peculiarity of most 

Semitic scripts. Exceptions to this principle are doubtful and very limited in Egyptian, if 
they exist at all (U:W § 5·4). The Egyptian scripts adhere much more to the consonantal 

principle than the Semitic scripts as applied to modern languages. Where modern lan

guages (such as Arabic, Hebrew, Persian, and Urdu) are written in principally consonan
tal scripts, some graphemes (especially those for <j>, <W>, <'b, �h>) do not have consonantal 

values throughout hut are regularly used today for expressing vowels as well. Therefore 

some vowel indication regularly exists in writing these languages, although not all 

vowels in a word are expressed and not all vowel distinctions are shown. Additionally, 

both the Arabic and the Hebrew scripts have facultative vowel signs which can he added 

to express vowels more exactly. These additional vowel signs are not common in regular 
writing, however they can he used for didactic purposes or with words which otherwise 

would he ambiguous in a given context. 

Egyptian had none of these means of vowel notation. Most modern egyptologists would 

agree that, e.g., the signs for glides (<j>, <w>) were generally not used to write the 
phonetically related vowels /i/ or /u/. This is evident most clearly from the syllable 

structure rules as discussed in § 4.2. 
Egyptian vowels are therefore only known from renderings of Egyptian in other writing 

systems. Coptic is by far most important of these. Furthermore, there are transcriptions of 

Egyptian words into Greek, cuneiform, and other writing systems. The earliest indica

tions of Egyptian vowels are found in cuneiform transcriptions of the :1.4th and :�.3th cim
turies uc (New Kingdom). These early transcriptions contrast markedly with the vowels 

known in Coptic. Since certain regularities in the sound correspondences can he recog
nized, it is possible to establish some basic sound rules for the development of vowels 

between the New Kingdom and Cop tic times and thus to stipulate the vocalization of 

Egyptian words which are preserved in Coptic for the time of the New Kingdom with a 

reasonable degree of probability. Nothing is known about Egyptian vowels for periods 

prior to the New Kingdom. I will not attempt to discuss them in this book. 

Insight into the Egyptian vowel system is restricted by the fact that the Greek and 

cuneiform writing systems likewise have limited possibilities of distinguishing vowels. 

Greek uses seven different vowel graphemes for distinguishing vowel quality. Vowel 

quantity, which was phonologically distinctive in Ancient Greek, is only expressed in 
writing when accompanied by subphonemic differences in quality. For example, /e/ = [e] 

and /e:/ = [e:] are distinguished as E and 11 respectively, but /i/ [i] and /i:/ [i:] are 
indiscriminately written t. 



Cuneiform only makes a difference between three (a, i, u), in some phonetic contexts 

between four (e), in rare cases between five (o)!�32 vowel qualities. Furthermore, there is 
the possibility of so-called "plene-writing" which is traditionally assumed to have 
expressed vowel length; however, more recent research has put serious doubt on this.ill3 

:.�32 WESTENHOLZ (:199:1) argues that in the case of plene-writing �1.1> denotes /u/ whereas 
<U> and <U4> denote a distinct phoneme /o/ in certain Old Babylonian texts. It has not 
yet been clarified whether this distinction is also applied in some of those 
cuneiform documents in which Egyptian words are transcribed. 

:.�33 Most cuneifonn phonograms express sequences of at least one consonant and one 
vowel (e.g. •pa>, �ap>, •pap> etc.). But there are a few signs that indicate smaller 
units than this, which are commonly transcribed with single vowel symbols (�a), �e), 
etc.). Their employment is called plene-writing. There are two different functions of 
plene-writing in Akkadian which have to be strictly distinguished: 

:1) In Old Akkadian the signs used in plene-writing seem primarily to express 
c o n s o n a n t  a l segments, namely glides such as /j/, /w/ and /1/ (cf. ARo :1953: 3£. 
and KNUDSEN 1980: :1of.). They can occur in word-initial position; such writings 
continue to a certain extent into Old Bahylonian but disappear later. They can also 
occur in intervocalic position; this possibility likewise becomes restricted in later 
times because other signs are developed for expressing glides, however the sign �a> 
can be used to express a glide throughout the history of Akkadian. 

2) Let us now consider the second function of plene-writing, which is the most wide
spread one in the post-Old Akkadian period. 
There can usually be no more than one plene-writing in .a word. (For some rare 
exceptions see HunER :1985: :t3.) It is, however, possible for plene-writings in 
function :1) and in function 2) to eo-occur. On the graphical surface, Akkadian words 
may behave with respect to plene-writing in at least four ways: a) plene-writing is 
nearly obligatory: Su-U (demonstrative pronoun), b) plene-writing is facultative: la 
-la-a (negative particle), c) plene-writing is unusual but does occur: Sa (attributive 
particle), with occasional Sa-a in the Middle Assyrian Law Code, d) plene-writing is 
absent. The use of plene-writing is subject to large diachronic and geographical 
variation. There are some Akkadian texts, notably the Middle Assyrian Law Code, 
several Old Bahylonian letters, and some El-Amarna-tablets (Nos. 9, u, 4:1, 357; 
see ARo 1.953: :13 and HuTTER :1985: :t3f.) that are known to be more favorable 
towards plene-writing than most other texts. ARo (:1953 and :197:1: 248-252) discusses 
these, as he puts it, "abnormal plene-writings". 
Plene-writings are traditionally taken to be indicators of vowel length. Aside from 
plene-writing, two more criteria are traditionally employed for detennining vowel 
quality in Akkadian, namely: :1) Semitic etymology. It must, however, be admitted 
that the correlation between plene-writing and long vowels in other Semitic 
languages is far from perlect. 2) The vowel syncopation rule, which plays a major 
role in Akkadian morphology, according to which certain vowels are lost whenever 
they would appear in an open syllable. It is usually assumed that this loss affects 
short vowels under the additional condition that the preceding syllable is likewise 
open and contains a short vowel. While the reality of the vowel syncopation rule is 
beyond doubt, the traditional explanation based on vowel quantity is not the only 
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The interpretation of the Coptic vowel graphemes 

Overview 

All seven vowel signs of the Greek alphabet are used in Coptic: 0.. (=Greek a), € (= E), H 
(= 11), I (= t), 0 (= o), CO(= m) and 1f' {= u). Among these, 1f' used in isolation has a marginal 
status and appears mainly in Greek loanwords where it renders u or TJ of the source 
language. 

The vowel inventory of Coptic short stressed vowels can be sketched as follows: 

low 1>- [a] 
€ [e] 0 [o] 

H [ej (I) [o] 
high I (€)1 !il 01f [u] 

front back 

In addition, there is a set of long vowels which are written by doubling the vowel 
grapheme. For these !&' § s.o.3. 
I do not discuss the question here which distinctions are phonologically relevant; on this 
issue ltW' § s.3. 

5·•·· High vs. low vowels in Coptic 

General remarks 

The difference between € and 0 on the one hand and H and (I) on the other is traditionally 
understood as one of vowel q u a n t i t y  (e.g. SETHE :t899-1902: I, §§ 22ff.). However 
there is actually very little evidence for this claim. The main argument seems to be the 
fact that the respective Greek letters indicate vowel quantity in Classical Greek. I will 
argue below that the difference between the signs in question rather is one of vowel 
q u a l i t y. 

possible one. 
Aao (1953: :18 and 197:1: 250) considers the possibility that at least the "abnormal 
plene-writings" may indicate w o r d s t r e s s . FE CHT ( :196o: § 72) shows that 
plene-writing in transcriptions of Egyptian words clearly coincides with Egyptian 
word stress rather than with vowel length. KNuosEN (198o) argues that Akkadian 
plene writing in general does not indicate length but accentual pitch. He calls 
attention to the fact that the last syllable of a question sentence is often written 
plene, including words that are never written plene in other contexts (KNuosEN :tg8o: 
u). It is indeed very common for questions in languages around the world to be 
marked by a raising intonation at the end. 
We can conclude that Akkadian plene-writing is probably related to stress or 
intonational features rather than to vowel quantity. 
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The Coptic vowels 00 and H were higher in articulation than 0 and €. This is based on 

several pieces of evidence: 
• the fact that 00 and O'if are historically closely related, as are H and (€)1 (ItS' § 5·5·1) 
• the fact that in the Late Coptic pronunciation, H is rendered by both i- and a-sounds 

and € by a-sounds only 
• the evidence from Greek transcriptions of Egyptian or Coptic words (� § 5.�.2.4) 
• the evidence from Coptic transcriptions of Arabic. 

Evidence in favor of the qualitative distinction 

Let us now look at the evidence showing that the Coptic vowel letters generally ex

pressed qualitative rather than quantitative distinctions. Before outlining the discussion 

in the literature, I will summarize the basic arguments for the "quality hypothesis" first: 
• The traditional view was based on the values the corresponding signs had in 

Classical Greek. However, it is doubtful that the quantitative distinction between e, 

o on the one hand and Tf, m on the other was still present at the time when the Coptic 

alphabet was created. Secondly, even in Classical Greek, which definitely had a 

quantity opposition, the vowel graphemes primarily expressed vowel quality rather 

than vowel quantity (ItS' § 5.:1). 
• In Bohairic, partly also in Sahidic, € and 0 appear before (etymological) laryngeal 

and pharyngeal consonants where H and 00 are expected from a morphological and 

etymological point of view (W § 5.6.6.2). It is difficult to understand why vowels 

should have been shortened in this phonetic environment, whereas a lowering of high 

vowels before back fricatives is a natural phenomenon. 
• On the other hand, the diphthongs OO'if, 0(€)1 and c!t..(€)1 frequently appear as (!)()'if, 001 

and HI in Bohairic (ItS' §§ 5.6.6.2 f.). Here as well it is implausible to assume a 

change in vowel quantity. Instead, a qualitative change of vowels before glides is 

far more natural. 
• The fact that H frequently seems to express an unstressed reduced vowel [�]before 

sonorants in Fayyumic (ItS' § 5.:10.2) supports the view that H does not denote a long 

vowel. 
• In medieval texts which transcribe Arabic words in Coptic letters, no significant 

correlation between short and long vowels of Arabic and the presumed short and long 

Coptic graphemes €/0 and H/00 can be observed, although Arabic (both classical and 

dialectal) has distinctive vowel length. For example, H is commonly used to 

transcribe Arabic /i/ and /i:/ alike, whereas € renders Arabic /a/ as well as /a:/. 
0 

0 

Evidence from a manuscript writing Coptic in Arabic letters (GALTIER .:1.906) points to 

the same direction. 

The traditional pronunciation of Late Coptic does not indicate any quantitative 

difference of €, 0 vs. H, 00 either. 
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• The recently discovered Mesokemic dialect of Coptic writes 0 in most words which 

have (I) in the other dialects, and H in some of the words which commonly have €. 

Had these cases of interdialectal variation 0"'00 and €""'H been known earlier, 

scholars would probably not have come to presuppose that these graphemes give 
straightforward information about vowel quantity.234 

5·"·"·3 Previous treatments of the issue 

Most of the arguments summarized in the preceding section have already been expressed 

in the literature: 
• Charles Kuentz was the first scholar to argue that Coptic €, 0 vs. H, {I) are distin

guished by vowel quality rather than by quantity. He did this at a lecture delivered 

in Paris from which only a short abstract was published (KuENTZ :1934). The only ar

gument presented there is the fact that, according to Kuentz, vowel length was writ

ten by vowel doubling (on this 11W" 5.2.3.2), so the single vowel signs cannot likewise 
have expressed vowel quantity. As is noted in the publication (KuENTZ :1934: 6), 
Kuentz' lecture was accepted favorably by the famous linguist Emile Benveniste. 

• Shortly thereafter, Wemer Vycichl (apud WoaRELL :19J7: 4f. and WoRRELL & VYcrcHL 
:1942: 3:t4) argues that €, 0 and H, {I) are distinguished by quality rather than by quan

tity. It is not known whether or not he was aware of Kuentz's proposal. Vycichl ad

duces two of the arguments which I have listed above: the evidence from morpholog
ical alternations and the Late Coptic pronunciation tradition. However in his later 
works, Vycichl returns to the traditional view (e.g. VYcrcHL :1990: 72-:106), although 
he still admits that under certain conditions vowel quality could be the crucial 

• 

• 

factor for selecting the writing €, 0 vs. H, 00 (e.g. VYcrcHL :1954 and :1990: 2.39f.). 
KNUDSEN (:1962: 36) accepts Vycichl's reasoning but adopts an intermediate 

standpoint: "In the Bohairic dialect the distinction between long and short vowels 
was probably not a distinction of quantity only but also of quality." 

GREENBERG (:1�2) cites Kuentz' theory and discusses the issue in more detail. He 

adduces the morphological alternations in Bohairic and the use of H for /a/ in 

Fayyumic. Greenberg also discusses three documents which transcribe Arabic words 

in Coptic letters (an Arabic text written in Coptic letters published by CAsANOVA 
:190:1 and SoBHY :192.6; two Coptic texts containing a large number of Arabic loan 

words published by SnaN :t88s and CHASSINAT :19�1:1) as well as a Coptic text written 

in Arabic letters (GALTIER :19o6) and the liturgical pronunciation of Late Coptic. 

Greenberg finds that this evidence clearly supports Kuentz' hypothesis. I wish to add 
that Greenberg's conclusions are further confirmed by similar documents which he 

234 Now, they either assume that Mesokemic shows a secondary development ("[ ... ] la 
tendence, propre ace dialecte, a abrCger tous les()", VERGOTE :196:1: 245). or that 
vowel quantity is not identical to the corresponding Greek vowel quantity at least in 
this dialect ("DaB 0 in M [=Mesokemic] einen Langvokal darstellt, unterliegt 
keinem Zweifel", MINK :1995: 6o). 
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did not take into account (e.g. FARAG 1976, CauM 1902); on the other hand, there is 
not a single document which consistently correlates Arabic long and short vowels 
with the presumably corresponding Coptic letters. GREENBERG (1962: 28f.) comments 
on his results as follows: 

"The evidence presented here has not been intended merely as a citation of 
everything which favours the present thesis, while contrary indications are 
ignored. Almost nothing can be found to support the standard theory. No 
arguments were originally advanced in its favour. It was simply taken for 
granted. A conventional transcription-of the Greek alphabet appeared to be 
confirmed by Sethe's theory regarding the Coptic vowel system for a period 
nearly a millenium earlier than the earliest written Coptic records. This 
theory itself is far from certain as regards the length of the vowels in open 
syllables. In fact the existing traditional assumption of the length of [e] and 
[o] in Coptic probably played an important rOle in drawing this conclusion 
about the earlier period." 

• MAGNUS (1969: 33-4o) accepts Vycichl's standpoint and concludes that the distinc
tion of €, 0 vs. H, 00 is one of quality. In addition to Vycichl's arguments he adduces 
1.) the medieval transcriptions of Arabic words into Coptic (independently of 
Greenberg) and 2) the fact that Greek had no vowel quantity opposition any longer 
at the time when the Coptic alphabet was fanned. 

• KAMMERZELL (:1998b: :159-:162) accepts Greenberg's and Magnus's standpoint. While 
he adopts their interpretation of 0 as /'::J/ and of 00 as /o/, he does not view the opposi
tion £ vs. H as a low-high distinction (le/- /ef) but rather as a front-back distinction 
(le/- (1!) because many instances of H are derived from original /u/ (I@' § 5·5) and 
the sound change /u/ > le/ seems to be somewhat unnatural. While I admit the 
possibility that the shift /u/ > le/ proceeded over an intermediate stage ft/, the fact 
that H is indeed the high counterpart of £ in Coptic is evidenced by conditioned 
phonetic alternations such as those discussed in § s.6.2 and §§ s.6.6.2 f. 

Most Coptologists have not yet accepted these arguments. TILL (:1955: §so) indeed con
siders the new theory .. wahrscheinlich" but keeps the traditional transcription symbols e, 
i?, o, and D. VERGOTE (1973/83: la,§ 33f.) cites Kuentz'/ Greenberg's account but does not 
make a clear decision on it. ScHENKEL (:1983a: :194.) accepts the interpretation of the 
distinction £, 0 vs. H, 00 as one of vowel quality, however in ScHENKEL (:1990: 70) he 
questions it again. STEINDORFF (:1951: :19) and LoPRIENO (:1995: 46) stick to the traditional 
interpretation and do not mention the alternative ideas. HINTZE (:1980: note 50 on page 
s3) dismisses Greenberg's arguments laconically as "ganz abwegig". 
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Relationship between Coptic and Greek vowel quality 

In Ancient Greek ro is commonly considered a lower vowel than o. 11 was probably 
considerably low at least in the earlier stages of Greek since it frequently developed 
from original /a:/. However in modem Greek, 11 is spoken /i/. Although the vowel signs of 
the Coptic alphabet are derived from Greek, their phonetic values are obviously not quite 
identical to those of Greek. For example, 00 of Coptic words does not usually correspond 
too> in Greek transcriptions of these words, but rather to u or ou (VERGOTE 1.973/83: la, 
§ 36; VYciCHL 1.990: :t83f.). On the other hand, Coptic 0 is transcribed in Greek as ro more 
frequently than as o (VERGOTE :l973/83: la, § 38). Coptic H is transcribed in Greek not 
only by� but frequently also by 1 (VERGOTE <973/83: la,§ 43; VYc!CHL •990: <83f.). 

Coptic vowels in borrowings into Arabic 

Classical Arabic has six vowel phonemes: /a/, /a:/, /i/, /i:/, /u/, and /u:/. Additionally, 
some Egyptian Arabic dialects (including that of Cairo) have /e:/ and /o:/, which are 
developments from the diphthongs /ay/ and /aw/. 
Thee- and a-vowels of Coptic (€, H; 0, 00) are most commonly substituted by a and u 

respectively in Arabic. The choice of vowel quantity in Arabic is not linked to the 
presumed quantity of the Coptic vowel. Rather, quantity is chosen in a way to preserve 
the Coptic stress position in Arabic where stress is predictable from syllable structure 
patterns. For example, the Coptic toponym TMIO..t /tam'jati/ is adopted as Damya� /dam-
1ja:!f (� appendix 9) with long /a:/ since *Damya� would necessarily be spoken with 
initial stress in Arabic. The same is true for the modern pronunciation of Late Coptic. 
For further illustration of these principles cf. the examples in appendices 6, 8, and 9· 

5-2.3 Coptic double vowels 

Coptic vowel signs can occur in geminate writing. In the Sahidic dialect, we encounter 
0..0.., €€, HH, 00, and {00) (� § s.3.3). I argue that they express long vowels. In what fol
lows I will primarily discuss the basic arguments for this claim. For more detailed obser
vations on the distribution and etymology of Coptic long vowels � §§ s.3.3 and 5·5·.1.0. 

Previous treatments 

Some (especially earlier) scholars might have interpreted Coptic double vowels as 
sequences of two distinct spoken vowels, although none of them expressed this clearly. 
For example, LAcAu (.1.9:10) transcribes the writing 00 as 00. Cf. also SETHE (1899-1902: I, 
§ 26) and STEINDORFF (<95" 3�.). 
VYCICHL {:195.1.: 73) assumes that following the first vowel a second, reduced vocalic 

element was spoken, although his view is not completely clear as well: 



.. Es handelt sich hier urn zweigipfelige Vokale, d.i. mit Hoch-Tief-Ton, 
wofilr die Phonetik des Somali interessante Parallelen bietet. Der phoneti
sche Eindruck dieses fliichtigen, tieftonigen Vokales [i.e. of the second 
component, C.P.] war der eines Chatuph-Vokals [a term for reduced vowels 
from Hebrew grammar, C.P.]". 

In any case, it is evident from the Coptic stress rules(� §6.L2) that sequences such as 

00 form a single syllable. 

Since double vowels develop historically throUgh the loss of certain consonants, among 

them •(• which was /fi/ in Later Egyptian, <h which many earlier scholars interpreted as a 

glottal stop /1/, and <i> which some also identify as /1/, TILL (1929) expressed the view 
that double vowels serve to indicate a postvocalic glottal consonant for which Coptic 

failed to develop a specific letter. According to this theory, a word like sfi(l)(l)t{ "'bad" < 
Egyptian bin is to be interpreted as /Jlo:1n/. This has become the most wide-spread view 

on the topic (cf. e.g. TILL 1955: § 33, HrNTZE 1.980: 48, HoncE 1977: 932 and 1981., 

VERCOTE i973/83: la, § 1.4, ERNSTEnT 1986: u?f"., LoPRIENO :t995: 41, 44). In addition to 

etymological considerations, some more arguments have been adduced to corroborate 

this theory: 
• The word itrw "'Nile" > S€100p is transcribed as ik� in the Hebrew Old Testament. 

The sign� itself is ambiguous since it can render a glottal stop /1/ as well as a long 

vowel /o:/ in Hebrew, which would fit both interpretations of SfiOOp. The crucial el

ement is the Masoretic punctuation which favors an interpretation as /1/. The Maso

retic signs are, however, little reliable as far as foreign names are concerned, since 

they were added many centuries after the time at which the texts were composed. 
• With respect to certain morphophonological alternations in Coptic, morphemes with 

final double vowels are treated like morphemes with final consonants, as opposed to 

morphemes with final single vowels. For example, a word-final sonorant in 

Akhmimic is followed by a non-phonological epenthetic € [;;.] if either a consonant 

or a double vowel precedes (Udi' § 5.8.2). As a consequence, the suffix pronoun of the 

1st person pl. is -tt (e.g. tt€-tt ''to us") or -tt€ respectively (e.g. BNT-N€ "to find us", 

TEE-N€ "to give us"). Similarly, the Sahidic suffix pronoun of theiSt person sg. has 

two allomorphs: -1 after a single vowel and -T after either a consonant or a double 

vowel. TILL (1929) takes these facts as a proof that graphical double vowels are to be 

interpreted as a sequence vowel + consonant. 
• MAGNUS (1969: �8f.) states that Sahidic allows the combinations -CC, -CCC, and 

-CCV in word-final position, whereas -CCCC and -CCCV do not occur (V represents 

an unstressed vowel; on the topic � § 4·9·3). Double vowels cannot even precede 

-CCC and -CCV, which suggests that they are equivalent to a sequence VC. This 

argument is not completely cogent since such distributional restrictions may be 

rooted in earlier stages of the language but need not reflect the synchronic pronun

ciation of double vowels in Coptic. In fact, there is a counterexample SGpOOJr\nE 
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"dove" which is a late compound (I@' § 6.21.21.!1). This word indicates that there was 
no synchronic restriction against the sequence double vowel + CCV, even if it was 
rare for etymological reasons. 

• DEPUYDT (1.g85a: 1.31.-:t37) examines the distribution of the two Sahidic allomorphs 
- TN and - TH'O'TN of the suflix pronoun of the 2nd pers. pl., the latter of them being an 
innovation of the Egyptian language. He states that -TH'lfTN is obligatory after 
stems ending in Tor in a double vowel. The fanner case is easy to explain: Using the 
short form - TN after T would have likely caused confusion with the suffix -N of the 
:tst person pl., so the longer allomorph -TH'lfTJ'i was preferred to avoid phonetic 
ambiguity. To account for the restriction after double vowels, Depuydt assumes that 
there must likewise have been a phonetic similarity of the sequences double vowel 
+ N (<si pi.) and hypothetical *double VQWe/ + TN (ond pi.). He argues that a double 
vowel is to  be interpreted as vowel + /?1, whereas T preceding tt: might have been re
alized with nasal plosion, i.e. without release of the oral constriction. The sequences 
vowel + ? + tt: and vowel + T with nasal plosion + N might have been phonetically so 
similar as to motivate the use of the extended form -TH'O'TN in this context. 
Depuydt's subtle reasoning is likewise not fully convincing. The conditions which 
detennine the distribution of -TN and -TH'lfTN are not yet completely clear.�3s In any 
case, there are environments in which - TH'lfTN is obligatory in addition to the cases 
mentioned by Depuydt. For instance, -TH'lS'TN rather than -Tti is used after the 
preposition SO'if6€ "because of' (SO'lfB€-TH'lfTN "because of you", not *O'lrBH-TN)�36 
and after T(!)()'lfN "to raise" (sTO'lfN-TH'O'TN "raise yourselves!", not *TOOO'lS'N-TN)�37. 

• EaNSTEDT (1986: :1.05, u7) calls attention to the fact that two identical Coptic 
vowels can coalesce at a morpheme boundary (e.g. definite article SJT€ /p�/ + 
relative pronoun s€T /at/ > srr€T /pat/) which he interprets as the reflex of a 
phonetic liaison phenomenon. Since double vowels do occur within a morpheme and 
are not simplified this way, he concludes that these double vowels must denote 
something principally different from a mere sequence of two identical vowels. In his 
view, the possibility for two identical vowel signs to appear in direct succession 
supports the view that the second vowel is a writing of a consonant such as /1/. 
We have to remark that this is not exactly an argument against the interpretation of 
double vowels as I o n g vowels which will be defended below. There are some 
other problems in EmStedt's argument. First, the graphical simplification of indenti
cal vowels at a morpheme boundary is not at all a consistent rule in Coptic, but it is 
found in specific combinations only. Phonetic liaison as assumed by ErnStedt was 
either uncommon in Coptic, or at least it was not consistently expressed in writing. 

The most detailed accounts are by VERCOTE (:t973/83: Ila, § :t33 and § :t38) and 
ERNSTEDT (<!)86: <33-<47)· 
Cf. STERN (<88o: 375), T1LL (<9o8: <98), ERNsTE»T (<!)86: <46). 
Cf. CRuM (<939: 445), VERGOTE (<973!83: Ila, § <33). 



Second, even if this kind of liaison had existed, it is clear that all presumed cases of 
coalescence at morpheme boundaries occur in unstressed syllables. This is a 
position in which proper double vowels did not occur, i.e. (in my interpretation) 
there were no long vowels anyway (IJ<i=' § 5.3.3). 

5·2.3.2 Double vowels as indicators of vowel length 

Charles Kuentz argued at a lecture delivered in Paris that Coptic double vowels express 
long vowels instead of sequences of two distinct vowels. This is published as a short 
abstract only (KuENTZ 1_934). He does not discuss Till's hypothesis that a double vowel 
expresses a sequence of a vowel + nJ. Kuentz' main argument is that a double vowel can 
arise through the loss of a consonant which is not in direct contact with the vowel to be 
doubled (for these rules in detail � § 5·5·W.2). The loss of a consonant at some place in 
a word can hardly evoke an epenthesis of a vowel at a distance, whereas a lengthening of 
the stressed vowel of the word would be more natural. 

Independently from Kuentz, SMIESZEK (1_936: t_,P.) expresses the view that double vowels 
indicate vowel length: 

"The symbols n and a [this is 00 and O'if, C.P.] are sometimes doubled in 
Coptic, evidently in order to indicate vowel-length more clearly". 

This is probably based on mere guessing, and he does not discuss the pertinent views of 
other scholars. 

GREENBERG (1_962) examines the Coptic vowel system in greater detail. He draws the 
conclusion that double vowels most probably indicate v o w e I I e n g t h instead of 
vowel clusters. Greenberg basically advances three arguments: 
• The Coptic stress rules show that double vowels fonn a single syllabic peak (p. 25). 
• In the medieval documents in which Arabic words are transcribed in Coptic letters 

(� § 5.2.2.3), double vowels are sometimes238 employed to render Arabic long 
vowels, but never to render sequences of vowels and laryngal or pharyngeal conso
nants which do occur in Arabic (p. 27). To the cases cited by Greenberg, I wish to 
add the evidence of Arabic representations of (Egypto-)Coptic loan words and place 
names. Coptic double vowels are never rendered by laryngeal or pharyngeal conso
nants in Arabic, which is significant since Arabic has such sounds. Cf. the toponym 
Egyptian dcn.t > Coptic 52S.Mtt€ > modern Arabic $lln (note the long /a:() (VYciCHL 
t_983: 328). This shows that the respective consonants were lost in these words by 

the time they were borrowed into Arabic. 
• There are fewer distinctions among double vowels than among simple vowels in 

238 This happens comparatively rarely because these late documents are based 
primarily on the Bohairic dialect where double vowels are not used. 
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Coptic (lki" § s.3.3). This agrees with the fact that many languages have fewer 
distinctions in long than in short vowels (p. 29). 

Although Greenberg concludes that Coptic vowel doubling expresses vowel length, he 

does not ultimately dismiss Till's hypothesis that it rather indicates glottalic consonants 
(p. •9)· 
I wish to adduce two more arguments to support the interpretation of double vowels as 
indicators of length: 
• Cuneiform possesses a specific sign �>) which is commonly assumed to render a 

glottal stop. In the early cuneiform transcriptions of Egyptian, we would expect this 

sign to be used in words which have (or should have) a double vowel in Coptic. But 

this is not the case: e.g. the group nl-msl]..w "the crocodiles
,
. > Coptic sN€-J,\(002 is 

transcribed as nim-Sa-l.Ju (LAMsmN :1953c), and tl.w'i "the two lands"!tls- is transcribed 

as ta-a-wa (EDEL :19943: 11, 372) (both from the 2nd millennium se), although we 

should expect *nim-Sa->-!J.u and *ta->-wa respectively. 
• No Coptic word has more than one double vowel. In the traditional view there is no 

evident explanation for this fact. There is no reason why two laryngeal consonants in 
a word could not have been preserved from Egyptian. Assuming the alternative 
theory, the straightforward explanation comes to mind that long vowels occur in the 
stressed syllable only. This is a restriction known in many languages around the 
world, among them the contemporary Arabic vernacular of Egypt. 

5-�.3.3 Criticism of the quantity hypothesis 

The theory by Kuentz and Greenberg has been largely ignored by Coptologists. KAsSER 

(:1982h: 44) is the first scholar to have argued against it. He states that double vowels can 

be separated by line breaks in Coptic manuscripts, whence he concludes that there must 

have been a syllable boundary between both vowels. His argument, however, is not 

convincing as long as no systematic theory of Coptic line breaking has been developed. It 
is quite obvious that Coptic line breaking cannot be explained by a syllabic principle, at 
least unless quite complicated additional assumptions are made (such as Kasser's 
"bradysyllabation"" for which 111? below and § 5·9·•). 

Another argument which might be adduced, although no one appears to have done so, is 
the fact that the numerous Greek loan words in Coptic are practically never written with 

double vowels although Classical Greek had phonemic vowel length. It is, however, quite 
possible that the opposition of vowel quantity had been abolished in Greek by the time 
when most Greek words were borrowed. Furthermore, there are different orthographical 

conventions in Coptic for native words on the one hand and for Greek loans on the other 

(!IF§ 2.5.:10). Double vowels may have been avoided in writing Greek borrowings since 
such writings were unfamiliar to Greek orthography. 

2J9 The loss of d) should have produced a double vowel in Coptic (lt.Sf" § 5·5.10.2), but no 
Coptic equivalent is attested (on 2,T00'"6"€ cf. VvciCHL :�.g83: J:17). 



However a double vowel is written in one early naturalized loan word from Greek: ma'tl]p 
(a weight and coin) > Demotic sttr > Coptic SCO. T€€p€, IcTO.. T€€P€, bcO..&€pJ. 

There have also been attempts to find an intermediate solution: 
• KAsSER (1.982b, 1.991.d, and 1.99:t.f: 208) assumes two coexisting layers of phonologi

cal representation for Coptic, one layer for speech with nonnal speed ("tachysylla
bation"), and another for artificially slow speech ("bradysyllahation"), the latter 

being the layer which fanned the input for writing. He suggests that double vowels 
were pronounced as a disyllabic vowe1 sequence in bradysyllahation, hut as a 
sequence of a single vowel + glottal stop in tachysyllahation. 

• REINTGES (1.998) likewise suggests that there are two coexisting phonological 

representations. He assumes that graphical double vowels correspond to a sequence 

of vowel + I'll in one phonological representation, but to long vowels in another. 

With respect to the phonetic surface realization he says: 

"The acoustic effect of the double association of the second rhyme position 
with a glottal stop and a lengthened vowel is vowel breaking, i.e. the re
articulation of the stressed vowel after the glottal stop fV?V/." (REINTGES 
'998: 99) 

Double vowels in other Coptic dialects 

Vowel doubling as known from Sahidic is also found in Akhmimic, Lycopolitan, and in 
some varieties of Fayyumic24o. 

The archaic Coptic papyrus Bodmer 6 has a special letter� which appears to be equiva

lent toN in some cases and to Sahidic vowel doubling in others. KAssER (1.985: 94-:t.o:t.) 

believes that this sign has developed from a merger of three demotic graphemes, namely 

d., eh, and <n>. Vowel doubling in the strict sense is found as well in this text, although 
rather irregularly. For example, the stative ofgJWOOT "to cut", Sahidic YJO..O..T, appears as 

YJO..�T, YfO..O..T, and YJO..T (KAssER 1.�5: 90). I suggest that� should be considered a symbol 

for marking an additional mora. This can either mean that the vowel was spoken long, or 

else that it was followed by In!; the sequence vowel + In/ may have been realized as a 

(lenghthened?) nasalized vowel in certain Coptic dialects and perhaps also in the dialect 
of papyrus Bodmer 6 (ll<l" § 5·7·•). 

It is difficult to see why, as HINTZE (1.980: 49) puts it, the existence of the sign � in 

papyrus Bodmer 6 should "confinn" the traditional interpretation of graphical double 

vowels as indicators of a sequence of a vowel + glottal stop. A specific letter or diacritic 

for indicating the feature [+ long] in vowels is found in several writing systems: eh> in 

Gennan, an acute accent c '>in Czech and Hungarian, c:> in the lP A-alphabet. 

The Bohairic dialect has no equivalent of double vowels at all. For this � § .).3.6. 

240 For vowel doubling in Fayyumic cf. KAssER (:t.9Bg: 99f.) . 

••• 



s.3 The phonology of Coptic stressed vowels 

The following description is based on native Coptic words including early borrowings. 
Words which were taken over from Greek are frequently written in ways which contradict 

the rules of Coptic phonology. It is possible that this reflects only a tendency to preserve 
the original Greek orthography whereas there was much more adaptation in the spoken 
language. But it is also possible that the Copts tried to pronounce Greek words largely 
according to the phonological rules of Greek. I cannot examine this question further here. 

Coptic stressed short vowels: basic facts 

According the analysis which I prefer, most Coptic dialects have six phonemes for short 
vowels in stressed position. While the phonological system, i.e. the relative position of 
single phonemes, appears to he identical in most Coptic dialects, the way of writing and 
possibly the phonetic realizations of the low vowels differ in what I call the conservative 

and the progressive dialects. The conservative dialects (Akhmimic, Lycopolitan, 
F ayyumic) have € and � as front and hack members of the low vowels respectively, which 
is close to the values these phonemes had in Pre-Coptic stages of the language. By 
contrast, the progressive dialects (Sahidic, Bohairic) have undergone a shift towards 0.. 
and 0 respectively: 

conservative dialects 

front back 
low € /E/ 0./a/ 
mid H /e/ (J) /of 

progressive dialects 
(especially Sahidic, for 

Bohairic 11'W below) 

front back 

0./a/ Of>/ 

H /e/ IJJ /o/ 
high (€)1 /i/ 01!"/u/ (€)1 /i/ 01!" /u/ 

This implies that native words usually have different writings for low vowels in both 
dialect groups, e.g.: 

a,l.fr£n = s.b-fo.,n "horn" a,l.fCO..N = s,b(QN .. brother" 

Minimal pairs can easily be found for most of these vowel oppositions (cf. the collections 

of minimal pairs by BRUNSCH 1_978: 1_5-57 and MAcNus t_g6g: 1_4-24). 
The basic correspondences as indicated here do not obtain in specific environments (� 
§ 5.6). In addition, there are very rare cases in which interdialectal borrowing must 
probably be assumed. For example, the noun a,IKO..I€, hKOI "field" should have an 0-vowel 

in Sahidic. A form KOI€ is indeed attested, however some Sahidic texts, including the 

writings of Shenoute, have KO..(€) I€ (cf. CRUM t_g3g: 92) which seems to be a borrowing 
from Akhmimic or Lycopolitan. On this word u:& also § 5.8.6.4. 

OH 



If however the Coptie ""dialects" are regarded as mere different writing conventions (on 

this issue � § 2.3), we could assume a single homogeneous phonological system instead 

of two. This system would look as follows: 

*h omo�eneous c opt1c 

front back 

low /re/ /a/ 

mid le/ /of 
high /i/ /u/ 

In this case, what I explained as interdialectal loans would have to be explained in a 

different manner. Consider also the fact that Late Bohairic 0 is usually substituted by /u/ 

rather than by /a/ in Arabic, which does not agree with a phonetic interpretation of 

Bohairic 0 as /a/. So I am inclined towards the opinion that the different graphical 

representations of the "conservative" and the "progressive" dialects indeed reflect a 

phonetic difference. 

s.3 .• Coptic stressed short vowels: complications 

/3/ is principally absent in the conservative dialects, as is /e/ from the progressive 

dialects. Note however: 
• These restrictions do not apply to long vowels, including word-final vowels, for more 

on this I& § 5·3+ 
• In unstressed position, € can be a writing of /a/ and contrast with 0.. in all dialects. 
• € and 0 are commonly found in Greek loan words in all Coptic dialects. 
• € is a writing for an allophone of H before back fricatives, l@f' § 5.6.2.2. 
• In Sahidic, € appears before 2 < .eh> instead of 0., but 0.. is regularly found before 2 < 

(4>/.cb>/(b>, � § 3.5.2. I know only one minimal pair which is based on this phe

nomenon: SC0.2.T-tf "to weave it"< s/jt:fvs. SC€2,T-tf (but also written C0.2,T-lf) "to 

remove it" < shJ.t-f. Examples of € before 2. are not numerous because (h> was one 

of the rarest consonants in Egyptian. It is possible that 2. was treated as a syllabic 

sonorant and C€2.Ttf was spoken ['sahtf] or ['sl;ltf] rather than ['sehtfj (l@f' § 3.5.2). 

Another possibility is that 2. < (h> and 2 < dp/4p/.cb> were still distinguished in 

Coptic pronunciation, so the occurrence of € vs. 0. would be predictable. 

• 

• 

In any case, if at all there was a phonological opposition between 0. fa/ and € /e/ in 

Sahidic, its functional load would have been very low. 

In late Sahidic, and generally in Bohairic, € appears as a secondary development 

from syllabic sonorants: 5K?\.�€ ['k�a] "' 5K€?\€ ['kela] or ['kala], bK€�1 ['keli] or 

['bliJ '"lock". A possible phonological representation of both would be /'kala/ since 

0.. cannot appear in this environment, mi" § 5.:to.7. 
€ is occasionally found as a graphical variation of €€ /e:/ in Sahidic: Ji€€tf "' N€€B 

"' N€6 /'ne:f/ "sailor". Similarly, 0 can occasionally be an imprecise rendering of 00 

h:/ in Akhmimic, e.g. TOOT"" TOT /b:t/ "my hand". 



If the opposition between €2 and 0.2 is taken seriously and € and 0.. are analyzed as 
distinct phonemes in Sahidic, the phonological system looks as follows: 

low 
mid-low 
mid-high 
high 

Sahidic 
(alternative analysis) 

front hack 
<>./a/ 

€ /e/ 0 1>/  

H /e/ 00 /o/  
(€)1 /i/ 01!" /u/ 

The distribution of (I) /o/ and mr /u/ is largely, but not completely, predictable by the 
environment (I@' § 5·5·1)· This is true of all Coptic dialects. Minimal pairs are rare but 
do exist, cf.: 
• spooz€ froh3/ "to wash"- spo'if2€ /'ruh;}/ "evening" 
• hzs.oo?o.. /'col/ "to roll"- hcTO.-ZS.O'If?-.. /sta'cul/ "spider" (on this word see MEEKS :1994: 

oo8) 
It is possible to consider /o/ and /u/ distinct phonemes based on such minimal pairs. It is 
also possible to analyze [o) and [u] as allophones of a single phoneme, which would 
simplify certain morphological rules. If the latter analysis is chosen, then the vowel 
system of Sahidic is as follows: 

low 
mid 
high 

Sahidic 
(alternative analysis) 

front back 
?>./a/ 

H /e/ 01>/ 

(€)1 /i/ ru-o1r /u/ 

s.3.3 Coptic long vowels 

As was argued in § 5-�.3, long vowels are written by doubling the vowel letter in Coptic. 

The phonological character of vowel length can be demonstrated by minimal pairs such 
as: 
• 50.<{ /'af/ "flesh"- 50..0-<f /'a:f/ "to do it", 
• SWOOT /'Jot/ "merchant"- 5fjJ{I}(I)T /Jo:t/ "to cut", 
• sg]OON€ /'Jon3/ "to be ill"- sg]{I}(I)N€ /'Jo:n�/ "to exclude". 
Altogether, long vowels appear much more rarely than short vowels. I estimate the ratio 
of long vs. short vowels to be found in an average Sahidic text as approximately :1 to :10, if 
Greek loan words (where vowel length is not written), unstressed and word-final vowels 
(where vowel quantity is not distinctive), and syllabic sonorants are excluded from the 
calculation. 



Note the following important occurrence restrictions: 
• Long vowels are found in the stressed syllable of a word only. 
• The vowel quantity opposition is neutralized in word-final position (l@f' below). 

The inventory of long vowels is not exactly equivalent to the inventory of short vowels: 
• In all dialects, there are probably less (certainly not more) quality distinctions for 

long than for short vowels, at least as far as we can conclude from the writing. 
• A contrast between HH and (€)1(€}1 is nowhere to be found. Akhmimic has 1€1, the 

other dialects have HH only, cf. 5li\HHUJ€� &)l\f€1Uf€ "crowd".241 
• Also, a contrast between (1)(1) and O'irO'ir is nowhere to be found. Akhmimic has 0'6'0'6', 

the other dialects have (1)(1) only, cf. sfi(I)(I)N, a&O'ir0'6'N€ "evil".242 

• (00) can appear as a graphical variety of 00 in Akhmimic, but 00 is more frequent 

(cf. TILL :1928: 26). 
• Most Coptic dialects seem to contrast €€ /e:/ - CXCX /a:/ - 00 h:/ which has no 

equivalent among the short vowels. The interdialectal correspondences are complex 

and little researched. Consider the following examples from Sahidic: 
•BEEB€ /'jle:jla/"to bubble"- '113.3-B€ /'jla:jla/"to be insipid"- '1\00B€ f'�,�o/ 

"bad (fern.)" 

5€€T le:t/ "to be pregnant" - 5C:Xb. T /'a:t/ "to make me" - sooT /'3:t/ "to be 

furious" 

Cf. the Akhmimic equivalents: 

afi€BE (probably imprecisely for *BE€6€) "to bubble"- aBOAB€ "to be insipid" 

II£€T "to be pregnant" -II£€T "to make me" 

Where Sahidic has 00, A.khmimic can have either C:Xb.. or 00, a rule is not known.243 

Cf.: 
S'fOOT, &'fOOT "my hand" 
sfiOON€, af!OON€ "evil (fern.)" 

S€�00(..€, �b..�€ "grape" 
SO'Ir006, 8Q'irb.� ••to be clean (stative)" 

24:1 The few examples of (€)1(€}1 in dialects other than Akhmimic do not denote a long 
vowel. E.g. SQI€1T "pit" < Demotic hyt < Egyptian 1!-ld (since NK) is probably 
/'hjit/; s.2S.I€1P€ "rod" of uncertain etymology must be trisyllabic /ci'irn/ since there 
is a double vowel even in Bohairic: h.2S.IJpl, variant writing b.2S.JNJpl. 

242 0'0'0'0' in 5.M.O'!fO'IT "to kill" and StfQ'lf0'0"2 "to turn" is to be interpreted as /uw/, as is 
evident both from the etymology (mwt, nwl!-) and from the status pronominales of 
these verbs (li\OO'irT- /1m3wt/-, NOO'O'Q.- /'mwh/-). 

243 The rule given by LACAu (:197oc: 72) that 00 appears in closed, b..b.. in open syllables 
does not hold true. Cf. OsiNC (:1976a: note 39 on p. 363) who cannot offer a clear 
explanation either. 



We can conclude that most Coptic dialects have five long vowel phonemes: 

Akhmimic Sahidic 
front I back front back 

low 3.3./a:/ 3.3. /a:/ 
mid €€ /£:/ 00 - (J)(J) h:/ €€ /e:/ 00 />: / 

hil(h l€1 /i:/ 0'0'0'0' /u:/ HH /e:/ (J)(J) /o:/ 

Coptic stressed vowels in word-final position 

The quantity opposition is neutralized in word-final position. Vowels in this position are 
treated as short vowels in certain respects but as long vowels in others: 
• Word-final stressed vowels are written with single letters as are short vowels.244 
• Certain early Sahidic texts generally write stressed word-final vowels double when 

the enclitic copula fi€, T€, N€ "is, are" follows.245 They are obviously conceived as 
word-internallong vowels then. 

• In Akhmimic, the inventory of stressed vowels in word-final position equals that of 
long vowels, not that of short vowels. Thus there is word-final -0 (which can alterna
tively be written -<0, see NAGEL 1.99:1.: 22), but not -H. 

• In Sahidic, the inventory of stressed vowels in word-final position is neither 
identical to the system of word-internal short nor to that of long vowels. There is an 
opposition H - (€)1 as is the case for short vowels, e.g. spH "sun" (= apr)- 'PI 
"cell". The opposition 00 - O'<r is doubtful, cf. so..t.ro /a1lo/ "rope" (= ao..t.O'<r) - 

so..t.O'<r "child", where it is not clear whether 0..?-..0'<r stands for /a'lu/ or for /'alu/. € is 
clearly distinct from 0.., which is reminiscent of the system of long vowels: N€ "for 
you (fern.)"- NO.. .. to be merciful". 

Vowel pha"nemes in word-final position: 

Akhmimic Sahidic 
front I back front back 

low 3./a(:)/ 3./a(:)/ 

mid e /e(:)/ 0- w h(:)/ € /e(:)/ 0 />(:)/ 
H /e(:)/ (J) /o(: )/ 

hil(h (€)1 /i(:)/ 0'0' /u(:)/ (€)1 /i(:)/ ( 0'0' /u(:)/ ) 

Consider the following minimal pairs from Sahidic: 
sgjl "to measure"- sg]€ .. to go"- sg]O.. "to rise"- sg]O ••one thousand''- sg]OO "sand"; 
SZI "to thresh"- �H "front"- !IQ€ .. manner"- �0 "face"- szro "to suffice". 

244 Single exception: SWOO "to conceive". 
2:45 PoLOTSKY (:1.957a: 348f.), QuEcKE (:a.984a: 44), VYcicHL (:1.990: :1.99, 2:3sf.). 



We can conclude that word-final stressed vowels are neutral with respect to vowel 
quantity, but in Akhmimic especially they show more resemblances with long than with 
short vowels.��;46 
There is a similar phenomenon in Cairene Arabic. Cairene Arabic has an opposition 
between short and long vowels. In word-final position, only short vowels appear. However 
these phonetically short vowels can be interpreted as underlyingly long since they are 
generally spoken long as soon as clitics are added to the word. Most of these vowels go 
hack to long vowels or disyllabic groups of qassical Arabic. Cf.: 
• 'nisi '"he forgot"(< Classical Arabic nasiya), but ni'si:-t "I forgot"; 
• 'ga:bu .. they brought" ( < Classical Arabic ga:bu:), but ga'bu:-ni "they brought me"; 
• 'fala "upon" ( < Classical Arabic fala:, written Js: <'ly> ), but fa'le:-k "upon you". 

The vowel system of Mesokemic 

Vowel graphemes are not doubled in the Mesokemic dialect of Coptic. Instead, vowel 
doubling of the other dialects is reflected by the use of specific letters in two cases. It is 
unknown whether this was just the way to express long vowels in Mesokemic (which 
would then be an imitation of the usage of Classical Greek), or whether the vowel 
quantity distinction was lost as such but had been (partially) replaced by quality 
distinctions. Cf. the following correspondences (MINK :1995: 6o, 62): 

���::�:mic �� ��,€€ 1: �� �� l:m 
The vowel system of Bohairic 

In Bohairic, there is no vowel doubling either. For example, Sahidic (.M-)fo.b..'ll /'maw/ 
"there" and .Mb..b..'ll /'ma:w/ ••mother" are indiscriminately reflected as .Mb..'ll in Bohairic. 
Certain scholars (e.g. LoPRIENO :1995: 4:1, REINTGES :1998: 98f.) consider this a purely 
graphical merger. However the vowel quantity distinction as evidenced by vowel 
doubling is not usually reflected in Late Coptic or in Coptic borrowings into Arabic (l@f' 

§ 5.2.2.5), although it could easily have been maintained since both classical and ver
nacular Arabic distinguish short and long vowels. Thus I assume that the vowel quantity 

distinction was indeed lost from spoken Coptic. This is first observable in the Bohairic 
dialect but must then have spread on the language as a whole.11;47 

246 Since most scholars assume that double vowels express a sequence N1! rather than 
N:/ (l@f' 5.2.3.1.), they have to find a different interpretation. For this reason, HINTZE 
(:1980: 49) and LoPRIENO (:1994: :128-:130 and 1995: 49f.) assume that all words with 
orthographic final vowels have a word-final glottal stop on the phonological level. 

24 7 Some of those scholars who favor the traditional interpretation of the double vowels 
conclude that not vowel length but the glottal stop was lost from Bohairic, e.g. TILL 
('929' '95), VERGOTE ('973!83, lb, §§ 2Bi, 29), KAssER (<!)82b' so), 

-.6 



Differently from Mesokemic, Bohairic shows no indication that the quantitative distinc
tion was replaced by a qualitative distinction.1148 It is of course possible that some kind of 
secondary qualitative distinction developed which failed to be expressed in writing. H we 
ignore this possibility, we can reconstruct the Bohairic vowel system as follows: 

Bohairic 
front back 

low 1>-/a/ 
mid-low €/£/ 0 ,,, 
mid-high H /e/ W /o/ 
high 1/i/ 0'0'/u/ 

Cf. the following near-minimal pairs: 
YJIPI "little"- UJHPI "son"- YJ€Pf "daughter"- UJO.P "skin"- cop- "to scatter (status 

pron.)"-coop "to scatter"- COl"Pf "thorn". 
The Sahidic equivalents are !!liP€-!!!HP€-!!!€€p€-!!!1>-1>-P -cop-coop-co-o-p€. 

5·4 

5·4·'-

Possible cases of vowel representation in indigenous 
Egyptian writing 

Matres lectionis? 

In the consonantal script systems of Hebrew and Arabic, some consonantal signs, 
especially those for semivowels, can also be used to express certain vowels (serving as 
so-called m a t  r e s  l e  c t i o n  i s ). While the earlier Egyptologists did interpret 
certain Egyptian signs as vowel indicators, the fact is now generally agreed upon that the 
Hieroglyphic script is principally consonantal and matres lectionis do not exist (U:W 
§ 5-:t). Nevertheless, it is still occasionally argued that certain signs might represent 
vowels at least during certain periods. For example, ScHENKEL (1.994b: 1.3) suggests that 
J!! can denote a morpheme- or wordfinal posttonic vowel /i/ (� § 2.6.3.2). Cf. also 
ScHENKEL ( 1.999 ). 
While these cases are questionable and certain} y marginal, it is more probable that 
matres lectionis were used in Demotic and in contemporaneous (Graeco-Roman) hiero
glyphic texts (cf. Os1NG·1.9g8: I, 4af., ScHENKEL 1.994c: 295, SETHE 1.927). This question has 
been little researched, and I will not discuss it further. 

248 For a presumed exception 1t':F note in§ s.6.6.3. 



5·4·2 So-called "group writing" or "syllabic orthography" 

In the New Kingdom specialized graphemes are used for representing words of foreign, 
primarily Semitic, origin. Some scholars have argued that these graphemes may also 
indicate vowels, but this theory remains very doubtful. 

5·4·2-1 The historical background of group writing 

It was shown in § 3.14 that the phonemic correlates of certain graphemes such as •j>, <h, 
<W>, <b, and <f> had frequently been lost by the time of the New Kingdom. The effects of 
this loss in the written language were essentially twofold: On the one hand, the corre
sponding graphemes could simply be omitted. This is to say that the written language 
simply copied changes of the spoken language. On the other hand, the graphic smface 
could more or less be kept as it was. This is to say that the phonetic values of the 
graphemes were reinterpreted in order to minimize changes in the written language. We 
can observe that the Egyptians on the whole preferred the second solution. 
The grapheme <b, for instance, was written quite consistently before approximately the 

mid of the �md millennium Be. From this time on, its writing became unstable: <t> was 
omitted in numerous cases and written where it is etymologically unexpected in others. 
We conclude that the corresponding phoneme /t(h)/ had been lost in certain positions by 
that time, and <t> was henceforward employed as a grapheme lacking a clear-cut sound 
value. New writings such as dh or •tw� were created to unambiguously render the sound 
/t(h)J when it was still spoken. This had become possible since the phonological 
correlates of <h and <W> themselves had frequently become lost and the corresponding 
graphemes had therefore lost their phonographic value. Eventually in Demotic, the 
successor of the group <th paleographically merged into a single sign which became a 

standard grapheme for expressing spoken /t(h)J (� § 5-4-2·4). A comparable situation is 
found in modem French where both d> and <e> are not usually articulated in word-final 
position, whereas the combination <le> corresponds to spoken /t/. 

The system of group writing in Late Egyptian 

In order to represent a single consonant phonographically in the New Kingdom there 
existed two possibilities, namely to continue using the grapheme of the traditional ortho

graphy, or to use one of the newly-developed grapheme groups (hence .. group writing"). 
Each of these groups consisted of two or more single signs, some of which, due to the pho
netic evolution, had lost their phonetic value when appearing in isolation. Such groups 
were created even for consonants that were never lost in pronunciation. This led to the 
development of (at least) two subsets within the writing system of the New Kingdom.l149 

249 For rare incidences of group writing prior to the New Kingdom see HocH (1.994: 487-
498). 



These two subsets of phonograms involve a rather clear functional difference. While 
native words continued to be written primarily by the traditional signs, group writing 

became the typical means of writing foreign words, mainly of Semitic origin. This 
concerns loan words which had been integrated into the Egyptian language as well as 
mere transcriptions of foreign place and proper names. W also § 2.5.:10. 

There are two methodological problems with group writing. 
• To date, phonograms of Later Egyptian have always been divided into two classes, 

viz. traditional and group writing. However this seems to be an oversimplification. I 
suggest that a more complex classification of Egyptian graphemes is necessary to 
correctly understand group writing. The problem can however not be treated in detail 
here. 

• 

Certain graphemes are prototypical of group writing, i.e. their use is largely 
restricted to foreign words (e.g. �A /tl). On the other hand, some graphemes are 
rarely employed as phonograms in words in which another consonant is expressed in 
group writing: their use is largely restricted to native words (e.g. a /t/). But 
moreover there are graphemes which can be used freely in both native and foreign 
words, i.e. they can freely eo-occur with group writing graphemes as well as with 
traditional graphemes (e.g. �fi /tl). They constitute a third class of graphemes which 
should be described as neutral with respect to group writing. 
The rules for using group writing are not strict. Group writing can sometimes he 
found with indigenous words, while some obvious Semitic loans of the New Kingdom 
are only known in conventional writing. On this topic see WARD (:1957 and :1996: 3g-

46) and JuNGE (1.996: note 4 on page s3). However many of the examples cited may 
become explicable if a more complex view on group writing is adopted as I have 
proposed above. 

Frequently more than one graph is used in group writing to express a given consonant. 
Three explanations are possible here: 
:t) There is no functional difference: the graphs are allographs expressing a single 

phoneme. 
2) In one case at least, it is known that group writing had a sign for a consonant which 

could not unambiguously be expressed in traditional writing (/I/, llF § 3.:1:1). It is 
possible that other group writing graphemes expressed consonantal differences 
unknown to the tra.ditional writing system, e.g. for expressing certain foreign sounds 
which were not needed when writing native words. 

3) Some scholars have suggested that group writing graphemes express C V - s y 1 1  a 
b l  e s rather than single consonants, which led to the alternative labelling "syllabic 
orthography". It is argued that there was a particular need of vowel notation in 
writing foreign words and names. All attempts made to explain group writing as a 
syllabic script have presupposed that three vowel qualities, namely /a/, /i/, and /u/, 
were distinguished. 



The identification of possible vocalic values for group writing signs is hampered by 
several factors: :t.) The identification of names in Egyptian documents with names 
known from non-Egyptian sources relies heavily on the conceptions the author 
already has regarding the phonetic values of the signs in question. 2o) The sources 
are very heterogeneous and so are the languages from which the names might origi
nate. 3) Most transcriptions are likely to originate from North-Western Semitic lan
guages which are known to have been very innovative with respect to their vowel sy
stems. This creates uncertainty as to wh�ther one should assume vowels as known in 
historical languages such as Biblical Hebrew, or as reconstructed for Proto-Semitic. 
4) It is further disputed whether or to which degree polyphony should be accepted. 

T/w history of group writing research 

• The fact that Egyptian of the New Kingdom had distinct conventions for writing 
Semitic loan words already came to the attention of HINCKS (:1848: :t.39)· It was 
ERMAN (:1876), the main proponent in favor of the principally consonantal nature of 
the Egyptian writing system, who first suggested that this writing system had been 
created as a device for rendering vowels in words of Semitic origin. Erman also 
assumed that the Egyptian scribes invented groups for writing specific Semitic 
consonants which were alien to Egyptian; this interesting idea has not been adopted 
by subsequent scholars (with the exeption of /If). MOLLER (:1.893: s8-g:t.) introduced 
the term .. syllabische Orthographie" and adopted a cuneiform-like transcription 
system with syllables separated by dashes. ALBRIGHT {:t.934a) tried to maintain the 
syllabic interpretation of group writing based on a data base which had meanwhile 
become much larger; he had to assume polyphony to a certain degree (p. 3:t.f.) as 
well as diachronic changes of the principles of syllabic orthography ( .. corruptions" 
in his terminology, p. :t.4f'.). His reconstructions frequently generate polysyllabic 
words largely composed of open syllables which do not conform with the common 
opinions concerning Late Egyptian syllable structure. 

• Some scholars assumed that only a few groups expressed specific vowels whereas 
most groups were ambiguous as to vowel indication (e.g. ER MAN :1933: §§ 32-38; 
EoEL :t.g66: 6:1.-64, 8-rf.; VYciCHL 1.990: 2:1:t.f.). Edel proposed that the only vowel ex
pressible in group writing is /u/ which is often represented by (W> L£ (not, however, 
by (W> :3) which is commonly considered a mere graphical variety thereof). unless in 
word-final position. The only other groups which Edel considers unambiguous vowel 
indicators are �u for /ku/ (as a replacement of •4_ "'C7 which is not a common 
combination in group writing. EnEL :t.g66: 78f.) and � for /i/ (EnEL :t.g66: 7of.). 

• Helck is a prominent modem proponent of a clearly syllabic nature of group writing, 
which is furthermore essentially free of polyphony. As this approach leads to 
frequent contradictions between the vocalic values presupposed by his system and 
those found in extra-Egyptian sources, he assumes that only the stressed vowel was 



distinguished while all unstressed vowels could be rendered with groups he identi
fies as a-indicators (HELCK .1989: .129). The position of the stressed vowel is, how
ever, usually not independently known. His account involves further complications 
such as vowel assimilations and vowel metatheses (HELCK :1.989: 13�f.). For example, 
the name of the town Ugarit, cuneifonn u-ga-ri-ID, is consistently written ),�.,-)�""1 ! fci:) 
in Egyptian group writing, which Helck transcribes as � U-kU-ri-t<i (HELCK 1.9�: :t33). 

• ScHNEIDER (1.99�) examines transcriptions of Semitic proper names in Egyptian 
sources of the New Kingdom and discusses the presumable Semitic vowels that were 
intended to be transcribed. While in principle he adheres to the idea of a syllabic 
orthography, the picture he presents is that of an essentially polyphonic writing 
system with a statistic rather than a deterministic way of representing vowels. 

• ScuENKEL (:1994c: 294f.) in principle supports the vocalic interpretation of syllabic 
orthography and explains its mechanism by the "Devanagari-principle": While all 
consonants may include a following /a/ without further qualification, following /i/ 
and /u/ need additional means of notation. 

• 

• 

The first scholar to have discarded the syllabic approach was BoNm (:t886). He was 
followed by others such as SErnE (:t899-:1902, 1: § 66 and § 76), EncERTON (:1940), and 
GARDINER (:1957, § 6o; already in the :1st edition of :1.927) who coined the term "group 
writing" which I prefer to "syllabic orthography" as being more neutral. 
One of the most delicate questions in interpreting group writing is the uncertainty 
about the vowels to be assumed for the source language. This problem can best be 
overcome if the examination is restricted to words which are both attested in Late 
Egyptian group writing and have survived in Coptic. However this drastically 
reduces the data base since most foreign words were of an ephemeral nature, and 
transcriptions of place and proper names fall out of consideration completely. 
Furthermore, only the development of the stressed syllable can be traced since 
unstressed syllables have largely lost vocalic distinctions in Coptic. 
This method was recently applied by ZEIDLER (:199!2/93) and by WARD (:1996: 4:1-47). 
The latter also examines the comprehensive collections of Egyptian transcriptions 
of Semitic words in ScHNEIDER (:1992) and Hocu (:1994)· ZEIDLER (:1992/93: s88f.) 
comes to the conclusion that only a few groups are unambiguous vowel indicators, 
especially: 

" 
I JJ - !1 1 " 1 1' 1  k::, "' De..-::>: ra/ 0 <=--"'>� 1 1 et var.: a Qi,': a 

Furthermore, "j� and <W> are used as matres lectionis, but with double function: 
(j> F·· and J)) indicates /a/ or /i/, <W> ( 5 and t£) indicates /a/ or /u/. 
Zeidler does not explain how consonants in the syllable coda were rendered in group 
writing. 
Ward, although avoiding a definite conclusion, doubts that group writing gives any 
vowel indication at all. 



5·4·�-4 Transliterating group writing 

Scholars who assume that vowel indication existed naturally indicate these vowels in 

their transcriptions. For example, Hocu (.1994: Jo4) transcribes the group writing 
n ·:;.r.d'<:::::::> /l r " " -1' \....'> _ _.._ v; ! .f4.. � 10r axe as qa-ra-y,kna. 
Other scholars have the choice of transcribing the word by the same conventions as they 

transcribe the traditional orthography (which would lead to qlrfdynf in the given exam

ple), or of transliterating only the consonants that are meant to be expressed synchroni
cally (qrdn). A rather complex system of the first type which aims at being a largely un
ambiguous transliteration system of group writing is proposed by ScHNEIDER (.1992: 9-1.J). 
The Egyptian dictionaries prefer the second option. The same is true for JuNGE (.1996: 43) 
who, in addition, signals group writing by inserting dashes in his transcription: q�r-4-n. 
Many Demotists employ a specific symbol <1> for transcribing a Demotic phonogram 

which developed from the Late Egyptian group writing grapheme �[ < t(i)> . This is a 

familiar rendering of /t(h)f in Demotic whereas the Demotic successor of Egyptian <b ( 0) 
no longer has a definite sound value in most words. QuACK (1994: 4) extends the use of <1> 

to Late Egyptian group writing. 

5·5 

5·5·'-

The development of stressed vowels from Late Egyptian to 
Coptic 

Overview 

As was shown in § 4.1, Coptic morphophonological alternations permit a synchronically 

based internal reconstruction of the vowel system in stressed syllables. The vowel system 

which results from these considerations is repeated here (the vowels are meant to be 

those of Sahidic-Bohairic): 

high low Paleo-Coptic 
vowel oualitv 

back (I) 0 a 
front l<l I l>. ' 

front lol H € l?l u 

It was said above that the occurrence of high vs. low vowels is predictable from Paleo

Coptic syllable structure patterns, therefore we do not need to assume a phonemic high

low opposition for the Paleo-Coptic stage. So we are left with three classes of vowel 

quality which from Coptic evidence alone would have to be described as back, front(1) 

and front( !I). In the cuneiform documents of the 2nd millenium sc, these quality-based 

classes are usually represented as a, i, and u respectively. The high-low opposition is not 

clearly visible in the cuneiform transcriptions but must have already been formed by then 

since the reconstructed syllable structure patterns were no longer preserved at that time . 

••• 



I will call these 6 vowels ahigh• GJow• ihigh• ilow• Ubigh• and UJow in the following sections. 
The reconstruction of 6 vowels for Pre-Coptic Egyptian is accepted by most scholars (e.g. 
LoPRIE NO 1995: 35; OsiNG 1�ob: 947; ScnENKEL 1990: 63; V ERGOTE 1973/83: lb, § 31; 
VYciCHL 1990: 72). However, an opposition long vs. short is traditionally assumed instead 
of the opposition high vs. low which I favor. 
Vowel quality was subject to major restructuring during the time we can observe. Vowel 
shifts were most pronounced in the two best known Coptic dialects (Sahidic, Bohairic ), 
while the other varieties of Coptic (Akhmimic, Lycopolitan, Fayyumic) are somewhat 
more archaic in this respect. Greek and Cuneifonn evidence seems to indicate that such 
dialectal differences already existed in the mid :1st millennium ac. 
The vowel shifts did not lead to large scale neutralizations of phonological oppositions. 
Instead they progressed in a circular direction ("chain-shift") so that the pronunciation of 
most vowels changed but the oppositions remained largely intact. /a"-...,., 
Between New Kingdom Egyptian and (especially Sahidic-Bohairic) i/e 0 
Coptic, most vowels proceeded one or two steps along the following \ ? / 
circle: (y/o}+-U 
Similar chain-shifts are known to have taken place in other languages of the area roughly 
at the same time, such as in the Semitic languages (especially Phoenician where a > o, o 
> u and u > y are attested) and Greek (ou /o:/ > /u:/, u /u/ > /y/ > /i/). It is possible 
that language contact was at work here (on this topic see Fox 1996 and KAMME RZELL 
l•998b: •s•-•69). 
The most important sound developments of the Egyptian vowels are as follows: 

reconstruction for the �high �high �low Uhigh Gbigh Ghigh GJow a,� 
Paleo-Coptic stage (nor- (spe- (nor- (spe- (nor- (spe-

mal) Cial mal) c1al mal) c1al 
c�nd� c�n�\- c�n�\-
hons twns twns 

cuneifonn documents of ' e i/e"cJ5a u a a a a 
the late 2nd millennium BC 

mid 1st millennium BC until i (I) e (H) E (€) e (H) o (W) u (01!") a (0.) a (0.) 
latest written documents: 
conservative dialects 

I (Akhmimic etc.) 
I mid 1st millennium BC until i (I) e (H) a (0.) e (H) o (W) u (01!") J (0) a (0.) 
1 latest written documents: 

progressive dialects 
I (Sahidic, Bohairic) 

I 
Late Coptic (liturgical ' a - '  a a - 1 u u u a 
pronunciation, borrowings 

[ into Arabic) 

250 While most scholars agree that iJow was still preserved as i/e in the New Kingdom, 
VERGOTE (1973/83: lb, § 56 and p. 93) assumes that the dialectal shift to a known 
from later periods had sporadically taken place already by that time. 

223 



5·5·2 Evidence from cuneiform transcriptions 

The following lexical items may serve to illustrate these sound developments:1151 

Egyptian word Cuneiform 
transcription 
2nd millenium 

lhigh psd "nine" pi-Si-/D'.J511 
(normal) 

m:f"his -
n8.IIle" 

ihigh (special ml}.y.t "north- (ni-im)-ma-!J,e-
conditions) ern wind" e254 
�low sbJ "door" i (pu-u)s-bi-(u)•ss 

blst.t -
"Bastet"257 

Uhigh lp.t "front" (pa-re-a-ma)-
!wr-UOOo 

Cuneiform 
transcription 
1_5t millenium 

-

(bu-kur)-ni-ni-
ip253 
-

-
(pu-!u)-bes-
ti258 "" (pa-AD-
U)-ba-si-ti1159 
(ma-an-ti-me-
AMsicJ)-he-e261 

Coptic word 
(Sahidic) 

l[riC - l[riT 
"nine" 

PJNlf "his 
name" 
i.M.2.H "breath" 

C&Ps6 ••door" 

O"O"ilo.CT€ 
"Bastet" 

2.H "front" 

vowel 
in Sa-
hi die 

I 

H 

"' 

H 

251_ More examples can be found e.g. in FECHT (.1.952), OsiNG (:1.976: u-:17), ScuENKEL 
('99"' 87-90), VERCOTE (<973/83, lb, §§ 49-57), VYciCHL (<990' 76-w6). 

252 EnEL (:1975: u). 
253 BoRGER (1.996: u); this is the Egyptian proper name blk-n-rn-f, rendered as 

Boxoptvt� in Greek. According to VERGOTE (1.973/83: Ib, 85), bukurninip is an 
incorrect rendering of *bukunrinip. It is also possible that -rin- was pronounced with 
a nasalized i which the Assyrians chose to render by the cuneiform sign ni (which 
can also be read 'i ). 

254 EnEL (<954' 3o). 
255 EoEL (1.975: 1.5). -U is probably to be regarded as the nominative case suffix of 

Akkadian. 
256 € for � in word-final position, IJlV' § 5.6.1.. 
257 It is possible that the stressed vowel in this word was UJow rather than iiow· 
258 BoacER (1.91}6: 21.) (Assurhanipal prism A I 96). The syllabogram be'S can equally be 

read biS. 
259 Neo-Babylonian, from ZADOK (1.983: 73). For further early attestations of iiow as a see 

OsrNc (.1976a: note 55 on p. 376). 
260 EoEL (.t!)So: !!o). 
!!6:.t BoacER (:1.996: 2:1.). I cannot explain -AN-, a cuneiform sign which can also be used 

as a determinative before divine names. This writing is attested in no less than three 
different text copies: K :15:1.:10+ (= BM 9:1026), K :1678+ (= BM 9:1o86), and K 1.697+. 



U!ow mfC.t "truth" (wa-aS)-mu-a- - .M.€ "truth" € 
(re-a)'" 

hr "Syrian" (pa )-/Ju-ra..63 (pi)-hi-ri"'• 2.:X:\ "servant" & 
kJ (part of the ku-i-l(ff-ku)''' - KOI(<l-2K) (a 0 
human per-
sonalitYl 

month name) 

"high lyw "Horns" f!.a-a-ra-(ma-al- {Ju-f.-ruob, 2.00P "Horns" (!) 
I (normal) ")"" " 

Uhigh nfr "good" (zi)-na-a-pa,J,8 (/!ar)-nu-pi- NO�€ "good" 0'0' 
(special i)� 
conditions) 
a1ow (normal) n/ msl]..w "the nim-Sa-{}u� nam-su-{Ja27:L N€ -..1\(002 "the 0 

crocodiles" crocodiles" 

UJow (special n(j,t. w "to be (w[a-a:l-mu-a]- (!Ju-UD)-na- NO..WT "to he & 
conditions) strong re-a)-na-a!J- a!J.-te!ri3 strong (stative)" 

I (stative)" ta'7' 

Evidence from Semitic loan words 

These developments are basically confirmed by words which were borrowed from Semitic 
during the New Kingdom and are still preserved in Coptic. It can easily be seen by the 

examples collected in appendix 5 that several of these words participated in the vowel 

shift a > 0/00. This evidence is crucial: H we had nothing but the cuneiform transcrip

tions, it would be possible to assume that there was never a shift a > o and cuneiform a 
was merely an imperfect rendering of Egyptian o, a sound which cannot be clearly 
expressed in the cuneiform syllabary. 

262 At.BRIGHT (.1946a: 23). 
263 At.BRIGHT (.1946a: .18). 
264 BoNGENAAR & flARING (.1994: 69). 
265 L.MBDIN (.1953b: 366). The sign llj is indetermined as to the vowel and can be read 

a/,}, elj, il.h or u(J.. The same Egyptian word kl is attested in two more cuneiform 
transcriptions of the smd millennium: za-ab-na-ku-u for tlb-n-kJ (LAMBDIN .1953b: 36g) 
and I.Ji-ku-up-ta-alj for lfw.t-kl-ptlf (RANKE .19.10: .10). 

266 ALBRIGHT (.1946a: u). I.Ja-a-ra bears full stress as is evidenced by the preservation of 
word-final -a (ZEIDLER .1995: 2.15). 

267 BoNGENAAR & HARING (.1994: 68). 
o68 EDEL (<948: o.). 
•69 BoNGENAAR & HARING (<994' 6?). 
270 lAMBDlN (.1953c). 
271 L.MemN (1953c). 
272 At.eatGHT (.1946a: 23); probably the same individual is attested as wa-aS-mu-a-re-a

na-[a!J-ta] (EoEL <948: o.). 
•73 ZEIDLER (<994' 48f.). 



5·5·4 Evidence from Meroi'tic and Nubian 

Certain Egyptian borrowings into Meroltic and Nubian still show vowels as we 
reconstruct them for Paleo-Coptic, although MeroYtic is attested only from the �nd 

century BC and Nubian much later. We have to conclude that these Egyptian words passed 
into a predecessor language of Meroitic around the time of the New Kingdom at the 
latest, and did not take part in the sound changes which Egyptian experienced afterwards. 
Merortic therefore confirms the sound sh�ts ahigh > {I) as well as Uhigh > H as the 
following examples illustrate (from HINTZE j_973h: 332): 
• 

• 
IJ,r "Horus (divine name)" > MeroYtic ara; but Coptic zmp 
Js.t Isis (divine name) > Mero'itic wusa, but Coptic HCE. 

The divine name lmn "Amun" is one of the testimonies of the shift ahigh > m. This name 
is attested in New Kingdom cuneifonn transcriptions as a-ma-na, a-ma-a-nu et var., and 
appears with -o- or -u- from the :tst millennium se on: cuneifonn a-mu-nu, Hebrew 11bt;t, 
Greek UflflO>V""aflO'UV, Coptic O...M.O'li'tL274 However the same god is known as am{!ni from 
Meroi"tic.275 The name of the last king of the Egyptian Dynasty �5 which was of Nubian 
origin, tnwt-imn, is transcribed in Neo-Assyrian cuneifonn as taS-da-mq-ne-e, taS-da-am
m{!-ne-e, taS-da-am-mg,-M-e;, (BoacER :tgg6: �.p.). The Meroitic royal name irq-imn(-k), 
in which the element imn refers to the same god, is transcribed in Greek as epya�VTJ<;· 276 

All this indicates that original ahigh was preserved as such (or even developed into e as 
evidenced by epyaJ!eVT]<;) in the ancient language(s) to the South of Egypt, whereas it 

shifted to u in Egypt itself. 
Similar archaisms can still be found in modern Nubian. For example, the noun nbw 
('nabwV) .. gold" is preserved as ro..n l)ap in Old Nubian (BaowNE :t996: :t97) and as n&b in 
modern Nobiin {WERNER :t987: 36g) whereas Coptic has s,hNO'li'6. The noun lrp ('jurpV) 
"wine" is preserved as opn(O.) orp(a) in Old Nubian (BaowNE :t996: :t�8; not attested in 
modern Nubian) whereas Coptic has s,hHpn. (For additional examples see VYCICHL :tgg3: 
335£.). It appears that these words were borrowed into a forerunner of Nubian no later than 
the �nd millennium se. 

5·5·5 The case of U(ow 

The low vowel of the u-class poses a problem. There are three different assumptions 
about its basic development since evidence is contradictory. The strongest piece of 
evidence for each is given in the list in § 5·5·2· 

274 Cf. VYCICHL (.:tg83: :tof.). The second a is important here since the first a is pretonic 
and cannot therefore be subject to this sound shift. 

�15 HINTZE (:t973b: 33�). 
�76 Diodorus Siculus, BtPAwfh11Cll 3.6.3, see ErnE et al. (:tgg6: 643). On the identifica

tion see Pa!ESE (:tg68: :t86). 
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• The traditional view holds that U!ow develops into s€ (ALBRIGHT :19!:13: 68; CALICE 

:19!:18; LAMBDIN :1958: :187; VERGOTE 1.973: lb, 4.sf· who also assumes a development 
Uiow > H). 

• FECHT (:1952: 56-65) is the first scholar to have argued that the regular development 
is U!ow > s(\. which is to say that U!ow merged with itow· Fecht assumes that the 
development U!ow > s€, attested mainly by the noun mi<.t (� § 5·5·!:1), is due to 
specific phonetic conditions and therefore irregular. His view is adopted by most 
subsequent scholars such as OsrNG (:1976a: u-q), ScHENKEL (:1990: 8-rf.), LoPRIENO 
(1995: 46), and KAMMERZELL (<!)98b: 156). 

In the case of a graphic double vowel, which I interpret as a long vowel, OsrNc 

(:1976a: :t6f.) derives S(\.<\. from itow hut S€€ from Ulow· 
• The example kJ (� § 5·5-2) suggest that Ulow could also develop into SO, i.e. merge 

with alow· SETHE (:1923: :174) and ZuNKE (:1997 [:1923]: 44, 47f'.) therefore accept that, 
besides Ulow > €, a development UJow > 0 is also possible. VvciCHL (:1990: 75f., 98-

:106) goes further and considers U!ow > 0 the regular development. Other scholars 
(e.g. FEcHT :1952: 8f., EoEL :1954: 3s) reconstruct the noun kJ with alow rather than 
Ulow at the Paleo-Coptic stage and assume that the New Kingdom cuneiform 
transcriptions, which consistently have u in this word, already reflect the sound 
change by which alow developed into so, arguing that the following <h may have 
accelerated this sound shift. However, as VERGOTE (:t973/83: lb, § 55) and SATZINGER 

(1989: 158) remark, this seems to be contradicted by the word tl > TO "land", which 
is structurally similar to kl and is preserved as (ni-ib)-ta-a-(wa) with unchanged a in 
New Kingdom cuneiform transcriptions. Furthermore, the lack of palatalization of k 
in Coptic seems to support a reconstruction with a-vowel (� § 3.9·4·3). 

• In order to explain the various Coptic reflexes of U!ow in the cuneiform transcrip
tions, STURM (:t933) assumes that there were back vowels of two distinct qualities in 
Egyptian: 1) o which yields the correspondence cuneiform u - Sahidic 0, and 2) u 

which yields the correspondence cuneiform u - Sahidic €. This solution is possible, 
but one may hesitate to stipulate an additional phoneme on the basis of the 
development of a single word. An additional problem which would arise is that no 
similar distinction between o and u is known from the high vowels. 
VYcrcHL (:tgs3b: 377i 1957a: �u8; 1958: 404; 1.990: u6; somewhat differently 
VvciCHL 1959h: !l9) also considers the possibility that the correspondence cuneiform 
u - Sahidic 0 points to an original u and the correspondence cuneiform u - Sahidic € 
to an original r o u n d  e d f r o  n t vowel: "Das iigyptische u hatte in vielen Fiillen 
wohl eine besondere Fiirbung (etwa nach 0 hin)" (VYCICHL 1958: 404). He further 
adduces the assumption that Proto-Afroasiatic u sometimes seems to have had a 
palatalizing effect on preceding velars in Egyptian (I@" § 3.g.:t), which may also 
favor an interpretation as a front vowel. However, Vycichl does not seem to have 
drawn a definite conclusion about whether Egyptian had two distinct low rounded 
vowels or not. 



I conclude that the evidence currently available is not sufficient to make a clear 
decision on the issue. 
While all scholars accept that S£ arose from Uiow at least under certain conditions, it 
seems that ilow could likewise develop into S£ (besides regular si\), especially in word
final position (lki" § 5.6 . .1). I will not discuss this further here. 

A special problem: H in Late Coptic 

5·5·6.1 Previous treatments of the issue 

In the liturgical recitation of Coptic according to the modern "reformed pronunciation", 
H is always pronounced [i(:)] which is identical to the value of 11 in Modern Greek. This 

pronunciation is doubtless secondary and is a mere simplification of a more ancient 

practice in which two pronunciations [a(:)] and [i(:)] coexisted.�77 
Older sources about Late Coptic show that [a] and [i] as realizations of H did not occur in 
free variation, hut the pronunciation was more or less consistent in each word. There have 

been different attempts to give rules for this. RocHEMONTEIX (:18g2: uof.) states that [a] 
was primarily used in closed syllables and [i] in open syllables. According to PRINCE 

(.:1902: 297), [a] was used in native words and [i] in borrowings from Greek. As can easily he 

checked by the data assembled in appendix 7, both explanations leave many exceptions. 

Vycichl and Worrell�7a propose an interesting alternative theory according to which 

Coptic H has always been polyphonous and the pronunciation of Late Coptic still 

reflected its double etymology. According to this theory, H < ibigh was spoken /e:/ in 
Coptic which became /i:/ in Late Coptic, and H < Ubigh developed into a rounded front 

vowel /tJ:/ which resulted in Late Coptic /a:/. H this were true, the Late Coptic pronuncia

tion would continue a very ancient phonological distinction which was never expressed 

in Coptic writing and was commonly believed to have long disappeared. In their 

publications about the traditional pronunciation of Coptic in the village iz-Zenrya (on 
this ll@f' § !:1:.2 • .:1), Vycichl and Worrell not only present several texts with transcription, 

hut in addition they record the pronunciation of a number of isolated words that contain H 
(VYCICHL :1936: qtl., WoRRELL :1937: s-7· WoRRELL & VYCICHL :1942: 3.:t.s-3.:t.8). It remains 

unclear how these words were elicited. 
The suggestion that Late Coptic preserved an ancient phonological distinction covered 

by a single Coptic letter H was subsequently accepted by several scholars such as FECHT 
(<95"' 69l.), LAMBD!N (<958: <79), KNUDSEN (<�o: •9l. and 36), and by myself (PEUST 

:1992: .1:18). However several reservations have to be made: 

277 Another pronunciation tradition is reported by WoRRELL (:1937: ,s) who states that H 
could he unifonnily pronounced [a(:)], but no further details are known about this. 

278 See VYCICHL (:1936: :17:t.f. and 1959a: 54), WoRRELL (:1937: s-7), WoRRELL & VYCICHL 
(<94" 3'4-3<8). 
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• Vycichl's and Worrell's informants sometimes produced contradictory pronuncia

tions (cf. WoaRELL 1.937: 7). 
• As was already remarked by LAMBDIN (1.958: :t8o), the recordings in the lists 

sometimes contradict what is found in the transcribed texts. 
• The authors admit that not all data from their lists fit their own explanation 

(WoaaEu & VycrcHL :1942: 3:15-3:17). 
• In addition to these cases admitted by the authors, there are further cases in which 

the recorded pronunciation does not fit what we know about the etymology of H. �79 
• Probably the strongest argument is that both pronunciations of H are well attested 

also in Greek loan words, which does not agree with the etymological explanation. 

A reexamination 

I am now of the opinion that Worrell's and Vycichl's theory is unconvincing. Appendix 7 

presents evidence on the Late Coptic pronunciation of a little less than 200 words 

containing H. There are several sources which show a certain variability, nevertheless it 

is clear that the pronunciation of H was not arbitrary. Based on these data, which include 
sources much older than the recordings by Vycichl and Worrell, I suggest that the 
different pronunciations of H are phonetically conditioned and do not reflect an ancient 
phonological opposition. H Late Coptic evidence is contradictory, I have preferred the 

vocalization of the earlier sources (F ARAG :1976, CRAMER :196:1, SoeHY :1940, 5TaELCYN :1957, 

GALTIER :1906) to that of the later sources. It should he emphasized that the following 
conclusions are based on very imprecise and sometimes doubtful data and are far from 
being definitive. 
• 

• 

• 

H is consistently pronounced [a] in monosyllabic words, e.g.: AHI [maj], NHB [nab], 

THP9 [darf], 2HR [hab], 61-.H [[la]. It should be noted that all of these are native 

Coptic words and H is stressed throughout. However the demonstrative pronouns �H, 

6H,  NH consistently appear with [i], perhaps because they are considered as 
proclitic. 

In polysyllabic words, both [a] and [i] are frequent. It is possible that [a] was 
originally the pronunciation of stressed H and [i] of unstressed H.  This is suggested 
for instance by the Ethiopian transcriptions of npo�HTHC and A0.6HTHC which 

indicate a pronunciation [-adis] for the first word (< xpoi'11111c;) but [-idas] for the 

second (< J.La�"tf)�). However most sources give [-idas] for both words, which may be 

the result of analogical levelling. Altogether, the stress hypothesis is not a good 

explanation for many of the data. 
As far as the pronunciation of H in final syllables of polysyllabic words is 

concerned, native Coptic words usually have [a], e.g. €CHT, 6€:.\H(\, NO.HT, yjO'ifpH. 

279 PH "sun", recorded with [a:] (WoRRELL & VYcicHL :1942: 3:ts). is attested in New 
Kingdom cuneiform texts with <i>/<e> rather than with <U>. NHBI "to swim", recorded 
as [na:wi] (WoRRELL & VYciCHL :1942: 3:t6), is a verb of the 'CiCtV-class. 



In Greek words, both {a] and [i] occur without apparent rule, cf. 0...-1\Hii, O.PXH, 

.-1\0NOrEiiHC with [i]; E'lS"XH, IOOCH�, 'l(.mXH with [a]. The native Coptic month name 
€JTHJT is unexpectedly spoken with [i]. Perhaps it was considered a Greek word since 

it was also used in Greek documents written in Egypt. 
• There seem to exist two principles detennining the pronunciation of H in non-final 

syllables. On the one hand, [a] is most common in native words and [i] in words of 

G<eek origin, cf. e.g. PHf, THPO'Il', �HO'/l'l with [a]; IHCO'/l'C, XHPO., 21PHNH with [i]. 

But there is also evidence for a vowel dissimilation rule according to which H is 

pronounced [a] if there is a spoken [i] in the following syllable, and [i] if there is 

none. This seems to he the easiest explanation for the following morphophonological 

alternations: 

BOH60C with [i] - BOH61N with [a] 

CCJlTHP with [i] - CCJlTHpiO. with [a] 

N!>HTO'/l' with [i] - N!>Hf with [a] 

Where both principles conflict, the pronunciation can vary. For example, EKK(\HCIO. 

is attested both with [a] (because of i in the following syllable) and with [i] (because 

of its Greek origin) at least twice each. 

The native word WHPI "son" has unexpected [i], perhaps to avoid homophony with 

hgJEpl .. daughter" where € is pronounced [a] in Late Coptic. 

The development of H in loans and place names in modem Arabic more or less agrees 

with these rules, although a closer examination would be desirable. Cf. the following 

examples: 
• O.JT06HKH, name of a town in Middle Egypt, a loan from Greek > /?ahu-'ti:g! (o::F 

appendix 9) 
• s.henHn (.u.th month of the Coptic year) > /?a'bi:b/ (I@> appendix 6) 
• s,b.M.ECOPH (.Htth month of the Coptic year) > /'misra/ (I@> appendix 6) 
• s,bpHI "alestes dentex (a fish)" > /'r;a:j/ (idem) (HINDS & BADAWI .1986: 31.9, VITTMANN 

:199.1! !:1:.12) 
• SCH6€, bcHBI "reed" > /'si:ba/ "dreiftiBiges Gestell'' (BEHNSTEDT .1981.: 9.1, northern 

and middle Egypt) 
• SCH6€, bCHBI "reed" > /sab'ju:na/ "Grindel" (BEHNSTEDT .tg8.t: 9:1, northern and 

middle Egypt; the suffix -u:na is of unclear origin) 
• CliH, name of a town in Upper Egypt > /'1isna/ (DE appendix 9) 
• ST -€.-1\Hp€, hf-0...-1\HIPI "inundation" > /di'mi:ra/ "" /di'me:ra/ "time of flood" (HINDS 

& BADAWI .1986: 3o4, VnTMANN 1.99.1: 209) 
• T -.M.illNH, name of a town in Middle Egypt, a loan from Greek > /1il-'minja/ (� 

appendix 9) 
• 5T -IDHT€ "palm fibre, belt, collar" > /di'Ji:da/ "Nackenschlinge am Jochbaum, 

hiiufig aus Palmfasern" (BEHNSTEDT :198.1: 85, Delta) 
• s.bgro'i!"pH "censer, thurible" > /'Jurja/ (HINDS & BADAWI .tg86: 463, VITI'MANN .1991.: 

2<5) 
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5·5·7 On the development of the high vowels 

The normal developments of ahigh• ihigh. and Ubigh• which were exemplified in §§ 5·5·2-
5·5·4• are 00, I, and H respectively. However there is also evidence for deviant develop
ments a high > O'if, high > H, and Ubigh > I .  These deviant developments can in part, but 
not completely, be assigned to specific phonetic environments. This can be summarized 
as follows: 

aru.m ;., .. "hi.h 
normal development ro (- 01r) I (- H) H 

after N, RI O'lf H H 

before I /i/ O'lf H ?  H ?  

before P, t. CJl - O'lf I H - I  

Among these, only the development ihigb > H is already evident in cuneiform transcrip
tions of the New Kingdom.118o 

arugh regularly developed into O'lf after nasals (!& § s.6.3.<) and before /j/ (I& § 5.6.6.<). 
The development is inconsistent before liquids (� § 5·6+.1_). Aside from these special 
environments, only a few Coptic words remain which have O'lf /'u/, e.g.:�sj_ 
• l!nw "inside" (since OK) > !!Q.O'li"N /hun/, h�O'li"N 
• ssd "window" (since NK) > '·"!!!01r\!JT /'JuJt/ 
• rh (or to be read rwhl ?) ''evening" (since NK) > 5p0'1f2.€ /ruha/, hpmrzl 

Although difficulties remain, O'lr more probably derives from ahigb here rather than from 
ihigb or Ubigh· However VERGOTE (1973/83: lb, § 39) proposes that O'lr in these words is 
based on a contraction of Ulow + w. But the presence of this presumed w is not easy to 
reconcile with the actual Egyptian writings of most of these words. 

Of course, Coptic mr /'u/ can also occur in late loans to render u of the source language: 
• Demotic pi-iSr (proper name, lit. "the Assyrian") > nqgo'lrp, transcribed in Greek 

as 1tE<1tlfltr;, cf. Akkadian a.SsurU ''Assyrian" (VYciCHL i9fJ3: 167) 
• Demotic qpr > 5KO'lrrlp, hXO'li"JTEP "henna", cf. Hebrew i��. Greek JC{mpoc; "" 

.,)!tpiS (VYCICHL <983: 8.j£.) 
• Demotic gbyr "left" > '2&01rp, 'GBO'Ifp, '6&lp (on the Akhmimic form W § 5.6.p) 

The regular outcome of ihigh is (€)1, this is also found before liquids.�s� However ihigh 
appears to develop into H after nasals and before /j/(� §§ 5.6.3.1 and 5.6.6.1), obviously 

o8o Cf. the example ml],y.t in § 5·5·2 and the New Kingdom transcriptions re/i-ja "" re/i-a 
"" re-e et var. of re "sun" > s,hpH (ALBRIGHT 1946a: 14-23). 
For further examples see OsrNG (1976a: note 46 on p. 36s-367), ERNhEDT (1986: 
u3f.), VvcicHL (1990: !.14!:1:-2:44). 
Cf. infinitives such as lr.t "to do" > Sflp€, hfpl andpr.t "to come forth" > 5Jl€1p€, 
b�IPI.  They belong to the familiar class of infinitives of the type ('CiCCV). It is 
generally supposed that there was no infinitive class ('CuCCV). 
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under the same conditions under which a high develops into 01). But it seems that 
examples of the development ibigh > H are also found in other environments, cf. OstNG 

(<976., <9-•6). 
The regular outcome of Uhigh is H which is also found after nasals.1183 It seems that Uhigb 

could develop into either H or (E) I when preceding p, I@=" § 5.6.4.2. 

Since the development of high vowels by the Coptic period is not completely predictable, 
a few scholars have suggested that there were more than three high vowels in Paleo· 
Coptic. As is explained in §6.:1.7, some scholars assume that Egyptian possessed a 
distinctive vowel quantity opposition at a Pre-Paleo-Coptic stage. Contrary to the 
general belief, VYctcHL (i957a: 2i6-:u_8 and .i959a: S.i -54) suggests that this Pre-Paleo· 
Coptic quantity opposition was not completely neutralized by Paleo-Coptic. His theory is 
expressed within the framework of the traditional interpretation of the Coptic vowel 
system and the syllable structure rules. He assumes that the distinction between Pre
Paleo-Coptic short and long vowels was preserved in open stressed syllables (which in 
my view would he closed stressed syllables) because when short vowels were lengthened 
(in my view: became high) they became distinct in quality from the original long vowels. 
In principle it is possible to adapt Vycichl's scenario to the revised model proposed in 
this book. The correspondences assumed by Vycichl are the following: 

Pre-Paleo- Paleo-Coptic vowel Paleo-Coptic vowel a-class i-class u-class 
Coptic vowel type in the tradi- type in the revised 

• quantity tional framework framework 
short or long short (or shortened) low vowel 0 "' 0, € 

vowel 
short long (i.e.: high vowel CO J fi,/ H f•,f 

lengthened) vowel 
long long (i.e.: originally high vowel 0"1!" H /eo/ l fy,f 

long) 
'
vowel 

It is not quite clear how Vycichl combines this theory with the conditioned sound shifts, 
the reality of which is undisputed. There is no question that Vycichl accepts for instance 
the conditioned sound shift ahigh > 01) after nasals (cf. e.g. VYciCHL .1_990: 73f., 23o-233). 
Vycichl raises some doubt about his theory in VYcrcuL (1.966: 505). In his later works, his 
position remains somewhat unclear (cf. VYciCHL 1.983: x and 1.990: 73-75, 91.-96, 1.02-HJS, 
1.72-1.74, 242-244). Independently from Vycichl, LAMBDIN (1.958: 1.91.) advances a very 
similar theory according to which Pre-Paleo-Coptic long 1 developed into (€)1 but Pre
Paleo-Coptic short i developed into H when lengthened. 

283 Cf. the word n' .t "Thebes", attested as nu-[ ... ] in cuneiform transcription of the New 
Kingdom > Coptic NH (see EoEL 1.98o: 1.5-20) . 
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Diphthongization 

There are several Coptic words with diphthongs where the semivocalic element seems to 
be lacking from the Egyptian etymon. Most of these cases concern the diphthong S0(€)1 
hj/, hoof, �(€)1. Examples: 
• lp.t (a measure) > '0€10€ i'>jpo/, hwmJ 
• S0€1!!1 /':ljJ/, broJgj "cry", a derivation from <s > s,brugJ "to cry" 
• �qw "bread" > S0€1K /'-:Jjk/, broJK 
• 50'6'0€1N /'w-:Jjn/, bo'ir(t)JNI "light", possibly a derivation from wn > s,bQ'6'0)N "to 

open" (VYCICHL :1.�3: �3.:t) 
• wd "stela'' > SO'irOEIT /'w3jt/ 
• mtn "way" > 5A0€1T /'m:>jt/, h.-\\(l)IT 
• nk "adulterer" > 5N0€1K !'n::.jk/, hJi(I)JK 
• ndw "flour" > 5N0€1T /'n:>jt/, hJi(t)JT 
• rs "to awake" > 5po€1C /'Djs/, hpoofC""POOC 
• �t.t "hyena" > '20€1T€ i'h>jto/, bzroit 
• t.zw "commander" > 52S.0€1C /'c-:Jjs/, h(?rorc "lord" 
More rarely we find a hard to explain 50..{€)1 /aj/ or 50..'lf /aw/ (for examples cf. VYciCHL 
:1990: 86, g6f., ws, 200-203). 

None of these words is attested in an early cuneiform transcription. In principle there are 
three ways of explaining this phenomenon: 
1) Most scholars assume that the glide was already present in the earlier language. 

They try to find rare recordings of these words with j (or w) or assume that it was 
always hidden by defective writing.1184 

Occasionally it is argued that the glide was not actually present in the older language. In 
this case, the Coptic form is either 

:.�) the result of a secondary diphthongization'85, or else 
3) a digraph writing of a single spoken vowei.1186 

The latter solution seems improbable because of the regular patterns of interdialectal 
vowel correspondence. Only if the Sahidic writing 0.1 is considered in isolation, the idea 

can come to mind that it renders a single vowel like /c./ as at does in Hellenistic Greek. 

But so. I corresponds to Akhmimic €1 according to the common correspondence so_ - 11€, 

•84 E.g. 5ETHE (<899-,9o<: I, § 95a), TILL (<937: <36), Eo EL (<955!64: § 227), FEe HT 
(<96o: § 2<2), VERGOTE (<973/83: lb, § 36 in .fine), VYciCHL (<99"' <3o). 

285 Probably the assumption of VYcicHL (1959a: 53 (0.1, O.'lf, and 01] and .1990: 86, 96£., 
105, 2.oo-2o3 [�I and �If, 01 no longer considered]). 

286 A few scholars have explained �I as a graphical rendering of an e-vowel (SETHE 
1899!1902: I, § l9; L.MBDIN :1958: note 33 on page 184), or O..tr as a rendering of an a
vowel (SETHE .18g9/19m1: I, § 45) in certain lexical items. VYciCHL (1983: 54• 1990: 
:.�o3) suggests that the once-attested writing 01pn for usual Hpn '"wine" serves to 
express an 0-sound. 
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which proves that <XI expresses a sequence of two phonetic segments, namely the vowel 
5c\., 8€ and the glide J. In cases of irregular dialectal correspondences, however, the 
digraph hypothesis may still be interesting. 
I cannot make a decision between solutions .1_) and 2). 

5·5·9 Monophthongization 

It is sometimes assumed that the combinati�n low vowel + glide could be contracted into 
a high vowel. The following proposals for vowel contractions have been advanced: 
• i1ow + j > H� • iiow + j > (€)1 /iffi.S8 
• Ulow + W  > H� • Uiow + w > O� 

This question is in principle difficult to resolve since the proposed scenario is only 
applicable under the following conditions: 
.1_) The stressed vowel, as visible in Coptic, is high. 
2) The glide has disappeared in Cop tic. This implies that the original relative position 

of the stressed vowel and the glide is not immediately obvious. 
3) The stressed vowel is considered irregular with respect to the syllable structure 

rules: It is assumed to have been in a position which rather should have produced a 
low vowel, i.e. it is assumed to have been followed by an odd number of consonants. 
If the vowel agreed to the syllable structure rules, there would he no need to posit a 
change of the vowel class by contraction. 

However assumption 3) can be avoided by positing a different relative order of the glide 
and the stressed vowel in Paleo-Coptic. This can easily be done since the glide is no 
longer present in Coptic and can therefore be assumed in either position. An even number 
of consonants will then follow the stressed vowel in the reconstructed form. 

For a case of monophthongization restricted to Akhmimic W § 5.6.3.2. 

Vowel quantity from a diachronic perspective 

5·5·10.1 Preliminary remarks 

Paleo-Coptic, the product of internal reconstruction out of the Coptic dialects, has no 
distinctive vowel length. It is, of course, possible to assume that distinctive length 
existed but left no traces in Coptic. This is what some scholars assumed in order to bring 

287 VERGOTE (1.973/83: lb, § 3oh), FEcHT (1.96o: note 263 on p. 86 and p. 248), OsiNG 
(1.976a: 26, 388£. and note 1.3tt on p. 468-475). 

288 SETHE (1.8gg-1.902: I, § 1.35), FEe HT (.1_960: note tt63 on p. 86 and p. !148), OsiNG 
(1.976a: 26 and note 1.32 on p. 468-475). 

289 VERcoTE (1.973/83: Ib, § 3oi and § 3g), FEcHT (1.g6o: 1.u, 1.85), OsiNC (1.976a: 1.9). 
290 VERGOTE (<973183, lb, § 3oi and § �). 



Egyptian closer to the Semitic languages (� §§ 5·5·7• 6.L7), but there is no justification 
for this from the Egyptian data alone. 
At a time subsequent to Paleo-Coptic, vowel length arose in connection with consonantal 
losses (� below). Long vowels are visible in most Coptic dialects where they are 
marked by doubling the vowel letter (� § 5·!l:.3). 
Graphical complications can arise from the fact that glides are frequently written by 
digraphs as €1 and mr respectively. For example, the combinations /ej/ and hw/ are 
usually written €€1 and 00'0" in Sahidic, so there are superlicially double vowels which do 
not indicate vowel length. On the other hand, there are reasons to assume that the 

sequences /e:j/ and /':J:j/ also occurred in the spoken language, but there was no way of 
distinguishing them in writing (writings such as *€€€1 and *000'0" are used virtually 
neverJJ91). We can frequently decide this matter by taking fonns from other dialects into 
consideration. To take an example, SQ.OO'O" "bad" must be /'hJw/ because the Akhmimic 
fonn is 2t'X'O", but SZOO'O" "day" must be /'h3:W/ because the Akhmimic form is 2,00'/f€ (a" 
§ § s.3.,, s.3.3, s.8.o). 
We have no attestations of a vowel quantity opposition from Pre-Coptic times. Since long 
vowels were created by consonantal losses which occurred no later than the New 
Kingdom, a quantity opposition must have nevertheless existed already at that time. 

Details 

The loss of a consonant can lead to the compensatory lenghthening of a preceding 
vowel.JJ9JJ This result can only be observed in Coptic. The conditions are as follows: 

If a consonant is lost in the sequence 'VCV, the stressed vowel is lengthened: 
• ilrr.t GV'�arVrtV) "grape" (> jV'raWrtV by metathesis?) > Sf:t..OOt..€ /:}'b:la/ 
• ltrw ('jatVrwV) "river" > Sf:IOOP /'j-:1:r/ 
• 
• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

w/d.t ('wa�VdtV) "vegetables" > SO'ifOOT€ /'w-:1:ta/ 
mlwt ('miJVwtV) "to think" > 5.-1\€€'0"€ /'me:wa/ 
zn.t-f('zinVtfV) "to pass him" > SCO..O..T9' /'sa:tf/ 
s'nff ('sa(YnbV) "to nourish" > SCO..c:'XNYJ /'sa:nJ/ 
t.bw.t ('tabVwtV) "sandal" > 5•8TOO'if€ /'t-:1:wa/ 
4r.t-f ('darVdV) "his hand" > 'T00T9 /'to:tf/ 

OOO'if is attested once in .-1\flOOO'If "today" in Papyrus Bodmer VI (KAsSER :1985: 9:1). 
In the traditional view which interprets Coptic double vowels as indicators of a 
glottalic consonant rather than of vowel length, these cases are interpreted quite 
differently (cf. § s.o.3.1). 
VYciCHL (:195:1: 73, 1_957a: 22.1 and :1990: :197f.) suggests that Coptic vowel doubling 
was not necessarily caused directly by the loss of a consonant, but rather that the 
consonant could have first been assimilated to a neighboring consonant to produce a 
geminate, and afterwards the geminate could have been simplified with compen
satory vowel doubling. 



If a consonant is lost as the first component of a posttonic cluster, the stressed vowel may 
be lengthened. The explanation seems to be that there was metathesis between the 
second and the third consonants in such words, which then experienced the development 

described above: 
• rri.t ('rVrVjtV) "sow" (> 'rijVrtV) > spMp€ fra:n/ 
• shf.t ('sahV�tV) "to bring down" (> 'saWhtV) > SC002€ /'s�h�/ "to remove" 
The retention of -r- in po.o..p€ also presupposes a form (*'rijVrtV) (I@" § 3.:14.3.3). 
H the second component of the cluster is a glide, there is as a rule no lengthening: 
• mniw ('mVnViwV) "herdsman" > 9.N>..ti€ (mana/ 
• I!J1w ('�afV!wV) "serpent" > "2o<f /'hof/ 
• t?J,j_.w ('tabViwV) "to be drunk (stative)" > S"f0.2€ /'taha/ 

H a  consonant (apart from <<>) is lost in another position, there is no lengthening: 
• lpd ('!apdV) "bird" > 'WilT /'o�t/ 
• ir.t ('iirtV) "to do" > Sf:IP€ /'in/ 
• wlf!. ('wa�b V) "to look for" > SO�(I)(Jf /'woJ/ 
• p!J.l ('pab�V) "to break" > sn002, /'poh! 

If <<> follows anywhere in the word after the stressed vowel, the stressed vowel IS 
lengthened: 
• mn'.t ('man V<tV) "nurse" > s.-\\OOtt€ /'m:l:n�/ 
• �':f('�a'fV) "his body" > "2COOJ<j /'ho:f/ 
• S'd ('Sa<dV) "to cut" > SfjJ{I)(I)T fJo:t/ 
• db' ('tub<V) "finger" > HTHHB€ /'te:�/ 

Several scholars (e.g. VERGOTE :1973/83: Ih, § 36; LoPRIENO :1995: 4,P.) explained this by a 
metathesis which brought <c> closer to the stressed vowel. Perhaps this assumption is not 

necessary, though. Vowel length is a suprasegmental phenomenon which can be realized 
on the stressed vowel in a word even if it is motivated by a process at a different position. 

Only when preceding the stressed vowel, <c> does not cause lenghthening: 
• w'b (w[VJ<ab) "to be clean" > ao�on /'w�p/ 

Long vowels are frequently generalized through analogy (cf. VYciCHL :1990: :198f.): 
• bin ('bajn V) "bad (masculine)" "# sf!{l)(l)tt /'fkl:n/ 
• hin.t ('bajVntV) "bad (feminine)" = bBOOtt€ /'P�:n�/ 

• sif ('sajfV) "to pollute" # SC{I)(I)q /'so:f/ 
• slf.w ('sajVfwV) stative of the same verb = scooq /'s�:f/ 

The plural forms of nouns are frequently characterized by a long vowel in Coptic. In 

certain cases, this can be explained by the regular sound development rules, e.g.: 
• SJs ('Sa�s V) "bedouin" > smcoc /'Jos/ 
• Sls.w {'SaWswV) "bedouins" > syj'OOC /'J�:s/ 

From such cases, vowel length was extended to plural forms of other nouns such as: 
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• msl], (m[VfsVQ.V) "crocodile" > 5Jt\CA2. /rp'sah/ 
• msl],.w "crocodiles" '# 5.-\\C002 /rp's:J:h/ 

Double vowels are not written in word-final position (� § 5.3.4): 
• l.t ('ja(tV) "to wash" > S€100 fjo(:)/ 

Development of stressed vowels in specific environments 

Development in word-final position 

As was explained in detail in § s-3·4• the inventory of vowels in word-final position 
resembles the inventory of long vowels rather than that of short vowels in Coptic. The 
normal outcome of iiow in Sahidic is (}.. word-internally hut € in word-final position. This 
leads to synchronic alternations in Coptic: 
• n-k ('nikV) "to you {masc.)" > 5N(}.K fnak/ 
• n-t ('nit V) "to you (fern.)" > 5N€ fne/ 
However, word-final-<\. occurs in Sahidic as well. Its etymology is not quite clear (cf. e.g. 
OsiNG 1.976a: :14-1.7; VERCOTE :1973/83: lb, § 37)· 

Development before hack spirants 

Overview 

There is a tendency for vowels to be lowered before certain hack spirants. The following 

correspondences are attested: 

normal development O'lf, OO 0 0. H 

before back spirant 0 0. € € 

5.6.1'-!J High vowels 

There is a tendency for high vowels to be replaced by low vowels before Egyptian 4 
(0SING :1976a: 1.:1, 1.9): 
• 

• 

• 

Uhigh before 1, becomes € (instead of H)  in Bohairic and mostly also in Sahidic 
(Semitic *tappal], > h;s.EA�€2 /c�m'phEh/, 5LS.An€2 /crp'peh/, 52U\nH2 /crp'peh/). 
ahigh before 1J. becomes 0 (instead ofOO/ O'lf) in Bohairic: 51J,.t Oa4tV) "field" > hJ021 
/'j:Jhi/, S€1002€ /'joh�/; nwl], ('naw4V) "rope" > hN.02 /'mh/, 5NO'lf2 /'nuh/.1193 Before h, 
however, we have the normal development: nh.t "sycamore" > hNO'lf21 /'nuhi/. 
I have no certain example to show how ihigh developed before 1}.1194 

For details and a possible exception see L.cAu (:1965: 9-.11.). 
Cf. Os1Nc (:1976a: note :11.9 on p. 461.f.) . 
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Low vowels 

In most Coptic dialects, but not in Akhmimic, a low merged with i1ow (and possibly Uiow) if 
one of the consonants ', 1}, �. or h followed in Egyptian (OsiNG 1_976a: u). With following 
h, evidence is contradictory (OsiNG 1_976a: note 42 on p. 364; cf. also VERGOTE t_973/83: 
lb, § 36). 

Paleo-Coptic Sahidic, Fayyumic, Akhmimic 
Bohairic Mesokemic 

a,, , (normal) 0 3- 3-
UJ0w (before back spirant) 3- € 3-

ilow (and oossihlv Ulowl 3- € €'95 

This conditioned sound shift is still recognizable in Coptic from morphophonological al
ternations. For example, adjective verbs of the type CCOC nonnally fonn a stative COCC: 
• wmt "to become thick., > S{)'ij' .¥\OT - stative wmt.w > SQ'ij'OM.(N)T. 

However if the second consonant was originally one of the above mentioned, the stative 
is CO..CC: 
• w'b .. to become clean" > S{)'ij'Ofl - stative w'b.w > S{)'ij'(X(X6 
• ni.Jt "to become strong" > 8NWOT - stative n!Jt.w > 8NiXYfT 

The quality of atow is not changed by <(' in distance position, although the vowel IS 

lengthened according to the rules described in § S·S·W-2: 
• mn'.t "nurse" > 8.¥\00N€ /'m-:J:n�/, bA\ONI, fMO..NI 
• Sm'.w "to he fine (stative)" > sg]OOA\€ /'J-:J:ma/, hgj0.¥1. 

Development after nasals 

5.6.3.1 Nasalization of ahigh and imgh 

There are indications that a late form of Egyptian had suhphonemic nasalization of 
vowels which subsequently fed conditioned sound shifts. After m or n, ahigh and ihigh 
developed into O'lf and H instead of CO and (€)1 respectively. This is hest seen as a 
development particular to nasalized allophones. The development is suppressed for ihigh 
which was simultaneously preceded a s  w e l l  a s  fo l l o w e d  by a nasal consonant. 
In this case the nasal articulation of the vowel was obviously not maintained. This allows 
for the conclusion that a preceding nasal consonant tended to provoke nasal assimilation 
whereas a following nasal consonant tended to provoke nasal dissimilation. The nasaliza
tion must have affected at least /i/ in the mid of the t_st century BC, but it might also have 

295 OstNG (1_976a: 1_5) assumes that in some cases iiow (and UJow) developed into iX before 
back fricatives in Akhmimic. I think that he was not successful in ruling out the 
possibility that the vowels in question can originally have been a low· 
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been present in earlier and/ or later periods.�� 
The effects of this nasalization are still synchronically evident in Coptic. E.g., verbs 
belonging to the common verbal type 5COOCC (status pronominalis sCoCC-) have 07f 
instead of (I) if their first consonant is a nasal: 8A\07fK2 I 8.M.OK2- "to afflict". 

Evidence is contradictory as to whether nasalization still applied after the loss of d): 
• mJq.t (mM'!aqtV) "ladder" > h,II01rKI /'muki/ 
• mlt.t (m[VJHttV) "parsley" > 8A\IT /'rrllt/, h(E)AI.IT 
• Sm/y.t (SVm'�aytV) "alien (feminine)" > 5I!JA�.A�.(I) /Jrp.'o/ (on this word see OsJNG 

1976a: note 735 on p. 668£.) 
This might indicate that not all <h •s were lost at the same time. 

s.6.3., Nasalization of the sequence i�ow (and u�ow?) + w 

While both above-mentioned developments affect all Coptic dialects, we find effects of 
another postnasalation which is restricted to Akhmimic and to certain non-literary texts 
written in abnormal (Akhmimoid) Sahidic: The (standard-)Sahidic diphthong 0..7f normally 
corresponds to S€7f, but we find 0 "' (1)297 if a nasal consonant precedes. 2� It appears that 
a nasalized allophone [Ew] developed into [::1] (or [5]) whereas non-nasalized [ew] was 
preserved. An example: 
• nw/ ('niw�V) "to see•• > s,httO.."lf" /'naw/, atto /'n:J/ 
Most known examples appear in word-final position which LACAU (.1.97od) considers 
substantial. But note the word for "liver" which is attested as .M.0..01S"CE, A\0..07fCI, and 
AI.OC€ in Old Coptic texts. RICHTER (1998) assigns these forms to predecessors of the 

Sahidic, Bohairic, and Akhmimic dialects respectively. H this is true, we have an 
example of the same phonetic correspondences in word-internal position. 

s.6.3.3 Further details and exceptions 

All these effects even take place if 2 intervenes between the nasal and the vowel.�99 I 
have argued in § 3.s.ll that sequences of nasal + 2 may have been pronounced as nasals 
with breathy voice: 
• t;/,f..t + nl],t'i .. to trust" > 8To..N20'IT /tan'hut/ ([ta'g.Ut]?), IYrEN20'IT "to trust" 
• mcl],cw.t "tomb" > SJI!/(.0..0..� /'mha:w/ (['ry.a:w]?), aJ/1.200 ({'ry.5]?) 

296 For the nasalization of /a/ see VYciCHL (:1984), for the nasalization of /i/ see PEusT 
(1992). For the chronology see LAcAu (:197od: :128), PEusT (:1992: 124), and VYcicHL 
(1984: 39s). 

297 On the Akhmimic variation 0"'00 in word-final position � § 5·3+ 
298 See LACAu (.1.97od), CRuM & WINLOCK (1926: 241), and STuRM (1933: 124). 
299 First recognized by TILL (.1.928: 23). This explanation of O'lf in Coptic was accepted 

by L.CAu (197od: .1.25-129) and VvciCHL (1990: 231) who, however, include examples 
which can also be explained by the shift CO > 07f before p. For ihigh > H no example 
has yet been adduced. 



There are a few exceptions to the developments described above. They concern fonns in 

grammatical paradigms with the 0-00-altemation and can be explained as analogical 

developments: 
• SCN(OO)CJ /'sno:f/, plural of SCNO� /'smf/ "blood" 
• 5.M.M.(J}-TN /rp.'oti;t/"among you (plural)" 
• S'f�(I}-TN /ta'mof.r!./ "to teach you (pi.)" (e.g. Luke 3:7) 

The plural form of the possessive pronoun varies in different dialects: It has analogical 

forms in Akhmimic (NOO- "those of ... " in ac9ordance with the singular JTOO- "that of...") 

and Mesokemic, but NO"lf- with regular vowel change in Sahidic and Bohairic.3oo 

00 in Bohairic which is due to secondary vowel raising before glides (��'$" §§ 5.6.6.2 and 

s.6.6.3) is not replaced by O"lf after nasals: 
• n-w "to them" > SNO."lf /naw/, btf(l)()"lf 
• ndw ••flour" > 5N0€1T fn:>jt/, bttOOIT 

The change 00 > O"lf is suppressed in Bohairic if O"lf /w/ follows: 
• mwt "to die, to kill" > 5./1\0�0'lfT fmuwt/, b,H..(l)()'lfT Pmowt/ 

High vowels before liquids 

ahigh and ihigh normally develop into 00 and (€)1 respectively, however they become O"lf 

and H respectively before /j/ and after nasals (W § 5·5·7)· Before Coptic P and (\, both 

developments are attested without a clear rule. There are no indications that vowels 

other than ahigh and Uhigh experienced specific developments before liquids. 

Let us consider some examples for a high first. 3o:1 

Native Egyptian words: 
• cri. "to ascend" (since OK) > SW(\ PoU, boo(\1 "to gather; to contain" 
• pr "house" (since OK) > s2S.€tt€-noop /can..,'por/, b.c.EN€-<qoop "roof' 
• l}r "Horns (god)" (since OK and earlier) > szoop /'hor/ 
• sr (sjr?) "magistrate" (since OK), cuneiform transcription of the New Kingdom: 

(pa)-Si-ia-ra3a2 > s,b(fO"lfP /'sjur/ "eunuch" 
• Sr "to block" (since MK, see FAULKNER 1_�.1.: 270) > s,bg]rop /'Jor/ 
• dr.t "hand" (since OK) > STOOP€ /'torn/, broopl 

3oo The plural forms of the possessive pronoun are discussed in detail by FuNK (t_987: 

s•·54). 
3o.1. For more examples see VYCICHL (1_990: .1.79, �37-::t3g, �4::1:-244). 
3o• See EoEL (1994a: 11, 364) and Vvc!CHL (<!j83: <8sf.). 



Possible Semitic loan words first attested in the New Kingdom: 
• iyr "stag" (since NK) > S€(€)10'1r?\ /�'jul/, h£10'1r7\, probably from Semitic *?ajjal-, 

cf. Hebrew "� "stag" (cf. Hoca :1.994: no. :1. and MEEKS :1.997: 34) 
• sr.t "thorn" (since NK) > SCO'Irp€ /sUN/, hcowpl3o3 
• gsr ''ring" (since NK) > 840'1rp /'ksur/, hyJGO'Irp (cf. Hocu :1.994: no. 5�3; VrrrMANN 

'996: 444) 
• trr "to hurry" (since NK) > frpowp /trur/ (cf. Hocn :1.994: no. 532 and MEEKs :1.997: 

54) 

Words of unclear etymology first attested in the New Kingdom: 
• q" "frog" (since NK) > 'KPO'll'p /'hur/, "Xpo'll'p 
• qcrw "web or similarly" (since NK) > h(T0.-.2S.O'If(\ /sta'cuV "spider" (cf. MEEKS 

'994' oo8) 

Late Semitic loan words first attested in Demotic: 
• Demotic m4l "onion" > 8.M..2S.OO?\ /Jll'col/, h(€)Jr\.2S.007\"'Jr\.2S.O'Ir?\, cf. Arabic � ba§al 

"onion" 
• Demotic krkr "talent (a weight)" > SGINGOOP /k.iin'kjor/, h.2S.IJ1GOOp, cf. Hebrew i-?� 

"talent" 

The normal development of Uhigh is H. A vowel H that can only he derived from Uhigh in 
accordance with our present knowledge is frequently found before p, e.g.:3o4 
• irp "wine" (since OK) > s,hHpn /'erp/, borrowed as opn into Old Nubian 
• mr.w "to hind (stative)" (since 2nd Intermediate Period) > s,b.¥..Hp /'mer/ 
• 

• 

• 

nt.r.w "gods" (since OK) > S£NTHP et var . 
r-dr- "all" (since OK) > •·"THp- /'ter/-
/jpr.t, -a nominal derivation of ljpr "to become" (since OK) > srnnHp€ /Jper�/ • 

bgr<JIHpl 
Although the original u is not immediately attested in any of these words since none of 
them happens to be transcribed in early cuneiform sources, I assume (with OsrNc :1.976a: 
1.9 and note :1.08 on p. 454 f.) that the development Uhigh > H was indeed possible before 
p. 

However there are other words which indicate that Uhigh could also develop into i before 

P (no clear attestations for 7\). Examples: 

3o3 Compared to Hebrew 0"!"0 s1r-1m "thorns", Arabic ii.'..r sarwat "arrow" by VERGOTE 
(:1.945: 1_41.) who, however, assumes a genetic relationship rather than a borrowing 
from Semitic. I consider Egyptian sr.t a borrowing from a form related to the Hebrew 
word, whereas the Arabic ii.3..r may rather be a derivation of the verb l..r sara (v'Srw) 
"to throw off (clothes)". 

3o4 For more possible examples see OsJNG (:1.976a: note :1.08 on p. 454 f.). 



• /sjr '"Osiris (god)" (since OK) > Old Coptic O'lrCJp€, borrowed as aSuri into 
Meroltic from which we can verify that the word actually had u in the New Kingdom 
(cf. HINTZE <973b: 335)· 

• mn.t "swallow" (since OK) appears in two varieties in Bohairic: BIPI /'piri/ "' BHNI 
/'�eni/ (Sahidic only BHN€ /'jlena/). H in BHN€/1 can only derive from Uhigh· The 
variety BIPI then seems to suggest that Uhigh developed into I before p. 

• trr "oven" (since NK) > 5Tplp /'trir/, bepJp, borrowed from a Semitic word with -u-, 
cf. Hebrew "11Jf:'l "oven" (� appendix 5) 

• Demotic gbyr "left" > 'QBOtrp /'h�ur/, ieBotrp /'ki�ur/, '6BIP /'kiPir/. The interdialec
tal sound correspondences are irregular. I assume that this word was borrowed from 
an unknown source which had u. This vowel was preserved in Sahidic and 
Lycopolitan, but the Akhmimic fonn was still affected by the shift u > €1. Either the 
word was borrowed into Akhmimic earlier than into the other dialects (which would 
point to a Southern origin), or the sound shift Uhigh > H/€1 took place in the 
predecessor of Akhmimic later than in other parts of the country. A connection to the 
root *-awur "left (side)" which ScnADEBERG (:198:1: :166) reconstructs for Proto
Heiban (a language family spoken in present-day Sudan) is perhaps possible. 

A possible interpretation 

As far as the development of ahigh is concerned, it appears that it can develop into either 
00 or O'lr before a liquid, but the cited data show that (I) is more common in native words 
and O'lr is more common in borrowings from Semitic. Data are insufficient to decide 
whether a similar rule can be proposed for Uhigh· 
Although some problems remain, I suggest that the divergent developments of ahigh and 
Uhigh reflect foreign phonemes which were used in loan words only. It would thus be 
possible to assume that there were two vowels each hidden behind what we classify as 
ahigh and Uhlgh· However I propose another scenario: 
The Semitic liquids /r/ and fl/ may have been spoken in a different manner than the corre
sponding Egyptian liquids. When they were borrowed into Egyptian, the peculiar Semitic 
pronunciation may have been retained. This is no longer visible in Coptic in the liquids 
themselves, however the different character of these liquids would then be responsible 
for specific developments of the preceding vowels. Unaware of the Egyptian evidence, 

FABER (:1989) suggests that the primary realization of fl/ in Proto-Semitic was that of a 
velarized [L]. She notes that Proto-Semitic /-aw-/ renders -0- in Hebrew but /-law-/ 
renders -lii-. In modern Arabic fl/ usually has a plain articulation, hut it is exceptionally 
velarized in the word ?alla:h .JJI "God" which Faber plausibly explains as a phonetic 
archaism. Similar archaisms can also he observed in other items of the Arabic religious 
vocabulary (e.g. the term qur?a:n uT..} "Quran" never participates in the sound shift /q/ 
> /1/ common in Modern Arabic). 



It is possible that /r/ also had a velarized pronunciation in earlier Semitic. It is a curious 

fact that in many modern Arabic dialects vowels have velarized allophones not only in 

the neighborhood of the so-called emphatic consonants, but frequently also in the 

vicinity of r (fiSCHER & jASTROW :1980: 56f.). 

A velarized pronounciation of the Semitic liquids would easily explain why along 
developed into O'if rather than into (I) in their neighborhood. 

In sum, I consider it possible that Late Egyptian imported two velarized liquids for use in 

Semitic loan words. These liquids contrasted with two native liquids /r/ and /l/, which 

might have had a somewhat palatal articulation. This assumption can be supported by the 

fact that Egyptian liquids had a tendency to develop into /j/: One of the Egyptian liquids, 

namely d> (=!r/), regularly merged with /j/ shortly before the New Kingdom (� 

§ 3.:14.2.:1). The liquid(s) written as <n were commonly retained as liquids, however 

occasional developments towards /j/ seem to be attested, although evidence is not 

certain in this point (ll<r' §§ 3.<3.5 and 3.<4.3·7)· 

Compare also the possible existence of velarized and palatalized allophones of sonorants 

in Bohairic (ll<r' §§ 3.<7.3 and 3.<7-4)· 

Low vowels before sonorants 

Before sonorants (B, ?\, .M., N, p), itow (and possibly Uiow} is frequently absorbed in Coptic, 

which leads to the fonnation of syllabic sonorants. This is discussed in detail in § 5.:1.0. 

5.6.6 Development before glides 

There is a tendency for vowel quality to change before glides. With the exeption of the 
development ihigh > H before /j/, which is a dissimilation, all of these cases can he 

interpreted as vowel raising. 

5.6.6.1 High vowels before j 

In all Coptic dialects, high vowels show a specific development before -f /j/, which is the 
same as after nasals: ahigh > O'ir, ihigh > H. Examples for ahigh: 
• (pr-rJ.w .. pharaohs" > IDfPO'iff /a'ruj/ "kings" (Mesokemic form from MINK :1995: 6s) 
• lifly.w "snakes" > s,hQBO'irf thfuj/ 
• 

• 
sbJ.wj (sMb'�awjV) "disciple" > SCB01ff /'s�uj/ 
gJw "narrow" ('ga�wV) > sKO'ifl /'kujf3os (Bohairic K01f.ZS..I /'kuci/ must be a 

secondary development from this) 

3os For the etymology see OsiNG (:1976a: note 6m1: on p. 6o8f.) and VYciCHL (1983: 73). 
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001 is preserved in Bohairic 1.) if -1 is vocalic instead of consonantal (l'.t "to wash" > 
hJ(I)J /'joi/, cf. IJ(I)€ /'joo/), •) if 001 corresponds to Sahidic 01 (� §§ 5.6.6.2 and 5.6.6.3). 

For ihigh• no certain examples can be adduced. The sequence */ij/ is, however, not 
attested in Coptic, from which I conclude that ihigh before j must have developed into H. 

Note further OsiNG (1.976a: u-2o6). 

5.6.6.2 Raising of low vowels before pre-consonantal glides in Bohairic 

An original low vowel frequently changes into a high vowel in Bohairic if a glide (/j/ or 
/wf) follows within the same syllable (i.e.: if the glide is followed by a consonant).3o6 The 
resulting correspondences are as follows: 

+/i/ +/w/ 
aJo . (•·"<>) '0(€)1, hoof '001)'' hooo'ir 
itow ('•hi>.) '1>.(€)1, hHJ so. 'if. hroo-o-

The c e nt ra l  low vowel 0... seems to shift to a front or bac k high vowel depending 
on whether a front or back glide respectively follows.lo7 
• iwSs "gruel" > SOO'!S1!1 /'3wJ/, bcoo'O'Yf /'owJ/ 
• bin.t "harp" > '60€JN€ /pojno/, ho1rOOINI (wojnV 
• Mnw "wave" > �0€1.».., "2-00I.HI.I 
• !Jibs "shadow" > �0..€1&€C, h�HIBI 
• swl],.t "egg" > SCOO'lf2€, hcOOO'lf2.1 

If the glide is followed by a vowel (so that it forms the onset of the following syllable), 
the shift does not take place: 
• mlwt "to think" > 5.HI.€€'if€ /'me:w3/, h.»,€'iff fmewi/ 
• kJ-I],r-kJ (name of a feast, later of a month) > 5KOI0...2K fbjahk/, h)coro...K fkh3jak/ 
• dwJw "morning" > �-TOO'if€ (the etymology of2- is disputed), lrrOO'ifl 
• djw.t .. so" > s.!Yro..(€)10'if 

Vowel raising before glides IS no longer synchronically productive in Bohairic. 
Diphthongs with low vowels are therefore retained in borrowings from Greek, as well as 
when they developed through a late metathesis: 
• Snw.t "granary" (> */Jenwi/) > "r!J€-o"NI fJewnif3o8 

3o6 Detailed rules are given below. Earlier scholars have formulated these rules 
somewhat differently, cf. LoPRIENO (.1.995: 47), OsiNG (1.976a: .1.1., 1.5}, VERGOTE 
('973!83, la, § 46), VYcJCHL ('954' <89). 

3o7 Another possibility would be to assume that the central low vowel shifts to a central 
high vowel (1), and the sequences [tj] and (tw] are graphically expressed by HI and 
(l)Q'O' respectively. 

3o8 For the date of the metathesis in this word cf. OsiNG (.1.976a: note 71. on p. 383·386). 
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The nominal plural suffix 5-00'If'€, h.(l)Q'If'l is irregular. I assume that its form has been 
subject to analogical influence:� 
• wnw.wt "hours" > S0'1i"NOO'If'€ /u'nJwa/, ho'1i"NWO'If'l /u'nowi/ 
• t.bw.t "sandals" > 5TOO'If'€ /'tJ:wa/, hewo'1i"l /'thowi/ 

Another word with difficult correspondences, which does not agree with my rules, is qrs.t 
"burial" > hKO..ICI, 5KO..IC€.-..Ko..€1C€1'VK€1C€1'VK€C€, 8K€€C€, fK€HCI,...KHICI, Old Coptic 
KO..HC€. The Fayyumic and Old Coptic variants seem to suggest that the Bohairic fonn is 
to be read /ka'isi/ rather than /'kajsi/. 

s.6.6.3 Raising of low vowels before word-final glides in Bohairic 

Vowel raising is not regular in word-final position. In connected speech, a word-final 
glide can be either syllable-initial or syllable-final, depending on whether the following 
word begins with a vowel or with a consonant. But such a synchronic variation is not 
found in Bohairic; rather, one of both possible solutions was generalized to all 
occurrences of a given word.3t.o Cf.: 

Vowel raising: 
• 'ri. "to mount" > �(\€ /a'lE!, hO..(\HI /a'lej/ 
• 

• 

• 

mw "water" > 5JI\00'1i" /'mJw/, h.¥t(l)()'lf' /'mow/ 
�wf.w "to be bad (stative)" > "/.001!", "2(1)()1!" 
�rj "top" > "/.JlO.I, "zpHI 

No vowel raising: 
• '1 "to be big", by reduplication: 'JC1 (cf. Wu.soN 1.997: 1.33) > s,hO..JO..I /a'jaj/ 
• pl'i (demonstrative pronoun) > 500..1 /'paj/, �0..1 /'phaj/ 
• pj "seat" > snol /'p:Jj/, �Of J'ph:lj/ 
• hrw ''day" > SZ00'11", h(200'11"3u 

3og This plural suffix, which in Coptic can be attached to nouns of either gender, can he 
traced back to the Egyptian female plural ending -wt. It is probable that the 
Bohairic form -C00'1i"l was influenced by the plurals in s,h_(J)O'(I" (e.g. s,hpooow 
"mouths" from s,bpo "mouth") which are peculiar to masculine nouns. 

3J.o As for the equivalent of Sahidic -OO'If', LAcAu (:1902: 202-205 and :19:10: 78) suggests 
that Bohairic has a high vowel if Sahidic has a short /:J/, hut a low vowel if Sahidic 
has a long /:l:/ (adapted to my terminology). This assumption was accepted by 
HINTZE (:1953: 31. and :1980: 49) and LoPRIENO (1.995: 44). I do not see sufficient 
evidence for this claim; note also the counterexample tbw.t ('tabVwtV) "sandal" > 
5•8T00'11"€ /'t:J:w�/. heCOO'If'l /'thowi/. 

3a The etymology of €- is obscure. The Bohairic word for "night" €2S.OOP2 has a 
secondary €- as well (Egyptian gr�, Sahidic 600P2, a Bohairic form 2S.WP2 is also 
attested). I suggest that the prosthetic vowel before both time expressions is to be 
identified with -€- which in Sahidic regularly intervenes between the definite article 
and expressions of time such as SQ.OO'll "day" and spo.M.nE "year" and is traditionally 
analysed as a part of the article in this dialect (cf. 0EPUYDT 1.993: 36g-37s). 
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• ski "to plough" > SCKO.I, hcXO..I 
• Slw "value" > 5·bfJI0..'6' 
• t!Sj.w "neighbors" > 5TEWE€'6', h&EW€'6' 

If suffix pronouns are added to a word, the changes to -HI and -(00'6' do apply, but -01 is 
retained: 
• m-im-w "in them" > S.Mfo.OO'?f, h.Mfo.(t)()'lf' 
• m-im-j ''in me" > s,h.Mfo.OI 
• m-im-f''in him" > s,h.-IU\Olf 

• r.if..t 'mi.-w ''to let them know" > STO...II\00'6', !Yr0.../1\WO'll' 
• r.Jf..t 'mf.-j "to let me know" > s,IYfb...-1\01 
• r.if..t 'mi.-f"to let him know" > s,IYfb...-\\Olf 

• n-w "to them" > Stf0..'6', btf(t)()'ll' 
• n-j "to me" > 5NO..J, bttHI 
• n-f"to him" > s,hNO...lf 

• pf dd-w "(is) what they said'' > 5fl€2S.0..'6', bfi€2S.C00'6' "so said they" 
• pl dd-j "(is) what I said" > 11IT€2S.b..l, bfi€2S.HI "so said I" 
• pl dd-f"(is) what he said" > s,bfl€2S.O..lf "so said he" 

An exception is: 
• I.Jf<-w "to put them" > 5K0..0..'6' /'ka:w/, hx:O..'ll' /'khaw/ 

(IJf< -j "to put me" has been replaced by a new formation Sf{b..O.. T, hxo.. T) 

Possible cases of early vowel umlaut triggered by a following j 

The facts 

Coptic verbs can be divided into several classes according to the form of their infinitive. 
Let us consider here only verbs with originally three consonants which is the most 
common type in Egyptian. Most of these verbs belong to one of the following classes:3111 

Coptic Paleo-Coptic Paleo-Coptic example from Sahidic 
verbal class reconstruction reconstruction 

(new) (traditional) 
I 

Coo CC 'CaCCV 'Ca:CVC CWT.M. /sotrp/ < sdm "to hear" 
ccoc C(V)'CaCV CV'CaC .-\\TON /rp't::m/ < mdn "to rest" 
CJC(€) 'CiCCV 'Ci:CVC O'li'IT€ /'wit3/ < wdf "to_g() awll.L' 
CC<l.C C(V)'CiCV CV'CiC CR.l-1 /'skaj/ < ski "to plou•h" ' 

31_2 See TtLL (1.955: §§ 266-!�q3), FEcHT (:t955), OsrNc (1.976a: 36-63). There are a few 
more classes (CO..C€, CCHC) which are left out of discussion here. 
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We can see that the four classes as reconstructed for Paleo-Coptic differ with respect to 

two parameters, namely :t) the position of the stressed vowel (before or after the second 
consonant) and 2) the quality of the stressed vowel (a or i). The stress position, i.e. the 

opposition between the classes CooCC and CJC{€) on the one hand and CCOC and CCo..C 

on the other, seems to be determined by semantic criteria (Aktionsart) to at least an 
extent (FECHT :1955: 288). The vowel quality, i.e. the opposition between the classes 

COJCC and CCoC on the one hand and CIC(€) and C<A.C on the other, seems to be largely 

predictable from the third consonant the verb had in Egyptian, although exceptions 
remain. The a-classes are generally more common, but we can observe that verbs with J 
as the third consonant preferably belong to one of the i-classes. The verbs with J as the 
third consonant are discussed by F ECHT ( :1955). Some examples: 
• wdl .. to go away" > SO'lr€1T€ /'wit�/, hfilt "to waste away" 
• wrJJ "to prosper" > s,bQ'lr60..1 /u'caj/ 
• hgl "shipwrecked" > "BIZS.I fPici/, ISJG€ ''to be wrecked" 
• ml!f "to attack" > 6.M.IW€ /miJ:)/, h)J\JWI 
• 

• 

• 

sgl "to become rigid" > 8(.16€ /'sild:)/ 

qml "to throw" >s,bKJ..A\ /'kim/ "to move" 

ddl "to grow fat" > 62S.TO..I fctaj/ "to grow" 

Only a few such verbs belong to one of the a-classes, e.g.: 
• w!Jl "to search" > s,bQ'lr� /'woJ/ "to wish" 
• pgJ "to open" > sn(I)G€ /'pok.i�/, �OJ2S.I "to break" 
• dbJ "to repay" > S'fooroB€ /to:jkt/, IITOJ6 

The i-type is also the nonnal development of verbs with i as third consonant, which will 
not be discussed here because of their peculiar problems. 313 

A possible interpretation 

To date, no explanation has been suggested why verbs with J as final consonant 

preferably belong to the i-class (cf. FEcHT :1955: 402). h seems probable that the i

vocalization has emerged by a phonetic process. I suggest that many or perhaps all of the 

later i-verbs originally had a, hut the vowel was changed to i if J followed either directly 
or separated by another consonant: 
• O'lr2S.O..I "to prosper" < wdl (w[V]'dBV) < *(w[V]'da�V) 
• O'li'IT€ "to go away" < wdl ('widW) < *('wad�V) 

I cannot estimate at present to what degree this sound change was bound to additional 

conditions. But it must obviously have operated at a time when d· had the sound value /j/. 

This might have been approximately during the 2nd Intermediate Period (� § 3.:14.2.:1). 

3t3 Remember that i is a notation for a reconstructed /j/ which is not usually written in 
Egyptian. Verbs which are assumed to belong to this type form their infinitive with a 
t-suffix in Egyptian. It is not quite clear whether the suspected i. was present in the 
infinitive or not. 



It should he noted that in verbs of the CJC(€)-class this assimilation can only be 
explained in the framework of the revised syllable structure rules. According to the 
traditional rules, CIC(€) would be derived from 'Ca:CVj where it is difficult to see how -.i 
should have modified the distant stressed vowel. From our reconstruction 'CaCjV Coptic 
CIC(€) is easier to explain. 
It is a common phenomenon in the development of languages that the sequence of 
consonant + .i has a palatalizing effect on a preceding vowel. This phenomenon, which is 
called "umlaut", is well attested e.g. in sev_eral Germanic languages, including English. 
For example, the verb "to set" derives from satJan which is still attested as such in 
Gothic. Umlaut a > e took place in all more recent representatives of the Germanic 
branch, e.g. Old Norse setja, Modern English set, Modem German setzen. But umlaut is 
also found in other languages such as Latin (cf. Sicu/,-us "Sicilian" but Sici,l-ia "Sicily"), 
Czech (cf. paln{!tovat se "to remember" but pa-,nit' "memory", d\ = /V/), or Spanish (cf. 
Latin basium ''kiss" = *lbasjii/ or similar in Vulgar Latin > modern Spanish beso "kiss"). 
In some languages, we have evidence that the glide was brought in contact with the 
vowel by metathesis before the vowel itself was subject to change, cf. Latin paria "equal 
ones (neutr. plur.)" > Old Frenchpaire /'pairo/ > Modem Frenchpaire /pn/ "pair"; Pre
Greek *ban-Jo: > Ancient Greek j3o:ivro lhaj,no:/ "I go" > Modem Greek j3o:ivro /'vm:J/. 

Perfective active participles are no longer a productive category in Coptic, nevertheless 
some of them still exist in a lexicalized form. Although their most common type is CmCC 
(conventionally < 'Ca:CVC), it appears from the data given by OstNG (1.976a: :1.20-1.46) 
that especially verbs with i or S as a third consonant had forms in C!CC (conventionally 
< 'Ci:CVC). Here the same argumentation applies as it does to the infinitives. 

5·7 Nasal vowels 

5·7·' Subphonemic nasalization of vowels after m and n 

The Egyptian vowels experienced specific developments by the time of Coptic if they 
followed one of the nasal consonants m or n. A good explanation for this seems to be that 
vowels had nasalized allophones after nasal consonants, and these nasalized vowels de
veloped differently from non-nasalized vowels. I have discussed the phenomenon in more 
detail in § s.6.3. The nasalization seems to have been present during the .1st millennium 
BC (and possibly also during other periods) and was not regionally limited. 
In addition to this diachronic evidence, we also have synchronic indications of nasalized 
allophones from Coptic itself. If one of the consonants .#1. or ti precedes a vowel, an 
additional unetymological N can occasionally be written after this vowel. This additional 
N certainly serves to express the nasality of the vowet.3t4 Cf. the following examples 

3i4 But RANKE (1.go8) assumes that -NT- might represent [d] in these words. 
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(from KAHLE '954' I, w3): 
• 

• 

• 

md.t "to speak�' > a.H..O'If'T€-..¥..0'6'NT€ /'mut�/ = ['miit�] (Sahidic .H..O'IfT€) 
ntr "god" > •NOTI€-NO'O'NT€ /'nuto/ = ('nfito] (Sahidic NOTI€) 

The stative of sm.JC "to bless" > SCA\O'ij' is normally s,IC..¥..0...11\0..c}. T, hut a rare by-form 
CAMO..MT is also attested in Lycopolitan and Sahidic (/sma'ma:t/ = [sma'm8:t]). 

The status pronominalis of mr.t "to love'', Sahidic H.€ piT-, has an additional nasal which 
is not etymologically justified both in Bohairic (.II\€NpiT -) and in the papyrus Bodmer 6 

(...V..NPIT -). It is possible that these are also renderings of nasalized vowels. 
There is a Bohairic writing Xf.M.O..Npoc for the Greek word xelflappor; "torrent" (cf. GrRGIS 

1967/68: 79). The word for "midwife", Coptic 9..¥..€CIW /m;Js'jo/, is attested as !l£Vatm in 

Greek transcription (Lt!PDECKENS & THisSEN 198off.: I, w66). The Coptic names of the 
letters Jl\ and 11, which were something like /mi/ and /nil at that time (�u, V'O in Greek), 
were recorded by Bernard de Breydenbach in his Relatio sanctarum peregrinationum 

(:1486) as men and nyn respectively (� § 2.7.3). He probably used the letter combina-
tions -en and -yn to express nasalized vowels. 

Nasal vowels in southern Coptic dialects 

In certain Lycopolitan texts, vowels are regularly written double before the sequence N + 
consonant (cf. L.CAu :19:10: 8o, TiLL :1929: .189, HoncE :t98.1: 662f., KAssER 1986). For ex
ample, the verb cnlj "to live" > SWN2, arott�, hrott:tJ appears as 'wrott2,, rarely even as Iwo.lz 
(KASSER :1986: :179£.). Since the Coptic double vowels were traditionally interpreted as 
indications of a glottal stop, no satisfying explanation of the phenomenon has been found 

to date. As I assume that double vowels note vowel length, the easy explanation comes to 
mind that the consonant /n/ was weakened to a feature [nasalization} which induced 
compensatory vowel lengthening. {l)(l)(fi)2 was probably spoken something like ['O:x]. 

L.cAu (:19:10: So, note 6) remarks that no vowel doubling takes place before -N2 with lz 

corresponding to a.bz rather than to IIQ., h:tJ. In this case, N2 was probably not realized as a 
consonant cluster but as a single nasal with breathy voice [n.] (IEF § 3.5.2). 

The interrogative pronoun sTOON, h&OON (< tnw) "where" is written TO ""' TOO in Akhmimic 

and TO "" TOO ,., TON in Lycopolitan. It is possible that a nasalized vowel was spoken in 
this word: ('t3(:)]. 

For possible nasal vowels in the dialect of the Papyrus Bodmer 6 u:i"' also § 5.2.3-4-

Other possible examples of nasal vowels 

In certain late Sahidic texts, original syllabic nasals can be graphically rendered by € 
(� § 5.:10.8). VYciCHL (.1934: 73sf.) assumes that € denotes a nasalized vowel in this 
case. 
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Based on Greek transcriptions such as Xecpf>Tlv of the royal name lJci.J-Rc and the devel
opment of the conjugational prefix of the terminative tense (on this � also § 3.6.4·4), 
RAY (:1978) argues that suhphonemic nasalization could appear in the environment of •'>. 
Considering the difficult phonetic plausibility, further evidence would be necessary to 
accept this claim. 
� also note in § 5·5·2· 

Unstressed vowels 

General remarks 

Unstressed syllabic sonorants are not discussed in this section but in § 5.:10. 

The inventory of vowels in unstressed position is comparatively restricted in Coptic. 
Long vowels never appear in unstressed position, and the set of short vowels is clearly 
reduced. Furthermore, not even all vowel quality differences which exist in Coptic 
unstressed syllables are ancient. The quality of unstressed vowels was frequently 
determined by fanner adjacent consonants which are no longer visible as such in Coptic. 
Egyptian /'i/ tends to produce an a-coloring, /j/ an i-coloring, and /w/ an u-coloring. 
These rules do not apply to borrowings from Greek where the unstressed vowels of the 
source language are often retained, at least in writing. But sometimes there are adapta
tions such as Kawj}oA.� > M T0-60"0'?\H '"payment" (Giacis :1�5-:1966: 8:t) (unstressed O'ir 
exists in Coptic, unstressed 0 does not) or �veiv > C..¥-.�OON€1 /sQJ.phoni/ (stressed on 
the penult?) "to agree" (G1acrs :1965-:1�6: So). On the other hand, there are graphical 
hypercorrections such as xtJkotb� > KOJBoo�OC "ark" (Gmc1s :1965-:1�: 79). 
Since vowels are not written in the Egyptian scripts, it is difficult to estimate the vowel 
inventory of unstressed syllables for Pre-Coptic stages of Egyptian. The early 
Egyptologists projected the state as evident from Coptic into the earlier language and 
more or less assumed that only /<}/ appeared in unstressed position (e.g. SETHE :1899-:1902: 
§ :16). However the retrieval of cuneiform transcriptions from the New Kingdom, although 
by no means straightforward to interpret, seemed to indicate that the inventory of 
unstressed vowels was somewhat larger at that time. Alongside with etymological 
considerations, this led to the now prevalent opinion that at the Paleo-Coptic stage the 
same number of vowel qualities were distinguished in unstressed syllables as in stressed 
syllables, namely /a/, /i/, and /u/ (thus e.g. SETHE :1923: :176f., Sroau :1934, EoEL :1.954: 37-

40, FEcHT :196o: § 423, ScaENKEL :1990: 9:tf., l..oPRIENo :1995: 35, ZEIDLER :1.995: 233; but cf. 
KNuDSEN 1962: 199). At least as far as unstressed vowels in word-initial position are 
concerned, this can be corroborated by a historical-comparative analysis of the Coptic 
dialects ( o:w § s.8.3). 



Insertion of a subphonological € in contact with sonorants 

In Coptic unstressed syllables, € frequently appears in the neighborhood of sonorants and 
seems to be more or less predictable here, i.e. it is of little phonological significance. 
This topic has been dealt with by PoLOTSKY (:t933), EaNSTEDT (:1986: 85-96 and :1:14-:1:16), 

and DEPUYDT (:1993: 364-367), W also § 2·1·5· On the historical background of these 
epenthetic vowels � also § 4.8.:1. I do not give exact rules for the placement of € here 
but only mention the tendency for it to precede the sonorant in Bohairic and to follow it 
in A.khmimic and Sahidic. Cf.: 
• /!r/!r "to destroy" > b!!!OP!!!€P /'J><J[o]r/, �o.p�p€ /'xarxr[o]/ (Sahidic !!!OP!!!P 

!J><Jrl). 
• sdm "to hear" > hcOOT€A\ /'sot(Q]m/, acOOTA\€ /'sotm[Q]/ (Sahidic mostly COOTA\ /'sotrp/) 
• tms-f"to bury him" > 'TO.!IC� - TO.!I€C� /'tom[o]sf/ 

In Akhmimic, a predictable, non-phonological -€ regularly appears at the end of words 
which tenninate in Sahidic in the sequence consonant + sonorant or long ( = double) vowel 
+ sonorant: 
• sdm "to hear, > SCOOT A\, 9((1)TA€ /'sotm/ ['sotmQ] 
• trm "to twinkle" > szs.(t)pH., azs.oopA€ 
This rule leads to morphological alternations. For example, the suffix pronoun of the :1st 
person pl. appears both as -N (e.g. N€-N /'ne-n/"to us") and as -N€ (e.g. 6NT-N€ /'ki1,1t-n(<J]/ 
"to find us", T€€-N€ fte:-n[Q]/ "to give us"). 
If a word terminates in three consonants the last two of which are sonorants, no -€ is 
added (cf. HINTZE :tg8o: note 70 on p. 77). The sonorant before the last probably served as 
a syllable nucleus in this case: 
• Demotic glmlm "to wrap" > '6/.0JI.."i.JI., '6/.M"I.Jio. (probably /'kilam)m/). 

s.8.3 Word-initial unstressed vowels 

I have examined the development of word-initial unstressed vowels on the way to Coptic 
in PEUsT (:1995). All Coptic dialects allow for <\.-, €-, and 01f- to appear in unstressed 
word-initial position, with much variation across the dialects as far as 0..- and €- are 
concerned. We can thus establish six classes of correspondences: 

class j_ class 2 class 3 class 4 class :<:; class 6 

Bohairic 0.- 0.- 0.- €- €- 0"0"-

Favvumic 0.- 0.- 0.- - €- 0.- - €- €- 0"0"-

Sahidic 0.- 0.- €- €- €- 0"0"-

Akhmimic and Lvcopolitan 0.- €- - 0.- €- €- €- 0"0"-

example from Sahidic 1>.0€ 0.-o"O.N €60T €pWT€ €COO o-o-2op 
/a1pE/ /a1wan/ !o'�otl h1rot;J/ /Q'so/ /u'hor/ 

"head" "color" "month" "milk" "sheep" "clop;" 



The possibility cannot be excluded that some or all Coptic dialects possess more vowel 
distinctions on the phonological level than is expressed in writing. 
The historical developments can be summarized as follows: 
• Classes :1 and 2 appear where the word either began with <'> + any vowel, or with the 

sequence d> or <h + a at the Paleo-Coptic stage. Class 2 is the result of palatal 
umlaut induced by Paleo-Coptic i in the nucleus of the stressed syllable. 

• Class 4 is to be derived from <h/<h + u, class 5 from <h/d> + i. 
• Class 6 is the outcome of <W> + any v�wel. 
• Words of class 3 originally had <h/<h + a  + a labial consonant, where a seems to 

have been assimilated to u by the following labial in the predecessors of all dialects 
except Bohairic. This assimilation was probably subject to still another condition 
which is not yet known. 

Word-internal unstressed vowels 

I will not give a detailed picture for all Coptic dialects here, but it can generally be 
stated that all dialects have € /a/, 0.. /a/, {€)1 /i/, and O'lf /u/ in word-internal unstressed 
position. Some interdialectal variation occurs here as well. 
€ frequently appears as a non-phonological vowel written in the neighborhood of 
sonorants, � § 5.8.2. 0.., (€)1, and O'lf usually appear as a result of former adjacency to 
flj,J, /j/, and /w/ respectively, but only if there was a morphological boundary in the earlier 
language (cf. also the relationship of T€'0"NO'ij' and T€NO'O", � § 3.:14.2.6 and note in 
§ 3.2.4). Some examples from Sahidic: 
• TO...h\0 /ta'm3/ "to inform" < di cmi "to cause to know" (0.. because of Egyptian J 
• GIN- /kiin-/ (nominal prefix) < qi n "fonn of' (I because of Egyptian i). 
• TO'ij'€10 /tu'j3/ "to remove" < rJi. wJi, "to cause to be far" (O'lf because of Egyptian w) 

In a few cases, 0.. seems to arise in the neighborhood of 2 /hi < <lp or <b> (not 2 < <h> ), 

e.g.315 
• IJ,klw ••magician" > 2b..KO lha'b/ 
• cn!J. "to live" > froN0..2 /'onah/ (phonological status of -a- doubtful) 

In addition, there are a few more words, most of which belong to the adjective type 
C().'C€, in which word-internal unstressed 0.. appears without obvious reason (cf. TILL 
<948/49: <6), e.g.: 
• SKbv\\€ /ka'm£/, hx:O..M€ "black" < kmm 
• s,h(O.B€ /sa'jk/ "wise" < sbl 
• SC0..€1€ /sa'jE/, hcO..J€ "beautiful" < sclj. 

3:15 Cf. PoLOTSKY (:1g33: j_!l6} and OsiNG (:1976a: 2-r£'.); more examples can be found in 
FEcHT (:1985: 92f.). The alternative explanation by VYcicHL (:1957b: j_3) is less 
COnVIncmg. 



However the localization of the stress pos1hon of these adjectives may perhaps be 
subject to doubt. SETHE (t.Sg9-:19ma: I, § �u) suggests that stress originally fell on the first 
syllable and later shifted to the final syllable. 

Word-final unstressed vowels in Coptic 

On non-phonological € written in the neighborhood of sonorants � also § 5.8.2. 

For unstressed vowels in word-final position, there are various distinctions across the 
dialects which can be combined into four classes of correspondences (see Eo EL 1.96:1 and 
KASSER :1989: :L3o-t.33). However each single Coptic dialect shows only two or three 
distinctions, at least in writing; only the obscure so-called "dialect H" has perhaps 
retained all four distinctions: 

class :1 class 2 class 3 class 4 
dialect H316 -I -1 - -H -1 "" -H "" -0.. ? 
papyrus Bodmer 6317 -€ -€ -<1. -01r 
papyrus bilinguis N°:1 Hamburg3:18 -I -I -o. -01r 

most F ayyumic texts -I -I -€ -01r 

Bohairic -I -I -0 -01r 

some Lycopolitan texts -I -€ -€ -01r 

some Fayyumic textsl19 -I -I -I -01r 
most varieties of Coptic, among them -€ -€ -€ -01r 
standard Sahidic as well as Akhmimic 
example from Sahidic Nil.B€ PW-"€ .1\il.M€ CllOT01r 

/'najlo/ /'romfl/ /'ma:ca/ /'sp:Jtu/ 
"sin" "man" "ear" "lips" 

The standard development of Sahidic is -€, which I interpret as /a/ as most scholars do. 
The corresponding vowel of Bohairic is -1 which some scholars (e.g. LoPRIENO 1995: 48) 

also transcribe as /fl/. Although it is true that both final vowels are phonologically 
equivalent, there is nevertheless some evidence that the Bohairic writing is not 
completely arbitrary and a fronted vowel was indeed articulated: 
• Bohairic final -1 triggers 1-epenthesis in words like 2HIBI (I& § 3.17.3); 
• it can cause vowel dissimilation in Late Coptic (� § 5.5.6.2); 

3t.6 Only attested in the unpublished papyrus Morgan M 636. My data are based on 
KAssER (1981: 109 and note 25 on p. 1o6f.). 

3q An archaic text written in a variety close to Akhmimic, published by KAsSER (1960). 
3t8 An archaic text written in a variety close to Fayyumic, published by D1EBNER & 

KASSER (<g�). 
319 Primarily the so-called "dialect F58", see DIEBNER & KAsSER (1989: 509). 
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• word-final unstressed S€, hJ corresponds primarily to -t or (with case suffix:) -tli in 

Greek transcriptions of Egyptian words. 3r&o It is plausible to assume that most Greek 

transcriptions of Egyptian words are based on a northern dialect, i.e. on a forerunner 

of Bohairic. 

The Coptic vowel class is entirely predictable from the consonants that were formerly 

adjacent to the vowel. We can generally say that classes .1., 3, and 4 emerged where 

earlier /j/, fCj_f, and /w/ respectively appeared in contact. For further details u.M' 
§§ 5.8.6.4-5·8.6.7. Class 2 is the default development and therefore the most frequent one. 

5.8.6 

5.8.6.1 

Rules for the loss of Egyptian word-final vowels by the time of 
Coptic 

General remarks 

The new syllable structure rules predict that every Egyptian word ends in a vowel. The 

word-final vowel is preserved if it bears stress: 

• r ('ra) "mouth" > s,bpo /'n/ 
H the word-final vowel is unstressed, which is by far the most common case, then it can 

either be preserved or lost in Coptic. H it is preserved, all differences in quality (or other 

features) that might have characterized it during more ancient stages of the language are 

eliminated. In the following chapters, the rules for the loss of word-final vowels are 

discussed in detail. We can summarize them as follows: 

The treatment of the final vowel is largely determined by the consonant which preceded 

it, i.e. by the last consonant of the Egyptian word. H this consonant was retained, the 

final vowel was lost. If the last consonant was �b, ( n ,  or �'� and it was lost, the final 

vowel was retained in principle but could secondarily be absorbed if it came into contact 

with another vowel (i.e. with the stressed vowel, or with a glide which had developed into 

a vowel). H the last consonant was a glide that was lost, the final vowel was treated as if 
the glide had not been present, i.e. its development was determined by the consonant 

before the last of the Egyptian word. 

5.8.6.!1 Final vowel following a single consonant 

If the final vowel is preceded by a single consonant, it is lost without regard to whether 

the consonant is preserved or not (if the consonant is preserved, this conforms with the 

basic rule outlined in § 5.8.6 . .1.; if it is lost, the final vowel is absorbed by the stressed 

vowel): 

3�w Examples are numerous. Note e.g. the name of the goddess lsis (la1t;) < sHe€, hHCI, 
place names such as Memphis (Me!J.,lli) < 5AN<f€, bAfN<fl, or the transcriptions of 
the month names listed in appendix 6. 
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• p.t ('pVtV) "heaven" > snE /'pe/, � 
• �tr (�[V)'tarV) "horse" > '2TO /'ht>/, >zoo 
• zp ('zap V) "time" > s,b(on /s:-�p/ 

5.8.6.3 Final vowel following a consonant clu.ster where the last 
component is preserved in Coptic 

Now let us consider the case that the final vowel is preceded by a consonant cluster. If 
the second component of the cluster is preserved in Coptic, the final vowel is lost: 
• wdl], ('wadl;t V) "to pour" > 8.n()'if(I)T2, /'woth/ 
• Mk ('ba�kV) "servant" > hfiroK /jktk/ 
• stp ('satpV) "to choose" > s,b(ooTn /'sotp/ 
In the Akhmimic dialect, however, a non-phonemic -€ is written if the second component 
is a sonorant (� 5.8.2): 
• w'b ('wu'bV) "priest" > 'O'O'HHB /'we,�/, "o'O'HB, 'O'O'I€1B€ /'wi,�[o]/ 

Final vowel following a consonant cluster with <t> or <r > as the last 
component 

If the second component of a cluster is <t) (including <b < 4�) or <r�, this consonant is 
lost (I@' § 3.:14.3), but the final vowel is usually preserved as 5-€, h_J (vowel of class 2 as 

defined in § 5.8.5). A possible explanation would be that the second component of the 
cluster was assimilated to the first component at a stage subsequent to Paleo-Coptic, and 
the resulting long consonant favored the preservation of the following final vowel: 
• mnc.t ('manV'tV) "nurse" (>? 'manV(CV) > 5#.00N€ /'m:-�:n�/, h.MONI 
• msd.t ('masVdtV) "to hate" (>? 'masVQdV) > 5#.0CT€ /'mJsta/, h.».oct 
• mtr.t ('mVtVrtV) "noon" (>? 'mVtVrrV) > 5./l\€€p€ /'me:ra/, h./1\EPI 
• nfr.t ('nafVrtV) ''good (feminine)" ( > ?  'nafVrrV) > 5NO<fp€ /'n:-�fr�/. hNoqpl 

"advantage" 
• 

• 

• 

• 

zbt ('zabtV) "to laugh" (>? 'zabbV) > 'COO!\€ /'so�o/, hcooBJ 
sn.t ('santV) "sister" (>? 'sannV) > SCOON€ /'sona/, hcOONI 
dr.t ('dart V) "haod" (>? 'darrV) > 'T(I)Jl€ /'toro/, hTOOpl 
ntr ('natrn) "god" (>? 'nattV) > 5NO'ifT€ /nuta/, hNO'ift 

If the remaining consonant(s) between the stressed vowel and the final vowel are lost as 
well, then the final vowel is absorbed by the stressed vowel: 
• �bsw.t (�[V)b'sawtV) "clothing" > '2BCOO /h�'so/, bz€BCOO (instead of *2[€]BCOO€) 
• Smi.t ('SimVjtV) "to go" > s,b,ayt€ /'Je/ 

If a glide /w/ is preserved between the stressed vowel and the final vowel, the final vowel 
is retained as we would expect: 
• t.bw.t ('tahVwtV) "sandals" > s,aTQO"If€ /'b:wa/, heWO"Ifl 
• mlwt ('mBVwt.V) "to think'' > s,a./1\€€"15'€ /'me:wa/, h./1\€"15'1 

•ss 



However if another consonant is preserved between the stressed vowel and the glide, then 
the glide may be secondarily vocalized and may thus absorb the final vowel; the 
individual dialects behave differently in this respect: 
• mtw.t ('m VtVwtV) "poison" > 5.-1\C:X TO'lf /'matu/ (rarely 5.-1\C:X TO'lf€), a-"\ETO'lf; but 

h-"\(X601fl /'matwi/, fA\ET61 
• rsw.t ('rVsVwtV) "dream" > spo..cow /'rasu/, apECO'if; but hpO..CO'lfl /'raswi/, 'PECO'lf€ 

/'resw�/. f<\ecBJ. 

If a glide /j/ was formerly present in a comparable position, there are also different 
developments across the dialects. In Akhmimic, the glide is preserved and the final 
vowel is consequently retained: -/ja/. In Bohairic, we would expect that these words end 
in /-ji/ (glide + final vowel of class 2), but only a single -1 is written which cannot be 
easily interpreted phonologically. In Sahidic, the glide is lost and the final vowel is 
therefore absorbed: 
• mrl.t ('mirVjtV) "to love" > R)l\ff€ /'mej�/ (or /'me:j�/?), hA\€1 /'mej/ or /'mei/ (for 

*/'meji/), SJn.f /m£/ 
• hlj.t ('hilVjtV) "to fall" > 'Q€€1€ /'he:jo/, "z€1 /'hej/ or /'hei/ (for */'heji/), "[€ /'he/ 
• r-prj.t "temple" > apn€€1€ /r'pe:j::J/, bt:MEI /::Jr'�ej/ or /�r'phei/ (for */::Jr'pheji/), spnE 

lr'P"i 
• qJy.t '"field" > a,IKO..IE /'kaja/, hKOJ /bj/ or /'bi/ (for */bji/) (the Sahidic form 

�1€"-'KOI€ is irregular and was probably borrowed from Akhmimic, IEi' s.3.:L) 

<c, which intervenes between the stressed vowel and the final vowel is lost in Coptic, and 
thus the final vowel can he absorbed by the stressed vowel as we expect. This regularly 

happens in standard Sahidic. However the final vowel can also be retained because <<, 

was lost at a comparatively late time (� § 3.6.3). This is regular in the dialects other 
than Sahidic: 
• /.t ('ja<tV) .. to wash" (?> 'ja<CV) > Sff(l) /jo/; hut IJ(I)€ /'joa/, hfffil /'joi/ 
• mJ<.t ('mu�V<t:V) "truth" > 5-"\€ /me/; but aA\H€ /'me�/, hJn.HI !'meif3:u. 

Final vowel following a consonant cluster with <c > as the last 
component 

If the final vowel is preceded by a cluster with <<� as the last component, it is usually 
preserved as 5•1l...f, h-0 (vowel class 3 as defined in § s.8.s): 
• 4b' ('dub'V) "finger" > •.frHHB€ fte,po/, 't€111€, "rHB /'te�/ 
• msdr ('masVdrV) "ear" > ms4' (� § 3.6.4·4) > 5J/V>..l>.25..€, b�zc;. 
• mS< ('mu?i<V) ••crowd" > 5-"\HHt!f€, 8.Hr..l€1t!f€, bJn.Hffi' 

3�u This is the reading suggested by comparison to Akhmimic, although the Bohairic 
writing alone would equally allow for a monosyllabic interpretation /'mej/ (cf. OsiNG 
1_976a: note 1_02 on p. 439f. and LoPRIENO 1_994: 1_29). 
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However if all consonants between the stressed vowel and the final vowel disappear, the 
stressed vowel may absorb the final vowel: 
• smJC (s[V]'ma�CV) "to put in order" > s,h.&(..-1\0� /'smu/, but mclr\O'Ir€ /smu�/ "to 

bless" 

s.B.6.6 Firud vowel following a consonant clu.ster with a glide as the last 
component 

The loss of glides seems to have taken place comparatively early. For this reason, a glide 
is completely irrelevant for the development of the final vowel if it is the second compo
nent of the cluster. If the glide follows />, the fact that the final vowel is treated as if the 
glide were not present is particularly evident since we have the striking correspondence 
'·€, h_0 in this case (""" § s.8.6.s)' 
• Smc.w "to be fine (stative)" ('SamV<wV) (> 'Sam<V) > syJ00.-1\€ /'JJ:m<J/, hyfo;��.. /'f:Jm/ 
• qJCw "what is spit out" ('qa�V<wV) (> 'qa�CV) > hK�-KOI "" K�-KCOI /ka-'bj/ "mucus 

of nose" (WESTENDORF 1.965f77: 507; not attested in the other dialects) 
The final vowel can, of course, he absorbed if all consonants between the stressed vowel 
and the final vowel disappear: 
• S] ('Sa<jV) "sand" > s.byfco /'Jo/ 

If the glide follows a consonant other than h (or a glide), this consonant is regularly 
preserved. Therefore the final vowel is always lost in agreement with the rules given in 
§ § s.8.6.o and s.8.6.3. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

<h as the last consonant: 
bJbl (b[V]'!ub!V) "hole" (> b[V]'!ubV) > '·"BHB /'fleW 
p�l ('pab!V) "to break" (> 'pa!J V) > •nwz (poh/, � 
mkl!l ('mVkVQ!V) "back of the head" (> 'mVk4V) > 'MKZ /'makh/ 
qmf ('qim�V) "to throw" > s,hKfJr\ /'kim/ "to move" 

<j> as the last consonant: 
ir.t-i ('jirVtjV) "my eye" > Sf:I�T /'jat/, hJ�T 

�!.t"i (4[V]'!utjV) "heart" > '•bzHT /'het/ 
�=.ti (4[V]'mVsVtjV) "to sit (stative)" > "2>1MT-Z>IECT 
di.t-sbJ.ti ( ... sV'ba�VtjV) > (Middle Egyptian writing:) di-t-sbJ.tw "to cause to be 
learned" > arc€&o.€1T /ts<l'jlajt/ (reinterpreted as stative)3:J:J 

<W> as the last consonant: 
pnw ('pinwV) "mouse" > 5niN /'pin/, �IN 
Smw ('SamwV) "summer" > s.�co./1\ /'Jom/ 
ljnzw ('banVzwV) "'Khons (god)" > s,bn�..gJOJ'iC /palms/ (month name) 

On the etymology of stative forms of causative verbs in Coptic see ELANSKAYA (1.981.: 
1.07-:i.u). 
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Final vowel following a cluster of two glides 

If the final vowel follows a cluster of two glides, it is generally lost as should be 
expected from the rules given in § s.8.6.6: 
• djw ('dijwV) "five" > SfO'Ir ftiw/, IYrJOl' 

However complications can arise from the fact that glides may be vocalized secondarily 
if a preceding consonant is preserved in Coptic. In this case, /w/ is vocalized as 01' /u/: 
• piJ,.w"i "end" > sn�zmr fpahu/, �20:11 
On the other hand, /j/ is not simply vocalized as €1. Rather, a vowel 5-€, '-€-1  appears 
(vowel of class .1 as defined in § s.B.s) which looks exactly like a preserved word-final 
vowel -E in most varieties of Coptic. However this is not the successor of the original 
final vowel but it is a vocalized /j/: 
• tzi,.w CtazVjwV) "to be supreme (stative)" > 82S.OC€ fc3sa/, l2S.b..C€""2�.0 • .cJ fcasil 
• m!J. <w (mal} VtwV) "flax" > ml],jw (� § 3.6+.1_) > 5.M.�2€ /'maha/ (not attested in 

Lycopolitan) 

5.8.6.8 Irregular developments 

There are several instances in which a word-final vowel appears to have been preserved 
in Coptic when following <j> or <h. I assume that all of these cases should he explained by 
analogy.3113 Some examples: 
• 4M "to repay" > STCIX06€ /'to:jh/, hTWB-TOOR; this verb was perhaps influenced by 

rjb< "to seal" > ST(I)(I.)BE, 1YrCIJ6-Tron. 
• stl "to draw" developed into both COOT /'sot/ and COOT€ /'sota/. In some dialects a 

semantic difference between both fonns has evolved (e.g. COOT "to tear; to do again" 
vs. COOT€ "to rescue" in Sahidic). I assume that the form COOT€ is irregular and was 
modelled on verbs of the type f!pr "to become" > swoon€ fJopa/. 

• The dual suffix of nouns of feminine gender, Egyptian -t"i, should have developed 
into -T. This form of the suffix is actually attested in S(n).t"i "2oo" > s.byJHT /'Jet/, in 
the Greek transcription nevt (FoURNET 1�: 72) ofpl-sf!m.fi "the Double-Crown", 
and in the Old Coptic transcription .M.HN.T (OsiNG 1998: I, 109) of mn.t"i "the two 
mountains". In all other cases, feminine dual nouns were expanded either by the 
feminine gender marker -t > 9-€, b_( (e.g. sn.t'i "two [fern.]" + -t > SCNT-€ /'sJ)ta/, 
bcNO'Irt !'snutil) or by the plural marker -w > s,b_o-g (e.g. sp.fi "lips" + -w > SCJlOT-

01f fsp>tu/. hc<l/OT -01f). 

323 VYciCHL (1�4) tries to find a phonetic rule for the loss vs. retention of the vowel if 
the last consonant in a word is j. Based on comparative Mroasiatic evidence, he 
suggests that it is the quality of the posttonic vowel which matters. However, 
Vycichl's examination is based on the traditional syllable structure rules which 
implies that he has in mind a posttonic vowel d i r e  c t I y p r e c e d i n g -j. This 
cannot be accepted within our framework. 



• In Coptic, the infinitive of some verbs is augmented by a suffix -T€ (e.g. m!J. "to 
seize" > 50.../1\0..2.-T€ /a1mahta/ (beside 50....¥\0..2.€; Bohairic has O..A0..21), wdl "to 
prosper" > ll()'lr.ZS.€1-T€ /u1cejta/; Sahidic and Bohairic have O'lf2S.O..I). This suffix has 
been explained etymologically in various ways: as an agglutinated object pronoun 
2nd pers. sg. -tw "you" by TILL (:1926: asf.) (accepted by FEcHT :1960: § 253 and by 
myself in PEUST 1995: 72), as an adverb d"i "here" by SETHE (1929: 68). The suffix has 
also been identified with a verbal suffix -t"i, sporadically attested already in Middle 
Egyptian, with still unknown function (OstNc 1976a: 333-338; accepted by VYciCHL 

:1g8J: 1.52 and WINAND :1992: g6-g8). Given the rules outlined above, none of these 
solutions are satisfactory since all of these elements should have developed into -T 

rather than -T€. I consider it probable that -€ was secondarily added to the element 
-T (of whatever origin) in order to distinguish these infinitives from the numerous 
Coptic stative formations ending in -T. TILL's (t_928: s6) proposal that -TE can be 
traced back to the pronominal suffix 2nd pers. pl. -tn is likewise problematic 
because this sufilX is otherwise attested as 9-TN, a.. TNE in Coptic. 

Word-final vowels in Late Egyptian 

In the cuneiform transcriptions of the New Kingdom, several words still show final 
vowels which are lost on the way to Coptic: 
• mdw "ten", cuneiform mu-�u (I@" appendix 3) > s,b.M.HT /'met/ 
• 

• 

nJ-ms�.w "the crocodiles", cuneiform nim-Sa-lju (LAMBDtN .1953c) > 5N€-.M.C002 
/n�m's3:h/ 
!J,r "Syrian.,, cuneiform /ju-ra ""' !Ju-ri "" !J,u-ru (ALBRICHT :1946a: t_8) > 52,0.'� /'hal/ 
"servant" 

but cf.: ptl]. (divine name), transcribed in the proper name (mar-ni-i)p-ta/j (£DEL 1.994a: Il, 
363) > •mo.z tptahl 

In the representation of such final vowels in cuneiform, a fluctuation of all available 
vowel graphemes a, u, i, and e can be found. In addition to the example /jr just cited, 
consider the noun pr,l.t'i "bowman" (not preserved in Coptic), for which the transcriptions 
pi-�a-ti-U, pi-fa-ti, and pi-!a-tu4 are found within a single text, to be accompanied by 
writings such as pl-ta-ta and p i-ta-te in other texts (ZEIDLER .1995: 1_99 and 206). This 
probably indicates a reduced vowel like [�]. On the other hand, words with final -t in 
Egyptian, which have preserved the final vowel until Coptic, seem to consistently have 
final -a in the cuneiform documents of the 2nd millennium (see further FECHT 1_96o: u6-
22t_ and ZEJDLER 1_995: 1_97-199 on this topic). A problem is posed by the possibility that 
Akkadian case suffixes, which likewise consist of word-final vowels, might have been 
added to cuneiform transcriptions of Egyptian nouns at least in some cases.3�4 

324 HEss (1_99.1) argues that a limited number of the Amarna letters employ Akkadian 
case marking with non-Semitic names. The evidence he adduces does not seem 
completely cogent to me. 



5·9 Glides: Vowels or consonants? 

5·9·'- Principal pieces of evidence 

Coptic has practically no graphical means of distinguishing glides (/j/, /w/) from the 

corresponding vowel phonemes (/i/, /u/) (� § 2.7.4)· So there has always been some 

disagreement about where to draw the line between glides and vowels in Coptic. Any 

attempted solution must take into account several pieces of evidence which do not 

always point in the same direction. Depend
.
ing on how much weight is given to the single 

pieces of evidence, different conclusions will need to be drawn about the phonological 

status of glides in Coptic. The most important pieces of available evidence can be 

summarized as follows: 

Etymological evidence: 
• Unless (€}1 or (O)'Ir are stressed vowels, they always correspond to consonantal 

phonemes of Egyptian (an exception being word-final -1 in Bohairic). Unstressed 

Egyptian /i/ or /u/ have not survived as such in Coptic. 
• O'ir < w may operate like a vowel in that it absorbs the original final vowel of a 

word (� § 5.8.6.4)· The status of mr varies across the dialects: rsw.t "dream .. > 
sp!).CQ'ir /'rasu/ (vocalic 0'6", otherwise we would have expected *p!).CO'ir€) but 
hp!).CO'lS"I /'raswi/ (consonantal O'ir, therefore -1 is retained). 

Morphological evidence: 
• Coptic is an inflecting language. Nouns and verbs are arranged into several inflec

tional classes according to the number of their consonants and the superimposed 

vowel pattern. Coptic morphology is most easily described if (€)1 < j  and (O)'ir < w 
are generally regarded as consonants. For instance, the verb s,�!).l (infinitive) -
s,bQ'ifO� (stative) < wdf "to be safe

,
. belongs to the class CC!).J - COC (just as 

b�!).f - h!>OI "to become fat'). 
• The Sahidic dialect possesses an allomorph of the definite article fl€-, T€-, N€- (as 

opposed to more common n-, T-, N-) for use before consonant clusters. With words 

like O'ir2S.&I "safety" both varieties are attested: fl-Q'ir2S.Q.I [p-u'caj] "" fl€-'lf.ZS.!).I [pg

w'caj].3115 According to DEPUYDT (1.993: 37s) there are individual lexical preferences 

in this respect, so some nouns with O'ir- prefer the short fonn and others prefer the 

long form of the article. This might point to a phonological opposition between 

glides and high vowels in word-initial preconsonantal position, but further investiga

tions are necessary here. 

325 The frequently adduced (e.g. by Tn.L 1.955: § 88) examples !l"f€-'lS1!fH "the night .. and 
8T€-'irNO'ir "the hour" do not belong here since in Sahidic the extended fonn of the 
article (with -€) is obligatory with expressions of time in any case (cf. DEPUYDT 
'993' 3�-37s). 
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• According to a rule found by SuiSHA-HALEVY (1977), the status pronominalis of the 

verb TOOO'O'tf !'town/ "to arise" has two allomorphs in Bohairic, namely TOOO'O'N

before the sulfJXes -1 (ond pers. sg. fern.) and -0"0" (3rd pers. pl.), and T(J)N- before all 
the other suifJXes (-T, -K, -q, -c, -T€tf). The common trait of the suffixes -1 and -0'0' is 
probably their vocalic character. 

Graphical evidence: 
• The Coptic alphabet has virtually no specific means of expressing glides. 
• In Bohairic, stops are written with aspirate signs before sonorants and with non

aspirate signs before unstressed vowels (l(i" §3.3.2). Where I and 0'0' have 
developed from Egyptian consonants, they are still treated as such wherever a vowel 
is in contact with them (b�(I)T !'t[h]wot/ "statue" < twtw written with the aspirate 
&), hut they are treated as vowels elsewhere (bC�OTO'O' /'sph3tu/ "lips" < sp.t-w'i, 
L:IQ:[.zs.o /tu'c':l/ "to preserve" < di.t-w4J written with the non-aspirate T). 

• In Akhmimic, word-fmal sonorants are expanded by-€ after consonants (� § 5.8.2). 
This is not true for (€)1 and (0)'0' which indicates that they were considered vowels in 
this environment: 8(flb..T01f /'spatu/ (instead of *Cflb..T01f€) "lips" < sp.t-w'i. 

Direct phonetic evidence: 
• In Late Coptic pronunciation traditions, (€)1 < j and (0)1f < w are frequently 

realized as vowels. 

5·9·• Scholarly opinions 

The following opinions have been expressed on the topic: 
• The opinion that Coptic has no glides at all, thus {€)1 and (0)11 always express 

syllabic vowels, is rarely encountered. This hypothesis may have been intended by 
RAHtrs (1901: :17), however his statement is not quite clear. 

• 

• 

• 

A common opinion is that (€)1 and (0)11 can be vowels as well as consonants, and 
that original Egyptian consonants may have developed into Coptic vowels where the 
syllable structure suggests this (STEINDORFF 1951: 33f.; VERGOTE 1973/83: lb, § 41; 
ERN�hEDT 1.986: 61 and 68-72). 
Another common opinion is that (€)1 and (0)'0' are phonologically consonants 
wherever they were such in Egyptian, i.e. in most positions where they do not bear 

word stress, which does not exclude the possibility that phonological /j/ and /w/ may 
at times be phonetically realized as vowels (HiNTZE 1.980: 39; QuECKE 1984b: note 1. 

on p. 290; LoPRIENO .1.995: 50). 
KASsER (1.982a) introduces a more complex point of view. He argues that Coptic had 

two coexisting layers of phonological representation, namely one layer for speech 
with normal rapidity ("tachysyllabation") and another for artificially slow speech 
("bradysyllabation"), the latter being the layer which formed the input for writing. 
Kasser assumes that Coptic did have glides in ... tachysyllabation", but all these 



glides were realized as syllabic vowels in "bradysyllabation", this being the reason 
that Coptic never developed distinct graphemes for rendering glides. Kasser's 
solution has the disadvantage that operating with two parallel phonological layers 
for the same language greatly complicates the description of both synchronic and 
diachronic phonological processes. 

• DEPUYDT (1.993: 3s3f.) argues that although (€)1 and (O)'ij' may have both vocalic and 
consonantal function to us (i.e. they can form the apex of a syllable or not), the 
distinction between vowels and conso�ants as such is inadequate for analyzing the 
Coptic language. 

I will not attempt to make a decision on the issue in this book. A thorough treatment of 
this problem would need to carefully take into account dialectal and diachronic variation 
within Coptic. 

The borderline between glides and vowels in Pre-Coptic times 

In a few cases it is obvious that a glide was reinterpreted as an unstressed vowel or vice 
versa in Pre-Coptic times: 
• wdl}. "fruit" developed into s,bQ'lJT�2- However the Akhmimic dialect form of this 

word is €T0..2 with irregular loss of w. It appears that a form /'wdVI]./ was reinter
preted as /u'dVQ/ and the unstressed vowel u subsequently developed into 9 accord
ing to the rules given in § s.8.3 (explanation by VYCICHL :1990: 1.7:1). 

• From the noun 1],/.t ('�u�tV) > 2H /'he/ "front" there is an adjectival derivation ,/.t'i 
"first". The latter is frequently written with -w- from the New Kingdom on and 
appears as �0'ij'€1T /hwit/ in Coptic. Assuming that we have an original (l}u'�itjV), 
after the loss of .c�> in the early New Kingdom (IGY § 3.:14.2.:1) a form (�u'itj[V]) 
resulted which could easily be reinterpreted as ('�witj[V]) (a similar explanation 
already by FEcHT :1960: :168). 

• A comparable phenomenon seems to have occurred in the name of the god Osiris 
(Coptic O'ij'CJP€). The pretonic O'ir points to an initial consonant (W> of the Egyptian 
predecessor, which is indeed attested in writing during Ptolemaic times. On the 
other hand, the more ancient writings of this name, although phonetically hard to 
interpret, can probably only be read with initial (h (see OsiNG :1974 for detailed 
discussion). H we assume that the pretonic vowel was /u/3fl6, we can reconstruct the 
Egyptian form as Ou'surV) (or similarly) which after the loss of d> may have been 
reinterpreted as ('wsurV). 

326 So does OsiNG (:1974: :1:1:1f.), assuming an etymological connection with the name of 
the goddess lsis (ds.t>, HC€) which is to be reconstructed as ('�ustV). Such an 
etymological connection is indeed appealing since both gods are closely connected 
to each other both in Egyptian mythology and in the writing of their names. 
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5-1.0 Syllabic sonorants 

5.1.0.1. General remarks 

The following sections are devoted to syllabic sonorants m Coptic. It appears that 
sonorants (..\\, N, �. p, 6) can generally form the nucleus of a syllable in the Sahidic and 
Akhmimic dialects. In some cases syllabic sonorants must be assigned a phonological 
status, but it is possible to analyse most syllabic sonorants as resulting from secondary 
contractions in a phonological analysis. 
At least as far as is evident from the writing, Bohairic seems to have had only syllabic .M. 

and N ,  and only under very restricted circumstances. However there is some evidence 
that syllabic sonorants appeared to a higher extent at a stage prior to historical Bohairic. 
A comparable disappearance of syllabic sonorants can be observed in late stages of 
Sahidic. 
The Egyptian writing system makes it very difficult to evaluate the degree to which there 
were syllabic sonorants already in Pre-Coptic stages of the language. I will largely 
ignore this question here. 

5-10.2 Stressed syllabic sonorants before consonants and in word-final 
position 

In cases where a stressed vowel iiow (and possibly UJow) should he assumed to precede a 
sonorant - this is B, 1\, Jf\, N, or p (on €1, O'if see below) -, the vowel is frequently absorbed 
and only leaves a syllabic sonorant in Coptic. Vowel absorption is regular in Akhmimic 
and in Classical Sahidic. This explains why the vowel se. = ll€, which is the regular 
outcome of i1ow (and possibly of UJow). is uncommon in this environment.327 
There are no syllabic sonorants in Bohairic, but sequences of E + sonorant are found 
instead; such writings are also frequently encountered in late Sahidic texts. The situation 
is similar in Fayyumic where €, H ,  or 'if + sonorant is written. Since the regular 
development of iJow is s,bb._, it is probable that €, H, and 'if are secondary developments out 
of an earlier syllabic sonorant rather than direct reflexes of ilow· This implies that there 
were syllabic sonorants in the unattested forerunners of Bohairic and Fayyumic, or else 
that the attested writings were mere writing conventions for rendering spoken syllabic 
sonorants in these dialects. 
Consider the following examples: 

327 0.. can precede sonorants in Greek words and in similar late borrowings. b. can also 
be found in native words where N is of secondary origin, such as snfb..NT- ""nose" 
(status pronominalis) < Sr.t. 
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Egyptian gloss Classical Akhmimic Bohairic Fayyumic 
etymon Sahidic 

& tbt fish niT niT T€6T ITIIT, THII€T 
)1, !Jm4 vine�Hr �= ?NS 9€JIVS. I ?HJ1<.25., 2€=, 2= 
N fr>f.W wonns _'lNT <fNT <f€NT &HNT, &fNT 
' slh branch !!f/-2 !!M 6'1-€2 (sic!) -

l P wrt rose 01!'PT - 01!'€PT 01!'H?-T, 01!'€PT 

The complementary relationship of syllabic sonorants on the one hand and sequences of 
s,b!X + obstruent on the other is clearly evident from Coptic verbal morphology (see 
SATZINGER .1.979: 344 and 36of.). For example, the verb 5..¥\IC€ /'misa/ "to give birth" forms 
a status pronominalis 5..¥\IXCT- /'mast-/, whereas the verb 11(5JN€ /'ldina/ "to find" fonns a 
status pronominalis 11(5NT- /'kiQ.t-/ (instead of *SG�NT-). 

There is usually no absorption of the stressed vowel if the sonorant is word-final. Thus we 

have 
• m ('rinV) "name" > s,bPb-N /'ran/, 8p€N /'rat/, i?-.€N /'len/ 
• jn "not" > s,bM, a.f€N 
• bfl "eyeball" (OK, rare) > Demotic bl > s,h&b.?>.., a.f6€?>.. "eye" (WILsON .1.997: 32tl.) 
However rare alternative writings with vowel absorption do occur: 
• s,aK?>.. (besides more common 5K?\?>..€) "bolt" < q/r.t 
• S6?>.. (besides 11(5b.?\) "shield" < qr< 

The glides €1 /j/ and O'if /w/ are in principle also sonorants, but it is not quite clear how 

iiow developed when preceding them. For some reason or another, words are very scarce in 
which i1ow (or UJow) can be verified to have preceded a preconsonantal glide: 
• ljlbs "shadow" > SZ�€16€C /hajJbs/ 
• zwnw > zjnw "physician" > seb.€1N /'sajn/ 
� also § 5·5·8. 
It is evident that iiow regularly developed into s,bb. before word-final glides: 
• n-j ('nijV) "to me" > 5Nb.J /'DJJ.j/ 
• n-w ('niwV) "to them" > 5N�'if /'naw/ 
• ski (sM'ki!V) "to plough" > 'CKC.I fskaj/, "cX�I 
However SO'O' "what?", a word of unknown etymology, seems to be a syllabic variety of w 

rather than an original vowel /u/ < ahigh• cf. the writing variety €'li" (especially common 
in Lycopolitan) and PoLOTSKY (:1957a: note 3 on page J48). 

5·'-0.3 Stressed syllabic sonorants before vowels 

Vowel absorption takes place basically according to the same rules before vowels as it 
does before consonants. However the sonorant graph is written double before vowels, 



probably in order to unambiguously indicate the syllabic nature of the sonorant.3118 For 

example the Sahidic predecessor of qni.t ('qin VjtV) "to be fat" is written 5KNN€, which is 
probably to be interpreted as /'kf}.�/. Instead, a writing *KN€ would suggest a pronuncia
tion /'kwd. Bohairic has bKENJ which may have been pronounced ['k�ni] or ['keni] but has 

probably been derived from earlier */kf}.i/. In Ak.hmimic, an additional consonant /j/ is 
preserved in this word which makes doubling of the sonorant letter unneccessary: 2KN.€1€ 
/'kf}.ja/. Consider the following examples: 

B 
"' 

N 
1\ 

l P 

Egyptian gloss Classical Akhmimic Bohairic Fayyumic 
etymon Sahidic 

sb.t to circumcize CBI\€ Cll!l€ C€61 CHBBI 
smi to accuse �€ C""'-€ C€1'.1 CH)UI.f 
qni.t to be fat KNN€ KN€1€, KNNI€ KEN I KHNNI 
qlr.t door-bolt K'l\1\€ - K€1\1 KH'I\1\1, K'0'<\1 

bri to be new BPP€ BPP€ BE PI BEPI 

Unstressed syllabic sonorants before consonants and in word
final position 

Syllabic sonorants can also occur in unstressed syllables but their status is quite 
different here. They are mere positional variants of sonorants and not related to an 
original iiow· 

It may be assumed that sonorants were generally pronounced syllabically when not 
adjacent to a vowel. While verbs like Sf!J�b-2 /'flab/ "to be afraid" and SCWTfl /'sotp/ "to 
choose" were probably pronounced as monosyllabics (� § 2.7.5), Sahidic verbs such as 
5.M.Kb..2 "to be sad" and 8COlT .M '"to listen", which belong to the same morphological 

classes as the above-mentioned verbs, may have been pronounced as disyllabics: /111'kah/, 
/'sotrp/, although this is by no means certain. 

Sahidic has two forms of the definite article, a long form (fl€-) which appears before 
consonant clusters, and a short form (n-) which appears elsewhere. With nouns such as 

Pfl€ "temple", both forms are attested: 5fl€-Pfl€ "" 5fl-Pfl€,3119 so no easy decision is 
possible as to whether the initial sonorant was perceived as a consonant or as a vowel. 

Unstressed syllabic sonorants also occur in Bohairic and Fayyumic where stressed 

syllabic sonorants are unknown (or at least concealed on the graphic surface). However 
in Bohairic (I leave aside Fayyumic here), only .M and rt can be written syllabically, 
which, furthermore, is only encountered in word-initial position. In all other cases, the 

32:8 Thus SETHE (:1.9:1.8). HoncE (:1.98:1.) gives a different interpretation assuming that the 
written sequence of two sonorants is a device for rendering a sequence /?/ + 
sonorant in the spoken language. 

329 DEPuYDT (:1.993: 350, 36-rf.). Depuydt states that "n€pfl€ is standard in good 
manuscripts" (p. 367)· 



sonorant is preceded by € in writing. Cf. sfiTOK - hN.eOK "you" but sprr€ - hepq,€1 
"temple". SCOOT� "to hear" corresponds to "<:OOTEA\, and while .A\K0.2. .. to he sad; sadness" 
has the same form in Bohairic, the combination with the definite article rr- is written hJl
E.A\K0..2 instead of *n -�K0.2,. 33o 

In any case, the syllabic pronunciation of sonorants in this position, if at all existent, 
would probably be an automatic phenomenon and would not he of phonological relevance. 
On the vocalization of w andj in comparable environments 11$' §§ s.8.6.4-5·8.6.7 and 
5·9·3. 

Unstressed syllabic sonorants before vowels 

Unstressed syllabic sonorants also occur before vowels; these are usually stressed 
vowels. Their etymological background is obscure. As before unstressed vowels, these 
syllabic sonorants are written double. This is true even in Bohairic and Fayyumic where 
an additional epenthetic vowel can appear. 

Egyptian gloss Classical Akhmi- Bohairic Fayyumic 
etymon Sahidic mic 

B di.t-wcb to purify 11lllO 11lll01f0 T01fBO T€1\(B)�. T€1\(B)O 
"' m-lm- in {status pro- MO- (old �-. JI\JhO-, ("-)�-

nominalis) also N.A\0-) N�- N.A\0-
N ? to pound TNNO TNNO T€NNO TEN. NO. 
"' IJ/-'1 old man l 2;,;,o i �;,;,o �M l 2€?o,(?o,)�, 9_?o,(?o,)� 
p (D)r-<J kine- I ppo ! ppo 01fPO I PP�, €P(P)�, I PP� 

In rarer cases unstressed syllabic sonorants may also have preceded unstressed vowels. 
For example, the combination of the preposition N and the (unstressed) indefinite article 
O'lf is written NNO'if- in certain texts (see e.g. KAuLE :1.954: I, :1.:1.9f.) but NO'if- in others. 
N.N.O'lf- seems to be a rendering of /QU-/ which contrasts with the possessive article hN.O'lf
/nu-/ "their" (""' also § 6+7·•). 

5.�o.6 Syllabic sonorants and vowel length 

There is no evidence for long syllabic sonorants in Coptic. H itow or UJow were lengthened, 
they were not usually absorbed by a following sonorant but they were preserved: 
• br "(kind of a boat)" > 5BO.O.P€ /'pa:r:J/, borrowed into Greek as jXipt<; whence 

English "bark" 

33o See DEPUYDT (:1.993: 368). The segmentation can only he Jl-€.HIK0.2 because Bohairic 
has no long form IT€- of the definite article. As was stated above, Sahidic also 
frequently has a form Jl€�K0.2 which looks the same but must be explained by a 
different rule. 
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• rri.t CrVrVjtV) "sow" > spb..O..P€ /'ra:rn/ 
• srj.t "daughter" > '!!f€€p€ /'JE:ra/, "gj€pl 
• dcn.t '1'anis (town)", perhaps to be reconstructed as Cdu<VntV) (cf. VYciCHL :tg83: 

328) > 52S.O..b..N€ /'ca:n�/ 
However, there are a few examples for which I would expect that vowel lengthening took 
place according to the rules given in § 5·5·:10.2. Nevertheless the vowel was absorbed by 
the sonorant. There is the possibility that these words had long syllabic sonorants which 
however are not clearly rendered as such in writing: 
• qlr.t ('qVlVrtV) "door-bolt" > '•'K:\:\€ /k')a/ (!k'):a/ ??) 
• qrc "shield" > 56?\ ..... �1\ 

The phonological status of syllabic sonorants in Coptic 

In Sahidic and Akhmimic, syllabic sonorants occur in any environment in which vowels 
are allowed. However they seem to he phonemic only when unstressed and immediately 
preceding a vowel at the same time. In this case, minimal pairs can be found such as the 
following from Sahidic: 
• po /'n/ "mouth" - ppo /{3/ "king" -€PO /�'n/ "to you (fern.)" 
• TNOA /'tn-:Jm/ (besides 1"?\.0A) "furrow" - TNNO /tQ'-:J/ "to pound" - T€NO'ij' /t�'nu/ 

''now" - Tb..NO /ta'n-:J/ "to produce" 
If certain marginal exceptions, especially loan words, are disregarded, stressed syllabic 
sonorants are in complementary distribution with the vowel s,ho, = a.f€. Although a writing 
such as KNN€ is rendered as /'kQ�/ in this book, which is probably closer to its actual 
pronunciation, the same word can also be represented as /'kan�/ on a more abstract level 
of phonological representation. 

5-'-0.8 Emergence and loss of syllabic sonorants 

Most syllabic sonorants can he avoided in a phonological analysis (� above), and 
stressed syllabic sonorants are in complementary distribution with the vowel s,ho, = a,f€ 
( < Egyptian itow• U!ow)· This fact is traditionally regarded as an indication that they are 
an innovation within the Egyptian language. It is, however, difficult to say at which time 
syllabic consonants emerged. 
The much discussed (e.g. ScnENKEL :tg86, ScHNEIDER :tgg3) term nzw "king" with 
somewhat uncertain reading is attested both as un-zu I un-Su and as in-si in cuneiform 
attestations from the time of the New Kingdom. The varying transcription un "' in is 
perhaps to be interpreted as the rendering of a syllabic nasal. In Coptic, nzw is still 
preserved in the compound 5•aytNC /'JQs/, hgJ€NC "fine linen" < Ss-nzw "royal linen" 
which indeed has a syllabic nasal. On this question cf. further ZEIDLER (1995: 225-228). 
It is also possible that the phenomenon known as defective writing (� § 2.6.4) is related 
to a syllabic pronunciation of consonants to a certain extent. 



In certain late Sahidic texts there is a tendency to eliminate syllabic sonorants.331 I 
assume that this is a language change favored by the increasing influence of Bohairic 

and/ or Arabic which lack such sounds. The former syllabic sonorants are frequently 

written with a preceding vowel letter (most often €), which leads to the same state that is 

already known in Bohairic. Furthermore, preconsonantal syllabic N can be replaced by €, 
e.g. N- (genitive marker) > €-, .-\\N- "with" > A€-. We can compare this to the elimina

tion of the syllabic r from Sanskrit which was generally replaced by short vowels (a, i, u} 

in Middle lndic, e.g. Sanskrit nrtyam "dance" > Pali naccaltl- > Hindi nac "dance". 
However there is the possibility that the.vowel € < N was still nasalized (� § 5.7.3). 

Vocalization of sonorants other than N is not attested. 331J 

Where Sahidic has syllabic sonorants, we usually find o or e preceding (or replacing) the 

sonorant in Greek transcriptions of Egyptian words (see L.CAu 1.970e and VYCICHL 1.990: 

!Ios£.). The word nzw "king", for which the late pronunciation is to be reconstructed as 

/'qs(V)/, is preserved in three different fonns in Greek renderings of the late proper name 
pl-i.rJi:imn- nz w -tl.w"i: :n:a'tEJl!Z"tOVI;, 7tO"tEJl�'tOUS, :n:a"tEJlrurtOUS (LtlnDECKENS & TniSSEN 

1.98aff.: I, 2:84). VYCICHL (1.990: !lOs£.) assumes that the e-fonns are modelled on the 

Bohairic dialect and only the o-fonns reflect true syllabic sonorants. 

33:t. GnEEN (1.983: 67, 71.), KAnLE (1.954, I: 93, 97, u3-u7, t.!l:d., uasf., 1.59f., 1.66, :t.8o). 

33!1 However the prefix of the negative perfect (8AJl€-) is found as €Jl€- (KAnu 1.954: I, 
1.59). Since the phonological distinction between syllabic A and syllabic N IS 

neutralized before labials, ...¥1.Jl€ could in theory be interpreted as /Qpa-/ . 
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6 Prosody 

6.:1. Word stress 

6.1.:1_ Stress and tone from a typological perspective 

Let us now turn to features such as word stress and tone, which can be subsumed under the 

term a c c e n t u a t  i o n .  We can understand accentuation as marking phonemic 

segments of various length, in the simplest case syllables or morre. Markedness is meant 

to be an abstract concept which may have various phonetic realizations: The marked 

element may be spoken with a higher pitch than the rest of the word, with a lower pitch, 

with an increased air flow, with a longer duration, etc. There are at least three parameters 

along which different languages can vary with respect to accentuation: 

i) Distribution 

A language is a s t r e  s s  I a n  g u a g e  in the strict sense of the term if exactly one 

element (syllable, mora) in a word is marked. However there are languages in which 

the distribution of stressed and unstressed syllables is handled more freely. In 

Japanese, for example, there is a binary distinction between stressed and unstressed 

mone, but in addition to words where exactly one mora is marked (stressed), there 

are also independent words in which all morce are phonologically unmarked (cf. 

TsuJIMURA :194J6: 74-78). On the other hand, numerous languages of the world allow 

for marking of more than one (although not necessarily for any) syllable or mora in a 

word. In this case, the language is commonly called a t o n  a I I a n  g u a g e  . There 

need not be much acoustic difference between a stress language and a tonal 

language; the crucial issue is to what degree the accentuation of individual 

syllables or morce in a word is independent from one another. 

2) Number of stress distinctions 

In most stress languages, word stress involves a binary distinction: A syllable (or 

mora) is either stressed (marked) or unstressed (unmarked). But it is also possible for 

a language to have three or more distinctions. In Swedish and in Serbian/ Croatian, 

for example, there is a ternary distinction, since in these languages a syllable can 

be unstressed (unmarked), stressed with high pitch, or stressed with low pitch. A 

similar phenomenon seems to have existed in Ancient Greek. But these are still 

stress languages since only one syllable in a word is stressed (either high or low) 

whereas all other syllables are unstressed. Tonal languages frequently also have a 

binary contrast, most typically a contrast between high and low pitch. However the 

number of distinctions can be higher and in fact reaches four contrastive tones in 

Standard Chinese and up to eight in the Cantonese dialect of Chinese. 

3) Predictability 

In stress languages, word stress may be predictable from the phonetic form of the 

word (bound accent) or not (free accent). Stress may be predictable by a straightfor-



ward rule (in many languages the first or the last syllable of a word is stressed 

throughout), but also by more complex rules such as in Latin or in Cairene Arabic 

(on stress in Cairene Arabic cf. HALLE & VERGNAUD .1�7: 6o-63). In some languages, 

among them English, stress is not predictable and is therefore phonologically 

distinctive. Tones in tonal languages are generally phonologically distinctive. 

Whereas stress languages are predominant in modern Europe, probably most modern 

languages of the world are tonal languages. Very diverse accentuation types are attested 

within the Mroasiatic stock. Most modern Arabic dialects of the Near East have a hound 

word accent. The same is habitually assumed for Classical Arabic.333 Cairene Arabic also 

has a bound word accent, although the rules for its placement are very complex. Stress 

seems to be phonologically distinctive in most Mrican dialects of Arabic, including 

certain varieties of Egyptian Arabic, as well as in the Berber languages (cf. Du RAND :1-995, 

KuALAFALLAH :1-969: .17). It is difficult to discuss the issue of word accent in extinct 

Semitic languages such as Akkadian or Biblical Hebrew. In Modern Hebrew, at least, 

word accent is distinctive (!hi'ra/ ''capital city" - /'hira/ "'beer", cf. PonoLSKY .199.1). In 

G�<:n (Old Ethiopic) stress does not seem to have been predictable either, at least as far 

as can be concluded from the traditional pronunciation of Ga<�z recorded by TRUMPP 
(.1874). Chadic languages are typically tonal languages, usually having a binary or 

ternary pitch opposition. The same is true for the (non-Mroasiatic) Nubian languages 

which are spoken to the immediate south of Egypt. Most Cushitic languages seem to he 
tonal as well, but it is not always permissable for all syllables in a word to be tonally 

marked independently from the others. So it is possible at least in some cases to reduce 

the tonal features present in surface phonology to an underlying stress system in deep 

phonology (Rendille as analysed by PILLINGER .1988). 

6.1..2 Stress in Coptic: internal evidence 

It is evident from what has been said above that genetic or areal considerations do not 

pennit a conclusion as to which kind of accentuation Egyptian or Coptic might have had. 

Fortunately, internal evidence of Coptic clearly indicates that exactly one syllable in a 

word is marked. To date, all scholars have interpreted this marked syllable as the 

stressed syllable (cf. e.g. the reasoning by MAcNUS .1969: u), which I believe is correct. 
• 

• 

• 

333 

The short vowels H, 0, and ro can occur at most once in a word, i.e. in the marked 

syllable. This is to say that the vowel inventory is larger in marked syllables than in 

unmarked syllables. (This does not hold true for borrowings from Greek.) 

Long (i.e. double) vowels only appear in the marked syllable (� §§ 5·!1..3.:�:, s.3.3) . 

In Bohairic, aspirate and non-aspirate stops (6 vs. T etc.) only contrast in the onset 

of the marked syllable (W § 3.3.:�). (Again this does not hold true for borrowings 

from Greek.) 

Actually, there is no reliable information as to how words were stressed in Classical 
Arabic, cf. KNUDSEN (.1980: 7·.10). 



6.L3 Stress in Coptic: evidence from Late Coptic and borrowings into 
Arabic 

As expected, the syllable which has been described as the marked syllable in § 6.:L2 is 
usually stressed in the Late Coptic pronunciation as well as in Coptic borrowings into 
Arabic (for examples llF appendices 6, 8, 9). However there is one major exception: 
Stress is retracted in words which were stressed on a word-final vowel (or occasionally on 
a word-final diphthong) in Coptic. This rule was first formulated in a paper by Wolfgang 
Schenkel which is still to appear (ScHENKEL in preparation). The explanation is easy: 
Stressed word-final vowels do not occur in Egyptian Arabic, so the accent is shifted in 
order to adapt the Coptic words to the native phonological system. Consider the following 
examples: 
• sn-pn€ /pr'pE/, bfii-€J*€1 "temple'' > /'birba/ "ancient temple"334 
• 5Jl€-C2.0 /pas'h:1/, hJll-(� /pis'xJ/ "plough handle" > /'basxa/ "" /'ba�xa/ "foot of a 

plough, to which the plough share is attached"33s 
• 'G?-Ilo01f /kil'�>w/, b2S.fO'J0.1f (a fish, silurus mystus) > /'Jilba/ (idem)336 
• '·"!!J01fpH /Ju're/ "censer, thurible" > (Jmja/ (idem):l37 
• Greek J10V1J. "place to stay" > s,hJI\ONH > !'munja/ et var. (a frequent place name in 

Egypt, here belonging also /?il-'minja/, a major town in Middle Egypt)338. 

Stress can even fall on an originally prosthetic vowel as in the names of two well-known 
Upper Egyptian towns: 
• zny.t > CNH /'sne/ (> */os'nef) > /'?isna/ !:...,/ 
• dbJw > TBOO /'tl}o/ (late also 0. T600, TIMM 1.984-:199!1: Ill, 1-:151, which may represent 

something like /ot'IJof) > /'?idfu/ i', I 

Stress marks in Coptic manuscripts 

Word stress was not regularly indicated in most Ancient Greek texts, but some literary 
manuscripts did employ accentuation marks. Since the Coptic script is derived from the 
Greek, it might be expected that such accentuation marks can also be found in Coptic. 
This is indeed true, though only for a few texts: 
• Two Sahidic manuscripts (CRUM :19:15: XII and 1.22; WINSTEDT :191.0: 169-211-) use 

accentuation marks, but only for a minor proportion of the Greek loan words and 
generally not for native Coptic words. The stress position usually falls where we 

334 HtNns & BADAWI (:14)86: 6o), VnTMANN (1991.: !107)· ?Il-Birba ��� also appears as a 
toponym in Egypt, see TtMM (1.984-1992: vol. 4• p. 1900). 

33s HINDS & BADAWI (•986: 74· 79). VITIMANN (•99" oo6). 
336 HINDS & BADAWI (<!)86: 475). VITIMANN (<99<= 0<4)· 
337 HINDS & BADAWI (•�= 463). VmMANN (<99<= us). 
338 VYctcnL (1983: u6), TIMM (1984-1992: vol. 4• pp. :�.6so-167o). 
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would expect it from Greek. However, whereas Ancient Greek has two phonologi
cally contrastive stress types which are distinguished by three accent marks (acute 
' and grave ' as allographs on the one hand, circumflex " on the other), both Coptic 
texts confuse this distinction. The manuscript edited by Crum does not employ the 
circumflex mark at all, and the manuscript edited by Winstedt uses all three accent 
marks indiscriminately. This seems to indicate that the pitch distinction of Ancient 
Greek was unfamiliar to the Copts. 
The Greek - Old Coptic bilingual P�is Magical Papyrus (= pBibl. Nat. suppl. gr . 
574)3l9, to be dated from the 4th century AD, employs two Greek diacritics within the 
Cop tic passages, namely the spiritus asper ( ' ) to mark the phoneme !hi and the acute 
accent ( ') to mark word stress. Curiously, no accent marks are used in the Greek 
passages of the same manuscript.34° 
We find that the acute accent usually falls on syllables we expect to be stressed,34.1. 
but by far not all stressed syllables are supplied with this diacritic. I suggest that 
phrase accent might have played an additional role. Consider the following passage 
(line .1:u�f., text and translation based on SATZINGER .1994b: !1.15): 

€N.}.J N.l\09 €AT coon R.lloq EN R€CNOB NO'Il'dp€ .11€19 T€Ncf.ll€' 
bring it before-me dip it in the-blood of-Osiris give-it that-we-appeal 
"Bring it before me. Dip it in the blood of Osiris. Hand it over, and we will 
appeal (magically)." 

The object pronoun RJI\Olf "it" certainly had an own word stress as is evidenced by 
its 0-vowel. However it lacks an accent mark in both occurrences here. It is possible 
that, although the pronoun was stressed, its accent was little prominent relative to 
the whole phrase. Further research on this text would appear promising. 

• TILL (.193.1b, cf. especially p. 4f.) has edited a manuscript written in the Akhmimic 
dialect which uses the acute accent ( ') as a stress marker. This marker always falls 
where we expect word stress, but it is applied to only 25 different words altogether, 
which is a small percentage of the total number of words in this text. Most of the 
marked stressed syllables either contain a long vowel {i.e. a vowel written double) 
or a diphthong. There is also a single example of an accentuated Greek loan word: 
[n€]fPH..€i\€1 "he who cares" {from �H£tv ••to care") (fiLL 1.93.1b: 26, line 2.1). 

339 The latest edition of the Coptic passages is by SATZINGER (1.994b). 
340 As can be judged from two sample photographs of the text in DEISSMANN (.1923: u8f.). 

The standard text edition (PREISENDANZ .1973: I, 64-.180) is misleading in this point 
since diacritics are added by the editor, as is common in classical philology. 

34.1 Marked mostly on the nucleus hut sometimes on the offglide and once (Toi'lii, line 
.151) on the onset. Some words have more than one accent mark (oi'b..K line .11.4, u)ri:l 
line i:L4, TG�NiNI line a8), sometimes the accent is left of what we would expect 
([€?JfGO'if line 97, n�B€i\q line HJ8, d.WB line u5), which is perhaps a mere 
graphical inaccuracy. 



• A Sahidic manuscript edited by BuDGE (:1898) marks word-final stressed vowels by a 
diacritic ("'), although not consistently. Budge does not comment on this feature of 
the text. An examination of the long and well-preserved manuscript would appear 
prmmsmg. 

6.L5 How to determine the stress position in a Coptic word 

It is possible to determine the stress position for almost all native Coptic words espe
cially from the internal evidence discussed in § 6.1..2;. Sometimes data from more than 
one Coptic dialect must be taken into consideration. For instance, both dialectal varie
ties 80.2€ (/1ahg/?, /a1he/?) and h0.2.1 (/'ahi/?, /a1hi/?) "age" would be ambiguous with 
respect to the stress position if considered on their own. However the correspondence 5-€ 
- h_J indicates a word-final unstressed vowel (l(j" § s.8.5), so both dialectal varieties 
together tell us that stress was on the first syllable of this word. Etymological criteria 
can also be helpful. Sahidic O'lrNO'li" "hour", for example, seems to be ambiguous at first 
(/1unu/?, /u1nu/?). However its Egyptian etymon wnw.t "hour" clarifies that this word must 
be read /u1nu/ since stressed u can only develop where two consonants originally followed 
it within the word (l@f' § 4.2, cf. also § 5·5·1)· Further examples of such reasonings can be 
found in TILL (1948-49: 13-:18). It is a necessary implication of this kind of argumentation 
that the stress position was not subject to diatopic or diachronic variation in Egypto
Coptic, at least in the stages from Paleo-Coptic onward. With a few exceptions (�kW' 
§ 5.8.4), this premise has always been accepted by Egyptologists, and no major contradic
tions have been encountered. 
The accentuation of Greek loan words in Coptic poses more problems since the internal 
criteria available for native words cannot be applied for them (� § 6.:1.2). We know 
particularly little about the accentuation of Greek verbs in Coptic. Within Greek, the 
stress position of virtually all verbs was variable throughout the paradigm, but when 
Greek verbs were borrowed into Coptic they were used in a single invariable form which 
has no exact equivalent in Greek. 34!1 

6.L6 Phonemic stress in Coptic? 

Coptic words are always stressed on one of the last two syllables. Since Coptic word 
stress is intermingled with vowel quality and quantity to a high degree, it depends a lot 
on the interpretation of the vowel system whether stress in Cop tic is to be considered 
bound or free. Cf. the following possible (near-)minimal pairs from Sahidic: 
' �2€ /'aho/ "age" (b�21) -€2€ - �2€ /o'hE/ or /a'he/ "ye,"' ('�2H) 
' onl\€ !'w)o/ "music'" (cf. fo1f€l\l) - Bl\l\€ !�)'et "blind" (bf\€1\l\€, fB€1\l\H). 

342 On the accentuation of Greek verbs in Coptic cf. TILL (1.948-49: :18-2o). BOHLIG 
(1995) believes that the Coptic forms of Greek verbs are based on Greek infinitives. 
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As long as the unstressed -€ is transcribed as /3/ as it is here and everywhere in this book, 
these are not minimal pairs. In theory, we could propose an alternative analysis 
according to which a is an allophone of the phoneme /e/. In the latter analysis, it would 
become possible to consider word stress as phonologically distinctive. 
Similar methodological problems are encountered in other languages. In Gennan, for 
example, "aktiv" /ak'ti:f/ "active" vs. "Aktiv" /'akti:f/ "active voice (grammatical 
category)" may be considered a minimal pair distinguished by the position of stress. 
However /i:/ is spoken somewhat shorter �n /'akti:f/ than in /ak'ti:f/, and if we decide to 
analyse this quantitative difference as phonemic, this would allow for the conclusion that 
word accent is not distinctive but predictable in German. 

While most scholars do not address the issue of the phonological status of Coptic word 
accent at all, KNUDSEN (1.962: :197) decides to analyze it as non-phonemic. 

Stress in Pre-Coptic Egyptian 

Word stress is not indicated in the indigenous Egyptian scripts. Our opinions about stress 
in Egyptian are therefore based largely on speculation. It is generally assumed that the 
stress position in a word as evidenced from Coptic was the same in the earlier language 
(at least as far back as the Paleo-Coptic stage). In the conventional Paleo-Coptic recon
struction stress is therefore assumed to have fallen on one of the last two syllables in a 
word. In the revised Paleo-Coptic reconstruction as proposed in this book, it must be 
assumed that stress either falls on the penult or on the antepenult syllable of a word. 
H we believe that the reduced vowels as known in Coptic unstressed syllables already 
existed in Egyptian, stress would not be phonemic here either (thus KNUDSEN :1962: :199). 

On the other hand, most modern scholars assume that the Paleo-Coptic vowel inventory 
was similar or identical in stressed and unstressed syllables (lEr § 5.8.1.). H this is true, 
we can conclude that stress was phonemic in Egyptian. 
A few scholars who adopt the latter point of view try to reconstruct an even earlier stage 
of Egyptian in which stress was again predictable. Based on certain Egypto-Semitic 
etymologies, 5ETHE (:1923: 2osf.) and VYCICHL (:1983: x and :1990: vi, 1.7¥'·· but 215) 

assume that Paleo-Coptic stress at least partly reflects a Pre-Paleo-Coptic distinction of 
vowel quantity (II'W also § 5·5·1). Similarly, CALLENDER (1.987: 33-37) believes that the 
fourth mora343 counted from the end of a word was originally invariably stressed. In order 
to explain Coptic words with final stress such as B€K€ /ha 'kef "wages", he suggests the 
assumption that either the stressed syllable originally had four mane (balke::w, 
CALLENDER 1.987: 3s) or that stress is the result of analogy here (CALLENDER :1987: 36). 

These accounts are very speculative in nature. 

343 In his words the third mora, but this is obviously a miscounting. 
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A few scholars have expressed the idea that earlier or prehistoric Egyptian might have 
been a tone language. S44 There is however no concrete evidence for this. 

6 ... Compounds 

6.2.1 Coptic compounds with final stress 

Let us define a word in Coptic as a unit that has a single word stress. Coptic words in this 
sense are often composed of several elements which seem to have been individual words 
in the earlier language and frequently still survive as independent words in Coptic. Such 
complex words can be called compounds. In a Coptic compound, only one of the original 
components is stressed, most frequently the last one. The phonetic shape of the stressed 
component of a compound is usually identical to the shape of the same element as an in
dependent word (this is not true if the stressed component is not final, � § 6.2.2). On the 
other hand, the unstressed elements have undergone heavy phonetic reduction as is typic
al for Egyptian non-stressed syllables in general. H they are at all still analyzable as in
dividual morphemes in Coptic, they have developed into proclitic prefixes. Many differ
ent syntagms, ranging from short phrases to complex sentences, have thus developed into 
compounds on the way to Coptic. It is possible that the position of word accent in these 
compounds reflects the position of a phrase or sentence accent of the earlier language. 
Compounds in this sense cannot be recognized in Pre-Coptic Egyptian since the stress 
position is not obvious from the script here (but W § 6.3 for syntactic evidence in 
Earlier Egyptian). 
We have examples for the developments of Coptic compounds from the following syntac
tic constructions: 

N o u n + d e p e n d e n t  g e n i t i v e  ( s o - c a l l e d  " d i r e c t  g e n i t i v e "  
c o n s t r u c t i o n )  
• hrw "day" (> �00� /'h:>:w/) + ms.t "to give birth" (> 5.MIC€ /'mis;}l) > �0�-.MIC€ 

lhu'misa/ "birthday" 
• md.t "word, matter" (> 5.M011'T€ /'mut::J/) + rm{ ''man" (> spoo.M€ /'rom::J/) > 5.MNT

POl.OI€ /IJl[n]t'romo/ "humanity" 
This way, many former nouns have developed into nominal prefixes in Coptic. However 
this process is no longer productive, i.e. not all Coptic nouns have a proclitic fonn. 

N o u n + a t t r i b u t i v e  m a r k e r  + d e p e n d e n t  g e n i t i v e  ( s o 
c a l l e d  " i n d i r e c t  g e n i t i v e "  c o n s t r u c t i o n ) 
• cl "great" (> Old Coptic 0 /':>/) + n (attributive marker) + m4w ":to" > 5b..-N-.MHT 

/an'met/ "chief of :to men" 

344 CzERMAK (:t93:t/34: :to8, :t38-:t4o), VERGOTE {:t954a: 79, :t954b: 1.05, and :tg6g: 78£.), 
VvciCHL (:t956b: �27). 
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The indirect genitive construction is still current in Coptic, however the first noun does 
not nonnally lose its word stress as it does in this example. 

N o u n + a d j e c t i v e  
• itrw "river" (> Sf:IOOp fj-;,:r/) + (/ "great" > Sf:IEP-0 /ja'r:J/ "Nile" 
• mp.t "year" (> spo.MJT€ /r":Jmpa{) + nfr.t "good" > Old Coptic pEN.JT-No.Bp€ (female 

proper name, literally ''happy year"; HEUSER 1_929: 1_7) 
This construction, as most of the following constructions, is no longer productive in 

Coptic. 

N o u n + a t t r i b u t i v e  c l a u s e  
• 1711! "man" {> spro.M€ /'roma{) + iw {subclause marker) + /"he" + dd "to sing" > 5p

€-q-.zs..ro /rafco/ "singer" 

C a r d i n a l  n u m b e r + n o u n  
• fdw "four" (> "<{TOO'O' /'ft":Jw{) + tlw "wind" > !KfTO'O'-TH0'6' /ftu'tew/ "the four wind 

directions" (VYCICHL t_�3; 281f.) 
• m4w "ten" (> 5.MHT /'met!) + a derivation from wcw "one" > 5..-\\NT-G'6'€ /m[t;t]t'we:/ 

"eleven" 

I n f i n i t i v e + n o m i n a l  o bj e c t  
• in.t "to bring" (> SfiNE /'ina/) + p/-j-Srj "my son" > 5N-JTO..{UHP€ /t;tpa'Jera/ "to bring 

my son" 
This construction is still very frequent. Most transitive verbs have a proclitic form 
("status nominalis") in Coptic which may be used if a non-pronominal direct object 
follows. 

A u x i l i a r y  + m a i n  v e r b 
• r?f "to know" (not preserved as a stressed verb in Coptic) + s4m "to hear" > sgt

CWT Jr\ /' J sotJll/ "to be able to hear" 

P a r t i c i p l e  + n o m i n a l  o bj e c t  
• mri, "loving" (not preserved in stressed position in Coptic} + ntr "god" > 5.MO..I

NO'li'TE /maj'nuta/ "pious" 

I n f i n i t i v e  + p r e p o s i t i o n a l  p h r a s e  
• dd "to say" (> 52S.(I) /'eo{) + r- "to" > 5.ZS.E-p0- /ca'r3/ "to say to; to mean" (CEaNY 

'97" 45) 
• 4f..t "to give" (> st /'ti!) + n-j "to me" > abnormal Sahidic T -1'{0..1 /'tnaj/ (EMMEL 

t_98t_: t_32) 

I m p e r a t i v e + p r e p o s i t i o n a l  p h r a s e  
• mi (?) "give!" (> b.lr\OI /'m3j{) + n-j "to me" > Jr\0..-NO..I /ma'naj/ (PoLOTSKY 1.950: 76-

79) 



P h r a s e  
• /irw "Horus (god)" (> "ZOOP /'horl) + wdj.w "is healthy (stative)" > ZfP-0�02< 

/har'w-:Jc/ (Ap'I>Om'J� in Greek transcription) (male proper name, lit. "Horus is 
healthy"; LooDECKENS & TuiSSEN :1.98off.: 7�-798, HEUSER :1.929: :1.9) 

• cn.G "live" + f "he" + n "for" + .Gnsw "Khons (god)" > Xa-x-o-x;rovot� in Greek 
transcription (= /xafQ.1X-:Jnsa/ or similarly) (male proper name, lit. ''it is for/ through 
Khans that he lives"; LODDECKENS & THISSEN :1.98off.: :a.oo, for the grammatical 
analysis see QuACK: :1.99.:1.: 94-) 

• d,d ''say" + mntw "Month (god)" + iw (future marker) + f"he" + cn.{J "live" > Old 
Coptic Kb.-.¥1.€ttT -€-B-OOliX (= /camanta'fonx/ or similarly) (male proper name, lit. 
"Month has said that he will live"; HEusER :1.929: .:1.4) 

Phonetic reduction of non-stressed elements is far less expressed in cuneiform transcrip
tions of such compounds from the New Kingdom, however certain traces of reduction 
aheady seem to be observable at that time (ZEIDLER .:1.995: 21.5-227). 

6.2.2 Compounds with non-final stress 

6.!.1.!1.1 Definition 

Compounds with final stress as described in § 6.2 . .:1. are the only productive type of 
compounding in Coptic. However a limited number of compounds can he found in Coptic 
or in Greek I Old Coptic transcriptions which are stressed at another position, namely 
:1.) on the stressed syllable of the first component, or 
2) on a syllable somewhere between the stressed syllables of the first and the last 

components. 
Let us call them type .1 and type 2 compounds as opposed to type 3 compounds which are 
stressed on the stressed syllable of the final component. 
In compounds of types .1 and 2, all components, including the last one, have typically 
experienced some phonetic modification, so they are no longer analyzable as compounds 
from a synchronic point of view. It has been suspected early that compounds of these 
types are particularly ancient formations. FECHT (.1960) has devoted a monographical 
study to them and calls them "Komposita Rlterer Bildungsweise" or simply .. altere 
Komposita". 
However we cannot conclude from this that compounds of type 3 were exclusively formed 
at a later date. Some compounds of this type are likely to be very old, such as the divine 
names nb.t-J,.w.t > Old Coptic li€rq&oo, Greek Nt::tll&u�, "Nephthys", and l!w.t-i!rw > 
szo..eoop, bo.&oop "Hathor". Both names are attested as such from the Old Kingdom on (or 
earlier), and it seems probable that they early conflated into single words. The preserva
tion of the final -t of the first components of these names shows with certainty that 
univerhation took place earlier than the New Kingdom (� § 3 . .14.8). This implies that 
all three types of compounding were productive side by side during a certain period of the 



Egyptian language. I am unable to define a functional difference between these alterna

tive compound formations. It is possible that still unexplored features of the internal 

syntactic or semantic structure of the compound played a role. VYciCHL (:1.990: 252) 

suspects that dialectal divergences were responsible. 

Some examples of type :1. I 2 compounds which I consider comparatively certain are cited 

below. They are arranged by the date at which they are first attested in combination. This 

does not, of course, imply that the process of compounding actually took place at the 

indicated time since a) the compound may have been used earlier than its first known 

occurrence, and b) the fact that the elements occurred in syntagmatic combination does 

not presuppose that they already formed a compound at the time in question. 

6.!l.!l.!l Examples 

corn- Coptic or Greek Egyptian references 
pound transcription 
type 

A1TESTED FROM THE OLD KINGDOM ON 

:1 or 2 r��4s wl4-wr "sea", lit. "(the} large FECHT (:t.�O: :W-:1.2) 
blue" 

• �012 "shepherd" mr-ilf.w, lit. ''overseer (of) FEcHT (:1960: 38)346 
cattle" 

:1 or 2 s..v.,Nq€, h..v..€NC,fl "Memphis mn-nfr (originally name of FECHT (i96"' 43f.) 
(city) .. the pyramid of Pepi I, a king 

of the late Old Kingdom; 
later name of the adjacent 
city of Memphis) 

• s,bNf.-1'. ''who?"347 in-m (focalizing particle + FEcHT (i<)6o' 95) 
interrog�tive oronoun) 

• snpa.NI!f "archive'', pr-c�. lit. "house (of) life(?)" OsiNG (:1976a: note 
•-<i!Pi>.NUI H22 on p. 836£. )348 

345 Final u (or ou) reflects /w/ of wr, whereas y reflects /w/ of wld. We have to read 
either /'wEtu/ or /w.�'bw/ (or similarly). 

346 VYciCHL (:t.98l: 42 and 1.990: 248) rejects this example, to my mind not convincingly. 
347 The first syllable was lost irregularly in the New Kingdom. The focalizer in was re

duced to n at the same time. This seems to indicate that in-m was still morphologi
cally analyzable at that time (which is certainly no longer the case in Coptic). 

348 For Old Kingdom attestations of pr-cnlJ and for the general meaning of this tenn see 
GARDINER (:t.938: :t.6o). The Bohairic form only occurs in the compound bc-cqpa.NW 
"dream interpreter" where the etymology of the first element is disputed. There is 
also doubt about the meaning and the grammatical form of the element c�. On these 
questions see LuccHESI (:1975) and VYCICHL (1..!J83: :19-if.). Osing convincingly argues 
that the stressed vowel -a.- must be a part of pr no matter which form cnlJ may be 
(stressed s,ba_ before N is impossible morpheme-internally. � §  5.:t.a). 
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1 or 21 'CIT(€), "<:tt "basilisk" zJ-tl, lit. "son (of the) earth" FEcHT (<q6o: q3) 
1 0r 2 'tau (name of the 8th Upper t/-wr(r), lit. "great (or: high) FEcHT (1960: 12), 

Egyptian nome) land" EDEL (1987: 1214-
n8, <3S) 

• 'TWpT-TOOpTp, "rWT€p t/-rd, lit. "ground of foot, FEcHT (<<j6o: 93) 
"stair"349 footground" 

< s.bzottT "heathen priest"3sa l],m-nt.r "priest", lit. "servant FECHT (<960: 4•f.) 
(of) •od" 

1 or 2 Old Nubian T020NA€ - hw.t-nt.r "temple", lit. "house RoQUET (19721), 
TON�€ "altar"351 I (of) god)" BROWNE (1996: 181' 

' 1 or 21 Late Egyptian/ Demotic sn-tl, lit. "(to) kiss (the) Wb IV, '54 
sntls2 "to prostrate oneself" I ground" 

1 or 2 mt-NI ftini/ "to give (to) di.t "to give" + n-j "to me'' ScuENKE (1996: 
me"3,s3 <04) 

349 TOOPTP is a secondary development creating a seemingly reduplicated stem. hroon:p 
probably results from metathesis. The lack of aspiration in Bohairic indicates that 
the stressed vowel followed / rather than preceding it. 

3so One would expect *SZONT€ (IQ" § 5.8.6); it is not clear why -€ was lost here. 
351 T020N�€ is suspicious of being a loan word because 2 /hi is not a regular phoneme 

in Old Nubian (nor is it in its modern successor Nohiin, cf. W ERN ER 1987: 3s). This 
word has been borrowed together with the Egyptian feminine definite article t/ 
(Coptic T-). This compound is not preserved in Coptic (on 82,€N€€T€ "monastery" 
which some scholars connected to �w.t-ntr see VYciCHL 1983: 3o6), nor in modern 
Nubian. 
The stressed vowel of ntr "god" (Coptic 8NO�T€) has been elided which probably 
indicates that this element was unstressed in the Egyptian compound, i.e. main 
stress must have been on l].w.t. It is unknown in which way the Egypto-Coptic word 
stress was adopted in Old Nubian which was probably a tonal language; tones are 
not marked in the Old Nuhian script. 

352 Treated as a single verb due to univerbation from the New Kingdom on (Wb IV, 154; 
see also EarcusEN 1954: 435 and jANSEN-WiNKELN 1_996: § 63). This verb is not 
preserved in Coptic, so its vocalization is not known. It must have been integrated 
into a class of four- or three-consonantal verbs, depending on whether d) was still 
spoken at the time of univerbation or not. Whichever is the case, in all pertaining 
verbal classes known in Coptic the stressed vowel of the infinitive is somewhere 
before the third consonant of the word (e.g. CooCC, CoCC€, CCIC€). For this reason, 
the compound sn-tJ was probably stressed on the element sn, unless it belonged to a 
verbal class which is no longer known in Coptic. 

3s3 A compound of di.t + pronominal dative with stress on the second component is also 
attested in certain varieties of Coptic (IQ" §6.2.1). However most Coptic dialects, 
including standard Sahidic and Bohairic, do not form a compound out of this phrase 
at all. 
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ATIESTED FROM THE MIDDLE KINGDOM ON 

1 or 2: Old Coptic p€T "surviving l],ri-t/, lit. "who-is-upon (the) FEcHT (1960, g3) 
dependant" earth" 

1 5•bo'lfCOti2 "to reveal" wn-hr "to see, to show", lit. Wb I, 3121·. 
"(toi open (the) face" 

A1TESTED FROM THE NEw KINGDoM oN 

• Sfi€N.In€, h6€1'tfnl uiron" b') r " al f tJ-n-p.t, 1t. met o FEcHT (1960, 86f.) 
heaven" 

1 'K01il<2K, "J<OJ<l<K354 (4th k/-l],r-kJ (name of a feast and FEcnT (196o' 9sf-) 
month of the Coptic year) month name) 

• MVT)Ut'i (name of a holy mr-wr(r) (name of a holy bull) FEcHT (196a: 7-10) 
buU\3ss 

1 or 2: '6poo .. n€, 'Gpo"'"' gr-n-p.t FEcHT (.1960: 
"dove" 8of.)3s6 

ATI'ESTED LATER 

• �TNJQ. (hapax legomenon) *iwtn-n-.lJ..t, lit. "earth of FEcHT (1960, 87f.) 
"ashes" fire" (not attested} 

Two of these compounds have also been preserved in cuneiform transcriptions from the 

2nd millennium uc, namely 5KOI0..2K, hx:OIO..K as ku-i-lf!-ku357 *rkujg.Qgku (or similarly)] 

and s,bzONT as .lJ.a-am-na-ta et var. The latter was also borrowed as anata "priest" into 

Mero'itic (HINTZE .1973b: 332:). 

354 I assume with VYciCHL (.1g83: 74) that the Coptic word was stressed on the first sylla
ble, which is evidenced both by the 0-vowel and by the aspirate X in Bohairic. There 
is no need to assume that it was stressed on the last syllable (thus OstNG .1976a: 
348), or that both syllables had equal stress (thus FEcHT .1960: §§ .176-.178 and p. 
oo3f.). 

3ss 11 seems to be the stressed vowel. Mv- is probably a Greek substitution of Egyptian 
/mr-/, an initial cluster foreign to Greek. 

3s6 VYciCHL (:1990: 249) questions this example suspecting that the Egyptian writing gr
n-p.t, which distinctly includes the word p.t "heaven", is based on folk-etymology. 
Although this possibility cannot be excluded, I still consider S6p00JMT€ to be a 
comparatively certain compound until additional negative evidence comes to light. 
gr "bird" is also attested in isolation. This word might be related to the unclear 
animal term GP€ which is once attested in Sahidic (cf. WESTENDORF .196sf77: 464). 
GpOO)I.n€ /'ldr:J:mp�/ or a related form may be the etymon of Latin columba "dove", 
as LEFORT (.1931: note !:a on p. uo) supposes. The Latin word must be further 
compared to Old Church Slavonic golqb'l "dove", Russian r6ny6h "dove", Greek 
KOA'I>jl�'i "' KOAU)!pi� "" �eoA�pQ:'i "podiceps minor". These words cannot have been 
inherited from Proto-lndo-European because the sound correspondences are 
irregular. Borrowing from Egyptian is therefore a serious possibility, although it has 
not been considered by lndo-Europeanists. 

357 The cuneiform sign ib can be equally interpreted as ab or�-
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6.�.�.3 The development of compounds with non-final stress: previous 
interpretations 

It is evident that all compounds-to-he must have once been syntagms consisting of 

several independent words. When a compound was formed, stress was fixed on one of its 

components, and the other components were phonetically reduced. Consider the noun ntr 

"god" which turns up in Coptic as 5N01'T€ /nut�/, hJ10'<f't in isolation but as -NT in the 

compound 20-NT /ln-nt/ and as -Nl:l..€ in Nubian T02.0-N.b.€. The noun tl "earth" becomes 

8TO /'tJ/, beo in isolation but -T(€) in pE-T and CI-T{€). There have been several attempts 

to explain this phonetic reduction. 
• Sethe simply seems to assume a synchronic compound rule for Earlier Egyptian 

according to which, after stress had been fixed on the first component, the non-first 

components were phonetically changed. To Sethe, this is a rule specific to 

compound fonning which is not related to the development of individual words. It is 

the opposite of the rule for type 3 compounds according to which all non-final 

components of a compound were phonetically reduced. Cf.: 

• 

"In all diesen Fallen hat eine Zuriickziehung des Tones ( ... ) und eine Neu
vokalisierung des Wortes stattgefunden." (SETHE 1910: 25) 

"Angesichts dieses Befundes wird man sich zu fragen haben, ob nicht fUr die 
altere iigyptische Sprache ( ... ) ein dementsprechendes Betonungs- und 
Enttonungsgesetz anzunehmen ist, das dem spliter im Kopt. herrschenden 
entgegengesetzt war." (SETHE 1923: 1.92) 

F ECHT ( 1.960) proposes a historical explanation to explain the form of type .1. I 2 
compounds. By Fecht's time, the opinion had gained ground that unstressed syllables 

of Egyptian words in general experienced massive phonetic reduction on the way to 

Coptic (I@" § 5.8.1). So Fecht advances the suggestion that non-stressed components 

of a compound were treated like non-stressed syllables of a word and the phonetic 

reductions of both are essentially due to the same phonetic process. If this scenario 

is accepted, the development of compounds can in turn shed light on the 
development of single words in Egyptian. Fecht has devoted a whole book (FEcHT 

1960) to the development of type 1 / 2 compounds and the conclusions he draws from 
them for the development of Egyptian stress rules and syllable structure in general. 

'"Es mull angenommen werden, daB unser bisher nur bei den «iilteren 
Komposita» festgestelltes Dreisilbengesetz einmal allgemeine Giiltigkeit 
auch auBerhalb der Komposita besessen hat. ( ...  ) Unterschiede zwischen 
Komposita und einfachen WOrtern in der Schnelligkeit der Entwicklung 
sind natiirlich mOglich ( ... ) - eine primiire, prinzipielle Verschiedenheit in 
der Betonungsweise ist aber ausgeschlossen; derartiges gibt es in keiner 
Sprache."' (FEcHT '960, § 3o6) 

Since according to Fecht unstressed compound elements are reduced due to regular 
processes of Egyptian word phonology, the compounds must have been created (e.g. 



the former syntagms must have merged into single words) before their components 
started to be phonetically reduced. 

• ScuENKEL (1_968: s38) seems to propose a contrary scenario according to which 

compounds were formed after the reduction of the individual components had 
already taken place: 

"( ... ) die «alteren Komposita» wurden erst dann zu WOrtern gestempelt und 
dabei mit einem Wortakzent versehen, als sie nOtigenfalls durch die Laut
entwicklung bereits ( ... ) verkiirzt waren." 

Schenkel does not further elaborate on his theory. For this reason, it is not quite 
clear how exactly the reduction of (future) compound elements could have taken 
place. 

• It is also possible to assume that the reductions were not due to a regular phonetic 

process but rather due to analogical adaptations to existing nominal classes. This 
scenario is likewise hinted at by Schenkel: 

6.�.�-4 

"Exzeptionelle Verstiimmelungen und selbst Akzentverschiebungen kOnnten 
daher kommen, daB das Syntagma in das Wort eines hestimmten Schemas 
durch Analogiebildung iiberfiihrt wurde." (ScHENKEL 1_968: s3g, similarly 
ScuENKEL 1_990: 84) 

The development of compounds with non-final stress in the light of 
the revised syllable structure rules 

It seems to me that Fecht's basic idea is correct. Let us consider the development of 
compounds in English. The Old English word man •'man" is today pronounced /'mren/ as 
an independent word, but the same element man has been reduced to -/m�m/ in the 
compound woman Pwum�n/ (Old English wtfman, lit. "wife-man"). The word day /'dei/ is 
usually reduced to something like -/di/ in the names of the days of the week. A single 
Germanic stem leika- is the predecessor of both the English adjective and preposition 

like /'laik/ and the adverbial suffix -ly -/li/ of modern English. The divergent develop
ment of these elements can be understood by the different rules for the development of 
stressed vs. unstressed syllables in English words, and we do not need specific 
"compound development rules" to explain the reduction of, e.g., the element man within 
the compound woman. Similar examples of a reduction of non-stressed elements of 

compounds by the regular rules of phonetic development of words can be found in 
numerous languages around the world. 
F echt' s examination of type 1_ / 2 compounds is based on the traditional syllable structure 
rules. It turns out that these compounds cannot be explained from the conventional Paleo

Coptic reconstruction. Instead, Fecht has to assume that they were formed at an even 
earlier Pre-Paleo-Coptic stage which he attempts to reconstruct (� § 4·5-2). His exposi
tion is quite complex and not free of difficulties and contradictions (cf. ScHENKEL 1_968). 

If the new syllable structure rules proposed in this book are accepted, Fecht's 

.s. 



conclusions cannot be maintained and the topic needs a complete reexamination. I 
cannot present a new theory in detail here, hut I will briefly express some reflections on 

what a revised scenario might look like. 

At which time were the type 1. I 2 compounds formed? They could not have been formed 

as late as Coptic, since on the one hand we would have difficult transformation rules 
which would remain unexplained (e.g. 5N01fT€ "god" > -NT(€) in compounds), and on the 
other hand compound stress would sometimes fall on syllables which have not been 

preserved elsewhere by Coptic (e.g. SS€-NI-JT€ /P:l'nipa/ whereas the genitive marker is 
simply N ,  not *NI, in Coptic). The cuneiform transcription of lf,m-nt.r > s,�ONT (6' 
§ 6.2.2.2) indicates that the phonetic reductions were still absent or had progressed very 
little in this compound by the time of the New Kingdom. Thus some period of historical 
Egyptian may well have been the time at which such compounds were formed. For the 
time being, let us assume that they were formed at the Paleo-Coptic stage. 
If compounds are assumed to have been formed at the Paleo-Coptic stage, it will be 

legitimate to attempt a Paleo-Coptic reconstruction of them. Let us consider one 

example: mr-ll]...w > S£n.OJ2, requires a Paleo-Coptic reconstruction (mM'rajVI].wV). The 

first element mr- no longer exists as a fully stressed word in Coptic, but the second 
element il]...w ·�cows" is still preserved as 5-HZ (in the toponym STJTH'l,, cf. PEUST .1.995: 74) 
which requires a Paleo-Coptic reconstruction Cjul}wV). Thus, the compound Ei\.012. < 
(m[V]'rajVI}wV, more precisely: m[V]'rajul}wV) can easily be derived by a simple 
juxtaposition of (mM'ra) and (jul)wV) at the Paleo-Coptic stage of Egyptian. As soon as 
we fix the compound formation at the Paleo-Coptic stage, no specific compound rules are 

needed but the rules which are valid for the development of words are sufficient to 
explain the development of €(\0 12,. 
Now consider the example SCIT{€) < zl-tl. Since I arises in a closed syllable (W § 4.7), 
the Paleo-Coptic reconstruction should be (z[V]'�idV) or ('zihVW)3s8. Unfortunately, 

there is no way of determining whether compound stress fell on the first or on the last syl

lable of zJ. Both zl "son" and tl "land" have to be reconstructed with two open syllables 

and initial stress in Paleo-Coptic ('CVCV) since this is the only possible reconstruction 
for words with two consonants (� § 4·7)· tl is preserved as TO in Coptic which allows for 

the more precise reconstruction ('ta�V). It becomes evident that a simple juxtaposition of 

both components (zV�V-ta�V) cannot explain SCIT(€). We need an additional elision rule 

in order to produce a closed syllable in this compound. I am not going to discuss here 
whether the compound was formed somewhat later than the Paleo-Coptic stage so that, 
e.g., word-final vowels had already been elided at the time when both elements conflated 
into one word, or whether the compound was formed at a stage somewhat earlier than 
Paleo-Coptic so that there was still time for vowel elisions to take place before the 

3s8 The type 'CVCCVCV would be somewhat irregular in my reconstruction, but at the 
present stage of knowledge I cannot decide with certainty whether it was completely 
impossible or not. 
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Paleo-Coptic stage was reached. In any case, a form such as ('zBtaW) or (z[VnidV) 

rather than Czi�VtaW) or (zV'�itaW) must have formed the input for 5CIT(E). But the 

difference is not great, and the addition of an elision rule would probably not complicate 

our picture of Pre-Coptic Egyptian very considerably. It is of course possible that not all 

type 1. I 2 compounds were formed at the same time. 

If the first element of a compound was stressed, it is possible that stress fell on the 

syllable in which the first element would be stressed in isolation. This is true e.g. for 

('QamV-natrV) > 5·hzONT and ('ka�V-}]VrV-ka�V) > 5KOI0..2K (where eh is still preserved 

as -1-) (= type 1.). In other compounds, hawever, stress fell somewhere after the syllable 

which would be the stress position of the first element in isolation (= type 2). This could 

even be the final syllable of the first component which would not have been preserved if 

the word had survived in isolation: (mM'ra-ju}].wV) > S£�012,, GV'ni-mV) (> jV'nim ?) > 
5J'iiA, and (mV'ru-wVr(r)V) (> mV'ruwrV ?) > Mvqut�. Also 0.. in 5KOI0..2K can hardly be 

anything other than a fanner word-final vowel of kJ ('ka�V). This is a further argument in 

favor of the new syllable theory admitting word-final vowels which I propose in this book. 

6.3 Clitic placement and intonational units in Earlier Egyptian 

Egyptian has enclitic elements which are placed at what can be called the second 

position in a sentence. Such clitics are particularly frequent in Earlier Egyptian and then 

again in Coptic (especially Sahidic). Describing their position is complicated by the fact 

that syntactical constituents can occasionally be extraposed to the left of a sentence and 

do not count then. 

Clitic placement in Sahidic Coptic has been discussed in detail by SHISHA-HALEVY (1.986: 

1.64-:1.68). I will only discuss a single clitic of Old/ Middle Egyptian here. This is the 

element pw which is comparatively frequent and occurs in very diverse syntactic 

environments. On the functions of pw see LoPRIENO (1.995: io3-u2). The position of pw is 

described by ABEL (<9w), EDEL (<955/64: 11, § 9l)o-96o), GARDINER (<957' § <29, § <89, 

§ 1.90), and WEsTENDORF (1.96!:1: § 404). We can often observe that pw is not placed after 

the first w o r d  in a sentence but rather after more complex sections. These sections 

cannot be defined in tenns of syntactic constituency. It is therefore reasonable to assume 

that they are motivated on the phonological level, i.e. pw is placed after the first i n 

t o  n a t  i o n  a I u n i t  in a sentence. ABEL's (1-9:1.0: 3) assumption that these intonational 

units are equivalent to words, i.e. have a single word accent, is probably too extreme. 

pw never intervenes in the following syntagms, which therefore fonn intonational units in 

this sense: 
• 

• 

• 

• 

noun + demonstrative pronoun pn (ABEL 191.0: !:I0-!1:!:1) 

noun + pronominal possessive suffix 

noun (regens) + noun (rectum) ("direct genitive" construction) 

cardinal number + noun (ABEL 1.91.0: 24) 



• nouns coordinated without conjunction (As EL :19:10: :1sf'.) 
• adjectival predicate + subject (W ESTENDORF :1962: § 404,5) 
• negation :=: + noun or verb (WEsTENDORF :1962: § 348 bb,:1 and § 351. e) 

pw does not usually intervene in the following syntagms, although there are exceptions: 
• verbal predicate + subject noun phrase + direct object noun phrase in VSO clause 

structures (WESTENDORF 1.962: § 404, 7) 
• causative verb r4i "to make s.one do s.thing" + dependent subjunctive verb 

(WESTENDORF :196!1: § 404, 8) 
The combination noun + adjective/ participle/ relative fonn is preferably not separated in 
Old Egyptian whereas pw does intervene in Middle Egyptian. 

The following syntagms are always split up by pw: 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

definite article pJ + pw + noun (WEsTENDORF 1.962: § 404, 9; GARDINER :1957: § :190) 
noun (regens) + pw + genitive marker n + noun (rectum) ("indirect genitive" 
construction) 
noun + pw + noun as apposition (ABEL 1.91.0: :1.3) 
noun + pw + noun (fanning a nominal sentence) 
subject noun + pw + verbal predicate (e.g. a stative fonn) in SV clause structures 
(GARDINER :1957: § :190; WESTENDORF :1�2: § 405) 

These rules also work in combination. For example, whenpw is added to the syntagm 
verbal predicate + [subject noun + genitive marker + rectum noun], we end up with: 
verbal predicate + subject noun + pw + genitive marker + rectum noun. 

Graphical reflexes of boundaries 

Introduction 

We will probably never know anything about Egyptian intonation itself, but we can get 
information on boundaries of segments some of which certainly also coincided with 
intonational units. Syntactic criteria for recognizing possible intonational units were 
discussed in § 6.3. Let us now consider graphical expressions of boundaries in Egyptian 
and Coptic. I will proceed from large to small linguistic units without discussing to what 
extent each of these may.have also been reflected on the phonological level. We may 
assume that the syllable certainly played a role on the phonological level, whereas the 
morpheme probably did not. Sentences, although primarily a syntactic category, probably 
also corresponded in some way or another to a specific intonation contour . 

• as 



Large units {paragraphs, sentences) in Egyptian 

Egyptian texts provide not many superficial indications of boundaries as compared with 

most scripts of the modern world. Neither words nor sentences are separated by spaces, 

and interpunctuation hardly exists. However there are some methods used to separate 

entities approximately of the size of a paragraph or a section in a text, although all of 
them are applied in a facultative manner: 
• The first words of a new paragraph are frequently written in red calor (called 

"rubrum'').359 This possibility is restricted to hieratic texts and is not found in hiero· 
glyphs nor in Demotic. 

• At the end of a paragraph, it is possible to leave the rest of the line or column empty 

in order to begin the new paragraph in a new line or column. 
• More rarely, a free space can appear within a line to indicate a new paragraph.36o 

The hieroglyphic group ;) seems to he the only example of a punctuation mark in the 

strict sense. This can be an ordinary writing of the Egyptian phrase zp sn.w'i "two times". 

In addition, the group is frequently used in a metalinguistic sense to indicate that the 

preceding word or morpheme must be read twice. From the New Kingdom on and perhaps 

even earlier, the use of this group is extended further. It is frequently used at the end of a 

sentence for the purpose of emphasis and is as such more or less equivalent to our excla

mation mark.361 The sign can also be cumulated as lj3� or ���� , which corresponds to 

our '!!' and '!!!!'. 

Large units (paragraphs, sentences) in Coptic 

Coptic literary texts often employ a so-called paragraph sign for introducing a paragraph. 

Some Coptic literary texts use specific capital letters for this purpose. 

Many Cop tic manuscripts employ several diacritics (points and strokes of various forms) 

some of which also serve to indicate boundaries. There has been little research on Coptic 

diacritics, and they are often not carefully reproduced in text editions. One of the texts 

that show a comparatively extensive use of diacritics is the manuscript of the gospel of 
Luke published by QuECKE (:1977). Quecke discusses their use on pp. :14-27. He finds that 
several signs serve to separate units of different extent but all of them are used in a 

facultative manner. DE BouRGUET (:1985) discusses the use of punctuation signs for 

separating clauses in another Sahidic manuscript. This text also employs a simple free 
space for separating clauses. 

359 On rubra see PosENER (:1949) who also discusses another, rarer use of rubra involving 

semantic implications. 
36a On spaces in hieroglyphic and hieratic texts see RossLER-KOHLER (:1984'85). 
361 This has been discovered independently by WEssETZKY (:1945) and ScnoTI' (:1954). 
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Intermediate units (phrases, words) in Egyptian 

In the Latin script, there are essentially two devices for marking word boundaries. Most 

important are separation signs (blanks). On the other hand, certain letters are restricted 
to specific positions in a word (capital letters to word-initial position). 

The first device has no equivalent in Egyptian. On the other hand, positional restrictions 

of certain graphemes with respect to word boundaries play an important role in Egyptian, 

more so than in our script. Most Egyptian words are written by a combination of phono

grams and semograms (� § 2.5). The semograms are written at the end of a word and 

therefore also serve as indicators of segmentation. Most grammatical affixes are written 

only phonetically, which probably indicates that they are not considered "words" in this 

sense. Some of these suffixes may intervene between a lexical stem and the semogram 

belonging to it, whereas other suffixes follow the semogram (cf. GARDINER :1957: § 39, 

§ 79, § 3og, § 4:10). Semograms sometimes also refer to syntagms which may exceed the 

extent of a "word" (cf. GARDlNER :1957: § 6:1, § 354). In Demotic, some phonograms ( (�'• <h, 

<W), <s>) have specific sign forms for word-initial position and thus also indicate word 

boundaries. 

There is a general tendency for Egyptian texts not to start a new line or column within 

the boundaries of a word (it has, however, not yet been examined what exactly counts as a 

word in this sense). This rule is observed strictly in the Old Egyptian Pyramid Texts 

(SETHE :1922: 9) as well as in Demotic. In many other hieroglyphic and hieratic texts, the 

rule is valid in a statistical rather than in a deterministic sense with quite a variety found 

throughout the texts (cf. DER MANUELIAN :1994: 63-66 for texts from Dynasty 26). To cite an 

extreme case, the Late Egyptian literary text "Tale of Woe" (edited by CAMINOS :1977) 

pays very little regard to word boundaries when starting new lines. 

A delicate issue is the relative arrangement of hieroglyphs within a line or column. 

Hieroglyphs can be written either in lines or in columns, but small signs are frequently 

arranged contrary to the main writing orientation in order to avoid free space (� 

§ 2.5.3). It seems that in some texts attention is paid to ensure that signs that are 

arranged against the main writing orientation belong to one word or at least to one 

phrase. 36lll The possibility of arranging signs contrary to the main writing orientation still 
exists in Hieratic and Demotic but is exploited to a somewhat lesser degree. 

Intermediate units (phrases, words) in Coptic 

Probably due to the influence of Greek, there are much fewer means of marking word 
boundaries in Coptic than in the Egyptian scripts. Neither are words separated by 

362 SETHE (:1922: :109-:120) undertook a detailed examination of this phenomenon for the 
Pyramid Texts. 



spaces, 363 nor do signs exist which are restricted to use at the beginning or end of a word. 

Furthermore, Coptic texts do not hesitate to divide words across the lines, although 
morpheme or syllable boundaries seem to be observed at least to a degree. This issue is 

still to he investigated. For the Sahidic superlinear stroke as a possible marker of word 

boundaries � §  2-7·5· 

Small units (morphemes, syllables) in Egyptian 

Egyptian has complex phonograms which express sequences of two (or even three) 
consonants. These signs are not usually employed for consonantal sequences exceeding 
the boundaries of a morpheme (I@=' § 2.5.9). 

Small units (morphemes, syllables) in Coptic 

The influence of morpheme boundaries on Coptic spelling 

Certain Coptic spelling conventions which are obligatory or at least common within a 
morpheme are restricted in use if a morpheme boundary intervenes. This concerru;: 
• 

• 

• 

the use of digraphs, i.e. letters which express a sequence of two phonemes (6, J,, � • 

X, Jl', t) (W o.p); 
the notation of /u/-/w/ as '0" (instead ofO'lf) after 0. or€ (U:W § 2.7.4); 
the spelling of stops before sonorants with aspirate signs (6, �. X, G) in Bohairic 

(W § 3.3.o). 
The following chart summarizes to which extent different types of morpheme boundaries 

prohibit the use of such spellings. Cells in which spelling manifests the morpheme 
boundary are shaded, whereas cells in which spelling is the same as it could be within a 
morpheme are white. The data are based on an examination of Sahidic and Bohairic 

manuscripts of the New Testament. I tried to determine what is written in the overwhelm

ing majority of cases. However the writings indicated are not without exception. 

Furthermore, it might be the case that other, in particular non-literary texts behave quite 

differently. 

363 Although Coptic manuscripts are generally written in scripta continua, modern 
editions of Coptic texts separate the words for the convenience of modern readers. In 
doing this, most editors nowadays follow the normative rules established by TILL 
('96o). 
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The lines in the chart refer to the following types of morphological compounding: 

1_) (definite) article (JT, T, J'i€) + noun 
�) preposition + pronominal suffix (-'<f') 

3) past tense prefix c}. + pronominal infix (-'lf; as a subject pronoun). 
examined whether the other tense prefixes behave similarly. 

4) infinitive ofthe verb + pronominal suffix (-'lf, -C; as an object pronoun) 
5) preposition + (indefinite) article (O'lf) 
6) past tense prefix c}. + (indefinite) article 
7) preposition (€) + noun 
8) past tense prefix c}. + noun 

I have not 

9) nominal prefiX s,bc}.T + (nominal or verbal) stem. This prefix fonns nouns of negative 
or privative meaning. 

i_O) nominal prefix 5..YI.NT, b.-\\€T + nominal stem. This prefix fonns abstract nouns. 
u) relative clause marker s.hfT + verb 
u) pronominal prefix (K, C€; as a subject pronoun) + verb (present I tense) 
i3) tense prefix! relative clause marker & pronominal infix (as a subject pronoun) 

(€T€K, c}.K, [J'i]Tc}.) + verb. I focus here on the junction between the pronominal infix 
and the verb. 

1.4) definite article & pronominal infix (in possessive function) (T€K, Tc}., JTEK) + noun. I 

focus on the junction between the pronominal infix and the noun. 

The columns refer to the following graphical features of Coptic (S = Sahidic, B = 

Bohairic): 
a) combinatory aspiration of stops: using 1. e, G, X instead of IT, T, 2S., K before a 

sonorant. This is only relevant for Bohairic since Sahidic never has the aspirate sign 
here. 

b) use of the complex grapheme t for the sequence /ti/ (as opposed to Tl or T€1) 
c) €'6'/ IX'lf as expressions of a sequence /eu/""/ew/ or /au(·,/aw/ (as opposed to €0'6', 

0.011') 
d) cf?, e, X as expressions of the phonemic sequences /ph/, /th/, /kh/ (as opposed to nz, 

TQ., K2,). This is only relevant for Sahidic since Bohairic always has JT2,, TQ., K2 here. 
e) use of the complex graphemes 4 and W for the phonemic sequences /ks/ and /ps/ 

respectively (as opposed to KC and JTC) 

I cite one word in each cell for exemplification and provide an English gloss and one or 
two occurrences in a footnote. I have preferred occurrences where the Sahidic and 

Bohairic versions of the New Testament employ etymologically connected words so both 
dialects can be directly compared. For this reason, only the Sahidic form is accompanied 
by a footnote then. 



com. asp. t t €�, 0.� �,0.� �,&,X �. w �,llf 
dialect B s B s B s s B 

:article + �pw�f364 tPHNH - ti€'lr2.0- - n2.�T� fiCOOTHP nCOOTHP 
lOUD 36s op366 &H368 3CI9 

>rp +pm - - - tiO.'lr370 - - - -

>st +pm - - - O.'lrl71. 0.� - - -

ferb+ pm - - - Ko.O. 'lr� xo. '() - onc373 one 
>rep+ art - - - €'()374 €0� - - -

)St +art - - - �'()"" �w - - -
�O'lrl-TS 

>rp+noun - - - €01r¥ €0� - - -

>st+noun - - - 'l>..W�'!rrl �O�c}J - - -

�T+ �&N0.2.t - - - - o.&HTl79 - -

Jtem "'�T-
N�2.f3'78 

\',(T + �€&�Hf - - - - �- - -

lOUD 38o itHK£• 
:r +verb €&NH- €T€1P€- €TJPI "' - - €T2.Hn- - -

O'lr3& EtP€383 Et PI €&Hnll4 
·- �< 

)m+ X NO. 'lr38s - - C€0�<).- C€0�� R2.10'6'E KCOO�Ji KC(I)()�N 
re rb � � S88 

tense & €T€KJi�- - - rr�o1'0l»t NT�- Mt�� �oa- �C€6-
)m)+ '() 38gf o.K- • 
1erb N�'lf· 
art &pm) T€tu\b.'G' - - �OT-
�noun 3c.H Ji01rl9s 

l64 "the man"', Mt 8:20. Sahidic npcJU\€. 38o 
�65 "the peace", Le j.:79· 
166 "the dogs", Mt 7:6. Bobairic 38j_ 

N JO�(I)p; this form is indecisive 38� 
since the sequence /iw/ is always 383 
written JOT in Bohairic. 384 

l67 "the money", Mt 25a8. Bohair. R2,�T. 38s 
168 "the front", Mt 4:�j.. Bohairic llH. 386 
l69 "lhe saYior", 1 Ti 4ao. 31J.r 
l7o "to them", Mt 3:7. The Bohairic 388 

equivalent N(l)()1f is indecisive. 3� 
l71 "they did ( ... )", Mt 2:1. 

l72 "to put them", Le 8�3�. 39o 
173 "to count it", Ro 4:3. l9s. 
l74 "to a", Mt 4:16. 392 
l75 "a( ... ) did( ... )", Le 4:36. 393 
l76 "to what?", Mt u:7. 394 
177 "one did", Jh 6;46. 395 
l78 .. unbelieving", Me 9:19. Sah. b. TNb.ZT€. 3� 
l79 "senseless". Le u:4o. Bohair. b.T2HT. 397 

01roU\ 
I� 

T€-

T�O�- ReK2HT 1[1£KCO.tt fi€KCON 
HO� ¥ a, 

"righteousness"', 1 Th :&:to. Sahidic 
MTAE. 
"poverty", 2 Co 8:2. Bohair. A€T2,HKI. 
"that will come", Ml 3: u.. Sah. ETttHl' 
"that does"J Mt s.3:4t, Job 14.:s.o. 
"that ia hiddeu", j_ Co 4:5. Bob. €T�Hn 
... you are seeing", Me s:3t. Sah. KN�'G' 
"they are clean", 1 Co 7:j_4. 
"you beat", Jh 18:23. Bob. K�IOl"f. 
"'you know", Me 1o:j_9. 
"that you are seein�", Me 8:�3. 
Sahidic diO'erently. 
"you saw"', Jh �o:!.l9- Sahidic �KN��
"1 will eal"', Ape 3:2o. 
"you fell"t Ape �=s· Bohairic �K2,€1. 
"you P"'pared.", Mt �ua6. 
"your mother", Mt 15:4. Sah. T€�1" 
"my hour". Jh 2:4. 
.. your heart". Mt 22:3-T. Bob. n€K2HT. 
"your brother", M17:5. 



The results in brief: 
• The digraphs J, and W are never used across a morpheme boundary. Their use is not 

even obligatory within a morpheme, although they are preferred at least in 
morpheme-initial position, cf. 5TOOKC "" TOOJ, /'toks/ "to pierce", 5J,O'Ifp "" (rare:) 
KC01fp /'ksm:/ "ring". 

• 

• 

• 

The Sahidic aspirate digraphs 1. 6, and X, as well as t are applied at certain 
morpheme boundaries only. It is curious to see that there is clearly a greater 
tendency for the feminine article T to merge with a following 2- into 6- than for the 
masculine article n to merge with a following 2- into 1-. 
The rules for writing combinatory aspiration in Bohairic seem to be complicated and 
deserve further exploration. 
I have only examined the writing of /u/"" /w/, not of /if"" /j/ after 0.. and €. In Bohairic, 
the short writing is used only with -'lf as a pronominal element, whereas its use is 
somewhat more extended in Sahidic. 

Syllable marking in a Sahidic text 

A Sahidic text from approximately the sth century AD published by PIETERSMA & CoMSTOCK 

& ATrRIDGE (:1.979) employs raised dots (") throughout which separate segments that seem 
to roughly correspond to syllables. This punctuation is somewhat inconsistent, but we can 
make the following observations which hold true for the majority of cases: 
• 

• 

• 

399 
400 
40' 
402 
403 
4°4 
405 

The junctures marked by dots coincide with word boundaries, but not necessarily 
with morpheme boundaries: €"60(\ "€"TC(I)"gj"€ "out to the field"lgB, 
Word-initial or word-final consonant clusters are only separated if a syllabic 
sonorant is present: '{Nb.."TP€"H-"ITO /fnatref11'p:J/ "he will make the dumb (speak)"�. 
TlK0.2"THpq /'pkah 'terf/ "the whole land"4°0; YfO..\\.NT"fl"f)•po "three kings"4°.1.. It is 
noteworthy that even consonant clusters accompanied by the superlinear stroke, 
which many scholars interpret as an indicator of syllabicity, are not isolated by a 
dot unless a syllabic sonorant is present: N€"Tlil'f2. /nOJ't:Jnh/ "those who live"4°11; 
R"TO"OTq /Q.'t:J:tf./ '�in his hand"4o3. 
Word-internal consonant clusters can either be separated or taken to the following 
syllable: R"TNHC"TI"b.. "the fasting"4°4; O'lf"NH"CTI"O.. "a fasting".4°5 

PIETERSMA et al. (:1.979: 26, line :�.3). Morpheme boundaries are: E(to)-BO(\(outside)
€(to)-T(the)-CC!J!Y€(field), with one word boundary: EBO;\ €TCC!J!Yf. 
PrETERSMA et al. ('979' 44, line 8). q(he)-NO.(will)-TPf(cause)->lnO(dumb). 
PrETERSMA et al. ('979' 40, line u). n(the)-K0.2(land)-THP(all)-q(it). 
PrETERSMA et al. ('979' 38, line 9). !!fO>ItlT(three)-tl(au,ibutive marker)-ppo (king). 
PrtTERSMA et al. (:1.979: 42, line s). N(the)-€T(relative pronoun)-OI'l2(live). 
PrETERSMA et al. ('979' o6, line '4)· H(in)-TOOT(hand)-q(he). 
PIETERSMA et al. (:1.979: 24, line :L:L}. l'l(object marker)-T(the)-NHCTIO.(fasting). 
PlETERSMA et al. (:1.979: 24, line :1.5). O'lf{a)-NHCTJO..(fasting). 



• Glides in a stressed syllable are separated by a dot. Similarly, long vowels - which 

are always stressed - are divided by a dot. Glides in unstressed syllabes are not 

separated: fi."N€'lf"20"€1"T€ /J;m�w'h:�jt�/ "their garments"4116; n€"O'lf"0"€1YJ /p�'w:�jJ/ 

"the time"4117; €'lf"O'lf"�·�B /�w'wa:PJ "which are holy"4u8. 

Note the contrast between NO'lf"£1 /'nuj/ "mine"4119 with consonantal N and fi"O'lf"AO'lf"€1 

/I:m'muj/ ••of a lion"4t.11 with syllabic N. 

6.5 Metrics 

A text is metrically formed if its prosodic realization is quantitatively structured in a 
well-defined manner. Metrics is a major feature of poetic texts and seems to be universal, 

but the mechanics of metrics, i.e. the exact definition of how a metrical text has to be 
formed, differs across the languages. The following criteria seem to be universal: A text 

that is metrically formed can be typically divided into units (called verses or cola). The 

boundaries of these units can be, but need not be, explicitly marked, e.g. by rhyme or by 

obligatory coincidence with syntactic boundaries. Each of the units is characterized by a 

predetermined prosodic structure, e.g. by a constant number of syllables (as is usual for 

poetry e.g. in English, French, Chinese, and Japanese} or by a constant number of morre 

(e.g. in Arabic and Classical Greek). The internal structuring of a metrical unit can be, 

but need not be, refined by further prosodic requirements, e.g. by a pattern of alternating 

stressed and unstressed syllables (English, but not French) or by a pattern of alternating 

tones (Chinese). 
There are looser forms of metrically formed literature on the borderline between prose 

and poetry: The Arabic Quean, for example, consists of verses defined by rhyme but 

lacking a fixed internal prosodic structure. Even less strictly formed are the so-called 
"free rhythms" known from modem poetry. 

Poetry is a cross-cultural phenomenon, and it is to be assumed that it also existed in 

Ancient Egypt. Due to our restricted knowledge about vowels and syllables of the 

406 PrETERSMA et al. (1.979: 34, line 9). N (object marker)-N€(possessive article)-'lf(they)-
QOEJTE(garments). 

407 PrETERSMA et al. (:1979! 38, line s). n€(the)-0�0€1Uf(time). 
408 PtETERSMA et al. (:1979: 26, line 6). €(conjugation prefix)-'lf(they)-O'lfO.�B(holy). 
409 PtETERSMA et al. (:1979: 28, line 6). NO'lf(possessive article)-€1(my). 
4:10 PtETERSMA et al. (:1979: 28, line :19). N.(of)-O'lf(a}-..¥1.0'lf€J(lion). 



Egyptian language, the mechanics of Egyptian metrics have not yet been discovered. 4u 
Therefore we have no certain means of distinguishing between prose and poetry in the 
Egyptian literature. 

Prospects for discovering the rules of metrics are probably hest for Coptic since this 
stage of Egyptian is the hest known phonologically. JuNKER (:a.go8/:a.:a.), voN LEMM (:a.9o3), 
and ELANsKAYA (:a.�: :uu.-:1.50) have published Coptic texts which are written in lines and 

end in a clearly visible rhyme. These texts seem to he likely candidates for being 
metrically formed. Attempts, however, to identify a stress-based metrical pattern in these 
texts (JuNKER .:1.9o8/u: I, 3s-,s6) have not proved convincing. 
An example of Demotic poetry might be expected in a bilingual text from ea. 200AD pub
lished by BsuNscH (:1.979). The Demotic text is accompanied by a Greek translation which 
is composed in three different meters (dactylic distich, catalectic jambic tetrameter, 
sotadeus). 

From the earlier periods, texts written in lines that are candidates for poetry can hardly 
be found. However numerous hieratic literary manuscripts from the New Kingdom have 

points inserted in red calor which are distributed in rather regular intervals; 
Egyptologists traditionally call them .. verse points". Most (not all) of these points 
coincide with syntactic boundaries, however the obvious regularity of the interval size 

can be taken as an indication that these points in fact mark verse boundaries. In a recent 

approach, ZEIDLER (.:1.9!)6) suggests that the metrics of these texts is based on counting 

morre; it is not yet clear whether his attempt will prove successful. 

4.:1.1. Attempts to define Egyptian metrics on a purely syntactic (FEcHT :1.963 and .:1.982) or 
semantic (FosTER .:1.975) base without paying any attention to the syllable structure 
of the words involved are certainly erroneous, although many, perhaps most 
Egyptologists have accepted one of these systems or a derivation thereof (cf., to cite 
only a few of them, BuRKHARD :1.983 and MATHIEU .:1.988). For criticism see LicHniEIM 
(.:1.97:a.l72), ScHENKEL (1.972), and ZEIDLER (.:1.996). 
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Appendix :1 Frequency of consonants in Middle Egyptian 

The statistics in appendices 1 and 2 are based on the Coffin Text Word Index by VAN DER 

PLAs {1996). I elicited the data together with Frank Kammerzell (Gtittingen). Only those 
entries in the Coffin Text Word Index were considered which have a length of exactly 
three characters where none of the characters is a structural sign (-) or (.). This selection 
was done with the purpose of mechanically reducing the number of morphologically 
complex words to a minimum. This involves other side-effects such as the following: 
• 

• 

• 

Numerous words for which van der Plas gives variant readings are disregarded (such 
as ltn/itn "sundisk", entry of 7 characters) 

Verbs are overrepresented in our corpus . 
Nouns of grammatical female gender are disregarded since the feminine suffix is 
transcribed .t, so all these nouns contain the structural sign (.). 

The separation and interpretation of lexical entries are generally accepted as it was done 
by van der Plas. Possible reinterpretations of certain passages of the Coffin Texts would 
probably not have statistically important effects on our results since they would 
primarily concern rare lexical elements. 

It should be noted that most verbs terminating in -j belong to the class of verba tertite 
infirmte in which -j is rarely ever written in Egyptian and the reality of this consonant 
may be subject to doubt (q" § 2.6.4). These cases form about half of all the words 

(contributing to about 8o% of the token occurrences) which are listed with -j as the third 
consonant in the following charts. 

It is further to be noticed that morphologically variable words are recorded under the 

base form chosen by van der Plas, e.g. all occurrences of the verb "to see" (allomorphs 
mll, mJ, mJn) are treated as if they were written mJJ. Such cases are however not frequent. 
Any interventions into the given data base have been kept to a minimum. Only the 
following changes were made: 
• 

• 

• 

• 

In contrast to van der Plas, we distinguished between the consonants s and z. There 
are, however, several words in which the attribution to either phoneme remains 
uncertain. This conceJ;lls all words that are not attested prior to the Middle Kingdom, 

when graphic variation between s and z had already begun. In cases of doubt, we 

chose s rather than z because of the generally higher frequency of the former. The 
errors to be expected by possible misassignment are not likely to be major since 
doubtful words are usually infrequent ones. 
Thej-signs (i, y, ·t, i), which van der Plas distinguished only inconsistently, have all 
been put into a single category j. 

The transcription of the frequent verb rdj "to give, to cause" (:t35:t occurrences) was 

changed into more accurate rdj. 
The following u causative verbs, i.e. verbs with a causative prefix s-, which are 

attested so frequently as to potentially have disturbing effects on the statistics, 
have been eliminated from the data base: 



sSm "to guide" :1.43 occurrences smn "to make finn" :1.07 occurrences 
sfiJ "to release" 58 occurrences sdl "to travel" 40 occurrences 
slf! ''to glorify" 38 occurrences sjp "to examine" 3s occurrences 
s{J.r ''to throw down" 34 occurrences srs "to awaken" �o occurrences 
s!J,d "to illumine" 24 occurrences s'q "to cause to enter" :1.5 occurrences 
srd "to cause to grow" :1.2 occurrences sgr "to make silent" :to occurrences 

Causative verbs of lower frequency have been left in the list as they are. For many 
of these, the decision as to whether initial s- is a causative morpheme or not would 
have been difficult to make. 

In the following, each of the �4 transcription symbols which we distinguished are listed 
together with their token-frequency (number of occurrences of the relevant letter in the 
database) and its type-frequency (number of different lexical entries in the database 
which contain the letter). H a  letter appears more than once in a word, this only affects 
the counting of tokens (e.g. each occurrence of the word mJJ is counted as two tokens with 
respect to the consonant 1, but this is still only one type). We counted separately how 
often each consonant occurs as the first, the second, and the third consonant in a word . 

. 

cons. sum "' ond 3rd 
token type token type token type token type 

i 97.<< 446 2493 ,33 .<67 47 669< 279 

n o6o6 m 3-;-;o i66 ,,a. ... U74 ,.6 
r 7695 •44 :1800 4' •• 3. "" 3464 ao 

w ,363 -<•4 "''·' do <7<9 «7 3u9 .. , 
J «06 .s. o3o 38 30<7 "' 22<7 i87 

m _,007 3o< ••• a ,., <39< 107 •69a •• 
s 4.<00 4<4 3oo3 307 :1072 QQ 440 77 

h 3633 273 :1.0:16 ,3, ao< 6< a •• 84 
h 343• oo3 :t82o 100 7a7 67 a._, 43 
' 33oa ,s. 1302 Bo oo3 6i uo3 -" 

d 3.65 ,,, 557 ,. <O« s3 6s3 " 
p oa9o ,,. <245 ,. :LO:l:l ,. 634 _,. 
i o67o a3 66a -" <700 34 ... 3o 

t 2400 '95 o3a •• '"9a •• 864 76 
k o359 90 297 3< 423 43 <639 " 

b 107a .. s o63 " 1000 HQ 616 76 

d 17a. <86 424 s6 997 7• 361 6s 
z 1379 a, 743 44 .<01 3, 13_, ,. 

f :1.20:1. ., 307 ,6 6o .. 432 38 

' l :1.:1.02 ,63 749 s, •• 6 ,. <27 34 
h 976 " a70 34 106 4• 0 0 
q ,.a oB 3aa ,s .a, • 6 «3 •• 
b 5'" 3s 192 ., <21 6 199 4 

" 464 70 3oo 3. 72 ., 70 .. 

I a3436 278:1.2 �78:1!1 278:1.2 



Appendix " Consonantal compatibility in Middle Egyptian 

The following charts are based on exactly the same data base which was counted m 

appendix .1., with the same selections and corrections made. They show how often two 
consonants eo-occur within a word. I indicate: 
a) the token-frequency (total number of words, i.e. word tokens, in which both conso

nants occur at least once each) statistically to he expected according to the conso
nant frequency indicated in appendix .1. under the assumption that the occurrence of 
two consonants within a word were independent from each other4111 

b) the token-frequency actually attested 
c) the attested type-frequency (number of different words in which both consonants 

occur at least once each) 

a) b) c) a) b) c) a) b) c) 

j + j !1694 3u d j + n !1659 2421. us j + r  u8:1. •877 45 
j + w  2095 124:1. as j + l  :�.6a3 .1255 76 j + m  i467 1.1.26 6s 
j + s .:�.332 66s 7' j + �  wao 718 55 j + !J :1.025 340 " 

j + c 
.S9 399 '7 j + d  94a 1547 " j + p  a69 1.096 " 

j + {  a., o8s 3> j + t 7•6 516 36 j + k  7'4 1589 '9 
j + b  001 469 45 j + d  543 433 '7 j + z  4" 3s6 >5 
j +f 368 141 a j + S 33a .. o '9 j + h 3oo 3so '5 

j + q .. , 176 19 i + }]  ,,a "·' 9 j +g 144 127 " 

n + n  2624 6o7 37 n + r  2:1.52 2041. .a n + w  2a68 1.701. '"' 
n + I  :1.582 75 o6 n + m  i447 1.1.28 6a n + s i3i4 s37 100 
n + IJ, :�.a68 949 61 n + lj  iOii 1.1.26 6s n + ' 976 u88 3s 
n + d  936 36o '9 n +p 857 114 '4 n + ! 797 1.772 34 
n + t 716 565 39 n + k  7•4 1523 19 n + b  593 364 57 
n + d  s36 191 3o n + z  417 175 '7 n +f 364 379 '9 
n + S  334 144 33 n + h  •<J6 125 •6 n + q  ... 76 >6 
n + l! >s6 w3 '4 n +g '4' 40 " 

r + r  :1.765 57 '4 r + w  >6q6 1.244 68 r + ]  ,..,s "5 '7 
r + m  u87 436 o6 r + s  1078 463 48 r + IJ,  8,6 318 •• 

r + lj  83o 675 >6 r + ' 8o> 179 '4 r + d  ,68 1.651. >6 
r + p  ,.3 1.524 .. r + l  654 1744 a r + t sa, 151 '7 

41.2 The expected eo-occurrence frequency (fc) is calculated by the following formula: 
f, = (1 - f, / s)3) • (1 - fb i s)3) • s /  3 

( fa = total token-frequency of one consonant; fb = total token frequency of the other 
consonant; s = 83436, i.e. the total number of consonants in the data base). 
Example: The consonants s and h are attested 4520 and 976 times respectively in 
our database (n:w appendix 1.). Out of 83436/3 = 278.1.2 words in our database, we 
would expect (1 - 4520 / 83436)') * (1 - 976 I 83436)3) * 83436 / 3 = 148 of them to 
contain both s and h. However only three such words are attested. This indicates that 
there is a strong restriction against the eo-occurrence of s and h within a morpholog
ically non-complex word. 
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r + k  578 204 8 r + b  411? 20 3 r + d  439 64 ,8 
r + z  34' '34 5 r +f • .,s 245 ,3 r + S  '74 "4 , 

r + h  •• 3 423 ,. r + q  ,8 • '"5 , r + b. ,.8 192 8 
r + e a6 i68 " 

w + w  :�.63a '99 ,8 w + I  1.!147 :1523 ,.8 w + m  :1:14.1 :1.067 47 
w + s  w36 6i6 77 w + l}  8 •• 595 59 w + !J 797 486 45 
w + < 769 556 45 w + 4  7� 526 44 w +p �6 ,so "' 
w + ! 6.8 444 .3 w + t 564 501 4' w + k  555 '54 " 

w + b  468 465 47 w + d  ... 784 4a w + z  3.8 366 '7 
w +f .8, 261 '4 w + s .63 i84 3s w + h  .34 s38 '4 
w + a  m ., 4 w + b  ;,3 22 7 w + .- "' 62 ,6 

1 + 1  954 s66 '7 l + m  873 :1002 54 J + s  793 sss 8, 
I + �  644 395 sa I + �  6w '5' 3s I + <  589 •74 s3 
I +  4 s64 392 43 l + p  5'7 '57 3a I + ! 48a 279 ,8 
1 + t ,3. 127 '7 J + k  ••s 242 34 1 + b  358 57' 73 
l + d  3.3 204 •7 l + z  '5' 392 3, l +f 219 u3 .. 
I + S  .a, 189 37 l + h  179 3s• 16 l + q _ '34 425 34 
I + h Q4 < < l + u  8< 71 • 

m + m  799 ,s 3 m + s  725 :1.047 74 m + l].  589 552 4' 
m + {!  ss8 649 3. m + '  s39 460 3. m + d  5'6 357 '9 
m +p 473 a a m + !  44a '94 '7 m + t  395 460 3s 
m + k 3S. 55 8 m + b  3•7 i ' m + d  •.,6 453 •6 
m + z  •3a 122 5 m +f •a< i ' m + S  '84 68 '4 

m + h  ,63 3, ,. m + q  ,.. 92 9 m + lJ, 86 •9 4 
m +v 78 w< • 
s + ' 659 3s 8 s + l}.  s3s 4'5 47 s + lJ.  sa1 875 48 
s + < 489 '96 ,6 s + 4  469 556 34 s + p  4'9 368 44 

s + ! 399 us •s s + t 3s• 378 3s s + k  353 '79 , 

s + b  297 45' 6. s + d  .68 23o 46 ' + z ... u • 
s +f ,8. .s. •a s + S  '67 270 ,, s + h  '48 3 ' 

s + a  "' i86 .3 s + l:!  78 iQQ 4 s + g 7' 2< 13 

� + �  435 ,83 " � · �  4" a a 1}. + ( 397 993 .6 

� + d  38, 78 '7 � +p 349 33o '5 � + ! 3•4 7 5 
I} + t ••• 409 '7 � + k  •87 3s 9 � + b  '4' '95 •• 
* + d  u8 77 ,8 1J. + z  '7a 89 " � ·! '48 •7 5 
I} +  s 136 i ' h + h  ,., 0 a � + q  9a u8 '5 
h + b  6 a a h + u  <8 u6 Q 
� + �  3.- •9 7 lJ. + c 376 968 ,8 � + 4  36, 7 4 

� +p 33a 433 ,6 � + ! 3a7 0 a lJ. + t .,6 349 33 
� + k  .,, a a � + b  "9 36 '7 � + d  •"7 120 13 

!J + z ,6, i06 9 � +! '4a 370 ,. It + s "9 ., 4 

h + h  "4 a a f!, + q  8s 0 a h + h 6a a a 
h +g << a a 

< + < 363 241 13 < + 4  348 203 •a ' +p 3'9 '58 5 
( + ! •.,6 i 1 ' + t  .66 • • < + k ·6· a a 
' + b  . ., 3o7 ·6 < + d '99 i ' ' + z  '55 a a 



' + f <3s 6o ,. c + s "4 64 '5 ' +  h HO i ' 
' +  Q Bo 70 9 ( + b. ,s i8 6 ' +  /( s3 ,3 .s 
d + d  334 7 5 d +p 3o6 93 ,. d + {  •84 i ' 
4 + t •55 0 0 d + k '5' 0 0 4 + b  "' •37 3o 
d + d  '9' ••• '5 d + z '49 0 0 4 +! <3o 73 8 
rl + s "9 0 0 d +h <o6 0 0 4 + q  79 0 0 
4 + 1>  s6 0 0 4 +g " 0 0 
p +p o8o 4 ' p + ! o6o '7 3 p + t •34 4•6 '9 
p + k  o3o 9 4 p + b  '94 0 0 p + d '75 89 ,3 
p + z  ,36 244 ,3 p +f "9 7 ' P + S '"9 333 '5 
p + h  97 i8 7 p + q  7' '9 3 p + /;  51 i08 3 
p + g  46 34 • 
l + !  '4' u 5 ! +  t "7 <67 '9 { + k "4 0 0 
! + b  ,so '9 ,. ! + d ,63 • ' { + z  106 •39 ,3 
! +/ HO •7 7 t + S  <O< 4 ' ! + h  go 3 ' 
{ + q  67 i ' ! + b  47 0 0 ! +I( ,3 0 0 
t + t '95 84 '5 t + k  '9' 55 " t + b  ,6. 8 5 
t + d  '46 0 0 t + z  "4 • ' t +f 99 '4' ,. 
t + s 9' 73 " t + h s, o3 9 t + q  6, i ' 

t + 1:! 43 '97 ' t +g 39 .5'- 4 
k + k  '89 i09 5 k + b  '59 <6s " k + d  '44 0 0 
k + z  ,. 44 ' k +f 98 H 4 k + s 90 • • 
k + h  Bo 5 ' k + q  59 0 0 k + /;  4' 0 0 
k + g  38 0 0 
b + b  '34 9 ' b + d '" '9" " b + z  94 '93 <3 
b +f Bo i ' b + s 76 68 '4 b + h 67 so 3 
b + q so 83 ,. b + /; 3s • • b +g_ 3o i3 8 
d + d  '"9 '9 7 d + z Bs 0 0 d +f 74 '9' 9 
d + S  68 <8• •s d + h 6o i3 9 d + q  45 39 '5 
d + /;  3o i3 ' d +g '9 7 6 
z + z  66 i8 ' z +f sB •• 5 z + S  s3 '"7 7 
z + h  47 0 0 z + q  3s 0 0 z + h  '5 i ' 
z +g o3 0 0 
!+ ! so 6 ' J+ s 46 • ' f+ h  4' 0 0 
f+ q 3, i6 7 f+ h .. 0 0 ·r + /( 00 i4 ' 
s + s 43 8 4 S + h 38 0 0 S + q  oB 0 0 
S + h  00 0 0 s + g ,a 0 0 
h + h  33 i ' h + q  '5 0 0 h + /;  ,a 0 0 
h +g <6 0 0 
q + q ,. 0 0 q + /}  ,3 3 ' I o + g " 0 0 
/; + /;  9 0 0 /; +g 8 0 0 
g + g 8 '7 9 
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Appendix 3 The Egyptian numerals from 3 to iO in cuneiform 
transcription 

Bi- and multilingual glossaries ("lexical lists") have a long tradition in the cuneiform 
literature. They cover approximately 20 different languages altogether and have played a 
crucial role in deciphering some of them (e.g. Sumerian, Eblaitic), whereas some of these 
languages are not even attested by texts yet (e.g. Kassite, Lulluhaean). Only one glossary 
involving Egyptian has been found by now.. This is an Egyptian-Akkadian glossary from 
the 14th century BC which was excavated in Tell el-Amarna in Middle Egypt. This text is 
supposed to have been written by an Asian with the purpose either of memorizing 
Egyptian words or of providing a tool for teaching Egyptian to others. 
Its special importance lies in the fact that the Egyptian words are not written in an 
Egyptian script but with cuneiform phonograms. Among other items of everyday vocabu
lary, the glossary contains the numbers from 3 to 1.0 which I list in the following along 
with the Egyptian and the equivalent Coptic forms. 
The text was first published by SMITJI & GADD (1.925). For more recent discussions of the 
text relevant for the reading of the numbers see EDEL (1.975 and 1.994b) and KAMMERZELL 
(•994b: <69)· 

Egypt- cuneiform cuneiform rende- Ak.hmimic Sahidic 
180 renderings: rings: possible Coptic Coptic 

transliteration transcription 
3 hmtw HA-AM-TUM hamtu..Z Q� T /'xarnt/ I !!fO.I\NT l'f omt/ 
4 {dw 'Bll-'DA'-U : pitau414 qT0.1>' /'flAw/ I qT001>' /'flow/ 

• • 

t01>' /'tiw/ I t01>' /'tiw/ .5 diw DI-U tiu 
• 

6 isw '15'-SA-U iSSau C�1f /'saw/ coo� /1S3W/ 
7 sf/!w SAB-HA sapha CO.Q q /' saxf/ co.wq /'sarf/ 
8 hmnw HA-MA-AN hanum �.l\01l'Ni'xmun/ llll.l\01l'N /' r mun/ 
9 ps4w PI-SI-ID piSi� llfJC /'psis/ li'IC !psis/-

I li'IT /'psit/ 
>0 mdw MU-TU 11Udu AHT /'met/ .4\HT /'met/ 

4:13 The sign TUM can be read tu at the end of a word (and is conventionally transliter
ated tu4 then). 

4:14 Cuneiform has no grapheme to express /f/. 
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Appendix 4 Word forms in Sinuhe still found in Cop tic 

The study of Egyptian syllable structures is based on the observation that the openness 

vs. closeness of the stressed vowel in Coptic is predictable from the number of conso

nants which followed it in the earlier language (O::W § 4.2). This correlation is widely 

believed in, but there has never been a quantitative examination of the topic. 

The following chart compares actual writings of words from Middle Egyptian and from 

Coptic and checks whether the rule is confirmed or not. The Egyptian data are taken from 

papyrus 3022 Berlin (edited by GARDINER .1909) from the 2nd half of 12th Dynasty, the best 

preserved and the oldest known manuscript of the literary tale of Sinuhe, which is perhaps 

the most studied piece of classical Egyptian literature. This famous text is generally 

considered representative of standard Middle Egyptian and dates roughly to the time at 

which the syllable structure rules reconstructed for Paleo-Coptic might have applied. The 

chart contains all words of this manuscript for which an exact genetic equivalent is still 

attested more than 2000 years later in Coptic. 

The following criteria have been applied for carrying out the comparison: 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

I only compare words that, according to our present knowledge, share the same 

morphological form in both the Sinuhe text and in Coptic. This implies that most 

finite verbal forms of Sinuhe have to be disregarded. 

I do compare status nominalis I pronominalis forms of nouns (including infinitives) 

from Sinuhe with status absolutus forms from Coptic. With rare exceptions, the 

different status are not distinguished in Middle Egyptian writing, so the status 

ahsolutus of the noun would probably have been written no differently in the Sinuhe 

manuscript. 

If a lexical base takes an obligatory pronominal suffix in Coptic, I choose the suffix 

-CJ (3rd pers. sg. masc.). A combination with any other suffix would yield the same 

conclusions concerning the syllable structure. 

I prefer comparisons with the Sahidic dialect of Coptic, but other dialects are 

adduced if no Sahidic cognate is available. I do not include Old Coptic attestations 

because writing is so inconsistent here that high and low vowels cannot he clearly 

distinguished. 

I do not consider clitics which have no own word stress in Coptic since they cannot 

he used for reconstructing Paleo-Coptic syllable structures. 

If there is some doubt about the etymological connection between the Egyptian and 

the Coptic word (especially for semantic divergence), this is indicated by .. ?". 

In some cases where I doubt the morphological identity, the word is marked as '"?m" 

("morphologically questionable"). This especially concerns certain nouns whose 

grammatical number is difficult to determine in the Sinuhe text. 



The chart contains the following entries: 

.1) The Egyptian word. In order to avoid circulary argumentation, the words are 

transcribed a s  a c t u a l l y  w r i t t e n  i n  t h e  m a n u s c r i p t ,rather than as 

recorded in the dictionaries. This is because the dictionaries frequently reconstruct 

the consonantal representation of a word with respect to its Coptic cognate. Conso

nants are italicized if they are not expressed by mono-consonantal phonograms (but 

instead by complex phonograms or by logograms) to indicate that their identifica

tion implies additional assumptions. 

2) The place of attestation in the Sinuhe ID.anuscript (line/ column). 

3) The Coptic cognate. 

4) An English gloss, which in case of difference is of the Egyptian rather than of the 

Coptic word. 

5) An indication as to whether the comparison confirms the suspected 'COrrelation or 

not: 

"+": A vowel which is high in Coptic is followed by two consonants in the Sinuhe 

text, or a vowel which is low in Coptic is followed by one or three of consonants in 

the Sinuhe text: The rule is confirmed. 

"-": The relation is the contrary: The rule is violated. 

"?": Evidence is ambiguous, e.g. because it is unclear where the stressed vowel is to 

be placed within the Egyptian consonantal skeleton. 

In all cases in which doubt is possible (writing in Sinuhe not exclusively with 

monoconsonantal signs, doubtful etymology), the symbol is put in brackets ( ). I 

found it unnecessary to distinguish between"?" and"(?)". 

No syllable structure rules are presupposed: I do not rule out the possibility that 

Egyptian words begin or end in a vowel, that more than three consonants can follow 

the stressed vowel, etc. 

EXAMPLES: In O'lr�6 < wSb "to answer" there is no doubt that the predecessor of the high 

Coptic stressed vowel {t) was between w and S in Egyptian. The vowel was followed by 

two consonants which confonns to the rule:"+". In €lOnE < ipw.t "commission", it is 

evident that the stressed vowel was between i and p, which would likewise conform to the 

rule. However the consonant i is only written by means of a complex phonogram (ip•. This 

entry is therefore marked as"(+)". In Hpn < irp "wine" it cannot be determined without 

further presuppositions whether the Egyptian forerunner of H preceded or followed i, i.e. 

whether two or three consonants followed the stressed vowel in Egyptian. This entry is 

marked as ambiguous .. ?". In words like JT€ < p.t .. heaven" I presuppose the well 

established rule that t is not lost before the stressed vowel. Thus I assume that the 

stressed vowel must have preceded t, i.e. the rule is confirmed: .. +". 
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<) "'- 3) 41 .11 
lbw ..6 IHB Elephantine (town l(+L 
!nd 88 ooBT ?m birds (coli.) ? 
lh.t 3o6 €16..9.01!' ?m fields L (-)_ 
�d.w 255_ OOT (qual.) to be in bad mood ? 
U.t I'<' COOl- back ? 
iJb.n "" Ub.fi i<po8 ElfBT east ? 
Brr.t a. €(\.00?>..€ ?m �apes coli. -) 
i' '49_ EIH to wash__fr;tativlj ? 
iw.t 10Q,:t88,236,24.t.,248 £1 to come ? 
ib.t ti fiB€ ?m thirst ? 
if 88 M meat + 

im- &-[, 68, a., <04, '48. <6a, <6.! ,..Y.-.¥..0-q m ... + 
etc. 

i m  2.'i7. !17.9:- ;+..0.. ?m �ive! 
imn .t_Sa, !106 b"'-"O"ifH Amun (�od) 
imn.t'i '4 €,..Y.NT west + 
in.t- '78 EIN€ to bring ? 
in m <oil O.NOA\ skin + 
inr 3oo (!)HE stone ? inr 1cil? OON€ ?m stone ? 
ink I ,, •. .sa b..liOK I + 
ipw.t .1.:17,:1.77,243 €lOnE commission + 
ir.t 1279 11EI(lE eve + 
ir.t "" ir.t "'his, :1:17, !I!>O, 200 £1pE to do ? 
irY- :100. !103 in (T)pE-�_ to do (subjunctive) ? 
irp 8•Jl7 Hpn wine ? 
irt.t 27,9.1. EproTE milk +) ih.w '94 in (Tn)HQ oxen ? 
ih.t ,6, N!J? thing ? 
Ilst ' EIC? (particle) ? 

it Ill! €lOOT barlev -

j�· I 47· sa €fOOT father ( +) 
it m 207 L(r t�)E toponym Atum (god) -

0€ 600.M. 
itrw .33 €lOOp river + 

ith )1<)4 WT2 to pull ? 
iu 7< 2$.1 ? to take IH 
" 6;, ><6, 26; 0 e;reat ? ' 
'! 77 T'-1 here + 

'b <4 T'-n horn + 
'nh 7.<62 WH2 to live ? 
cnh ..... (nh �1.1, 2:'>6, �7:1. WH2 life ? 
'h' w 0.9:€ '?m to stand (stativ� ' ? 
'h' '4'1_ 0.20l0lP ?m treasures I ? 
CStt 59 MIH crowd •? 

_'y 46 HK to enter (stative) ? 
'qw 11, 0€1K income (colLl_ ? 
wl.t "" wl.t s. <6, 97, •s< 0'0'0€1 wav 

lw< 1, 70 137, :t37. 246, 2.'i6 01f'- one ., 
w• .t 266 O'!f€1 one feminine ? 
whm 124.�16 01fOJ2-'1 to repeat L(+lJ 
wSb .00 O'lf(l){l B ---2�er --�-- '+ I 
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I w<d I •.S4 

I b! I •s3. o63 Bl>.2 

I to "'eel 
I to 'ave I bu' 

I+ 
( +) 

lol.t 163.w<.<'7 IRIT€ lbow 11+) I m I <OO I I>.M1f I come! I ? I m·'· I 040, o6q I NTI>.-q I with I + I m w I "· "· Bo. o6. I .11001r I wat« + \ I mwt I .1101r I death I mlb I <3< I .11€2 (bob. I to bum I m/'.t 1.11€ I truth I mn r-;--,;;' I .IIHN I to I '! 
f-':1 m'S--ni-+i� I 'land mnw 209 

{me.�Klace name cE,'T: (go" d)--+t:"H 
mntw 

I m<h.t I "'·' I+ I mhv.t I 076 I wind I? ms.w �� ��:�!�� .. t--+1��------+��· ?�m--�:::�:�(�c�l.�) --+S� 
I m4w l048bis � I ten I n· I '7. 3<. 34. 4<. 46, << etc. I Nl>.�-q---+1= to -. ----ji-'-'.L + I n' .I I 66, <7< I NH I city I ? I n-wn I -".liON I the<e is not I + 1 nb \ :�bis, oo7, 'LI his, •38, 1 NHB (bob.) lloro 1 H 
i nb • 3o? I N01fll I •ol< 
. �::.,- nf' : :;�, 075 • oo.<. oo6 � : :::, I nnw I ""' I N01fN I nh.t I 8. <8o. 

I wale< '+ 
I+ I nhm I oo; I to ? 

��==�:�:��====g::� 
1-': �"':·�""'·'----11-"� < <73. <8o •• ,. 
I nl ·,so, , •"7 his I ntk 

I w.w 
I<' 

1 � � �1�47· 0. 70,106, 48, 
I ' '· ''" 
I''· 4' 
lu 

I NTOK 
NO'IJ'T€ 
ENTHD 
po 

I YOU I+ 

I mad 



1,,_,, 

,_ 

I m 

I mp.t 
I mp.t 
I m 'h-
I "w.t 
I rrJ.t 
I h!.w 
I hlw 
I h<W- h•w 

l.t �l.ti 
,._ 

�
w

4�� bw.t 

hbs.w 
hm.l �m.l 
hmw.w 
fp-
"' 

(<s.t 
,., 

iJ!tp 
I hiP 
I h'P 
>d 
'y.l 

I �P' I!J>r.t 
gp; 
!!_<w- �.w 

"' 

•- hsf 
[11 
gd 
!-1 
;n 
Onw- (>nw 

� lit--;r. 
IJt-d.w 
;r. 
'.'lW 

1 ��'79 207, � uo, <>4, <45 his, . 
I 4'· 74 ·, 246, 26o 
I :SO, 4.< I 92, WO, 0<)0 
I 42, U4, 224 
1225 1 :;:.5, 86, ,07, ,5s, ,76, ,s, 

I ,68 

PH 

- ' 

IPM 

� 
it 

1 2H1f 
I 9.H lboh. l ? 18.<6� 

�0.�9. �90.�92,238,2g8 2001f 
etc. 

I 48,78, UQ4,3U I9.H 
I""' 1 2'!! 
I �•8. •.«. ooo I �IO"lf� 72, ti2, 

P.i.! I 2BCtXOC 
I o64 IL ... I 67.� 
I oo6 12.\\H"lf - 9.11€1f 
I 14<1, «• 6o� 12 

I��: !.'1'e�' OO<j, ''"· "'7' zrop 
ow I '2HC€ 

�� ... � 12< 
I'-' 1 2(t)Tfl 
I ,(>;l j20Tfl 

� l2b.T ?m 
9b. IS< ll!IOOfl I 3< 

�
?m 

I -<•· '"-' 
I f<l, "'!. <73 

l�!t� 1229 
122 
I <7,Q8 I�- OQOJCq 

,297 
<T ?m 

ll .. .... ,262 �? ! ���·<50,<57-<88,204, 

l201fN I '74 I ?m 
I 3o< 12P£ 

� I "�POt 
12P€ ?m 
I €CH" 

3os 

•un I? 

to ... + 
I name I+ 
I yea' (+ 
yea" (pi.) I? 
do not know I+ 
d<eam I+ 
to give IH 

I to I (slat.) I? 

I day I? 

I fmnt I ? 
I heart I ? 
I body I? 
to strike + 

I H  
I+ 

I wife ( +) 
. (pi.) -) 

t lnl. 
I lace 
I Homs (god) 1-) 
I favo' I I+ l 

I ? 
I peace I+ 
I to he I+ 
I \•.be 
I white 
I silm 
I to 
I event 
la<m I+ I voice ! ( +) 
• to lead I+ 
lthmat I+ I+ 
I tree I I+ l 
I nonh IH I belly 1-
I to <et close (-) 

I I+) 
(+ 

I under I I+ l I need I+ 
1 (pi.) 1-. .  (+ 

I c 



r;;;- r;6o_ ,.Jir :on I oa•e. r;me I+ 
lzil �? I text; to wr ;te 
i>l I ;�;;l ;8, '<00, ''7· [back I I • I 
I •l•l I <7 cooc I attack I •wh.t 168 I e•• I+ ,--;;;w 1,00 Wl 'm I coli. I l+l 

•ft <o< Ctq£ ' cedar o;I I+ 
l.t w (CWJ£ field I+ I 
h< 

t ... 
I "tlltwt . olan I+ IWNC : rovaii;nen I? 

.r! - "I cwr ' to pull I+ 

.dl CI>.T£ 'to ' -
T - ,..,--;;;:;- I woo .and ? 

lm.t , <o. """ I !!1£ to •• ? 
lm• <70 I !!!-"!!!£ to follow H 3o8 I WNTOO 1+1 

cq,s c;;;;- � •tn bu� 
ad 007 1-1 
ad 3o [GOT, 1+1 

kl I in: (part of the + 
-..-- � � I ? 

km. I - km.t I o6, 3o. 34. 76. <6<, <78, <88 I EJYpt (+) 
, ., I"" 11300 ',aent -
r-.;_;- l.in leoc I+ I 
liT � :1.29· 1,5!:1:, :l59· TO lan ? 

t!' I So -�- T(J)!!I 
? 

tli.w 17< (pi. 
I twt 1307 I •tatue -
'"" l3m � TH 

? 
ltr I'"·'" time 
I tlw I o3• • .36. '"' TH11' r.rr I tlz.w I <OO. ,.; 2<0€1( I I+\ liZ:t 103 2<tC£ llo raise I+ 
I dwlw 1 ... 8 I I+ I 
I do.t lo3 tn£ I taste I +  
ldm; �-?;;6 lt.ll£ I I+ I r<lW I tG£ I fruit (coli. I+ 
Id I"·'"' '0011' I I+ I I r ir(.) I '--"- THD"l ..n I+ Id< � I 2<00 >Say 

Total: ? 
9 

The result is that a clear majority of the examples agree with the syllable structure rules. 
Some of those examples which appear to violate the rules become explicable if writings 
from other texts are adduced (e.g . twt .. statue" can also be written twtw which confonns 
to the rule). Here we can assume defective writings (� § 2.6.4) in the Sinuhe text. 
However some cases remain in which no explanation is obvious. For further discussion 
!IF§ 4.8.6. 
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Appendixs Semitic loan words from the New Kingdom still found 
in Coptic 

From the vast number of Semitic loan words used in Egyptian during the New Kingdom, 
only a small part survived until Coptic. However, these words are of special value for 
reconstructing the sound developments which Egyptian experienced during the period 
between the New Kingdom and the Coptic era, since their Semitic affiliation allows for 
more insight into their original pronunciation, especially with regard to the vowels, than 
what we know of most native Egyptian words. 
The following chart contains all of these words I consider certain examples. There are 
many more words in which there is some uncertainty regarding either their Semitic 
affiliation or their (presumed) cognates in Coptic. All of the following words are first 
attested in the New Kingdom (.1_8th - 20th Dynasties), which more or less excludes the 
possibility that they are emprunts i n t o Semitic. Most of them are recorded in group 
writing (� § 5.4.2) which is likewise an indicator of their foreign origin. 

meaning in Cop tic Late Egyptian Semitic cognates references 
Late Eg. 
lentils '•bb.P!!IIN /ar'Jin/ crsn Hebrew t:i"li1l) HocH (1994: no. 84) 
wagon sb-.607\T€ /a'kblta/, cgrt Hebrew n?av., Syriac Hoca (l-994: no. 

•b.eo?-.t-b..2<or.t 'agc.ltO :LOO} 
out- •.bflo;>. r�oll bnr ""' br ( �nr) Hebrew 1� "out- HocH (1994: no. 
side = /1/) side'', Arabic �.barr- 119) 

"open country" 
char- '6p6001!"T- mrkbt Hebrew n:J:>;o, Hoca (1994: no. 

T T -·.· 

iot BEP€6(001!"1", Akkadian narkabtu 189) 
hfiEP€6(001!"TC 

sea '€10.11 fjom/, htO.II ym Hebrew C�, Arabic� Hocu (1994: no. 52) 
I iamm-

lion- '·"r.b.BOI/la'�oj/ rby Hebrew�,�?, Hocu (1994: no. 
ess Arabic oy;J

"
t�bwat- 273), KAMMERZELL 

(1QQ4a: 3o-34\ 
must 5-MPIC /rp'ris/, mrs Syriac menta , HocH (1994: no. 

hf.MBPIC. This word Ugaritic mrt 183), KHALIL (1996: 
occurs in modem 7•) 
Nubian as mensa 
"must, beer". 

spear s,b./1\EP€2./mt�'reh/, mr� Ugaritic m:l].. HocH (:1.994: no. 
'.IIEPHZ Hebrew n�;, Arabic 179) 

,.�� rnmh-



to rest s,h.-\\TON /rp1tJn/ mdn 

tower 5.-\\€6TW(\ /m�k.i'tol/ mktr- mgdr 

beans �a l'p'cll pr 

to 'ITOlp!!J /'pmJ/, prlj. "to bios-
stre- �wp!!J, •nwpe som, sprout" 
tch > Demotic· 

pr!J, "to spre-
ad" (PosENER 
<oB<: 44) 

caul- spOQ.T€ /'nhtQ/, rhd.t (a 
dron �0.2t vessel) 

wool s,h(opT /'sJrt/ scrt 

hill, 'TO.<-. /'tal}, "eo.<-. tnr'"'"' tr (<nr� = 
mound /I!) 

oven <rprp /'trir/, heprp '" 

rod '·"!!!BOlT /'JIIotl lbd 

Aramaic Vmtn 
"immobile, slow"41_5 
Hebrew .,.,ll:l 

T : • 

��brew �ie, Arabic 
:}>fill-

Hebrew n'J�. Arabic 
d forra!Ja "to 
sprout" 

Akkadian rlitu (a 
vessel for water), 
Hebrew �"'tom . , -
"waterin_g_troue:hs" 
Ugaritic scrt (in 
cuneiform transcrip-
tion 1U!ia-lJ.ar-tu) 
"wool'', Hebrew 
ii1-P.il} "hair" 
Hebrew '='I::�. Arabic J; taU-, Akkad;an 
tillu 
Hehrew1m:t 

Hebrew�?.� 

YEIVIN {:t.936: 
I 7u.)•'' 

Hocu (:1.994: no. 
224) 
Hocu (:1.994: no. 
:1..'\0)41.7 
HocH (:1.994: no. 
:1.5:1.)4:1.8 

Hocu (.:1.994: no. 
•79) 

HocH (:1.994: no. 
3s9l 

Hocu (1.994: no. 
5•7) 

HocH (.:1.994: no. 
<3<), GaEPPIN (<oo3\ 
Hocu (:1.994: no. 
397), cf. QuACK (�.;.,o, <<�) 

4:1.5 E.g.1rn "to wait", rntJ "careful, slow" in Byzantine Jewish Palestinian Aramaic 
(SoKOLOFF :1.990: 336f.). While this root is not attested in Biblical Hebrew, we have 
PJ miten "to slow down" and rntJii himtin ''to wait" in Modern Hebrew which are 
likely to he borrowings from Aramaic. Probably the same root appears in Arabic as 
� matuna "to be firm" with semantic change. 

4:1.6 Yeivin hesitatingly considers the possibility that the Egyptian word, which is first 
attested in Late Egyptian, may he borrowed from Semitic. This idea has not gained 
acceptance because the word is not found in group writing in Late Egyptian. 
Nevertheless, I consider this etymology very probable since it is straightforward 
both semantically and phonologically, 

4:1.7 Cf. OsrNG (:1.976a: note 6o on p. 38o-38�). who, based on the traditional conceptions 
about Coptic vowel quantity, cannot accept a direct derivation of �€(\ from *pal
and suggests a more complicated development. 

4:1.8 Hoch derives the Coptic verb from another Semitic root ..fprS, which does not agree 
phonetically with the Akmimic dialect form. VprS is rather the source of Coptic 
lmopc "to extend", see OsrNc (:1.976a: note !)67 on p. 7Bo) and VYctcuL (:t.4}83: :1.64). 
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shame •·"!!fM<J /'Jbf/ lyuf(cnr> = 

Ill) 
"reproach" 

pnce '!!lb.b.p /'Ja:r/, 'ill€€p scr 

dust '!!1216 /'Jhiki/, sJ,q 
I hiii9.r"' 

dung '20€1P€ /'h>jJ<>/, lpy bzoorpr 
to be '2001\ /'hol/, b�(J)(\ !Jnr 
hoarse 
coat b�€1\IB!!f /xo'li�J/, rbyS "coat of 
of '2b-1IB!!f€ armour•• > 
mail Demotic l!-

lybS "coat of 
armour" 
(ERICHSEN 
<9.S4' ·6•) 

vme- '2-""' /'hmc/, "z€= i).m4 
l.Kar 
olives 52S.0€1T /'c:Jjt/, b2S.COIT dt 

apple '2>-'111€2 /cm'peh/, 
bl>€-'lil?€9., ""-"''H2 

dpl,- dpl, 

shield '61\ /'ki)/. Old qrc > 
Nubian KO.p- and Demotic gr( 
modern Nubian karn 
"shield" (BROWNE 
•996: 85) are per-
haos also related. 

Hebrew ;-pn "to 
reproach" 

Arabic..,?--si(r -

Hebrew PD'li 
HebrewNin 

• . • • , ·  

"excrement", Syriac 
heryll "excrement" 
Hebrew ,,n (nifal-
form), G:o{�z ..fh" 
Hebrew \U\::1'? 

' 

"gannent" 

Hebrew fl�i1 

Hebrew n�r "olive", 
Arabic �_.j zayt-
"olive oil" 
Hebrew IJ15liJ, 
Arabic r;:; t�ffah-
Ugaritic ql( 
"shield", Arabic� 
qil( "sail" 

Hocu (:1994: no. 
34o) 

The Late Egyptian 
word was discover-
ed independently by 
jANSSEN (<993: 86) 
and Hocu (:1994: no. 
389), both of whom 
propose the Semitic 
etvmoloev. 
Hocu (:1994: no. 

J4H) 
Hocu (:1994: no. 
3o3) 

Hocu (:1994: no. 
338) 
Hocu (:1994: no. 
•74) 

Hocu (:1994: no. 
3.6) 
Hocu (:1994: no. 
594) 

Hocu (:1994: no. 
I o;63l 
Hocu (:1994: no. 
432). There is no 
reason to doubt the 
identity with the 
Coptic word as 
Hoch does. 



pot '·"60.'1.0.2T /kia'lahtl, kr�t (a type of Hebrew nr:r';>j:> Hocu (1_994: no. 
f60.'I.€2T basket) "cauldron", Ugaritic 48:1)419 

I qlht "pot" 
sole '·"<3on /'khp/ kp "palm, Hebrew 9� "palm, Hocu (1994: no. 

sole'' sole", Arabic J' 457) 
ka_ff-_ "oalm, sole" 

saf- SGO'lf2!. /'Iduc/, qr} "safflower Hebrewfip Hocu (1.994: no. 
flower b 2S.O'lf 2S. or similarly" "thombush" 445), VYCICHL (<983: 

3o�\ 

419 The word is to be connected with Egyptian qri!.t "pot", attested since OK. Hoch's 
explanation that qr�.t was borrowed into Semitic from which the Late Egyptian/ 
Coptic word was borrowed again may seem complicated, but nevertheless is 
convincing. A direct derivation of the latter from qrl,..t faces four difficulties: :1) 
preservation of word-final -t, 2) preservation of -0..- in pretonic position in Coptic, 3) 
neither Late Egyptian k nor Coptic 6 can be derived from Old Egyptian q, 4) group 
writing in the New Kingdom sources points to foreign origin. OsiNC (:1.976a: 337) 
derives 60 • .'�0..2T from a supposed morphologically extended form *qriJ..t.t, leaving 
aside the Late Egyptian word. This does not explain our arguments no. !2i), 3), and 4). 
MEEKS (:1.997: 52) explains that some of the writings adduced by Hoch may actually 
belong to other words. 
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Appendix 6 The Egyptian month names 

The following set of Egyptian month names is first attested in Dynasty .1_9 (see BAKIR 
1_966: pis. 44· and VAN WALSEM :1982). The names have survived in Coptic and are still 
used in the modern Coptic calendar in an Arabified form. These month names are among 
the few Coptic loan words which have entered the Arabic written language. The modern 
Egyptian newspapers indicate the current date by the Islamic, Gregorian, and Coptic 
calendars. Some of these month names were also borrowed into Nuhian (cited from KHAUL 
:19g6: 17, 74, u3). Furthermore, they are attested in several ancient transcriptions: 
• Aramaic, mid :1st millennium ec, cited from CERNi (.1943: 1.77). 
• Old South Arabic, late .1st millennium se, for the sources � § 2.9.3. 
• Greek, ubiquitous in the ancient Greek documents written in Egypt. 
• ea<az (Ethiopian), three transcriptions of Late Coptic from the 1.8th century, cited 

from 5TRELCYN (1.957: 9• 51.-54). The recordings seem quite corrupt (or do they reflect 
deviant dialectal fonns which are unattested elsewhere?). 

no EI!YP- Ara- Old Greek Sahidic Ga<az modem written mo- page of 
t1an male South Coptic Nubian Arabic dern referen-

Arab. spo- ce m 
�en HINDS & 
A:ra- �ADA5) hie < 86 

< dhwt"i thwt - 3oro& eo<>TI tito - ""-" tu:t U< 
• pin p?pj - �· n�on£ tawfi, tawfe - ..,� 1ba: ba 

i 49 ip.l 
3 hw.t-hr hthwr hthr a&uo I 9N�CllP ater, aviiter adir ..�YI.. ha1tu:rfl0 I QOO 
4 kl l!r kJ kji!k k"hk g, zotaiC KOI�2K kwaryaq, -

kwaryaqer, 
kerqi 

.JI,r ki1ya:k "" 
ki'yahk 

77• 

" tl 'lb.t tr!w)b' - wB1 TCllll€ tobi - .._,. 1tu:ba .<40 
6 m!Jr mJYr - p.exetp -"!Y'P meker, -

mikar 
�I ?am}i:r 36 

7 pin. pm.nl!tp - ¥tl""o3 n�p.ll- �imos, - w!,v. baram- 70 
imn- zom m1mnyos 'Tia:t 
hm.w 

8 pln prmtj - ¥tp- n�p- tarmo, - G�_,...J. bara- i 7" 
rnn- JlO'U{h .1\0TI€ tiinno, tarm lmu:da 
wt.t 

9 c� pi!ns pi!nsj naxmv n� pagwa, fag on � ba}ans 78 
!YONC pagwam, 

i>aiwame 
<O pln p?wnj - 1ta'UVt IT�CllN€ pay on, - �.Y. ba'?u:na so 

in.t poyun I 
u ipiJ> ?pp - en:!.«!tt €IT HIT apif, ePiire - �' ?a'bi:b ! " 

msw.t mswrf .II€COpH misore"' ' ; 822 ,. - p.ecropTJ amoser, u.r- mr.sra 
r' semer mosOre i 

420 Besides the normal pronunciation, HINDS & BADAWI (1.986: 900) also cite a pronuncia
tion with velarized a which is typical in contact with emphatic consonants, even 
though they do not note an emphatic ! in this word. 
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Appendix 7 Pronunciation of H in Late Coptic 

In Late Coptic, the letter H could be pronounced both /a(o)/ and /i(o)/ (DW § 5·5·6). The 

following chart indicates the pronunciation of H in different words according to a number 

of Late Coptic sources. Unfortunately, all of these sources present the data in an 

imprecise and inconsistent manner. 
• Severus lbn al-Muqaffa, a Christian bishop of the .1.oth century AD, wrote a well

known book in the Arabic language Tar-zx ba�arikat al-kanlsah al-qib#yyah bi-l
?lskandariyyah (History of the patriarchs

-
of the Coptic church in Alexandria). This 

text contains quite a number of specific Coptic terms and names in Arabic transcrip

tion which were assembled by FARAc (:1976). 
• CaAMER (.1.96:1) published a manuscript of a liturgical text in the C�ptic language 

with a secondarily added Latin transcription. She fixes the addition of the transcrip

tion to a time between :1531. and 1.71.8An (CRAMER :tg6:t: 79). The transcription points 

to a French background ( <OU) = [u], <Ch� = m. inconsistent rendering of [h], super

fluous e's). A specific sign which Cramer renders asS seems to denote [h], although 

it is not used with consistency. 
• Souuv (:1940) published a small part of a manuscript from :1722AD in which a Coptic 

text is found alongside with an Arabic transcription. 
• STRELCYN (1.957) published a (Bohairic) Coptic- Arabic- G:;{az glossary in which 

the words of all three languages are rendered in Ethiopic script. The manuscript is 

from approximately the early 1.8th century. I adopt Strelcyn's transcription of Ga<az. 
In addition to /a/, /e/, /i/,/o/,/u/, and /a/, Ga(az has a central vowel phoneme half

way between /a/ and /a/ which could be represented as /N. Strelcyn renders this 

phoneme as & in the neighborhood of w and as a elsewhere; I replace the latter 

symbol by ii which is more common among Ethiopists. Note that the phoneme /a/ 
cannot be clearly written after consonants in the Ga(az script and has been stipu

lated by Strelcyn. 

STRELCYN (1.957: g, 49-5:1) further cites a Ga<az transcription of the Coptic 

Paternoster from the :17th century. I add words from this source to the same column 

in italics. 
• GALTIER (:1906: 9:1-99) published a portion of a manuscript that renders a religious 

text in the Coptic language but in Arabic script. This manuscript may date to the 

:18th century (cf. KuS-BuRMESTER :tg6sf66: 52). It should be noted that the Coptic 

forms are interpretations based on the Arabic writing alone since the manuscript 

does not provide a by-text in Coptic letters. 
• RocnEMONTEIX (:1892) gives phonetic renderings of Biblical texts which he wrote 

down by dictation in Upper Egypt in the years :1876 and 1.877. He uses a unique 

transcription which I have attempted to transfonn into IPA-symbols. 



• A similar text was recorded by PRINCE (1.902: 29,P.) in Aswlln. It is very short, so I 

add it into the same column in italics, leaving Prince's transcription unchanged. 
• SouHY (1_91.8: 52-54) published a Latin transcription of a prayer. It not stated where 

and how he recorded this text. I render his transcription without changes. ou 
obviously renders [u) by French orthography. In another article written in English, 

Sobhy gives a transliteration of the Lord's Prayer "according to the indigenous 

priest's pronunciation" (SoBHY 1.91.5: 1.9), which he claims to have heard from 

informants of several parts of the country in identical fonn (SoBHY 1_91_5: 1.5). I add 

words from this text to the same column in italics. 
• WoRRELL & VYciCHL (1.942: 34s-3s4) give phonetic transcriptions of several religious 

texts recorded by themselves in the 1.93os near Luxor. Most of these texts were 

spoken by a peasant named Bistauros from the village iz-ZenTya. I render their 

transcription, a Semitistic transcription complemented by IPA symbols, without 

changes. I do not incorporate the words given in the vocabulary list (WoRRELL & 
VYciCHL 31.s-3t_8) which seem to have been elicited from the informants in isolation. 

I give a transliteration of the sources which are written in Arabic script (F ARAG, GALTIER, 

SoBHY 1_940), applying the consonant symbols current among Semitists (<S) for /J/ etc.). 

The consonant signs /b, <y>, and <W) can also be interpreted as the long vowels [a.], 

[I]/[e], and [a]/[o] respectively. The undotted word-final form of <y) u can in principle 

render [A] as well although there is no proof that this possibility was utilized in our manu

scripts. I italicize undotted u as y in order to indicate its possible ambiguity. Word-final 

/l) occasionally has no sound value at all which is due to pronunciation habits of modem 

Arabic. Short vowels are not regularly written in the Arabic script and I do not add them 

to my transcriptions. In a few cases, short [a] is indicated by a diacritic stroke ("fatl],a"), 
which I then render as 'a'. I sometimes propose a phonetic interpretation of the Arabic 

writing in brackets. 

Bohairic gloss �G CaAIIEH OOHY 
writing .1.976) (1,61) .1.940) 

"-HP au aSar 
�?\H6lrtOC truthful altinos (sic! 
�1\';\H- halle-
M'i!'lb.. luiah 

M€(\HC negligent amilas 
"""" , .. amin (6x) 
�Nb.rKH necessity 
�N�-
rNCOCTHC 

reader gtlsts 

�NMHI em 
�nocTO- apostolic apostoliki, (\JKH aPostolici 

STR'""" �ALTIER 
(19571 1.,00) 

alitinos 
llylwyl'h 

my�
] ,,. 

<tn�gw<tn 
<IS liS 

RocHEIIo NTEIX 
�S.•I + 

��;; :'!!"' 

allEba (ll'), a blia 
sic! 

.. "· 

f,'>oHY WoaRELL & �.t.8) + VYCICHL 
·� (.t.94�) (•9'5) 

allTlfl1t1 �2X{, 
allila�a �x , 
ollilflJa (2x , 
allila a 

fam! n, amrn (<JX), '"""' ,, . 

anamoj 



.. , 

ibo) 
I halls 
lit.ond 

.... , 

owl•w 

' 

i 
' 

F���;�- --�-r-r��r-�-�bib�·�bet 
�nire�mt--t---t-!--j-��!••m 

!bel� 

1-'>H.III-

lt'lfNH 

>f ua 

!of be< 

'of him 

IEP.IIH tw 

IECHT 

ak 

dimi 
.,,., 

:?;�, 

i••l!adf 

lbonoa 

lowrl 

larmo 
1osrd ("') 



E'l!'o.rrE- evange- uwuqgjo-
:\ICTHC list lisdus 
E'I!'MrH- to praise ologison 
CON <�:rra-tive 
E'I!'XH ray er ouka, aoka 
HI house a!x)n ), Sai iiy .. a4x\8x), Uj 
H,\\,WN ouc imoun (3x), Simoun, ammoun 
Hpn wine ar..b 
HpW�C Herodes eDdas er�des, (3x), er:!dos, erodas indres 

rx), erodas, ?in:das, i:rodas, her:!das 
SEBIHO'I!'T to ?wywt humble ox) stati;;) 
&E:\H:\ to l?l (.x), taltl (2x) tejOlCe tl?l, t?l?l 
GH tha�.) n (4x), ti, di fern. 
&HNO'I!' you (pl.) tin), tTnu, t!lnu 
&HO'IS' wind taw 
&HPION b""'t tiryon 
I€Jl0'1!'CO.- �erusa- rwSlym �r�?ly ierosa- jarrl.Salfm, 
'"" em [?rru- lim, jUmsahm, .llllm] ?eiioro- �irusahm, salim Jerosallm, 'amsahm 
IHCO'irC J�� isous (wx) '''" ysws ia:sus "'"' jistls (7x), ox) (3x), 'lsUs TsOs (6x), lt?i-sosJ ,,,, (f.\· Ts6s(x, �osi'.is �2x�, �asns 2x , 1s�s. isJs, TsOs, jTsOs, jisus, jasos, ejsi'.is 
JCKo.piC!l- Iscariot iskorijodas 
THC (epithe-

iJ0 ud:!) 
JCpb.H:\ Israel sr?yyl israel isro' Tl, [?isril.yTl] (n), israTl ::�srail 
J(l)c},NNHC ohn ouannes . ' . o nonrea 

I

IWCH'\1 doseph rva?b iosab, jjosef 1 ?iosab, I , nb�Jf ' sic ! 
M&O:\JKH universal katoliki, i I catolici 
Ko.THXHCI instmc- ��sys I lion -?t ______ ! 



KEXb..PI- favored kakaritou-
TW.MEt\H mani 
KHN to stop k= lkyn 
Kt..Hpoc allotment eklirous 
Ktrplb..KH sun day kiriaki 
f..€1J"ITHC Levite lauidas 
i\Hf..01fl ·ubilation lTlawi 
i\trnH [grief libi 
.Mb..6HTHC disciple matidas matedas matidas 

(:;,x), 
mondas 
(�). 
matidas, 
matidres, 
motTdas 

""'" stature majre 
Mpra..- pearl mlirga-
piTHC ridis 
"" not m a me 
""' troth mai, mei ,ly may lmlr mai (3x1 
.MHINJ sign mani, ma·ni 
.MHIC �ive her mahis, mais, �lfis 

�:)ra- maSis 
bve 

.MHJq �ve him maraf lm•rf Fit 
�r�-

(sic!) 
ttve 

>�HP to bm�
) stative 

mlr (2X) 
./1\HTI mid m:xli mredi, madi 
.-1\HTpo- (title of a mii.trobo-
noi\JTHC bishop) 

li ... 
I isfcl) 

""!!I maoy mach (.p:.) maS (2X), 
mii!S (2X), 
maS, mreS, 
m!CS,meS, 
miS, mfS 

.-1\0Nb..- mona- monosdiri-
CTHPIOii stery oun, bounas-

dirioun 
./1\0NO- only- monoganis mono- �o�o- ffiOnOjOnls 
rENHC begotten (sx), m�m- janiS .... 

nougams, 
monosgenes 
sic!) 

.MONHC sole mounts 
(Greek 
ge�!tve 
"''e 

./I\001J"CHC Moses Fwy'Y' jmwys?s l!nw•l�] 
miJslls 

Nb..HT merciful nahat naal �l?1l arul 
na?at 

NH those ni )!��,ne ni �; l�i· na (2x), � ���· nl (ux), ni (ox;'(; ;j; nei (sx) 
nou s1e! 

NHB Ion! nab (4X) Oab 
NHI to me nru ,1y 3x) nai, nif 

.NHCOC island "''"' 

3i6 



/NH01f /to oome . ., /n•w i"l• 1�:�. �::; IN�Hl I in me �nx?t 
� ' 
I in he' l;f�fl-

l.nhi· du 
iUhin> im>katf l•nxatf, 

IN�Ht i£�1 /.nxa,oi 
1;:.£"-H' I= 

���, ;;;;;;k 
!;; ouan 

I01rH& lorioot louah ful lua'h 

� � 1�.:� 
.. ·��r.: I w '''"l 

li<oc-iii ;;;i· 1�:::-
� hro• ouka, 

lhm•��eh( 
lnooc- ��). �·· 

I r·�, .b-

In""" <ate lblli 

nan>el I ,.,xal 

I oH I= I" k? r,• I <a 
l�ir /.aJijon 

'PHiCJ ld"'t l<ay•i 
'PHt /rndi (ox) I mdi ��l , l::t· �adi (ox) l�li (.sx), 

li..dtl �:h 
/rubtn 

np lE � ! ' 

i ���:!':)· ' ' 



I<HO ... I time l:�u (?x), 
,. 

lcHqt l•woro l•ill 
Cl\H lbie' 
1<-"H !voiee IE•ma 

� 
I dEed 
1�.ri•e! 

][�����· 
1cwonp laavio' 

1;�;.�;; 

::::rit�� 
I to 

I'�" "" 1\G,eek ldaudffi (n) 

I to op-if'"'� 

� lfin<e' 

lr.t· 
l'""vo 1:;:.�·· THiq I'• give it 

' "'""' !all of ua l�!"�_(3x), 

THpc 1•11 of he< 1�:::;4"), 
" " 1:��� I�'!:"" (<3x), rl.',;l 

iderou 
THpq l�:�·

f ldan, ..n 

42:1 Written twice ��..�band once/_,...�/,). 

tr�:l sib (gx) �i�u l:�:,(ox), .aw 

li•lre 
liamE I 1::::!· i •m• 

I EOWit 

sater �wty' I:Ji: (ox), 
r.tT; 

I£Exaud l•howd 

ldiib 
ld•i• 
lci•idu 

ldaif 

Id"' '" 

1- �""' Id= 
IJ�!. I�;;;: �;

u ��!:::• dorow 
jrJ::;,r �.rou 

I� 
�.n lda\n 



THC �Greek dis (3x), das efml�) article 
TO'!r'BHO'If'T to douoS ot 

de�:
) 

(sic!) 
stabve 

O"IIHI forsooth wa', wai 
<\>H that bi (:�.me) y [hi] bi (6x), bi ):!.!IX), bt 

"' (Bx , 1}1 (sx), ba' 
<\>HN to���) fm 

statlve 
�HO'!rl heavens faoyi, faouy aw< l!?w;;j6x ) faui (¥) aili bawi 

l>wT 
�"ll'li.H tribe ftla, ftle 
X(\.�KH- chalce- karkidon kwkTdOn 
.O.OlN donv 
XH to lie ll [g;)· ke (2:1X), k£ 

(stative) (4x), ke �x) 
kre (2x), e, 
k• 

XH./1\1 Egypt ka:mi (3x), 
kami 

XHpb. widow chira (�ax Sira 
X'MH young eldoui 

li>Jant 
XPHCTOC 1..00 ehrisOs 
'llfb..?...TH- haq> bsaltTrijOn 
PION 

<).?I,THC ha""'' laosaldas 
\[r>'XH spirit E&aika, 

E sika, 
leosica 

psi:ka ebstka 

WplrENHC (Greek wrg?n? 
prorer namo 

!!JHK to be 1k [hl] 
drep 

l{;tati.o) 
!YHPI wn chiri (8x) Y'Y S.ii.ri y<y (3x) f�ri.(n), hiri �1r! (:qx), 11{,;;] 1:n am 

!!f?I.HO.. to pray Echlal (11x), 
Echelal, 

Slil 
chelal 

!!IO'!ipH mcensor Sura 
!!!<!!HP friend iSbtr, isblr 
!!1<\>HPt wonder iShllri, iSi}or· 
!!I!!JHN tree Ecchen (!IX 
.:'>HIIC lamp Zab;�sa 
!>PHI down exra1, =���· :g��· ?exrai ru,e rd 
2.6HOWI thi� ehwawi 
2H front Sa ha, M ho 
2.HBI rief hawi ' 



ZHr€�0-
NIKON 
ZHf€.-II.WN 

ZHrmr-
.-II.ENOC 

Q.HKI 
2"' 

Q.H.-11.€pb. 
2Hfl 

Q.HJlJl€ 

2HT 

21PHHH(C) 

2.fPHNIKON 

2PHI  

12THY 
"'"'" 

""" 
.ZS.b..GH 
6H 
GHRI 
6IH 
e•H 

authorita 
tive 
ruler ' 
president 

looo, 
��� hu':,l; stative 
dav 

I!� hi�:, 
slabve 

behold 

heart 

peace 

peaceful 

up 

his heart 
,.,;;;;-
I!� fi'?i�� 

statlve 
left side 

lnuince 
cloud 
boundarv 
scomion 

gwmns SiSouma-
nous, sikou-
ma�)us 
sic! 

aki 

hab 

at (6x), had, 
Sa�

!
�at 

sic! 
irini (3x), 
Erine tu), 
Siri ni u), 
hirini, irinis 
irinikoun, 
Sirinikon, 
Sirinikoun 
Serai (u), 
Sarai, Sirai, 
Sirey, 
Sairei, 
Skrai, crei, 
irev, Erei 
Setafe 

chla, chle 

a{g?m> 
lnylwn4"" 

e1am:m, 
e'i!:am:m 

haJUmOn 

higomanOs 

i ! 
'hlki 
hll 

am<tru 
?b [hilh] �ab 
b? (2<) habba h11bbe, abba 

3x, hObba, 
hibba: u hubba 

hat, hat, ?t 2<) �d hid (8x) ha4�3 '[!l.!i.t , h? llhi!J ��rtni, �irini 
hirlni (8x) 

r?y (2x) ,., h£9� �xh 
htaj, raJ 

wd? 
J'l'k 

zasa 
'• 
sabe 

i1i 
tSla 

422 Written as three words: U.f j_,...4, �I (N-2,HrE.M.ONIKON). Unfortunately, this 
writing leaves three possibilities for the pronunciation of H: [a], [ay], [�]. 

423 hat as a part of the compound J\€CT€N-2HT miisdanhat '"breast", ha as a part of the 
compound PEtf-YJ€N-2HT rafliinha "pitiful" instead of which STRELCYN (:1957: 3s) 
probably wrongly assumes P€9YJONI. 
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Appendix 8 Representation of Coptic consonants in Arabic loan 
words 

Several Coptic words were borrowed into the modern Egyptian Arabic dialect. In the 

following, I give one example each of all sound correspondences between Coptic and 

Arabic consonants which are reasonably well attested. I have chosen a standardized 

transcription for certain Arabic phonemes which have a varying pronunciation throughout 

Egypt: I write /g! for the sounds that in native words would be derived from Classical 

Arabic C (= [J] in several areas, [d] in some regions of Upper Egypt, [g] in Cairo and 

adjacent areas )4114, /q/ for the sounds that in native words would be derived from Classical 

Arabic J /q/ (= [g] most widespread, especially in the south, [?] in Cairo and adjacent 

areas), /e/ and /o/ for what would he the outcomes of the Classical Arabic diphthongs /ay/ 

and /aw/ respectively (several pronunciation variants throughout Egypt). I use /4/ for /h/ 

and Is/ for /J/. The dot in /�/, IQ/, /!/ indicates emphatics. 

Wherever possible, the Arabic fonn is given according to the dictionary of HINDS & 

BADAWI (J.986) which is based on the Cairene standard, or according the collection of 

dialect materials by BEHNSTEDT (1981). Since HINDS & BADAWI (1986) are not concerned 

with Coptic etymologies, I cite Vn-rMANN (1991) for the proposed connection to Coptic. If 
the word is not found in the sources mentioned, I refer to the older collection by BrsHAI 
(<964)· 

Coptic nouns are frequently borrowed together with the Coptic definite article which has 

become morphologically opaque in Arabic. Bohairic possesses two functionally distinct 

sets of definite articles - along with one indefinite article -, which are traditionally 

called "strong" (m-, t-, NI-) and "weak" (n-/�-. T-/6-, NEN--NI:) respectively.4115 For 

the Bohairic equivalents cited here, I have always inserted the strong definite article 

although it is unclear which form was actually adopted in the process of borrowing. 

Coptic Arab. example bibliography 

B b !hil'bila/ "almost any small rounded HINDS & BADAWI (1986: 96), 
hane:in� object" < s&'MH�€ "grain, fruit" VITIMANN (:tQQ1: 2d7) 

w /'wirwir/ "crisp and young" < sfipp€, b&Epl HINDS & BADAWI (1986: 934). 
''new, voune:" VtTIMANN (:LQQ1: 216) 

f /na:f/ "yoke" < 8N0..2,6, hN0..2,6€q '"yoke" HINDS & BADAWI (1986: 843), 
B""" ( <a6., 44) 

m !hal'Su:m/ "heron" < sn-E�6WB, hm- BrsHAI (:t964: 40) 
€�2S.WB "heron '' 

s.bn b /'we:ba/ (measure equal to one-sixth of an HINDS & BADAWI (:t986: 958), 
a"ieb) < '0€1fl€, broJm (idem) VnTMANN (:tQQ:L: 2.16) 

424 Although this sound corresponds to Proto-Semitic /g/, the Cairenc form is probably 
an innovation rather than an archaism, oaf' note in § 3.3.8 . .1. 

425 The functions of each are discussed in DEPUYDT (198,sb). 
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'"· � b 

f 

q f 

Jll m 

mr w 

s,bT t 

\ 

d 

s.be t 

,- ba • t 

d 

c s 

� 

N n 

p r 

?, l 

s,b2S. g 

� 

s2S., lJ6 s 

/'birba/ "ancient temple" < sn-pnE, hm-
EPcQ€1 "temple'' 
/faH/ "to jump, to run" < smoT, �OlT "to 
run, to flee" 
/fo:da/ "Palmzweig zum Auswischen des 
Ofens" < stfOOTE, Ixfrot "to wipe" 

!'misra/ ''uth month of the Coptic year" < 
'·bJII€COPH 
/rifta:w/ "mesure of grain equal to one 
quarter of a keela" < spo.. <.JTOO'O", hpe.& "a 

I quarter". Bohairic .& is the numeral "4". 
nam'nu:t/ "sexton" < s,b,».ttO'OI 
"doorkeeper" 
ftwja/ "kind of mattock" < "HOP€, i>TWPI 
"hand; spade" 
/di'mi:ra/ 

.
��i'me:ra/ "time of flood" < 

5T -€.MHP€, �HI PI "inundation" 
/ha'tu:r/ (3rd month of the Coptic year) < 

L'2<l-OOJP, b<).OOJP 
/ta:s/ "border (especially of a field)" < 
'TOI!I, "601!1 "border" 
/han'du:s/ "lizard" < h(\NOO'lS"C "lizard" 
( < Egypt. /J,nts. The word is not attested in 
Sahidic, we would expect *�O..NTO'(fC) 
!ha'Jans/ (9th month of the Coptic year) < 
s.bno.. ONC 
/saxsa:xa/ "Ziehbalken zum Ebnen des 
Ack�rs" < bc<l.\tC€9. "to rub, to plain" 
/'So:na/ "store place (especially for grain)" 
< ht,gE'lS"NI "�anary" 
Id"' . a/ Id"' a/ " . ffl od" 1 m1:r "" 1 me:r time o o < 
5T -€J\HP€, b.f.-o...Y\HIPI "inundation'' 
!laggJ ''to insist, nag" < s?\�6, �b...2S.I 
"impudent/ persistent person" 
/" b I• / "P N " ga anJo:t ater aster < 52S.€-fl€N-
€HOT, h2S.E-flENIOOT "speaking: our father" 
/fji:r/ "heavily salted" < s,b.2S.rp "brine" 

/'Su:Sa/ "forelock" < 5.2S./612S.OOI, b.2S.f6001 
"lock, plait of hair" 

3.. 

HINDS & BADAWI (1<}86: 6o), 
VrrrMANN (iQQ:t: 2d7) 

HINDS & BADAWI {:t�: 
662f.), BisHAI (1964: 41) 
BEHNSTEDT (:tg8:t: 85) 
(recorded in Upper and 
Middle Ee:votl 
W appendix 6 

HINDS & BADAWI (1g86: 344), 
VtTrMANN (.1.991.: 212) 

BISHAI (1964: 40) 

HINDs & BADAWI (1986: 539), 
VnTMANN (:tQQ:t.: 2;-<;) 
HINDS & BADAWI (1986: 3o4), 
VrrrMANN (1991: • .;9) 
llF appendix 6 · 

BISHAI (1964: 46) 

BISHAI (1964: 4•) 

llF appendix 6 

BEHNSTEDT (1.981.: 93) 
I (recorded in Upper Ee:vot) 

HINDS & BADAWI (1986: 487), 
VnTMANN (1991: .;4) 
HINDs & BADAWI (1986: 3o4), 
VmMANN f1oo>= • .;o) 
HINDS & BADAWI (1<}86: 781), 
BISHAI (1o64: 43). 
HINDS & BADAWI (1986: 148), 
VrrrMANN (1991: • .;9) 
HINDs & BADAWI (1<)86: 516), 
VnTMANN (1.991.: �u3) 
HINDs & BADAWI (1986: 485), 
VnTMANN (1.0Q1.: 21�} 



5(3, b.zs. g JI.agg! "to be persistent" < 5?W..6, �0..2S.I HINDS & BADAWI (1.986: 78:1), 
"impudent/ persistent person" B"""' i1o6 : 43\

. 

s !bal'Su:m/ "heron" < srr-€i\600B, hnJ- BISHAI (.:1964: 40) 
€i\2S..Ol6 "heron" 

� /ba�'ro:�/ "oat" < SJT€-6po6, hfli-G/.zs.po.zs. BEHNSTEDT (:198:1: 84) 
"seed" (recorded in Bani l:lasan, 

Middle E�<Vpt) 
s,b6 g lha.Su'ru:m/ "Griessiule" < SG€p006, BEHNSTEDT (:198.:1: 83) 

hc3b..pom "stick'' (recorded in the Fayyam and 
Middle E�<VPt) 

!Y s nam'Si:r/ "6th month of the Coptic year" u:F appendix 6 
< ,,b .II!Y I p 

€1 J /gaban'jo:t/ "Pater Noster" < s.zs.€-Jl€N- HINDS & BADAWI (:1�6: :148), 
€lOOT, bzs.€-JT€t£1(1)T "speaking: our father" VrJTMANN (:1QQ:1: 2o'q) 

s,bK q /'qu:ta/ "basket" < s,hKOT "basket" BEHNSTEDT (.:198.:1: 8?£.). This 
fonn was recorded in north-
ern Middle Egypt. In other 
parts of Egypt there are 
forms with agglutinated 
Coptic article such as 
/baqu:ti/. 

g /'kalag! "to limp" < s,hK(I)i\.2S. "to bend/ to BISHAI (1964: 43) 
be bent" 

sK, hx k /'sikka/ "plough, plowshare" < SCKo..€1, Cf. BEHNSTEDT (.:198.:1: 9:1, no. 
hcX<XI "to olough" 44\ 

'Q, b!J X /ba'xu:m/ (proper name) < sno..zro.M., VYCICHL (:1983: 22) 
bn� i< E=tian pf-'l>m\ 

··"Q h /'hammas/ "to sit'' < SZ.M.OOC, hz€.M.CI ( < BisHAI (.:1964: 42). On the 
Egyptian J,.ms.t) various forms of this verb in 

Coptic and their use see 
FuNK (1077: o7f.), 

h /hinn/ "irdenes Melkschiilchen" < 5•hziN BEHNSTEDT (:198:1: 84) 
''vessel, cuo" ( < E�tian hnw) (recorded in the Delta) 

0 /na:f/ "yoke" < 5N0..2B, hN0..2B€lf "yoke" HINDS & BADAWI (:1986: 843), 
BISHAI (1Q64' 44\ 
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Appendix 9 Modern Egyptian toponyms of Pre-Arabic origin 

A good number of modern Egyptian toponyms are of Pre-Arabic, i.e. Egypto-Coptic or 
Greek origin. The following is a list of important towns of modern Egypt bearing Pre
Arabic names. The towns are arranged from north to south. The Arabic script is tran
scribed by the same conventions as in appendix 8. Most Coptic name forms are taken 
from TIMM (<984-<99•). 

spoken written Coptic comment on �he etymology 
Arabic Arabic 

Damyllf .!.l;.o TMII>.t et This name is not attested prior to Coptic. The 
var. etymology is uncertain, cf. VYCICHL (�983: :us). 

7/skan- �--��' - From Greek ) Ale�O:vi)peta, named after Alexander the 
dariyya Great. The fonn of Classical Arabic is al(-)iskan-

dariyya, but al- was reanalyzed as a definite article and 
is frequently omitted in the spoken language today. The 
Coutic name of the town is different {PiKOT�). 

Damanr �.....-o nTI-'IIN- This certainly goes back to *pi-dmj-n-l],rw, "the town of 
h11I zrup et var. Horns (god)". While this name does appear as a 

toponym in Ptolemaic Egypt (WEsTENDORF 1.965/77: 
479), its identification with the actual town flTI.MIN2.00P 
is uncertain. 

Saman- 0� -"€.1\NO"I!"t tb-n!T (since Dynasty •s), literally " ... of the god'", the 
nnd et var. interpretation of tb being doubtful. The ancient Greeks 

adopted this name as Ic:�. It appears that the 
Arabic form is based on this rather than on the Coptic 
form (thus already WoaRELL <934: 74f.). The name of 
the surrounding nome, already attested in the Old 
Kingdom, is written with a logogram that is perhaps to 
be read tb-nJ.r as well. See MoNTET (<Q<7-<o6<. <: <o3f.). 

Faqas v>"� - Not attested in Coptic, but found as <l>aKoucra in Anci-
ent Greek. I cannot propose an etymology of this name. 

Minaf ..:._,.... n�>.NO"I!"q pr-nbw, literally "house of gold". This name is first 
et var. attested in Dynasty 25 (Piye stela 3 = GRJMAL 1.981: 5* 

and note 1.8 on p.  16). Identification with fib-NO� by 
DARESSY (19ut: 2oof:). 

Banhn 1,:... n�>.��<�-zo Not attested before Coptic. The etymology is obscure. 
et var. The derivation from pr-nh.t cited by CzAPKIEWICZ (1.971: 

44) is impossible (nh.t "sycamore" = Coptic NO'!f2,€). 

Bilbos � <!/€"-BHC et A further etymology is not known. 
var. 

?ASman rl Gfli.O'!f.MI A further etymology is not known. 
, Qalyab y� Kl>.iiiCIJn€ From the Greek proper name Kallt07tTj. It is not un-

I et var. common for late Egyptian place names to be identical 
to orope_I names. It is to be understood ''the town of ... ". 



Sinnaris VJY'"' n[€]1!'1-
N€1l'PH[C] 

Fayyam /':;:! fliO-'\, 
�10.11 et 
var. 

Biba l, �et 7il-Friln .:,:.;.11 var . 
Samalllf .J,}[,.. TC€.\101>'-

1-..0T et var. 

?il- a,:JJ TA\OONH, 
I Mi. 
Mallawi ..-:J.. MN?-1><1>' 

Ikrat .J,_,J., 
7il- -.....jJI KOOC et var. 
n,.,, 
Manfa- .1,U.:... la� 

?Abnab y�l -

7Asyut .1:r;-1 CIOO'lf'T et 
var. 

7Abu <fyl b..fl06HKH 
7'!i I et var. 
7Axm1m _,.,., !!J».IN, 

I X».I». 
Girga �,.., -

The town is well attested in Greek as "Ptveupllt; (TiMM 
.1.�4-1.992, s: :.�3ssf., cf. also TIMM :t984-:1992, 4: 2034). 
This name is probably identical to the Egyptian proper 
name pi-STj-n-�rw "the son of Horns (god)" (LonnECKENS 
& THISSEN :tg8aff.: 254). Coptic fl€- seems to go back to 
pr "house", so the place name would originally mean 
"the house of pf-Srj-n-�rw". Egyptian d:i) in STj would 
nonnally have been preserved as /J/ in Arabic; the 
Arabic n

��:�
s
_
t there��:

e he deriv
��:r: �7�.

Greek 

pi-ym (since NK). pi being the definite article, ym is a 
Late Egyptian borrowing from Semitic *yamm- "sea", 
used for referring both to the Mediterranean Sea as to 
the Fayyam lake (HocH :1994: no. 52). 
This is the name of both an area and its principle town. 
The latter is called '-today: 
A • is not 
A further etymology is not known. 

TC€- may be the first part of an Egyptian female proper 
name (tf'sz ;.;::t�:·:�:��:J.:.-P'r":e'�:�;t.back to 

Female definite article T + Greek J.lOvfj .. station, 
. ,ijs3, �,6). 

Not attested before Coptic. A\b..-N-?-..b..b..'lf' means "place 
of textiles" (�R��

h
::��: ::�:� �!

r
:::��6:

h
3:��

rrect 

A · is not 
qjs (attested since OK, see ZmELius 1.978: :.�3gf.). 

The earliest Coptic attestation of this name is from as 
late as :t2g6Ao (TruM :t984-:1992, 4: :1558). The name is 

t in r, ·''" �nd 
No early form of this toponym is attested, but the name 
does not seem to be Arabic. A etymology is 

' of •oid" (HoRN �Q87' �Sf.). 
:dw.t"i (attested since OK, see ZrBELIUS :1978: :196). The 
name is transcribe

� 
:t�q�;i:�ru-tU into Neo-Assyrian 

F G k ' 31\ " h "  rom ree a1to Kl1 store ouse . 

hnt"i-mnw (attested since NK, see MoNTET 1957-1.96:1, 2: 
�). lit. · of M in 
Probably from Egyptian grg.t "settlement" (Wb 5, 1.88, , 
:14-:16) which is a common element of Egyptian place I 
names (cf. GARDINER :1947: voL

1�s::
*
�
·
}
" Coptic, how- ! 

I ever, the word is -'· · ·(,o83, 86). 1 



Balyana 1:.;1 mo<.1flll- An adjectival derivation from the Greek proper name 
O..NH et lloA.Uptoc; with the Coptic definite article T- (OOA.t<; 
var. "town" is imolied: "the town of Polybios"}. 

FarSa� J,_,.:._) TBEp!!fCllT, From Semitic brk.t "pond" (HocH .1.994: no . .1.07). This 
BEPGOOTI word was borrowed as brkt into Late Egyptian, but we 

do not know whether it served as a proper name for 
referrin£" to this soecific olace orior to Cootie times. 

Hiw .... QOl et var . From IJ,w.t "mansion", an abbreviation of earlier IJ,w.t-
s!J,m-bpr-kJ-rc-mfC-I,pw "mansion of the sistrum of 
Sesostris I" which is already found in the MK 
(GARDINER 1.947: I, .1.3 and 11, 33*£.). On the vocalization 
of the Arabic name see HoR� ( 1.()8;: note 40 on p. 8). 

Dandara -b..��� NITNTCllp€ iwn.t-tJ-ntr.t (since NK, GARDINER :1947: 11, 3o*), earlier 
et var. iwn.t (since OK, ZIBELIUS :1978: 23-26), maybe derived 

from lwn "pillar". The name was expanded by an all us-
ion to Hathor, a famous goddess of this site (lwn.t t/ 
n,tr.t "iwn.t of the goddess") because by the NK the 
name lwn.t had become phonetically too similar to 
other E�tian place names (� e.J'l:. ?Armant below). 

Qina 1:.; KONH et From Gree\��tvi} (OOA.t<;), lit. "new (town)" (GARDINER 
var. <947' I, oq*f . . 

Qif! J,;i KHBT, KBT gbtw (attested since OK, ZIBELIUS 1.978: 246-246). et var. 
I Qas .. � KOlC et var. ! f{sJ (attested since OK, ZIBELius 1.978: 2.li2f.). 

7il- __...i"ll l nr N The ultimate origin of this toponym, known as "Luxor" 
Uq,ur K&CTpON in Europe, is the Latin noun castrom which by the inter-

mediation of Greek was borrowed into both Coptic (Kb..C-
TpON) and Arabic (q,.,.r). It is therefore difficult to dec-
ide whether the name was coined by the Copts or by the 
Arabs. The Coptic name is found only in late sources 
and may be a translation from the Arabic (nr N K<)..C-
Tpott "the three edifices", ?il-Uq�ur "the edifices"). In 
Pre-Arab times the site was known as �JT€ < EJ!:. ip.t . 

7Annant .::.:.v i p.IIONT, lwn·i-mnl.w (since NK, MoNTET :1957-1.g6:1, 2: 72), 
Ep.II&NT et earlier lwn"i (since OK, see ZrBELIUS 1.978: 1.8f. and 
var. SALEH :1977: 24 bottom right). iwn'i may be derived from 

lwn "pillar". mntw is a famous god of this site. I@" the 
remark on Dandara above. 

7/sna L-1 Cti.H et var. (t;')-sny.t (in the Graeco-Roman period, more doubtfully 
already in the MK, cf. MoNTET 1.957-1.961., 2: 47) 

7/dfu i'ol T6ro et var. db/ (attested since MK, MoNTET 1Q<7-<o6<, o: 3<) 
Kom Y.-"1/'§ E.IIBCll nby.t (attested since Dynasty 2, see KAnL 1.994: 367, 
7Umbu �1.). The name is an adjectival derivation from nhw 

"gold". Kom ?Umbu may have been a starting point for 
expeditions to e:old mines in the Eastern desert . 

?Aswan .:,lrl C01f&N, swnw (attested since NK, see MoNTET :1957-1.g61., 2: 
CO�HN et 1.7), literally "market". This was an important trading 
var. site on Ee:rot's border with Nubia. 
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Appendix �o Some lexical differences between two major Coptic 
dialects 

The dialects of Coptic seem closely related and are commonly believed to differ mainly 

in the fields of phonetics and writing conventions. However, a number of semantic con

cepts are expressed by etymologically unconnected words in different Coptic dialects. 

This need not mean that a word from one dialect is absolutely lacking from the others. 

The common scenario rather is that the standard expression of one dialect is little com

mon in another, maybe only found in a few texts, or maybe with some different shading in 

meaning. The following table illustrates lexical divergences between Sahidic and Bohai

ric, the two best known dialects of Coptic, by some examples from the basic vocabulary. 

These lexical differences provide the clearest indication that Sahidic and Bohairic are 

indeed different varieties in a linguistic sense rather than merely different orthographi

cal conventions for rendering a homogeneous Coptic language (on this issue ll@f' § 2.3). 

English word A in word A in word B in word B in 
Sahidic Bohairic Sahidic Bohairic 
(popular) (infrequent) (infrequent) (popular) 

to ask .2SJ'{O"if GN01l" WIN€ !!11111 
to begin I>.PX€1 (not attested) (not attested) €P-2HTC 
belly ZH !>HT- NHG€ /'t€2S.l 
big N06 N02< (not attested) Nl!!ft 
to give birth ,;.no 2<�0 ,..1\IC€ )\J(J 
(female) breast €KI6€ Krqr (not attested) PtNOT 
child, boy !!fHp€ !!fHA (not attested) �M1l" I>.M1r 

1 city no1"c not..IC (not attested) BI>.KI 
to collect, to gather CC001f2 (not atlested) T001l"T€ 6C001ft 
field CW!!f€ (not attested) €1(1)2€ 10<[1 
from, since "'" (not attested) (not attested) IC2S.€/'t 
fruit KO.pnoc (not attested) 01l"T�2 01fTi\2 ' 1 to go BOOK qooK !JlE !!f€ 

: how? Nl>.!!f NZ€ (not attested) nooc nwc 
i left (side) zBo1rp (not attested) 6�2$.H 2S.O..GH 
I many, much 21>.2 (not attested) ,..1\HHWE ,1\H!!f I i night 01r!!fH (not attested) <500P2 »WP2 ' 

to become pregnant (J)(J) (not attested) EP��K€ €p-60KI 
sea 21>.<\i\CCI>. e�t..o..CCM� €10,..1\ lOA 
to send 2S.OO"if "'� O'ifoopn o1rwpn ' 
to search, to look for !!fiN€ [!I NI KOOT€ KWt 



I ::::::ny 
2-"20.<\ .¥.2b..(\ (not attested) BOOK 
<\M'i!' "'" (not attested) 2<'-1 

1 to throw N01!'2<€ N0'1J'2S. 210� 2101!'1 
tooth oBZE (not attested) Nb..25.2£ Ni\2<21 
up, upward EZP<XI €2PHI En WOOl En!!JCJll 
very €>1<XT€ (not attested) €.010.!!10 €A<X!!JCJl 
way 21H (not attested) .-I\0€1T >ICJliT 
(conjunction marking 2<€K<XC 2S.€X�C (not attested) ZINC. 

I purpose clauses) 

These lexical differences can have VariOUS etymological backgrounds. Sometimes a 

Greek loan is prevalent in Sahidic, whereas Bohairic has retained the Egyptian word (e.g. 

sMpnoc vs. ho'lfT�2. < wdl], "fruit"). Or Bohairic has a Greek borrowing whereas Sahidic 

prefers a native term (e.g. hnooc vs. 5N<).W N2,€ "how?"). In some cases the words of both 

dialects are well known in Egyptian with no evident semantic distinction (e.g. SCwgjE < 

s{!.t "field" vs. hf02,f < fl!-.t "field"). It is possible that this reflects dialectal differences 

in Pre-Coptic Egyptian, but this question is still to be investigated. In other cases. 

Sahidic has retained the ordinary Egyptian word of the same meaning but Bohairic uses a 

term of more recent origin (SZH < /!.t vs. hN€2S.J "belly"). Or finally. Bohairic has 

retained the Egyptian word whereas the preferred Sahidic term is an innovation (h.-\\JCI < 

ms.t "to give birth" vs. s2S.nO < di.t lj.pr "to cause to exist"). 
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Selective index 

This index does not include all Egyptian words and topics discussed in this book, but only 

those where I found it necessary. This can mean that: 
• I have discussed an issue or a word at a place in this hook which the reader would 

otherwise find with difficulty; 
• I have proposed a new phonological interpretation of a word or forwarded a new 

argument which is relevant to its phonological interpretation; 
• I have proposed a new etymology; 
• I have supported an etymology which is not yet well known; 
• I have cited new relevant literature on a word to which I wish to draw the reader's 

attention. 

Words and topics are omitted from this index in cases such as the following: 
• I have discussed an issue or a word at a place in this book which should be obvious 

from the table of contents; 
• I have nothing new to say to a specific word but merely cite it to support my 

argument. 

Topics 

Akhmimic § o.3 central high vowel (1) note in § 5.6.6.2 
alphabet, order of § 2.8.:1 chain shift of vowels § s.5.1 
analogical levelling § 3.:14.3·5· 3.:16.2, cluster simplification § 4·9·•·3 

5.5.:10.2, 5.6.3.3, Demotic script § 2.5.2 
,.6.6.3, ,.8.6.8 determinative note in § 2.5.7 

apophony in Coptic h1 dialect mixture § s.3.1 
Arabic, pronunciation § 3.3.8.1, 3-9·7 
of c in 

article, definite, short § 3.2.4, 3.3.3, note 
and long fonns in in 5.6.6.3, 5.9.:1, 
Sahidic 

djinkim § 2-7·5· 3.4.2 
double closure, � § 3.7-4 
plosive with (/kp/) 
"Dreisilbengesetz" § 4·5·• 

5-10-4 
article, definite and note in § :1.:1 
indefinite, as an areal 
feature 

English, Egyptian § •·9·5 
loan words in 

Engli<h /B/, § 3.3.6 

auslaut desonorization § 3.:12.4 
substitution of, in 
other languages 

Bohairic § •. 3 Fayyumic § o.3 
book-pronunciation § 3.14-3.6, 3.Lj.8 
(mots savants) 

graecization, phonetic, § 2.:10.2, appendix 9 
of Egyptian names 

borrowing, § 5.3.1, 5.8.6.4 
interdialectal 

-

Greek, function of § 5·1 
vowel graphemes in 

bradysyllabation § 5.2.3.3, 5·9·2 Classical • • 



hieratic script § 2-5·2 

ideogram note in § 2.5.7 

incompatibility of § 3.:1.2.3, 4·:1.:1. 
root consonants 

lexical doublets out of § 3.<4.3·5 
a single etymological 
source 

logogram § •·5·7 

Lycopolitan § o.3 

Mesokemic § o.3 

Napatan Egyptian § !1.3. 3 . .:1.0 

nasals with breathy § 3.5·•- 5.6.3.3, 5·7·• 
VOICe 

Old Coptic § 2.1.3 

Paleo-Coptic § H 
phonogram § •·5·7 

phonological repre- § 5 .•. 3.3, 5·9·• 
sentation, coexisting 
layers of 

phrase accent § 6.>..4 

Egyptian and Coptic words 

Items beginning with d>, <j>, <<>, 
and vowels 

Mj)r 01rCip€ Osiris § 5·9·3 
(god) 

JSr OlP!!J to roast § 3.u.3 

llp OlTJJ to load, to § 3.9.!1• no-
cany te in 4·5·.:1. 

iJq.t H6€ leek § 3.7.3 

iy.t-iw.t €1 to come § 3.<3.3 
ic.t €100 to wash § 5.8.6.4 

iwr.ti €€T to he note in 
pregnant § 3.'-4 .... 
(stative) 

i(w)f "'� flesh note in 
§ 3.'-4 .... 

im give! (im- W mi 
perative) below 

0..,.\\0..ZTE to seize § 5.8.6.8 

€.1\Hp€ inundation § 3.<7.3 

33o 

plene-writing in note in § 5.:1. 
cuneiform script 

rounded front vowels § 3.9·'- 5·5·5- 5·5· 7 
Sahidic § o.3 

semogram § •·5·7 
stative § :1..11.5 I 
stative endings § 3.<3 .• 
status nominalis § :1..!:1.5 

st!ltus pronominalis § .:1..!1.5 
tachysyllahation § 5·•.3.3, 5·9·• 

tenninative prefix § 3.6.4+5-7-3 
tone language, § 6.q 
Egyptian as a 

umlaut § 5.6.7, 5.8.3 

unidentified langua- § 2:,.:1.0.3, 2.:1.0.4 
ges written in Egyp-
tian or Coptic script 

velarized sonorants § 3.<7.3, 3.< 7-4, 
,.6 .•. 3 

"Zweisilbengesetz" § 4·5·2 

i(w)nw OlN Heliopolis note in 
(toponym § 3.'-4.2.2 

inn O.(NO)N we § 3.6.2, 3.<5 
(l)rm hNE». with § 3.<6.4.3 
i�.w -H2 cows § 6.2.2:-4 

b�1p1 v1per § 3.<7.3 
- o.:!Jropl 
1!!1 unne note in 

§ 3.:1.4.2.2: 
ltn '"" § 3.'-4·5 
'I TO. I here note in 

§ 3.6 .• 

<J.w -{J)()1r - great (pl.) § 3.:1.4.2-4 
-0€1 

'b TO.R - horn note in 
hzCllll § 3.6 .• 

'nil OlN2 to live § 5·7·2 

'IJi €1!!1€ to lift § 3.6.4·• 
chmw -
<Jmw -

""'"'�"' twigs § 3.6+4 

c'Jmw 



Items beginning with <W), O'<f 

O'lf what? § 5.:Lo.:z 
-w -O'If (•ufr"' 3ro note in 

pers. pi.) § 3.:L3.:z, 
3.:1.4.!1·7 

-OOW€ (plural § 5.6.6.o 
suffix) 

wl4 OWOOT green § 3.9·• 
w'w 0'1!'0. one § 3.6 .• 

OW0€1N light § 3.<7-4 
wn-IJ.r OWOlN2 to reveal § 6.!:!:.!1.!1 
wzS.t urine note in 

§ 3.:1.4.2.!1 
ls(j)r OWCIP€ Osiris § 5·9·3 

(god) 
w4i OWE IT€ to go awa § s.6.7·' 
wdi OW2S.O.I to prosper § 5·6·1·' 
wdiJ. OWT0.2 fruit § 5·9·3 

Items beginning with labials 

bii &o.l\ eye § 3.u.6 
bwpy- .M.n€- (neg. perl". note in 

prefix) § 5.:1.0.8 
mn.t 6HN€ swallow § 3.:1.6.4.:1.:1.· 

5·6·4-!1 
bnf gall § 4··U.·4 
bnr "' to be § 3.,3.5 
bni "' bn sweet 
bgi "1112<1 to be § 5·6·1·' 

wrecked 
pi hnv noow today § 3.2.4· 

note in 
§ 5·5-:I.O.:I. 

pi-n "" (possess. § 3.'4·5 
prefix) 

piq na.KE thin § 4.:1.:1.·4 
p w  (enclitic § 6.3 

particle) 
pnq to bale out § 4·:lt--4 I 
psi "' fsi niCE to cook § 3.:1.2.2 
p(t)' bandages note in 

§ 3.:1.4.3.2 

I to see; to j § 4.8.4 
dream 

Items beginning with nasals 

m-e, NT€- near, with note in 
m-dj § 3.6 .• , 

§ 3.:1.6.2 
mi (?) b.M.OI, give! § 3.:1.3.2, 

S.M,()..- (impera- 3.:1.4.2.:1., 
tive) 6.2.:1. 

mli - to see § 3.<6.6 
m in 
mr.t J<€ truth § 5.8.6.4 
miz.t O.M.3.,.Q'li'C€ liver § 3.,3.5, 

5.6.3 .• 
mw.t Mut (god- § 3.'4.3.6 

dess) 
mwt J<O'If to die § 3-'4·3·5 
mwl .M.O'li'OWT to kill § 3.'4.3.5 
bwpy- .M.nE- (neg. perf. note in 

prefix) § 5 . .10.8 
mn.t 6HN€ swallow § 3.:1.6.4.:1.:1.· 

5·6·4·2 
mr-wr(r) (holy bull) § 6.2.2..2 
mri.t J<€ to love § 3.'4·•·7· 

5-8.6.4 
mi!JJ .M.I!!J€ to attack § 5.6.1·' 
mi< a.M.()..0.2€ to walk § 3.6.4.3 
mdn .\\TON to rest appendix 5 
n.t Neith § 3.<4.3.6 

(goddess) 
n/-n NO'If- (possess. § s.6.3.3 

pronoun) 
nwi N0.1f to see § 3.'4·•·4· 

3.:1.6.3 
nbi ".\1&€ to bum; to § 3.<6.4.8, 

rage 5·6·7·.1 
(i)rm hN£.1\ with § 3.<6.4.3 
nm(1 -NH& to sleep § 3.<6.4.6 
nnw NO'IfN primeval § 3.<6·4·5 

water 
(n)IJb al-Kab § 3.6.5 I (toponym) 
nh' bN20'1fp horror § 3  .•. 4 
"' ',\()...( I tongue § 3.,

_':L_
j 



lnzw 

Items beginning with liquids 

' po mouth § 4.8 .• 
r-prj.t pnE temple § 3.'-4·•·7· 

5.8.6.4 

rwi 1-0 to depart § 3.<4-•·4 

nbi ?-Ill€ to burn; to § 3.<6.4.8 
rage 

'bt IJ<ll2€ to wash § 3.'-4.3·5 

'bt IJ<ll2T to pound § 3.'-4.3·5 

n• 1-0.C tongue § 3.u .. 7 

Items beginning with <h>, <1}.> , 2 

�I - IJ.nr (exclama- § 3.a.6 
tion of 
desire) 

�l.t"t 2,0'1rEIT first § 5·9-3 

h/nw 20W\ wave § 3.<6.3, 
3.1.7·4 

�lq to capture § 3.7.3 

�Id 2 1€1T pit note in 
§ 5.3.3 

hi 21>.1 husband § 3.<3 .• 
IJ.w.t-n.t.r temple § 6.!:1:.!1.!1 

'b bzi>.R - horn note in bzoon - § 3.6 .• bzcoo 
20.11€ bowl § 3.<6.3 

2.1\H- pelican § 3.<6.3 
2H.IIH-
21r.IIH 

�msi 2.1100( to sit appendix 8 

l}n.t pelican § 3.<6.3 

IJ,nw.t bowl § 3.,6.3 

�b 2Hil€ grief § 3.<7.3 

gbyr 2 B01rP left (side) § 5·6·4·• 

l].bsy.t concu- § 3.<3.3 
bine(?) 

4flw.w 2 B01rl snakes § 3.1!1.5, 
5.6.6., 

h,w 2,00'0' day § 3.'-4.3·7· 
note in 
§ s.6.6.3 

33. 

J,qr.ti IZKOEIT I to be hun- 1 § 3.14.3·7 
I lgry (slat.) I 

Items beginning with <b>, <h> 

h14w dough § 4·11·4 

�y !!Ill>. I to be high § 3.6.p 

f!cr !!li>.I>.P€ to hit § 3.<7.3 

�b ai-Kab § 3.8.5 
(toponym) 

!JpS !!JCilR!!l forelee: § 4·11·4 
!Jnnws !!J0?-.1\EC mosquito § 3.<6.3 

�'-! �l>.q so says he § 3.'-4.3·7 

h'q 2(1)(1)K€ to shave § 4·.11·4 
blk-ib disaffecte § 4·H·4 

person 

Items beginning with <Z>, <5> 

zjnw 
•wn 
-m 

sn-tf -
•nt 
sr.t 

'q' 

sgl 
sgnn 
si$ '"" sth 
""' st@ -
stj 
•tl 

CO.€ IN 
COO'IrN 
-<:€ -
-<:01r 

C01rP€ 

(16€ 
COGN 
"CHT 

CCilT(€) 

physician § 3.<7-4 

to know § 3.<7-4 

(suff. 3rd § 3.<4-5 
pers. pl.) 

to kiss the § 6.!:1:.!1.!1 
ground 

thorn § 5·6·4·' 

to hit note in 
§ 3.7.3 

to be rigid § 5.6.7.< 

ointment § 3.7-7 

Seth (god) § 4.8.3 

to draw § 5.8.6.8 

Items beginning with <5> 

(r)-Sfl- !!JI>.NT- since ... , § 3.6.4-4, 
m-dr- until ... 5·7·3 

l'(d) !!J(I)(I)T to cut § 3.6.2 

lnt !!JCilNT to oppose § 4·11·4 
Snr;l.wt !!JNTCil loincloth § 4·:11·4 
Sr.t !!!I>. nose § 3.'-4.3·5· 

note in 
§ 5-.10.2 

! 



I to smite I note in § 3.7.3 
Items beginning with velars 

kl.t 
" ' · '' ., 

lqiy.t KO. I€ 

qi 61-
ky K€ - 6€ 

ql' 
glw K01rl 

[kip 

[klnw 60};\ 
[gby, I�B01rP 
[gbgb 
[qfn 
[qml Kl"'-

lqni bGNO 

lgnn 
[gnk.t 
lqnqn K».K». 

[qnd 
�nun 

q'i 
q"·' "'"' 

g'� 6WP� 
k'ht 
qnt KO.(f)IC€ 

,.�.� 
fqq [6(1)6 

work 
(a month) 

[field 

[ form 
: other 
to vomit 

little 

[ to burn 

i left (side) 

" ·" 

li 6:11.!1.!2, 

� ��t�· 
[ § 3.7.3 
I§ 3.9 .•. 3 
[§ 3.6 .•. _, 
:p.7.6, 
ls.6.6.1 
[hu-4 

��-�t.l' [§ s.6 .•.• 
' to be�3·7·7 
I to bake [§ 3.7-7 
! to throw; I to move 

[ § s.6.7.1 
to be " ' ' 
I strong 
to be weal �§ 3.7·7 
star Is 
to beat [ § 3.7·4 
to be angr �§ 3.7.3 
dove " '  
to visit [ § 3.7.3 
burnt- § 3.7.3 
night 1§0:.'6.t.3 
[pot 

burial ; 3  , ,  :.6.6.� 
l�b1:r § 3.7-7 
to § 3.7.3 
hammer 
to eat; to § 3.7.3 
roast 

' 
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KTO to turn § 4·9·2·3 
60T size, fonn note in § 3.7.3 

qd character, note in 
nature § 3.7.3 

Items beginning with <d>, <t> 

tf wnw.t TENO'lf this hour, note in 
now § 3.2.4 

tf mp.t rpo.M.nE this year note in § 3.2.4 
-t'i -T€ "" (fern. dual § 5.8.6.8 

-TO'lf suffix) 
.!i TO. I here note in § 3.6.2 
dwn TOOO'lfN to rise § 3.17-4 

-THTIN (pronoun) § 5·2.3.1 
db ro.n horn note in § 3.6.2 
dp.t boat § 3.13.3 

Tc<\H� to rejoice § 3.2.4 
ts (djs) (particle) § 3.u.3 
a;, TWP!!J red § 3.8.2 
dir.t desert § 3.8.2 
dtv to plant § 3.7·7 
dq, t6€ fruit § 3.7·7· 3.16.6 

Items beginning with <Q>, <1> 

dk.t 2S.IEIP€ I fruit of the § 3.u..3 
2S.l€J�E carob-tree 

did! = head § 4.8·7 
d'� b-2S.OTh web(?) § 5.6.4.1 
dbl T(J){J)Bf to repay § 5.8.6.8 
tbw.t TOO'lS'€ sandal(s) § 3.16.6, s.6.6.2 
tnw TWN where? § 5·7·2 
tzi.w 2S.OCE to be sup- § 5.8.6.7 

reme(stat.) 

tld ;>S(J) to say lnote in § 3.3.1, !§ 3.14·4 
ddl 2S.Tb..l to grow I§ 5·6·7-1 ' fat 



Egyptian proper names in cuneiform transcription 

bu-kur-ni-ni-IP § 5·5·• 

pa-ri-ifrna-Pl note in § 3 . .1.4.2.4 

na-ap-te-ra § 3.'-1.8 

Words in other languages 

Semitic ...fwrq green § 3.7.3, 3-9·• 
Semitic Ykrm vineyard § 3.16.3 

Semitic vlq� to take § 3.7.3 

Semitic Vmtn immobile, slow appendix 5 

Semitic Vrkb to mount, to ride § 3.9.2, note in § 4·5·:1. 

Semitic vtkl to plant § 3.7-7 

Arabic ?Abnab y�l (toponym) appendix 9 

Arabic ?Alll2h JJJ God § 5·6·4·3 

Arabic sarwa1- 0�/ arrow note in § 5·6-4-:1. 

Arabic Sagga tf_ to break, to cleave, to split note in § 3.7.3 

Arabic qad4- .;-. stature, figure, size note in § 3.7.3 

Arabic qaw£ya uY to be strong § 3.7.3 

Hebrew slrlm C"i"Q thorns note in § s.6.4.:1. 

Old Nubian T0(20)N-"€ altar § 6.!:1:.2.!1 

Latin calumba dove note in § 6.2.2.2 

Russian ronyoh dove note in § 6.2.!1.!1 

English bark (ship) § •·9·5 

English ebony § •·9-5 

English gum § •·9·5 

English ibis h-9-5 

English myth § •·9·5 

English natron h-9·5 

English (river) Nile § 3.16-4-5 

English oasu § •·9·5 

Hieroglyphs 

V (F13) § •·5·8 - (N35) § 3.16.3 
ry (T8) § .. 5.8 fEl (f•8) § •·5·8 " 
' 

(U•3) § •·5·8 � (U36) § •·5·8 ' ' 
- (V33) § 3.7.6 ,, 
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